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UNIT I

MIGUEL DE CERVANTES
ANINTRODUCTION

1.0 oBJECTTVES

At tt€ end of this unit, you should be able to;

(i) form a general idea of Spanish fictional
litorature in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and

(ii) understand about the life and
personality of Miguel de Cervantes (1574 -
161.6)

1..1 INTITODUCTION

Before you embark on the study of any
author, it is advisable to know something
about his age, since however conventional
or individualistic he may be, he nevertheless
belongs to his age and is a product of his
society. So,let us begin this Unit with a brief
note on the Spanish fictional literature of the
L6th century, the age of Cervantes (1,547-
1616).
.1.,2 SPANISH FICTIONAL LITERATURE OT
THE 15TH CENTUI{Y

Spanish literature cannot be neatly
arranged in period or styles. Certain
characteristics obstinately overflow the
arbitrary boundaries of centuries and genres.
The continuity of the heroic and lyric motifs
is far greater than in English of French
literature. The strange effects of the living
together of Christians, Moors and Jews for
many centuries arc only now beginning to
be appreciated. In Spain, the renaissance did
not mean the end of the medieval, which in
a way has continued to influence all Spanish
writers who write about Spaniards.

Up to the end of the 15th century the
predominant European influence on Spanish
literature was French. French epics
influen[ed the forrn of "Castillian chansons
de geste" and French themes were adapted
by composers of Spanish ballads. After 1500,
however French influence almost vanishes
for something over a hundred years.

Ileminiscences of Dante, Boccaccio and
Petrarch graduatly increase in Spanish poetry
as the 15th century progresses. Contact
between Spain and Italy had become close
in the 15th century and bec.ame closer in the
L6th. "Ariosto was translated into Spanish ;
and imitated by Lope de Vega. Tasso's
theories and practice were also influential.'
The Italian novelists were translated and
imitated, and they provided plots for
dramatists. Much classical learning entered
Spain by way of the Spanish domination in
Italy.

The history of Spanish humanism is yet to
be written. The Reformation passed Spain
by. The number of Spanish Protestants was
small and they left few important rvorks
behind. The influence of Erasmus was,
however, profound. Other more orthodox
writers continued to stress inner piety and
the relative unimportance of religious
extemals. Reflections of this teaching are to
be found in St. John of the Cross and
Cervantes.

Several factors co-operated to make Spain
the predominant European power during the
L6th century. Castilian became the Spanish
language. The general emphasis on
disillusion by the Spanish mystics can hardly
be dissociated from the prevalent economic
and social conditions. The counter-
I{eformation provided an answer to the
confusion of the world: trust in God,
performance of good deeds and cultivation
of virtue.

I-he change in outlook was reflected in
works of entertainment. The early 16th
century has seen the proliferation of the
fantastic novels of chivalry which began to
lose their hold towards the end of it. The
best pastoral novels were written between
1550 and 1600. These genres could only

…
…
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criticise life in so far as they escaped from it.
But there were two other works of fiction
which had more relation to ordinary living:
"The Celestina" (1499) and "Lazarillo de
Tormes" (1554). The latter is an imagi.ury
biography of an under-dog which could
expose certain vices to ridicule. Lope de
Vega's "Dorothea" (1632) is a re-creation of
his own youth. Aleman took the picaresque
model of the "Lazarillo" ar.d made his
"GtJzrrran" into the autobiography of a
converted sinner. Quevedo in his "Buscon"
used an different technique to make his hero
a hardened criminal. Aleman's sermons and
Quevedo's sarcasms both derive from an
ascetic way of life. Cervantes too has some
relation to this outlook. Don Quixote is a
long discursive novel which embraces all
kinds of material; the story of how the
deluded hero is gradually disillusioned in a
world which often encourages his madness
forms the climax of the story.

Spain's most notable literary achievement
is her 17th century drama. However, the
novel also flourished. The greatest novelists
of the 17th century were Cervantes, Gongora
and Quevedo. After Cervantes died, the
novel began to decay. The lesser writers of
fiction of that time make depressing reading.
Poetry virtually expired with Quevedo. Only
the drama remained vigorous until after 1681,
when Calderon died. From the purely
literary aspect, the late 17th century is dreary,
but the learned life of Spain survived.

It is hard to epitomize the magnificence
and variety of the great works of the Spanish
golden age or to account for its relatively
sudden decline: in part their merit is due to
the combination of baroque forms and style
with medieval ways of feeling which
persisted more strongly in Spain than in Italy
or France. Popular literature enriched the
cultivated fancy of lope, Cervantes and some
lesser writers. And the great disillusions of
the Counter Reformation were splendidly
expressed by Aleman, Quevedo and
Calderon. These great writers ended an old
epoch. They did not begin a new one.

In general, it may be said that the greatest
works of Spanish literature belong to the
years 1540-1680 (in which period Cervantes
lived and wrote): Later writers have created

many interesting works which deserve to be
more widely known; but they can hardly
rival those of Cervantes, Calderon,
Quevedo,Gongora or Lope, de Vega.
Cervantes and the picaresquerwriters gave
Europe the modern novel. The cultivated
writing influence each other..;In the golden
age writers we can see how Christian ideas
and attitudes permeated and'"gave value to
works of entertainment. ' j

Let us now proceed to sfudy something
about the life and personality of Cervantes.

1.3 LIFE AND PERSONALITY OECERVANTES.

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedru ('1.547-
L6L6) was the outstanding genius and
supreme innovator of Spanish,literature. He
was born the second son and fourth of seven
children of Rodrigo de Cervantes and Leonar
de Cortinas at Alcala de Henares some 20
miles east of Madrid which, since 1510, has
been the seat of Spain's second great
university. FIis birthdate is not,recorded but
the choice of name-Michaelmas, September
29; he was baptized on October 9, 7547.
Rodrigo's father had made a career in the
law serving as magistrate in various parts of
Spain; but Rodrigo led the more precarious
existence of an itinerant apothecary-surgeon.
Known to have been in Vailadolid in 1552-
53, where he was imprisoned for debt, he
moved his family to Madrid when I'hilip II
established that still small town as his capital
in 1561. Miguel thus lost his chance of a

university education'; in its place he had early
contracted a passion for reading, so that, he
tells, that he would pick up scraps pf paper
in the street to read. The self -educated man,
later to became one of the best read and most
intellectually curious Spaniards of his day
was already in the making; and in Madrid
he. had his chance of further schooling.

Cervantes's literary interests started
budding while he was quite young. He also
seems to have been interested in the theatre
both at the beginning and again at thq,gnd
of his literary career. j i , i. ,,

Cervantes led an eventful lifei,tOn
September 75,7569 a warrant was issuedrfor
the arrest of one Miguel de Cervantes missing
from the capital. Perhaps it was the novelist,
we are not certain. Much later, he speaks of

-aEu/opean Fiction 6 _
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-having served in the household in Rome gf
Cardinal. Of his life in Rome nothing more
is known except that it was brief. But to have
come at an impressionable age from the still
parochial Madrid to the hub (central part)
of the Christian universe and a city whose
suqpassing beauty was treasured in memory
for life proved a great enrichment of mind
and all the senses. It proved a stimulus, too,
to action. Cervantes enlisted in a Spanish
contingent in Rome that was ordered to
Naples to await the arrival there of the main
fighting force from Spain. It was a long wait.
On October 1.571, the enemy was discovered,
drawn up in battle formation in the Guif of
Lepanto, and there ensued(followed) in
Cervantes's profound words,'the greatest
occasion that past or present ages have
witnessed or that the future can hope to
witness.' His ship 'Marquesa' was in the
thick of the battle and no one outshone him
in bravery. III with fever, he refused to go
belorv, and seeking out the most exposed
position was twice wounded in the chest, a

third shot permanently maiming (crippling)
his left hand, to the greater glory, 'as he says,

of the rigl'rt'. Of his part in the battle,
Ccrvantes remained prouder throughout his
lifc than anything clse.

Ccrvantes lav conrralescing in a hospital
in Mcssina for some time. I-le hacl a ferv more
military assignments, some successful, some
unsuccr:ssful. Much as hc had already secn

and c,xpcrienced, his adventures rvcrc onl1,
beginning. I-Ie had to face captivity, tortrtre
and even lashes before he was sct frce.
Literature has rarely had a narrotver cscaPc.
He sailed for Spain on Octobcr 24, 1580 and
procecded to Madrid.

'I'he brief campaign that in 1580
incorporated Portttgal into the Spanish
Crown-uniti.ng thc penisula once rnore for
the next 50 ycars rvas just over.' Returning
to Madrid aftCr a fcrv minor'missions,
disillusioned in his hopes of ofiicial
cmploymsnt, Ccrvantes consorted nrith
writers anci turned his hand to the rvriting
of plays.., Man1, of his plays were actctl . "La
confi"lsa", is the play n'hich l'te csicem,:d and
prided llimself on most.

On December 12, L584 Ceruantes rnarried
Cataline,de Salazar, a girl 18 years his jrurior

,aS*of good family. She brought him a

hanllsome dowry. However, her parents did
not highly esteem the match. It was probably
a year or two earlier that he had a daughter
Isabel by one Ana Franca de Fiojas. By his
wife he had no children but Isabel figured
disturbingly in his life in later years. His
father's death in 1585 doubtless increased his
responsibilities as the man of a household of
many women, including his sisters and a

niece and gave a new urgency to the search
for a livelihood that was not to be had from
writing.

In 1587, he went to Seville, presumabiy
along to seek employment in the provisioning
of the Spanish Armada, the fleet that was to
convoy an army to attack England. This
mundane employment marked the beginning
of a L5 year hiatus in his literary career. He
had to undergo excommunication and
imprisonment on charges of illegal
requisitioning (demanding) of grain.

The years 1600-03 are a blank. The
possibility that he may have rejoinecl his wife
in the tranquii obscurity .of her home is
reinforced by the only thing to be inferred
with certainty of this peliod; that he rvas
busily-engagcd in the writing of "Don
Quixote." (we shall discuss the novel in detail
in tire succeeding units). Unluckily, he did
not make rntrch money out of this novel. 'Io
add to his rvoes, a stabbing affray (public
fight) outside his first floor lodging in
Alladolid in June 1605 r,vhich landed hirn
and his women folli in jail for a rveek on
suspicion, sltowed him to be still living in
dif{icult circumstances.

For three years thereafter, he was again
lost to view, tp reappear in 1608 in Madr:id,
no\^/ ollce more thc capital. There he was
much harassed by an intermirrable series of
legal squabbles over financial matters
involving his daughter and her second
husband; and when in mid-1610 thc Count
of Lenros larown for his bcnevolent interest
in men of letters \\ras appointed Viceroy of
Naples, Cen antes sought escape by aspiring
to an appointment in his entourage or
cabinet. 'lhe hope did not matcrialise; but in
dcdicating to the count Ccn antes parid rich
tr:ibute to thc generous support received in
his last years from hirn. Earlier in 1609, he

mluTspsnn Ficliou 7  
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had been received in to the newly founded
fraternity of slaves of the most Blessed
Sacramen! about the same time his wile took
the habit of (joined) the Third Order of St.
Francis. In 1.672, he joined the Academia
Selvaje, a new literary club to which the
dramatist Lope de Vega, the other literary
giant of Spain's golden age and no friend to
Cervantes belonged.

A third and culminating period of
intense creative activity now began: FIe wrote
.many more short stories, a burlesque poem
etc. In 1614 he had promised a speedy
appearance of a sequel to "Don Quixote". He
was at work on the 59th chapter of the
sequel when he came to know of the
publication of a spurious second part. What
stung him most was an insolent preface
taunting Cervantes with physical defects and
moral infirmitites. Ilowever, he hurried on
with his own work in spite of much
unpleasantness and published it by the end
of 1615. It too was speedily reprinted in
Brussels and Valencia (both 161,6) and in
Lisbon (1,577) with a first translation into
Iirench, in 1618. From the lJarcelona edition
of 1,617 onward, both parts appeared
together.

With energy and inventiveness unabated
(continuing) his mind shaping ever.new
projects, Cervantes grew conscious that'time
was running out. I-Ie did not live to see last
work in print; it was publised tn 1,617. It ran
through eight editions in two years with two
French and one English translations. It was
entitles "Lost trabajos de persiles
Sigismunda". F{e died on 23 April 761,6

(Remember: Shakespeare too died.on the
same day) in his house in the Calle de Leon.
The next day he was buried in the'I'rinitarian
conven! no stone marked his grave, and no
will is known. His wife who in testament
made in 1610 had borne wibress to "the much
love and good companionship we have had
together," survived until 1626 and his
daughter until 1652, when his life became
extinct.

Read the study material carfully and
become familiar with the age of Cervantes,
Spanish literature during the golden age, as

well as the eventful life of the author of "l)on
Quixote", and his interesting personality: We
shall study about Cervantes's classic "I)on
Quixote", in thc following Units.

UNIT‐ 2

DONQUⅨ OTE

PARTl:A SUMNIIARY

1.0 oBIECTIVESe

, At the end of this unit, you should be
able to.

(0 have general idea of the plot of the
first of cervantes's "Don Quixote" ancl

(i0 form your initial inpressions of the
Don and his squire.

2.1 INTIIODUCTION

I'he best way to enjoy a novel, of course,
is to read it in the original. Even in the most
authentic translation, something of the
original's flavour and flair is bound to the
lost. A chapter-wise summary of this sort is
twice removed from the original. It r,vill
certainly help you to know the plot of the
novel, form ideas about the characters,
atmosphere and so on. But if you can lay

your hands on a good translation, do read it.
Only then will you be able to understand and
enjoy Cervantes's masterpices.

Anyway, something is better than
nothing. So let us begin to summarise the first
part of the novel.

2.3.1 Summary of Chapter-l
'I'he quality and Manner of life of the
Renowned IIero.

Once upon a time there lived in a village
of La Maricha a gentleman who kept a lance
upon a rack, and old buckler, a lean hotse
and a coursing greyhound. I{e was aborrtfifty
years old. His family consisted Uf :a
housekeeper, a young niece and a servant
boy. He. indulged in reading that caused his
brains to dry up, and his intellect to become

- 
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-deranged. He was seized with one of the
strangest facies that ever entered the head of
any madman. It was to become a knight -
errant, travel 411 over the world and perfornn
deeds both for self glory and for the services
if his country., Fle equipped himself with
armour and s{eed. Now he needed oniy a

lady to be in.love with. He chose a good
Iooking peasant:girl-called Aldonza Lorenzo
to nominate mistress of his heart. He decided
to call her Dulpinea delToboso.

2.3.2 Summary,of Chapter 2

The first sallyrDon Quixote made from his
native village

Without teling anyone he set out one day
on horseback. On the way he was suddenly
smitten by the thought that he was not yet
dubbed a knight. He decided to be made one.
He traveled all day. At night he and his horse
Rozinante reached an inn. On hearing a
swineherd blowing his horn to collect his
hogs Quixote thought with satisfaction that
it was a dwarf. who had given the signal of
his arrival. The ladies in the inn were startled
at his fantastic appearance and manner. He
addressed the innkeeper as Senor Castellan
and imagined the girls to be persons of quality
and ladies of the castle. It was a laughable
spectacle to see him eat, for his hands were
engaged in holding his helmet on and raising
the visor, he could not feed himseli therefore,
one of the ladies performed this office for him:
mean while, a sow doctor came there who
blew his pipe of reeds four or five times
convincing Quixote that he was now in some
famous castle. So he was satisfied with his
enterprise and first sally, though it troubled
him to reflect that he was not yet a knight.

2.3.3 Summary of Chapter 3
How Don Quixote was dubbed a knight

Agitated by the idea, he abruptly finished
his scanty supper,called the innkeeper, fell
on his knees before him and begged him to
confgrlqpon him the honour of Knigl-rthood.
The,i4nleeper was totally confounded: Being
shre,y/f hg became convined that his guesfr.o

was,ffifl. "fo make sport for the night he
detellpingd to follow his humour . He
informed all who were in the inn of the
frenzy of his guest, and of the intended
knighting. They were surprised at so singular

a kind of madness, and went out to observe

him at a distance. As he was pacing to and
fro one of the carriers removed Quixote's
armour from the cistern as he wanted to give
his mules some water. Our hero challenged
him thinking him to be another Knight and
struck him down. l{e repeated it with a

second carrier too. The comrades of the
wounded then stoned him, standing a little
away. Quixote raved thinking he was a

knight. The host quickly conferred upon him
the luckless order of chivalry. Quixote then
requested the girls to allow themselves to be

called Donna, Tolosa and Donna Molinera.
He then left, much to the host's relief.

2.3.4 Summary of Chapter-4

What befell our Knight on leaving the inn

Overjoyed and delighted at being knighted
Don Quixote set out from the inn. Atbreak
of. day.In order to provide himself with a
squire he re-hched his village, int14iding tOtake into his service a cenX,^ y..l::::q-:_'_:.
fellow of the neighbourhood. Ile chastised a
lusty countly fellow who was beating his
servant boy and was elated at so fortunate
and glories a beginning io his knight errantry.
He went toward the village entirely satisfied
with his valorous self. On the way he saw a

group of silk merchants and imagined it to
be some adventure. He challenged them
arrogantly to acknowledge that there r,qas not
in the whole world a damsel more beautiful
than the empress of La Mancha, the peerless
Dulcinea del T'oboso. The merchants
perceived his madness at once, but they felt
Iike staying on: they assured him that they
would acknowledge her beauty even if she

had a squint. Quixote ran at them with his
lance full of rage. Fortunately for all, he fel1

down. One of the merchants beat him with
one of the brocken lance. At length, the
fellow was tired and the merchants departed.

Quixote was bruised all over and could not
get up; but he was consoled in considering
this a misfortune peculiar to knights-errant.

2.3.5 Summary of Chapter-S

The Knight's Misfortune (continued)

Perceiving that he was unable to stir, Don
Quixote has recourse to his usual rr:medy
which was to recollect some incidents in
hism books. At that time a peasant carrying
a load of wheat to the mill happened to pass

t rEuropean Fiction 9  _
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-
that way. Don Quixote firmly believing him
to be the Marquios of Mantua, his uncle,
proceeded, with an extravagant discourse on
his romance, his misfortune, and of the
ilnlolrrs of the emperor's son with his spotrse.
J'he stunned peasant took off the battered
viz.or and wiped the dust from the fallen
knisht's face. He was all the more surprised
lvhen he recognised Quixote, who continued
to answer out of his romance whatever
qlrestion he was asked. Ihe good man, with
gleart trouble, raised him from the ground
and placed him on his ass: He put all his
Lrrolcen arms, lance ctc. on the horse. The
taking him by the bridle and his ass by the
haltcr, irc lvent on towards the village, full
of concern at the wild language of Don
Qttixote

'[hey 
rcached the village about sunsct. The

.,,r r.'i* U'6,1'n?,X11,"'#i;; X;; ;r : ":':iscur.,,ily mounted. Thcy arrived at Quixote's
house rvhicli have found in all confusion.
The prigsl and the barber who wcre Quixote's
particular friends were thcre. 'I'he
housekreper \ ras giving vent to her rvorries.

Slre was surc that it was the accursed
books of krrightcrrant'ry that had tr"rrned his
brain. 'i'he niece flamcd herself for not
Lrurning all those cuscd books. 'I'hc priest
agrecd.

r\11 this rvas ovcrheard by, Quixoh and the
1-rcascnt. J'he later rvers convinced of the
forrr-ic:rs infirrnity. Qtrixote was too vveak to
talk. Tl-'c peasant recounted all the details of
lris r:ncor,rrrtcr . 'l'hc pricst and olhers rver:e
dcfcrr"r-rined to carry into cxecutiorr rvlrat he
hacl determinecl to rlo thc follor,r,ing clav.

2.3.6 Summary of Chapter VI
Bur:nini1 of Quixote's books of I(night-
Irrrantry and his second sally

Qr-rixole slept soundl), for a long tinrr:. l-l-re
niccc and ti, ,lrsekceper bror.rqht to the
prriest morc r rr rr lrrrndrecl big and sn',,all
rrolumcs on ' uisirt-cllantry, tl-rosc aut[rors of
rnischief. lrrc two \/olrlen warrtcd to rnaice
ir pilc of them in tl'rc courtyard and set tire to
it; so cagerly did tlielz botlr thirst for tire dcath
of those innocents. 'l'he priest rvanted to
verify rvhcther sorne at least did not clcser,,,e
to be chastiscd b1, fire. I{cn.ever, the

housekeeper burnt all the books that night,
tlrus proving the saying that the just some-
times suffer for the unjust'. They walled up
the chamber that contained the books.

On getting up,Quixote first enquired
about his books. The two men toid him a
prepared story on an enchanter who alighted
from a dragon and left the house futt of
smoke. The foolish man easily believed the
story and said that the enchanter was great
enemy of his. He remained fifteen days.at
home, very tranquil. Using several
arguments and promises he made a poor
labourer by name Sancho panza leave his
wife and children and become his squire. He
then raised money b), selling and pawning
things.

fhen one night Don Quixote and Sancho
sallied out of the village n,ithout telling
anyone.

2.3.7 Summary of Chapter-7
Adventure of the windmills

The two men came insight of thirty or forty
rvindmills on a plain. Quixote imagined.
them to be rnonstrous giants and told Sancho
that he intended to encounter and slay them
and then they would enrich themselves witlr
their spoils. Sancho told him that they rvere
actually windmills.'

Quixote would not heed him and started
attackir:rg the rvindmills. I{e beseeched lris
ladv Dulcinea to comfort him in thc present
dangcr. Sancho felt helpless in such a mad
situation. Qr"rixote was convinced that thc'
cnchanter sage Freston had mctamorphosed
his stolen books into windrnills.

Qrrixote did not need food, but allorved
his squire to eat when he pleasccl. T'hey went
{olvards the pass of Lapice. Ife adviced
Sancho to asisist hin.. in peril, encnries rverc
vulgar and low people, and not knights.
'l"here appearecl two IJenedictine monks on
the road. fhey wcre r,r,earing travelling
rnaslcs. Quixote imaginecl thcrn to be
cnchanters and despite Sancho's irdrzice
encorrntered tlrcm. Thc first monk slid down
c'n lJre grtxrnd and the sccond one flcd en
his rnule. T'wo lacqueys ra,ho came thcre
attacked Sancho r,r,lren he tired to r;trip thcir
r.lrastcr, thc fallcn monk, to take the spoils of
battle.
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There was another encounter between
Quixote and a Biscayan squire who would
have hurt him too much, had it not been for
the entreaties of the ladies in the squire's
coach. i-

2.3.8 Summarf of Chapter-8

Pleasant Discourse between Quixote and
Sancho 

,

\Mren the conflict came to an end, Sancho
begged him to allow him to govern that island
which he had won in that dreadful battle.
The knight promised him greater adventured
and higher honours in future . They sat and
ate. Quixote was most kindly received by
the goat herds. He asked his squire to be

seated by his side. The goatherds did not
understand the jargon of squires and knight
errants, and so they only ate and stared at
their guests. A youth appeared and sang
excellently. Sancho felt very sleepy. One of
the goatherds dressed Quixote's wound in
the ear by chewing Rosemary leaves, mixing
them with a little salt and laying them on
the sore.

2.3.9 Summary of Chapter 9

Adventure with the unmerciful Yanguesans

After leaving the goatherds, Don
Quixote and his tqrri.u journeyecl inward
and reached a meadow. In the same valley
a number of Galiciasn mares beionging to
certain Yangttesan carriers werc grazing.
Rozinante who strayed into their group vuas

so belaboured that they soon lay on the
ground in a wretched plight. The knight and
the squire who had been resting came there.

Quixote was determined to take ample
revenge for the outrage. Taking his sword
he flew at the Yanguesan's and Sancho did
the same. TheYanguesans gave them back
nicely and pursued their journey after
weaving the two adventures in evil plight.
It was with great difficulty that Quixote,
Sanchl and their animals reached an inn.

2.3.10 $ummary of chapter 10.

What'happened to Quixote in the inn
whiehrhe imagined to be a castle

Lboking at Don Quixote laid across the
ass, the innkeeper asked Sancho what ailed
him. Sancho lied that he had fallen and
broken his ribs. The innkeeper's wife was a
very charitable woman. So she and her

daughter treated the knight well. Sancho told
the ladies that their guest was a knight, who
if he recovered, would become an emPeror.
The women could not understand when
Quixote spoke the jargon of a knight. Sancho
went to sleep. Quixote stayed awake and in
the profound silence of the inn and his
obsession he irnagined the servent girl
Maritomes to be a lady a tried to hold her.
The carrier who had a fondness for the
damsel entered and struck Quixote. Sancho's
sleep was disturbed in the confusion that
foliowed. An officer belonging to the HoIy
Brotherhood of Toledo who had been staying
there hearing the scuffle came there and
battered Quixote. As the innkeeper had put
out the lamp, the officer was obliged to have
recourse to the chimney.

2.3.17 Summary of Chapter 11

The Innumerable Disasters that befell
Quixote and Sancho Panzo in the inn which
the knight mistook for a castle.

The next morning Quixote and Sancho
woke up full of pain and woe. They thought
that the offucer was the enchanted
Moor,when he lifted up his lamp and dashed
it with all its contents on the head of Don

Quixote. The officer took Sancho for a

maniac when he asked him materials for
making a heaiing balm for Quixote's bruises.
The knight felt perfectly recovered after
drinking the precious baisam. Sancho's
condition, on the other hand, was worsened
by the same balm. Quixote came out with
the explanation that all the mischief had
befallen him because he had not been dubbed
a knight.

The two of them departed from the inn.
It was only when the innkeeper asked for a

payment for their board that the knight
realized that it was not a castle as he had
imagined. He refused to pay and rvent off
mounted on Rozinante. Poor Sancho's ill
luck made some needie makers carry him,
place him in the middle of a blanket and toss
aloft. Hearing the cries of his blanketed
squire, Quixote falloped back to the inn-door
and reproached Sancho's tormentors. Thuy
laughed and stopped only when they were
tired. At last he departed.

―
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2.3.12 Summary of Chapter 12

The Adventures of the Flocks of Sheep

Quixote told Sancho who came up top
him, that, castle or inn, the place was
enchanted. Sancho replied that if he could,
he would have revenged himself, knight or
no knight. He suggested returning to the
village but Quixote told him to be patient and
wait to see how honourable a thing it was to
follow the knight's profession. As they were
talking, The knight perceived on the road a
great And thick cloud of dust coming
towards them. He thought that it was raised
by a prodigious army of divers and
innumerable nations. He started reeling off
the names of several provinces.

Quixote rushed into the midst of the
'army' which turned out to be a squadron of
sheep and began to attack them. Not being
able to desist, the shepherds began to salute
his ears with a shower of stones. A big stone
hit his side violently, that the poor knight fell
down from the horie. Fearing they naikUea
him, the shepherds collected their flock, took
up their dead, which were about seven, and
marched off without further inquiry.

\Alhen Sancho told him that he should not
have attacked the flock of sheep, his master
warned him that it was actually his enemy
who being an enchanter, had transformed
the hostile squadrons into flocks of sheep.
Sancho cursed his fate and resolved to leave
his master, although he should lose his wages
for the time past, and his hopes of the
promised island. However, he stuck on.

2.3.1,3 Summary of Chapter 13

The adventure of the Dead Body
The knight and the squire were still on the

high road without having found any place
of reception even at night. They were
famished too. Suddenly they perceived that
some lights were approaching them. It was
a group of mourners carrying a dead body.
Sancho's courage was totally annihilated by
the dreadful spectacle. Quixote went and
challenged them. They pleaded haste; then
the knight assailed the timorous and
unarmed fellows, forcing them to quit the
field. He challenged one of the fallen men
who explained in a frightened manner that
he as well as the eleven other men who had

run aWay Were all Priests and they were
taking the bones Of the dead men′  a
gentlemal■ to histomb.Quixote relented and
let him go asking him tO beg■ 91r pardon in
his name.The man depar194・ SanChO
cleverly prevented his mastpr lom wanting

緞∬訛
i籠

∬fFi』 ]諄穐1よ:譜:覧∬
2.3.14 Sunllnary of Chapter 14

The Adventure of the Fullll写
VillS

The lcnight and the squire marched on till

l:L::]¶彗脂穏rF譜ざ鮒 :ま
ofirons or rattling chains.Sa■ 91o was scared
to tears and tried to dissuade hぉ master from
encountermg the fearful adve=ture.He then

tied the horse′s forefeet tog11砕 r sO that he
would not move.QuiXOte,therefore′ had tO
wait till next moming.Whさ■it"as dawi′
Sancho unbOund R9zinante andithey set Out.

They came tO a little green mieadow bounded

by some steep rocks. They underst。。d that

li甘:PlT鳳Ⅷ∫]:冒`7真亀l鷺
founded. QuiXOte burst Out laughing. He
was enraged when SanchO made alest ofhim
lll this lnatter.           :

2.3.15 Summary of Chaptcr-15

The Crand Adventure and Rich Prize Of
〔ヽalnbrino′ sI‐Iellnet

As it began tO rain Sancho pFOposed
enteril■g the fullmg mill′ but Quixote refused.

Soon the knight discovered a man on horse―

back whO had sOme glittering thing on hiS
head.I― Ie imaghed thatit was Mambrino′ 」

鮮憮〔∬1胤彗:∬Tt緊群魂雌器よ
He wOuld not heed Sancho′s advice not to

::=∬職 Fi:翼 謝 :∬ 1:t:Pよ ■ :
head to save his new hat.  On being
challenged′ the barber fled‐ leaving hiS basin
behind. Hearing the baSin being callOd a
helmet sancho couldnothelP laughing.月 ■e
knlght′ however′ decided t6 wear it on his
head at least as a protection against}St61tё s.

He left the barber′s horse there itselF.sh“ it

was not usual for a chivalrous knight tё

獣緊騰茸ぷ讐糧 :譜
∝rすいhlξ
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-2.3..LG Summery of chapter 16

The Adventure of Galley slaves

On the way out two travelers saw a do2en
men on foot strung like beads by the necks in
a great iron chain and all handcuffed
accompanied by two men on horseback, and
two on foot. 'Sancho said that it was a chain
of galleys, Quixote decided to defeat force
and violence. jOn asking, the first slave said
that his crime,lvas being in love with a basket
of fine linen. ,,the second one's crime was
confessing on the rack that he was a stealer
of cattle, and so on. Quixote requested the
commissary to let the prisoners go which the
other man refused. There upon the knight
attacked him. Then utter confusion followed.
The squiore cleeired the field of all the guards
who fled to edcape from the shower of stones
which was poured upon them by the slaves.

Quixote told the salves whomhe had freed
to present t\emselves before the lady
Dulcinea del Tobosa saying that he had sent
them to present his services to her. The last
slave Pasamonte resented a remark made by
Quixote. He gave a signal to his comrades
upon which they rained a terrible shower of
stones on the knight and he fell down. They
stripped the knight and his squire. Quixote
was indeed disappointed at being so
maltreated by thbse on whom he had
conferred so great a benefit.

2.3.17 Summary of Chapter-17

The adventure in Sierra Morena

Quixote observed to Sancho that to do
good to the vulgar is to throw water into the
sea. For once he heeded the Squire's words
and rode on till they entered the Sierra
Morena, a chain of mountains. They took
up lodging there. They slept. Missing his
ass Dapple, Sancho was grief stricken.
Quixote comforted him. They trudged for
some time. Then the knight stopped and
tried to lift something. It was a saddle cushion
and a portmanteau fastened to it. The squire
helped,hirn to lift it. Through the gaps he
could;see shirts, linen etc. It also contained a
rogghtcopy of verses which Quixote read
alou{-,;.He wondered who the owner could
b€i 11i ; i1 ,

He suddenly saw a man, almost naked,
springing from rock to rock with

extraordinary agility.The Ifuight immediately
imagined him to be the owner of the
portmanteau.

A little away they saw a dead mule lying
in a brook. Th"y saw an old goatherd and
said that all that he knew was that a n ell-
mannered and comely youth had come to a
shepherd's hut on the same mule and u,ith
the same goods. After some time he had
suddenly left them. They guessed from his
behaviour that he had fits of madness, just
then the youth appeared there. The two
knights saluted each other.

2.3.1.8 Summary of Chapter 18

The story of Cardenio
They g4ve the tattered knight somethinp;

to eat. Then he said his name was Cardenic,.
He hailed from a wealthy family . I-Ie was
about to ask his father permission to marry
the girl he loved, namely, Lucinda when he
had to go with duke Ricardo on service.
Before leaving he asked Lucinda and her
father too was for him. There the duke's son
Don Femando confided to him about his love
for a certain country girl and his resolve to
marry her. Cardenio decided to reveal this
dishonourable piece of news to his masl-er,
the Duke. Fernando had actually married
her. Later on seeing Lucinda, he became
deeply enamoured of her. He stopped the
story ab ruptly. The knight had a vehernent
desire to leam the end of the story.

2.3.L9 Summary of Chapter 19

The strange things that befell the knight of
La Mancha in Sierra Morena and ho'w he
imitated the penance of Beltenebros:

Quixote, aiong with Sancho, proceeded.
They talked of various things. F{e wrote a
letter to Dulcinea del Tobosos, professing his
love and requiring her to reciprocate. FIe also
wrote a letter to his niece asking her to give
three out of five ass colts which he has left at
home in her custody, to Sancho Panz.a. He
asked his squire to mark the spot and return
to the same place after delivering the letters.
Sancho took leave of Quixbte and mounted
on Rozinante. Seeing the knight stripping
off his clothes in all haste and cutting capers
in the air, and tumbling heels over head,
Sancho was fuIly. convinced that his master
was stark mad.

-European 
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-2.3.20 Summary of Chapter 20

Quixote's penance, as a lover in the sierra
Morena

W hen left aione, Quixote mounted on the
top of a high rock and deliberated on the
matter of love. He composed many verses of
a plaintive kind, in praise of his Dulcinea.
Sancho came to the inn where he had been
tossed in a blanket. He told the inmates of
the inn about Quixote's condition, his
adventures, his penance/ the letter to
Dulcinea etc. When he searched in his pocket
he could not find the letter . Quixote had
forgotten to give it to him. Sancho was visibly
perturbed. He repeated the letter from
memory and the barber offered to write it
down for him. Each time he repeated, he
added various other extravagancies. The
barber and the priest devised a plan to relieve
Quixote of his unprofitable penance. The
curate, dressed up as a damsel-errant, and
the barber as her squire, would approach
the knight and ask for a boon, namely, to
accompany her to redress an injury done to
her by a discourteous knight. He would
certainly consent and thus they might be able
to take him away and try to find a remedy
for his cure.

2.3.2'1, Summary of Chapter 21

The Plot of the Priest and the Barber
Accordingly, the priest and the barber

disguised themselves. Thuy had just got out
of the inn when the priest suddenly felt that
it was not right for a priest to be so dressed.
They backed out.Then the barber consented
to an exchange of the disguises. The next
day they arrived at the place where Sancho
had left his master. Thuy waited while he
went to find out about his master. The met
Cardenio, who began his melancholy story
but this time he completed it. Fernando and
her covetous father forced her to marry
Fernando. Though she had vowed to die she
coolly accepted Fernando as her husband
and Cardenio was confounded. Then he
came out and started wandering listlessly.

2.3.22 Summary of Chapter 22

The new adventure of the priest and the
barber at Sierra Morena

They were suddenly disturbed by a voice
uttering moumful complaints about a secret

grave for some wretched body. They saw a
youth dressed like a peasant. It was actually
a most beautiful woman in disquise. She
began to tell them her story. It become clear
that she was the peasant girl whom Fernando
had fallen in love with and Wented to marry.
She consented. Months p?gsed and she
began to doubt his fidelity Sh," then came to
know that he had married"'Lucinda. The
emerged girl, Dorothea,lisquised herself and
left her house and went to Ilucinda's place.
There she came to know that Lucinda had
affirmed in a letter that shelcbuld not be wife
to Fernando as she had fallen low in public
opll1lon.             ・ , ,

2.3.23 Summary of ChaptlII子。
He arrival of the Princess Miconliconia

Both Dorothea and Cardenlo had ChOSen
to terlninate their wretched f existences′ for

their Plight in 10ve had bcrn sad・ Cardenio
vowed he wouldhelP her19 assertherclaims.

She was very grateful. Asthey were talkmg′

Sancho called outloudlytO them tO Ineet hiln

He had found the knight naked to his shirt′

weak and hungry and sigh“ g for hiS lady

Dulcil■ea. Dorothea offerさ d tO dO the role of

the distressed damsel. Shё became princess
Micomiconoa.Sancho was higl■ ly mpressed.
They reached QuixOtet The Princess
requested the knight tO folllow her′ Prollnise
not to engage ln any other adventure until

he had avenged her On the giant
PandafilandO whO had ■lsurped her
kingdoln.QuiXote suddenly became
enthusiastic. They got up on horse back.
Sancho a10ne was on foot.

2.3.24,u=mcry Of ChaPler 24

The Princessis StOry and isanChO Recovers

Dapple  i: i        . `

Mk。潔 輩l itti簡鳴 e liry見織
Ci器

father had left the Order that if the knight

mentioned in his proPhed力 lafter cutting off

the giant′s`head shOuld desire to llrlarry her

she should immediately:submit td be,his
lawful wife and give him half the kingdom.

QuiXOte declared that thOugh he〕 ″Ould
endure any hardship to kill thelじ ia劃ヒhe
could noteven thhk Of marryil■g herbe崚れlse

he had his Own lady Dulcinea.He散 ,came
furious when Sancho suggested that
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Dulcinea was inferiour to the princess.
Dorothea calmed them down. Just then they
saw a man approaching them, mounted on
an ass. It was Pasamonte and the ass was
Dapple. Sancho shouted so loudly that the
man fled and the ass was restored.

2.3.25 Summary of Chapter 25

Sancho's Report of His interview with
I)ulcinea

Sancho confessed that he carried no letter
and had written down by a parish clerk to
whom he dictated from memory. The lady
Dulcinea was winnowing wheat in the
backhouse and asked him to leave the letter
on the sack., she did not enquire about the
knight; nor did she rea<l the letter as she was
illiterate. She tore it to pieces. Instead of a
jewel, she presented the squire with bread
and cheese made of sheep's milk. Sancho
adviced him against returning to Dulcinea
but to kill the giant and secure the dowry,
namely, kingdom. Sancho was tired of
telling so many lies that he wished to make
an end of the business.

2.3.26 Summary of Chapter 26

More Adventures at the Enchanted Inn
The reached the inn where Sancho had

been tossed in a blanket. The host and family
welcomed them. The hostess demanded the
retum of her tail which he had been using as

a beard,.and the barber would not give it.
At last he gave it up. The conversation
centred on the extra ordinary derangement
of Quixote on the mountains. The innkeeper
did not agree that i.t could have been caused
by reading books of chivalry. He brought a

trunk containing several such books. The
priest proceeded to read a novel for the
general .unusement of the company.

2.3.27 Summary of Chapter 27

The Battle with the Giant Pandafilando,
with other incidents

The novel was nearly finished when
Sancho came and reported that his master
has cut off the head of the giant
Pandafilando. The whole company rushed
out: They saw Quixote standing with a

drawn sword calling out as if in actual
combat. He had dreamed and imagined that
the wine skin was the giant and had struck
it, and red wine was freely flowing out

through the ripped skin. The irurkeeper was
furious. All the others laughed at tl'rt:
absurdities of both master and man. Quixotc'
was put to bed and he slept soundly.

Tranquility was resorted when a company
of guests appeared. 'There was a lady too in
that group and all wore masks. Soon it
turned out that the lady was Lucinda, anrl
that Don Fernando also was in the group.
Intense outpouring of pent up love and grierf
at parting followed and at the end, Dorothera
and Fernando, as well as Lucinda and
Cardenio were restored to each other.

2.3.28 Summary of Chapter 28

The Arrival of the Captive with the Moorish
Lady

Sancho's hopes of preferment vanished
upon the transformation of princr:ss
Micomiconia into the peasant girl and the
giant into Don Fernando: He was very sad.
But ali the others were huppy. Sancho
explained the sad transformation to his
master who immediateiy dressed up in order
to make enquires. When Dorothea claimed
that she was not changed, Quixote accused
Sancho of lying. Fernando put an end to the
subject by expressing a desire to witness the
knight's valorous deeds.

Just then two men appeared. One looked
like a Christian who had lately, come from
the Moors. He had a female companion, who
was evidently a moor. Everyone was
attracted by the novelty of her appearance.
The man explained that he had just escaped
from Algiers where l're had been in captivity,
and where he had been saved-by his female
companion who had given up wealth arrd
high station in her own country in order to
marry him. Her name was Maria Zoraida.

At supper ,Quixote, instead of eating,
harangued the company on knight-errantry.
News came that accommodation herd to be
provided for his worship, the judge of the
High Courts, of Mexico, and for a young ladv
who was accompanying him. Quixote gave
a grand welcome speech. The judge was
impressed and huppy with the
accommodation too. It turned out that the
judge was one of the brothers of the captive
whom he had left behind when he went to
the wars. It was agreed that the captain and
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-Zoraida should go with their brother of
Seville to their father who would arrange for
their marriage after baptizing her.

2.3.29 Summary of Chapter 29

The adventure of the Young Muletter

Just before day break they were attracted
by the melodious singing og a muleteer. "fhe

judge's daughter, Donna Clara de Viedma,
was seized with a fit of trembling and said
she wanted neither to see nor hear his music.
He was Don Luis, a young gentleman of large
possessions whom she desired to marry, but
was too young. All were asleep except the
innkeeper's daughter and her maid who
decided to amuse themselves by playing some
tricks on Quixote's weak points while he was
keeping guard outside. When it was scarcely
daylighjt, four men on horseback stopped at
the inn. They were confounded to hear
Quixote address them as though he were the
sentinel of a castle.

2.3.30 Summary of Chapter 30

Extra ordinary Adventures at the-Enchanted
Inn

It was full daylight. Quixote, finding that
the four travelers regarded neither him nor
his challenge was furious. They roused
Cardenio, the youth Don Luis whom they
had been searching, from his sleep beside the
muleteer, who was his companion. He had
refused to go back to his father. He told the
judge very tearfully and sincerely of his
ardent desire to many his daughter Donna-
Ciara. Just then the very barber came there
who had been de-provided of Mambrino's
helmet by Quixote anci he accused Sancho
of being a thief. Sancho maintained that it
was the basin helmet which had protected
his master from showers of stones in battle.

2.3.3L Summary of Chapter 31

Dispute concerning Mambrino's Helmet
The barber was astounded that so many

gentleman should maintain that his basin
was not a basin but a helmet. Quixote took
objection to the opinion made by one of the
troopers and aimed a serve blow at him with
his lance. Utter confusion followed. At
length he subsided: thwe basih was to remain
a helmet at least in Quixote's imagination.
In the scene that followed the priest said so
much, and Don Quixote acted so

extravagantly that the officers of the Holy
Brotherhood judged it best to make peace
between the barber and Sancho. The priest
secretly gave some money to the barber for
Mambrino's helmet.

2:31,.32 Summary of Chapter 32

The Enchantment of the knight
Peace was entirely restored in the inn.

Quixote decided to pursue his journey and
replace the princess on the throne of her
ancestors. He shouted furiously at Sancho
who tried to suggest that there were more
tricks in the town than were dreamt of by
him. He told him that all things in that castle
were conducted by enchantment. The
illustrious company wondered how the
barber and the curate might convey the
knight to his home without troubling
Dorothea and Don Fernando to accompany
them. They made a big cage to contain
Quixote at his ease. They disguised them-
selves so as not to be recognised by the knight.
In his disordered imagination Quixote
thought they were goblins of the enchanted
castle. Thus he was conveyed out of the
house.

2.3.33 Summary of Chapter 33

Sancho was Suspicious about the
enchantment.

Quixote imagined that he was an
enchanted knight being transported by
goblins. The curate engaged pay the troopers
of the Holy Brotherhood to accompany
Quixote home to his viilage. Cardenio made
signs to Sancho to mount his ass and lead
Rozinante by the bridle. Pretended, tearful
leave takings followed. The procession of the
wagon, the troppers, Sancho, Rozinante, the
Curate, the barber and especially Don
Quixote, caged up and imprisoned, started.
On the way a canon saw this orderly
procession: he was attracted and ordered
some of his attendants to go to the nearest in
and bring provisions for the whole party.

2.3.34 Summary of Chapter 34

The Adventure of the Goat herd
Upon Sancho giving word for his'not

running away, Quixote was released. The
party sat under the shade and enjoyed them-
selves. They suddenly heard a goat herd
shouting at his animals. The canon invited
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the goatherd to join them who then related
his story, which was to the effect that the
grief seen on his face proceeded from the fact
that his sweetheart had been placed in a
nunnery for indulging in an indiscreet
flirtation with a rival.

2.3.35 Summary of Chapter 35

The Rare Adventure of the Disciplinants
All of them, especially Don Quixote,

offered their services to the goatherd. The
barber introduced Quixote as the righter of
wrongs, the protector of maidens etc., but the
goatherd was unimpressed. A verbal battle
between the knight and the goatherd led to
blows, much to the amusement of the
churchmen. A procession of disciplinants
came that side. Seeing their strange attire
Quixote imagined it to be some that side.
Seeing the blessed image of the Holy Virgin
he mistook it for a maiden and challenged
them for her release. Quixote was badly
wounded in the encounter. He heeded
Sancho's advice to return home. On seeing
him entering the gate, the housekeeper and
his niece renewed their curses against books
of chivalry. Sancho's wife wanted to know
firstly whether the ass had come homwe
well. The women put Quixote to bed but
they feared that he might escape again and
that was what happened.

2.3.36 Summary of Chapter 35

Conversation concerning Quixote's
Indisposition

The two women took continual care of the
knight and said that they occasionally
observed in him symptoms of returning
wisdom. The barber and the curate, euite
huppy to hear this, went to visit Quixote,
agreeing not to touch upon matters of knight-
errantry. As they were talking they heard a

noise. The two women were defending door
against Sancho who had come to pay his
master a visit. They accused him of having
led Quixote astray. Fearing that Sancho
might blunder out something unreasonably,
the knight ordered the women to be quiet
and let Sancho in. When asked about the
village'.s opinion, Sancho replied that the
corrunon people took Quixote observed that
wherever virtue existed in any eminent
degree, it was always presecuteil. Sancho

also told him that the knight's history was
already printed in books under the title Don
Quixote de la Mancha. Sancho then went
to seek the bachelor who had told him of the
above book.

2.3.37 Summary of Chapter 37.

Conversation amongst Quixote, Sancho and
the Bachelor

Don Quixote waited impatiently for the
return iof Sancho and the bachelor Carrasco
to hear about the printed accounts of himself.
Sancho came with the bachelor Samson. He
told him that Quixote's history was written
by a Moor and a sage. Various exploits like
the advcentures of the windmills, fulling mills
etc. had been highlighted. Sancho then
narrated how his ass Dapple had been stolen.
Samson said that the author was considering
having a second part, but some others were
of the opinion that there was enough of Don
Quixote already. The knight asked the
bachelor to compose some verses on his lady
Dulcinea and requested him to keep secret
his intention of setting out again, lest the
others should try to obstruct his honourable

PurPoses.

2.3.38 Summary of Chapter 38

Conversation between Sancho and his wife
Teresa

Sancho went home in a very hrppy mood.
He told his wife he was merry because he
was about to return to the services of his
master Don Quixote. She was not pleased.
He told her he went with the knight for he
hoped to see himself governor of an island.
The knicde and the housekeeper had strong
suspicions that Quixote would break loose
but in vain. After consulting his wife Sancho
told Quixote that the ought to be given in.
The two of themj determined to set out.

2.3.39 Summary of Chapter 39

Quixote's visit to his Lady Dulcinea

Quixote told Sancho that he wanted to go
to Toboso to meet his lady Dulcinea before
he undertook any other adventure. It was
late at night when they left their retreat and
entered Toboso. All the town was hushed in
silence. Imagining her inn to be a castle he
asked Sancho to lead the way. Sancho had
to tell lies to get his master out of town. \Atrhen
they had traveled about two miles, the knight
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-retired into the a shady grove/ while the
squire returned in quest of the lady Dulcinea.

2.3.40 Summary of Chapter 40

Sancho's cunning in enchanting Lady
Dulcinea

Sancho promised to return with lady
Dulcinea's favourable reply. On the way he
talked to himself. As it wouid be difficult to
look for a lady whom neither he nor his
master had seen, it would not be very
difficult to make him believe that a country
wench was the lady Dulcinea. He stayed
where he was till towards evening. Luckily,
just as he was about to mount Dapple, he
saw three country wenches coming from
Toboso each mounted on a young ass. He
rushed back to Quixote to say that Lady
Dulcinea with a couple of her damsels was

coming to pay a visit. The two men started
and saw the three wenches very near.
Sancho grandly addressed them and
introduced himself and the squire. The
wenches were surprised and impatient.
Quixoie was confounded at the peasant girl.
lhe wench did not understand Quixote's idle
gibberish. At last the three got on to their
asses and fled. Sancho had much difficulty
in controlling his laughter.

Read the study material carefully a number
of times and become familiar with the story
so far. Also note down your impressions of
the main characters, the various exploits etc.
So that you will be able to write essays on
your own.

We shall study the latter part of Don
Quixote in the next Unit.

UNIT 3

DON QUIXOTE

PART Ⅱ:ASUMMARY

3.0 Ob jectives

At the end of this Unit, you should be able
to:

(i) have a complete idea of the exploits
of Don Quixote: and

(ii) Understand the meaning of an
episodic plot

3.l.INTRODUCTION

If you observe carefully, you will notice
that the forty chapters of Don Quixote that
we have summarized in the previous Unit
are not organically bound to one another.
Even if you delete a fe w incidents or chapters,
the novel can still stand as whole. How-ever,
the various episodes do have a linker or a
connecting cord in the person of the hero.
Such a plot is called a loose or episodic plot.

Let us continue witir the forty-first chapter
and complete the exploits of Don Quixote.

3.2.L Summary of Chapter 41

Adventure of the Cart or Wain of Death
On the way Quixote and Sancho saw a

cart across the road full of the strangest
looking people, especially Death with a

human visage, which caught the knight's
attention, even startled him. Soon he became
thrilled with the thought of new adventure.
He asked the group who they were. The devil
replied calmly that they were travelling
players. One of the group came capering,
started Rozinante and making Quixote lose
command over his beast and fall. Dapple
fled. Don Quixote decided to punish the
group and rode off in pursuit of the cart:
seeing the group ready to pelt him with
stones. He retired prudently, following
Sancho's sage advice.

3.2.3 Summary of Chapter 42

Meeting of Quixote with the knight of the
Mirrors

\Mhile Quixote and his squire rested, the
knight was disturbed by a noise near him;
he awakened Sancho telling him thht they
had an adventure ready for them. He had
seen two men on horse-back dismount there.
One of them who appeared to Qui4ote to be
a knight started singing a love lyrip. Thuy
talked amiably. 

t

3.2.3 Summary of Chapter 43
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]ousting between Quixote and the knight
of mirrors

During their conversation, the knight told
Quixote that he was in love with the peerless
Casildea de Vandalis who repaid his virtuous
and honourable passion by allowing himself
to be employed by his stepmother, in many
and various perilsi What he valued most
about himself was having vanquished, in
single combat, the'renowned knight, Don
Quixote de la Mercha, and having made him
confess that this Casildea was more beautiful
than his Dulcinea. Quixote, who was
amazed at the knight's assertions challenged
him by saying that the latter was beholding
the true Don Quixote before him. The knight
then suggested that they should wait for
daylight. Their squires went in search of their
animals. In the daylight the first thing that
Sancho saw was the horribly huge nose of
the other squire and trembled. Quixote was
helping Sancho up into the cork-tree so that
he could view the battle better. In the duel
that followed, Quixote assailed the knight of
the mirrors and soon brought him to the
ground. When he observed closeiy, he
iealized that the knight resembled the
bachelor Samson Sarrasco. Sancho got the
shock of this life when the knight's squire's
nose disappeared and he showed his
neighbour Tom Cecial in the unnosed squire.
By this time the two knights, badly bruised,
recovered their senses. Quixote made him
take back his assertions about Dulcinea's
inferiority or of having vanquished Quixote.
He then continued his joumey with Sancho
to Saragossa.

Actually the bachelor Samson Carrasco
along with the barber and priest had planned
the above encoqnter as a means of
persuading Quixote to stay at home. But their
dealings with the mad man proved to be
unpredictable.

3.2.4 Summary of Chapter 44

Quixote and a worthy gentleman of La
Mancha

Qui*ote pursued his journey happily
imagir\ing himself to be the most valiant
knight the:world could boast of. Presently
he and Sancho were overtaken by a
gentleman riding a mare. He was courteous.
He was struck by Quixote's appearance.

While listening to the knight's words, the
gentleman began to suspect his intellect. The
man said he had a son who passed whole
days in insignificant literary investigations.
Quixote lectured to him on the duty of
parents to train children from their infancy.
It made his companion waver in the opinicn
he had formed of his insanity.

3.2.5 Summary of Chapter 45

The advenfure of the Cage of Lions
On being summoned, Sancho, who had

been buying curds, poured them into the
helmet and went to his master, who aske,C
for his helmet and wore it so that the curds
being squeezed and pressed, began to run
down the face and beard of the knight. He
wondered whether his skull was softening
or his brains were melting. On the way the'7
saw a man taking two lions in a cart as a gift
to the king. Quixote decided to challenge thr:
lions. He ordered the men to open the cage,
otherwise he would let the lions loose. \Mherr
the first cage was opened the lion dicl
everything except to come out. lhe knight
then asked the keeper to close the door. Her
then gave an elaborate story about the valour:
of Quixote and Sancho was impressed. FIer

gave him some coins upon which the keeper
promised to relate the story to the king. Thal
afternoon they reached the mansion of Don
Deigo.

3.2.5 Summary of Chapter 45

Quixote in the Castle of the Knight of the
Green Riding Coat

Don Deigo's son with his mother came out
to receive them. They young man, Don
Lorenzo, had much pleasant discourse on
poetry and knight-errantry with Quixote. He
later on told his father, Don Diego, that the
knight's madness was beyond the reach of
all the doctors in the world yet it was fulI of
lucid intervals. Quixote earnestly requested
Don Lorenzo to repeat the verses which he
intented for the prize. Diego's house lor (;tr
days they departed-a-day of joy for Quixote
and sorrow for Sancho who was too sensible
to the comforts of the house as well as the
hunger of the forest.
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-3.3.7 Summary of Chapter 47

The adventure of the Enamoured Shepherd

On the way they overtook two scholarly
persons accompanied by two country
fellows, all of then were mounted on horses.

The knight offered to bear them comPany/
after introducing himself as Quixote, the
knight of the lions. The scholars needed little
time to discover the soft part of the knight's
skill. They invited him to attend one of the
greatest and richest weddings-of a farmer
and a country maid. Basilo and Quiteria
were lovers from infancybut Quiteria's father
decided to marry her off to the rich Camacho
and from that moment onwards Basilio
became too sad and pensive. Quixote refused
to enter the town and turned a little out of
the road.

3.3.8 Summary of Chapter 48

Marriage of Camacho and the Adventure
of Basilio

The next morning the knight and his squire
mounted his horse and set out. The first
thing that Sancho saw was animals being
cooked for a grand wedding feast, and he
was full of delight and wonder.

The occasion was the wedding of the rich
Camacho and Quiteria. On seeing the bride,
the knight thought that excepting the mistress
of his soul he had never seen a more beautiful
woman. Just then the poorbut gallant Basilio
appeared there and accused the bride of being
false and ungreatful. He stabbed himself and
lay in a pool of blood. Quixote who took the
dyiog man in his hands found that he was
still alive. Basilio wanted Quiteria to give him
her hand in marriage as that would be a

solace to his mind, and enable him to confess
his sins. The bride remained harder than
marble. But she went to Basilio and offered
to be his wife. At once Basilio sat up and
nimbly drew out the rapier from his body.
Camacho and his friends attacked Basilio out
of Vengeance. Quixote led the van in
horseback. Finally Camacho gave up,
blaming rather the fickleness of Quiteria than
the cunning of Basilio. They departed.
Quixote joined them.

3.3.9 Summary of Chapter 49

The Adventure of the cave of Montesinos

The newly married couple made much of
Quixote thinking he had been responsible for
defending their cause with his valour and
eloquence. Basilio confessed the strategam
of the feigned wound. After three days
Quixote and Sancho left for cave of
Montesinos. On reaching the mouth of the
cave the next afternoon, Quixote tried to enter
it by cutting and hewing the brambles and
bushes that choked the entrance. Sancho let
his master down into the fearful cavem, with
the rope it appeared to have no weight
attached to it. They concluded that Quixote
was still in the cave. At first Sancho wept.
But they pulled harder, and up came Quixote
tried and with eyes shut as if asleep. He
related what he has seen in the cave, about
how he had met Montesinos himself, who
had taken out the heart of his great friend
Durandarte and conveyed it to the lady
Belerma agreeable to his dying request.
Quixote thought he had spent three days in
the cavern though he had stayed there only
for half an hour. The scholar found it difficult
to believe it.

3.3.L0 Summary of Chapter 50

The Braying Adventure the Puppet-Player
and his Fortune Telling Ape

ItVhile they were taiking, they saw a man
coming towards them. But he was in a hurry.
On reaching the inn they were told that the
man was in the stable attending to his mule.
The man spoke about a certain alderman who
has lost his ass through he artful contrivance
of a wench, and how they had tried to
retrieve it by braying but in van. At this
juncfure a certain Master Peter came to the
inn bringing his ape and the puppets.
Quixote was not entirely satisfied with the
ape's divinations. Master Peter was getting
ready for the show and the people of the inn
were now fixed, some standing and Quixote,
Sancho and the scholar were seated in the
best places.

3.3.L1 Summary of Chapter 51

Don Quixote succours the fair Melisendra
The young interpreter anngynced that

they were goint to present thq true story of
how Don Gaiferos delievered his spouse
Melisendra who was imprisoned by the
Moors in the city of Saragossa. On watching
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-the puppet show he had to comfort the flying
pair and started his role of a true knight, and
began to demolish the puppets with backs
and slashes. After arbitration Sancho had
to pay for the destruction done. Then the
knight and the squire left the place the next
morning.

3.3.72 Summary of Chapter 52

The Adventure with the Brayer's
On the third day, Quixote heard a distant

sound of drums, trumpets and musketry. He
advanced near the troop. He exhibited his
gift of braying. Sancho brayed so strenuously
that the adjacent valleys resounded again.
A man thinking that he was mocking them
raised his pole and struck him that it brought
the unlucky squire to the ground. Thereupon
Quixote attacked the striker with his lance.
Feeling a shower of stones and seeing a
number of vross bows, he galloped off. He
was angry with Sancho for having brayed.
Sancho was badly bruised.

3.3.L3 Summary of Chapter 53

The Adventure of the Enchanted Bark
After travelling leisurely for two days

Quixote and his squire reached the banks of
the river Ebro. They saw a small boat with
out fastened by a rope to the shore. The two
men tied their animals to the trunk of a tree.
Quixote then leaped into the boat followed
by Sancho, he cut the cord and the boat
floated away gently to shore. By then the
mill labourers came out and bawled aloud
that they were endangering their lives. Their
faces being covered with meal dust had a
ghostly appearance so the knight imagined
them to be devils. Sancho wept and priyed.
Quixote drew his sword and began to smite
with an air as though to strike the millers.
Confusion followed. The millers and
fisherman could hardly understand
Quixote's language; but conceiving their
intellects to be disordered, they left them,
where upon the knight and the squire like a
pair of senseless animals returned to their
animals. r.

3.3.'I.,4 Surrimary of Chapter 54

Quixote's'Adventure with a fair huntress
Low spirited, wet and out of humour the

knight and the squire reached their cattle.
The next day they saw some people arnong

whom there was a gay lady. Quixote
assumed that she must be a lady of high
standing. He wanted to pay his respects to
her. The lady, a duchess, invited the knight
to her house. The knight and his squire
arrived at her place and accidentally fell
down due to Sancho's foot getting caught in
one of the rope stirrups. They were well
received by the Duck and the ducjess.
Quixote, however, was angry and ashamerl
at Sanchos witticisms. They talked on various
matters relating to arms and knight errantrv.
They were disturbed by a great noise of many
voices and presently Sancho rushed in. He
had refused to be washed according to their
custom, using fifty hands and towels.
Though the duchess laughed Quixote could
not bear to see Sancho thus treated and he
voiced his displeasure. The duchess then
joined him and sent them out. Sancho was
relieved.

3.3.15 Summary of Chapter 55

Conversation between the duchess, her
damsels and panza

When Quixote went to take rest, Sancho
went to the duchess who was delighted to
hear him talk. Her damsels too were there.
She asked him to clarify certain doubts
regarding the printed history of the gr:eat
Don Quixote. Panza asserted that this master
was a downright madman. The duchess.was
highly amused with Sancho's proverbs and
philosophy. The duke and the duchess
derived great pleasure in the conversation of
Don Quixote and his squire. A boar hunt
was proposed and the knight was presented
with a hunting suit. The affafu was as usual
comic but the fierce animal was soon laid at
length by numerous spears. Later while they
went to the wood, they saw a post boy
dressed like a devil who said that he was
going in quest of Don Quixote de la Mancha.
They also met several other strangg
characters in.wagons: They heard some
music.

3.3.L6 Summary of Chapter 5G

Disenchantment of Dulcinea
When the music approached, they saw a

beautiful nymph on an elevated throne. Close
by her sat a figure having the ghastly
countenance of death looking so terrific that
Quixote started. Sancho was struck with
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-terror and even the duke and the duchess
seemed to betray symPtoms of fear. The
living death standing erect recited a few
passages in a dull tone with a sleePy
articulation. He spoke of Dulcinea's being
in Hade's chamber under the spell of his
buried ghost. Sancho declared that his
master who was part of her, and ever calling
her, ought to lash himself for her and do all
that was needful for her delivery. Suddenly
the spangled nymph addressed Sancho and

prayed that the anguish of that miserable
knight, her master, would stir him to
compassion. Under compulsion Sancho
consented to the penance of three thousand
three hundred lashes upon certain conditions.
The party then returned home highly
delighted with the evening's amusement.

3.3.L7 Summary of ChaPter 57

Adventure of the affected Duenna and
Panza's Letter

The whole contrivance of the last
adventure was the work of the duke's
steward; a man of a humorous fum of mind.
Assisted by the duke and the duchess he

prepared a still more entertaining to be scene.

Sancho wrote a letter to his wife about the

lashes he was giving himself for the
disenchantment of the unhappy lady. Alt
that he was doing was motivated by a love

of a money for her sake etc. After dinner, a

figure approached the party. He introduced
himself as the squire of the countess, Trifaldi,
otherwise called the afflicted Duenna' The

countess wanted to come and relate her
unhappy tale to Quixote. The request was

grantld. She was the eldest and chief of the

Dr"r'tnut in the household of the royal
mother of infanta Antonomasia who had
been attracted to a private gentleman and a

treacherous cavalier Don Clavigo. Her
cousin-Ge.tiut the giant Malambruno, a

necromancer who wanted to chastise the
presumptuous Don Clavigo and the foolish
Antanomasia transformed them instantly by
his cursed art-her into a monkey of brass and

him into a crocodile of some strange metal'
He further punished Trifaldi by covering her
soft face with rugged bristles' So saying she

fainted.

3.3.18 Summary of ChaPter 58

Adventure of Countess Trifaldi(continued)

Both the knight and the squire were deepiy
affected by the sad tale. Quixote was ready
to serve her. Trifaldi said that the horse of
the giant Malambruno was called Clavileno.
Sancho was not desirous of joining his master
in this adventure. But he was perslraded by
the duchess to do his duty. He was also

moved by the tears of the Duenna.

3.3.19 Summary of ChaPter 59

Adventure of Trifaldi(concluded)
Four savages entered the garden carrying

a large wooden horse. The afflicted lady
requested the knight and the squire to mount
the horse and meet the challenge of
Malambruno. Quixote was willing, but not
Sancho. But he was soon persuaded to go
though unwillingly. They mounted the
horse, after being blindfolded. When they
were in the midst of their adventure the duke
and the duchess applied some lighted flax to

Clavileno's tail, upon which his body being
full of combustibles, he instantly blew up and

threw the riders to the ground. Trifaldi and
her group vanished. Quixote was greatful
to heaven for having performed so great an

exploit with so much care.

3.3.20 Summary of ChaPter 60

Quixote's instructions to Panza bef ore
going to his government

The duke and the duchess being so well
pleased with the afflicted Duenna, were
encouraged to proceed with other projects
seeing that there was nothing too
extravagant for the credulity of the knight
and the squire. The day after the flight of
Calvileno, the duke bid Sancho to PrePare
himself to assume office as the govemor of
the promised island. Quixote drew him aside

und gurr" him advice respecting his conduct
in ofiice. The rules of life he laid down for
his squire were in the highest degree
excellent, both morally and sociallyi He told
Sancho that he deserved to be goVefnor of a
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3.3.21 Summary of Chapter Gl
How Sancho Panza was conducted to his
government and Quixote's advenfure in the
castle

The copy of Quixote's admonitions to
Sancho fell into the hands of the duke and
the duchess and they were surprised at his
good sense and madness. Sancho was sent
with a large retinue to assume office. After
he had gone, Quixote started feeling lonely.
He was extremely afflicted and fuli of
melancholy thoughts. Presently he heard
pleasant music and was delighted.
Commending himself with fervent devotion
to his mistress Dulcinea he determined to
listen to the music. He then threw himself
upon his bed as though some graver
misfortune had befallen him.

3.3.22 Summary of Chapter 52

Sancho Panza on the Island
Sancho arrived at the Island of Barataria

where after some ridiculous ceremonies he
was constituted perpetual governor. Several
cases were brought before him. To settle one,
Sancho even resorted to beating the
defendant with his own stick. ln another case
the way he dealt with the case left all the
court in admiration at the acuteness and
wisdom of their new govemor.

3.3.23 Summary of Chapter 63

Quixote's dreadful adventure of the cats

Quixote was harassed with reflections on
the conduct of the love-stricken Altisidora.
He met her as he passed through the gallery.
He asked for a lute so as to comfort the poor
damsel. He started signing a song he has
composed on Dulcinea which was heard by
all in the castle. Suddenly a sackful of cats
fastened with tinkling bells was let down to
the window of his room. They soon
extinguished all the lights in the chamber.
Quixote was amazed and confopunded. He
attacked the cats while they tried to escape.
One sprand to his face and scratched it. 'Ihe
knight would not allow anyone to disengage
it. However, at last the duke did disengage
the furious animal. Quixote's facri was badly
scratched and had to stay in bed for five days.
His boble friends were concerned at the event
of their jest.

3.3.24 Summary of Chapter 54

Sanho's behaviour in his government
Sancho was conducted from the court of

justice to a sumptuous palace where in a
great hall he found a magnificent
entertainment prepared. FIe sat down to
dinner and a physician stood at one side of
his hand. Yet before he could eat, all the food
vanished, on a signal of the wand. Sancho
was puzzled at this proceeding. The doctor
prevented him from eating several things
giving one explanation or the other and
Sancho became angry. His secretary read a
letter from the duke informing about the fear
of attack on the island by some enemies.
Sancho was astonished. However, he
preferred not to die of starvation. He then
attended to several cases.

3.3.25 Summary of Chapter 55

Adventure of Quixote with Donna
Rodriguez

As he lay on his bed in a melancholy mood
Quixote saw an apparition of a most
reverend duenna gliding in. Ife was alarmed
to see her and she was dismayed to see him
disfigured with bandages. She told him that
she was not a phantom or an apparition but
Donna Rodriguez, duenna to the duchess.
As they were talking, someone came and
assaulted the matron and after her, f)on
Quixote, and the knight really did not
understand who the malicious enchanter
was.

3.3.26 Summary of Chapter 55

Sancho's tour of the Island
The governor was in a very bad m,:od

because of the provocation he had received
from the knave of a peasant who was one of
the steward's instruments for executing the
ducke's projects upon Sanciro. At length the
soul of Doctor Pedro Recio relented and he
promised Sancho he should sup that night.
He then attended to several disputes. A
young maiden in disguise turned up claiming
to be the daughter of Diego de la Llana. Out
of a desire to see the town she had disguised
in her brother's habit and set out. While
returning she stumbled and fell and just then
a man seized her and brought her there.
Sancho promised to see the two youngsters
safe to their father's house and they were
gateful. Sancho even thought of matching
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-the young man with his daughter Sanchica.
When Teresa Panza and Sanchica heard of
Sancho's promotion as govemor of an island,
they were impressed.

3.3.27 Summary of chapter 67

Progress of Sancho's government
At the island Sancho was induced to

struggle with hunger, and he inwardly cursed
the government, and even him that gave it.
At last the magistrate issued orders that they
might dine that day much to his satisfaction,
which he did. A courier then brought a letter
from Quixote to which he made his secretary
write a reply giving his news. He informed
his master that veiled bribery was conunon
on the Island. Sancho spent that afternoon
in making different regulations for the benefit
of his people.

3.3.28 Summary of Chapter 58

Adventure of the second Afflicted Matron

Being now properly healed of his wound,
Quixote determined to ask permission to
depart to Saragossa. Just then two women
clad in deep mourning came to the hall. One
fell at his feet. It was Donna Rodriguez. She
requested him to challenge a wicked peasant
who had basely and treacherously used his
poor dear child. Quixote accepted the
challenge. The page boy brought a letter
from Teresa to the Duchess. It gave her great
pleasure to read it. Next they read her letter
to her husband Sancho. It caused much
merriment, applause and admiration. On the
courier's arrival with Sancho's letter, that too
was read.

3.3.29 Summary of Chapter 69

Toilsome End and Conclusion of Sancho
Panza'a Government

The govemor was in bed on the seventh
night of his administration, sated with sitting
in judgement, deciding caused and making
statutes and proclamations. Despite hunger
he was about to sleep when he heard such a

noise of bells sinking. He saw some twenty
persons armed with torches. They told him
that enemies had entered the island. Sancho
felt quite helpless. Such matters were best
left to his master Quixote. The people urged
him to hasten and exert himself. He fell down
violently and the men trampled his body
without compassion. Sancho was truly fed

up. Heaven at last favoured him, for when
least expecting it, he was cheered with shouts
of triumph. But the goveffror was in a most
pathetic condition and had to bne raised up.
He embraced Dapple and spoke to the ass

with tears in his eyes. AIl his troubled and
tribulations came one after the other only
when he forsook his friend and the partner
of his fatigues and miseries, and mounted the
towers of ambition and pride. He told the
islanders that he had rather had his bellyful
of his own poor porridge than to be mocked
with dainties by an officious doctor who
would kill him with hunger. They tried to
persuade him to stay on but when he was
determined, they all embraced him and he
left them in admiration both of his good sense
and unalterable firmness.

On the way Sancho saw six pilgrims.
They talked and drank in company. \tVhile
the others slept, Sancho and Ricote, one of
the pilgrims, actually Sancho's neighbour in
the village, kept awake. After exchanging
all the news, they embraced each other and
parted.

3.3.30 Summary of Chapter 70

Sancho's Misfortune
It was so late that Sancho could not reach

the duke's castle that day. Unfortunately, in
seeking shelter for the night he and Dapple
fell together into a cavity among the ruins of
an old building. Dapple groaned most
piteously. He tried to crawl out of crevice.
One morning Ouixote and his horse
happened to come that way and narrowly
escaped falling into the chasm. On hearing
Sancho's desperate voice the knight thought
that it was his dead squire's soul doing
penance. He understand it was his friend
Sancho only through the familiar braying of
Dapple. Quixote left him to tell the duke and
the duchees. Ropes and pulleys were brought
and with much labour Sancho and Dapple
were rescued and cornforted.

3.3.3L Summary of Chapter 71

Battle between Quixote and Tosilos'
The appointed day of combat'aliived.

Quixote and Tosilos were to take patil It was
agreed that if Quixote was conquered by
Tosilos, the latter would have to marry
Donna Roderiguez's daughter; and if he
should be overcome, Tosilos would be
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-released from his engagement with the lady.
FinaIIy the cheat Tosilos was imprisoned,
Donna Rodriguez's daughter agrees to marry
the duke's lacquey and Tosilos was consoled
with the expectation of matrirnony.

3.3.32 Summary of Chapter 72

Quixote's Adventures after leaving the
duke

Quixote and Sancho finally bid farewell
to the duke and the duchess and set out on
further adventures. The knight extolled
liberty. They entered a wood where Quixote
found himself entangled among some nets
of green thread which were extended from
tree to tree. The knight remarked that those
nets surely promised some new and
extraordinary adventure. Suddenly they saw
two shepherdesses. Sancho was dazzled, and
Don Quixote amazed at so unexpected a
vision. They said that it was they who had
spread the nets to divert themselves by
catching birds. At that time a brother of one
of the fair damsels came there. He saluted
the knight and insisted on honouring him.
Quixote said that in order to show his
gratitude he would engage to maintain, for
two whole days, in the middle of the king's
highway leading to Saragossa and tl'rat those
shepherdesses in disguise were the most
beautiful and the most courteous damsels in
the world, exepting oniy the peerless
Dulcinea. The company tried to dissuade
him from the challenge. But the knight was
resolute. He challeni;ed a group of horseman
who being in haste asked him to get out of
the way. He would not budge. Just then a
herd of fiercebulls andbullocks chased them,
vertourned and trampled the knight, the
squire and their animals. At last fatigue
obliged Quixote to desist from the pursuit.

3.3.33 Summary of Chapter 73

Quixote's extraordinary incident
In spite of eating and washing, Quixote

did not feel refreshed. He was melancholy.
After sleeping for some time they rode and
reached, an inn. During supper, they could
hear some one in the next charnber suggest
that thqy. ghould have another chaptei of
Don Quixote Ce la Mancha. They were
discussing the book. One person opined that
whoever had read the first part could not be

pleased with the second. Another person
Don Juan observed that what displeased him
the most in the second part was that the
author described Quixpte as no lorrger
enamoured of Dulcinea del Toboso. On
hearing this, Quixote full of wrath and
indignation raised his voice and challenged
that opinion. The two men rushed into
Quixote's room. The knight took the book
turned over some leaves and pointe,l but
some aspects for which the author deserved
reprehension. One of the gentleman told
Sancho that the author had describerl him
as a dull fool, and glutton without pft:asant
foliowing that thayat passed the greater part
of the night in friendly conversation. Later
the knight and the squire left the two
strangers surprised at the medley of sense
and madness they had witnessed.

3.3.34 Summary of Chapter 74

Quixote's Adventure on the vvay to
Barcelona

In the morning they left the inn and took
the direct road to Barcelona, for the Don was
determined to prove the falsehood of lhe new
history which he understood has so grossly
misrepresented him. At the end of s;ix days
as they were resting under some shacly trees,
they were disturbed at suddenly being
surrounded by more than forty comrades of
the dead robbers and bandits, who
comrnanded them to stand, and not to move
till their captain came up. The captain Roque
Guinart arrived. He at once perceived
Quixote infirmity and that it had inL it more
of madness than a valour. The knight's
harangue persuading the men to ,luiithat
kind of life, so prejudicial both to soul and
body, made no impression on them since they
were a wild and ungovernable rerce, The
captain insisted upon all the property which
had been taken from Dapple being
immediately restored. He then made a just
and impartial division of their plundered loot.
Roque sent a parry which soon returned with
their captives. The captain treated them with
courtesy and moderation and left thern a part
of their money. He then wrote a letter tp a
friend in Barcelona about his meeting with
don Qukixote adding that he had J:ound him
wonderfully sagacious and entertaining.

―
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-3.3.35 summary of Chapter 75

Adverrture of the Enchanted Head at
Barcelona

After sojouming with the great Roque for
three days and nights, Quixote and Sancho
parted from him. V/hen they saw the sea,
the two men wondered at the novelty. Thuy
were warmly welcomed by the intimate and
devoted friends of Roque Guinart. The host
Don Antonio Moreno was learned, rich and
sensible; he began to consider how he might
extract amusement from his whimsical
infirmity, yet without offence of this guest.
At dinner time, both the knight and the
square felt delighted and flattered by the
respect and appreciation they received from
Don Antonio, his friends and servants. After
dinner, Antonio made Quixote examine a
brazen head. He said that the head had been
fabricated by a great enchanter, and it had
the virtue and property of answering every
question that was put to it. Quixote was quite
astonished. The next day they derived much
entertainment asking questions to the
er.chanted head. To the knight's questions
the head replied that what had seen in the
cave of Montesinos partook both of truth and
falsehood, and that in due course the
disenchantment of Dulcinea would be
accomplished.

The examination of the enchanted head
left the whole company in amazement. It
was imperative to divulge the secret of that
mysterious head so that the world might not
ascribe its extraordinary powers to
witchcraft or necromancy . He declared that
Don Antonio had caused it to be made in
imitation of one he had seen at Madrid
intending it for his own amusement, and to
surprise the ignorant. A shrewd sensible
youth, nephew to Don Antonio was on this
occasion the respondent having been
previously i,structed by his uncle in what
concerner r ,: several persons with whom
he was tc, -rmmunicate.

3.3.36 S',,mmary of Chapter 76

Sancho's Misfortune and Advenfure of the
Beautiful Moor

In the afternoon Don Antonio, Quixote,
Sancho and others sailed forth intending to
go on board the galleys. Quixote was warmly

greeted the moment he entered the boat, and
he was elated. Presently, he signal was given
for the rows to strip, when instantly a vast
range of naked bodies were exposed to view
that filled Sancho with terror. One after the
other they seized upon the squire and lifting
him up, tossed him to the next man so on
passing from man to man through the wide
range of slaves so that at the end they left
the poor man burised, breathless, and in a
cold sweat, searcely knowing what had
befallen him. Quixote vowed that if anyone
presumed to lay hold of him in that manner,
he would how their souls out. Suddenly a
noise alarmed both the knight and the squire.
The vessel gradually moved from the shore.
Another ship was spotted in the distance.
The captain was a young man of about
twenty years, a youth of singular grace and
beauty. Later it turned out that the youth
was actually a Christian woman. She had
been hurried into Barbary by her parents
who, being moors, though Christianised, had
been expelled from Spain. She had been
followed by Don Gergario disguised as a
woman and they would have nmarried, if
only he had not been retained by the kinght
as one of his female attendants. Everyone
was moved by her tale and tears. Just then
the girl's father, Ricote, came and addressed
her as Ans Felix. Sancho recognised the same
Ricote, he had met with upon the day he had
quitted his government. All present
consulted on the means of Don. Gregario's
delivernance. The viceroy then refumed to
the shore entrusting Don Antonio with the
care of Ricote and his daughter.

3.3.37 Summary of Chapter 77

Quixote's deftat and Don Gregario's
deliverance

The wife of Don Antonio and Ana Felix
liked each other. One morning Quixote
observed a knight advancing towards him
armed also like himself. He told Quixote that
he was the knight of the While Moon and
had come to engage in combat with him to
make him confess that his mistress, whoever
she may be, was beyond comparison more
beautiful than his Ducinea del Tobso.
Surprised at the arrogance of the stranger
knight, Quixote accepted his challenge. Don
Antonio said to the vicerory that he knew
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neither who the stranger knight was, nor
whether the challenge was in jest or eamest.

Quixote declared that Dulcinea was the most
beautiful woman ln the world and he the
moist unfortunate knight on earth. The
knight of the White Moon demanded that
Quixote shouid submit to one year's domestic
repose and respite'from the exercise of arms.
Sancho was quite'sorrowful at his master's
discomfiture. He was afraid that the knight
and the horse w€re crippled.

The stranger knight said that he was the
bachelor Sams6ri Carrasco. Feeling
concerned about th.e knight's madness and
folly and believing his recovery to depend
upon his remaining quietly at home, he had
acted thus. The bachelor then politely took
his leave. Quixote kept his bed, melancholy,
thoughtful and out of humour still dwelling
on his unfortunate overthrow. Sancho strove
hard to comfort him. The knight regretted
that he could not go to Barbary to gain liberty
for Don Gregario, since he had been for-
bidden to do so. Sancho gave him the news
that Don Gregario had come. He had been
saved by the renegade. Two days later
Quixote and Sancho trudged towards home.

3.3.38 Summary of Chapter 78

The vanquished Knight's Homeward
Iourney

On the joumey homeward, Quixote was
dispirited on accounf of his evil destiny.
Sancho tried to comfort him with moral
admonitions. That night they took lodging
in the middle of a field. They saw a man
coming towards them. He said he was
Tosilos the duke's 'lacquey, the same who
would not fight with Quixote about Donna
Rodriguez's daughter. The girl turned nun.
Tosilos was now going to Barcelona as a foot
post. They took leave of him.

3.3.39 Summary of Chapter 79

Adventtrre of the'Hogs and the Revival of
Altisidora

I

Qqixpte did not sleep well, but Sancho
sleptlsounr4ly, much to his master's irritation.
Suddenly they became aware of a dull kind
of noise with harsh sounds issuing from
every part of the valleys. The noise had been
produced by some hog-dealers eager to reach

the market. The fifty herd, grunting and
squeaking,threw down both master and
squire and their animals. Quixote
admonished Sancllo not to hurt the
unmarlnL,rly sr,r,ine since hc thotr{rirt tfiai
heaven had inflicted that disgrace upon his
guilty head.

The next day they continued their joumey.
Towards evening they saw a score of men
on horse back making directly towards them.
Both man and servant were frightened at
their war like formation. They seized the two
men and their animals. They made them
move on in silence occasionally abusing them.
They were placed in the middle of a court
whcre there was a tomb. On the tomb was
visible the corpse of a damsel so beautiful as

to make death itself appear lovely. Two great
personages and the knight recognised them
as the duke and the duchess who had so
nobly entertained them. At the end of the
scene Altisidora who had been lying like a
corpse got up muich to the delight of all
present. The bachelor Samson Carrascr: had
called at the castle before and after his
encounter with Don Quixote and the duke
had arranged the disenchantment of
Altisidora, as being in all probability the last
time he would see the knight and his
diverting squire.

3.3.40 Summary of Chapter 80

The Disenchantment of Dulcinea

Quixote took leave of the duke and the
duchess the next day. The vanquished
knight was depressed by the recollection of
his overthrow but joyful at the probability of
his lady's restoration. Sancho offer:ed to
undergo the penance of three thousancl three
hundred and odd lashes for the restoration
of lady Dulcinea, He then began to iash his
whip away after stripping himself naked
from the waist upwards as Quixote began to
count the strokes. But the sly slave instead if
laying them on his back laid them ,cn the
trees. Later the knight and the :rquire
continued their journey and reached .rn irrn.
{nother gentleman Don Alvaro Tarfe also
came there. He told them that he r,r,as the
same persom mentioned in the second part
of the history of Don Quixote lately printed
and published and that the knight was an
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-intimate acquaintacnce of his. He further
told the knight that he was farthest in
resemblance to the Don Quixote he spoke of
who had a squire supposed to be witty and
comical;, but personality the gentleman
thought him a very dull blockhead. When
the knight and the squire were made
knownm, the gentleman confessed that it
perplexed him to see two Don Quixotes abnd
two Sancho Panzas totally different. Th"y
dined together. They left the inn in the
evening and on the way Quixote told Don
Alavaro of this unfortunate defeat, the
enchantment of Dulcinea and the remedy
prescribed by merlin. They then parted.
Sancho cunningly finished his penance of
undergoing lashes taking special care to see
that the beech trees should be the sufferers.
Don Quixote anxiously waited in the hope
of meeting his disenchanted lady. Thus
rroplrri .riru €Xp€cting, they ascended a little
emincr..c from where they discovered their
village, They descended the hill and went
straight to the village.

3.3.4L Summary of Chapter 81

Quixote arrives home- His death

In a field, adjoining the village Quixote
and Sancho met the curate and the bachelor.
They embraced Quixote cordinally. Th"y
reached Quixote's house where at the door
they found the niece and the housekeeper.
Quixo told the priest and the bachelor of his
being vanquished and the obligation he had
consequently been laid under to abstain from
the exercise of arms for a year, and that,
being a true knight-errant he intended to
observe. He also told themof his resolution
to turn shepherd to and pass the interin in
rural occupation. The new madness o'
Quixote astonished his friends but hoppin5
that a cure may soon be found for his maladi'
they approved of his new project.

At home the housekeeper and tlrt' ni,', ,

q,liticized his new resolution. However Lrr.., ,,-

his request they carried him to beci. to. ,.

food to him and looked after him very welr.
Man being mortal, the period of Quixorc"s
dissolution came and when he least thor-rghr
of it. He was seized with a fever which soon
terminated his mortal course: All his friends

constantly visited him and his trusty squire
never quitted his bedside.

Quixote slept fulI six hours at a stretch.
On waking up he told his niece that his
judgement was now clear and freed from
the dark clouds of ignorance'with which the
continual reading of those detestable books
of chivalry has obscured it. He told his
friends the priest, the barber and the bachelor
that he was no longer Don Quixote de la
Mancha and that now the senseless and
profane histories of knight-errantry were to
him disgusting and oidious . When they
heard him speak they imagined that some
new frenzy had seized him. The knight
continued that death was advancing fast
upon him.He asked for a notary to be brought
to draw up his will. He also asked to bring
him a confessor. His friends were dubious
whether he was rational or mad. However,
they complied with his request.

Quixote made his will, and then being
seized with a fainting fit, he stretched himself
out at length on the bed. He survived three
days, often fainting in the same manner. At
last after receiving the sacrament and
expressing his abhorrence, in strong and
pathetic terms, of the wicked books that had
led him astray, Quixote's last moment
arrived. And he passed away amidst the tears
of all present.

Read the above study material carefully a

number of tirnes. Since the novel is packed
with several adventures and encounters, you
may find it difficult to remember them all in
the first reading. Note the gentle humour
and mild sarcasm employed by Cervantes in
his picaresque novel.
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-UNIT‐ 4

DON QUIXOTE

A CRITICAL STUDY

s.o oBJECTTVES

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:

(i) Understand various aspects of
Cervantes's "Donm Quixote:" and

(ii) make an overall estimate of the novel
and its author.

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Before you begin to read this unit, it is
imperative that you read and assimilate the
matter given in the previous Units. If you do
so, you will be able to form your own
impression of the novel, its characters, its
mode of narration, the atmosphere and so
on. Then when you read this Unit you will
be able to appreciate the several aspects of
"Don Quixote"

Let us study those aspects one by one.

3,2 PLOTOUTLINE

There are many inviting roads on which
readers young and old may travel for
pleasure and sheer entertainment. The way
chosen by "Don Quixote" is like no other. It
is delightfu lly quixotical (very imaginatively)
his own. Many who have read this book
consider it the m'ost rewarding fictional
journey of all. Don Quixote was an old
fashioned gentleman who kept a lance in the
rack, an ancient target, a lean horse and a
greyhound for coursing' and his squire
Sancho Panza, a good honest country
labourer.' When the idealistic Don sets forth,
fired with reading the romances of chivalry,
he intends to perform deeds of valour and
knight-errantry, but the loyal Sancho, who
believes his master mad and who most of the
time sees the world for what it is, is
nevertheless persuaded to accompany the
Don for the reward of the first island and
empire- which the Don's lance should
happen to conquer. The author's purpose
always runs deeper than the reader's roars
of laughter suggest. We see Quixote so full
of chivalric zeal that he can tilt at windmills
thinking them giants with their long arms
extended in defiance. But some of the Don's

ideals'have been absorbed by Sancho. 'How
this comes about is described with a rare
understanding which makes the reading-of
"Don Quixote" many times such a derlectable
experience. The novel ends with the return
of the old battered knight to his villerge after
more than fifty chivalrous encounters and
adventures; his health declines and he had
nafural death, but not before renouncing his
obsession for knight errantry.

"Don Quixote" is often describ,ed as a

picaresque novel, let us find out what that
means

3.3 DONQUIXOTE:APICARESQUENOVEL

The picaresque novel may be defined "as
the autobiography of a picaro, a rogue, and
in that from a staire upon the conditions and
persons of the time that gives it birth."
(Fonger de Haan) Very simply put, it is a

narrative genre; as distinct from these
anatomies' of rogues, 'tricksters and beggars,
has both a plot and single narrator. The
subject matter is shaped into an artir;tic form
and narrated from the viewpoint of the
picaro. Critics like Walter AlL:n have
extended the term to include any novel in
which the hero takes a journel' whose
courses plunges him into all sorts, conditions,
and classes of men...' Criticially speaking, the
Spanish picaresque was a particular kind of
narrative which first appeared in mid-
sixteenth century Spain whose full flowering
as a literary genre however took piar:e almost
fifty years later.

"Don Quixotre de la Mancha" is a
picaresque novel where Cervantes has his
knight-errant encounter a group of
unfortunate ones who, much against their
will , were being taken where they did not
wish to go." Sancho Panza identifies them
as "galley slaves". Among them was one
Gines de Pasamonte; a convicted criminal
who had written his autobiography during
a previous sentence in the galleys. Quixote's
interview with Gines contains one of the
earlist reactions to the then new .narrative
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-genre. Within the exchange between the two
Cervantes focuses on three fundamental
elements of a picaresque novel (i) it is the
autobiographjy of a convicted criminal (ii) it
is written in the pattern of Lazarillo de
Tormes and (iii) it possesses an open ended
'unfinished' nature (that is, since the plot is

episodic, or is made up of a number of
distinct, separate episodes, there is no real
beginning, middle or end to a picaresque
novel). The picaresque novel as a genr
meerges/ as Cervantes clearly perceived, out
of the confluence of the Lazarrllo and of the
autobiography of a criminal.

The picaresque novel was firmly
established as a literary genre in Spain in the
golden age, that is, the sixteenth century. This
period also ends the first phase of the history
of the genre in Spain. Cerventes's reaction
to a fictional autobiography which pretended
to be true was one of the first negative
criticisms. His concern with the interaction
between fiction and reality is well known.
And his obsession with both the influence
fiction had on life and vice versa is a

commonplace of literary history. "Don
Quixote is certainly his longest, most ironic
and yet in some ways his most serieus
statement ion the subject" (Harry Sieber). He
was convinced that reading'good' fiction was
a valid way of spending leisure time. Hence
the author of fictions had a serious
responsibility in dealing with his reader's
responses to the powerfully illusory nature
of literature. From the view point of
Cervantes's literary aesthetic, the subject of
the picaresquen novel- a criminal,
hypocritical life told by the picaro himself-
was never allowed to exist by itself without
a larger context. It had to be contained within
a fictional framework and its fictional nature
had to be constantly pointed to its readers.
For cervantes there were 'born' picaros as

well as picaresque masks that could be put
on by anyone at will. His considerations of
the serious implications of the picaresque
from the both literature and experience seem
to be unique. Further publications of new
picaresque narratives, were eclipsed by the
popularity of "Don Quixote".

Carlos Blanco Aguinga observes:" It is
quite common nowadays, especially in the

Hispanic world, to consider that the modern
novel derives its origin from, on the one hand
the picaresque and    on the other′

″Don
QuiXOte″ tOgether with one or two of the

Exemplary Nδvels″ . These novels spell the

destruction of the heroic Or bucolic world of

the′ idealistic′ novel′ i彎 。ther words′ they

resemble each other in‐ 魚nction in that they

are not ideahstic novels. So vvhat we have in

Don QuiXOte is a string lof adventures′

encounters and lnishaPs which b9fall the

eccentric don on hisioumey as an imaginary

knight.These adventuFe,are not necessarily

or orighically bound′ rathё r they Constitute

a loose′ epお odic P10t・ ■ lweliSOpenended
in the sense′ even if a few of theSe separate

incidents are deleted′ bf if sOme mOre are

added′ the structure ofthe novel will not be

affected.During the codrSe if his,Ou..ley′

QuiXOte meets differell 111SSes and types of
rrleni dukes′ duchesses′ barber′ monks′ slaves

and so on.He himsё lf is rePresented as a
poor desperate llnan. The Various episodes

help to give a cross,dctibn of the SPanish

people Of CerVantes′ time: An added charrn

of the novel is that theiё  are two kinds if

realisln in it to quote.^nguinga again:vVe

would destroy the comPleXity of Cerventes

if we did not see ag a whole this
superilnposition of cOntinual interchange as

in″Don QuiXOte′
′―betWeen apParent reality

and real reality′ real reality and critical reality′

history and novel′ in which everything is

continually flowing into its aPParent
OPPOSite and combining with it′ to the polllt

that it is no longer Possible to distinguish

the opposites and setthem at odds to aCCept

or reject either do8田 atica■ y.′

Actions and words ie. aヽl a person. ・rhus

:鷺冒:l蹴『席鏑1官曹1:W穏
understand something abOut their character

or personality.        :

4.4.CHARACTER OF DON QUIXOTE AND
SANCHO PANZA     ′

Lowry Nelson′ Ir:。bServes:″ AS lepiCtOrs
of the human conditi

and Cё rvanteS belong

ofthose l lvould call ur

fl・om tendentious(or(
ironists. Universal ir(

world with a kind of gentle resignation and
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compassion in full knowledge of both of
grandeurs and miseries of human life... It is
precisely this ability in Shakesphere and
Cervantes to create particularized essence
that leads us, their readers to draw the
general conclusion to see the individual as
representative. Hence the seeming plenitude
of humanity we find in such odd and
peculiar figures as on Quixote and Sancho
Pmrza, not to mention Sanson Carrasco, the
curate, Marcela, Gines de Pasamonte, and
others.'

Don Quixote is of course a simpleton' that
is clear from his mania of knight-errantry.
But his obsolete whimsy is also the source of
such true nobility, such purity of life, such as
aristocratic bearing, such winning and
respect-compelling' traits, physical and
mental that our laughter over his grotesque
and doleful countenance is always mingled
with amazed respect. No one can know him
and not feel drawn to the high minded and
pathetic man, mad in one single point but in
all others a blameless knight. It is pure spirit,
disquished as fantasy, that sustains and
ennobles him, that carries his moral dignity
unscathed out of each and every
humiliation.' (Thomas Mann)

Quixote is a bit cracked but not in the least
stupid. In fact it is his master's elegance of
thought and diction that is often the source
of Sancho's boundless admiration-and he is
not the only one to be fascinated by it. In the
view of W.H.Auden heroes are
conventionally divided into three classes: the
epic hero the tragic hero, and the comic hero.
Don Quixote fits none of them. The knight-
errant whom Quixote wishes to become and
actually parodies, was an attempt to
christianize the pagan epic hero.

Quixote is the antithesis of an actor, being
completely incapable of seeing himself in a
role. Defining his situation in terms of his
own character, he is completely unreflective.
He never sees things that are not there; but
he sees them differently. Similarly he never
expects things to look after him, on the
contrary he is always making himself
responsible for things and people who have
no need of him and regard him as an
impertinent old meddler. He is constantly
defeated, yet persists.

Sancho is an apt companion for Quixote.
The potbellied squire with his proverb, his
mother wit, his shrewd peasant judgement
of human nature; he has no use for his
mhster's ideas of chivalry and knight-
errantry that results in beatings, but goes for
the skin of liquor. He loves his good but
ridiculous master despite all the hardship
that loyalty to him incurs he does not leave
him or stir from his side, but serves him with
honest and admiring fealty (fidelity) r:ven
though sometimes he may lie to him at need
all that makes Sancho Panza worthy of Four
affection ; it rounds out his figure with
humanity and lifts it out of the sphere of the
merely comic into that of genuine humour:

Remarking about the squire. Thomas
Mann observes: Certainly Sancho Panza is
national in that he represents the attitude of
the Spanish people towards the noble
madness of chivalry. This is good or ill, his
function. Here is a nation presented with a
travesty of tragedy of its national qu;ilities
which it turns into its most prized classic
masterpiece gravelp calmly proudly, it looks
as into a mirror at uts own idealism, its lofty
impracticality, its unmarketable high-
mindedness, "Don Quixote" Wishes to
change anything except Sancho panza ,s

character. So the two are eternally related.
Don Quixote needs Sanchon Panz as the one
creature about whom he has no illusions but
loves as he is; Sancho Panza needs Don
Quixote as the one constant loyaity in his life
which is independent of feeling,,.
(W.H.Auden)

Thus we see that Don Quixote and ljancho
Panza have to be 'considered as a unit for a
corpus'. Each is a foil or a complernent of
the other. Together they represent the
Spanish attitude to chivalry and knight
errantry. They have been created out of
Cervante's eventful and adventurousi life.

Let us now furn to critical summary of the
novel.

4.s. CRTTICAL SUMMARY OF DON QUTXOTE
Critic Macaulay said that "Don euixote,,

is the best novel in world, beyond
comparison. This belief was, is, and ceriainly
will be shared by lovers of literary excellence
everywhere. Cervantes's avowed purpose
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-was to ridicule the books of chivalry which
enjoyed popularity even in his day. But he
soared beyond this satirical purpose in his
wealth of fancy and in his irrepressible high
spirit as he pokes fun at social and literary
conventions of his day. The novel provides
a crossection of Spanish life, thought and
feeling at the end of the chivalric age.

THESTORY

A retired and impoverished gentleman
named Alonzo Quixano lived in the Spanish
provinance of La Mancha. He had read so

many romanances of chivalry that his mind
became stuffed with fantastic accounts of
tournaments, knightly quests, damsels in
distress, and strange enchantment, and he
decided one day to imitate the heroes of the
books he read and to revive the ancient
custom of knight-errantry. Changing his
name to Don Quixot's de la Mancha he had
himself dubbed a knight by a rascally
publican whose miserable inn he mistook for
a turreted castle.

For armour he donned an old suit of mail
which had belonged to his great grand father.
Then upon a bony old nag he called
Rosinante, he set out upon his first adventure.
Not far from his village he fell into the
company of some travelling merchants who
thought the old man mad and beat him
severely when he challenged them to a

passage of arms.

Back home, recovering from his cuts and
bruises, he was closely watched by his good
neighbour, Pedro Prez the village priest and
master Nicholas, the barber. Hoping to cure
him to his fancies the curate and the barber
burned his library of chivalric romances. Don

' 
Quixote, however, believed that his books
had been carried off by awizard. Undaunted
by his misfortunes, he determined to set out
on the road again with an uncouth rustic
named Sancho Panza as his squire. As the
mistress to whom he would dedicate his
deeds of valour he chose a buxom peasant
wench famous for her skill in salting pork.
He called her Dulcinea de Toboso.

The knight and the squire had to sneak

out of the village under cover of darkness,
but in their own minds, they presented a

brave "appearance: the lean old man on his

bony horse and his squat, blackbrowed
servant on a small ass Dapple. The don
carried his sword and lance, Sancho Panza
a canvas wallet and a leather bottle. Sancho
went with the don because in his shallow-
brained way he hoped to become govemor
of anisle.

Quixote's first encounter was with score
of windmills on the plains of Montiel.
Mistaking them for monstrous giants, he
couched his lance, set spurs to Rozinante's
thin flanks and charged fulltiit against them.
One of the whirling vances lifted him from
his saddle and threw him into the air. \Mren
Sancho Panza ran to pick him up, he
explained that sorcerers had changed the
giants into windmills.

Shortly afterward, he encountered two
monks riding in company with a lady in a

xcoach escorted by men on horseback. Don

Quixote imagined that the lady was a captive
princess. Haughtily demanding her release
he unhorsed one of the friars in an attempted
rescue. Sancho was beaten by the lady's
lackeys. Quixote bested(defeated).. her
Biscayan squire in a sword flight sparing.the
man's life on condition that he go to Toboso
and yield himself to the peerless Dulcinea.
Sancho, having little taste for violence
wanted to get on to his isle as quickly as

possible.

At an inn Quixote became involved in an
assignation between a carrier and a servant
girl. He was trounced by the carrier. The
don, insulted by the inn keeper's demand for
payment, rode away without paYing.
Sancho, to his terror, was tossed in a blanket
as payment for his master's debt.

The pair came upon dust clouds stirred
up by two large flocks of sheep. Soon
Quixote was sure that they were two
medieval armies closing in combat and
intervened only to be pummeled with rocks
by the indignant shepherds whose sheep he
has scattered.

At night the don thought a funeral
procession was a parade of monsters. He
attacked and routed the mourners and was
called the Knight of the Sorry Aspect by
Sancho. The two came uPon a roaring noise
in the night. Quixote believing It to be made
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by giants, wanted to attack immediately, but
Sancho judiciously hobbled Rozinante so he
could not move: The next day they discovered
the noise came from the pounding of a mill:

Quixote attacked an itinerant barber and
seized the poor barber's bowl, which he
declarded to be the famous golden helmet of
Mambrino and his packsaddle which he
believed to be a richily jeweled caparison.
Next the paircame upon a chain gang being
taken to the galleys. The don interviewed
various prisoners and decided to succour the
afflicted. He freed them, only to be insulted
by their remarks concerning his lady, the fair
Dulcinea. Sancho, fearing what would
ensue from them, on releasing of the galley
slaves, led Don Quixote into the mountains
for safety. There they came upon a hermit, a
nobleman who told them a long story of
unrequited love. Quixote and the hermit
fought over the virtues of their
inamoratas(sweethearts). Deciding to do
penance and to fast for the love of Dulcines.
Quixote gave a letter to Sancho to deliver to
the maiden. When Sancho returned to the
village Quixote's friends learned from the
squire of the old man's where abouts. They
returned with Sancho to the mountains, in
Lopes that they could trick Don Quixote into
returning with them. The priest devised a
scheme whereby a young peasant woman
should pose as a distressed princess. Quixote
all but dead from hunger and exposure was
easily deceived and the party started
homeward.

They came to the inn where Sancho had
been tossed in the blanket. The priest
explained the don's vagaries to the alarmed
innkeeper who admitted that he too was
addicted to the reading of romances of
chivalry. At the inn Don Quixote fought in
his sleep with ogres and ran his sword
through two of the inkeeper's precious wine
skins. The itinerant barber stopped by and
demanded the return of his basin and
packsaddle. After the party had sport at the
expense of the befuddled (confused) barber,
restitution was made. An officer appeared
with a warrant for the arrest of the don and
Sancho for releasing the galley slaves. The
priest explained his friends mental condition
and the officer departed.

Seeing no other means of getting Don
Quixote quietly home, his friends disguised
themselves and placed the don in a cage
mounted on Ern oxcart. FIe was later released
under oath not to attempt to escape. A canon
joining the party sought to bring Quixote to
his senses by logical argument against books
of knight-errantry. The don refused the
canon with a charming and brilliant
argument and went on to narrate a typical
romance of daring do and courage. Before
the group reached home, they came upon a
goat herd who told them a story and by whom
Quixote was beaten through a
misunderstanding.

Sometime later the priest and the barber
visited the convalescing Quixote and gave
him news of Spain and of the world. When
they told him there was danger of an attack
on Spainby the Turks, the don suggested that
the king should assemble all of Spains lcnight-
errant to repulse the enemy. At this time
Sancho entered despite efforts to bar him. He
brought word that book telling of their
adventures had appeared. The sight of
Sancho inspired the don to sally forth again.
His excuse was a great tournament to be held
at Saragossa. Failing to dissuade Qluixote
from going forth again his friends were
reassured when a village student promised
he would waylay the flighty old genl;leman.

Quixote's first destination was the home
of Dulcinea in nearby El Toboso. Wrile the
don awaited in a forest Sancho saw three
peasant girls riding out of the village. l{e rode
to his master and told him that Dulcinr:a with
two handmaidens approached. Frightened
by the don's fantastic speech the girls fled.
Quixote swore that Dulcinea hacl been
enchanted.

Behihted in a forest the knight and his
squire were awakened by the arrival of
another knight and squire. The other knight
boasted that he had defeated in combat all
Spanish knights. They don, believing the
knight to be mistaken, challenged him. They
fought by daylight and miraculously Quixote
unhorsed the knight of the wood who was
Carrasco the village student in disguise. His
squire was Eu:r old acquaintance of Sanchofs.
The don declared the resemblances w'ere the
work of magicians and continued on his way.
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-UPset by his failure Carrasco swore
vengnallce on Don QuiXOte.

Sancho fined QuixOte′ s helmet witl■ curds
which he had Procured fron■ shepherds.
When the don suddently clapped on his
hellnet atthe approach of another adventure′

he thought his brains were lnelting: This
′new adventure′ took the form of a wagon
bearing two caged lions. QuixOte′ ever
lntrepid′ colrLmanded the keeper to oPen One

cage― he wOuld engage a lion in combat.
UnhaPPily the keeper obeyed.Quixote′ stood
Feady but the lion yawned and refused to

come out.

The don and Sancho joinёd a wedding

Party and subsequently attended a wedding
festival atwhich the rejected lover tricked the

bride into marrying hin■ instead of the rich

man she had chosen.Next the pair were
taken to the caves of Montesinos where

QuiXOte was lowered underground.He was
brought up an hour later asleep an4 upOn

awakening he t。ld a stOry of haV■ g Spent
three days i■ a land of PlaCCS and magiC
forests where he had seen his enchanted
Dulcinea.

At an inn QuixOte met a ptlPPetoer whO

had a diVining ape: By tri9kery the rascal

identified the don and sancho wiⅢ  the help
of the ape.He presented a melodramatic

Puppet show whichノ QuiXOte′ carried away
by the lnake― believe story′ demolished with
his sword.The don Paid fOr the damage
done′ and struck out for the nearby River
Ebro. He and Sancho took a boat and were

carriedbythe ctlrrent towarl,9m9Chumil■ g
mill wheels which the 40■ thOught were
beleagured city′

lwaithg deliOerancё
。口hcy

were rescued by millers after the boat had

been wrecked and the pair thbrOughly
soaked.                    |

Later in a forest the pair met a huntress

whoclaimed knowledge ofthefamous knight
and his squire. They went with the lady to

her castle and were welcomed by a duke and

his duchess who had read of the士 previous
adventur9s and who wご re ready to have
great fun atithe pair′ s eXpense.The hosts
arranged an elaborate night ceremony to
disenchant Dulcil■ ea who was represented
by a disguised Page・  Sancho was told to his

great discomfort that he would receive
thousands of lashes as his part of the
disenchantment. Part of the jest was a ride
through space on a magic wooden horse.
Blind folded, the pair mounted their steed
and servants blew air in their faces from
bellows and thrust torches near their faces.

' Sancho departed to govern his isle, a
village in tl're domains of the duke and the
duchjess where the female part of the house-
hold turned to the project of compromising
Quixote in his worship of Dulcinea. Sancho
governed for a week. He made good laws
and delivered wise judgements, but at the
end of a week he yearned for the freedom of
the road. Together he and his master
proceeded towards Saragossa. Quixote
changed their destination to Barcelona,
however, when he heard that a citizen of that
city had written a spurious account of his
adventures.

In Barcelona they marveled at the city, the
ships and the sea. Quixote and Sancho were
the guests of Moreno who took them to
inspect the royal galleys. 'lhe galley which
they visited suddenly put out to sea in pursuit
of pirates and a flight followed. Sancho was
terrified.

There rcdrre to Barcelona a knight of the
White Moon who challenged Don Quixote
to combat. After the old man had been over
come the strange knight, in reality the student
Carrasco, sentenced him to return home.
Quixote went back determined next to follow
a pastoral life. At home the tired oid man
quickly declined. Before he died he
renounced as nonsense all to do with knight-
errantry-not realizing that in his high
minded noble hearted nature he himself had
been a great chivalric gentleman.

Let us now attempt an overall estimate of
Cervantes and his masterpiece.

4.6 AN OVERALL ESTIMATE OF CERVANTES
& DON QUTXOTE

Miguel Cervantes is easily the most
popular of Spanish writers of the GoldenAge.
I{e iS remembered as the creator of the
inimitable 'masterpiece "Don Quixote" a
picaresque novel which offers fun and
entertainment to young and old alike. The
characters of the don and his squire have

―
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-been admirably sketched by the author. The
dialogue in English translation itself is lively.
One can very well imagine how wonderful
it would be in the original Spanish language.

Don Quixote is a mild satire on knight
errantry which was way of life in the Middle
Ages. The encounters of the knight are all
exaggerated, his blunders covered up and his
glory hailed. Simultaneously the don's
madness is broadly hinted at. As it is a

picaresque novel, there are numerous
episodes strung together. A certain critical
view is that the noyel is too long; it goes on
and on encounters following one another, so
that perusal becomes tedious after a few
chapters. Moreover, the episodes are
characterized by monotony and lack of
variety. However, the novel offers a feast for
leisurely readers.

The novel abounds in sagacious
statements and sayings. Both Quixote and
Sancho are lovable characters, and readers
derive plenty of fun travelling with them
through the pages. The irony and sarcasm
employed by Cervantes is mild and therefore
enjoyable. The novelhas exerted tremendous
influence on future generations of writers
too.

Please read the study material given in the
four units a numnber of times and make sure
that you have understood the novel and its
various aspects. Note down any idea,
impression or opinion that suggests itself to
you.

You may next try to prepare your own
essays. Please remember: the study aterial
can be utilized properly to write essays but
do not mistake them for prepared essays.

4.7 Questions based on Cervantes's Don
Quixote.
ESSAYQUESTIONS

L. The character of Don Quixote.
(Hints: lovable gentleman-eccentric

knight-his obsession-his adventures-true to
his words at last)

2. ' The character of Sancho Panza'' | :'"
, 1(Hints: a poorpeasant-loyal squire of Don

Qllixqte - fulIqf practical wisdom- foil to his
knight- loyal to the end.)

3. 'Don Quixote' as a picaresque novel

(Hints:
illustrations)

Definition- Characterristics-

Read the sfudy material and prepare the
above essays. Prepare essays on related
topics.

Let us now turn to objective type questions.

4.9 Objective/viva voce Question
1. Who is Dapple? (Sancho Panza's ass)

2. To whom did Don Quixote dedicate
his deeds as a knight? (Dulcinea del
Toboso)

3. lMhat did his friends and relatives do
to cure his obsession with books on
knight-errantry?(Burnt them)

4. \tVhat is the name of Quixote's horse?
(Rozinante)

5. What did the don imagine the
windmills to be? (Monstrous giants)

You may prepare several such questions
on your own.

Let us wind up this module with a select
bibliography. Try to secure these books (and
many more)and try to increase your
knowledge of all the three novel's discussed
herin.
4.10 Select Bibliography
1. Gustave Flaubert's "Madame Bovary"

(English translation by mildred Marmour)
2. Emile Zola's "Nana" (English translation)

3. Cervantes's "Don Quixote"
4. "A Short History of French Literature" by

Geoffrey Brereton

5. "Seeds of Decadence in the L9th Century
novel" by Suzanne Nalbantain

6 "The Picaresque" by Harry Sieber.

7. XX Century Views: Cervantes (ed) by
Lowry Nelson, ]r.

8. Naturalism: by Lilian R. Furst and Peter
N. Skrine.

9. A Glossary of Literary Telms:
M.H.Abrams.

Study Materials preperred by:
Prof. V.Uma, M.A.M.Phil.

Department of English
Mercy College, Palal<kad.
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UNIT II

GUSTAVEFLAUBERT:
ANINTRODUCTION

1.0. OBIECTTVES

At the end of this unit, you should be able
to:

(i) Form a general idea of the French
novel in the nineteenth century: and

(ii) Understand about the life and
personality of Gustave Flaubert,

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Before you embark on the study of any
author, it is advisable to know something
about his age; for, however unconventional
or individualistic a writer may be, he
nevertheless belongs to his age and is a
product of his society. So let us begin this
unit with a brief note on the French novel in
the nineteenth century, the age of Flaubert
(1821-80) and Emile Zola(7840-1902)

1.2. FRENCH NOVEL IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

With the nineteenth centuary a newperiod
opened in French literature, but the break
with the past was not so complete as it had
been at the Renaissance. Some of the chief
trends of the eighteenth century continued
to live on. These included (a) the
emotionalism typified, by Rousseau and
especially his conception of the individual as
the central figure in the scheme of things; (b)
a rekindled interest in spiritual values; (c)
mysticism, and so on.

Yet if the nineteenth century prolonged the
eighteenth century in certain important
respects it differed profoundly in others. The
Frenchmen believed the experience of the
Athenians and the Romans to be still relevant
to the human situation as they found it two
thousand years later. This general habit of
thought, shaken but not displaced in the
eighteenth century by the spread of scientific
thinking, was transferred in the succeeding
centuries to an elite group consisting of the

classical scholar and the professional
philosopher.

This change was reflected in French
literature; which quickly became open to
modern European influences- German,
English as well as American and Russian.
Far-reaching social changes also came into
play. The middle class which had been
increasing in power throughout the
eighteenth century, so consolidated itself
after the Revolution that no return of the
aristocracy could seriously shake its position.
The social structure has altered
fundamentally and had given literature new
patrons with new tasters.

Besides this, tl're industrial Revolution
particularly after 1830, created an urban
proletariat whose influence on literature was
two fold: (a) As readers they called into
existence a mass of popular and lively fiction
including the adventure and the crime novel.
(b) As subjects, they offered writers a whole
new field for observation and comment. The
mere description of their lives and
environment was rich materiai for the
realistic writer, while the problem of social
reform which they raised preoccupied other
kinds of novelists throughout the century.

The novel became the most representative
genre(literary type) of the nineteenth century
and has continued to be so until today. It
was the form best suited to the new reading
public, with whom it occupied a place
comparable to that held in the Middle Ages
by the "Chansons de gestes" and the verse
romances. Enlarged in scope and raised in
status, the nineteenth century novel not only
mirrored society than before the general
philosophy of the times. To a great extent
the novelist took over the parts formerly
played by the moralist and the essayist. He
also came to look on his profession as an art
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-and his interpretation of the age as something
approaching a mission. There was now a
theory of the novel, whereas earlier there had
only been theories of poetry and drama. As
the medium of expression of Stendhal,
Balzac, Flaubert, Zola and a score of
somewhat lesser men, the French novel
amply justified its new place in the literary
hierarchy.

It was not, however, until 1830 that the
greater novelists began to appear. Before
that the chief innovation had been the short
biographical or "confessional" novel which
could take as many tones as there were
individual writers. Stendhal and Balzac are
two of the outstanding writers of French
fiction. The peculiar combination of the
revelation of character from the inside with
a profound and unillusioned view of society
is what contributes to Stendhal's greatness.
He aimed at complete precision in the
definition of feeling and motive and hence
in style. With a ponderous
comprehensiveness, his contemporary Balzac
leads us round the society and the thought
of i,:s period; spanning fifty years from the
Revolution to about 1840 and covering almost
all walks of life. Victor Hugo, Merimee etc.
also belonged to this period.

After 1850, the French novel underwent
a change. For the time being, the
autobiographical novel was dead. The
historical and adventure novel, typical of
another fact of Romanticism was also
neglected. New conceptions of realism and
later of naturalism began to rule literature,
pinning the writer to often sordid
contemporary themes and stamping his
works with a new pessimism.(Geoffrey
Brereton)

The turning point can be found in Gustave
Flaubert (1821-80) and more precisely in his
first published novel "Madame Bovary".
(which you willbe studying in thenext units).
This novel may be said to have established
the realistic novel which was dominant in
France for the next thirty years. The
Goncourt brothers Edmond (1822-96) and
Vles (1830-70) wrote novels of contemporary
life. However it was a writer of much coarser
fibre than the Goncourts who became the
leader of the naturalistic school which

emerged in the late eitghteen seventies as an
extreme development of Flaubertain realism.
As defined by Emile Zola (7840-19011) the
new novel was to be based on the la'ws of
scientific determinism, which according to
the thought of the time, governed human
nature. (We shall take up tiris idea in gr:eater
elaboration at a later stage) No other serious
writer carried natuaralism as far as Zola. But
a loosely knit group formed round him which
included Daudent, Huyamans and Guy de
Maupassant (1850-93) A fine short story
writer as well , Manupassant is at his best
when writing of the middle class and of the
peasants of his native Normandy. With
Anatole France the list of novalists who were
formed in the nineteenth century comes
almost to an end... Needless to mention there
were several minor or lesser novelists as well.

Now let us concentrate on the study of
Gustave Flaubert. We shall begin witl'r his
life.

1.3. LIFE AND WORKS OF GUSTAVE FLAUI}ERT

Flaubert was born in Rouen in France on
12 December, 1,827. His father Achille
Gleophas Flaubert, who was from
Champagne, was chief surgeon and clinical
professor at the Hotel- Dioeu hospital in
Frouen. His mother, a doctor's daughter
belonged to a family of distinguished
magistrates typical of the great provincial
bourgeosie.

Flaubert began his literary career at school
when his first published work appeared in a
little review in 1837. Very early in life he
cultivated a close friendship with the young
philosopher Alfred Le Poittevin, whose
pessimistic outlook had a strong influence on
him. Equally strong was the impression made
by the company of great surgeons, and the
environment of hospitals, operating theatres
and anatomy classes, with which his father's
profession brought him into contact.

The young man's intelligence, moreover,
was sharpened in a general sense. He
conceived a strong dislike of accepted ideas
of which he was to compile a dictionary for
his amusement. He came to detest the
bourgeois by which he meant anyone who
has a low way of thinking.
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In November 1841., Flaubertr was enrolled

as a student a the Faculty of Law in Paris.
At the age of twenty two, however, he was
recognised to be suffering from a nervous
disease that was taken to be epilepsy,
although the essential symptoms were
absent. This made him give up the study law,
with the result that henceforth he could,
devote all his time to literature. His father
died in January 1846 and his beloved sister
Oaroline died in the following March after
giving birth to a daughter. Flaubert then
retired with his mother and infant niece to
his estate at Croisset, near Rouen, on the
Seine. He was to spend nearly all the rest of
his life there.

On a visit to Paris in July 1846, At the
sculptor James Paradier's studio, Flaubert met
the poet Louis Colegt, She became his
mistress, but their relationship did not run
smoothy. I{is self protecting independence
and her jealousy made separation inevitable,
and they parted in L855.

In 1,847, Flaubert went on a walking tour
along the Loire and the coast of Brittany with
the writer Maxime di Camp whose
acquaintance he had made as a law student.
The pages written by Flaubert in their joumal
of this tour contain some of his finest writing.

Mature career: Some of the works of
Flaubert's maturity dealt with subjects on
which he has tried to write earlier. Two
examples are Memories dun fou and La
Tentation de Saint Antoine. These works
illustrate the tenacity in the pursuit of
perfection which made Flaubert go back
constantly to work on subjects without ever
being satisfied with the results.

In 1839, he was writing Smarth the first
product of his bold ambition to give French
liteature its Faust. He resumed the task in
1.846-49, in 1856, and in L870 and finally
published the book as La Tentation. The four
versions show how the author's ideas
changed in the course of time. From
Novemebr L849 to April 1851, Flaubert
travelled in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,
Greece and Itally with Maxime du camp.

"Madame Bovary " rnay be considered
Flaubert's master-piece. It cost him five years
of hard work. Du Camp who had founded
the periodical Revue de Paris urged him to

make haste, but he would not. The novel
with the subtitle Provincial Customes
eventually appeared in instalments in the
Revue from October to December 15, 1856.
The French Government then brought the
author to trial on the ground of his novel's
alleged immorality, and he narrowly escape'd
conviction (January-February 1857)

The same tribunal found the poet Charles

Baudelaire guity in the same charge six
months later. Think over this Polllt:ShOuld

authors Or book be banned because they run

contrary to accepted lnorals?ツ Ve shall discuss

the issue in a later unit.

To refresh hilnself after his  long
application to the dull world of the
bourgeoisie in″ NIladame Bovary″ ′Flaubert

ilnmediately began work 6n Salalnlnbo a
noval about ancient Catrthage・  A play he
wrote in 1863 nallnely″ Le Chateau ds
Coeurs″ was not printed till 1880.

Later Years:Though he wrote a fevv Plays

they were not highly appreciated and
Flaubert was naturally disappointed.The
last years ofhis hfe′ moreover′ were saddened

by financial troubles. In 1875 his niece
Caroline′ s husband Eamest Collrunanville′ a

tilnber importer′ found hilnself heavily in

debt. Flaubert sacrificed his ovvn fortune to

save hiFn frorn bankruptcy.He sought
consolation in his work and in the friendshiP

of George Sand.′ Ivan Turgenev and younger

nOvelists―EIrule Zola′ Daudet and especially

Maupassant′ who was the son of his friend

Alfred Le Poittevlll′ s sister Laure and who

regarded hilnself as Falubert′ s disciple.

Flaubert temporarily aband9ned work on

a long nOvel Bouvard et Pecuchetlll order to

w五te Trois Contes′ a set of three stories.The

profound meaning of his novel whichャ、zas

PubliShed POSthumously was seriously
lnisunderstood by several critics who
regarded it as a denial ofthe value ofscience.

Flubert died suddenly of an apoplectic

stroke on May 8ノ 1880. He left on his table

an unfinished Page and notes for the second

volume of his novel.The Flllaterialsrwere

gathered and PubliShed later.     111.
Read the study material carefully,nd

become familiar with the age of Gustave
Flaubert′ as well as his life and PersOnality.

We shall study about his classic″ lνladame
Bovary′

′
in the following units.
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-■INIT 2

MADANIIE BOVARY:
ASUMMARY OF′ PARTSIAND Ⅱ

2.0 oBJECTTVES

At the end of this unif you should be able to :

(i) have a general idea of the plot of
Flaubert's "Madame Bovary", part I:
and

(i) form your own initial impressions of
Emma Bovary the person.

2.1 TNTRODUCTION

The best way to enjoy a novel, of course,
is to read it in the originai. Even in the most
authentic translation something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost.
A chapter-wise summary of this sort is twice
removed from the original. It will certainly
help you to know the plot of the novel, forrn
ideas about the characters, atmosphere and
so on. But if you lay your hands on a good
translation, do read it. Only then will you
be able to understand and enjoy Flaubert,s
masterpiece.

However, something is better than nothing.
So let irs begin to summarise the first two
parts of the novel.

2.3. SUMMARY OF PART I
Part I of "Madame Bovary" consists of

nine chapters. Let us sununarise the chapters
one by one.

2.3.1 Summary of Chapter I
The novel opens with a school room scene.

A class was going on. Suddenly the
headmaster entered bringing a new boy not
in school uniform. He was a country boy
about fifteen years old who felt self conscious
and out of place. ItVhile all the other boys
were in the habit of throwing their caps on
the floor, the new boy kept his on his;knee.
Each time he he stood up, it fell, and the boys
laughed. The poor boy put up with all tire
humiliation in the manner of a stoic. When
the teacher asked thim what his name was
he replied Charbovary.

It took some time for the teacher to
understand that the meant Charles Bovary.

We are next told of the story of Charles,s
parents. Charles father Monsieur Charles
Denis- Bartholome Bovary ex-aide to a
surgeon major had been forced to leave the
service as a result iof some scandal. He then
exploited his personal appearance to marry
the daughter of a hosier who offered him a
handsome dowry. After the marriage he
lived happily on his wife's fortune for two or
three years. His father-in-Iaw died leaving
very little and he was furious.

At first his wife loved him madly, and
served him in all servility, she suffered in
silence when he spent evenings running after
all the village trollops, only to be brought back
to her late at night, dead drunk, from various
places of ill repute. Then her pride asserted
itself. But she still said nothing, stifling her
rage with a mute stoicism that she was to
maintain until her death.

_ She gave birth to a son(that is the boy
Charles we saw ih the classroom) and thL
boy was spoiled like a prince. Contrary to
her material instincts, the father tried to
impose the notions of a manly childhood, of
living austerely in Spartan fashion, in order
to develop a strong constitution. His mother
was always dragging young Charles around
with her. In the loneliness of her life she
lavished all her thwarted ambitions on this
childish head. She dreamed about great
success and important positions fior him.
Though she wanted to educate him, her
husband would not hear of it and the child
wandered about in the village. Thus he grew
like on oak. His hands developed streng;th.

But when Charles was twelrre, his mother
arranged for him to begin his studies. His
father had to give in. He was sent off to study
medicime, where he managed to stay in the
middle of his class by vVorking very hard. His
mother arranged a room for him and left
after giving him a thousand lectures about
the need t o behave well and so on.

Charles understood nothing, even though
he tried his level best. Gradually out tf
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indifference he managed to forget all his
drive(enthusiasm) and resolution. Having
neglected his studies, he completely failed the
test for health officer and he was expected
home that very evening to celebrate his
success. When he told his mother the whole
story, she made excuses for him, blamed his,
failure on the unfairness of the examiners,
and took it on herself to arrange matters.
Only five years later did Monsieur Bowvery
learn the truth; by then he accepted it as

ancient history.

So Charles went back to work and
prepared unceasingly for his examination.
He memorized all the questions before hand
and passed with a decent grade. It was a
huppy day for his mother. She decided that
her son would practice in Tostes, since the
only doctor there had conveniently passed
away.

Charles needed a wife. So his mother
found him one: a forty five year old widow,
very ugly but with an income of twelve
hundred pounds. Charles had hoped for
better days following his marriage. He
assumed that he would be freer to choose his
own actions and spend his money as he
pleased. But his wife was the ruler. She was
highly interfering and demanding, She
complained incessantly about her health and
moods.

lying in bed and pouring hirnself drinks to
keep his spirits up. It was an extremely simple
fracture. However, remembering the bedside
manners of his teachers, he comforted the
patient with all kinds of nice words. The
patient was Monsieur Rouault.

The young lady was Mademoiselle Emma,
the patient's daughter. Charles was attracted
towards her. Her real beauty was in her eyes:
instead of returning to Les Bertaux three days
later, as he had promised, he appeared the
very next day, then regularly twice a week,
in addition to in scheduled visits. Everything
was going well. At the end of forty six days
when old man Rouault was seen trying to
walk by himself in his room, people began to
consider Monsieur Bovary a very talented
man.

As for Charles his visits to the farm came
as a delightful change to the dull occupations
of his life. He loved the company of Emma.
Charles's wife was inquisitive and attributed
his radiant looks to that woman, Emma.
And she hated her instinctively. Starting
with casual comments, she ended in making
point blank insults at him, to which he did
not know how to reply. He stopped going
there as Heloise (his wife) had made him
swear, his hand on his prayer book, that he
would not do so. But inwardly he loved and
desired Emma.

Critical Comments                     Charles′ s lnother callrle to see theln′ and
soon both she and Charles′ s wife like twoThe hero of the novel Charles Bovary is
scissors started cutting into hin■ with theirdramatically introduced.IIis childhood
cornlnents and their observations.At thedays′ his mother′ s over protective′ indulgent

attitude towards hiln′ his first lnarriage― all  beginning of sPring′ the notary of the
windOw Dubuc′ s money ran o年 taking Withreveal how he is a mere PuPPet′ WithOut a

wi1l of his own.                       hlln all the funds in his custody. Out Of all
the fortune about which so much noise had

2.3.2 Sunllnary of Chapter II been madeノ Very little turned up in the
One night at about eleven o′ clock Charles  Bovary householdo So the good lady had lied′

received a letter which begged h廿 n to come  charles′ s father was very angry and accused
iIImediately to Les Bertaux(abOut 14 1niles  his wife of having caused their son′ s

aWay)tO Set a broken leg.A stable boy was  unhaPPineSS by harnessing hiln to such an

sent ahead and Charles hillnself set out atfour  。ld workhouse. There were exPlanations′
A.ⅣI.He was feeling very cold and drowsy.  scenes.Heloise in tears begged him to dofend

At last he reached Les Bertaux.It was an  her agalllst his ParentS・ Charles tried to SPё ak
impressive farm.A young woman came out  on her behalf.They became angry and left.
to receive hiln and invited hiln into the    Butthe damage was done.Eight daソ

31餞 fer
kitchen.

she began to sPit b100do She was dead the
Charles went up to thc second floor to see  next day. When the services at the cemetary

the patient:a short′ heavy lnall of about fifty
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-were over, Charles remained lost in a sad
reverie, until evening. She had loved him,
after all.

Critical Comments

The significance of this chapter us that it
marks a turning point in the early part of
Charles's life: the meeting with Emma
followed by the death of his first wife. The
totally submissive,repressed nature of his
puppet- personality is also illustrated.

2.3.3 Summary of Chapter III
One morning old Rouault came to pay

Charles for setting his leg: fees plus a turkey.
He consoled him in his recent bereavement
and told him that Emma thought about him
often; he should visit them. Accordingly
Charles visited Les Bertaux. The old farmer
was extra nice and sympathetic towards him.
His wife's death had not served Charles badly
in his profession, since people were
sympathetic. His reputation has spread, his
clientele increased.

Gradually Charles and Emma spent a lot
of time together, she talked to him about the
convent, showed him her music books etc.
He wished to marry her. He decided to
propose when the occasion presented itself.
Old Roualt would not have been sorry to be
rid of his daughter who was of little use to
him in the house. He felt that she was too
intelligent for farming. The farmer was
heavily in debt and Charles did not look the
sort who might ask for a big dowry. So in
his mind he said that if Charles asked him
for Emma, he would consent.

At Michaelmas, Charles tried to open his
mind in the matter but the old man
anticipated him, Emma expressed her
willingness by blushing. They decided to
have the wedding around spring time.
Emma wanted to get married by torchlight
at the unusual hour of midnight, but Roualt
could not understand this notion at all. And
so a wedding tqok place, to which forty
three people came and sat at the table for
sixtepn hours. ,It began the next day and
conti;1ued to a lesser extent the next day.

Critical Comment.
Note that Emma's intelligence and

fantastic tastes are emphasized. They, you

will soon sede, are at once her uniqueness
and weakness too.

2.3.4 Summary of Chapter IV
The guests arrived early in their vehicles,

mostly carts. They were dressed in a showy
manner and seemed incomfortable. As for
Monsieur Bovary Senior, he felt contempt for
all these people. The table was set in the cart
shed. The people ate till evening. The
children has fallen asleep on the benches. 'fhe

bride begged her father to be spared the
customary wedding-high jokes. Madame
Bovary senior had cleaned her teeth all day
long. She had not been consulted about
anything, so she went to bed early. Her
husband smoked tili daybreak. Charlers was
humourless.

The next day, however, he seemed a new
man. It was he who could have been taken
for the virgin of the night before, rather than
the bride, whose self control gave no
opportunity for conjecture. Even the most
daring jokesters were silenced, and they
looked at her with bewilderment whe,n she
passed near them. But Charles did not hide
his love or appreciation for his wife.

Two days after the wedding, the couple
left; Charles could not stay any longer
because of the patients. Old Rouault feld sad
like an abandoned house. Charles; and
Emma arrived at Tostes at about six o' clock.
The neighbours stationed themselves at the
windows to see their doctor's new wife. The
old servant introduced herself, greeted
Emma, apologised that dinner was not yet
ready and invited Madame to ber:ome
acquainted with her home while waiting.

Critical Comments

The marriage of Charles and Emma r:narks
a significant development in the novel.
Henceforth Emma will play the role of
Madame Bovary signified in the title.

2.3.5 Summary of Chapter V
Emma inspected the house: Challes's

consulting room/ the long and narrow
garden, the bedrooms. She spottecl the
marriage bouquet of Charles's first wife.
Charles noticed her glance, picked it upr 3nfl
took it to the attic. Emma drowsily
wondered what would happen to her own
wedding bouquet if by chance she died.
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She kept herself busy the first days thinking
about changes in the house. She had
wallpaper hung, the staircase painted, and
benches built in the garden. Finally her
husband, knowing that she liked to go out
for drives found her a second-hand carriage.
So they were happy and without a care in
the world. Charles had never imagined so
much heappiness. Wheat good things had
happened to him until now? His school days
when he remained in the midst of sfudents
richer or smarter than he, who made fun of
him; his medical study period when he
scarcely had money to have a mistress; his
first marriage to a widow whose feet were
as cold as ice, on which lasted for fourteen
months. Certainly unpleasant experiences.
But now he possessed for life this lovely
woman whom he adored. For him the
universe was bounded by the circumference
of the silk petticoat. He could not keep
himself from constantly touching her; seeing
her, kissing her.

Before she had married, Emma thought
she was in love. But the happiness that
should have resulted from this love had not
come; she must have deceived herself- she
thought. She sought to learn what was really
meant in life by the words "happiness ,,,
"passion" and intoxication"- words that had
seemed so beautiful to her in books.

Critical Comments
This chapter marks the beginning of

Emma's conflict: reality versus expectation.
Reality often falling short of imagination
begins to hurl her into disappointment and
dissatisfaction with life.

2.3.6 Summary of chapter VI
Emma's mind was full of unfulfilled

dreams: Sweet friendship of dear brother etc.
When she was thirteen, her father took her
to the city to enter in the convent. At first
she was hupF" in the company of the kind
sisters. Sh, .ryed very little in the recess
periods and ;nderstood the catechism well.
Slowly sht succumbed peacefully to the
religious and mystic languor of the chapel.
But she knew the countryside too well.
Accustomed to the calm life she tumed away
from it toward excitement. She needed to
derive immediate gratification from things

and rejected as
not supply
temperament
artistic. She
landscapes.

useless everything that did
this satisfaction. Her
was more sentimental than
sought emotions and not

At the age of fifteen Emma read a lot of
romantic stuff. Later with Walter Scott she
grew enamoured of historic events, wished
that she lived in some old manor etc. She
read plenty of books by unknown authors
most furtively in the convent.

She cried a great deal the first days after
her mother's death. She wanted to be buried
in her mother's tomb when she died. Her
father was shocked but Emma was inwardly
pleased to feel that she has achieved at her
first attempt this rare ideal of pallid existences
that mediocre hears never achieve.

The good sisters who has been so sure
about her vocation realized with great
astonishment tl'rat Mademoiselle Rouault
seemed to be eluding their influence. Her
temperament positive in the midst of its
enthusiasms which had loved the church for
its flowers, the music for its romantic lyrics,
and literature for its passion- inspiring
stimulation rebelled before the mysteries of
faith, in proportion to her growing irritation
against the discipline which was antipathetic
to her nature. The mother superior found
that towards the end Emma had become
quite-irreverent towards the community.

Back home, Emma begin disliking the
country and missed the convent ! When she
met Charles she thought she finally felt that
marvelous passion that until now had been
like a huge pink winged bird soaring through
the splendour of poetic skies. She could not
believe that the calm in which she was now
living was the happiness of which she had
dreamed.

Critical Comments
The chapter give us an insight into Emma,s

deep character. Basically she is a creature of
emotions; she has a profoundly poetic
temperament. It lends colour to her
personality, but it spells her doom too.

2.3.7 Summary of Chapter VII
Yet sometimes she thought that these were

the most beautiful days of her life- the
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honeymoon, as it was called. To savour its
sweetness, it would have doubtless been
necessary to go off to one of those sonorous
sounding countries where the first days of
married life are languorously spent. She

would have loved to express her intangible
uneasiness to someone. But words failed her
as well as the opportunity and the courage.
In contrast, Charles conversation was flat,
arousing neither emotion, nor laughter, not
dreams. He was not curious. He thought
she was huppy, and she was angry at him
for this placid stolidity, for his leaden serenity,
for the very happiness she gave him. She

could draw, play the piano, run the house
and all this reflected favourably on Bovary.
Charles ended up by thinking all the more
highly of himself for processing such a wife.
Emma looked after him well and he was
perfectly contented.

Charles's mother came to visit him. She

seemed rather prejudiced against her
daughter-in-1aw: She found her a bit too
haughtly or their station in iife. 'Mother' and
'daughter' offered gentle pharses to each
other ; their voices trembling witli anger.
Charles's love fore Emma seemed to the old
woman desertion, an encroachment on that
which belonged to her, and she observed her
son's happiness with a sad silence. She

would recall her exertions and sacrifices,
compare them with Emma's neglectful
habits and conclude that it was nct
reasonable for him to adore her in such an
exclusive way. Charles did not know what
to say. He respected his mother, and he loved
his wife boundlessiy.

Emrna soon realized that Charles's passion
no longer offered anything extravagant. His
eflusions had become routine. His embraces
hact the habitual monotony of eating dessert
after dinner. Sometimes she asked herself
why she got married. She would ask herself
if there might.not be a way, by other
combinations crf Jate, to meet some other
man, and she tried to imagine. What these
un rcalized events, this different life, this
husband she did not know would be like.

But towards the end of September she was
invited to Vaubyessard, to the home of the
Marquis d' Andervilliers. During the hot
weather Charles has miraculously cured an

abscess in the marquis's mouth. The clerk
he sent to pay for the operation reporterl that
he had seen some superb cherry trees in the
doctor's garden. The marquis thcn ca:me in
persorls, was attracted by Emma's prretty
figure and invited the doctor and his r,r'ife to
his chateau; the young couple arrived at
rrightfall.

Critical Comments.
This chapter prepares Ilmma to fr:lfuil

some of her cherished romantis d1s3rn5r' We
are yet to see what course her life is to take
from now onwards.

2.3.8 Summary of Chapter VIII
The chateau, of modern construction was

in Italian style. As she entered, Emma felt
herself enveloped in a warm atmosphere.
Dinner was served at seven. After dinner,
like the other iadies, Emma went uP to get
ready for the ball. She dressed with the
meticulous care of an actress making her
debut. She dissuaded Charles from dancing
saying people would laugh. To stay out was
more suitable for a doctor. When he tried to
kiss her she prevented him saying that he
would wrinkle her dress.

One of the dancers familiarly addressed
as a viscount came a second time to invite
Madame Bovary to dance and Waltz. She

enjoyed herself. Chares, who had becn
feeling sleepy, all the while, was recerived
when it got over. After breakfast the next
day, the Bovarys took leave of the ma rquis
and headed back to Tostes. On the way
Emma thought she recognised the viscount
among a group of horsemen, but actuall'y she

saw nothing but some heads. Charles found
a cigar case edged with greell silk and
emblazoned with a coat of arms in the centre
and picked it up.

On reaching home, Emma was furiot'ts
tlrat dinner was not ready, and she dismissed
Nastasie. Charles was rather fond ol the
poor girl for sl'te l-rad often kept him company
on many an empty evening and was; his
oldest acuaintnce in the district. tr\/hen
Charles tried to smoke after diner, Ernma
disdalnfuly seized his cigar case and threr,r,

it hastily into the bottom of the cupboard:

The memory of the ball becarle a

preoccupation for Emrna. Some of the de'tails
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faded awayt but the regret remained. The
wealth of the upper classes had rubbed off
on her heart something that would never be
erased.

Critical Comments
This chapter takes the story of Emma's

future life style a definite step ahead. It is
only beginning but a powerful and explosive
one, as subsequent events will reveal.

2.3.9 Summary of Chapter Nine
Often when Charles had gone out, Emma

would take the green silk cigar case out of
the cupboard and wonder whether it
belonged to the viscount; perhaps it was a
gift from his mistress. He was in Paris. What
a marvelous name! She became obsessed
with the French capital; which glistened in
her eyes in a silver-gold atmosphere. She
subscribed to women's rnagazines and
became acquainted with opening nights,
races, latest fashions etc. She read Balzac
and George Sand, searching in their writings
for vicarious satisfaction of her own desires.
The thought of the viscount came back to her
continually as she read.

The closer things were, the more she
turned her thoughts from them. The
mediocrity of existence seemed to her an
exception in the world, an unusual accident
in which she found herself trapped, while
beyond it the immense world of happiness
and passion extended the sensualities of
luxury with the joys of the heart, the elegance
of convention with delicacy of sentiment.

To replace Nastasie(who had finally left
Tostes in tears) Emma took into her employ
a fourteen year old orphan. Charles was in
good health and looked well. His reputation
was quite established. The country folks
adored him because he was not conceited.
Seeing Charleg contented and totally without
ambition, Emma longed to have married at
least one of those silent impassioned men
who worked at their books all night and
became famous towards the end of their life.
She would have liked the Bovary name,
which was hers, to be famous, to see it
displayed in the bookstores repeated in
newspapers, known by all in France. She
repeated to herself bitterly that Charles was
a sad creature. If at all she corrected his

dressing, it was not, as he assumed, for her;
it was for herself, for her own ego, out of
nervous irritation.

Deep down within her she was waiting
for something to happen. When nothing
happened, she grew continually sadder and
would look forward to the next day. She
gradually lost interest in her music, reading,
drawing and other interests. She was listless
all the time. Meal time was the worst of all
in that tiny room on the ground floor; all the
bitterness of her existence seemed to be
served up on her plate. She was neglecting
everything in the household now, and her
mother-in-law was amazed at the change.

Emma was becoming difficult and
capricious. Her father who came to spend a
few days with her left with a feeling of relief
that surprised her. Moreover, she was no
longer hiding her disaste for everything and
everyone; and she began to express very odd
opinions sometimes, condemning things that
were generally approved and approving
perverse and immoral things. This often
caused her husband to stare at her.

Would this misery last forever? Would she
never be out of it ? She certainly deserved as
much all those women who were living
happily. She cursed God's injustice. She
envied tumultuous lives, masked balls and
insolent pleasure with all the mad
distractions they probably offered and that
she had never known.

She became pale and suffered heart
palpitations. Since she was constantly
complaining about Tostes Charles decided to
set up his practice elsewhere, though it meant
a lot to him to abandon that place after four
years' residence and at the moment 'when
he was beginning to take root'. He look her
to Rouen to his old professor. It was a
nervous disorder. Finally they left Tostes to
set up Charles's practice at Yonville-I'
Abbaye. At that time Madame Bovary was
pregnant.

Critical Comments 
:

This chapter marks the end of part I. of
Flaubert's classic'Madame Bovary' as it puts
an end to her life in Tostes. Leaving Tostes is
a significant development with its implication
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-for newer opportunities for going astray on
Emma's part, as we shall see presently.

Let us now move on to part II

Part II is made up of fifteen chapters. Let
us study them one by one.

2.4.1 Summary of Chapter I'
Yonville-I' Abbaye was a 'small town near

Rouen, without much deveopment. It was
Monsieur Homais's pharmacy facing the
Golden lion inn that most attracted the eye:
There was nothing else to see, in Younville.
Charles and Emma were coming in a

carriage. On the way Madame Bovary's
greyhound had run off across the fields.
After whistling for it for a good fifteen
minutes, they finally moved on. Emmaburst
into tears and lost her temper. She accused
Charles of causing the tragedy. Monseiur
Lheureux the dry goods merchant w'ho
happened to be with her in the carrilge tried
to console her with several stories about lost
dogs recognizing their masters after many
years.

Critical Comments
The Bovarys land in Yonville. The

subsequent chapters will reveal the crucial
role Lheureux the merchant is to play in
Emma's tragedy.

2.4.2 Summary of Chapter II
Emma got down first followed by Felicite

her maid, Lheureux and a nurse. They had
to awaken Charles. Homais welcomed them
heartily. As Emma warmed her cold feet a

fair haired young man looked at her in
silence. He was clerk. His name was Leon.
Homais told Charles that a doctor's job was
quite easy in those parts, and well -to-do
farmers paid weIl.

Leon happened to lodge in the pharmacist
Homais's house. He and Emma talked on
various matters like music, the sea, reading
books, dreaming, thinking and so on. After
dinner the Bovarr's left for their house which
was only fifty feet from the inn. It was the
forth time Emma was sleeping in an
unknown place. The first had been the day
sherenitered the convent, the second here at
Yonville; and each of them had turned out
to mark a new phase in her life. She did not
believe that things could turn out the same

in different places, and since her life so far
had been bad, maybe that which was to come
would be better.

Critical Comments
Has Emma's life been bad so far? What

makes her feel so? Is she justified,? Ponder
over these questions. This chapter introduces
another character Leon who, you vzill see

shortly, is to play a crucial role in Emma's
life.

2.4.3 Summary of Chapter IIi
Leon was clearly interested in Madame

Bovary. The dinner of the previous evening
had been a considerable event for him; never
before had he spoken for two consecutive
hours with a lady and on that occasion. The
apothecary Homais turned out to be the best
of neighbours. Charles was despondent.
There were no patients. Emma hoped for a
son. The thought of having a male child was
a anticipatory revenge for all her earlier
helplessness. A man, at least, is free. lle can
explore passions and countries, surrnount
obstacles, taste the most exotic pleasures. But
a woman is continually held back. However,
she gave birth one Sunday at about six A.M.
as the sun rose. When Charles told hr:r that
it was a grrl, she turned her head awery and
fainted.

Emma named her daughter Berthe.
Monseiur Bovary senior remained in Yonville
for some time and Emma was not at all
displeased with his company for he regaled
her with information of the places he had
visited, his mistresses, the dinners he has
attended etc. Moreover he was attentil,e and
would clasp her by the waist occasic,nally.
Then Madame Bovary senior began to 'worry
about her son's happiness, and fearing that
her husband would have an imrnoral
influence on the young woman's notions she
made haste to leave.

Emmas daughter had been put to nurse
with the carpenter's wife.'One day she was
suddenly filled with the desire to see the little
one. On the way she met Leon and asked
him to accompany her. By evening this was
known in Yonville and commented upon by
the major's wife in her maid's hearing:
Madame Bovary was compromising herself.
'The wet nurse tried to extract as much as
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possible so as to annoy Emma. During their
leisurely conservation, she and Leon talked
about a Spanish dance company soon
expected in the Rouen theatre. Their eyes
were full of more serious statements. Th"y
each felt the same languor. It was like a

murmur of the soul, profound and
continuous.

On going back Leon said to himself that
he was so bored. It was sad that he shouid
live in that remote village. But Emma's face
detached itself from the monotonous
background of human faces, isolated yeteven
further removed; for he sensed undefinable
charms between himself and her. At first he
had called on her several times in the
pharmacist's company. Charles had not
appeared to be very interested in receiving
him; and Leon, between the fear of being
indiscreet and the desire for an intimacy that
he magined almost impossible, did not know
how to proceed.

Critical Comments
To some extent Leon's predicament is the

same as Emma's. Both are bored with the
monotony of. existence; they are not
contented. They are attracted towards each
other. Leon is the more expressive. Will they
seek fulfillment? Let us read on.

2.4.4 Summary of chapter IV
Emma sat by the window and watched

Leon glide behind the curtain without
turning his head. Monsieur Homais and his
family were a friendly sort and spent some
time each day with the Bovarys talking,
discussing the paper, playing cards etc. Leon
too would be present. He would read and
she would listen while Charles and Homais
would fall asleep. Thus a sort relationship
was established

Between them was a continual exchange
on books and ballads. Monsieur Bovary, not
a jealous type, did not wonder about it.

Leon tortured himself to discover how he
could declare his feelings to her; and always
hesitating between the fear of displeasing her
and the fear of seeming weak-willed, he wept
tears of discouragement and desire. As for
Emma, she did'nt think she was in love with
him. Love, she believed, should arrive all at

once with thunder and lightning- a

whiriwind from the skies that affects life.

Critical Comment

A continuation of the previous chapter

thematically′ this chapter presents a one―

sided relationshiP betWeen Leon and Emma.

Will EIrma resPond?Onウ future events will

tell.           :

2.4.5 Summary of.Chapモ lr V
On a snowy Stlll,y afternoon in

February the Bovary′
,′ 単9,ais and Leon had

gOne Off tO See a■ 督 1■111・
Emma felt the

■amess Ofher husban4′ s'PersOnality written

all over his coat.She r9g,rledhim′ savourmg
in her ilnPatience a.:sort of depraved
voluptuOusness. In c。■trost′

Leon′ s big blue

eyes lifted towardstⅢ ,1910udS Seemed to
EIrma more limpid and lnore beautifulthan

those l■ ountain lakes!il■ vvhich the sky is

reflected.That evenhgノ WhCn She was alone
nl her b9droOIn the cOttParisOn began, She

could not get Leon out of her lnind.She
was convinced that he was in love with her.

Then the eternal lamcntatiOn began:′ if only

fate had,lν illed it! ツVhy can′ t it be?Wh9

PreVent9o it?″       |

The next day′ at nightfall′ she received a

宙sitfrom Lheureux′ thedry g00dS merchant.
He was an extremely:Flever and shrewd
businessmanノ  CaPable of the most
complicated calculatiOns Polite alld friendly

in a showy lrlanner′ he told EInlna that if

wanted′ he could give her money.Leon came

in.En■Ina appeared to be very busy with her

household■νork′ very anxious about her
husband.The conversation languished.This
was her rigid fashion diring the following

days.Sl■e took her little daughter Berthe

from the wet nurse. Charles′ s eyes became
moist with haPPineSS at his wife′ s solicitous

behaviour tovvards hiln. She aPPeared sO
virtuoμs amd inaccessible to Leon that even
the sn■allest hoPe abandoned hiln. She
continually rOse in his h∽ Ft.It‐ waS:One of
those pure sentiments utttFOubled by the
realities of life. One cultivates them because

they are rare― and their l∝ s wOuld)hurtimore
than the pleasure of Po“ eSSing tl■ enl:」 Ernlna
was so sad and so calrn′ at the samertlne so
sweet and so reserved that one felt a glacial

charn■ lvhen near her:everyone felt the
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power of her personality. The women
admired her thrift, the patients her politeness,
the poor her charity.

But within, she was full of envy, rage and
hatred. She was in love with Leon and she
longed for solitude in order to dream about
him undisturbed. Even the sight of him
troubled the voluptuousness of her
meditation, but the emotion subsided in his
presence, and only an immense wonder
remained, which faded into sadness. She
would not express her true feelings but
wanted him to suspect it. The more she grew
aware of her love, the more she repressed it,
in order to hide and lessen it. And then the
fleshly appetites, desire for money, and the
melancholy grip a passion combined into the
agony. What exasperated her was that
Charles did not seem to suspect her suffering.
Was he not the obstacle to all happiness? She
hated him intensely. His very kindness to
her made her rebel. Domestic mediocrity was
pushing her to luxurious fantasies,
matrimonial tendemess to adulterous desires.
She felt strongly tempted to run away Leon
somewhere faraway to try a new destiny, but
her fear of not being loved by him in turn
prevented her from doing so.

Critical Comments
You are slowly forming your own

impressions of Emma Bovary. Wirat do you
think of the conflict in her mind? Does it
appeal to you as realistic? Flaubert has
powerfully presented Emma's mental
struggle. She is torn between passion and
fear because it is her first extra marital desire.

2.4.5 Summary of Chapter VI
One evening on hearing the repeated

chiming of the bell, Emma went to the church
prepared for any act of devotion as long as
she could give her soul up there and make
her entire existence disappear. Her efforts
to confess to the priest and get his advice were
in vain. The old man failed to understand
her. On reaching she felt irritated when her
little baby tried to totter and get close to her.
Seeing her own child sleep after it had fallen
against the chest of drawers and hurt itself,
Emma thought that her daughter was ugly.

People no,'ced that Leon was sad. FIe was
tired of being in love without results. He

began feeling the despondency brought on
by the unvarying repetition of the sarne life,
when there is no motivating interest and no
sustaining hope. He decided to go to Paris
and finish l'ris law studies tirere. His rnother
gave him consent. The Homaises and ]ustin,
the servant were sad. Emma appeared stiff
and inexpressive when Leon bid falewell.
Charles and Homais expressed their concern
for Leon who had to take care of himself in
a strange place. Emma was sure he would
manage beautifully. Homais told them that
the Seine Inferieure Agricultural Show was
to be held in Yonville that year.

Critical Comments

The conflict in Emma's mind over Leon
continues.

2.4.7 Summary of chapter VII
The next day was a day of mouming for

Emma. It was the mood of sadness and the
same lifeless melancholy, the same .numb
despair which she had suffered after
returning from La Vaubyessard. The cause
then had been the viscount and now it was
Leon. Why had she not held him back?' She
cursed herself for not having loved hirrL. She
thirsted for his lips. Little by little absence
caused love to die away and habit smothered
regret. She was more unhappy now because
along with the experience if unhappiness, she
now had the knowledge that it would never
end.

Emma started indulging in all sorts of
whims and luxuries: nail polishing, brlying
costly dresses and shawls, changing her hair
styles, buying books etc. She had moods in
which she almost went wild. Despit,: her
"flighty' airs (as the Yonvillites called them)
she was not happy. Charles was anxious
when she spat blood but refused to submit
to any treatment. His mother asserted that
what Emma needed was manual labour. If
she was forced to work like so many other
women, she would not have those spells that
came from the ideas derived from evil books
with which she filled her head. A person
without religion would always end up bad.

One day as Emma was sitting at the
window as she often did a certain Monsieur
Rodolphe Boulanger of La Huchette estate
came to see Charles. Rodolphe lived a
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-bachelor life and was reputed to be very rich.
He had brought a servant for a small
treatment. Charles called Emma for some
help and this gave Rodolphe a chance to see
her and he was immediately attracted
towards her. The thirty four year old man
was hardhearted and extremely intelligent,
had spent a lot of time in female company
and was very knowledgeable about women.
He determined to have Emma. He decided
that he would utilize the coming agricultural
show to meet her. The best way was to start
off boldly.

Critical Comments
The Chapter is a crucial one. The

introduction of Rodolphe adds to the
complication of the plot of the novel. We are
to watch in the succeeding chapters how he
filis the vacancy created by Leon's departure
in the life of Emma Bovary.

2.4.8 Summary of chapter VIII.
The day of the famous Agricultural show

finally arrived. The inhabitants of Yonville
were happy and excited. Emma also went
to see it. Rodolphe had come there in
anticipation. With great tact and cunning
he separated her from Homais and
Lheureun. Emma seemed to enjoy company
from the start. He tried to win her affections
by affecting to be friendless, to have a
dreadful reputation to be a dreamer
constantly.in need of the purest of passions,
the most passionate of pleasure etc. He told
her that their duty was to discern the great
and cherish the beautiful and not to accept
all those conventions of society with the
ignominies it imposed on them. Emma
argued that they had to go along with society
to some extend and respect its morality.

Little by little Rodolphe managed to
brainwash Emma with his words and his
personality. He asked her whether the
conspiracy of society did not revolt her.
Society condemned the most noble instincts;
the purest emotions were persecuted and
slandered, and if two poor souls finally met
everything was organized so that they could
not unite. As he sat with his arms closed on
his lap gaztngsteadily into her eyes a sudden
weakness overcame her. Rodolphe
succeeded in winning over her in his first
attempt itself.

Critical Comments
This Chapter is an inevitable sequel to the

previous one: given Emma's nature and
Rodolphe's resolution and keen experience
of women his winning over her is very
natural. Note how Emma is aware of the
need to respect morality to a certain extent.
Yet she compromises this time, though she
did not in the earlier case of Leon. The
temptation of a second experience, the more
powerful personality of Rodolphe and her
carving for carnal pleasures, passion etc. are
all causes. The repercussions are likely to be
explosive.

2.4.9 Summary of Chapter IX
Rodolphe retumed to Emma's place one

evening after six weeks. If she really loved
him, her impatience to see him again would
be increasing her love; thus he reasoned
rightly. Emma was pale and rigid at first,
but his words of love made her surrender. It
was the first time that she had heard such
words uttered to her.

Roolphde flattered Charles by addressing
him' Doctor'. He offered to bring his horse
for Emma; for horseback riding was good for
health. Charles readily accepted his
kindness! Emma was charmed by his
appearance when he appeared the next
afternoon with two horses. She was ready
and waiting for him. They rode very far.
Though she was scared of his advances
initially, eventually she gave herself to him.

That night she shut herself in her room
after Charles left. At first she was in a state
of confusion. On seeing her reflection in the
mirror, she noticed that she was transfigured
by some subtle change permeating her entire
being. She relished the idea that she had a
lover now. So she was finally going to possess
those joys of love, that fever of happiness, of
which she had so long despaired.

The next day Emma and Rodolphe made
promises to each other. From that day on
they wrote each other regularly every
evening and exchanged them at the back of
the garden. One day when Charles had gone
out before dawn, Emma managed to go to
her lover's estate. Her desire to see him
straight away was that intense; the first risk
having succeeded, each time from then on
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that Charles left early, Emma would repeat
these visits. She never wanted to leave her
lover at all. Something stronger than herself
was pushing her towards him so that one
day seeing her appear unexpectedly he
frowned as if he were annoyed and declared
very gravely that her visits were beco^i.g
imprudent and that she was compromising
herself.

Critical Comments
Emma performs adultery at last. She

demeans herself so much that even her
cunning lover tells her openly that she is
compromising herseif. And the simpleton
charles is blissfully unaware of his wife's
infidelity.

2.4.10 Summary of Chapter X
Gradually Rodolphe's fears began to affect

Emma. She was terrified of being seen. Once
she aroused the suspicions of the tax collector
Binet who saw her returning home early in
the morning. The next day Emma and
Rodolphe decided, because of the incident,
to arrange their meetings better. All through
the winter, three or four times a week he came
to the garden of her house in the dead of the
night and announced his presence by
throwing a handful of gravel against the
shutters. Then she would sneak out half
undressed, after charles fell asleep. When it
rained they took shelter in the consulting
room. Rodolphe could not help making
various jokes at Charles's expense. She was
amazed at his courage; although she sensed
in it an indelicacy and blatent vulgarity that
she thought shocking.

Emma was becoming quite sentimental.
She wanted a ring, an actual marriage band
as a sign of eternal union. As for Rodolphe,
he was not a man devoured with jealously
she was pretty and her love without guile
was something new to him. Gradually when
he was sure of being loved, he stopped trying
to please her. So the great love affair in which
she had plunged seemed to lose its intensity.
She did not want to believe it. She did not
know if she regretted having given into him.
The humiliation of feeling how weak she was
Where he was concerned turned into a

resentment tempered only by sensual
pleasure. It was not an attachment but a

permanent reduction. Rodolphe thus
succeeded in conducting the affaft to suit his
whims for half a year.

A loving letter from her father set her
thinking and she wondered what was
making her so unhappy. She sought the
extraordinary calamity that had over
whlemed her. Her relationship with
Rodolphe was losing its initial interrsity.
Emma repented; yet she loathed Charles for
there was very little he could offer for the
return of her affection.

Critical Comments

This Chapter describes how Emma is deep
in adultery. Her passion demeans her to surh
a level that Rodolphe is quite disdainful. She
has no timeror thought either for her husband
who simply dotes on her, or her little
daughter who badly needs her. Nemesis is
slowly approaching the fallen woman.

2.4.77 Summary of Chapter XI

Homais had recently read an article
praising a new method for curing clutrfoot.
He wanted Bovary to try it. Emma toc) was
enthusiastic because she wanted desperately
something that would increase his
reputation; urged on by the two, Charles let
himself be convinced. F{omas was urging the
stable boy Hippolyte to let himself be
opetated. The operation was successful and
the paper report prepared by Homais was
flattering.

But five days later the boy's mother came
running in fright screaming that Hippolyte
was dying. A gangrene had developed and
was moving higher and higher. The boy's
mother and the priest were harming his
convalescene. Monsieur, canivet M.D. was
called to amputate the boy's leg. Charles was
full of remorse and humiliation. Emma's
private scheme was that she had imagined
that such a man could be worth something.
How could she, who was so intelligent, have
fooled herself to ruin her life for this creature
who understood nothing, felt nothing? She
had tried to love him and even repented in
tears her affair with another man. Looking
very troubled, Charles was numbly listerning
to the last cries iof the amputee and his sharp
screams. Everything about him irritated
Emma. Whatever virtue still remained
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Emma encouraged her husband to try the Critical Comments
new mode of operation for the wrong reason- n,-_ - - _ / _

for fame and ieputation. so when d;;r -^^Ll^ll^t 
depravity is coupled with

went wrong and he felt terribly di""o"r;;ut; recklessness and unrealistic exspectations;

she hated him and resolved to stick to her 2.4.1,3 Summary of Chapter XIII

collapsed beneath the fury of her pride. She
revelled in all the evii ironies of adultery
triumphant. Charles seemed detached'from
her life, forever gone as impossible and
annihilated as if he were dying and passing
away before her eyes. Poor Charles could
not understand her. She readily met and
embraced her lover at the garden that night.

Critical Comments

course of adultery.

2.4.L2 Summary of Chapter XII
Emma and Rodolphe fell in love all over

again. This love increased each day in
proportion to the revulsion she felt for her
husband. She gave special care to dress up
herself like a courtesan awaiting a prince.
She spent money recklessly on her wardrobe:
Charles had to spend three hundered francs
for a wooden leg to be gifted to Hippolyte,
who soon resumed his work.

Lheureux tempted Emma to buy various
feminine trifles from his shop and lost his
patience when the debts kept piliing up. She
gave several gifts to Rodolphe who found her
high-handed and demanding. The novelty
of their relationship was giving way to
monotony but he treated her without
consideration, making her into something
compliant and corrupt. Madame Bovary's
manner changed as a result of constant
indulgencde in love. Her gaze became
bolder, her talk freer. The women in the
town as well as her mother-in-law were
scandalized. The mother-in-law and
daughter-in-law had a fight on his matter.
She begged Rodolphe to take her away 4long
with her daughter which made the man
think: "What a woman!"

In the day that followed Emma rexhibited
an amazing change. She was too good,
respectful and loving to Charles and his
mother to be true. Never had she been so
beautiful as now. She was so happy thinking
that Rodolphe will take her a way to a life
absolute bliss. She ordered a trunk, a bag
etc. needed for her travel from Lheureux and

gave her watch towards payment. Her plan
was to go off with Rodolphe the next month.
But Rodolphe kept on postponing it on some
pretext or the other. Finally it was fixed for
September 4.

The Saturday preceding the fatal day
arrived. He mildly tried to dissuade her but

. she was hopeful and determined. It was
clear that he had no intention to oblige her.

On going home Rodolphe took at random
handful of letters he has received from
various mistresses and exclaimed, 'What a
collection of nonsense!' This summed up his
attitude towards Emma also. He then wrote
a long letter breaking his relationship with
her as gently as possible, let a big drop of
water fall on the letter on order top appear
like his tears, and asked his plowboy to hand
over the letter to her. Emma was unspeakably
upset. On reading it, she became delirious.
Brain fever had broken out. Charles did not
leave her side for forty three days. Moreover
the young man was worried about money.

Critical Comments
It is all to easy to rave about pure passion,

and noble sentiments of love and all that. But
when they descent to the level of reality, see
how tragic and heart rending they can be! Is
Emma's plight a unique one? Will she learn
a lesson from her bitter experience? Charles
certainly shines by contrast, doesn't he?

2.4.'1,4 Summary of Chapter XIV
Emma's medical expenses, their household

expenses and other bills were becoming
frighteningly high. Charles did not know
how to pay them back; One day at the height
of her illness Emma believed herself dying
and asked for communion. She had buried
the memory of Rodolphe in the very bottom
of her heart. Then she became extreamely
charitable. Her moods kept fluctuating all
the time. One day Charles took Emr5ra to
the theature to see a play.

Critical Comments
This chapter tells us of the effect of Emma's

illness on the household, and her recovery.
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-2.4.L5 Summary of Chapter XV
Emma was excited and felt transported to

the readings of her childhood as she watched
the opera. Poor Charles just could not
understand or enjoy the performance. They
met Leon. Charles invited him for dinner.
The clerk accepted the invitation especially
since he had to go to Yonville on some office
business.

Critical Comments
This chapter presents before us a lack-

lusture Emma and her solicitous husband.

Once again Leon appears in the scene. We
are yet to see whether the whole drama will
begin afresh.

Read the study materialcarefully anumber
of times and become familiar with the story
so far. Also note down your impressions of
the main characters, plot development etc.
So that you will be able to write essays on
your owTI.

We shall study the latter part of "Madame
Bovary" in the next Unit.

UNIT 3

MADAMEBOVARY
A SUMMARY OFPART ⅡI&″TRIAL″

3.0 oBIECTIVES

At the end of this Unit, you should be able
to:

(i) have a completepicture of the tragedy
of Madame Bovary

(ii) Understand the arguments for and
against Flaubert's master-piece;and

(iii) Ask yourself whether it is proper to
ban books.

3.1" INTRODUCTION

Please read Unit 2 a few times and
understand the first two parts of the novel
thoroughly. Only then can you appreciate
the novel as a whole. In this unit we shall
summarise part III consisting of ten chapters
as well as 'The Trial" of Madame Bovary.

3.2.1 Summary of part III Chaptet I
While studying law, Leon was a fairly

frequent visitor to the cabaret. He often
thought about Emma. Now after three years
his passiorn for her revived. He decided to
possess her. The next day he went to the Red
cross Hotel where the Bovarys were staying.
Charles Was not there. During their
rcdnversation Emrna commented about the
futility of earthly affections and the eternal
isolation in which every heart remains. They
talked of their sorrows and became freer with
their confidences. Finally Leon told her that

he had loved her so much to which she
answered that she had always thoug;ht so.
Talking to him she was surprised at feeling
very old. He insisted on meeting her the next
day at the cathedral at eleven. That evening
she wrote a letter in which she cancelled. the
meeting. But she did not know L,eon's
address.

The next day when they met, she gave him
the letter to read and went into the church
to pray, hoping that some sudden strength
would descent from heaven. She irritated
him by this whim of piety as well as her
sudden interest to see the curiosities of the
church: Losing patience, he dragged her
abruptly out of the church, hailed a carriage
pushed her into it and sat in. When she
remarked that it was improper, he rr:plied
that it was done in Paris. He ordered the
cabman to keep on going much to the anger
of Emma. Then about six o' clocl<, the
carriage stopped in a side street. Ilrnrna
stepped down walking away with her .,'cil

pulled down and without looking balk.

Critical Comments
The mad drama, it appears, is about to

begin again. Emma is a little wary and
hesitant after the bitter experience with
Rodolphe. But Leon is too eager. We are yet
to see how things will shape out.
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3.2.2 Summary of Chapter II,

Ernma already felt in her heart that
cowardly submissiveness, for many women/
both the punishment and the atonement of
their adultery. She got into a cab can asked
the driver to hurry. On the way her maid
Felicite met her and told her to go straight to
Monsieur Homais's place. It was very
important.

When she reached the pharmacist's place
she found him highly agitated and shouting
at the errand boy Justin, When Homais had
asked another pan, Justin had got it from the
caphamaum. The room contained acids and
caustic alkalis as well Arsenic, a highly
poisonous powder kept in ablue bottle sealed
with yellow wax. Homais was frightened,
and very angry imagining the risk of
poisoning his patients and being put on the
prisoner's deck etc.

It took Emma quite some time to find out
why she had been called, for at last Homais
told her that her father-in-law was dead.
Actually the old man had died a couple of
days back but Charles had asked Homais to
break the sad news to Emma very gently. She
was not at all affected; but at dinner, out of
politeness she pretended that she had lost her
appetite. As she looked at Charles, the
monotony of the sight banished little by little
all the pity in her heart. She felt he was weak
and puny, a contemptible man in every
respect. The next day Madame Bovary senior
arrived. She and her son wept copiously
Emma left them to themselves. \A/hile they
mourned, she wanted to be alone to enjoy
the memory of her love, which was dwindling
away under the impact of external
impressions.

Monsieur Lheureux came there. Charles
was afraid if the story of the note might
become known. The merchant congratulated
Emma quite openly on the inheritance.
Emma was afraid that Charles might suspect
her. Charles and Lheureux had a dispute
over the travelling goods she had ordered.
Now the merchant had come to renew the
promissory note signed by Bovary. The
cunning man suggested that the man could
save himself a lot of bother if he gave the
power of attorney to his wife: She did not
seem to understand. The merchant kept

coming off and on and trained Emma in
business transaction to suit his selfish motives.
He even made her possess a power of
attorney document without the knowledge
or consent of Charles. \Mhen Charles naively
asked her where it came from, she offered to
go to Paris and ask Leon. She remained three
days with him.

Critical Comments
This is a significant chapter for several

reasons. Firstly Emma is made aware,
though by chance, of the deadly poison
Arsenic. Secondly, her father-in-law's death
leaves them with an inheritance and the
cunning merchant Lheureux is quick to
exploit the situation. Thirdly, She is all set
to start another act of adultery-with-Leon-
in all seriousness. The out come of such a
combination of factors is likely to be
disastrous one.

3.2.3 Summary of Chapter III
The three days Emma spent with Leon at

Paris were three exquisitely full days, glorious
days, a real honey*oor,. \rVhen in"y nua to
part, the farewells were sad. He was to send
his letters in care of Madame Rollet, the wet
nurse. Leon greately admirwed her
shrewdness in love matters . As he walked
back alone through the streets, he wondered
why she had been so insistent about the
power of attomey.

3.2.4 Summary of Chapter IV
Leon soon assumed an air of superiorly

over his friends, kept aloof from their
company and completely neglected his
work. lrstead of diminishing, with absence,
the desire to see Emrna grew so strong that
finally one Saturday morning he went to
Yonville. He went to the house the Bovary's.
Emma was in her room but only emerged a
quarter of an hour later. The doctor
appeared delighted to see him but did not
leave the house that whole evening or all the
next day. .FIe saw Emma alone at night. in
the lane behind the garden, where she used
to meet Rodolphe. She decided to fipd a
permanent way to see him freely at leastronce
a week. '..

Emrna was in high spirits. She was gbing
to have some money. She started spending
money lavishly, even recklessly, buying new
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cuftains, ordering rugs and so on. She was
suddently smitten by a passion for music and
won everyone/s sympathy through a

combination of talent and inability to afford
lessons. And that was how she managed to
obtain her husband's permission to go to the
city once a week to see her lover on the pretext
to taking music lessons.

Critical Comments

This is Emma's second affair and naturally
she appears bolder and more experienced in
the manipulations and strategies coupled
with adultery; passion for money and things
is also consuming her up.

3.2.5 Summary of Chapter V
Emma's day was Thursday and she would

set off very early. For fear of being seen she

usually did not take the shortest road. Leon
would keep walking on the sidewalk. She
would follow him to his hotel. He wou.ld go
up, open the door and go in; and then what
passionate embraces and kisses and
outpourings! For the first time in life, Leon
was tasting the inexpressible sublety of
feminine grace: She was a woman of the
world, a real mistress. She awoke a thousand
desires in him.

Charles would be waiting for her at home.
He would notice that she was pale and
moody. The next few days would be
unbearablebecause of her impatience to meet
her lover. Hers was a burning desire,
inflamed by her memories. She savoured this
love in a discreet and intense way. She incited
his jealousy by casually referring to her
previous aff.air. She was more charming than
ever to Charles He considered himself tha
most forfunate of mortals, and Emma lived
in tranquility until one day Charles told her
that the music teacher from whom she was
supposed to be taking lessons said that she
did not know Emma. She cunningly
managed the situation by producing a false
receipt for the fees!

From that moment on, her existence was
a continuous string of lies. Lyi.g became a

need, a mania and a pleasure, and Charles
least suspected her. One day Lheureux met
her leaving the hotel on Leon's arm. Three
days later he met her privately in her room
and asked for money. When she saici she

had none he told her to sell her property using
her power of attorney, to which she agreed.
This property was part of a little farm sold
by old Bovary. The merchant arranged the
transactions. He then made her sign four
promissory notes, each for one thousemd
francs and told her to keep the proceeds of
the sale of the property namely eighteen
humdred francs after deducting a

commission of two hundred francs. She
would receive the balance in six months time.
Emma was a bit confused by a calculations.

Charles happened to see the fourth
pronote and Emma told him most lovingly
about innumerable items she had bought on
credit. Charles at his wits end had recourse
to the indispensable Lheureux who promised
to straighten matters out if Monsieur wo'uld
sign two notes for him, payable in three
months. In order to be able to meet it, he
wrote a pathetic letter to his mother. She
came at once. She insisted in seeing the bi.Ils.

Madame Bovary senior quickly found that
Emma had spent too much, and wasteftdly
too.

She forced Charles to cancel the power of
attorney which in turn made Emma sul'fer
from an attack of nerves. The old lady
however claimed that it was all play-acting.
But-Charles rebelling for the first time in his
life took his wife's part and so well that his
mother decided to leave. 'Emma succeeded
in making him issue a second power of
attorney.

Leon did not know what there was within
Emma that drove her'recklessly toward the
pleasures of life. She was becoming irritable,
greedy and voluptuous. She would willk
with him in the streets, her head held high,
without fear of being compromised. One
evening she did not go back to Yonvil.le,
causing terrible anxiety to Charles and
making little Berthe sob as if her heart were
breaking. Finally at eleven Charles set out
in his cart in search of her. She coolly tumed
up the next day saying she had not felt well.
She also told him not to worry in future.

Soon she started misusing this liberty too.
She would call for Leon at his office whenerrer
she desired. At first it made him very huppy,
but soon he told her that his employer \ ras
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deispleased with these intrusions. Soon he
accepted all her tastes becoming her mistress,
rather than she being his. She offered tender
words and kisses that drove him mad.
Where had she learned this corruption, so
deep and yet so disguised that it appeared
almost disembodied?

Critical Comments
This chapter exhibits Emma in a very bad

light. Adultery, greed for money, mania for
lying, through disregard for her own
husband and little child, it is a vicious circle
in which she exists.; Due to her greater
experience, she is dragging Leon too in the
mire

3.2.6 Summary of Chapter VI
When he traveled to Yonville to see Emma,

Leon often dined at the pharmacist's home,
and he felt obliged, out of politeness to
reciprocate invitation. And so she was
surprised one Thursday to see Homais in the
Golden Lion kitchen (Leon's place). Homais
stayed so long that Leon regretted his
invitation. Emma was furious. When at last
he managed to get rid of the pharmacist and
rushed to the hotel, Emma was not there, she
had left in exasperation. She detested him.

This disappointment soon gave way to a
renewed hope and Emma would return to
Leon more impassioned and avid. She would
undress savagely. There was somethingwild,
strange and tragic about her which he did
not dare to question. Whai had once
charmed him now frightened him a little. He
resented Emma for this permanent victory
over him, even tried not to want her. Yet he
could not resist her.

Nonetheless she was not happy, had never
been happy. She constantly felt the
instantaneous decay of the things she relied
on. Nothing was looking good; everything
was lie. Each smile, his yawn of boredom,
each joy a curse, each pleasure its aftermath
of disgust etc. She lived, only for her
passions, no more concerned about money
than an archduchess.

One day a man came to EIrma saying he
had been sent by a certain Monsieur Vincart

of Rouen.He had brought a nOte for seven

hundred fralf、cs Signed by her whichノ deSPite

all her protests′ Lheureux had endorsed Over

to Vincart. She did not have any money. The
next aftemoon she received a sufiunons. The
stamped paper so frightened her that she
quickly ran to the dry goods merchant.
Lheureux told her that there will be a court
judgement and then a seizure.

Indeed Emma's debts amounted to very
high sums. On being pressed Madame
Bovary Senior replied that she had nothing
more to give them. Then Emma sent off bills
to two or three patients and soon had
frequent recourse to this rnethod which
worked well for her. To make money she
began selling household things. Poor Charles
made no comments because the least was
enough to set her flying into a rage.

Her festive days were those when she met
Leon. She wanted them to be splendid, and
freely paid the difference making Leon pawn
even her wedding gifts if necessary. Leon
found the whole thing strange and
displeasing. As a matter of fact someone had
sent his mother a long anonymous letter
warning her that he "was ruining himself
with a married woman". The good lady
wrote to Leon's employer who dealt with the
matter splendidly.

Leon finally swore not to see Emma again.
Emma was as sated with him as he was tired
of her. She was finding in adultery all the
banalities of marriage. Though she felt
humiliated by the base quality of such
happiness, she clung it out of habit or
depravity. She was now living in a state of
chronic and complete wretchedness. She
wished she were dead, or continually asleep.

The day of Mid-Lent she did not return to
Yonville, but went to a masked ball in the
evening. She danced all night to the wild
sound of the trombones. Her company
consisted of a clerk, two medical students, a
shop assistant and women from the dregs of
society. She was frightened and fainted.

On reaching home, Emma got the
shocking news that her furniture and effects
were to be seized in twenty four hours. .She

found no comfort at Lheureux'x hands. He
was callously unhelpful. , i ,

Critical Comments
Nemesis has started functioning in

Emma's life. Her lover is bored with her. Her
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furniture etc. is to be seized. She is being
punished both for her adultery and undue
passion for money. Sadly and inevitably, poor
Charles and little Berthe too are made victims.

3.2.7 summary of Chapter VIII
Emma appeared stoical the next day when

the bailiff came with two witnesses to draw
up the inventory for the seizure. All the
while she had sent her maid Felicite to be on
the lookout for Bovary to keep him away. She
tried in vain to get money from someone. At
two 6'clock she ran to Leon. She asked him
for eight thousand francs and suggested he
would find it in his office. A criminal boldness
was in her flaming eyes and her eyelids
narrowed with voluptuous suggestiveness; so
much that the yorr,g *an ugreed to oblige.
He wondered if she suspected his lie.

Emma felt herself lost she arrived home
numbed, disconsolate, almost asleep. The
next morning she was awakened by a noise
of voices in the square. The maid brought a

yellow piece of paper she had just tom from
the door. Emma read at a glance that all her
household furnishings were to be sold.
Following the maid's advice she went to see

the notary, Matire Guillaumin. He knew of
her predicament even before she started to
relate it. Because he was secretly in league
with the dry-goods merchant, he decided to
exploit her distress by trying to misbehave
with her. And she went out remaking that
she was not for sale.

She had tried everytl'ring. She decided to
confess to Charles. Yet she did not want him
to know. She approached Binet and two
ladies watching them made all sorts of
conjecfures. She counted on Leon to come
with the money. She sent Madame Rollet
who came back to report that there was no
one in her house and that her husband
Charles was crying. In her mad despair, she
thought of approaching Rodolphe flashed in
her mind. And so she went off towards La
Huchette without realizing that she was
runn'ing to offer herself-the very thing that
had outraged her a little while ago at the
notaiy's and quite unaware that she was
prostituting herself.

Critical Comments

This chapter shows how people will do
any shameful or degrading act when they
become desperate. That exactly is Emma's
condition. Note how no one is willing to help
her. Can you blame them?

3.2.8 Summary of chapter VIII
Emma went to Rodolphe. She tried to use

her feminine charms to win him over. FIe
readily responded, even enjoyed her
company; but when she spoke about her
troubles and asked for a loan of three
thousand francs, he calmly refused. Emma
worked herself up pouring out all her
bitterness and disappointment. Rodolphe
kept his cool.

She left crushed, madness seized her. Her
troublei loomed before her like an abyss.
Then in a transport of heroism that made her
almost joyful she came to the pharmacists
shop. First she asked Justin for the key for
upstairs. When the boy hesitated she told
him not to bother. She walked into the hall
that led to the door of the laboratory.
Hanging on the wall was a key marked
"Caphanaum" she went up and he foilowed
her. The key turned in the lock, she went
straight to the third shelf, seized the blue jar,
pulled out the stopper, plunged her hand in,
and pulled it out filled with a white power
that she began to stuff into her mouth. Poor
Justin hurled himself at her and wanted to
call for help. She told him not to say a word,
his master would be blamed. Then she went
back home, suddenly relieved and almost as
serene as if she had done her duty.

When Charles, shocked by the news of the
dispossession, came home, Emma had just
left. He wept, shouted and fainted. He went
off in search of her. By that time she had
returned. She sat Cown at her desk and wrote
a letter and sealed it slowly. Then she told
Charles'solemnly that he would read it the
next day and asked to be left alone. She
sttetched herself on the bed. She was not
suffering yet and thought that it was really
quite simple to die.

But gradually her troubles began. She was
seized by a sudden attack of nausea and felt
a glacial ehill'creep up from her feet to the
heart. She began to maon. Convulsions
seized her which made her shout out. 'Oh
'my god, it's horrible". Poor Charles asked her
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-what she had eaten. She showed him the
sealed letter, He opened it and read it aloud.
"No one is guilty-' He could only repeat the
word'Poisoned".

Homais was called for. When she told
Charles who was crying that she was forced
to do it, he asked her if she had not been
huppy, whether it had been his fault etc.
When Emma tried to kiss her child's hand
little Bertha struggled, the child was afraid
of her mother's big eyes. Charles's collegue
Canivet and Doctor Larviere came. Both felt
that the case was hopeless. Homais took
them out to lunch.

When they entered the bedroom, they
found it filled with moumful, solemnity. The
priest had come and was giving hei Uoty
Communion. Emma's suffering continued
for some more tirne. At last she was no more.

Critical Comments
This is indeed a powerful scene of suicide.

Emma had no other go. Considering her
temperament and helplessness, her end was
very natural. Do you feel sorry for her?
Could she have been saved? Or do you think
Charles deserves more sympathy? However
this chapter puts an end to the explosive,
passionate drama of Madame Emrna Bovary
in a most tragic manner.

3.2.9 Summary of Chapter IX
There is always a kind of numbness after

a person's death, so difficult is it to
understand this new state of non existence
and to accept the fact that it has occurred.
Poor Charles found it hard to control his
grief. Homais had to think up a lie to conceal
the poisoning for the Rouen Beacon obituary,
as well as for the people waiting to hear the
news from him. He gave the story of Emma's
mistaking arsenic for sugar while making a
vanilla cream, and all the people of Yonville
hear it.

Charles was inconsolable. The priest had
to persuade him to make the arrangement s

or the funeral. He insisted on having his wife
buried in her wedding dress and be covered
with large piece of velvet. Charles's mother
arrived at dawn the next day. He became
furious when she tried to say something
about the funeral. Charles wanted a lock of
Emma's hair. Emma was brought in her oak

conffins made of mahogany and lead. O1d
Rouault arrived and fainted away in the
square at the sight of the black cloth.

Critical Cmments
This chapter describes a typical funeral

scene. Yet it assumes deeper poignancy and
pathos when we consider how Emma had
all along cheated her husband who in all his
doting love and total ignorance of her crimes
is beside himself with grief and insists on
according her a rich funeral.

3.32.10 Summary of Chapter X
It was Homais who had informed Emma's

father of the tragedy, without giving clear
details. Rouault fell into Bovary's arm crying,
and Charles could only sob, Charles found
the funeral services totally unbearable. There
was a large crowd of mourners. Homais
went from group to group giving vent to his
observations. They were all deploring
Emma's death.

After the funeral Charles, his mother and
Rousalt were at home. The old man wanted
to go off to Le Bertaux, as he would not be
able to sleep in that house. He even refused
to see his grand daughter, and he left.
Despite their weariness, Charles and his
mother stayed up very late to talk. It was
decided that she would come to live in
Yonville and take care of the house. She
secretly rejoiced at having regained the
affection that had eluded her so many years.
Charles lay wide awake thinking of his dead
wife. Rodolphe and Leon slept peacefully in
their homes. There was someone else who
was not asleep at this hour. It was Justin.
The kneeling boy was crying at her grave.
His chest was shaking with sobs beneath the
burden of great sorrow that was more
tender than the moon and more
unfathomable than the night.

The next day Charles sent for his daughter.
She asked for Mamrna and was told she had
gone on a trip and would bring her back some
toys. Gradually the child forgot her. Bovary
felt sick at heart at the child's cheerfuhress.

Money troubles soon started a6ain.
Charles signed notes for some exorbitant
sums since he was determined not to sell
Emma's fumiture. His mother was furious
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-and left the house for good. Then everyone
began taking advantage of him. He sent out
bills for outstanding accounts. He was
shown letters his wife had sent, and so he
had to apologise.

Leon's mother sent him a card for her son's
marriage. In the congratulatory letter he sent
her, "Charles wrote. " How huppy my poor
wife would have been"!.

One day as he aimlessly climbed upto the
attic Charles came across a letter written by
Rodolphe. The respectful tone of the letter
fooled him. Anyhow he was not the sort of
man who went right to the heart of things.
He shut his eyes to the evidence and his
vague jealousy was lost in the immensity of
his sorrow. To please her, as if she were still
alive, he adopted her preferences and ideas.
Emma was corrupting Charles from beyond
the grave.

He was obliged to sell the silverware and
much of the furniture. The poor man
suffered to see his daughter so badly dressed,
her shoes without laces, her smocks tom to
the hips for the house keeper paid no
attention to her. But little Berthe was a

sweet and gentle child. No one came to see

them now for Justin had run off to Rouen
where he became grocer's.assistant and
Monsieur Homais did not care to prolong the
intimacy considering their different social
station.

Homais was growing . in ego-
consciousness. For the sake of his own
reputation he used his wits to imprison
enemies like the blind man who dared to
speak about the pharmacist's vain attempt
to cure him. His action revealed the depth
of his cunning, the viciousness of his vanity
and his hatred to priests. He was "under
mining foundations", he was becoming
dangerous. He helped Charles to have a fine
tomb erected for Emma and also put a nice
inscriptions on it.

r It was strange how Bovary was forgetting
;; Emma while thinking continually of her.

,. Despite the frugal way he lived, he was
'^'uirable to pay off his old debts. Dispossession
" was imminent. He sought help from his

mother. \A/hen his mother suggested that she
take in the child, he would not part. This

time it was a permanent and completed
break. Charles was worried about his
daughter's poor health.

Across the square, cheerful and flourishing
the pharmacist,s-family grew. However, a

secret ambition was gnawing at Homais:
he wanted the cross of the Legion of Honour.
He did not lack the proper qualification.
Then he cultivated the powers that be.

One day Charles opened the secret
compartment of a rosewood desk. All of
Leon's letters were there. A more thorough
search revealed Rodolphe's portrait in the
midst of a jumble of love letters. Charles
sobbed violently, screamed, crazed with
rage. His depression astounded people. He
never went out anymore/ even refused to see

patients.

Another d4y when Charles hacl gone to
sell his horse, his last asset, he met Itodolphe.
They paled seeing each other. Rodolphe after
stammering some excuses had the nerve to
invite Charles to drink in a tavern. Watching
the face of the man Emrna had loved Charles
felt he would have liked to be that man.
There was an instant when Char:les filled
with somber fury fixed his eyes on Rodolphe
who stopped talking out of fear. Then he
told him in a resigned tone of infinite sadness
that he did not blame him any more. Fate
was to blame, Rodolphe who had
manipulated that fate found Charles too
easy-going for a man in his situation - rather
comic and even a bit contemptible.

The next day Charles sat down on the
bench in the arbour. He was choking up like
an adolescent in love in the vague flood of
emotion that swelled an unhappy heart. His
head was thrown back against the wall. His
eyes were closed, mouth open and in his
hand he held a long strand of black hair.
Berthe who had not seen him all afternoon
came to fetch him for dinner at seven.
Thinking he wanted to play, she pushed him
gently. He fell to the ground he was dead.

Thirty six hours later in resporlse to the
apothecary's request, Monsieur Canivet
performed an autopsy but found nothing.
When everything was sold, there was just
enough to pay for Mademoiselle Bovary's
fare to her grandmother's. The old lady died
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-
that same year. Since old Rouault was now
paralysed, an aunt took her in. She is poor
and has sent her to working a cotton mill to
earn a living.

Since Bovary's death three doctors have
succeeded one another in Yonville without
being able to establish themselves, so
effectively does Monsieur Homais rout them.
He has an enormous clientele. The
authorities cultivate him and public opinion
protects him. He has just received the Legion
of Honour.

Critical Comments
This chapter marks the resolution of the

novel. Charles's shock at the discovery of
his wife's infidelity is so intense that his death
which follows comes as no wonder. One feels
sorry for little Berthe who is made a victim
of her mother's sins.

Read the summary carefully and
understand the tragedy of Madame Bovary
well. I have already mentioned that
Falubert's novel cqme in for much criticism
and there was even a trial. Let us first of all,
summarise the main arguments for and
against the book and the final verdict.

3.3.1 Summary of "Speech for the
Prosecution"

The difficulty is not caused by charge, that
is, offences againstpublic morals and religion,
but rather by the length of the work, as it is
an entire novel, The only course before the
prosecutor is to first tell the story of the entire
novel, then read out incriminating passages
and finally meet the objection that maybe
raised against the general principles of this
prosecution

Neither the title 'Madame Bovary'not the
substitute provincial morals, reveal the
author's intentions. The book begins and ends
with the husband, but the most important
portrait of tt,r work is certainly that of
Madame B., , 'i'y. Regarding the story, we
find the husuand at school extremely dull-
witted anil shy, so that he works without
making progress. He is a model, if not of
incompetence at least of ridiculousness to
the school. After finishing school he goes to
study medicine at Rouen. He manages little
by little to achieve the degree only of health
officer. Monsleur Bovary's first wife is a forty

five year old window, rituous and ugly
having an income. She dies beartbroken on
knowing that the notary who held the
capital of the income had gone off to
America.

Monsieur Bovary, a widower, remarries
Emma Rouault an only child of farmer
Rouault and educated by the Ursuline nuns
in Rouen. Bovary is at his wife's feet; he is
the happiest of men' the blindest of husband;
his only concems is to anticipate his wife's
desires. Here Monsieur Bovary's role
becomes dim. Madame Bovary become the
principal subject of the book. Madame
Bovary did not love her husband or try to
love him. At the very beginning there took
place what one may call the initiation scene.
The invitation to attend the great fete at the
chateau de la Vaubyessard had been like an
initiation into all the voluptuoyus
excitements of the senses. From that
moment, her husband, everything that
surrounded her, had become intolerabie to
her.

In an effort to get her out of the boredom
that consumed her. Bovary sacrificed his
practice and went to settle in Yonville. It is
here that the scene of her first downfall takes
place. The first person on whom she fixes
her attention is not the local notary but the
notary's only clerk Leon Dupuis. Anyone but
Monsieur Bovary would have become
perturbed by the visits of the young clerk, but
Monsieur Bovary was so naive that he
believed in his wife's virtue. Leon
inexperienced, shared the conviction. He
departed. The chance was lost by a second
opportunity appeared in the form of
Rodolphe.

Rodolphe and Madame Bovary had
innumerable trysts. The lovers attained the
extreme limits of sensual pleasure. When
Rodolphe refused to let her elope with him,
she become prostrated, developed brain
fever. The illness killed her love but she
survived. This was the second scene.

After a shurt lived religious life she
accepted when Leon proposed that they got
into a closed cab. Her downfall took place
in the cab. Their assignations muitiplied as
with Rodolphe but eventually she also tired
of this second love and it was then that the

＼
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scenes of desolation began that formed the
last of the novel.

Madame Bovary had lavished presents on
I{odolphe and Leon, had lived a life of luxury
and in order to meet such expenses had
signed many promissory note. She had
obtained a power of attorncy frorn hcr
husband enabling her to manage tl'reir joint
resources. She had found a money-lender
who had been sign the notes and these not
being paid when they fell due, were renewed
in the name of an accomplice. 'l'hen had
come official notices jud gements, bankruptcy,
seizllre, and finally notice of sale of the
furniture belonging to Monsieur Ilovary who
was unaware of all of it. I{educed to the most
cruel extrernity, Madame IJovary beggcd for
money from the wirole world and obtaincd
it from no one. If she apologized to her
husband he would have generously
pardoncd hei and that was a humiliation she
could not accept. She poisoned herself. l-Ie
ordered her to bc shrouded in her wedding
dress and to be enclosed in a triple coffin.

On opening her desk the husband
discovers tl're letters written by her lovers.
Instead of his lcve dying it is stimulated by
these moments. I-Ie neglects his practices, lets
the last remirants of his patrimony and one
day he is found dead. 'I'he novel may be
called by another title with justice: I-{istory
of the adultcrics of provincial wife:

'Ihe prosecutor next quoted passages to
support his accusations on two counts-
offence against public morals and against
religious rnorals. 'I'he former was in the
lascivious picturcs and the latter was in the
mingling of voluptuous images with sacrcd
things.

The autfror's ger,reral -'colour wa.s a

lascivious cololr, b'eiore, during and .after
these transgrcssions. I-Ie citcs a number of
inStances ,like twelve year old Ilmma
confessing hersings etc. 'Ihen he quotes
from four principal passages: the love affair
with Rodolphe, the religious conversion, the
affair with Leon and her death. 'Ihe
prosLcutor d.oes not much like to find sacred
matters treated in a novel, but if they are
mentioned, they must at tl"re very leait not
have been travestied by the language. Is
there anything in this adulterous woman

who goes communion of the faith of the
rcpcntant Magdalen? After being told of the
dcfilements of marriagc, wc are shou,n
adr-rltery in all of its poetry, its ineffable
charm.

'fhe prosecutor objects to Emma receiving
the Last Sacrament, when there is not a tear,
not a sigh of repentant Magdalen for her sin
of disbeliei for her suicide, for her adulteries.
I-{e also insists that the sacred words of the
holy sacrament ought not to be accompanied
by sensr"ral images from the past.

Flaubert cultivates the descriptive style of
the realistic school of painting, which he uses
to paint all the scenes alluded to in the above
mentioned paragraphs:

T'he three defendants are Flaubert the
author of the book, I']ichat who accepted it
and I'illet who printed it. All the three wl"ro
have collaborated in the publicity should be
equallty pcnalized. Yet Flaubert being the
principle culprit shouid be most severely
treated.

As a general objection the defence may
claim that the novel is fundamentally moral
since the adultcrous woman is punished. The
prospecutor's reply is that a moral ending
could not pardon the iascivious details that
could be found in it. Therefore tl"re book
fundamentally was not moral. Lascivious
paintings generally had more influence than
dispassionate arguments. Such books would
therefore corrupt the minds of young girls or
even unmarried women by seducing their
imagination.

Next the story of Madame Ilovary
considered from a philosophical view point
was not at all moral. Madame Bovary died
at an hour of her choosing, in all the glamour
df her youth and beauty .rbt bccar"e she was
an adultress but because she wanted to die.
'Ihere is none in the book who can condemn
that woman so that book is immoral. The
bOok might riot'be condemned in the name
of conjugal honour or public opinion or
religious feeling or even in the name of the
author's conscience. .lhe only character who
rules is Madame Bovary.

In the name of Christian morality that is
the foundation of modern civilization,
adultery is stigmatized and condemned, not

…
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because it is an impudence that exposes one
to disillusionment and to regret, but because
it is a crime against the family. We stigmatise
and condemn suicide because it is the
contempt for one's duty in the life that is
ending and the cry of disbelief in the life
which is beginning.

Thus Christian morality that is the
foundation of modern civilization, adultery
is stigmatized and condemned, not because
it is an imprudence that exposes one to
disillusionment and to regret, but because it
is a crime against the family. We stigmatise
and condemn suicide because it is the
contempt for one's duty in the life that is
ending and the cry of disbelief in the life
which is beginning.

This Christian morality stigmatizes
realistic literature because it paints passions
like hatred, vengeance, love etc. without
restraint, without bounds. Art without rules
is no longer art; it is like a woman who
throws off all garments. 'Io impose upon art
the single rule in public decency is not to
enslave but to honour it.

Comments: You have heard one side of
the argument. Obviously, the public
prosecutor is a champion of "Art for
Morality" sake and condemns "Madame
Bovary" on religious and moral grounds. Let
us now listen to the speech for the defence
that is short.

3. Summary of Speech for the defence

(Made by Monsieur Marie *Antoine Jules
Senard)

Monsieur Flaubert was accused of writing
an indecent book, and of having committed
flagrant offences in his book against public
morality and religion. The author swore that
he had written an honourable book having
a moral and religious intention. The author's
father, an old friend of the attorney was a
respectable surgeon. A worthy son of a

worthy father is not capable of moral outrage.

Monsieur Flaubert was a serious and grave
man, of wide knowledge including law. Fle
was a widely traveled pdrson. He belonged
to the reaiist school in the sense that he was
interested in the real nature of things. I-Ie
belongcd to the psychologigal school in the
sen.se that he is prompted not by materialistic

side of things but by human feelongs and the
unfolding of the passions within their given
sphere. What Falubert has desired above all
has been to take a theme from real life, to
create and embody true middle class
prototypes, and to arrive at a useful result.
I-Ie thus presents to the reader's eye a true
picture of what most often happens in the
world. lhe author has tried to give us the
story of an education of the dangers to which
adultery can lead, the story of degradation,
villainy of a suicidc seen as the consequences
of an early transgression.

The author has painted the education
given a woman that is above the station to
which she was born and the resulting mixture
of incongruous elements it produced in the
woman's understanding. lIe further
showed a woman turning to vice fror4 an
unsuitable marriage, and from vice to the last
stages of degradation and misery. We are
shown how in the first case the woman is
saved thanks to the ignorancc. and lack of
experience of hers as well as that of the young
man while in the second case she becomes
involved with a man of world who seduces
her. 'Ihat is the essential, that is the book
itself.

With Flaubbert the great failings of society
figure on every page; with him adultery
moves replete with disgust and shame. Ilrom
the ordinary relationships of life he drew the
most striking lesson that could be given to
many young women who in the banality of
their household were sometimes tormented
by what went on around them. Thcy would
surcly be made to reflect by a book like this
or1e. With the author adultery was but a

succession of torments, regrets/ remorse and
finally it reached a final expiation that was
appalling. The conclusion in favour of
morality was to be found in every linc of the
book. Mothers of families were filled with
astonishment after having been so highly
impressed that they fclt obliged to thank the
author.

I:le then cited somc passages from thc
novel to counter the charges made by the
imperial attorney. I-le showed that the author
had done well to warn families of the dangers
of emotionalism to young girls attracted by
petty practices instead of becoming attached
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to a strong and severe religion that would
support them in their day of weakness.

Monsieur Flaubert was not only a great
artist but also a man of feelirtg because hc
did not transforrn the husband but left him
to the end just as he was a good man,
common and mediocre, performing his
professional duties, faithfully loving his wife.
He was a subline man whose death was
admirable, who kept up his simplicity and
his goodness of heart up to the end.

Flaubert constantly emphasised the
superiority of the husband over the wifc
implying by that fulfillment of duty, while
Emma strayed from it. 'I'he attorney quoted
several passages to defend the book against
religious outrage.

In summarizing his argumcnt the defence
attorney repeated his question: " Does the
reading of such a book give a love of vice or
does it inspire a horror of vice?" According
to l'rim the book was excellent as whole and
irreproachable in its parts. It was not right
to condemn a book on a few lines. One had
to judge a book by its intention and
execution. Flaubert was already too cruclly
punished. It was up to the court to
pronounce judgemcnt.

Let us now seee what the verdict on tl're
novel was

Summary of Verdict:

Pichat, Flaubert and Pillet were charged
with having committed the offences of
outrage against public and religious morality:
'fhe work deserved strict censure, for the
mission of literature must be to enrich and
to refresh the spirit by improving the
understanding by perfecting the character,
far more than to instili a loathing for vice by
offering a picture of disorder that may exist
in society. The author vigorously denied the
charges against him stating that his novel
was eminently moral in intent and that he
had been concerned principally to expose the
dangers deriving from an education
inappropriate to one's station in life and that
he had shown the woman, 'Ihe principal
character in his novel aspiring to a world
and society to which she was not born;
unhappy in the modest condition that was

her proper sphere, forgetting first her duties
as a mother, then neglectilg hcr dutics as a
wife- successively bring adultcry and ruin
upon her hquse and ending wrctchedly in
suicide after desccnding to the most complcte
degradation even to thc point of stealing.
lhis fundamental idea, undoubtedly moral
in principle, ought to ha.vc' been
complemented by a certain austerity of
expression and by u cautions rcstrain
flabertan co-defendently appeared tohavc
insufficiently appeared tohave insufficiently
rlnderstood that there were limits that even
the most frivolous literature ought not to
overstep: Iilaubert's work appearcd to harre
been laboured over long and seriously from
the view point both of writing and character
study. "fhe passages challengecl in the
indictment were very few in comparison with
the extent of the work. It did not appear that
the book unlike certain other works, had bcen
written with the sole aim of gratifying the
sensual passions or the spirit of licentiousness
and debauchery or to ridicule the things that
should be surrounded by the respect of all.
Flaubert had committed only the far-rlt of
some times losing sight of the rules that no
self respecting writer ought to break ernd of
forgetting that literature, like art, if it is to
achieve the good work that is its mission ttt
produce, must be chaste and purc in its form
as in its expression.

In the circumstances, in as much as it had
not been sufficiently established that Pichat,
Flaubart and Pillet had been found guilty of
the offences with which they had been
charged, the court acquitted them of the
accusation brought against them and
dismissed the charges without costs against
the defendants.

Ilead the above study material careftilly a

number of times. Ask yourself if it is rigl-rt to
ban books. Discuss this mattcr with your
friends. You very well know how several
writers are even threatened with
imprisonment and killing if they write "
immoral" books. Salman Ilushdie is a case in
point. Do the writers deserve such harsh
punishment?

- 
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UNIT 4

ⅣIADAⅣIE BOVARY″ A CRITICAL STUDY″

4.0 Objectives
At the end of this Unit, you should bc

able to

(i) Understand various aspccts of
Gustave ljlaubert's "Madame Bovary"
and

(ii) Make atr overall estimatc of thc novel
and its author.

4.1. Introduction
Before you begin to read this unit it is

imperative that you read and assimilatc tirc
matter given in the prc'vious unit. If yort dtr
so you will be ablc to form your own
impression of the novel, its plot, the
characters, the atmosphere and so on. 'l'hcu,

when you read this unit, you will be able to
appreciate the several aspects of "lvladamc
Bovary".

Let us study them one by one.

4.2 Plot Outline of "Madame Bovary"
Illaubert's "Madame Borrary" is the story

of provincial doctor's wife who attcrnpts to
escape from the monotony of hcr
environment by illicit love-affairs which she
invests with a false glamor-rr. Iimma'r
Blovary's ill-starred pursr-rit of tawdry
romantic dreams shapes Illauber:t's grcat
novel. Set amid the stifling atrnospherc of
nineteenth century bourge ois Iirattce,
"Madame Ilovary" is at oncc atr unsparir-tg
depicting of woman's gradual corruption
and savagely ironic study of human's gradual
corruption and savagely ironic study of
human shallowness and stupidity. 'I'he drab
stupidity of life in the little Normandy town
cannot be overcome by such moral or
material resources as Emma posscsses aud
she resorts to every expedient until she
commits suicide in circumstancos which are
described in repulsivc dctail.

Let us turn to characterization now

4.3.1 Emma Bovary
Emma Bovary is the titular heroine of

Flaubert's classic " Madame Bovery". " She
is a very ordinarlz, middle class lt'omatr rvith
banal expectations of life and an urge to
dominate her surroundings," observes lv1ary

MacCarthy. She is the sort of person who
never finds fulfillment in life, is never
contented and eternally indulges in
voluptuous dreams and unrealizable desircs.
As a child she is huppy neithcr in the home
of her farmer-father not in the convent. lJoth

are happy when she leavcs; the nuns whcn
she gives up her religious aspirations and hcr
fathcr when she marries Charles llovary.
While any othcr woman would have beerr
very happy to be the much adored wife of a

provinciil doctor Ilmma is totally frustrated.
Ileing educated above her station she tends
to look down Lrpon hcr husband, a totally
unambitious simplcton and curses her fate.

As a mothcr Emma is equally uncaring
and indiffcrent. She even feels that her littlc
clrild is ugly. She has no time for hcr. [n fact
thc girl, is forced to bear thc cross for tI-rc

mothcr's actions at the cnd of thc r-rovel; tirc
girl has to work for her living. As Mary
McCarthy remarks: " I ler ,character is
remarkable only for ar1 LrnusLral deficicncy
of natural fccling". Indeed, sl-re is thc sort
who does not know which side of hcr brcad
is buttercd.

llmma's c<,:nstant qucst is for a love that
will live up to her solitary drcam. Shc is

disappointc'd in both hcr lovcrs and in "lovc"
itself. I{adolphe is wedded to a stock idea of
himself as sensual brute that prevents him
from noticing that he actually carcs for
Emma. l{e has readymade disillusionment.
Since he knows that "eternal love" is a clich6
he is prepared to break with Ernma as a

matter of course. But Emma'd dcject'ion and
depression following his rejection rcach
gigantic heigl-rts. As for her otherilovcr, l,con,
he is very cowardly that he deceives himsclf
in the opposite way frorn Radolphe:
Radolphe feels something ahd conviirccs
himsclf that it is nothing, whereas [.eon {cels
r-rothing and dare not know it. Ilvefl'his
re.,r.rulity ir timid and short 1i\led.
Unfortunately, Emma does hot se'e ithc
difference. FIer principal emotiorislarc
jealousy and possessivcness, which repftbent
ihe strong, almost arlgry movemerlt 6'flhcr
will..
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ln spite of her education, reading religious

training and so on, Emma is trile, what
happens to her is trite. I-Ier end is inevitable,
but not a classic doom which is perceived as
inexorable only when it is complete. In her
case the end is unavoidable because it is
ordinary. Anyone could have prophesicd
what would become of Emma. It did not
need a Trieasias.

Emma and Homais
IJoth Emma and Monsieur l"Iomais, the

chemist, regard thcmsclves as confincd to a
sphere too small for their endowments hers
in sensibility, his in sense. Ilmma takes flight
from the country where the chateau is, into
the town; Monsieur Homais's solution is to
inflate the village he lives in by his own sclf
importance and by judicious publicity.
Emma feels that she has nothing in common
with the grotesque pockmarked druggist in
his veivet cap; he was the antithesis of
refinement. But Monsieur l-lomaris is
attracted to her and senses a kindred spirit.
Emma's boredom and her recklessness
distinguish her from Flomais who is a coward
and who create boredom around him
without suffering it himself. Yet Emma is
tiresome too, at least to her lovers, and shc is
never more conventional and tedious than
when she is decrying convention.

Charles Bovary

[[e is represented as stupid and dull
witted, a peasant as she calls him, almost a
devoted animal, clumsy, a dupe. FIe has no
imagination, Emma thinks, no "Soul". Ijor
instance when they find the green silk cigar
case that must belong to the viscount on the
way from the ball at Vaubyessard Charles's
only reaction is to note that it contains two
smokable cigars! Yet this provincial, this
philistine is the only real romantic in the
novel. lle and the boy Justin, despised and
rejected, are capable of "etemal love". justin
lets Emma have her dcath ( arsenic) because
he cannot refuse her, just as Charles lets her
have her every desire: Charles is a provider,
and he has a true man's solicitude for the
weaker creature. FIe sheds tears when he
sees Emma eat her first bread and jam after
her brain fever. This heavy maladroit man
is a person of the utmost delicacy of feeling.
If he is easy to deceive, it is because his mind

is pure. It never enters his end that Emma
can be anything but good.

For Charles, marriage with llmma is a
sacrament. 'I'he simpleton considers himsclf
as the happiest luckic,st person on earth to
possess such a fine wife. For him, she is a
mystery from start to finish. 'Ihus he is not
only Emma's l)upe, but also the dupe of
corunerce. I-Ie responds to her beauty with
worship, which is what beauty - a mystery -
deserves. "'I'his explains why Cherrlos
though not deceived by Emma's character is
not a fool; he has recognized somcthing in
her about which he cannot be deceived"
(Mary McCarthy)

Like his father-in-law Father Ii.ouault,
Charles is dumbly rooted in the organic
world where things speak in simple sing
language. I-Ie is simple and uses languages
in plainest terms. 'I'ypically he is docile: it
does not occur to him to rebel. I-[is mother,
his teacher, his school mates and then the
widow make a citizen of him. they equip
him with profession for which he is not fittcd.
I"hc only thing in life he chooses is Emma.
She is his first and last piecc of self expression.

"Without Charles Emma would be the
moral void that her fatuous convcrsation and
actions disclose. Charles, in a novelist's
sense, is her redeemer. T'o her husband she
is sacred, and this profound and simple
emotion is contagious" (Mary MacCarthy)
Indeed, it is the books' final profound irony
that only Charles, Emma's oxlike eternally
deceivcd husband, emerges with a measure
of human grace through his stubborn and
selfless love.

Besides excellent characterization,
Madame Ilovary is a novel which deals with
the diffusion of ideas through mass culturc
or books. I-et us discuss those aspects.

4.4 "Madame Bovary" and Mass Culture
"Madame Bovary" is often called the first

modem novel, and ihis is true not because of
any technical innovation Flaubert made but
because it is the first novel to deal with what
is now called mass culture". (Mary
McCarthy). The diffusion of ideas in the
innocent country side is the plot of "Madamc.
Bovary". Ilmma did not have television and
her maid did not read comic books in the
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kitchen but the phenomenon was ramPant
in every Yonville L'Abbaye, and Flaubert was
the first to note it.

Mass culture in this novel means the
circulating library and the Rouen Beacon ( a
paper). In Emma's times, mass-produced
culture had not yet reached the masscs, it
was still a bourgeois affair and mixed up,
ironically, with a notion of taste and
discrimination - a notion that persists in
advertising. Words, ideas and sentimcnts like
wall paper, have beconne a kind of money
too, which allows them to be exchanged. It
is their usc as coins that has made ideas trite.
'Ihe banalities exchanged betwcen Leon and
Emma at their first meeting, for instance, are

simply coins . 'I'he same with Rodolphe and
Emma or for that matter with nearly the
whole cast of characters. A meeting between
strangers in "Madame Bovary" inevitably
produces a golden shower of platitudes
which is as mechanical as the droning action
a lathe. It appears to be beyond control: no
one is responsible and no one can stop it.

The lcnding library is a central metaphor
of "Madame IJovary" because it is the
inexhaustible source of borrowed ideas and
stock sentiments that circulate tritely among
the population. For Flaubert, all ideas
bccome trite as soon as somebody expresses
them. This applies indifferently to good ideas
and bad. For him the lending library is an
image of civilization itself. Ideas and feelings
will gct morc and more soiled and grubby
like library books as they pass from hand to
hand. T'he pursuit of originality is as pathetic
as Emma's decorating efforts. Similarly, with
the quality of sincerity. From his or,rrn point
of view, this renders the author's efforts in
his study as unavailing as Emma's quest for
a love that will live up to her solitary dreams.
Words, like lovers, have the power of lying,
and they also like lovers, have a habit of
repeating themselves since language is finite.
Involuntary repetition is a bahality. Yet
"Madame Ilovary" is not a nihilistic satire or
howl of despair emanating from the
novelist's sfudy.

Just as Cervantes expresses the dangers of
obsession with ideas of chivalry and knight
errantry in his classic "Don Quixte" through
the person of the titulor hero, Flabert

celebrates the pernicious influence of mass
culture on average minds and the dangers
of an education above one's station in life.
'Ihat is the tragedy of Iimma's life.

Let us now attempt a critical summary of
the novel.

4.5 Critical Summary of "Madame Bovary"

Critique: Illaubert's genius lay in his
infinite capacity for taking pains, and
"Madame Ilovary" so true in its
characterisations, so vivid in its setting, so

convincing irr its plot, is amplc tcstimony to
the realism of his work. 'lhe novel was onc
of the first of its type to come out of France
and its truth shocked contemporary readcrs.
Condemned on the one hand for picturing
the life of a romantic adulteress, he was
acclaimcd on the othc'r for the honesty and
skill with which he handled his subject.
Flaubert does not permit Ilmma Ilovary tcr

escape tl're tragedy which she brings upon
herself. Emma finds diversion from the
monotony of her life, but she finds it at the
loss of her own self rcspect. The truth of
Emma's struggle is universal and
challenging.

The Story
'['he Charles l]ovary was a student of

medicine who married for his own
advancement a woman much older than
himself. She made his life miserable with her
nagging and groundless suspicions. One day
Charles was called to the beside of
M.llouault, who had a broken leg, and there
he met the farmer's daughter, Emma, a

beautiful but restless girl, who early
education in a French convcnt had given
her an overwhelming thirst for broader
experience. Charles found his patient an
excellent excuse to see Emrira whose charm
and grace had captivated the young doctor.
But his whining wife, I{eloise soon began to
suspect the true reason for his visits to the
Ilouault farm. She heard rumors that in spite
of Emma's peasant background, the girl
conducted herself like a lady. Angry and
tearful, I-Ieloise made Charles swear that he
would not visit the Rauauit home again.
Then l{eloise's fortune was found to be
nonexistent. T'here was a violent quarrel over
her deception and stormy scene between her
and the parents of Charles brought on an
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attack of an old illness. Heloise died quickly
and quietly.

Charles felt quilty because he had so few
regrets at his wife's death. At old Rouault,s
invitation, he went once more to the farm
and again fell under the influence of Emma,s
charms. As old Rouault watched Charles fall
more deeply in love with his daughter, he
decided that the young, docior was
dependable and perfectly respectable, and so
he forced the young man's hand, told Charles
he could have Emma in marriage, and gave
the couple his blessing.

During the first weeks of marriage Emma
occupied herself with changing their new
home and busied herself with every
household task she could think of. Emma
realized that even though she thought she
was in love with Charles, the rapture that
should have come with marriagl had not
arrived. All the romantic books she had rcad
during her early years had led her to expect
more from marriage than she received, ind
the dead calm of her feeling was bitter
disappointment. The intimacy of marriage
disgusted her. Instead of a perfu*"l,
handsome lover in velvet and lace, she found
herself tied to a dull-witted husband who
reeked of drugs and medicines.

As she was about to give up all hopes of
finding joy in her new life, a noble paticnt
whom Charles had treated, invited them to
a ball at his chateau. At the ball Emma
danced with a dozen partners, tasted
champagne, and received compliments on
her beauty. Ihe contrast between the life of
the Bovarys and that of the noble man was
painfully evident. Emrna became more and
more discontented with Charles. His futile
and clumsy efforts to please her only made
her despair at his lack of understanding. She
satby her window, dreamed of paris, mopcd
and became ill.

Hopi4g a change would improve her
condition, Charles took Emma to yonville
where he set up a new practice and Emma
prepared for the birth of a child. When her
daughter was born, Emma's chief interest in
the child was sent for a wet nurse, where
Emma visited her, and where accidentally
she met Leon Dupuis a law clerk bored witir
the town and seeking diversion. Charmed

with the youthful mother, he walked home
with her in the twilight and Emma found him
sympathetic to her romantic ideas about lifc.
Later Leon visited the l3ovarys in company
with Homais, the town chemist, llomaiJheld
little soirees at the local inn, to w,hich he
invited thc' townfolk. 'l'here Ilmma,s
acquaintance with [,eon ripcned. I'he
townspeople gossiped about the couple but
Charles Bovary was not acute enough to
sense the interest Emma took in I_eon.

Ilored with Yonville and tired of loving in
vain, Leon went to Paris to complete iris
studies: IJroken-hearted Emma deplored her
weakness in not giving l-rerself to l,eon,
fretted in her boredom, and once more made
herself ill. She had not time to become as
melancholy as she was before, however, for
a stranger, Itodolphe I3oulager came to town.
One day hc brougl:rt his farm tenant to
Charles for blood lctting. Ilodolphe, an
accomplished lover saw in IJmma, iealized
that if 'she gave herself to him her surrendcr
would be immoral. tsut she rationalized her
doubts by convincing herself that nothing as
romantic and beautiful as love could be
sinful.

I)ece,iving Charles, Ilmma met llodolphe,
rode over the country side with him, listened
to his urgent avowals of love, and finally
succumbcd to his persuasive appeals. At first
she felt guilty, but later shc identified herself
with adulterous heroines of fiction and
believed that, like them, she had known true
romance. Sure of Emma's love, Ilodolphe no
longer found it necessary to continuc. his
gentle lover's tricks. IIe no longer bothered
to maintain punctuality in his meetings with
Emma, and though he continued to see her,
she began to suspect that his passion was
dwindling.

Meanwhile, Charles bccame involved in
I{omais's attempt to cure a boy of a clubfoort
with a machine Charles had designed. Both
Flomais and Charles were convirrced that
the success of thcir operation would raise
their future standing in the commupity. Ilut
after weeks of torment, the boy contracted
gangrene/ and his leg had to be amputated.
I{omais's reputation was undamuged, for he
was by profession a chemist, but I3ovary, a
doctor, was looked upon with suspicion. His
practice began to fall away.
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Disgusted with Charles'failure. Emma in
an attempt to hold Rodolphe, scorned her
past virtue, sPent money recklessly on
jewellery and clothes, and involved her
husband deeply in debt but on the very eve

of whah was to be her escape she received
from him a letter so hypocritically repentant
of their sin that she read it with sncers. 'Ihen,

in horror over the realization that shc had
Iost him, she almost threw herself from the

window. She was savcd when Charles
called to hcr. But she bccame gravely ill with
brain fevcr, and lay near death for several
months.

I{er convalescence was slow, but she was

finally well enough to go to I{ouen to the

theatre. 'Ihe tender lovc scc'ncs behind the

footlights made EnLma breathless with envy'
Once more she dreamed of romance in
Rouen: she met l-eon Dupuis agai-n. this time
Leon was detcrrnined to possess llmma. I-Ie

listened to her complaints with sympathy,
soothed her; and took her driving. Emma,

whose thirst for rornance still consumed her,

yielded herself to l-eon with regrct that shc

had not done so bcfote.

Charles Ilovart' grew concerncd over his

increasing debts. 'ln addition to this own
financial worries his fathcr died leaving his

mother in ignorance about the family estate.

Emma used the excllse of procuring a lawyer
for her mother-in-law to visit I-eon in Ilouen
where he had set up a practice. At his
suggestion she secured a Po\ rer of attorney,
from Chartes; a document which lcft hcr frce

to spend his money without his knowledge
of her purchases.

Finally in despair over his dcbts, thc extcnt
of rvhich Emma only partly reveated. Charles

took his mother into his corifidence and
promised to destroy Emriia's po*er of
ittorr,"y. Deprived of her hold over Charles's
finance and unable to repay her debts IImma
threw herself uPon Lcon's mercy #ith att

disiegard of caution. FIer corruption was so

complete that she had to seek rclease and

pleasure or go out of her mind.

publicly for a debt of several thousand francs,
the bailiff prepared to sell Charles's property
to settle her creditor's claims. Charles was

out of town when the debt was posted;
Ilmma in one final act of self abascment
appealed to Ilodolphe for help. ['Ie too,
reftised to lcnd hcr money. '

Knowing that the frame work of lies with
which she had deceived Charles was about
to collapse, Emma Bovary resolved to die, a
lrcroine's death, and swallowed arsenic
procured from I lomais's shop. I ler husband,
arriving too late from his trip was unable to
save her from a slow, painful death.

Charles, pitiful in his grief could barely
cndurc thc sounds of thc hammcr as her
coffin was nailed shut. Latcr fecling that his

pain over Emma's dcath hhd grown [ess, he

opened her dcsk to find thcre the carefully
collcctcd lovcr lettcrs of Leon and Ilodolphe.
Ilroken with the knowlcdge of his wifc's
infidelity-scourged debt, and hclpless in his

disillusionment Charles died soon aftcr his

wifb, leaving a legacy of only twclve francs

for the support of his orphancd daughtcr.
'lhe llovary tragcdy was complete.

I-,et us now attempt an ovorall cstimatc of
Flaubert and his classic.

4.5 An Overall Estimate of Flaubert and
"Madame Bovary"

Custavc Irlaubert was a fastidious
conscious artist. His aim in art to create

beauty and this consideration often overrode
moral and social issues in his depiction of
truth. IIc workcd slowly and carcfully, and

as he workcd thc idea of his art became
gradually more exact. [Iis ambition was to
ichieve a style "as rhythmical as verse and

precise and the,language of science". [n his

vierv "the faster the work sticks to the
thought, thc more beautiful is the effcct". [{e
often repeated that there was no such thing
as synonyrn, and that a rvriter l'rad to tract
down "thc unique right word". All this
expltrins the ttniqtrcncss and cxcellcnce of
Irlaubcrt's style, Anothcr author with,whom
we may compare lllaubert on this,scare is

Somersct Maugham. Their Prose style is
clrastc, rcfined and characterized by
exactitucle and accuracy in the choile of
r,rrords.

In her growing degradation, Ilmma bc'gan

to realize that she haci brought hcr lover
down with her. She no longer respccted him,
and she scorned his faithfulness rvhcn he

was unable to give her money she needed to

pay her bills. When her name was posted
ruf,v76psnn Fiction
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Flaubert was a keen observer of human

nature as well as the workings of the psyche.
This borne out by his fine portrayal of E-ma
Bovary. lhere are sevcral critics who see a
strong resemblancc bctween Emma and the
author.'I'heeretically Itlaubert sought
objectivity in all his writings above all else.
"'lhe author in his W_ork must bc like God in
the Univcrse, present everywhere, and visiblc
no wlrerc". lt is paradoxical thcrcfore that
his personality slrould be so clearly discemible
in all his work. l,l,e was similar to.l'.S.ljliot,
who too.bclicve{ in thc impcrsonrl tf,"ury of
art and literaturg. lp all probability he irad
projcctcd his drcams, aspirations, sentimcnts
of art and love ctc.'through the charactcr of
Emma, but Emma is a ciiaracter who can
stand on hcr own' as well.

Flaubcrt is a bold writer who embraced
an outspokelr manner of exprcssion. ,l'hc

!r11l9f his novel i$ an eviden..i fo, this arspcct.
While the strici moralists and dogmatic
readcrs would criticize him for puilrting
sensitivc rcadcrs with immoral ur"rJ
irreligious icleas and emotions, tl-re defcndcr
of Art for Ar:ts salie wotrld in all admiration
approve of his masterpiece. Itlaubert has
only presented what he observed in life, and
that too in an effcctive stylc. Ileing an
advocatc of Naturalism, he is toncemed inly
with the dcpiction of truth with substantial
accuracy. Even a harshest critic cannot deny
him credit for that. And therein lies the true
mcrit of "Madame Bovary,,.

I'lease read the study material given in the
four Units a numbcr of times anJmake sure
that you have understood the novel and its
various aspects. Note down any idea,
impression or opinion tlrat suggests itseif to you.

You may next try to prepare yoll own
essays. Please remcmbcr: 'Ihe study material
c.an be utilized properly to writc essays; but
do not rnistake them for preparcd 

""ruyr.4.7 Qrtestions Based o.n Flaubert,s

1. Thef Character of Emma Bo#ary.

[-Iint6: her background-education above
her stdtion - her failure as wife dnd mother _
,easoili'l her etcrnal, futitc ;"tJi;ile love
- her Ui'sappointments - reioiis'- her moral
code unconventional and decrying
everything traditional and conventional _
her death and Nemesis - your impressions]

2. The character of Charles Bovary
[Hints: his background - influence of his

mothcr - his marriages - devotion to Ilmma_
totally unambitious and uncomplainirrg _
fully contendcd - unsuspecting and eas-ily
duped--examples - his purity of mind - only
graceful character - pathetic simpletonl
3. "Madame Bovary,, and mass culture

[-Iints; I]ducation abover hcr station,
causc for limma's frustration - ncw idcas of
modernism and urban culture spread by
circulating library - attraction ar.,d dangers
- the characters swayed by mass culture, 1i;

!,eon: goes to Paris, what happens to him;
(ii) I{omais, ncw ideas ;i mcdicine,
operations ctc. [Iow he attains I_cgion of
I Ionor (iii) Iimma, the worst victim .jf -u."culhlre - her affairs, adultery, extravagance
and suicide - Charlcs Bovary, only charactcr
unaffcctcd by mass culture.l
4. Should Madame Bovary be banned?

I lints: Ilefer trial - charges levclcd against
the novcl -dcfcnce-vcrdict-novel strongly
condemned by dogmatic moralists
approved by champions of Art for art,s samc
the novel, a true product of thc school of
Naturalism - truth depicted accurately and
objectively as a work of art blamcless-mirror
of socicty of 19th century l]rance-necd not bc
banncd.

. Ilcad thc study matcrial arrd prcparc the
abovc-essays. You may prcparc essays on
related topics too.

Yo." *.3y also prepare ,,objective type
questions" and "viva vocc type, questions.
A few samples are given below.
4.8 Obiective/Viva Voce type questions
1. What is a subtitle? (A secondiry title)
2. IA/hat is the subtitle of Irlaubert,, Mudu*"

I3ovary suggcsted by thc publ.ic prosecutor?
(A l I istory of thc Adultcrics of i lrrovincial
Wife)

3. I'itle attained by Monsicur I,lomais:
(Lcgion of Ilonour)
the boy r,r,hosc clubfoot Charlcs l}rrzar\z
tricd to cure (I Iippolytle)
'l'he poison that caused Ilmma Iio,,cry,s
death: (Arsenic)
you may preparc scvcral such qlrcstiorr on
yon own )

Prof. V.uMA, Mercy ;;G:;::,{:ti:!.

4.

5.
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UNIT HI

EMILE ZOLA:ANINTRODUCTION

1.0 Objectives:
At the end of this unit, you should be able

to:

(i) understand about the life and
personalitY of Emile Zola: and

(ii) become familiar with "Naturalism"
and "I{ealism".

1..1. Introduction
Please read up Unit one: Gustave Flaubert

" An introduction" and refresh Your
knowledge of the French novel in the

nineteenth century. Emile Zola, like Flaubert,

was a French novelist of that age' You can

understand and appreciate Zola's life and
personality and place him in the right

ierspective'only if you connect him with his

times.

Let us begin this Unit with a brief
biographical sketch of Zola, the founder of

the Naturalist movement.

1.2 Life and works of Emile Zola

Emile Zola occupies a special place in the

history of the novel as the founder of the

Natuialist movement. Until the mid-19tr'

century. French novelists had paid little
attention to the actual physical details of man

and his environment, concentrating instead

on the creation of emotionalized,
romanticized fictional worlds, Sweeping
social changes in the 19th centurY,
particularly those associated with the

industrial itevolution, led to a different
approach novelists set out to give an accurate

piitrru of life in all its details, an approach

ihut .u*" to be known as Realism ' Zola

carried the development to its conclusion'
Underlying his objective documentary
descripiio* *ut a scientific philosophy
intended to offer a new and complete
explanation of life and human behaviour in
purely material terms. The result was called

naturalism.

Early Life
Emile-Edouard -Charles-antoine Zola w as

born in Paris on April 2, 7840. Naturalised
as a Irrecnch citizen in1862, hc was the only
child of an ltalian fathcr and Iirench mothcr,

Francesco Zolaand,Emile Augbcrt. I lis fathcr
was of a Venetial family of churchmen and

solders served in the ttalian artillery and

hoped to become an officer in the engineers,

bui after the fall of Napoleon l, he soon found

the oppressiveness of the Austian regime

intoleiable. Ile let his native country and

settled in France where he went into practice

as a civil engineer. The family movcd the re

in 1842. Ijive years latcr he dicd suddenly'

Francesco Zola left his dependents in
straitened (in poverty) circumstances' l-Iis

wifc Emile returned to Paris in 1857 in order

to supervise her interests in the canal which

he hid been entrusted to build' Her son

joined her the following year. 
-FIe 

finished
his education at the Lycee Saint-Louis where

like some other distinguished writers he

failed d his examination in 1859'

Zola spent the next two years in a vain

search foi employment. fhe stories of the

future noveliit remaining all day in bed

wrapped in an eiderdown or a blanket
because he had pawned his trousers, or living
on sparrows caught outside his attic window
have no doubt been exaggerated, but these

two years had been a period of real hardship'
They also providcd him with first hand
knowledge of how the poor'lived, which was

to be of great value to him as a novelist' I-le

eventually secure'd a clerical post in a

shipping firm and he loathed it. (Ydu must

have heard how George Benard Shaw

suffered from a similar predicarrleiit) l{is
fortunes took a turn for the better iri' March

L862 when he moved to the sales department
of the publishing house of Ilachette'

JEwopean Fiction
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-. 7"1?,.1Y T*y other novelists, began by
t.yTg his hand at poetry. I{e wrote two epics
on the evolution of man and of love, ihat
clearly foreshadowed the form taken by thenovels. I-Ie showed the second epic to
Hachette, who refused to publish it, told him
that there was a better market for short stories

lhT f:., poetry, and doubled his wage s. Zola
took his advice. His first book pubiished in
1.864 was a collection of short siories called
"Contes a Ninon,,, It was foliowed in 1g65
by a grimly sordid autobiographical novel
"La Confession de Claude,, -wnicf, 

attracted
the attention of the police. T'here were no
proceedings but I-Iachette is said to have
offered Zola the choice of giving up literature
or resigning, Zola had alreadl begun tosupplement his wages by frellance
journalism, so in January ig66 he ieft the
firm.

huppy. The friendship came to a sudden end
in 1886 because the painter was convinced,
not altogether rightly, that Claude Lanter the
tragic hero of L'Oeuvre (Eng: trans: "l'he
Masterpiece) was a caricature 6f trimself.

Zola did his best to keep his literary
controversies going, partly because hL
realized, with his flair for prbli.ity, that it
was an excellent way of promotingihe sales
of his books. As a young man hJhad used
literary journalism ur u ,rr6ur-r, of propagating
his theory of naturalism. I-Iis wtrk was
constantly denounced by the conservative
public as pornography. tho." was a more
serious attack in 18g7. 'I'he publication of"La'lerre" (Eng.trans.Earth) one of his most
grim and outspoken novels was the occasion
of that onslaught (attack) by five writers of
the younger generation in a journal.

May 3I,'1870 Zola married Garbrielle
Eleonore Alexandrine Meley. As he had two
women, wife and mother, dependent on him,
he was_exempt from military service in the
Ilranco-Prussian War and spent the war years
outside Paris. Ile had already started *iitir.,g
novels. In 1870 he virtually completed thefirst two novels of an u-titiom project;
Ilougan Macquart cycle consistei o'f 20
novels.

These novels sold well without beingsensational; but the appearance of"Drunkar" (Eng.trans) a study of alcoholism
put the novelist in best seller class. He became
the best known writer in frrance. Irrom this
time onward his success was assured. (We
shall study about Zola as a novelist more
elaborately in a later Unit)

Controversial Figure: T'hroughout l-ris
career zola had been a controversial figure.He had been an ardent admirer andsupporter of the young impressionistic
painters, yrho were treated with hostility by
,!!u Sungr.ul public. In !867, he published anrographical and critical study of the artist
Edouard Manet in which he tried to reconcile
the public by claiming that the life of ,f,u
contempopary artist was that of a ,,peaceful
bourgeois,who paints pictures in his studio
as other.people sell peppe. behind their
counters". His relations with another painter
Paul Cezanne, a boyhood friend, weie less

- 
'Ihe year 1888 was marked by an upheaval

of a different kind when Zoia formed his
liaison with ]anne I{ozerot, who was thirty
I"11 his junior. One of l.ris great sorrows
had been his wife,s childlessnerJ. Ui, mistress
bore him a daughter in 1gg9 and a son in
7897. Zola's wife was at first stricken, but intime accepted the position and after her
husband's death, recognized the children
legally. Although the liiison brought lasting
happiness to the man, it was the fnd of thenovelist whose work began to show a
pronounced loss of drive

. Thu Dreyfus Affair: Zola,s intervention
in the Dreyfus affair that a Jewish Irrench
army officer whose trial for treason began a
12year controversy, that deeply marked the
political and social history o? n" period is
the most celcbrated episode of his career. At
1" :?rly stage in the proccedings he had
decided rightly that Drlyfu, *rJlr.,.,occnt.
On January 13 lg9g, he published u fi"r."
denunciation of the French general ,,uff m
fhe Lern 

spaper L'Aurore. I{e ivas prosecuted
for libel and found.guilty. I-Ie appealed and
his conviction was quasired Uy if," court; onApril 2. 'Ihere was a retrial at Versailles on
]uly 18, but Zola did not wait for tl.re verdict.
On the advice of counsel and friends, he fledto England. Ile spent 11 months thcrcwriting novels and being looked after byHenry yizetally, who ii 1gg9 hai been
rmprisoned for translating Zola,s novels into

-European 
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English. He retumed to France the following

]urie when he heard that the Dreyfus case

was to be reopened with a possible reversal

of the original verdict.

Death: On September 28,1902 the 7'olas

returned to I'ariJ from their villa at Medan

on the Seine where they always spent tl're

summer months. 'that night a fire was

lighted in tl"reir bcdroom wherc they slcpt

w-ith tho windows closed' Owing to a

defective flue or failure to sweep the chimney'

they were overcome during the night by

.urbor, monoxide fumes' ('Ihe suggestions

has been made that the "accident" might have

been eng;ineered by some of thc novelist's

politicai encmies, but the case must be

regarded as unProve d) Zola was dead by the

tirie nep arrived., but his widow recovered

after a iew days. FIe was given a public
funeral. And his remains are preserved in

the Pantheon, thc vast lay mausolcum
reserved f or France's great mcl1' I Iis

reputation as a Pornographic writcr
prlvented him from becoming-a member of

ihe Academic Franczrisc,.for which he stood

unsuccessfully on no fewer than 1c)

occasions. :

挽鯨∫ぶifr犠∬驚1富
f鼎認

ofEmile Zola.We shan stud,abOut his Classk
″Nana″ il■ the fo1lowing dhits.

Unit 2

NANA

A SUⅣ【ⅣlARY Or PART I

1.0 Obiectives:
At the end of t'his Unit you should be ablc

to

(i) have a gencral idea of the plot of
Zola's Nann Patt 1' and

(i0 form your own initial impressions of

Nanaihe Pcrson as well as flre product
of the Frencll society of the nineteenth

centurY.

2.1 Introduction
The best way to enjoy a novel, of-course'

is to read it in tire original' Even in the most

authentic translation, something of the

original ftavour and flair is hound to be lost'

A c'hapter wise summary of this sort is twice

removecl the original. It will certainly help

you to knor,v the plot of the novel, form ideas

about characters, atmosphere and so on' But

if vou can lay hands on a good translation'

aJ ruua it. bnly then will you be able to

understand and enjoy Zctla's masterpiece'

Flowever, something is befter than nothing'

So let us begin to summarise the first part of

the novel. .
2.2 Summary of ChaPter One

'Ihe Illonclc Ventts was to be put up that night'

One by one thc important, charactcrs of thc

play slarted turning up. M'liauchcry' a tall

i"lltw with slight black moustache and his

cousin, M t{cctor de' la lllaoise a yottng man

who had completed his cducation in Paris'

wcre the earliest to arrivc' '['he rnanager of

the theatre llodenavc, the exhibitor of womcn

preferrcd to call the placc 'My Brothcl'

tp"nty. 'I'hc main attraction of that night's

p"tfoi*ance was that Nana was goirrg ttl

make her maidcn aPPcarance' 'l'o l'a Ilaloisc's

difficult enquirics, tirc ma'inager bluntly said

that Nana could ncithcr sing or act'

A littlc later Mignon, a tall stout fcllow and

thc bankcr Steiner, a short man camc

togcthcr Mignon's wifc l{osc appearecl' Lr"rcy

Stirart, a htlle ugly womcn r'r'ho was about

forty ioinccl the.group. Mignon pointcd 'out

to I)agucnet, a joumalist whom he rcfcrrcd

to as'IJana's swcet hcart'' Ily now the name

Nana started'fatling familiarly from ihc lips

of everyonc. 'A i"t'"t of curios,ity took

oossessitn df onc ancl alt therc; l'a Ildloisc was

fi;;il "ii"*a by caga 1 9"a"t{,i1f 
vcstcr

years. I-lc f r.rrther' i a","ir%a co'-u-titMiif f a tA e

ileuville, thc count's wifc and hoh'fathcr

Marquis de Chouard'

At last the curtain rose for the first act of

the'The Blonde Venus'. A slight tremor took

It was nine O'clock at night and the

Variety Theatre was still almost empty' The

. ffustnight performance of a nerv piece called

rlril Europenn Fiction
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School of Distance lflucaliln zpossession of the audience on the appearance
of Rose-Mignonas Diana. The parttiVulcan,
the god of cuckolds was played by Fontan, a
comic actor gifted with real talent. Ilut it was
evident that the entire audience was waiting
impatiently and excitc.dly for Nana to
aPPear.

And Nana did appear. Nana very tall and
very plump for her eighteen y"u.i. In the
white tunic of a goddur, ,.,d with her
beautiful golden hair floating over her
shoulders, walked towards the footlights
with calm self possession, smiling at the
crowd before her. It became clearit once
that she cor ld neither sing nor act. Ilut a
voice was suddenly heard.

'She is stunning,.

an more till it filled the house. Now her
slightest movements fanned the desire. In
spite of the suffocating heat she remained
victorious with hcr marble flesh; her scx alone
strong enough to conquer those fifteen
hundred persons and remain scatheless.

'lhe play ended and the curtain fell. ,l,hc

cry'Nana! Nana!, reechoed again and again.'Ihe manager was obviously iitoxicated with
success. La Iraloise remarkcd that l.ris picce
wguld run for two hundred nights as least.All I']aris would visit his theaire. Iltrt thc,
manager, boiling with ragc at tl-re thick crowd
of mcn still inflamed with thcir passionatc
longing for Nana, vioiently cxclai'mc,d.

. "?uy my brothel, can,t you? you pig_
headed animal!,,.

l1re whole house looked to see who had 2.2 Criticar Comments on Chapter one
;""J'#X"i:J?f,i. .:1,U; flX "ii,:,,:i;ff *-,'#.rr chap ter or trre nove' Nana, is
ail agrow with admirati<ir 

"r 
N;;;. ;:.:; #?:H:Xil',$fi:l;,:';,;j:fJ*fr:the crowd agreed with his view' Nana:Tbq ;;;.i"l"."j tu somc of rrrc key figures who

i:'Jfril'J'JI3$Sli::"",Y"'X',1?':*j ;TJ,,+"ar severar timcs i, rhe story .rlre

so that she soon irad the *h"i"-;.;;; nJj,,Jji,;:.J.0"1"T..?il"]r,il ijru *,:apprauding her in a most deafening manner. ;.;;;';; woman to hold men in tyran.icalThe reactions and response were mixed. sway is broadly ,rld ;i;;gty ,1",o*r., . ZoIaOne phrase was constantly heard: " It is prepares us to watch tt-,u *uy Nana is to usesimply idiotic". Nana *r" thu chief topic oi irei seducti;" .h;;; """; weak, e rringconversation' Donguenet observed tliat he mortals in thc 
".rb.uq.,"nr chupt".s.

ll,f i:^inTTJl:',;1r",1,]u:'*t"':Il,T r,er us move on to rrre sccond crraptcr
offended that the public should *"r*l 2.3. summ ary of Chapter Two
such a firthy wencri' ]rhe next mo,ring at tcn 'crock, Nana was

Soon the sccond act of the play was put :f1]:1""0*g' She oicupicd the second ru,.f
up. In no time Nana *arlrg"d to-make ihe of a large new house. A rich merchant from
audience fairly intoxicatcJ 'with 

her fuil Yu-:to.*, who had come to spend a winter
employment of the power of woman. In the rn Paris and installed hcr there. 'Ihe rooms
course of that night, Facuchery familiariscd had trcverbccn complctcly fr,rnri^shcd; but had
his cousin with Satin, u -r"t.l-,ed strect ,1 pi"dy luxury abottt them. Iivcrything
walker. The youngster fresh f.o* .oil"* betokc'ned (indicated) the clamselrbu.rdo1,"j
(who had earlier remarked that Nana w?s |o3 euicklx by he'r first genuinc protector arrJ
stunning) asked Dauguenet if he kr.,ew lill:" back into the clutchcs of unscrupulous
Nana's 'address. 'fhe iournrri"t rlri'Jit" l_"Iu.t A most difficult debut' (firsi
slappir,r8 his face: Clearly the lad- ;;; aPPcaranccs) at Variety 'l-heatrc marred and

;,::,ilffIfi:*J::n an intoxicating ["ffi::: witrr a ross or crt'dit anctrrrear

^ 
Littlebylittle,Nanahad gainedpossessio, ,. ,lror1,.rhe conversation that ensuedof the audience and ni* ur".t ;;; (followcd) between Nana and hcr maid l,oel,,

succumbed to her. The lust she inspired, I^:jji*" clear that Nana hacl a .ouplc oi
similar to an animal in heat, had grown';;;; Paying gentleman, who the two called ,,old

―
E′′ο′

“
″Ficrわ″
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miser" and "blackmoor". Each as given a

certain day and care was taken to see that

the visitors did not meet' Nana was

discussing her worries and problems with
Zoe. Theri were financial worries and fears

of being thrown out' But Nana's greatest

worry ias h", Iittle Louis, a child she had

given birth to when she was only sixteen

iuurc old, and whom she had placed out to

i'rrrrru in a village. "lhe nurse demanded thrce

hundred franis owing to her before she

would gi'n'e up Louis. Nana's matemal love

had bee"n aroused ever since her last visit to

the child. I{er ardent wish was to pay off the

nurse, and place the child with her annt

Madame Lerat, so that she could see him

whenever she wished' 'Ihe problem was how

to realize the moneY for that'

As though like an answer to her problem

a certain Madamc I'ricon appeared there'
'l.he lady was known for her ignoble dealings

with girls and women down in their luck'

Usuaily Nana preferred to igno-re her' But

today ,h" u.."pt"d an offers of selling herself

at thr"" o'clock' She needed moneY

dcsperatelY

Around noon, Madame l-erat arrived'
Ilrom the conversation and behaviour of the

iady, it was clear that secretly she approved

of Nana's business, thougl'r she pretended to

bc moral and proper: She found out from

Nana that the iather of her child Louis was

a gentleman. She promised Nana to take

some nice rooms foi her, besides r'vhich shc'

would allow her one hundred Francs a

month. lhe aunt was extremely delighted

una i^pr"tsed upon her niece that she should

,q.,""r" the mcn while she had the chance'

another fifty francs forhcr exPcnses' She kept

the remaining fiftY francs.

Upon Zoe'spersuasion she decided to see

two 
^of 

her visitors. 'lhey were Marquis de

Chouarct and Count Muffat' llhey had come

for some clonation: Iruming inwardly but

smiling outwardly Nana parted.with her fifty
francs. Zoe rnanagcd to send most of the

visitors away. Regirding the banker Steiner

Nana remarked; "If I want to hook him' the

best thing is chuck him out"'

Qne visitor, however, could not be

chucked out. That was the seventeen year

old collcge lad who had rcmarked that Nana

was stu"nning the previous night-at the

Variety 'theatre' His name was George

I-Iugon. Nana became q-uite easy' familiar

eve']n maternal with him' She at last sent him

awayt giving him permission to come again'

The hair dresser Francis had come and was

doing her hair do for the night's performance'

Nani asked him for a small loan which he

gave her: Ily then more men had filed into

t"r horlsu. Nana was bcginning to fecl rather

uneasy. Just thcn Labordette, a gentlcman

;;"'i.. i-t" told her of an account he had

settled for her at the office of the justice of

the peace.

lly thcn, lunch was rcady; thc two. rt'cnt

to tlie dining room. 'Ihey found a'r 
-elderl)'

lady already-seated there' She was Madame

Maioir a mysterious \A/oman who acted as

Nana's old iady friend' 'fhe tw<-r old ladies

settlcd <lown to play cards' While Nana rnost

reluctantlY *"nt ottt to kt:eP her

appointment. A large number, of visitors

pl-,irtua in one after inother and Zoe hnd a

iotrgh time accommodating them invarious

,oni",, so that tlrey might not scc eaclr othcr'

It was rather late, when Nana returnccl; She

was in a nasty mood. Shc gave her aunt three

hundred francs to get baik little Louis and

Nana's relief ancl joy knew no bounds'

She sr-rggested that they go out, drne togcther

and thJiwould see her at the Variety T'heatre

Leaving thc crowd to wait in her house' she

scizedirolcl of his arm trnd hurried away

happily. She told him that hc should bring

f,"i^nu*" again. Shc intended to slecp a

whole nighti "a whole night all to mysclf"'

Just a wlrim (wish) of hers'

z.g.L Critical comments on Chapter Two

' In this chapter r,r'e get a picture of the

coarse ancl lo6se life Nana generally leads'

A positive dimension to her character is

s.,ggert"cl bv her strong maternal lovc for

litiil lottis. Far from abandonipg her

illegitirnate child she really shows care for

h;r-,i. Note how shc is able to tempt and lure

even yotrngsters like Georgc.'1 he tw9 
1!-a 1t.f

laclies MaIame Lerat and Madame,Maloir
impress us as cunning, hypocritii'dl and

"*ploituri.re. 
As yo., r"Jt o" yo" rvili iee for

yolrself horv Nana's life becomes coarser and

coarser.
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-sLet us pass on the third chapter.

2.4 Summary of Chapter Three
The scene shifts to the large building

occupied by the Muffat family. Countess
Sabine, as Madame Muffat de Ileuville was
called to distin$uish her from the count,s
mother, who hhd died the year before,
received visitors'every Tuesday at her house.
On this particulAr Tuesday evening towards
ten o'clock, there were scarcely a dozen
persons assembled in the drawing room.
Those present, were talking of the great
personages who were coming to paris on
account of the Exhibition. The countess,s
daughter Estellg, a young girl of sixteen,
skinny and insignificant-looking was seated
on a stool. On entering the room one found
oneself in an atrnosphere of cold dignity, of
ancient customs and of past age, exhaling
odour of godliness.

At the height of the discussion on various
matters ranging from politics and war to
gossip, the door opened and Faloise
appeared, along with Fauchery the joumalist.
For a moment Fauchery stood like a fish out
of water. He was huppy to recognize Steir.rer
and Vandeuvres.'Ihe latter and Fauchery
hinted at going "at midnight at her place',,
leaving Faloise at a loss as to whai they
meant.

Fauchery was struck by countess Sabine.
She had often been talked about in his
presence. He knew that, married when she
was only seventeen, she would then be thirty
four though she looked much younger and
that ever since her marriage she had led a
sort of cloistered existence between her
husband and her mother-in-law. In society
some said she was as cold as a devotee. One
of Fauchery's friends, a captain who had
been rerently killed in Mexico had imparted
a brutal secret about her. Fauchery could not
make s{rre. He noted, however, that the
lady's lips alone, slightly thick, had a sort of
impet'ious sensuality.

fl-:S was indignant when the journalist
suddenly asked him whether the countess

lrrd ,nl,J9ve.r. I-Iowcver, he related in a vcry
low viiiie all that he knew regarding thl
Muffats. Mamma Muffat had always mixed
up with priests, given her son a ,,beautiful,,
education-confession everyday,no youth, no

Eprees of any kind. As a result, the count was
most religious. He had frequent fits of faith
of great violence, similar attacks of brain
fever. To finish his portrait with a last detail
he whispered something in his cousin,s ear.
"I'{e had it still when he was marricd,,
Fauchery laughed as he glanced at tl-re Count
and murmured. "A fine prcsent he madc to
his wife. Ah, poor tittle thing! how he must
have bored her; I bet she doesn,t know
anything at all!".

Fauchery continued his reflections on thc
countess. He felt convinced that she had no
lover. Her father the Marquis de Chouard
was a terrible man and strange stories were
beginning to circulate about liim despite his
great show of pietyl A mark thc journalist
noticed on the countess's left cheek near her
mouth surprised him grcatly. Nana had the
same exactly. I{e could not resist whispering
to Vandeuvres about it: 'l'hey discovered i
vague resemblance about the chin and the
mouth and the little black hairs or the mark
on the cheek. But the eyes were not at all
alike. lhere Nana looked thoroughly kind
hearted and good natured, whiie thc
countess was altogether doubtful. l.he two
men continued to discuss her. Ijauchery
declared that she was a fine woman but thl
otl'rer man seemed to unrobe her with a
glance. I-Iowever, Vandeuvres expressed his
opionion that she was a most virtuous
woman.

The session at the countess,s house was
largely full of gossip, character assassination
and pretendcd morality. Another notablc
character to turn up was Madame llugorr
with her son George who had uttered the
famous 'Isn't she stunning!, which was still
talked about. Madame I lugor.r was a notary,s
widow and lived on her family estate. IIer
other son, Irhilippe was a lieutenant in the
army. She impressed Fauchery as a worthy,
respectable and good person. It was very lalc
when the guests left one by one. Steincr,
Vandeuvres, and Ilauchery agreed to mc,et
at Nana's at midnight. It took ltaloi.;e much
time and difficulty to elicit this picce of
information.

2.4.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Three
In this chapter you get to know about the

Muffats, particularly Countess Sabine. The

-European 
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-l.9th Century French aristocracy and genteel
folks with their outward show of morality,
their hypocrisy and snobbery are pictured
here. Is Madame Muffat virtuous or not? Wc
are yet to find out. A striking resemblance
bctween Nana and the countess is drawn.
What is the implication? Zola leaves it at

that.

Let us move on to ChaPter Four.

2,5 Summary of ChaPter Four

Nana wished to celebrate her great success

as an actress by a midnight supper that
would be tl're talk of everyone: She decided

to hold it in her apartment. So she ordered a

staff of waiters and other assistants from
Brebant's restaurant to set the table in the

drawing room - a table on which places for
twenty five had been laid rather close

together. Nana herself returned home from
tlre tlreatre at midnight. I-ler maid, Zoe, was

altogether out of sorts what with all the

restaurant staff making quite a noise in the

kitchen and her having to send away Nana's

two ex-gentlemen.

Nana then called Daguenet and George

to her dressing room, where Zoe got her
dressed. One by one guests started arriving'
Among them were Clarisse, whom [,a Faloise

had biought, Steiner, the Mignons, Gaga,

Fauchery, Count de' Vandeuvres, Lucy
Stewart and others. Nana was offcnded that

Count Muffat had declined to come. No one

had expected Ilordenave to come since his
foot had caught in a trapdoor and he had

sprained his inkle most abominably' they
*ure trtprised when he arrived/ enormous
in size ar,d v"ty red, his legs stretched out
straight, learning on Simone's shoulder' I-Ie

needed two chairs. Everyone fussed a lot over

him.

To add to the confusion several more
guests, uninvited by Nana turned up and
ioon therc r.' cre thirtY eight' All the men and

women .eezed closer than ever. The

suppcr began on a rather low key with
hardly a.1y conversation. 'fhe men, not
knowing one another merely started, and the

women kept very quiet. George was most
astonished. I-Ie had expected that tl'tere
would have been a great deal of kissing.

The supper ran through scveral courses.
T'herc was much meaningless talk and
gossips as in the:l'uesday sessiou at the house

of Countless Sabine (Refer Chapter III). All
the ladies became very tcnderhearted when
they started talking about the children. Nana

was brimming with happiness when she

spoke of her little Louis. George was very
surpriscd and asked [)aguenet if all the ladies

had children, and the lattcr amuscd by the

questions gave him a few particulars- 'Ihe

youngstcr was feeling quite dazed by the
coarse particulars about the ladics.

As the suPPer proceedcd the guests
became more and more intoxicated: broad
jokes were uttered aloud. 'I"he room became

increasingly \ot and uncomfortable. Much
food was wasted on the plates. "l'he old
gentleman Iiourcarmont became insulting,
Migrior, Steiner were all very far gone. Nana

was not in high spirits. Iivcr since tlrc
commencement of the suppcr she had not
seemed to be at home. Shc fclt quite lost
among all thosc pcople, who almost strained

her with their loud talk. Shc too began to
forgct her duties as mistress of the house,

occupying herself solely with stout old
Steiner. I'owards the end of the supper she

became quite tipsy. "fhat vexed her very
much. An idea seized her that the othcr
women were playing a dirty trick on her, by

behaving badly in her rooms. She murmttred
to Steiner. "It serves me right, it will teach

me not to invite such a low set another time"'
She said rather roughly that those who
wanted coffee could l'rave it in the dining
room. Everyone rushed to the room and had

to take their coffee standing. Nana had

disappeared; but no one was troubled about
her ibsence. In fact they got on very well
without hcr formir"rg SrouPS and indulging
in gossip. '["he conversation bccame more

coarse.

It became clear from their dcalings and

dialogues that Mignor used his wife's talcnts

both as an actor and as a woman to make

money; he managed quite well too. 'lhat is
how he had been using Steiner. I-le was not
really happy when his wifc wantcd to ir-rvitc

Irauchery to dinncr, but he had to consent to

her 'foliy' and 'waste' all thc same. Lucy
Stewart was visibly angry that Fauchery was

ditching her in favour of Rose.

- 
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-DSuddenly Vandeuvres asked where Nana

had gone to. Everyonc became aware only
then that she was not prescnt. Vandeuvre,s
found her in the bedroom with Daguenet and
George standing and watching hcr in fcar.
She told Vandouvrcs that she didn,t intend
to be made a fool in her own place. Then
she let her tongue go loose. ' re Ldies were a
parcel of strumpcts who werc not fit to clean
her boots. She dif n,t know what it was that
kcpt hcr from kicking thc wholc d irty lot trut
of_thc placc. Aird rage chockirrg hcr, shc
sobbed aloud. .'

_- Irr spite of the rcpcated requests of
I)aguenet and r(ieorge, Nana refuscd to
return to the dthi:rg room. Shc was furious
that.Rose had preventcd the rcspcctable lady
Madame Robeits from coming, and that the
"regular serpenf' Irauchery liad dissuadcd
Count Muffat 'from coming. Vandeuvres
laughirrgly told hcr that thl Count would
never come, because he was mixed up with
thc priests. Hc further advised her, i,Don,t
let thc other one :cscape,,. (pcrhaps indicating
Steiner)

Nana strddenly became very tendcr
towards Daguenet and Ceorgc and wished
that the two would always gct on well
toge thcr.'[hc thrcc wcnt to thc drawing room
attracted by a snoring sound. IJordcnavc
was aslocp on two chairs. Nana started
laughing at the comic sight. Shc draggcd thc
ladics to comc and scc thc funny sight 

"nathey all scemed obliged to laugh evcri bc,fore
tfey \new why. Uy rhen it wis nearly four
o'clock. Some of thc men started piaying
cards in the dining room. Others were tryin[
to dalcc in the drawing room. Daguene t wa6
kindly assisting at thc piano.

Al[ on a sudden thcre was a frigl.rtful
uproar. Iilcven young men bargcd inio thc
hotrse laughing vcry loudly. ,l{cy 

claimed
that Nana had invitcd thcm. Nana mcrcly
laugilcd. By fivc o'clock thc dancing hai
ccascd: "Ihe ladics continued to gossii and
talk pliop. 't'hc day was aboui to brcak.
Iivcryonc was borcd to dcath. No onc knew
how,.1o infuse some geiety into thc
proce'idings to finish thi night in a
suffi6icr\tly wild manncr. I lt.n a littlc fair-
I-raired fcllow trying to do something funr1y
took up a bottle of champagne and e-mptiei
the contents into the piano. The oihers

what thcy wcre after.

. 'Ihe day had dawned. 'l"he brcaking up
began a leave-taking full of uneasiness ani
ill-nature. Nana who had evidently madc
up her mind to exploit Steiner suggested that
he should take her to the Bois dJ Iloulogne
and they would have some milk. She clapfed
her hands with a childish ioy. She hid to
wakc up Zoe who had fallcn aslcc,p on n chair
ir tl-re dressing room. She told hcr in a most
familiar mamer. ,'you were r.ight, it may as
well be the banker as another,,.

. Dagucnet looked very sad, wlrilc (icorgc
had.fallcn aslcep. Nana spoke tcnrJcrly io
thc former. She thcn invitcd Blanchc tot to
join her and Steiner. This time the banker,s
bloatcd face turned pale with annoyancc at
the idca ofbeing accompanicd by thai fat girl.
Ilut tl-re two women were alrcady leading
him off and repeating.

"You know, wc must sec the cows
milked".

2.5.1. Critical Comments on Chapter Four

- Il this chapter wc watch a supper hostcd
by Nana. We get to know the iharactcrs,
their parentage, thcir petty rivalrics and
sccrct activitic's. Arc thcy ashamcd? [)o thcy
takc all such abcrrations (shortcomingsl iir
thcir stride? I-low do you find Nana? 5he ismost capricious (unstcady) and
unpredictable in hcr rapid char"rgc of moods.
lArhat do you gathcr about frcnih society of
these times? Ponder over such points.

2.6 Summary of Chapter Five
''fhe Blonde Venus, was being performed

for the thirty fourth timc at lhc Varicty'Ihcatre. l-hcre was grcat excitomont as tlrc
Prince was expectcd to come. Simonc,
Clarisse and Prullicrc wcrc discussing thc
Prince and his interest in Nana. I;ontan, who
knew what had taken place the first time
bctween the prince and Nana, rclated the
story to the two womcn causing tl"rem to
laugh. And Simone rclated hJw Nana,
having come across Satin, an old School
fellow oftrers had taken a great fancy to her
and was bothering to bring hcr out.

Irauchcry and Mignon entercd. Irrom his
behaviour it u,as clear that Mignon was

laughed and followed suit. Nana did not see
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furious by his wife's infatuation, disgusted
at seeing that Fauchery never contributed
anything significant towards their expenses

urrlngud himself by hitting and slapping the

yo.rr',g man as though he werebeing friendly'
-Fauchery's reward was kissing Rose

familiarly: Count Muffat was spotted sitting
beside the prince in the stage - box' The

count's fafher-in-law, the Marquis de

Chouard too bad come.

Mignon came to know that the banker
Steiner was going to purchase a country
house for Nana. I{e became very grave'
Steiner had once promised Rose a mansion
Lut it was a lost opportunity which he must
now regain. The Prince wanted to
compliment Nana between the acts' So

Bordenave ushered him along with Muffat
and Marquis de Chourd to her room' Nana

who was naked to the waist pretended to be

bashful and embarrassed, but her words and

actions soon betrayed her cunning ways to
entrap the gentlemen'

'fhe prince was quite comfortable and

relaxed in the comPany of Nana, but not so

was the case of Count Muffat. He became

red in the face, and beads of perspiration
rested onhis forehead. The same dizzy feeling

he had experienced on the occasion of his

visit to Nana at her apartment (refer Unit 2)

again seized hold of him. Nana was enjoying
herself trapping the rich gentlemen' She

even made them drinks to Fontan as it was

his saints day!
Count Muffat was immersed in thoughts

of his youth. The room he had when a child
had been very cold. He never experienced

any warmth in his mother's kiss or the icy
.oid.r"tt of her embrace. Later he had
encountered in his wife a strict observance

of conjugal dutics; he himself experienced a

sort of devout rePugnance (hatred). He grew
up, he grew old ignorant of the ways of the

flLsh, bent to rigid religious practices having
regulated his life according to precepts and

laws.

Marquis de Chouard teased him bY

obseiving. "The count is virtue itself".
It was time for Nana to aPPear on the

stage. T'he gentieman left the dressing room'

Suddenly an occurrence quite scared the

actors and actresses waiting for their cues'

Mignon and Irauchery were hitting and
puiching each other, full of hate and anger'

it *ut Mig.rot who had instigated the
journalist first. With great difficulty
Bordenave managed to separate them'

Iricon, an old woman who transacted
shady business with the ladies, appeared
there much to the disgust of the theatre
manager. She and Simone transacted some

such deal. At last the show for that night
ended, and the gentlemen crowded in
Nana's dressing room. 'lhe marquis went off
with Simone. Nana and the prince walked
slowly along the passage' When the prince
went off for a short time to meet Bordenave,

Count Muffat gave way to an impulse of rage

and desire and kissed Nana roughly on the

back of the neck. Nana was furious but she

tactfully hid her anger. At length she told him
that sire was a landowner. She had
purchased a smalls estate near Orleans. She

knew from'baby' (meaning George l-lugon)

that Count Muffat sometimes went that side'

She asked him to come and see her there' 'I'he

timid count, frightened and ashamed,
accepted her invitation. As he passed the

gr""n-roo* he heard Satin screaming at the

marquis for pitching uPon her.

Finally the prince and Nana walked off'
Bordenave opined that the prince was a bit
of a muff. Count Muffat decided to go horne

on foot: A11 the conflict within him had
ceased. A new era of life had drowned all
his ideas and his beliefs of forty years
standing. Fle was willing to give up anything
and everything just for one short hour that
very night. It was his youth that was at last

u*uk".t1.,g within him in the midst of his

Jesuitical ildnus and his dignity of middle
a8e'

2.6.1. Critical Comments on Chapter Five
'Ihis chapter dwells on the poter-rtial of

Nana to lure rich and royal pcrsonages with
immense and immediate success/ It also
throws light on the mean character of
Mignon. The conflict in the mind of Count

Finding himself in company of the almost

naked girl Nana, his whole being revolted,
the slow possession that Nana l'rad taken of
him for some little time past terrified him' In
his confused state of mind, he felt ti-rat Nana

was the devil in Person. FIe felt angry and

embrassed when his father-in-law the
76-
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Muffat between sensuality and religious
qain{g has been well presented. In a-way
this chapter contains the crisis of turning
point in the drama of Muffat,s Life.
Henceforth it is clear that he will steadily
head towards shame and disaster.

Let us now move on to chapter six.
Summary of Chapter six

Count Muffat, accompanied by his wife
and daughter had arrived the previous
evgning at Le Irondettes where Madame
Hugon who was alone with her son George
had invited them to corne and spend a week.
Madame Hugon, with her kind maternal
smile, was a fine hostess and Countess Sabine
vya9 very merry recalling the events of her
childhood. In the course Lf tne conversation
Madame Hugon_said she was expecting
Fauchery and Daguenet and perhapl
Vandeuvres too. I-Ier other son Filippe nia
asked for leave.

The conversation turned to paris, when
Steiner was mentioned. The old lady
remarked that the stout gentleman had
bought an actress (meaning,llana, of course)
a small estate a little away from there.
Everyone in the neighbourhood was
scandalized. Muffat feigned (pretended)
ignorance. George, who hid buried his nose
in his cup,looked Muffat full in thc face and
wondere.d.why he had lied. Madame Hugon
was initially angry about Nana whom ihe
described as a most abandoned woman but
soon her good nature triumphed and she
remarked philosophically thaf everyone had
to live, so the best thing was to *"r"ly ignore
ner.

During the afternoon, the old became very
uneasy. Soon after lunch George complainei
of a severe headache. I-le shut-hi*r"if up in
his room under the pretext of sleeping till next
morning. Instead of going bed, he no"iselessly
dressed himself again. Ten minutes after the
dinner beil had rung, he escaped from the
house and headed for Nana,s estate.

It was indeed that evening that Nana was
expected at La Mignotte.."E,ru, since the
month'of M_aI when Steiner had bought her
country residence she wished strongly to go
and live there, but Bordenave refusel'her the
smallest holiday. At last, losing patience, she

declared that she would go to her country
house and invited a number of people in
Bordenave's presence. She artfully rcsisted
Muffat's advances but included him too in
the list of invitees.

Suddenly Nana had a whim to leave
Bordenave in the lurch and arrive at La
Mignotte two days ahead of the others
without anyone knowing about it. She had
sent a note to Steiner informing him about
her departure. She had writtJn a second
letter to her aunt begging her to bring little
Louis to her at once. She Uadty missed herson. She was impatier"rt to reach hc.r
destination. I-Ier maid, Zoe, was annoyed at
having had to leave paris in such a hurry.

Nana was excited beyond words whcn shc
reached her house. It was a large buildingin the Italian style erected -bv a richgentleman. The housc. was simply
magnificent.: Nana raved and exclaimei
about each and every room to Zoewho stood
indifferent and sulky. She walked about in
the kitchen garden while it was raining
heavily. As she was plucking strawberriej
George appeared on the 

"."rrI. I-Ie was wet
and dripping. She kissed him on his forehead
and fussed about to make him feel
comfortable. She gave him her night gown
etc. to wear and when he changed ir.rto th"-
she remarked that he lookel like a girl!
When he said he was famished (very hun!ry)
she was angry at first thinking how stupia
he was to run away from his-mother with
_an 

empty stomach, just to go and throw
himself into a pool of water! Ifowever she
shared some food with him. George had no
intention to leave. Even though sheiried half
heartedly fo dissuade the youngster, she
finally gave into his advar"rcei and ihey spent
the night together.

The next morning, around lunch,
Fauchery, Daguenet and Count des
Vandeuvres arrived at Madame Hugon,s
residence. The last to arrive was GeorgJwhq
pretcnded that he was much better. ihe old
]1af w.as pleasantly surprised on seeing ths
Marquis de Chouard airive. At the aii-ri,ig
table Fauchery found himself seated besidc
Countess Sabine, who surprised him with hciliveliness. Duguenet felt rather
uncomfortable sitting close to Estelle, the
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silent, lanky girl whose sharp elbow's were

his horror.
'Ihe old lady remarked that she had a new

neighbour whom they probably h:*' All thc

*"i f"igrl"d ignorance, however they failed

to hide their genuine astonishment when

they heard thit Nana had arrived' George

alone did not raise his eyes' FIis anxious

mother aslSed him about his neck which was

all red. I-Ie was confused, and then remarked

that some insecthad stung him! The marquis

cast a sidelong glance at the red mark while

Muffat also looked at George'

On leaving the table, f)aguenet remained

behind with Irauchery to make some rather

coarse remarks abottt Estelle' "A pretty
broom stick to shove into a fellow's arms"'

I-Iowever hc became serious when the

journalist mentioned the amount of hcr

dowry. Four hundred thousand francsl

No one was going out that day as it was

still very showery. George had hastily
disappeaied and locked himsclf in his room'

The gentleman avoided coming to an

explari4tion among themselves, though each

of them knew very well what reasons had

brought them together. Obviously the scent

of Nana was too strong to resist' Muffat was

the most ardent and excited' I-le had a distinct

promise. Nana was exPecting him' I-Ie

determined to go to La Mignotte that very

night after the dinner.

gratify his passion thorough force. lt cost her

I tot "f 
tacl and trouble 'to frcc hcrseli from

his cmbrace and look normal whcn Stcilrcr

dcsccndcd downwards and cntcrcd thc

room.'l'hc trvo mell wcre iutrcldlrccd' Aftcr
fiftccn mirrlttes thc Courrt tcft. Steincr almost

immecliatcly w'cnt off to bcd; grumbling
against thc ailmeuts tha't wcrc always
ai?ccting thc fcr-nale sex! "['hus gctting rid of

thc two mcu Nauar rejoir-rcd Ccorgc'

“

I辮i鷲驚鱗

very fooliSl■ ly.           I

But whatcausOd tho yotll■ g woman′ s hCart

ⅧI響盤∬じ襦轟『穂胤献驚

F霊:::」1:lxl塁響胤飾11席議よ胤

墨I様漱I‖描驚
篤Iλf盟胤ばtl∬『鳳患糧
becolll■ing cracked(mad)・

'l"hat evening as the count left the grounds, A[ on a sudden, on the sixth day, a btr.d

ffi:T:f l"X',1;n$runt':"&:1;1;l*'i':it:i;n:':""'H'iJl':f ;l',liiX;
filled with tears of rage. Nana, astonished at ;hi;k; iLat no one would come. Naturally
thisdisplayof jealousyal-du1ealY,,.,l"-tlli ;ir; ;r: ,"g., and strockcd on scci^g an

::T,x"Tfi i"ITeiffi"[1l.q*i:.Iii'Tt3*:*'*i*";:';tl;1ffi ,l;:[::q,ffi

*"0:Xi:'#i"*H;":T;:TL::,?ff"::mxm't$:f ,Xm::'i,n,',",JI;;U:;
and wait for her. The youngboy obeyed in ;;;;;;-hi"i. #a somc othcrs - .lcven in
the hope of repeating last night's pleasurcs' ;,. l;,";,';.o,nrNana was dclightcd,tcr 5_ave

WhenCountMuffatappeared,Nanafeltheroldfriendsinlrercountryabodc..lhey
a slight awkwardness, 

^having scarcely lavishly contplimented her on her"most

regaiied her composure, after the scene with enchaniing abode. .Yl"l she came;lo'know

cJorg". she had promised the count, but tlrat Ilordendve ihad filled her plaoc with thc

tonigtt she was in no mood to entertain him undcrstudy' Simonc '-ld th'l tl're 'httle girl

she would rather chuck up everything than had scorcd a grcat deal in thc'lJlonde vcntts'

be unfaithful to Georges 
'As foi tl're count' Nana g'u* t"iit''s' I-Iowevcr she enjoyed' her

he was determined to end his sufferinE, and
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friends company and even arranged an
excursion while they were there.
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-. ftlr.evening Count Muffat approached
Nana's house; he understood the situation
from.the bright lights, loud laughter, and
familiar sounds and went away cnraged by
this new obstacle. Driven to cxtremities,
determined to use violence, Gcorge entered
Nana's bedroom secretly and wait"ed for her
until past midnight. She came at last very
tipsy and morc loving and maternal than
ever. She coaxed Georges to join hcr on the
excursion but he feared to be seen with hcr
in a c-arriage as that would cause a frightful
scandal.

_ 
N-an_a's proximity upsct Madamc I-lugon,s

whole household. "lhe old lady, usuatiy ,o
tolerant, felt indignant about ihe sway the
gay woman had on respectablc people. She
accused her gucsts of wandering atout [,a
Mignotte. Shc spared only Count i4uffat and
G-9orge. The former wlio pretendecl to be
officiallybusy could notbe ruming after girls,
and poor George was beginning to carse l-,c,
the greatest anxicty witli his rrlolcnt attacks

,"":ry evening, which forced him to go bed
before it was really dark.

Fauchery had elected l.rimsclf Sabine,s
attendant whilst thc count disappeared
regularly every afternoon. Soon a sudden
intimacy was established between them.

On Friday M. I'heophile Venot also
arrived--FIe put on his most agreeable look
and affected an indiffur".I air of an
insignificant person without appearing to
notice the uneasy deference wiili which he,
was treated. On leaving the table he took
the count's arm and led him into the grounds.It was known that he exercised"a great
influence over the count. After some time
the count returned looking very pale and with
his eyes red as though he had been weeping.

-- 
Sunday afternoon being a fine clear day,

all the guests at Madame Hirgon,s place went
for a walk. "Poor George-,, the old lady
thought had started beforei seven to see the
doctor. \AIhen they reached the foot of the
bridge, they stood hesitating, as though some
obstacle caused them uneasincss.'-Soon it
became very clear that Nana along with her
guests was coming in a set of five carriages

from the opposite direction. In the last
carriagc, arccompaniccl by Stcincr, wars Nernir
who had on thc littlc scat in lront of hcr, that
poor lovc of a Z.izi, that is, (Jcorge lvitl-r l.ris
knees touching hers.

Countess Sabine af{cctcc{ (pretcnclcd) rrotto recognize Nana. ,l'he two women
exchangcd a scarching look_ one <lf those
scrutinising glanccs lasting but a second yet
complcte and dcfir-rite. AJ for thc. mcn tliey
bchaved admirably. Ir;rrrchcry ur-,i
I)agucnc.t, perfcctly impassivc, rccogniscd noone. Count Muffat, grcatly igitated,
followed with his 

"y"r, t1.," r,ision irf No,_,,
flying away from him. I Iis wife had turned
slowly around and was examining him. l,he
count's agony madc him cry atoLid. It broke
his hcart to think that Nana should havc
preferred the child Georgc to himselfl

Madame Ilugon, howcver, hacl not
recognizcd Georgc at lrir:st. Ilr-rt sudclcnly sire
recognized him ir-r Nanar,s comparn_y ;rnd
exclaimed in shock. Shc w;rs ,u ,id tirat no
one darcd to console hcr. On hcr part Nana
observcd thc othcr group ancl made a fcrv
observations. She did not ttrink mlrch of
Countess Sabine. She statcd that lrauchery
was her lover. She felt sorry for Zizi,smother
who looked a kind *o*uil. She offcred to
write to irer but the boy said he woulcl
arrangc all by himself. Aftcr that Ccorgc
continued to bc very dcjectcd ancl tried tcr
invent some lies for the evcning:

. .Nana's party talked gaily about various
things. They discurs"d a icrtain Maclarne
Irma d'Anglars who had lcd an airvfully fast
life (as a prostitute), but latcr becamc very
religious and would be about ninety yearrs
old. All thc ladies bccame serious on ircaring
this. Nana declarcd that shc certainly clid no-t
want to makc old boncs (grorv old). [n the
rnidst of their talking, Lucy pressed Nttna to
join them back to Iraris wlicic the [xhibition
was about to close. IJut Nana was obstir,ate.
She detested Paris and would not want to
go there for a long time.

. |he carriagcs finally stopped in a cleserted
looking placc at tl-re foot nf o nitt. One of the
drivers shclwed thcm the wondcrful chatcatr
of Irma's and they wcrc filleci rvith
admiratic.rn at its magnificence. What a
wonder she was, that Irma, they mused. Th"y .
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-walked towards the church' Gaga stated

suddenly that it was Irma in person who was

standing in front of the church' The

.ongr"guiion was streaming- out, all the folks

Uorri"a tow as she passed them' She was a

mighty queen loaded with Years and

hoiours. She ascended the steps of her

chateau and disappeared. For some time she

became the toPic of conversation:

Compelled bY Nana, George returned
home it titt u for dinner. Luckily for him his

brother, Philippe had arrived - a big soldier

and a very lively fellow' Madame Llugon

contended herseif with looking at him with
her eyes full of tears. While Philippe, informed

of what had occurred, threatened to bring

him back by the ears if he ever returncd to

that womin, George however planned
secretly to meet Nana.

During dinner, Count Muffat-created
quite an-embrassing situation' He kept

glancing at George. After dinner. he went

Xna shui himself in his room complaining of

a slight fever. M.Venot had hastened after

him."tn spite of the latter's exhortations' the

count coniessed that he could no longer resist

the temptations of the flesh and so he vt'as

going to Nana's.'Ihe two walked together to

[, Niigrlotte, Venot wamed him that God's

will be.-clone. Adding, 'your sin'will become

one of his weaPons'.

At La Mignotte, a good deal of quarrelling
took place, ilu.u ,uas i.t a foul mood, caused

by a ietter she received from IJordenave in

#U.fr he had advised her to take plcnty of

rest, meaning that l're did not carc for her'

She shouted- t her aunt for having ttsed a

rather objectionable word. 'I'hen influenced

by an icliotic attack of rcsponsibility, she bored

"r"ryot " 
vuith her goody goody-sentiments

or'r. gtod behaviourind so on' All the r'r''hile

shelvas conjuring up a vision of Nana very

rich and verY much bowcd to'

When Muffat arrived, they wt:re all jr-rst

going up to bed. Understanding his object,

L,.boidette secretly led l-rim to Nana's rooln'
Nana'r showecl no surprise, but merelv felt
bord by Muff-at's persistcnce' I-{clt'cver onc

must harre an eye for busines:; dtrrinq lifel!: It
was stupid to love, it lcd to nothing' Ilcsicles'

she had scruples on account of Zizr's youth:

she had really behaved disgracefully well!

She would ,eirtt to the right path and go

for the old fellow. Impulsively she asked Zoe

to pack up the trunks. 'lhey wcre going back

to i'aris. And she allowed Muffat to rcmain'

though it caused her no pleasure'

篇ゼ暴響繊齢芋構
cannOt resist the seductive charm of Nana.

the seventh chapter.

2.8 Sunllnary of Chapter Seven

Tl■ ree rnonthS later′ one cold evenu■ g

Count l√uffat was Walking along a buSy

lll the rnidst of a sort of whirlpool′ Outside of

which ho undcrstood nothing very clearly

The tirne waS C10Se upon ninё  o′ clock.

Nana lvOuld soon be corrling out Of the
tlleatre. 

・1'hC Count dccided tl■ at hC WOuld

燎鷲∫鷲:脂温ll鑓鶴#濯黒∬
respect.
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Muffat went and stood right opposite the

stage door. Just then Nana came down the

three steps. She tumed deadly pale as she

caught sight of him. She took his arm and
lied to him that she had come to the theatre
for a short time as they wanted her opinion
on a new piece. FIer child was much better
and so on. Even though he knew that she
lied, the count did not contradict in his
inordinate desire to possess her. She boiled
with rage and wondercd whether she could
get rid of the count by midnight. Only then
everything would go as sl're wished.

As they walked past the shops, nana
slackened her footsteps. Ilver since hcr
girlhood she had a passion for the glitter of
Paris imitation jewcllery. Ilut that night shc
was really upset not to have her evening to
herself, and in her secret revolt she felt a

tonging to do something foolish. She had just
run through or extractcd out of the prince
and Steiner indulging ail her childish caprices
without in the least knowing where the
money the men gave her was not enough.
She would have sent the wllole of them to
the right about. Yet the lure of a fine mansion
and riches made l-rer pull on.

Nana wanted to eat some oysters and so

Muffat tool her to a caf6. As yet he had not
ventured much about with her in public, so

he asked much for a private room. Suddenly
Daguenet rushed out from the adjoining room
and greeted her. I'hough the count vanishcd
inside the room, Daguenet had been quick
enough to see him. Nana still had a soft spot
for him even though he had pretended not
to recognize her in the comPany of iadies.
He told her that he was scriously thinking of
getting married. Nana was not impressed.

Daguenet told Nana that Count Muffats's
wife had succumbed to Fauchery. Nana did
not seem surprised at all. She also remarked
that she always felt the greatest disgust for a
cuckold, implying Muffat, of course. Whcn
he entered the room she was torn betwcen
feelings of pity and contempt. IIowevcr,
feeling sorry for him she took him home. It
was eloven o' clock. 'She had to find some
means,of sending him away by midnight.

When they were together in the bedroom
Nana indulged in a delightfulpastime of hers;

standing full length before the mirror,
removing her clothes item by item admiring
her satin- like skin and the suppleness of her
form. She asked Muffat if he had read the
article abotrt her in the "Iligaro". And
stipping off her chcmise she rcmaincd naked
waiting until the count had finished reading
Iiauchery's article entitled 'Goldcn [jly' was
the story of a girl born from four or five
generations of drunkards; she avcnged thc
rogues and vagabonds from whom she
sprang. With her, the putrefaction ( or
rotting) that was left to ferment among the
people, rose and poliuted the aristocracy.
She became, without herself wishing it, one
of nature's instruments, a ferment of
destruction corrupting and disorganizing
Paris and so on.

As Muffat read and re-read he article,
Nana was absorbcd in her admiration of
herself. T'hcn when he watchcd hcr she
frightened him. hl that moment of clcar
understanding, he despiscd himself. It was
true that in tl'rree months she had corrupted
his life. Ilor an instant he was conscious of
the results of sin; hirnself poisoned, his family
destroyed a corner of society cracking and
tumbling into ruins. Fle thought of his old
horror of woman, the monster of Scripture,
lecherous and bestial.

Nana prolonged self-enjoyment
exasperated Muffat. All his efforts to satisfy
his passion that night were in vain. Nana
was thinking of some means of gctting rid
of tl're count. She wanted to do it plcasantly,
for she was a good natured girl, and was
sorry to pain othcrs, particularly cuckolds like
him. She provoked him by talking about his
wife and made him confess that hc had bccn
a perfect innocent when he had married his
wife nineteen years ago. She teased him on
that score. With her great experience on such
matters she explained to him on that womcn
do not like simpletons and that when they
have not had what they expect, they seek for
it elsewhere. 'l'he talk continued in that vein
for some time till it was half past twclve.
Ireeling instigated, Muffat asked her not to
talk badly about respectable women: Nana
flared up and referred to them
disrespectfully. She had been resisting a

strong desire to tell him of his cuckoldom to
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his face. He exasperated her so much that
she openly told hirn that his wife was having
an affair with Fauchery.

Muffat's reacted violently. In a terrible
passion he threw her ftill length on the floor
and was about to crush her. The sight of his
internal struggle made her feel a mortal
regret. She then went on to abuse women in
general, so as to make the blow less hard to
bear. Not waiting to listen he hurried out
and disappeared. Nana regretted the
encounter and tried not to blame herself.

Outside Muffat hurried on. He was
totally upset and thought that Nana had lied
about his wife. FIe was seized with fear and
burst into sobs. I-Ie became more
uncontrollable. FIe contempleated taking
them by surprise and straining thqm. It was
four o'clock in the morning. I-Ie was hovering
around the Rue "l'aitbout whcre Sabir-rc wai
reported to be with Fauchery. Fle thought
he would merely wait for the woman t<i come
out.

At last it was daybreak. The count who
had been wandering on the street all night
felt sad and miserable. Then his thoughts
tumed to God, with feeble'steps he sought a
church. FIe failed to derive any consolation
there. And he mechanically returned to
Nana's. I{e was too tired and weak. Zoe
was amazed and a little uneasy when she
saw Muffat. She said that her mistress had
been seized by a violent headache. Just then
Nana appeared. lhough angry, she felt sorry
and tried her best to persuade him to go back.
But he kept on insisting on sleeping with her.

To make matters worse, Steiner appeared.
It was indeed a most embarrassing situation.
Nand asked Steiner roughly what ire wantcd.
Steiner stammered that he had brought her
the thousand francs she had demanied of
him. She had forgotton having asked him
for the money. Much to his shock she seized
that envelope of money and threw it in his
face. She then shouted at,both of them to go
out. She accused thern of having insulted
her. She had enough of a fashionable
existence. When they did not budge she
suddenly threw the bedroom door wide open.
The two men saw Fontan in the middle of
the tumbled bed. It was Fanton whom Nana,

seized by that mad infatuation of women for
the hideous grimaces of ugly comic actors,
had been fetching nightly for a week past
from the Variety Theatre.

Muffat called Nana 'Strumpet,. Nana
implied that his wife was one. She then
loudly banged the beflroom door after her
and bolted lt. Zoe talked vcry scnsibly to the
two men. She obviously thought that
madame h4d behaved very foolishly.
However, her mania for thc wretchcd
stroller(Fontan) would not last for long. 'l'he
two men went out silently moved by a sort
of fratemal feeling they silently shook hands
and then walked off in,opposite directions.

When Muffat at length returned to his
house, his wife had just returned there.
Raising their eyes they saw each other. 'Ihe
count's face had the frightful pallour of a
man refurning from a surfcit of vice. 'Ihe
countess, blear-eyed with her hair all
dislevelled and thoroughly exhaustcd by a
night passed in the train seemed scarcely able
to kcep awake.

2.8.1 Critical Comments on Chapter VII
This scene marks a further step in the

deterioration of Count Muffat's character.
l{e realizes that his asSociation with Nana is
ruining and corrupting him but l-rc cannot
help it. His feelings that he is a cuckold
makes l'rim a pathetic figure. After all his
wife is reported to be doing only what he
himself is doing. Observe his double
standards. Naan's violent, willful nature
takes the readers by shock. the succeeding
chapters will reveafmore of this facet(aspect)
of her complicated nature.

Ilead the study material careftrlly a numbc.r
of times and become familiar with the story
so far. Also note down your impressions of
tire main characters, plot developments, etc.
So that you will be able to write essays on
your own.

We shall study the latter part of Nana in

.t
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UNIT 3

NANA

A SUヽlⅣlARY OF PART II

3.0 OITJECTIVES

At the end of thib unit, you should be able
to ir ''; i

. ,l'
(i) have general idea of the plot of Zola's

"Nana" Part [I.

(i0 Analyse the important characters/
partic"lu:'1y Nana and

(iii) Form a pifture of French life and
Society in the 19tr'centuary.

INTRODUCTIOf\i

Please read . Unit 2 few times and
understand the plot of the novel so far. Only
then can you appreciate the whole novel. In
this Unit we shall summarise the second part
of the novel, starting with the eighth chapter.

3.2 SUMMAITY OF CHAI'TEII IIGHT
Nana and Fontan had invited a few

friends to partake of their Twelftl.r Night cake.

They had only got settled three days back
and intended having a house warming in
their little apartment. On the moming of the
grand brawl (fight) when she had dismissed
Muffat and Steiner (Ilefer Chapter Seven) she

realized that her financial position was in
quite a mess. In her infatuation for Fontan
her dream of her girlhood returned to her.
Fontan possessed about seven thousand
francs, and agreed to put them with Nana's
ten thousand francs although he had a

reputation of beipg miserly.

At the beginning this kind of life was
simply delicious.

That night, Madame l-erat was the first to
arrive with little Louis. She rejected the advice
of. Zoe and her aunt to become sensible and
return to her old apartment. The aunt
remarked that Nana would, only obey the
dictites of her heart. Nana, however was
very annoyed to hear that La Mignotte
(which Steiner had bought of her) had been
Laberdette , had purchased it for a most
ridiculous sum for Caroline Flequet. Madame
Maloir entered by then. It was a happy

meeting. Soon Fontan came in with Bose and
Prulliere. Everyone put on a show of
kindness and friendliness.

Nana madc an excc'ssive outpouring of her
love for liontan to the distaste of the others.
But everything went off well. 11"rey naturally
talked of the Variety 'I'heatre. Nana and
Fontan both out of any of Bordenave's picces
(plays) exaggerated the fruits of liberty and
the others pretended to envy their happiness.
It was one o'clock when the party broke up.

For three weeks the life of the two lovers
was sweet indeed. She went out but little,
affecting solitude and simplicity. One
morning early she went to buy fisl'r at the
market when she suddcnly met Francis the
hairdresser dressed with his habitual
correctness making her feel ashamcd of being
seen by him in the street in a dirty moming
gown. She questioned him about her old
friends, and what they said about her little
escapade. She learnt that it had caused quite
a commotion. Steiner was in financial straits
(difficulties ), Daguenet was setting down.
Muffat suffering made him look like the ghost
of some unburied corpse. Mignon l"rad taken
him home. 'I"hough she laughed and looked
calm outw ardly, she was in reality very angry
since Rose Mignon had accepted the man she

had turned out. the hairdresser said that
according to Mignon's versiott it was the
count who had turned Nana out and that
too with a kickbehind. On hearing this Nana
became very pale and shouted angrily. When
she cooled down, lirancis venured to give her
some advice. Shc was foolish to sacrifice
everything simply for an infatuation.
Infatuations spoilt life.

During the day the story of the trrickbehind
obsessed Nana. She affected thc stvle of a
strong minded woman who would not brook
(tolerate) any insult. That day she and
Fontan started talkirrg about a certain woman
and gradually started quarrelling. Fontan's
temper rosc so high that he slapped her. Shc
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was totally stunned, she was frightened and
began to sob. She respected him.

But from that night on their life changed
entirely. For everything he hit her and she
submitted. She was totally miserable and
lonely. Therc'fore she was delighted when
she met Satin by chance at the market. Satin
showed her where she lived. Nana reiated
the story of her love for Fontan to her.

After that day whenever Nana felt dull
she went to Satin, who never went out before
six in the evening. She nearly always found
her in bed. She talked about the abominable
ways of men. Satin invariably sympathized
with her. Gradualiy they became in
separable. Yet Satin never went to Nana's
since Fontan had declared that he would not
have any strumpets in his place. Nana would
talk about Fontan all the time, how he hit
her or slapped her and Satin would listen
with interest.

One day Satin took her to call on a woman
who turned out to be Madame Ilobert whom
Nana often thought about with a certain
respect. The lady was not at home. Satin
thought highly of her virtue, but Nana had
doubts. Nana saw the lady's portrait and
felt she had certainly seen that face some
where not respectable.

The next day Nana and Satin went to
Laure's (a restaurant) for lunch. \A/hile they
waited they saw a number of women
arriving and kissing the owner-fifty year old
Laure- on the mouth. There was quite a
crowd of females, big and flabby,for a minute
Nana was interested in a young man who
soon turned out to be a woman! Nana was
disgusted.

Just then a womzu:r entered the room who
caused her a great surprise. It was Madame
Roberts! She and Laure kissed each other for
a long time. Nana watched everything.
Having caught sight of Satin, Madame
Robert hastened to her and was most
amicable. The two of them talked in low
tones about meeting each other. Nana was
annoyed and wished to have the respectable
women came in. Nana could recognize Lucy
Stewart and Maria Illond but preferred to
ignore them. She was shocked to find that
Satin had disappeared. She tried to hide her

annoyance: What exasperated her was
having to pay for Satin's dinner. She thought
her a vile creature. I{er evening was
thoroughly spoilt. She felt disgusted ar
Madame Robert who pretended to be a
virtuous woman.

T'hat evening when she reached home
Nana found that Irontan had alrcady
reached home. I-Ie was in a rathcr foul mood.
A letter from (leorge who was still kept at
Les Fondettes had come. Ihough addrcssed
to Nana he had opened it: I-Ie said he would
write as reply; while he wrote she went to
make tea. FIe wrote fivc pages of serrtimental
stuff and felt delighted. Ilut all on a sudden
he flew into a rage over the tea she had made
and the quarrel started from that. Fontan
worked himself up, flung all sorts of
accusations at her and raved about the
money. AII his miserly instincts werc
awakened. The row became a regular storm
when he realized that they had spent ten
thousand francs. Wherr Nana ventured to
question him he slapped, kickcd and hit hcr
hard.

In spite of all this brutal behaviour Nana
threw herself on his chest and sobbed aloud.
Their battles always ended thus. She
trcmbled at the thought of losing him. Ilut
from that evening their life togethcr bccamc
worse than ever. firom one end of the wcek
to the other thc. sound of slaps could be
heard, just like the tick tock of a pendulum
which seemed to regulate their existcnces.
Nana being beaten so frequently became
more supple and beautiful! Prulliere and lJose
frequented their house for dinner. Madame
Lerat abused Fontan whenever her niece
showed her a fresh bruise. 'Ilhe aunt or the
rnaid Zoe could not undc,rstand how Nana
could put up with Fontan unmannerly,
uncouth ways. The fact that it was Irontan
who was the cause why she, the child Louis
and its mother Nana were not rolling in
wealth enraged Madame l-erat to such a
pitch that she denied the existence of love.

The want of pounds soon became Nana's
great care. 'l'he seven thousand francs
Fontan had taken had quite disappearcd. I Ie
would give very little money towards the
house keeping expenses and fly into a rage if
the meal was not grand. Nana had resigned
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herself for the sake of peace and quiehress in
her home. She said "yur" to old Tricon and
thus earned some money which helped the
house going. Slowly he reve.rted again to the
depravity bf her early days. She walked the
streets as she did when a young girl in quest
of a five franc piece

Nana made up with Satin. I-Ier curiosity
being awakened, she questioned her in
regard top some details of vice, arnazed at
learning something frcsh at her age, after all
she knew. She felt a slight repugnance
(hatred) for at heart she was rather
conservative in her habits. She was greatly
in want of money. So she wandered with
Satin all over Paris amidst that degrading
vice which powls along the muddy bystreets.
She frequented low. dancing places, balls,
cafes of a locality, crawling upstairs wet with
saliva and spilt beer, and so on. Sometimes
men avoided them, times bargains were
made and Nana learnt a lot about vice from
Satin. She wondered whether there was no
virtue. From the highest to the lowest all
seemed to grovel in vice. She was completing
her education.

One night on calling for Satin, Nana
recognised the Marquis de houard coming
down the stairs, Ieaning heavily on the rails
and his face ghastiy pale. Satin admitted that
she knew the marquits: he was an awful
nuisance and pestered her immensely. What
most troubled Nana was the sincerity of these
low debaucheries (immoral activities). She
recalled how she had seen the girls about her
losing their health day by day. Then Satin
frightened her terribly with the police, their
sudden raids, being informed against,
betrayed etc.

One night as the two of them were walking
along the lloulevard, Satin started running
asking Nana to hurry up. It was the police.
Nana was on the point of being caught when
a man took her arm and led her off. It was
Prulliere. She refused to go with him, for she
could not deceive Iiontan whom she loved
dearly. 

: r

The,trxext,morning, as she was on her way
to her aunts, Nana suddenly found herself
face to face with Labordette. He told her
how everyone was arnazed at Nana's total
eclipse; and how all her old friends were

pining away. He then gave her the same
advice as Francis': She was making a fool of
herself through her infatuation. Fle offered
to patch her up with Muffat. He also told
her that Bordenave was going to bring out a
new piece by Irauchery in which there was a

capital role that would suit her splendidly.
She refused his offers.

That night when she questioned Fontan
why he had not told her of the new role in
Fauchery's piece, he only insulted her and
laughed at her lack of acting abilities. She
nevertheless loved him despite all the
loathing and fatigue her present existence
caused her. Fontan became her vice, for
which she paid heavily.

One night when Nana returncd home
about eleven o'clock, the door was bolted
from inside. She was shocked and frightened
to find that Fontan had brought a little.
woman from the theatre. FIe brutally asked
Nana to clear out. She went to Satin who
also had been chucked out of her house by
her landlord. They took a small back room
in a lodging house, undressed and got in to
bed and were soon laughing gently and
uttering words of love.

But suddenly a loud noisc made Satin who
was half naked, jr-p up. It was the police.
At the word police Nana lost her wits and
was about to jump out of the window. She
disappeared in the darkness. Satin threw her
friend's clothes into thc bottom of the
cupboard. She resigned herself to her fate
and dressed herself whcn a policeman
knocked and she opened the door.

No one had betrayed Nana and she was
saved. She entered the room and fell asleep
after some time. When about eight o'clock
on the moming she went to her aunt's place
the old lady understoodf it all a once. Zoe
too was relieved that madame was restored
to them. Nana kissed her little son who was
sleeping in a last outburst of sobs.

3.2.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Eight
this chapter describes another facet in the

deterioration of Nana. I-Ier infatuation for
Fontan makes her throw her fortunes derived
from count Muffat and the banker Steiner to
the winds. In order to win and keep him to
her, she descends as low as she can indulge
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in disgusting relationships. One is tempted
to ask after Francis the hair dresser and
Labordette whether she is not a big fool to
suffer all this at the hands of Fontan. Doesn't
she bring to your mind the plight of the
typical Indian female without financial
independence, who meekly submits to all the
whims and whips of her husband.?

Let us move on to Chapter Nine.

3.3 Summery of Chapter Nine
f"he rehearsal of the "Little Duchess" was

going on at the Variety lheatre. Nana had
gone there and was half hidden in the
company of Labordette who was exerting
himself with Bordenave for her. She had
wished to see the piece, for she hesitated
before in agreeing to act the part of a gay
woman. She longed to appear on the stage
as a lady. Prulliere was listening to Ilose
Mignon who had received a splendid offer
from another theatre. It was rumored that
in that event Mignon would chuck up
Bordenave without notice.

Labordette had arranged for Nana to meet
count Muffat in the dressing room. And
Bordenave had hastened to lend his theatre
and offer a part to Nana wishing to get on
good terms with the count with the view of
borrowing money from him. A1l the while
the rehearsal was becoming worse and
tempers were flying high. Bordenave struck
Simone on her back and she decided to leave
him more especially since Steiner had
promised to provide for her.

Suddenly the actors noticed Nana sitting
in the theatre. FIer return scandalized
Prulliere. Clarisse was very uneasy about the
part she was longing for. As for Fontan he
pretended supreme indifference. Rose was
agitated at Nana's presence for she knew its
implication. She would lose Count Muffat.
Mignon asked her to shut up. I{e had got
pretty well all he could out of Muffat. LIe
felt that on a sign from Nana, the count was
ready of lie down and be her footstool. It
was impossible to fight with such a passion
as his.

'Ihe rehearsal recommenced just as
Labordette went off with the count. lhe
latter trembled at the thought of seeing Nana
again. After their rupture he had felt himself

alone in the world. In his heart there
remained a sting caused by hcr words of
dislnissal the paigs of tvhich alrnOst
suffocated him. Hさ was sO dёsPeratc for
Nana′s love that he jumplα at thc chande of

a interview with her′ though ashamed
afterwards of havil■ g givei↓ ay in aimanner
so ridiculous for a rnan Of llis rank.

Nana called him in and ζhitthe whdows.
It was agreed that tl■ cylwё 1ld iot refer tO
the subject ofthOir 01d fightagain.Desperate

翼Wl鳳よT詳[縄訳:吼信選:緊
most adlnircd′ the richestietc.on the solc

condition that she wOuld bd Only his.Nana

refused his offero She wOidered hOvv rich

PeOPle supposed thcy c6ulaり haVe everything
for their inoney. She said she danced on
money′ shc sPat upOn it.  I:

Nana then tried a new tactic. She insisted

that she would be given the role Of grand

Duchess Holone(noW being played by Rosc).

She exPlained tO Muffar how tO get it.
Bordenave was in want OfirnOney. Muffat
could getthe role for her bゥ lcnding him thc

money as he had such a 10t tO throw out of

the window.ツ Vhen she tauited hiln about
Rose′ he said that he wOuld cast her off at

once. IIc offered her everythhg shc wished

but notthe role.Instead of wasting any lnore

time in argulng she stimulatcd hirn with a

shower of kisses till his reason was gone.

Ⅳluffatstaggered down nOt knowing vvhat

to say or hOw. 1lle actors were quarrelling.

I―Ie told BOrdenave rather abruPtly that Nana

wanted to Play the part of thc duchess′
Bordenave consulted Fauchery who at oncO
scoffed and laughed atthe very idea of Nana

dOing a lady′ s role:POor Muffat!

In his deshe tO cOnvince the othertwo lnen

of NanarS eligibility Of the role′ he even tricd

to ilrrlitate the way Nana had walkcd Posing

hke a lady. Fauchery understo94 thc
situation.■ he 9ou,t could SCnsc deris,()n and

Pity COmbin94 in 「
auchery′ s gl。■ce.

「
auchcry continued to rOfuse.At lTt he

謂 Ψ t篤:謂 I∬
n Muff試

幣 ヂ

瑚 len 3ordenave told ⅣIignon about the

alteration ll■ tlleir agreemcntノ thC latter flcw

into a passion. It was disgraceful,they

- 
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wanted to ruin his wife's prospects. Th"y
argued for a long time. At last Mignon said
that if they gave his wife ten thousand francs
she would cancel her agreement and go to
another theatre. The count sounded relieved
but not Bordenave. At last, however, the
compromise was madc.

Il.ose came there. \Mren Mignon told her
of the new arrangement, she became
agitated. She was ordinarily quietly
submitted to him in the making of agreements
with her managers and her lovers. She
merely remarked that he was too much of a
coward. The words struck him full in thc
face like the lash of a whip. When Mignon
realized that she was very furious he left her.
He told Bordenave that they would sign the
agreement the next day and asked him to
have the money ready.

Nana, informed by Labordette of what
had taken place, arrived triumphant. She
affected the style for a respectable woman
withmost distinguished ways just to impress
all those idiots that when she liked, not one
of them could come up her. On the way,
RoSe saw her and challenged her: Nana
reacted in a lady like manner saying l{ose
must be qazy. Frauchery was worried that
his piece would be damned. But Nana tried
to reassure him. In the general joy that Nana
seemed naturally to bring with her, Fontan
alone seemed indifferent. A little later
everyone went away. The count took Nana
in a cab, while Labordette went off consoling
Fauchery.

A month later, the first performance of the
'Little Dunchess' was a great disaster, for,
seated close to the stage I{ose Mignon greeted
each appearance of her rival with a shrill
burust of laughter. It was a first revenge. At
night when Nana found herself alone with
the count who was very much cut up, she
told him furiously that it was all jealousy. She
did not care for them at all. She vowed to
make all those who laughed lick the ground
at her feet and to teach Paris what it was to
be a grand lady.

3.3.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Nine
This chapter describes how Nana uses

power of women to control Count Muffat
and makes him dance to her tune. One
cannot help admiring her despite the

meanness of her behaviour. The whole
episode is marked by real dramatic power.

Now we shall move on to the tenth
chapter

3.4 Summary of Chapter Ten

Then Nana became a woman of fashion,
a marchioness, a fine lady of the streets
frequented by the upper ten, living on the
stupidity and the depravity of the male sex.
It was a sudden and definitive start in a new
career/ in the full light of the foliies of wealth
and of the wasteful effronteries of beauty.
She reigned at once among all that were most
costly. I-ler photographs were in all the
windows, and when she passed along the
I3oulevards in her carriage, the crowd turned
to look at her, and uttercd her name with
the emotion.of a subject saluti4g its sovereign.
She cambined the suppleness of the adder
with the nervous distinction of a throughbred
cat, like an aristocracy of vice, superb and
rebellious, treading Paris under foot in the
manner of an all powerftil mistreqs. She set
the fashion and great ladies followed it.

Nana lived in a luxurious mansion
showing herself at once at home in all the
refinements of luxury like the Paris street girl
who has the instinct of elegance. 7,oe
triumphed as the mistress of the household
and feathering her own nest, yet looking after
Madame's interests as honestly as possible.
Labordette made himself vcry useful and
even engaged the servants including a butlcr,
a coachman, a cook and so on. Everything
was done in princely style. The expenses
were at the rate of thrce hundred thousand
francs a year.

And Nana in the midst of all this fortune
gradually settled dqwn. Sl're had left the
theatre, after the second pcrformancc. of the
'Little Theatre' leaving Ilordenave to struggle
as best as he could against threatened
bankruptcy, in spite of the count's money.
A.ll the same she felt bitterly of her failure.
I Ier thoughts of vengeance towards all men
caused by Fontan's dirty trick did not rcmajn
for long. What did remain, however, outside
her moments of anger, was an even keener
appetite for sqandering money, aw natural
disdain for the man who paid, a perpetual
caprice for devouring and destroying, a pride
in the ruin of her lovers.
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-Nana conunenced by setting clearly the
programme of her relations with Count
Muffat. He gave her twelve thousand francs
a month without counting presents and only
asked in return an absolute fidelity. Though
she swore to be faithful she insisted on
complete freedom and respectful status and
treatment as the mistress of the household.
He himself should come only at stated hours.
At the end of the first month the count
respected her.

Soon Nana influenced Muffat in a good
natured manner cheering him up, taking an
interest in his family affairs ctc. Ilut when
Muffat told her that he thought Dauguenet
was going to ask for his daughter's hand
Nana flew into passion and abused him
lavishly. She told him coarsely that she had
been Daguenet's mistress. Naturally the
count became very pale.

Nana managed to qxtract extra pocket
money- a few thousand francs every month-
by retaining Count Xavier de Vandeuvres on
the conditions of entire liberty and love at
fixed times. Muffat suspected nothing. 'Ihen

NJana's establishment was indeect complcte.

One morning rvhen Mutfat was still in the
bedroom, Zoe ushcred George l-Iugon, all in
tremble into the dressing room whcre Nana
n,as changing her undergarmcnts. Nana
had to struggle herself free frorn the young
man's smothering kisses. She scolded both
George and Zoe. George told l..cr that hjs
nrother had let him leave Les Fr:ndettes
thinking that he had got over his infatuation
for her. As soon as he reached I'aris he
hastcnecl ir.r a cab tc kiss his dr..rling
sn,eetheart as quickly as possiblc. She
w'drn{:d lrirn t]rat she was not frce and so 

.he

must be good. She cxplainecl tl"rat hc mtrst
ne\rq:'call irr the motning but c<tr:Icl come itr
tJrr eftcrnoon betr,rrcen four and six o' ciock
when she reccived conrpany. 'I'hc truth vvas;

she no longer felt for Geroge as shc cl id betorr:.
Hc-,',v cvcr, hc came promptly at fctrr c' clock
every aftemoon iooking so sad thai she r>ften

yielcted.

Madame Flugon sttrely heard of l'rcr boy's
neur fall into thc pourer of that bad 'r.oman
for she h'.rrried to hcr cldcr son Lieutenant
Philippe for his assistance. Gcorge, feactrg

the employment of force, went and blurted
out about Philippe to Nana so much that she
ended by thinking a little of the lieutenant.
One morning as George was alone with Nana
I'hilippe actually went there.

Nana made George hide in the bedroom
and received Philippe after making him wait
for fiftcen minutes Poor George was
desperate and trembling and imagined the
worst. Zoc who camc in put some linen in a
cupboard assured that Madame would settle
everytlring all right. Poor'Z.iziimagined that
Nana was stiil crying. fhe ruffian I'hilippe
must have slapped her. So when he ran back
to the door and again held his ear to the key
hole, he was quite bewildered for the heard
a sudden burst of gaiety, tender voices,
whispering etc. Almost at once Nana and
I'hilippe appcared looking cordial and
familiar. She assured him that all r,t as settled.
Georgc's brother was a nice fellow and that
he behavcd like a man of the world. George
turned pale when she told him that he rvas
coming again, for she had invited him.

George was at first shocked whetr he sar,r'

his brother at Nana's. l{olvever, as I'hilippc'
called every day he bcgar-r to gct used to his
presencc. I-le did fecl an Llneasy shame on
seeing him free with Nana r,vho was radiant
with joy.

One afternoon when Lhe two Flugons were
there, Count Muffat cailed outside his regr.rlar
hours. Ilut he went away on hearing from
iioc that Madame was r,r,itl'r friends. l,ater
that night, he had great difficulty in obtaining
forgirreness. She told him that she dicl not
rvish to hc talked about. Cradually, she macle
him acccpt thc presence of George, I'hilippe
etc. 'I'he l-lugons, Vondelrvres and Muffat
then openly bclonged to tire establishment
wlrerc thcy mgl together as hrtimate friends.
Nana cvcn told Muffat tlrat if an)r of thosc
mr:n forgot themsetves, she rvould hilvc them

Yet in thc rnidst of tlrer luxury rvith mcn
anct m<lne1, surrouncling hcr crcrlr*liere and
all thc timc,Nana rn,trs borccl to-deait. Shc
fclt a void somewherc; a vacancy tlpl made
hcr y;rtn. I-Ier iifc was characterized by the
monotony of sr.rrfeit and ccrtainty. I-ler great
d-iversir:n was to go to a hcr aunt's to see her
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little Louis. Once in a fortnight she luould
be smitten by a rage to see him and would
go loaded with lots of presents and full of
the tenderness of a good mother. Her aunt
too was overjoyed to bask in the niece's
luxury and generosity. Generally she

reserved Sunday for her family. Poor little
Louis was always i11. l{e was uearly three

years old but he had an attack of eczema at

lhe back of his ndck. When she saw him
looking so pale, she was greatly surprised.
What could be m'dtter with him to be sick
like that? She, his mother, was always so

well.

Solitude made;Nana sad at once, for she

found herself again, with the empty fecling
and the tedium of her own society. She

would constantly;sum LrP her life in this cry
between two yawns:'Oh! I-Iow men bore
me". Then one affernoon she saw Satin on
her way back from a concert and picked her
up in spite of wl-rat the world would say'

Fiom that tirne Satin became her vice. And
afternoons full of; tenderness commenced
between the two women-caressing words
were heard, and kisses broken with
suppressed laughter. 'lhen one night it
became serious. Nana who was so disgusted
at Laure's now began to understand. She

was quite upset aird greatly enraged, the
more so because Satin disappeared on the
morning of the fourth day, seized with a

longing for the open air and her favourite
pavements.

Nana flew into a real rage, went to l-aure's
and managed to carry off Satin after making
the other woman tipsy. Inside the carriage
she bit Satin andthreatened to kill her if she

ran away again. And then the same thing
kept continually occurring. Madame I{obert
wrote some abominable anonymousw letters

to her rival's (Nana's ) lovers.

One,.morning in a very agitated state
Count Muffat showed Nana an anonymous
letter,yhich accused her of being unfaithful
to thti'bbunt with Vandeuvres and the two
Hugo4's: She energeticalll'swore that it was
false]'''' The letter also recounted her
.onl{"ttion with Satin in the most ignoble
terms. She offered to settle the marriage for
him on the condition that on the wedding
day he must bring the hand sel of his

innocence (inaugural gift) to Nana.
Daguenet readily agreed.

Once there was a dinner party at Nana's.
The count came early. He needed eighty
thousands francs to rid the young woman of
two or three debts and to present her with a

set of sapphires. 'Ihe matter was arranged.
During dinner Nana was annoyed to think
that all the amount was to be paid away to
trades people. She became sentimental and

began to praise the joys of poverty' She and

Satin started remembering tl-reir young days,

much to embarrassment of the men. She

openly said that her mother was a washer
woman and her father used to get drunk and

he died from it. Nana shouted at the
servants and created a big row. She scolded
the men for teasing Satin. She spent some

time talking to the men. She said she liked
noble and tender books which elevatcd her
soul. All the while Gcorge was feeling
frightfuIly jealous of Philippe in thc' matter
of Nana.

Nana had to console Zoe who was crying
because earlier she had called her a fool.
Nana readily kissed her and gave her
address. She also sent the other servants a
louis as a pledge of reconciliation. Satin
threatened to go away. After some time the

men left. As the count sat beside Nana she

enquired about Estelle. She insisted that the

must marry her off to Daguenet- 'fhe count
agreed. Then when he spoke of going to bed

she protested she was not well. Just before

leaving the count presented her rvith the
sapphires which he had intended to hide at

the bottom of the bed and thus become a

surprise gift. I{e merely received a half-
hearted thanks for it.

l laving sent everyone, the two females
enjoyed themselvcs. Satin spoke of a raving
beauty who after years of successful
prostitution had finally become a wreck'
Never before had Nana felt so strongly the
power of her sex as on that night she
remarked that one was right in availing
oneself of every opportunity when one was

young.

3.4.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Ten
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This chapter describes Nana,s life as a rich

lady of fashion. Note the way she
manipulates all the men including her
benefactor Muffat to dance to her tune and
not to oppose her. Her sense of emptiness,
her uncontrollable urge for Satin are well
brought out. IJer fear of life ending badly
for a prostitute like her also is hinted.

Now we shall proceed to Chapter Eleven

3.5 Summary of Chapter Eleven
The race for the Grand prize of paris was

to be run in the Bois De Boulogne, one
Surlday in June. Nana, very excited, arrived
there very grandly, like a queen wearing the
colours of the Vendeuvres stable. She had
amused herself by bringing the dog Bijoy and
little Louis. She was talkir"rg loudly to philippe
and George Flugon. She was telling them of
her quarrel with Muffat. I-Ie was too religious
for her taste.

The mignons arrived. Nana told the
Hugon brothers about M.Venot. He had
requested her to unite Muffat with his family,
Nana said that she sirould be delighted to see
the whole lot of them huppy. Besides, it
would give her rest, for there were days when
Muffat was really too tiresome. Her
weariness of the last few months escaped her
in that cry from her heart. Moreover, he was
in dire financial straits. 'Ihey saw Contess
Sabine seated with her daughter Estelle.
Daguenet was going towards them. Th"y
discussed the approaching marriage of
Daguenet and Estelle.

The space around was rapidly filling up.
I-abordette, Gaga, Clarisse, and Blanche
arived. Nana sent for Labordette, and
talked to him about betting. Labordette,
without explaining why, advised her to trust
his instinct. He was nicknamed the king of
the sporting prophets, for he was well
informed in the matters of stables and horse
racing.

Carriages -., continued to arrive. Nana
was astoundc:'l to see Simone arrive in a trap
with Steiner, and the girl was resplendent
with diamonds. She exchanged a bow with
them froin a distance. She saw old ll'ricon
w,ho stood, commanding a full view of he
crowd; she was an inveterate gambler and
was mad about horses. La Faloise, who had

inherited his uncle's fortune and had become
an extraordinarily fashionable young man
hastened to Nana ignoring Gaga and Clarisse
and abruptly declared that she was his Juliet
now. Wanting to bet she discussed the merits
of the different horses with him. The passion
for gambling possessed all.

The l-Iugon brothers and La Faloise betted
on the horse Nana. the Empress followed
by Count Muffat, and Charles the prince of
Scotland arrived. Nana spoke disdainfully
about them. She had only to whistle to
Charles and he would throw everything up
for her. Without the external gioss, ihcy
contained only fifth and company. 'fhe
animation around increased. Everyone ate
and drank. Nana offcred champagne to all
the men who came to shake hands with her.
She made her little son take an few drops
and he coughed frightfutly. The Mignons
were not included in ordcr to avoid a row,
she invited Bordenave and he r,rras heartily
delighted. The circle increased much to thi
jealousy and anger of the other women.
Finally to settle it all she filled her glass and
raised it on high in her old posture of Venus
Victorious.

Suddenly Mignon surprised l-rer by
touching her on the back. I{e told her not to
prov6ke l{ose too much. She had a letter
written to Fauchery by Countess Sabine and
she intended to send it to the Count to be
avenged on him and Nana . Mignon wanted
to avoid a big scandal, if he could; Nana was
not perturbed.

'Ihe race for the Grand Prize was about to
begin . Vendeuvres led Nana off on his arm
to show her round. She noticed that he was
nervous and his clear eyes seemed lighted up
with little flames of fire, the same as on the
night when he frightened her by talking of
burning himself in his stable with his horses.
I Ie was very troubled and ill tempered unlike
his usual polite self. If his horsejdid not win
that day it would meall a rc,gular collapse.
And Nana, as everyone also knew, was the
man-detroyer, rvho had finished him. Iiight
days beforc she had made him promise her a
chateau and he made it a point of honour,to
keep his word.

On entering the enclosure, the forbidden
spot, Nana walked with studied poise staring
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at the ladies especially collntess Sabine,She

remarked loudly that Muffat standing up
near the Empress looked stupid.She wished

曇墨薔熊L蓬曇
which Nana hardly understood. He seemed
more nervous thall ёver and PlaCed her

abruptly under Labordette′ s care and went

lllside.On retumll■ gishe told her friends that

the enclosure was all humbug.Gaga had
come to her carriage fOr the sake of being

near La Faloise. She talked about her
troubles.        : :

The sounds of a quarrel caused theln to

stand up.PeoPle w9re getting excited about

the race and arguing:ab9ut the relative rnerits

of different horses.Nana was allexcited over

the horse lν hich borb her name.VVhen that
horse won and Pe9P19 apPlauded.′

′Nanal

Long live Nana″ ′sle felt they wcre
applaudil■g her. LabordOtte told her that she

had wont■7o thousahd lotis.Butthe rnoney

affected her less ihan that unexPected
victory′ the sPlendOlr Of Which hao made
her queen Of Paris′ tl■e other women had all

lost.And Nana′ s court grew larger and

larger.  ⅣIignon′ Steiner′  01d Tricon′
Brodenave′ all apPlauded her.  Rose
continued to give her blaFk loOkS・ But Nana

was so intoxicated with the joy that she
aPplauded herself.

The races were drawing to a close.
Vandeuvres′ name was frequently uttered in

the rnidst of squabbles. Rumours were that

he was done for.A little later l,abordette

confirmed the rumour.Ihat night at 1/1abille

Nana lnet with a colossal success.ツ Vhen she

arrived towards ten o′  c10Ck She  was
surrounded by all the gallant youth of the

capital′ an aristocratic company of women
with bare shoulders etc.who all walked
round and yelled′ stimulated by drink■ g on

欝襦許鱗i曇警壌聾
駅朧 ぶ:Y鷺月1畔

rW窯
told her・ that her son had been unwell since

his outing.

Veneuvres′ wamed off allthe race courses′

his name withdrawn′ had On the next

moming set fire to his stable, and had been

burned with his horses. Nana simply
remarked that the young fellow was a regular
mad man. She could not regret much.
Labordette, who had been collecting her
winnings for her entered. She was angry that
he had not brought the entire amount. I-Ie

said that those ancient families always came

to grief in a ridiculous manner. Nana replied
that Vandeuvres ended grandly. It was not
fair to accuse her of being the cause of his
death as Blanche put it. She did not ask him
to steal. If he had told her that he had
nothing more she would have simply told
him that they could part. I-Iowever, the
closing scene was indeed grand.

Labordette gave a low whistle of
incredulity. Fle had not believed in
Vandeuvere's death. One person swore that
he had seen him get out through a window.
A man who behaved so stupidlY with
womcn, so empty headed, was not capable
of dying on such a grand style. Nana's
illusions were dispelled as she listened to hirn.

3.5.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Eleven

This chapter describes Nana's unexpected
triumph at the race course and the tragic but
inevitable collapse of CountVandeuvres. The
incident highlights her squandering nature,
her weakness for cheap popularity and l-rer

utter callolrsness at the news of the Cor.rnt

burning himself. We also get a premonition
about her little son's untimely, impending
death.

Let us pass on to chapter twelve.

3.6 Summary of chapter Twelve

It was one o'clock in the morning and
Nana and the count in the big bed hung with
Venetian lace were not asleep. FIe had
returned that evenin g, after sulking for three
days. Ever since that morning she had
complained of an uneasiness and all her
stupid ideas of death and hell had been
secretly tormenting her. She fell upon the
count's chest sobbing that she was afraid to
die. The count himself was afraid of catching
her mad fears and tried to reason with her'
Today the sight of her nudity in the mirror
only increased her fears of death' She was
obsessed with death and its ugliness.
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Two days later when Muffat came his eyes

were red with weeping. Zoe told him to
ht{rry, a madame had nearly died the
previous night. Nana was three months
pregnant and suddenly the previous night
she had miscarriage. It was George who told
this news, full of astonishment and emotions
of La Faloise, Steiner, Philippe and several
others who called: AIl the men had conversed
in undertones and each one wondered if he
were the fatherlAt first they seemed
apologetic. Then they assumed their airs
again. It was her fault entirely. She was a
scorcher, that Nana.

Muffat went up to see Nana. Satin who
had been reclining on the sofa displayed a
cold rage exclaiming that it served Nana
right; it would be a lesson for her. Nana
spoke tenderly of the child as though he had
been the father and the count was surprised
at the paternity. She asked him what was
troubling him. l-Ie started sobbing. She
understood that Rose had ended by sending
thc letter.

Nana spoke tenderly and affectionately to
comfort him. He said he intended to thrash
the man and sue his wife for a separation.
She made him see the folly of both actions.
She explained to him that what really
bothered him was that he himself deceived
his wife. With what would he reproach her?
She would say that he himself set the
example. She told him that he must make it
up with his wife; otherwise it would give her
a bad reputation. She continued thus giving
him the best advice. She, however, did not
talk of breaking off.

Count Muffat was in severe financial
difficulties. Ilesides Nana's innumerable
claims, there was most wasteful expenditure
going on in his own house, for on their return
from Les Fondettes, the countess had
suddenly dcveloped an appetite for worldly
enjoyment which was rapidly devouring
their fortune. In order to pay off the hundred
thousand francs for Nana's bill the only way
out seemed to sell a magnificent estate which
the countess had inherited from an uncle. I{e
had determined to ask for her consent the
previous night when the blow fell in the form
of the letter.

Countess Sabine had wished her
daughter's marriage contract to be signed in
a grand party to which five hundred
invitations had been sent. 'fhe old friends of
the count's mother wondered at the total
change in the set up of the Muffat household.
Sabine was too richly dressed up exhibiting
her gold and diamonds. fhe count appeared
to obey her and so on. Estelle was as cold
and impassive as ever. Steiner and La Faloise
also came. Vandeuvres's name was taken
with the greatest disdain.

Nana′ s arrival and her role il■ arranging
the lnarriage were talked abOut.lhe rnarquis

de Chouard appeared there looking quite
haughty.Scandahsed by count Muffat′s

conduct ′ he had PubliCly brOken all
connections with hiln a,4 Pretended to
attend the function because ofthe request of

Estelle. 'I'he old womcn discussed how Nana

had bewitched ⅣIuffat′ hOw he wasin debt′
how Sabine too was to blame′  etc.
Overhearing their conversation M.Venot
assured them not to desPair. Providence
would have its hOur.

NIladame IIugon said with her tolerating

air that they ought to forgive a great deal h

othcrs′ when they wished thcmselvcs
worthy of pardono She added that ccrtain
faults deserved no PardOn.It was by such
compliances that society tottered on its
foundations.

La Faloise tried to discOmfit his cOusin

Fauchery by askil■g whether her things were
good.Fauchery managed to laugh it away′
but he was really upset because in addition

that lnorning Rose had t01d hiln during a

quarrel that she had sent thc letter.

The orchestra was Playing tl■ e waltz ofthc
″
Blol■de Venus″ .Fauchery first bowod to the

COunless′ who smiled′ serenely delighted.
Count〕νluffat that night maintained his
haughly gravity.For sOme seconds the twO
men lookcd at each other,it v、 アas Fauchery

lh訛i■胤胤鬼蹴FtWTw:1
They v、 rere thus reconciled.          .

It was On the night of the wedding atithe

church that cOunt Muffat appeared in his
wife′ s bedroom which he had notentered for
two years PaSt・  I~Ie was very embarrassed.
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-Preserving her smile of intoxication, she gave

him a little lecture. Neither ventured on a

complete explanation. She at once consentcd
to selling the estate Les Bordes. Iloth needed
money badly. They would share the
proceeds. That completed the reconciliation.
Muffat experienced a real relief in spite of
his remorse.

That day as Nana was dozing towards
two o'clock, Daguenet forced his way in and
announced in a jocular way that the had
come to give her commisiion for his marriage
the handsel of his innocence! Nana had totally
forgotten the matter. She asked him to kiss
her a lot, as it would perhaps be for the last
time. They made merry, though pressed for
time. Daguenet was to leave with his wife
directly after the wedding breakfast.

3.6.1 Critical Comments on Chapter twelve.

This chapter highlights the powerful role
playedby Nana not only in wrecking families
but reuniting estranged relations. Is it her
manipulative skill or dies it indicate an iota
of goodness in her nature? Or it is thoughtless
perversity?

Let us move to the next chapter.

3.7 Summary of Chapter Thirteen

One evening when Count Muffat came to
Nana's bedroom he was shocked to find her
reclining in George's arms. All denial on
their part was impossible. She was
exasperated at being caught like that. She

apologized and tried to console Muffat. I{e
merely insisted on George being sent away.
But all illusion was gone; he could not longer
believe in Nana's sworn fidelity and he lived
in the torment of possessing her though he
was frightened at the idea of living without
her.

This was the epoch of her existence when
Nana brightened Paris with an increase of
splendour. She became more imposing still
on the horizon of vice; she domineered over
the city with the insolent display of her
luxury, with her contempt for money, which
caused her to publicly melt away fortunes.
Nevef before had a mania for expense bec'n

seen. The servants thrived happily. She

broke and destroyed everything. She still
nursed a last caprice, namely, to redecorate
her bedrooms, Costing several thousands

francs which Muffat was to present her with
as a New Year gift.

In spite of his ever flowing rivcr of gold,
Nana was constantly without money had to
borrow constantly frornZoe,l'Jhilippe and so

on. She had been emptying his pockets for
three months so that he did not call whcnever
there was a crisis. She startcd asking him
for loans and Philippe who had been marde

a captain and pay master of his regimcnt
would oblige. On her saints day he broug}rt
her a delicate oid Saxon China comfit box
mounted with gold which she carelcssly let
fall and it broke. She then began to laugh
and I']hilippe was upset. It had cost him quite
a bit to buy it. However yielding to her
intoxicating kisses he cheered up. She
coaxed him to bring her more money the next
duy. Philippe wanted Nana to marry him.
The idea seemed ludicrous to her. George
had heard all this through the key- hole and
he was filled with a murderous hate for his
brother.

Towards midday Madam I-Iugon received
the shocking news that I'hilippe had been in
prison'since the previous evening accused of
having stolen twelve thousand francs from
the regimental chest. T'he old lady curshed
by her child's crime uttered at first a cry of
rage against Nana. Not seeing George in his
room she feared a second misfortune.

Ever since the moming Nana had nothing
"except financial" worries. She had a

number of bills to pay but was left with no
money. Towards two o' clock Labordette
brought designs for the bedstead and it was
a pleasant diversion. She told him that her
"little Muff"(Muffat) would Puy for the
bedroom decoration, what ever be the cost.
\Alhen she asked for a petty loan, Labordette
did not oblige. Flaving no other go she hastily
dressed to go to old "Irison'. After all, her
body could fetch her money as an when shc
needed.

Just then Ggorge appeared and expressod
his jealously towards his brother. FIe was
upset when Nana confessed that she was
Philippe's mistress. Then she lefthim. When
alone he took from the dressing room a pair
of sharply pointed scissors and waited
patiently for an hour. On h.gr retum he asked
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her if she would marry him. She simply
slammed the door in his face. With one hand
he opened it; then the thrust the scissors into
his chest. Nana was reized with fear. 'Ihe

youngster had struck himself a second blow.
Nana was too frightened. Ily then Madame
Llugon came there. Nana stammered that
the boy had killed himself as she refused to
marry him. The old lady stooped down and
touched him. She felt his heart beat. ]he
grief stricken mother told Nana that she had
done them much harm. She insisted on
talking her son away from that house though
it killed him.

A little later Count Muffat came there.
Nana seemed especially anxious to prove her
irurocence. She neither told Philippe to steal
nor drive George to kill himself. Muffat was
greatly affected, his thoughts full of that
mother weeping for her two children. l-ie
knew her great heart. Nana insisted that he
should run and bring her news about George.
Muffat did so and returned with the news
that the little fellow was not dead and that
they evrbn hoped to save his life. Then she
changed at once to a great joy: Flowever
much she cleaned, Zoe could not get the
blood stain (of Ceorge)' from the carpet.
Nana remarked that the footsteps would
wear it away.

Count Muffat has sworn never to return
to Nana. He looked on Philippe's and
George's calamity as foreboding his own ruin.
But it was only a temporary emotion. He
felt that she lied. One morning when he
observed f:oucerment leaving her house at a
rather peculiar hour, he sought an
explanation which sent her into a fit of a
passion. She made it clear that when a man
pleased her she would have him there. She
opened the door but he did not go. Thus she
wielded absolute power over the count.

His reconciliation with his wife has made
Muffat's home unbearable. The countess cast
off by Fauchery sought forgetfulness in other
amours. Since her marriage Estelle had not
seen her father. She had suddenly developed
into a woman with an iron will so absolute
that Daugenet trembled before her; now he'
accompanied her to church, converted, and
furious with his father in law who was
running them with an abandoned female.

M.Venot alone
towards the count.

Count hIIuffat put up with Nana′ s worst

taunts and insults. They had continual
quarrels over lnoney as,shc Openly abuscd

m螺:通硝i輝織肥 v雅[1
too disgustll■g″ Nand flung the samc rcmark
to his face.Sho startё d loing aS She pleased

without the least constraint.'I｀ hough he
knew ofthese going,0,ィ the cOunt prctendcd

to be igl■ orant and s,ffored in silcnce.

Nana′ s mansion w■ faSt becoming a
regular hell′ a madh6tlSb.Slle had arrivcd

at the point of battlillg with hcr servants.

One after the othet thё y lcft her.Nana′ s

moods were terrible.All Sorts of people vvere

hanging around thelPhこ e at all tilnes′ Nana
deceived Satin the way She deceived the
count′ having a rag9 19F`the mOSt mOnstrous

crazes′ Picking uPilgirlS frOm the street
corners, Singular its ρf Fevolt/howcverノ Still

took Possession of thc 199unt but l.abordctte

reasoned vvith l■ is‐np,Fo fight against any
one for Nana.All P,ri'WOuld laugh at him.

In a few lnonthsiNal■a devoured her10ng

PrOCeSSiOn of gentlё lnan)one after the other.

Foucarlnent did not did not last a fortnight.

Sl■e hastencd S19il・
cr′S10Wnfall by tl■e most

lavish exPenditure.She retumed hiln tO thc

pavement sucked tO the bone.Ile went
crazy. 111er next victirn vvas La Faloise. She

scoffed at the idea whcn hc wanted her to
marry hlm.

1/Vhen Nana found ⅣIuffat extremely
humble′ her triumph 19came tyrannical.She

instinctively had a lage for debasting
evёrything.‐ She polluted everything. She
destroyod everything. She wOuld feast
horself with the sight ёf the idiOtic count′ s

infamy.  Little by httle shё  seemed
overwhelmed by a sprt of moo■ eSS・ She
tFeatOd him like an a■ imal′ goadCd him and

P9r,uOded him with kicks.An4‐ .小9 muff
delighted iln his naseness and 19ali“ ed the

、enjoyment,Of bё illg a brute. ィlliっ f,

one night as Muffat camё ,〔bilヽ ana′ s

house′ Zoe'remarked that mad製蹴e was
going“ad.HO Was shocked to ёёё,爵ぬゼNana
a shameful allld decrePit Object′ the lИ arquis
de Chouard in his night shirt. This last sight

Sc力οο′o/DIs″″
“
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remained affectionate
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of licentiousness has smitten him with
imbecility. Nana chucked Muffat out and
shut the door: I'his was really too much for
him. He was desperate. l-le found comfort
in M.Venot. l-Iowever, the priest told him
the shocking news that countess Sabine had
crowned her follics by eloping with a young
man employed at a large linen draper's a

frightful scandal of which all Paris was
already gossiping.

Muffat was totally ruined, totally
abandoned by his wife and daughter. I-Ie
once more returned to the strict duties of
religion. Sabine, corrupted by Nana's
promise couseness, incited to extremes,
became the very canker of home. When shc
retumed home, the count took her back in
the resignation of Chirstian pardon.

Mignon approache d Zoe to find out if she:

would be his wife's maid. Zoe said that shc
was leaving madame to set up her own
business. She was going to acquire old
Tricon's business. I{e was totally stunned by
Nana's gorgeous bedroom. She had shaken
Paris and built up that fortune beneath rryhich

dead bodies were slumbering- all with a iittle
of her delicate nudity. FIe was simply
cnraptured.

Little by littlc Nana had becornc very
sorrowful. 'l'he meeting of the marquis and
the count, Satin's .illness and impending
dcath, Zoe's notice to quit were all caLlses.

Labordette came and told hcr that George
rryas dead. She burst Lrto sobs. She wa*" full
of self- reproach. She had ruined them all.
She was an abominable woman. I{er
suffering was stifling her. 'Ihen shc becarne
indignant. She gave all, sl're had never
wanted to bc unpleasant to any of tl"rcm. lt
was they lvlto were always hanging about
her skirts.

Nana continued her justification arrd
onslaught, She never led them on. She llcvcr
married any of thcm though she could, ltave.
Daguenet reftrsed to acknor,rzledge her.
Socicty was badly constructed. 'fhe women
vrere refused, rvhen it uras the mcn vlho urcrr:
enbir'.ly to blame. She vvanted to leror.r if thelr:
was any fault of hers in all that.

Nana met Mignon who compltnrcnted hcr
on her abode. She then went off to see Satin

in the hospital. " No one ever loved me as

she did" , remarked, and the two then smiled.
I{er works of ruin and death was
accomplished, the fly had taken its flight
from the fifth of the slums carrying n,ith it
the ferment of social decay had poisor"rcd
those men merely by touching them. It lt as

good, it was just, she had avenged her people
the rogues and the vagabonds from whom
she sprang. Neither her beauty not her
mansion seemed to matter. She only wanted
too commence again. She dreamed too, of
something, better: to kiss Stain a last time.

3.5.1 Critical Comments an Chapter Twelve

This Cl'rapter highlights the extreme
potential of Nana to destroy and demolish.
We witness her innumerable lovers being
smashed and crushed one after the otlrer. She

tries to iustify hcrself and prorre her
innocence. \Mhat do you feel about hcr stand?
Is the guilty ? Or is her justification
acceptable?

Nou, w,e como to the last chaptel o[' lhc
novel.

3.7. Summary of Chapier Iiourteen

Nana abruptly disappcarccl- anothcr
plungc, a wild prank, a-r flight into strangc
lands. IJefore her dcparturc shc altctiotrcd
cverything including the mtrns;ion, thc
furniture, jewcllely, drcsscs antl thc linen,
and made mclre tlran six [-rttndrccl Lholts;an''i

francs. For a last timc Paris irad sccu l-ier iu
a fairy picce "lVlelusinc" at tht: (lt'riclv
'lheatre. It r,vars a dumb part; all short, Lrut ir

rcal l-rit. '[Lcn in the midst o[ tiris grcai
slrccess thc simply lcl't [or Cuiro, for shc
desired to serc thc 'ftrrks.

Months passccl by. Nttni,r rvas lorgottcn.
Thc strangest storics of irer capriccs ar-rd

debauchery were circulatcd about her. A
lcgend gradually dcvelopcd. In thc ttuliuorvt-t
far off lands, she assutncd the mvstclirrr-ts
radiancc of an idol covcrcd with prccior,rs
stcnes.

'lhcn one ]uly evcning eight o' clock Lucy
Stewzrrt told Carolirre l-lcc1ucl. thaI Nar-ra hacl
returncd, ;rnd wi-ts protrably clcacl r.t'hilc thcy
wcre talking at the Clrancl l.[otel, of small pox.
Nana had returnccl from l(ussia. At her
trunt's; placc shc fc;u'ncl hcr babir ill rvith smtrll
pox; he died the next day of it, for he had
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never been welUed or looked after. She met
Mignon who promised to look after her
affairs. By that time Nana herself became
sick. Surprisingly Rose's heart melted and
she had Nana removed to the Grand l-Iotel,
so that she might die in a grand place. Rose
had already spent three nights with her and
might very likely die of it later.

They reached the Grand Flotel. During
the day, the corps Legislatif had voted for a
declaration of War. Mignon was standing
in the portico looking nervous. The idea that
Rose migl"rt lose her beauty by risking herself
to small pox infection exasperated him.
Fauchery joined them. Then the two men
invited each other to go up. Fontan who first
contemplated shaking hands with the poor
woman hearing she was sick, withdrew at
once on hearing the word small pox. Indeed,
it was no joke catching small pox. It could
be fatal; it could leave ugly scars.

'lhe night was advancing, the crowd was
becoming thicker. Voluntary soldiers were
beirrg enlisted for defending the father-land.
They saw count Muffat sitting in front of the
hotel hiding his face in his handkerchief. He
had been sitting there since morning. As he
was about to go upstairs and enquire about
Nana just as he had been doing every half
hour, the door keeper told him abruptly that
Nana died just a minute ago.

The news of Nana's death was a blow for
all of them. 'lhey gave went to their shock
and grief. Mignon was relieved that Ilose
would at last come down. Lucy followed by
Caroline and Illanch at last reacl'red Room
No.401 on the fourth floor. Gaga, Simone
Clarisse and Rose were already there. Rose
had been weeping. She remarked that Nana
was altered. The females discussed Nana's
immense wealth; who would inherit them?
Perhaps the aunt? Nana had obstinately
refused to have her inherit, bearing her some
ill-will for the death of her young son. Then
they all pitied the poor chiid full of disease,
one of those brats who never wanted to be
born.

Gloomy ideas possessed them in the
severity of that chamber of death:Maria
Blonde as wekll as Bordenave, Daguenet,
Labordette, Prulliere and others came on
hearing of Nana's death. The men lapsed

into politics and strategy. The women also
discussed whether to leave France or join the
army. It was Gaga who spotted Irauchery at
a distance. I-Ie had been in cited by Mignon
to call back Rose. T'he men were standing
on the pavement. Ilose was perhaps the most
affected. She said that Nana's death had
been a great shock to her. "We were not very
nice to each other", she lamented.

The dead body was bcginning to fill the
room with a feartful stench. 'Ihere was quite
a panic after such a long period of unconcern:
A bright iight suddenly illuminated the face
of the deceased. It was horrible. 'I'hey
shuddered and hastened away. Nana was
left alone; a mass of matter and blood, a
shovelful of putrid flesh, thrown there on the
cushion. The pustules has invaded the whole
face and the features were no longer
recognizable. One of the eycs had completely
disappcared, while the other looked like a
black and tainted hole. On this irorrible and
grotesque mass of nothiness , the beautiful
hair, retaining its sun-Iike fire fellin a stream
of gold. Venus was decomposing. It seemed
as if the virus gathered by her from the
gutters that ferment with which she has
poisoned a people has asccnded to her face
and rotted it.
3.7.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Fourteen.

'Ihis chapter brings the dramatic story of
Nana to a terrible close. I{ow does the end
appeal to you? Did Nana deserve this
nemesis? Observe the reactions of her
"friends" to l'rer death. The description of
Nana's corpse speaks very well for Zola's
powerful, piercing style.

Read the above study material carefully a

number of times. Make yourself familiar
with Nana's character and activities. Arcn't
you stunned at the way sl're demolishes
family reputation and wealth and sends her
victims, one after another, into the jaws of
death and destruction? But is Nana solely to
blame? The theme of prostitution has always
been a fertile one in all literature. As long as
man lacks self-control and indu.tges in
immoral pleasures, there will be's€veral
Nanas to lure them. In other words, Zola
has presented in this classic a universal theme,
a perennial theme, and that too with great
mastery of handling.

- 
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-lIN「 4

NANA:A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 oBIECTTVES

At the end of this unit, you should be able
to:

1) Understand various aspects of Zola,s
Nana and

2) Make and overall estimate of the novel
and its author

4.I INTITODUCTION

Before you begin to read this unit it is
imperative that you,read and assimilate the
matter given in the previous Units. If you
do so you will be able to form you own
impressions of the novel, its ilot, the
characters, the atmosphere and 

"o 
or,. .lhen,

when you read this unit, you will be able to
appreciate the several aspects of NANA.

Let us study those aspects one by one.

4.2 Plot Outline
A coarse picture of the life and death of a

courtesan forms the subject matter of this
classic novel. This is a iealistic story of a
woman who tempted rich men to leave their
forfunes, their titles and their honours. They
were ever at her beck and call. She had
seductive beauty and a devouring passion in
the flame of which many erringilortals got
grievously burnt, and ultimate[, she nersc,ff
was consumed by the flame of her own
passion. Nan, the voluptuous young woman
with a violent and extravagant temp-erament,
existed in a world of her own. Eortunes she
squandered, reputations she ruined, and her
prosperity she displayed ostentatiously. And
the inevitable happened. From the 2enithof her power , she fell into the final
degradation and degeneration.

Ilead the units 2 and 3 in the light of the
above sketch outline. you can ea"sily fill it
out to get the whole plot.

How is'the plot presented? Let us see.

4.3 Method of Narration.
lhere are several methods of narrating the

plot in a novel. They are the direct, the
autobiographical, the epistolary (in the formof letters) the stream-of-consciousness

method and so on. you may refer to the
glossary of literary terms to know more about
each.

The method of narration employed in the
novel "Nana" is the direct o, upi. method in
which the novelist plays the role of the
historian narrating the slory from outside.
Nana is a weli made .rorei with a proper
bgqT"t,g, a middle and an end. The story
of Nana's rise and fall is narrated in a directly
chronological manner. Each chapter deals
*i,l 

., 
distinctepisode, e vent or de vllopment,

which logically leads to the next. it i, ur,
organic novel and hance has coherence/
continuity and unity. Direct narration is
blended with effective dialogue so that the
plot moves smoothly forwarJ.
4.4 Decadence.

The seeds of Decadence were sown in the
transitional period in Western literature from
1870 to 1900. Decadence was an aesthetic
of transition expressing a crisis in values and
language in the Western world.The
movemcnt emphasized sexual
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experimentation, deliberate inversion of
conventional moral, social and artistic norms/
bizarre subject matter and attitudes and so
on. 'fhe meaning of the term as here perceived
seems most gravely ingrained in the chief
writings of such prominent novelists as
Dostoev_sk/, Oscar Wilde, I-lenry James,'flromas Hardy, Conrad and of .o.rir" Emile
7-ola (please refer to the glossary for more
details).

Let us see how Zola defir-red Decadence
in his writings, particularly in ,,Nana,,.

f,! fhe Hyperbole of Consumption in
"Nana"

. {n his panoramic view of French societv
in the wake of thc Franco-prussian war fi^ii;
ZoLa created a clear definition of decadence
by associating it with indulgc,nce and the loss
of control. As Suzanne Nallbantion observcs:
"His depiction of material excess was to be
stylistic not thematic, the tone moral not
moralistic, as he evinced the mechanism of
that decadence,,. In fune with his times he

口■■■■■E″″′aα″ Fic′ ゎ″
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used as a physiological metaphor in his
novels like- Giminal and NAna, the germ of
consumption to illustrate the enlargement
process of his artistic expression to- which
iocial reality was subject in his fiction'
Through that hyperbole or exaggerated
metaplior, he actually isolated and catalysed

the elements of his conception of Western

decadence which highlighted the contagious

quality of an eicess whose overall
persuasiveness cut through class structures

ind social distinctions; a germ or a fly so to

speak which assaulted and affected all the

levels of society. 'lhc consumption- ailment

which debilitates the whole- canbe identificfl
as the major symptom of Decadence' "I!
society as in the human body, tl'rere exists a

solidarity which unites the diffcrcnt parts,

tying together the different orgar$ such that

ii on"e ot"gut decays all the others are affccted

and a ,J.y .ot tplex sickness is announcctf"
(N{ittcranid). In concentrating on phyligf
analogies such as the body in "Nana" Zola

featurled age'nts of hyperbolic consumption'

Suzzanne llatbantain rarrites: ' I '

"In the case of "Nana" oftcn rcSiardcd 'as
an ornamental period piece of the secopd

Empire's blatant "Cornrption", it can bg secn

h.:r]v the heroine's rvhiie body spe;ifically
becomes tl're target of thc hyperbolc' Nana

cnacts the "neivous exaggeration of the

st':xrral it'rstinct". I{er personality is indeed

subsen'ient to her physically as shc b*comes

the personification of sensual excess' 'l'he

in d ivi dua I cha ra c tel stl rP asses its i:r divid'ual

significance as it assumes a mythicarl

dii'nension, conccptualiziirg whor.edom'
Character':has lost its concretehess hc:r:e not

because it has becomc a pale paradigm r:!

faihrre bttt because it has become a powerful
ccrrglofrrcrate of scnsualiforces and has

attaingd a ntythrc role. Zda obtains an overt

a.,rd uncontrulled scnsuality debilitating an

entire social corpus, the 1i teral alrr't

spectecular \\'ay in which'Nana is shor'r'n

infecting aricl tlestroying an entire soci"?. i*
the effcict of stylistic exafgeralion' Sltl
becorres a lir.'ing en'tblcm of appetite a1d

wa5tr: as shc "feeds" iriesponsibi;,' upcn the

men in her life and is ncrrer satiat;ed' The

corrsumptiorr analogy tt'ith sexr'rality hci"c

receives Prirne treatrnent.

"What remained in the hours when she

was not indignant, was an ever oPen appetite
of expenditure along with a naturral

contempt for the man who was paying, and

a constant capricc of consumption and waste

which took pride in the ruin of her lovers"'
(Text)

Zolabrrngs a series of victims to Nana's

caprices from various segments of society

including journalists, bankers counts etc' and

hyperbolizes her magnetic Power of
aitiaction. IIer most symbolic conqucst is

that of Count Muffat. Shc becomcs there a

catalyst for the decay of thc aristocracy' ln
the metaphor of tlrc golden fly, she is reported

to be the agent of corruption as she spreads

the squalor form the people to the aristocracy:

"coriupting and dis organising Paris

between hei white thighs"('I'ext) it is as if
Zola is demonstrating as literally as possible

his dictum:" if onc organ decays all the

others are affected and a very complcx
sickness is announced". lirom the sordid
presentation of Nana's dcalings with all hcr

customers thc c<lntagious disease of her

corrupting nature bccornes cviclent'

Ycru might have heard the name of Zola

being uttoiiutod with "Natttralism" ancl the

"Iixfelimental Novcl". Let us studv sorne

thing aborrt those asPccts norv.

4.6 Naturalism and Zola's experimental
novel

In -1.880 Zola ha.J firrntl' proclaimcd a
mani+esto of Naturalisrn in his treatise on

the "ex.pctinrcnt'al'novcl" adaptinE; the

fi:rctringstf Claude l3errrard and ttrg Positivists

to his ionccption of the novel. 'l'here hc has

stalcd in priirciple that the rigottrs of scientific

truth",rleie to 6e brought in the novel form'

Supportcrs of Naturalism believc that a
peiscirr' inherits comprrlsive- instincts-
espccially hunger, the accumulativc drivc
and scxi-r.r1ity-a[4 is then subjcct to the social

ancl ccononric forccs in thc family, thc clirss'

and fl"rtrlrnilie u into rt'hich that pcrson is born'

The cxperirnental novcl devclopcd by Zola is

,', ,rot"i organiz.ed in the mode of 'd scientific

expe,rirncnt on thc bchaviotrr' of the

characters it depicts' I'Ic tried to,pre'.'sent hi's

sr-rblects with siientific objectivity and rvith

elabo:rirtc documcntation, sonretirnes
inclurlin.g an ilmost medical frankness about

…
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School of Distance Education zactivities and bodily functions usually
unmentioned in earlier literafure. He chooses
characters like Nana who exhibit strong
animal drives such as greed and sexual desiri
and who are victims of both glandular
secretions within afid sociological-pressures
without. 'I'he end of the natuialistii novel is
usually "tragic" but not as in classical and
Elizabcthan tragody because of a heroic but
losing struggle of. t't1e individual mind andwill against 

. gtias, enemies amid
circumstances. Inst'ead the protagonist of the
naturalist plot, " ?,I pu*n to multiple
compulsions, usuqlly distintcgrates, or is
wiped out.

"Nana" ls , .typical instance of an
experimental ncrvel. T'he entire novel is
pivotcd on the character and actions of this
Parisian prostitute who seeks to destroy and
gets demolished iu tl.r" process. Her
unend.rng onslaughts on the men who hang
:" lo her petticoat are evidently motivateJ
by her voluptuousness as weli as avarice.
The more she gets, .thc,, more she consumes.
Zola pa.ints 

-and portrays everything with
such clinical accuracy that even if it *uy
seem objectionable or indelicate to puritanicil
readcrs, he cannot pe found fauit with on
the score of truth. Fi-om the sordid grounds
of Naturalism a leap to symbolizatioi occurs
in the presentation of this alluring and
supernatural character that vividly engulfs
a whole society. Her destructive force reflects
the failings of that society.

- _ 
So how can you sum up the character of

Nana? Let us make an attempt.

4.7 Character of Nana
Nana is the titular heroine of Zolatsclassic

novel. '[he word heroine can be inteqpreted
only to mean the main female protagonist.
She is portrayed as an abandoned *'q*urr,
careless, callous out to destroy, 1men,s
reputation as weli as ,wealth. I_Ier victirns
rang: fror.n joumalists to bankers, poor,aptors
to aristoc;afs, very young boys to old,men,
o1d enoughlto be at leasiher father. But as
she puts it frgquently it is not she who goads
or temptslfhern; initially it is the meri who
wish to hapg,on to her. they put up with aU
her tantru.rns and moods ind wait likewilling slaves for an occasional
condescension on her part to satisfy their

sexual appetite. The classic example is her
relation with count Muffat. None other than
snch a muff would go back to her after the
filthy way she treats him.

Nana appears as a symbol of rcvengc thc
way she destroys one victim aftcr another:
Vandeuvres, Steiner, young George Ilugon
his brother Philippe and of iourr" Ih" count.

!he. ha9- no prick of conscicnce in breaking
their gifts and hearts, on squandering thei"r
wealth and reputation. Shc cares n6thing
for aristocracy. She is aware of the moral
hypocracy and double standards of
aristocrats and genteel folk and derivcs
special pleasure in abusing them and
destroying them.

Zola has created a living natural credture
of sexual excess in the persor., of Nana. It is
lhe 

very-yeality of the social decay that is the
target of h-is stylistic expression of sensuality.
Suzanne Nalbantian obscrves:,,1f Nana is
mythic rather than individualized her
character is stylized by exaggerated poscs.
Though written earlier Nina sccms to
amalgamate the sensual forces and drives
which surface sporadically in Grtminal
(written in 1885). "l-he repeaied metonymic
images of her haunches, ncck and bed are
the realistic parts which undergo hyperbolic
treafments and create a cult of sexuaiity. Iae
Byzantine bed outrageously replaces the
altar, the self- infatuatlion of il.re narcissistic
prototype, a kind of Salome of femme fatale
captured in physical terms.,,

The presentation of Nana in her boudoir
receives an arabesque and ornamental
treatment comparable to the elaborate
sequences and detailed descriptions that
weredesignated as true decadent style by the
Aesthetic stylists of the term. But the
Dionysian ecstasy which the character Nana
achieves in her self contemplation is devoid
of creative energy because of her compulsi.,,c,
self consciousness. Instead it leads :o
destruction evidenced by the facts cf rhenarrative. One of her liaisons res.,rlts in
marriage: "And the final images of Nastasya
in the "The Idiot,, and later (urtz in ,,I-Ieart
of Darkness" portends the decadence of the
social structure. "(S.Nalbantion)

The apocalyptic paradigm also becomcs
associated with this work, ui Nana is likenedm European Fiction 99r
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hyperbolically to the Biblical beast of the

Rliehtions in the mind of the infatuated
.orrrt Muffat. The language used to describe

Nana's bestial allure is provocative in its
sensuality and visual effect' The outrageous

scene in which the count Prances on all fours

before Nana, is remmiscent of the image of

the Harlot of Babylon and her beast in the

.epo.ulypte, ideniifying in the waning of

Se'.ond fmpire Ijranie, a paradigm of moral

corruption.

llut Nana is not totally vicious character'

Her love for her son, though an illegitimate

child, speaks very well for her' l-here are

,,rrm"ro,r, instances of her matemal love' In

fact it is this instinct that makes her risk her

toott, even life trying to nurse her child

affected by small pox' Another illustration

i" pto"ia"a by hei love for Satin' Though

noi exactly a irealthy relationship there is a

certain sincerity in it: She breaks down when

she knows that Satin is hospitalized and is

dyi.g Again she loves George truly' at least

temporarilY.

Let us now attempt a critical appreciation

of the novel by considering its various
aspects.

4.8. Critical SummarY of "Nana"

"Nana", one of 7'olatb Ilougan Macquart

series of novcls pictuting lrrench life and

society in the period from 1852 to 1870 was

written to portray a successful courtesan not

sentimentaily or iomantically but realistically'

As Zola presents her, lNana is moronic'
vulgar, gieedy and cru61, and her story is a

,uri'ror, 
-waming men against a devotion to

lust. The ,,o.r"l-i, a powerful indictment of

the social decay whiih marked the reign of

Yet it is the less desirable aspects of Nana

that outweigh her few virtues' True to the

concept of ihe experimental novel she is a

victim both of glindular secretions within
and sociologicallressures without' Irlesh and

money blaiantly invade her character' I-ler

uoayLu.o.rr", [h" imperial. th.rone praised

and revered. as it proceeds in its increasing

.o"q".tt and debilitates several sectors of the

rullt g' class, most notably the nobility'

But can we blame Nana for all the havoc

she causes? 'the moralist's stance wil1be that

Nu.u the abandoned woman ought to the

punished. Mrs. Hugon is certainly one to the

[uku ,tro.,g objection to her wicked ways' On

it..o"truiY,wehave to consider two other

poi",t. ntsity, if Nana is to blame' then all

her victims are equally reprehensible' As she

tells count Muffit it is because he neglects

her that she finds solace in Faunchery' I'he

double standards of the high cl3ss ladies and

gentleman are ruthles"ly ""posed 
and

Iriticized by her. Secondly, she refuses to

marry ur'ty o.t", though many ProPose to her

desperately. She haies the men' calls them

pigi yet tirey stick on to her' Can such a

^t"Iluty which uses her for ifs pleasure blame

her?

Napolean III. ' :

THE STORY

M. Fauchery, theatrical reviewer for a

Paris paper, was attending the premiere of

"The blond.e Venus" at the Variety Theatre

because he had heard of rumour of Nana'

Venus of the new play. Smart Paris was well

represented at the theatre that night' and

FJuchery and his cousin Llector de la Faloise

noted a few of the more interesting peoplc'

In the audience were Stenier, a crooked but

very rich banker who was the current lover

of itose Mignon., art actress in "The Illonde

Venus"; Mignon who served as procurer for

his own wif-e, Dauguenet a reckless spender

reputed to be Nana's lover for the moment;

Ci"ttt Xavier devandeures ; count Muffat de

Beuville and his wife, and several of the city's

well known courtesans'

The play, a vulgar travesty.or the life of

the Olympian gods, was becoming bore some

when Nana iinally appeared and with
beautiful golden hair floating over her

shoulders i,alked confidently towards the

footllghts for her feature song' When she

begai to sing, she seemed such a crude

urriut"rrt that murmurs and hisses were

beginning to sound. Ilut suddenly a young

strfdent-exclaimed lludly that she was

st'unning. Everyone laughed-'.including
Nunu. tt"was as though she fra4kly admitted

that she had nothing except her voluptuous

self. to offer. But Nar-ra knpw that was

sufficient for her audience' A,s phe ended her

ro.rg tt',u retired to the back of the stage amid

u t&. of applause. In the last act Nana's

iJy *ut 
""it"a 

only by her golden locks and
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a transparent gauze. The house grew quiet
and tense. Nana smiled confidently knowing
that she had conquered them with hei
marble like flesh.

Thus Nana, product of the streets of paris
started her career as-mistress of the city. .Io
get money for her scrofulous little son, Louis,
and for her own extravagant wants, she sold
herself at varying prices to many men. She
captivated Steiner, the banker at an all night
party after her initial success as Vwenus. I-Ie
bought her a country place,n La Mignotte, a
league from Les Fondettes home of il4adame
Hugon, whose seventeen year old son
George had called Nana stunning on the
opening night of "The I3londe Vensus,,and
who had been enraptured with her at Nana,s
party. Nana, making no pretense of
belonging exclusively of Steinlr, invited a
number of friends to visit her at La Mignotte.

Madam Flugon entertained count Muffat,
his wife Sabine and their daughter Estelle at
her home in September. George, who had
been expected several times during the
summer/ suddenly came home: Ife had
invited Fauchery and Daguenet for a visit.
M.De Vandeuvres, who had promised for
five years to come to Les Fondettes, was
likewise expected. Madame I-Iyugon was
unaware of any connection between the
coming of Nana to Mignotte and the
simultaneous visits of all these men to Les
Fondetts.

George excused himself from his doting
mother and went in the rain to Nana who
fgun{ him soaking wet as she was gathering
strawberries in her garden. While his clothei
were drying, he dressed in some of Nana,s.
Despite Nana 's feeling that it was wrqng to
give herself to such an innocent boy ihe
finally submitted to George,s entreaties and
she was faithful to him for almost a wqek.

Muffat who had lived a circumspett life
for forty years, became increasingly inflamed
by passion as he paid nightly visiti to Nana,s
place, only to be rebuffed each time. FIe
talked with Steiner, who likewise was being
put off by ltana with the excuse that she was
not feeling'we11. Meanwhile Muffat,s wife
attracted the attention of Fauchery the
joumalist.

Eleven of Nana's Prussian friends arrived
in a group at La Mignotte. George was seen
with Nana and her friends by his mother who
later made him promise not to visit the
actress, a promise he had no intention of
keeping. I-Iis brother Irhillippe, an army
officer, threatened to bring him-back by ears
if he had anything more to do with Nana.

, Being true to George was romantically
pleasing, but financially it was unwise, and

I_Ti at last gave herself to the,persistent
Muffat the night before she returned to paris
to see whcther shc could recapture the public
that had acclaimed her in ,,"fhe Blonde
Venus". Three months later Muffat, who
had taken the place of cast off George, W?s
involved in financial troubles. During a
quarrel with Nana he learnt that his wife
Sabine and Fauchery werc making a cuckold

:{hil Nana by turns is irritated or bored by
Muffat and tl^ren sorry for him, chose this
means of avenging herseif of Fauchery who
had written a scurrilous article entitled ,,The

Golden Fly" obviously about Nana herself.

I-Iaving broken with Muffat and Steiner,
Nana gave up l-rer place in the Boulevard
Flausman and went to live with the actor
Fontan. But Font an be.came increasingly
difficult and even vicious beating her ni[ht
after night taking all her ,.,o.r"y. Nana
returned to her old profession of street
walking to pick up a few francs. Aftc.r a close
brush with the police, she grew more
discreet. Also she left the brutal Fontan and
r:"9.1! apart as grand lady in a new play at
the "Variety Theatre-. Given the pirt, she
failed-miserally in it, but she began to play
the lady in real life in a richly decoiated housl
which Muffat purchased for her. Despite
Nana's callous treatment of him, Muffat
could not stay away from her.

In her mansion in the Avcnue de Villiers
Iul, squandered money in great sums.
Finding Muffat's gifts insufficient she added
Count Xavier de Vandueuvres as a lover.
She planned to get eight or ten thousand
francs a month from him for pocket money.
George Hugon reappeared, blt he was less
interesting than he had once been. When
Phillippe I{ugon tried to cxtricate his young
brother from Nana's l1et,l-re also was carghf
Nana grew bored. From the street or," Iuy

-European 
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she picked uP the slut Satin, whobecame her

vice.

In a race for the grand Prize of Paris at

Longchamps, Nana won two thousand louis

on i horie named after her' But de

Vandeuveres, who owned the filly'Nana'as
well as the favourite Lusignan lost everything

through some crooked betting' FIe set fire to

his stible and died with his horses'

Muffat found Nana in George's arrns one

evening in September and from that time he

ceased-to believe in her swom fidelity' Yet

he became more and more her abject slave'

submitting meekly when Nana forced him

to play wJoly bear, horse and dog with her'

ut d thut mocked his ridiculous nudity'
Muffat was further degradcd when he

discovered Nana in bed with his father-in-

law, the ancient Marquis de Chouard'

George, jealous of his brother Phillippe'
stabbediimself in Nana's bedroom when she

refused to marry him. I-Ie died of his self

inflicted wound and Nana was briefly sorry

for him. This utterly evil woman also broke

Phillippe. He was imprisoned for stealing

army funds to sPend on her'

Nana thus thrived on those she destroyed'

It was fate which caught her at last' Visiting

her dying son after a long absence and many

.o.rqrr.t6 in foreign lands, she caught small

po* f.o* him and died horribly in a Paris

irospital. The once beautifui body which had

destroyed so many men lay like.a rotting ruin

in a deserted room as outside there sounded

the French battlecry. The Franco Prussian

war of 1870 had begun'

the power of women on ol-e and all alike'

brings them to their inevitable doom'
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If Nana had died of sexual excess′ such a

mOstdraiatic and effOcI■ e part Ofthe novel′

very natural and tl■ er919re very ShoCkil■ g.
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Let us now attempt an overall estimate of 
Please read the stucly matcrial given in thc

Emile Zgla and his classic. four Units a number of timcs and makc sure

4.8 An overall estimate of Zola's and that you have understood the novel and its

,,Nana,. various aspects. Note down any i9:,,

Emile ZoLa \s one of the outstanding impression tr opinion tirat suggests itself to

French novelists of the nineteenth century: you'

He was a keen observer of human nature. You may next try to prepare yoLlr own

He was keenly aware of socio-political issues essays. Irlease remember: I'he study material

of his times. In all his novels he treats of some .ur, t" utilized properly to write essays, but

,social problem or the other; usually they deal do not mistake ih"rn for prcparcd cssays.

with ihe low, basic instincts of man' In
,,Nana,,, as we have seen, he deals *iil ah" 4'9 Questions based on Zola's "Nana"

theme of prostitution in all its excesses' The 1' The character of Nana

reader is stunned at the way Nana wields

- 
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(Hints:A type character― a successful

2.The character Of cOunt Muffat

i          he lharacters Of Nana and

∞:罪瓢紺滉s:よ胤:駆鶏ettξ l
naturally portrayed.

Zola′s″Nana″ as a study of prOstitutiOn

i緊境:鷺∬ItttttFtfⅧ器憲

- woman's power rocks and shatters
aristocracy hypocrisy of the high classes _
attackcd by Nana - wives of irirnoral mcn
making cuckolds of their hr-rsbands _ rnorally
powerftrl manifcsto agair.rst cxccssive scxual
desires]

, Read the study matcrial ernd preparc thc
above essays. you may ut"o pr"prr" cssays
on relatcd topics.

Yo.u c.9uld preparc ,,objective 
type

qucstions" and viva voicc type qlrcstions. A
few samplcs are given below.

4.10 Objectives / Viva voce type questions.
7. With which school or movement

would yoll associerte llmilc. ZoIa?
(Naturalism)

2. What is thc niulc of Natna,s scln?
(l,ouis)

3. "Llow did Ccorgc IJugon dic? (Self _
inflicted wound)

Nana's maidcn rolc at Variety
thcatre: (Vcnus)

ILow did Vandeuvres die? (lly
burning himself in a stablc)

。n温鵠.FΨ
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4.
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AN INTTTODUCTTON

Count Leo Nikoleyewich'folstoy, author

of several books, social reformer and

philosopher was bom on 28 August, 1828 in

iris family cstate Yasnaya Polyana' 
-I-Ie 

ranl's

amongst the world's greatest novelists' 'lhe

'I'obtJy family -us u.,tld llussian family and

belonged to the class of nobles' lLe grew up

in a laige manor house circumscribed by vast

tracts oT forests and fields. Hc lost his mother

when he was just twelve years oid' I-Ie was

the youngcst of the four sons of his parents'

He irad i sister too. I{is father invited
T'atyana (aunt) to help bring "P.tl" 

children'

Tolstoy Srew vcry fond of Aunt'fatyana' IIe

was devoted to her.

The family moved to Moscow and'folstoy
became a total stranger to the changcd'
metropolitan surroundings' lJe was jttst

,"rr"nt""r, rvhen he lost his fathcr too' FIe

felt miserable. l{e camc to hate conveutional

regimental school system on accolurt of his

c,nce being punishcd cluelly by onc of his

tuiors for i very minor offence' FIe r^:as not

a bright studeni, though hc g,oJ his education

at tir6 Univcrsity of Kizen' I-lc used to rcad

foiklore and the "Arabian Nights"'

Mren at eighteen hc inherited his paternal

land, he guv" l.rp his studies at l(azan and

tool'. rcsicl"e.t.",fhit anccstral home applying

his mind to the pursuit of the arts'

Soon he came under the influence of

Rousseau. 'I'his was purely temporary' FIc

returned to Moscow and there he enjoyed

himself cating, drinking and merry-makirrg'

gambling anJ chasing \'vomen' In 1ti51 hc

joined the Russian ArmY'
'folstoy's first literary efforts took shape

while he lwa-s serving in the arlny: Whcn he

completed his first story'Childhood" it was

entliusiastically accepted as a scnsitive
portrayal of intimate and clusive momctrts
'ir, , .tiitd't early life. Tolstoy maintained a

meticulous rccord Of his activitit・ s ofeach day

of his life il■ the forln of a diary.
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Of his life il■ the forrn of a diary.       .

started a sch001 for the children of the
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thirteen children.

It waS around 1860 that he lvas

撓l群冒紀狂rFt↓もlllttlltti肝 lf筑

Of reason. .ll■iS inner COnflict was apparent

in his lvork at that time′ as′ for■l■stance′ in

his■ ovel entitled 17′ ′Cο ssβεたS′ (1863).VVe
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Petersburg.            ‐ 'lF、 F:′
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UNIT IV

cOUNT LEO NIKOLEYEWICH TOLSTOY
ANNA KARENINA
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tumed hiin to lnysticism and renunciation,

In′A Cοび♭ssiοη
′
he gives us a complete

account of his conversion, Ittlis new mode of

thinking and living had a rnarked effect uPon

his literary outPut which became sort of
religious in nature. IIis works are some of

the world′s greatest religious treatises.

Though a deePly trOubled man′ Tolstoy

continued to write and PubliShed/T力 θ Dθβι17

1『霞

“

電

j飾
}l::;7f“

″
暉

m・ 8991

Tolstoy wab l,ti― imPcrialist and anti―

Church and bccame resPonSible for a new
faith.He emergさ 4'a prophet.

Tolstoy tho早 81lt One day that his wife
become guilty 91.the breach Of trust and loft

his family al■ d9,late.It Was the begil■ ning

of wllllter.ExPo,uFO tO the hostile Russian

wu■ter resulted il■
.rolstoy falling victim to

PneumOnia. I― Iё died on 7 November′ 1910.

TOLSTOY′ T耳F AUTHOR O「  ″ANNA
KARENINA″    ,

Tolstoy′ the vipi9nary and a collnlnitted

and sincere novelお t′ addrcssed the question

of a wife transg19SSing the vows of holy

matrilnony′ always bearing in lnind the
fundamental′ irrcfutable truth that the lげ ife

is atfirst a woman and then a lvife.The vows

of  holy  matrilnOny  are  part  of
institutionalizё d    marriage    and
conventionalized religion and run contrary

to natural′ elemental hulfnan urges.NIlarriage

and religion alld morals are lnalll― made and
so artificial.■■ey have always systematically

and mercilessly ignored the basic human
cravings.When elemental human nature
raises its head and tries to assert itS upper

hand′ what will the religibn tt built′
customary society do?The bitter truth is that

an individual is always weaker than an
organization.I― IenCe in a fight betw9en the

two the individualis doomed to dOfeat and

destruction.But the question is kopt more

burnⅢ獅and mOr,al市 e than eVer before

塁r奮1:織L皐屋鯉mgが搾
T興

耐
ANNュ IКAR口NINA
THE)lilBACKGROUND AND THE
CHARACTERS

The action of′ Anna Karenina′ whose
central thelne is adultery unfolds in the
Russia ofthe 1870s in three places― NIIoscow′

St. Petersburg and the country estates of the
landed gentry. One of the '['en

Commandments is : 'lhou shalt not commit
adultery. If committed, it is against the
canonical law and will lead, undoubtedly,
to tragic, disastrous conseqLrences. The
question - Why does one commit adultery?
naturally leads to the equally natural answer.
IJecause one is discontented in one's
unhappy, perhaps'arranged' marriage.
There could bc other reasons, too, though in
religious terms, marriage is holy matrimony
before the altar of God. '[1-rough contemptible
and condemnable, the guilty on rrrarny
occasions do demand pity and compassion,
as they do have a right to happiness in life
because thcy have only one life to livc. 'l'he

plot revolves round two marriages: one l-rappy
and the other unhappy. In the former the
huppy couple are Kitty and Levin ('Ihe long
Russian names have been shortened for
conveniencc). In thc latter the parhrers are

,Anna (the hcroine) and her paramour,
Vronsky and her husband, Alexei. I'hose two:
parallel plots act as foils to each other,
highlighting and underscoring the merits and
demerits of each other.

SYNOPSIS
‐ To try to condense a 19oO Page novel with

innumcrable characters is one of the worst

indiscretions. I―Iowever′ 恥′e cannot do
without one.IIcnce this attcmpt.

I shall first give a list of the charactcrs of

the novel and then Procced tO Condense it.

In the condensed novel′ you rnay not find

several of then■ as we have to econolnize on

SPaCe and length.

CAUTION: DON′ T TREAT T卜 IE

SYNOPSIS AS A SUBSTITUT‐ E FOR'1'HE
NOVEL.THE TEXTIS EASILY AVAILABLE
AND DOES NO■ 'COST NIIUCH―READ THE
ORIGINAL SEVERAL I'IMIIS OR UNTIlコ
YOU HAVE GRASPED I'I'S SPIRIT.

For this exercise l have used the text
translated by Constance Carnet and

PubliShed by RuPa and CO・      
′

The SPellings are found to differ from
translation to translation. In other words′

we need not be sticklers ll■ this regard。  1内re

will use the shortest forrns for thc sake of

convenience and ease of remembering.

■■ロロ自 E″″ο′
“
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-A. The Karenin Family
Alexei Alexandrovich I(arenin: A bureaucrat in the Czarist governmer"lt set up; married

to his job more than to his wife, Anna, formal; strict; stiff, tiresome, self-righteous, yet
honourable; not attractive; unable to be in love; too conscious of his social position.

Anna Arkadievna Oblonsky: Karenin's wife; sister of Prince Stepan Oblonsky; an
rntelligent and rather good-looking woman; owrrer of a terrific sex appeal with a captivating
srnile; charm, poise, vivacity and grace; passersby stop to look at her; mother of Seryozha
(Sergi); after getting involved with Vronsky (as l'ris mistress) she registers, a dramatic changc
by becomirlg prey to rapid changes of mood- she is easily annoycd, is suspicic-rus of all and
rvallows in sclf-pity. 'fhe smouldering fire slowly becomes an erupting volcano.

Seryozha (Sergi): Son of Anna and Alexei.
Anny: Daughter of Anna and Vronsky.
I(ornei: Alcxci's manservant
I(orsunsky: Social leader, dancer, master of cercmonies:
I(ristsky: A friend and associate (political) of Nikolai Dmitrievich I,evin
I(uzma : L,evin's servant

B. The Oblonsky Family
Prince Stepan Arkadievich Oblonsky (Stiva) : Anna's brothcr; a handsome, comfort-

loving, sensual, easy going 36 year old man; father of half a dozen children.
Dolly Oblonsky Nee Princess Daria Alexandrovna Sl'rcherbatsky and

Stepan's wife; just a year junior to Stepan; unrelenting in
her resentfulness of her husband's unfaithfuhress; known
by terms of endearment like Dollenka, Dashenka etc.

Oblonsky's son

Oblonsky's daughters
Oblonsky's aunt.

A famous scholar and author; bachelor; middlc aged and
emotionally inhibited man; half-brother to Konstantin and
Nikolai.

(Levine) Nobleman: member of a long-standing and famous
Moscow family; a serious minded, pensive man strongly
preoccupied with problems relating to religion and
cultivation; lives on his ancestral estate and derives his
satisfaction and fulfillment from farming; commonly
referred to as Kostya.

Konstantin's brother, originally austerely religious, at
present committed to revolutionary social reforms; of late
leading a dissolute bohemian life.
Levin's wife; nee Princess Ekaterina Alexandrovna
Shchebatsky; a simple, lovable and loving woman; not at
all pretentious.
Son of the Levins (Levin and Kitty)
Nee Princess Natalia Alexandrovna Shcherbatsky
Countess friend of Alexei Karenin, an interfering'woman
much given to religious enthusiasms : , i

An officer
Nikolai's mistress: commonly called Masha.
Nurse to the children of Stiva and Dolly,

Konstantin. Drnitrievich Levin

Grisha

Masha, Vasya & T'anya

Varvara
C. The Levin Family
Sergei lvanovich Koznyshev

Nikolai Dmitrievich Levin

Kitty

Dmitri (h ,ya)

Natalic i vov
Lydia lvanovna

Makhotin
Maria Andreyevna
Matriona Fillimovna

―
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Matvei
Princess Miakhy
Mikhalov

a

IrilIipp [varrovich Nikitin
Countcss Nordstoni,

D. The Shcherbatskys.
Prince Alexandbr l)mitrievich

Pri.nccss Shchcrbatsky

Natalia Alexandrovna
Daria Alexandrovna
Ekaterina Alexandrovna
Nikolai Shcherbatsky
Petrov

Anna Pavlorrna Petrov

Sitnikov
Milkhail Sliudin
Mmc. Stahi

Vargnka

Stremov
Tushkevich
Princess Betsy

Countess Vronsky
Veslovsky

E. The Vronskys
Count Alexei Kirillovich Vronsky : Lol er of Anna Karenina; a rich, dashing landowner and

officer of the l{ussian Army; an attractivc charming, capable
man; lacks integrity; rather shallow and weak as far as
character is concerned.

Alexander Vronsky : Alexei's brother

lk*c{S*il'r tiM"**}*f{
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Oblonsky's valet.

: An eccentric woman givcn to blunt specch.

a Pailrter originally from Ilussia, now settled in Italy; he
pairrts a portrait of Anna Karenina.

r Oblonsklr's friend.
a member of thc Shcherbatsky's social circle; l,cvin htrtcs
her as much as she hates him.

Sl-rcherbatsky : An olci, gencrous, compassionate, lovable
person; Kitty's fatl'rcr.

; I(itty's mother; she will stclp at r-rothing in order to see her
daughter getting married to Vronsky.
Natalie Lvov
Dolly
Kitty
Kitty's cousin

A painter stationed in Germany wl-ro is passionately ir-r lovc
with Kitty and wants to marry her
Pctrov's 'uvife

'l'hc tutor of Sergei (Seryozha Karrenin)
'I'hc quitc capablc' office manager of Alexie Karenin)
A Russian woman living at German Spas.'Ihough reputed
for exceptional piety she is in fact a self - indulgent sick
woman who keeps on torturing Varenka with her incessant
dernands.
(Varvara Andreyvna Stahi) : A closc fricnd of Kitty and the
foster child of Mme. Stahi; a god - fearing, self - effacing
girl.
I(arenin's politicail opponent.
Lover of I'rincess Betsy'Iverskoy
Anna's fliend, a malicious gossip and meddlesome womall.

: Alexei's mother
: A guest of Levin who tries to flirt with Kitty [.,evin

Vronsl<y's friend; a gambler
I-evin's housekeeper
Maid to Anna Karerrina
Lcvin's friend
Vronsky's friend, how living in Italy.
Oblonsky's friend.
'l"he daughter of Vronsky's horse trainer;
Anna's prot6g6e
Alexei Karenin's doorman, very faithful to Anna Karenia

"l

Levin Nickolai Ivanovich Sviazhs|<y : landowner : friend of Levin;Interested in local politics.
Yashvin
Agafia
Annushka
Chirikqv
Golenshchev
Mihail Grinevich
I-Iannah

Kapitonych

:- 
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-ANNA KARENINA : A SUMMARY OF
THE PLOT

Tolstoy opens his'Anna karenina' with the
observation: Happy families are all alike;
every unhappy family is unhappy in its own
way. 'l'here was too much trouble in the
Oblonsky household. The pot of trouble was
in fact boiling over. 'Ihat gay young man/
Prince Stepan Arikadisvich Oblonsky
(commonly called Stiva), 36 years old, many
years married, father of many children, had
been rather too attentive to the French
governess who was taking care .of the
Oblonsky children. T'he Princess Daria
Alexandrovna Shcherbatsky (commonly
called Dolly) had come to know of the affair
between her hnsband and the nurse and,
wasting no time at all, sent the nurse packing,
then declaring that she would desert Stiva
and go home to her mother. Stiva easy-going,
handsome, young, healthy and highly
sc-nsnous was excessively annoyed. Dolly was
35. Perhaps Stiva was no longer content with
Dolly who had to bear quite a large number
of kids and consequently had perhaps lost
her bloom and charm and, above all, her
libido. Stiva has sorry, and he had told Dolly
so. Ilut in his heart of hearts he beamed
himself for not having been able to keep the
affair a secret; he had really enjoyed the
cla,rdestine rclationship (Recall what
Cloucester says about the begging of
"Iidmund, the illegitimate son in "I(ing
I.e.'11"". 'l'here \,vas morc sport in his rnaking"
Fol bidden things have stronger and greater
appeal than permitted ones. I3ttt, ,t /omcn,
St:rra told hirrnself, were so Lrnreasonablc in
nratters strch as this. Dolly had kept herself
in l'.er room, refused to admit unybody and
sce anvbodl,, or to attend to domesti.c dutics
vr';th the result that the sert ants dicl not knov,,
lvhat to do. Under the circumstances Stiva,
at a lt'rss to remcdlr the damaged relationship,
grcrv r.zc:'ried. Solution to the problcm r:hrclcd
hirn. At long last he made rrp his mind to
seek the assistance of his sister, Anna, rtow
Anna Karenina, rryife of the rising statesman
Alcxei Karenin (Alexci): Hc sent for her. "Ilhe

broken rnarrital bond might be set right ancl
thc;r milrriagc sarrerl. So thought Stiva. So

Arrrra r,,,ould go frorn St. Peter"s!1r*g to
IVtoscilr,r,. to straighte,rr things otrt.

Everybody had said that Anna Oblonsky
had made a brilliant match when she got
married to Alexi Karenin. Well, Anna
thought so herself. Alexei Karenin was a
model husband, wealthy, the pink of socicty
and proprietary, possesscd power and
influence and he was already well known
all over Europe. FIe was some what cold, it
is true, but perfectly just, and never allowed
himself to be moved by transient emotions.
Anna had the greatest respect for his. The
Karenins moved in two of the three circles of
St. Petersburg society, the official and
diplomatic and that presided over by the
Countess Lydia l,vanovna, composed of rnen
distinguished in the arts, sciences, literaturc
or statesmanship and middle-aged and old
women of unimpeachable character and
charitable tendencies, which was sometimes
alluded to as 'the conscience of St.
Petersburg'.

'Ihere was a third set, though; Anna's
cousin, the Princess Iletsy'l'r.erskoi, was the
pivot around which circled that set, the set
iarhich livecl for'society' and themsclves only.
Rich, powerful, infiuentia[, leisr"rred and
having nothing particular to do or be busy
with, they feasted and enjoyed therrusclvcs,
had'affairs' and worshipped 'ton' (fashion);
people who wcnt dancing to the gravc and
left behind thenl the memory of a few
scandals anct man1, a good dinncr. 'Whcn I
am old and ugly,'said the Princess Bctsy in
speaking of the Countless Lydia's sct, 'I shall
appl), to the asylum for aged females, but not
before. "Well, naturally, tlre Karenins werc
not intimate in the Princess Betsy set.

Anna Karenina rvent to Moscow and
straiglrtened out the crooked and disc'rrdcred
affairs of the Oblonsky household; Dolly and
Stepan urere reconciled through her. Anna
returncd to her husband and her little
adorirble s;on, Sergc.i, as a good rvife should.
IJut Anna took back witir her to St. Pctersbtrrg
somuthing that a good lrrife should not. A
lovc nerzly born for a man othcr than her
husbarrd. It was all a nerv and strange
sdnsirtion; the feeling that Anna e'xperigpced
fo:: the )rorlng Count Vronsky whom she had
,:.hirnccd. to meet' r,r,hile in ]Vlosco'az. Lle rvas
ai.i or'ficer or thc army; an imperial adjutant,
had r,vealth and ambition, besides a scherning

―
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old mother who adored her son and pushed
his fortunes. He was easily the leader of the
gilded youth of the capital.

Anna felt with a sort of surprised terror
that there was danger in her being much in
the company of the dashing and debonair
Vronsky. She told hc,rsclf that she should not
see him any more. Ilut at the same time she
kept on wondering when she would see him
again. Well, Vronsky was in exactly the same
boat himself he was as much smitten witl'r
Anna as she was with him.

Princess Ekaterina Alexandrovna
Shcherbatsky, an uncomplicated and
affectionate girl, who had been madly in love
with Vronsky was broken-hearted when she
saw in a Moscow drarving room how much
Ama and Vronsky rvere infatuated vvith
each other. Poor Kitty! Constantine Levin
had come all the way to Moscow to woo Kitty
leaving his country estate for the time beinf.
Needless to say, he was mad about Kitty, not
realizing his innate worth, had given the
poor young man the mitten, thinking all the
while that she might be able to win Alexeis
Vronsky and possess him forever.

Constantine Levin lived alone upon his
vast ancestral estates where he kept himself
brrsy trying to improve the methods of
farming. I-Ic was very highly rcgarded by
his peasants and servants and they, lovingly
callcd him'little fathcr'. Though he u,as r)ne
of the best .rnd most cligible of bachelors,
Ki{tv rejr:ctctl him whic.l'r hurt him pretty,
bacliy: I-Iowever, he was quite resilient. I{e
arorrscd hirnself rn,ith the thought that he had
duties; in this world to perfornr and rcsumed
his old way of life, chastcnccl and saddcned,
sadder and wiser, with greater cncrg,.y and
commitment than bcfore: As a matter of fact,
the pcrson r.lho was hurt most blz I1i11r'"
rejection of Levin rvas Dolly, Kitty's sister
who knew, hon, noble Levin was. Dolly
thought that Kitty would have been very
happy if she had marriecl Levin. Infatrrated
r,r'ith Vronsky shc had becorne blind to the
pure love that Lerrin rvas capable of. Ilr:nce
hcr.l'efection of Levin's sr-rit.

,1 ,

$/hen Ar-rna Karcnina arrivr.,d at the
railu,ay slation in St. Pctersburg aftcr her tripr
to i\{oscow (r,rrhere she mended the broken

relationship between Dolly and Stepan)
Count Vronsky was there to meet her, having
traveled north by the same train. Alexei
Karenin, Anna's husband, was there to meet
her, too, and the sight of Alexei very much
irritated Vronsky. I{e vc.ry closely studied
Anna's face witl'r his observant cycs as the
husband and the wife werc cxchanging
greetings. "No, she does not love him at all,'
said Vronsky to himself. Without much ado
Anna introduced them to each other. 'Ah, I
think we have met before,' replied Alexei
Karenin. 'I suppose yoll are on leave, Count
Vronsky,'he continued and without waiting
for an answer, turned to his wife with some
trivial question; it was a kind of dismissal.
So accepting the evident hint, Vronsky took
his leave, saying to Anna, "l lrope to have
the honour of calling'.. it was the husband
r,vho replied "We shall be most happy and
most honored; we receive on Mondays".

Anna was most distressed and confuscd.
As sl're entered her boudoir that night shc
was deeply troubled and said to herself. 'My
husbancl is a good man and honest and lo1,al
one'. 'Nevertheless, Anna was changed; on
her face was no such smile as she had worn
when she first met Vronsky. 'I'he light oi'
gladness was sadly missing from her eycs.
Iror the first time in her life she had
experienced and was expcrrcncirrg tr ncy,/
thrill and a strange fulfillnrent in thc
company of Vronsky compared to wldch her
life rvith Alexei was dull and cold, tasteless
and odorless. In short, Anna lcalnt for the
first time irr her life what shc rvas lackirrs and
rvherc from she would get v,,hat siro lackccl.

Days passed. But the htrrrger in .r\nna {or
the corn-panionship of Vronsl<y refi"rscd to br:
quenched she tl'rerefore began to frequent thc
set of Princes Betsy-that rvas thc r;et ;rnd the
circle rvhere Vronsky movec{: As the
conditions were conducive for tlreir coming
together, tLrere as a matter of course they rnet
qtrite frequently. Without rvasting any tithe
at all, the voung and enterprising soldier,
exploiting the rnany occasions and situations,
cleclared his lorre for Ann.r. Anna, on hcr
part, maCe no responsc or advence in thc
initiai st'agcs, but dcep in lrcr heart u,as cver'
the samc feeling shc harl felt ancl expericncecl
rvhen they first nret each other. Her joy in
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-his presence was visible in her eyes, her smile,
her glance. She melted in Vronsky's warmth.
His magnetic charm drew her to him and she

was absolutely helpless in resisting it. l)o
what she could; she was not able to conceal
what she felt for Vronsky. The two would
sit apart in crowded assemblies. People
began to nod their l-reads and talk. In just a
few days' time the Princess Betsy circle
accepted the situation as just another 'affair' .

The members were delighted - as was
natural. Iletsy asked her one-day. "Why
were you not at my dinner last night? ...
Don't answer it. I know; a certain Person
was not there, how I envy you lovers your
second sight's she added."

One evening Alexei Karenin entered a

crowded drawing room and saw Anna
sitting apart as usual with Vronsky and
oblivious of her surroundings and engaged
with Vronsky ir, deep earnest conversation:
Karenin knew that Count Vronsky was a,

frequent caller at his house and that he met
Anna quite frequently at social functions. But
jealousy to the diplomat was one of the
meanest of passions. Besides, it was an insult
to his wife to harbor such an evil feeling. But
that night the radiant look on Anna's face as

Vronsky whispered in her ear coupled with
the significant and s1y looks on the faces of
the other guests, prompted him to take a firm
resolution. There was nothing wrong, of
course, but she had to avoid the appearance
of evil. So he made up in his mind a nice
little lecture for Anna. That night he went
up to her boudoir and started delivering his
carefully rehearsed and perfected lecture. But
Anna interrupted him and spoiled
everything. "What is it that you are talking
about?" she asked, "'Ihat is just like you.
Sometimes you complain because I am dull,
and tonight because I enjoyed myseif; you
are angry. But go on. I am interested. \A/hat
is it that you are driving at?". Karenin had
never seen Anna like that before and he felt
alarmdd at her manner and her words.
" Anrta,I do not seek to inquire into your
feelings; it would be useless, perhaps
dangerous. But our lives have been joined
together not by man, but by HIM, and only
death or sin can break the tie, a sin which
brings its own punishment. "I do not
understand even a word of what you are

trying to telllne′
′
said she′ yawning′

″I know
only that l am tired and sleepy″ .″Anna′ for

heaven′ s,ake′ dO not tal、 like tllis.I spe,k

as rnuch for your 9wn Sake as rnine.Iam
your husband alld 1 love you. Butthe word
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That vvas the night frott which the rnartial

relationship betweenへ,na and Alexei
changed entirely Outwardly the husband
and the wife lived as us191′ ,S if nOthil■ g had

comc between them′ buliユ:Wall had arisel■
between them. That A■ ,β loVed Vronsky′
Alexei Karenin was certei■ ′lut he strangoly
believed that pride a19nβ  w6uld PrcVent
Anna forgetting her dЧ「ェ♀S as a Wife and
mother.As for VrOnskyれ they nOw frankly
told each‐ other and t,cmpelves that they
loved each other and thati“ cre Was nothing
else besides in tl■ e world l卜 at mattered.'The
young soldier was offeFed thc governorship

of a distant prOvince′ b■lt hら d declined it in

order to te hear Anna.・ 111e・ was ordered to

joil■ his regiment and for thc same reason he

resigned his colfnlniSsion. lhus he sacrificcd

the imperial favOr and his ambitiOn in his

chosen ProfeSSiOn at the false shrine of his

illicit love. Anna at tilnes felt terrifiedノ at

others experienced heavenly happiness and
fulfillmё it′ an exPerience ghe had never had

with hei hisband so fari: :

Stepl■ 4卜er brotl■cr′ qen■e tO Sec her and

reasoned:with her′ but,l■e bafied hiln′ as

she had Farenin.′ And h9w is Kitty?′
′Anna

asked 91`hOr lrother.,tepan il■ formed her
that hi,sister― in law ha4 been male‐ very ill

grieving over her unr9quited lov9 fOr
Vronsky′ end that her Parents hadit,ゃn her

abroao.:ハ甲a Said′
′
lo9F`Kitty!.ュ q讐〕SOrry

fOr h9Fi:And Levin?′ He is on hl,19βlates.′′Poor、 oζtia(i・ e.Leveil■ )!Kitty sh9μ‖haVe

married him:He would have ma4■ へ響9del
husband.″  There was a touch ofirony:in her

tone.  Anna had′  in the meanwhile′
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-developed a very strange way wardress,
stubbornness and strength of character-
which made her quite incomprehensible.

Many a month passed. It was summer.
Anna was living with her son, Sergei, in a

villa some miles from St. Petersburg. Alexei
Karenin had plunged more deeply than ever
before into the affairs of the state. Sometimes
he would not visit tl're villa for wee ks together.
Secretly Anna was receiving constant visits
fromVronsky. One day,asshe and the Count
were sitting alone upon the terrace, she
Ieaned over and, blushing, whispered in his
ear. Vronsky started and turned pale. Irinally
he spoke, "Neither yoll r-ror I have looked
upon our liaison as one of ephemeral joy and
happiness. Now the time has come to put
an end to all this lying and deccit. You must
confess everything and leave your husband
for ever". 'llut he does not know', said Anna.
That was not the first time that Vronsky had
been struck with the impossibility of making
Anna comprehend her own position. I{e
realized far more strongly this time that in
the place of the real and formcr Anna had
grown up into a being who was capricious
and incomprehensible. And, that was almost
repulsive to Vronsky.

"ilris cannot go on like this, said Vronsky,
'our lives must be united'. "Are they not
united now?'replied Anna. 'We should have
to fly, to give up everything: 'Anna', said
Vronsky, 'I am sincerely sorry to make you
unhappy, but....' "fhere is my happiness,'
cried she, and at once ran to meet her little
boy, Sergei, who came dancing in from the
garden. Shortly after this intention there was
a day's racing at the fashionable track near
St. Petersburg: 'l'he Emperor was there in
person, so, of course, Alexei Karenin, the
rising minister, went along with his wife to
the race course. There was a steeplechase
race for gentlemen riders. Vronsky was one
of the participants and rode in it on his
English mare. The Count rode with more
fury than judgment. At the last jump the
mare took it all right, but when she landed
on the other side of the fence, she slipped and
sank to the earth with a broken back.
Vronsklu'escaped unhurt, but the mare had
to be shot. A11 that Anna from her seat in
the grand stand could see was that the

Count's mare had fallen and he with her.
She was terribly agitated and lost all control
of herself in her terror and anxiety. 'Let us
go, let us go', she cried, starting up: I-lcr
husband, who had been obscrving his wife
closely, said,' "I am offering you my arm to
go if you wish it;" Anna sank back in hor
seat, put her fan before her face and burst
into tears. Karenin placed himself in front
of her to shield her, in vain, of course, as it
was too late for it, from the curiosity of the
crowd close to them.

After a while when Anna had calmcd
down, Alexei escorted her to their carriage.
As they drovc, away, he said. "I wish to call
your attention to thc fact that your conduct
today was highly improper. There was a

time when I should have used the relations
between us as an argument. lt is now merely
a question of outward facts. You have
behaved with impropriety and it must not
happen again. Perhaps I have been deceived.
If so, I ask your forgiveness". "No', burst out
Anna, "You have not been deceived. I am in
love with him. I am his mistress. I l-ratc'you
and fear you. Do with me what you like".
Then Anna sank back into her seat and once
again burst into tears. Karenin did not speak,
did not alter the direction of his look, but the
stern, grave expression on his face became
fixed as in the rigidity of death. As they
approached the house, he tunled to his wife
and said:'Until the necessary measures have
been taken to protect my name and honor,
measured about which you shali be informed
of, I insist that decencics and appearanccs
be preserved'. Lle got down from the
carriage; assisted Anna to alight, re-entered
the carria$e and was driven to St. Petersburg.
Anna found a note from Betsy saying' I have
seen him. He is unhurt.'Then he will come,
thought Anna, looking at her watch. 'My
God, how I love him! As for my husband well;
so, much the better. It is all over now between
us.'

Naturally Alexei Karenin's first idca was
a challenge (a duel to stake a claim, to set
things right etc.) But from his youth up he
had always had a horror of that mode of
avenging a wrong. Again, would he not look
like an imposter in sending a challenge when
he knew that his friends would not permit
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-him to risk a life so valuable to the country.
There remained the matter of divorce, against
that he had religious scruples. Also, he
thought, divorce severs completely the
relations between husband and wife, leaving
the wife to the lover. 'fhere would be a
scandal and his political enemies would make
capital out of it. If his political opponents
made the most of it, he would suffer and not
Anna. Finally, after many a weary hour of
thought, he wrote his wife a letter in which
he said 'My decision is tl'ris: Whatever your
conduct may have been, I cannot recognize
my own right to break, to destroy, a tie
consecrated by the Supreme Power. The
family name must not be exposed.
Outwardly our special life must remain as it
had remained so far, I am convinced that you
are repentant and will continue to repent. I
desire that you return to town 'Iuesday at
latest.'

"l-{e is right," Anna thought, 'he is always
right always Christian-like' and
magnanimous Anna sent a note to Vronsky
asking him to go to her. When Vronsky
arrived, she showed the letter from her
husband to him and informed him of what
she had done. 'lt is a thousand times bear.
You did the right thing' said Vronsky, and
you must leave him. Whatever he may think,
things can no longer go on as they have been
going on'. "A.y my son, Sergei?' Anna
asked. "Iake him and come to me. I must
provide for our future lives". No said Anna
slowly it must be as he says. Things must go
on as they have been going'.

Anna won, at least for the time being.
Things went on as they did before. Karenin
had a serious talk with his wife when she
arrived at St. Petersburg. Vronsky was
forbidden in his house and Anna was given
strict orders to avoid him when they met by
chance in society. But secretly Anna and
Vronsky continued to meet, both disobeying
the commands. Karenin learnt about thesc
clandestine meetings. Ife went to Anna in
her room and said: I came to tell you that I
shall never again enter this house. I am going
to Moscow for a time. You hear from my
lower about the steps shall take for a divorce.
My son wiil be taken care of by some of my
relatives. 'Alexei', 'cried Anna; leave me

Sergei - to save me, leave me Sergei. But
Karenin shook off the hand that was
stretched to stay him and left the room
without another word. Karenin drove to the
office of a prominent lawyer and succinctly
stated his case. "You will please let me know
witlrin eight daysl" said he in conclusion,
"whether you will take the case and upon
what terms". Soon he applied for permission
to go abroad. As he had to pass though
Moscow, he determined to stop there for a
few days. The gay Stepan, his brother in law,
called upon him and invited him to dinner,
'I cannot come,'said Alexei Karenin,'Why?'
asked Stepan. 'Because I am about to get a
divorce from your sister:'

'Oh, don't, said', Stepan, 'Dolly and I had
a deuce of a rovr once, you remember, and
see how huppy we are now. And Kitty, you
know; well, she has returned as well as cver
and Levilr and she are about to be married.
Sl're found out after all it was Levin that she
really loved. So, you, see, if only you wait;
how things come out all right. 'But when
Alexei had explained all to Stepan, he had
to admit that' it was a very hard case. Dolly,
on being informed of the state of affairs,
appealed to Karenin, saying,' 'think about
what she will become if you abandon her.'
But he could only answer,

'Alas! There is no other way'.

The following day a telegram was
delivered to him. It read:'I am dying. Come
to me. I shall die easier if I have your
forgiveness', and it was signed 'Anna'. Is it
some new trick of hers? thought Alexie.
I{owever, he took the next train to go home
at St. Petersburg. A1l the way he could not
get out of his head the thought that if Anna
should die, it would solve all his present
problems. 'FIow is your mistress?' said he to
the servant who opened the door. 'Madam
was safely confined last night, 'was the
answer. Karenin turncd pale; He realized
how much he had desircd hcr death. Who
is here? FIe asked'. "Ihc doctor, the nurse
and Count Vronsky.' said the servant. Anna
luy in her bed moaning and raving
incohercntly, and nearby lay a ncwly born
baby girl. At the head of the bed sat Vronsky,
his face buried in his bands. She turned her
head toward her husband and said.
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-'Alexei, is itnot cruel that theyboth should
be called Alexei? Alexei you are a good man,
you do not know how good you are yourself.
Give me the child. No, he has not seen her
yet. Take her away. Alexei; come near me.
The time is short. Now I understand
everything. Give me your hand. Forgive me.
Make Vronsky uncover his face. There, there,
forgive him, please' with tears streaming
down his cheeks Karenin extended his hands
in silence to Vronsky. They left the room
together, and Vronsky said: 'Alexei Karenin,
I am incapable of speaking or of
understanding. Believe me, my sufferings are
great. Have pity upon me, and, if you can;
forgive me.' 'You are aware; 'replied
Karenin, 'that I have intended getting a
divorce-1 will even go further, and say that I
have wished for her death. But now I see
clearly my duty. It is to remain with her. I
only ask one thing - the joy of forgiving.,

Vronsky went away feeling humiliated
and confused, as if he had just lost the path
along which he had been walking proudly
and contentedly. 1he betrayed husband had
raised himself to a height, which compelled
his respect, and appeared to him honesi, high
minded and generous, while he himself
seemed a mean and spiritless creafure. All
that night Vronsky walked his room thinking,
and toward dawn tried to put a bullet
through his heart. But his aim was bad, and
he only succeeded in wounding himself
severely.

Anna, in spite of the prognostications of
the physicians, began to mend. While she was
recovering, the Princess Betsy came bustling
in to see her. She told her about Vronsky,i
attempt at suicide and begged her to go see
him. Anna said, 'No I can neve, r"e hi-
again! If he were not going away,. Urged
Betsy, 'I could understand your refusal. But
not to see the man who has tried to kill
himself for your sake and is now going to
exile himself ,for love of you-why thal is
absurd. Let him say goodbye at leist.,,

In a moment of weakness Anna consented
to an interview with Count Vronsky. And,
Count Vronsky did not go away. Giadually,
the old relations were re established. Karenin
realized that matters were drifting back to
their former state and Anna,s of iepeated

exclamation,'Oh why did I not die?' found
an echo in his heart. A month later Karenin
was alone with his son. Meanwhile, Anna
had gone abroad with Vronsky. They stayed
in Italy in an ancient place, a palace with
spacious grounds. Vronsky took up painting
as a diversion. They had their daughter with
them and as the baby grew, it f,ecame a
source of grief to them that she could bear
no name other than Karenin. Now and then
ronsky brought traveling Russians to the
palace, men of the world who he knew
would 'understand'. Of women's society,
they had none. The little paradise they had
planned where love shouldbe everythingdid
not, somehow, seem to be a wholly
satisfactory place after all.
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Vronsky became bored with his painting
and gave up art in disgust at his own lack o1
ability: He would often visit the neighboring
city alone to mingle with the world once
more. Anna became jealous, suspicious and
would break out into fits of furious reproach
against Vronsky, charging that he no longer
loved her and ending hcr outbursts with a
flood of fears and a series of caresses.
Vronsky had letters from his people telling
him how Kitty and Levin were living upon
Levin's estates, busy, huppy and contented
in each other and in the work they fountl to
their hands. 'Iheirs was an isolated life, as
was the one he and Anna.were leading-but
what a great gulf was between them.

Anna suddenly demanded to be taken
back to St. Petersburg. T'he Count, knowing
what she would be exposed to in that city,
tried to reason with her, but she was insistent
and the next winter saw them in the Russian
capital. Karenin was leading a lonely life.
FIe dined abroad and was at home only for
his sleep and his earlybreakfast. The countess
Lydia visited the house daily, taking charge
o{ t!" uprising of Sergei and of the ordering
of the domestics. FIe knew that people
expected him to press for a divorce, but his
religious scruples against divorce became
active and he hesitated. Anna learned that
Lydia had taken the place she should have
filled with respect to Sergei and wrote to her
letters begging to be allowed to visit and see
the boy. Lydia, after consulting with Karenin,'
wrote back that no good could come of the
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-lnterview and that it would incite the boy to

ask questions concerning rnatters of which it

were better that hc kept in ignorance.

Anna ordered a carriage and drOve to the

house′ once her home bribed the servant at

the door and forced her■vay into the sleePing

rooln of her son.′ Oh!′ cried Sergei″ do not

go away aganl.'11ley told ine you were dead―

but l knew better.″  The boy′s tutor entered

the room.Anna drew the veil over her face

and flcd to her carriage.Brooding in her
roorn at the hotel she thoughtィ

′Iam q■ite

alone. Iam a burden′ on Vronsky.Myso,is
no longer llnine. Vronsky had 6o,nded his

family upOn the question of receiving″ .

Anna′ but had been rebuffed. IIe had
reconciled hilnself to tl■ e situation.Gen9rally

Anna was said ignored by her forlner friends

and acquaintances′ but the PrincesS Betsy

called.′ I know they will blame me′ .it Betsy
′butl wOuld come and seo you. IIow ab6ut
the divorce?Of course l am not fo01ishly

prejudiced.But l warn you that others are
not so liberal.You leave on lhrusday′ you

say l anl sorry l shall not see more of you.′

That night at dinner Anna suddenly
announced that she wanted to go to the

瀞薔i咽騨轟1講
Anna  insisted′   and  the  Prince
Toushkenwitch′ who was dining with the
tWO′ P01itely said he had an engagement for
the evening. Anna said the Prince would
escort hcr and she would take along her aunt―

an elderw sphSter with a sad reputation as

棚:T・ 牝II;亀囃LTtttl駆
and′ seeing her lnotller in her box′ went to

her.′ I see little of you of late′
′
said she′

smiling/But Why are you notin attendance

肥:Wi詰乱鳳」雅∬掌t出
looked and tutted Pale.In the next box to
Anna′  whcre the Karasofs Wereィ  Mtte
Karasof was standing uP′ talking hurrie41y

爛 砲li11:躍電∬留|‖粘
Anha′ who was bitiig her liPS and Staring

straight before her.All eyes were tumed
froln the stage to the little drama. Karasof

had bowed to Anna′ and his wife had lnade

a scene′ uttermg offensive wordS about Anna

in a loud tone of voice. In a minute the
Karasof box was empty. The Count hastened
to Arura's box. "It seems to me, 'said Anna,
"That you have come very late. You I'tave

missed the best piece". "l am a poor judge,"
replied he, iooking dt hcr seriously. Whcn
they reached the l'rotel,iAnna burst into tears,
She exploded: "It is you who were the cause

of every thing. It was horrible:" She said,
"she was disgraced by sitting near me. If I
live to be a hundred I cannot forget it.' I

begged you not to go, 'said Vronsky. 'And
why should I not have gone? replied Arura.
If you had any love for.me... you have driven
me to this,' In short, Anna was utterly
unreasonable and made Vronsky feel angry
and bitter toward her. 'I-wo days later thcy
left St. Petersburg and went to livc at a small
place of the Count's in the country. l-lere for
some time they were huPPy again, but-Anna
soon began to be haunted with the fear that
Vronsky had ceased to love her. While hc,

in spite of himself, welcomcd any excuse to
absent himself from home, and felt that
things were getting into an impossible state.

A divorce and his marriage to Anna, he
thought, might make matters smoother.
Anna herself now gladly welcomed tl're idea,
and wrote to Alexei- but received no reply:
Vronsky had to 8o to Moscow on business'
Anna insisted upon going with him. 'lheir
quarrels broke out afresh. Vrnnsky's mothcr
was in Moscow, and staying with her was
the young and attractive Princess Sarokine,

whom the Countess wished her son to marry,
Anna somehow knew about it and naturally,
her fears, suspicions and capriciousness
increased a thousand fold. After a violent
scene with Anna, Vronsky left the room;
muttering to himself; I have tried evcrything.
I will now see what a little indifferencc will
and can do. From one of the scrvants Anna,
now suddenly repentant,leamt that Vronsky
had left, for the stables. She dispatched a

note after him, begging him to come back.
In the meantime Vrohsky had left the stables

and gone to the railway station in order to
take a train for Nijini. Anna wrote another
note'and said to the servant,- Llere, take this
to your master at his moth6r's country'homc'
at Nilini. In the note Anharhad writtcn.' I
am scared, Come back. Alt will be
explained.' The last words she had spoken
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to Vronsky were:′ You will be sorry for this.′

Now the idea occurred to her that the only

way to make VrOnSky sorry was tO kill
herself. she could not gettl■ e idea out of her

head′ hOwsOevcr hard she tried. She hurried

to the railway statio■ and t00k the nexttrain
for Nilini・ lhe‐ man,at the station t01d her
that Vronsky was■ 9t at his lnOtller′ s′ but at
the house of Princtts sarOkine′ c10se by.

JuSt then the sё ivant whorrl she had
disPatched with herhote apPeared beforeher

and delivered a llneslsage from the COunt.・ lhe
message read:′ SOrr,your note did nOt reach
me in MOscOw.1/Vill return at 10 0′ clock′
′
Anna walked dOwiltl■ e PlatfOrm′

′My God′′
she thOughり ′

Wherё lshall l fly tO?I will nOt

perrrut hh tO tOrturё lne like this again.″

山よ梶 Ifr:帯 w鮒 凛 :ul¶
over. In an instant,her resolve was made.

ツVithout wasting any tilne she threw herself

beneath the wheels Of the tralll and life was

crushed out of her.｀ vronsky′ coming to the
station′ saw her mangled body′ her face alone

was undamaged′ lying in the freight shed
where tlle officials had carried an4 Placed it.

Two lnOnths later the torlninus Of Koursk

Railway was crowdё d with troo,S gOing off
to the Trukish war.The old cOuntess
Vronsky lν as there′ cOme tO see off her sOn
who had v01unteered and cquiPPed a battery

at his own expense′ ″
You have nO idea wl■ at

we have been thrOugh′ ′
said the COuntess to

a friend.″  
「

Or six weeks Alexei wOuld nOt
SPeak′ and it was well nigh impOssible for

me to′make hiln eat anything:Yea′ that
woman died′ as she had lived―shamelessly.
She ruined the lives Of twO men′ bOth Of
exceptional lllerit′ and went tO perdition
herself.what did she exPecttO prove by her

death?(Dh′ believe me′ she lvas th6roughly
bad.′ VrOnsky went up to his lnOther. I― Ie

showed the dじ cts Of ilh■ ess and desPhir and′

above all′ gun街 As the train movごd ot he
said to hilnsdlttfyl go to lose hOnorably allife

which has been spent dishonorably!`

埒 乳 爵 機
ヽ
NA:A CITcAL

PerhaPs tl■ ,ルest Way Of studying′ Anna
Karenina′ is through the analysis of the
principal characters and the cOnflicts that

rage through their minds as well as between
pairs of them. The direction that the plot
would take is presented in the beginning itseif:
'Ihe temporary marital discord that rosc
between Stepan and Dolly, if it had
aggravated, the consequences would have
been, to put it mildly, disastrous. Stepan
wouid go one way, Dolly another way and
the children yet another way, the family
disintegrating into myriad pieces. 'Ihe timely
capable invention and mediation by Anna
saves her brother's marriage. (13ut, ironically,
her own marriagc shows thc'domino eff'eci)
Stepan was guilty of unfaithfulness, having
an affair with their French governess, but he
is not punished. For the same indiscretion
Anna and Vronsky are severely, cruelly
punished. Is this not discriminatory? Why
are two yardsticks used to measure the same
sort of offence with? 'l-he slip of moral law
shows and it shows very conspicuously.

Love is the noblcst of all emotions. lhe
whole world revolves round the love of one
sex for the opposite sex. 'I'here is the
congenital craving in every human being for
union with a member of the opposite sex. It
is this craving and its recognition and
acceptance that are behind the evolution and
establishment of tl-re institutior"r of marriage.
Flowever, when conventional mo.ully
obtrudes, there is derailment. It is the natural
Iibido that guarantees the continuity of
posterity. Conventional morality and
religious scruples help repress or perhaps
sublimate this libido through the artificiil,
institutional or perhaps sublimate this 1ibido
tlrrou gh the artificia l, ins titutio nalize d,,holy,
matrimony. Matrimony conveniently forgets
the lruth that man is basically an animal *ith
repressed animal instincts.

All marriages are not always based or1, or
brought about by, love of one another of the
couples. Economic, social, religious, cultural,
educational, geographic and many otircr
factors come to the fore before, dunng anci
after marriages. There is the worsi. kind of
marriage: the marriage of inconrrcnicnce.
Soon incapability raises its ugly head and the
marriage is doomed to failurc unless the
partners learn fast to adapt and als<r
accommodate each other in a spirit of ,live
and let live without expecting much out of

H5日‐‐
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each other or out of a marriage'. As a matter
of fact, it is this sort of marriage that rve find
all over and we know as a 'successful
marriage. Needless to say, it is a life-long,
unending sacrifice of everything personal and
private on the altar of marriage. Ilut is it
worth it? The answer is an emphatic and
unambiguous 'NO'. Yet marriages do
succeed. It is simply because the partners do
not seem to realize what they are lacking/
losing/sacrificing and'what they deserve to
get out of marriages. So long as this
awareness does not down uPon them; things
move in circles, it is routine and ennui. It is
just one or trvo out of a million who suddenly
get sensitizcd and realize the monotony and
try to break it and get out of it. Needless to
say, it is these courageous few who lil'e,
r.rrhcreas the remaining just exists. lhe fcn'
rvho live 'demand; the rest ate,
mbtaphorically speaking, dead inside.

This is what we have to bear in mind while
studying 'Anna Karenina'. Anna has been
'successfully' and erren'gloriously' marriccl
to Alexei Karenin for almost a decade. It is
only when she meets Vronsky that she wakes
up and becomes a\A'at'e of what is wanting
in lrer' near ideal' marriage: I-Icr marriage,
she now realizes, is like fire without hbat,
food.without spies, flower withc'ut coLour"

Anna literary wakes up' at the touch of and
in th-e company of Vronsky. Alexei Karcnin
has been keeping Anna asleep a11 throrrgh
tJrei':marricd lifc; it is this wakcfrrlncss that
driv:s.Aun1r crazy. Shc is htttrgrv fcr rt'hat
has been denied l'rer all along. [-ct us lr'.:re
recall fusen and his 'Doll'. Ann: l'ras heert

the violin cf .Alexei: Vronsky startg'fine tuning
it making it come to life.

The matter is not so simplc as that. Ilcre
orthodox religion interfercs rl'ilh its
Commandment: Thou shall not c'-rrnrnit
adtrltery, The interests of orgauized religion
ancl the notion of individual's frecdom hav'e

alrlral,s been and u'i11 always t'e, at
Iogger:hcads. We may call this another ol'the
eternal predicarnents of man. '[here can be

no reconciliation trct',uecn them. Ar".d we
k:r{:rv that r:eligion carr destroy inriirridt:als.
the dcstnrction begins r'vith the psvcl:e and

sr-tdc i^rlfh the body. Perlraps I have- prut tlrc
rvratti: too succinctll' and abrup!'lv' l:t leasl

in Anna's case it is true. (Recall what
happens to I{ester Prynne and Arthur
Dimmesdale in I{awthorne's 'fhe Scarlet
Letter'. The Comparison helps. It will be
fruitful to recall Elizebath Chandler's
comment on this American novel: "The main .

theme... is not the sin of illicit love, but the
consequent sins of hypocrisy and revenge,
and their effect on the boul').

Her life with Alexei lras been too right; too
correct, too model like to be human life. In
this the humanity of Anna is totally
submerged and hidden. Vronsky brings her
up and out and a whole new world in its
glorious colours and brilliance is revealed to
l"rer. Flowever, it also blinds her. She errs in
moralistic, religious, social ethical terms- Ilut
her erring is also her awakening to the
fulfilhnent of life. Regrettably, society is not
grown up enough, tolerant enough, to accept
it on Arura's terms. It condcmns her. It is
this conflict between thc individual and the
organization that leads to Anna's premafure
doom.

'l'olstoy seems to say that thc relation
between man and woman (in marriage,
obviously) is destructive w'hen itis dominated
bv possessiveness and sclf-centeredness and
is rewarding and ennobling when goverued
by selfless love and rnutual rbgard.

Thesc two forms of love are illustrated in
thc norrel by thc 'adulterous' rclation between
An-na and Vronskv and tl're marital rclation
bt:trver'n Lcvin and Kitty respectivellz. \Ve
all knor,r. that marric'd lifc is not a bed of roscs,

nor is ii a bed of thot:ns. Ivlarried life is al'"vays

like a sca lvrackccl by tempcstitous storms
rvith pcriods of pcrfect calm and poise in
betrvecn.

We may, if neect be, call it psvchological
realism to refer to the delineation of
charactcrs and to the dcscription of social life
in Russia in the 1870s. (T]lre cvgnts descrihed
jn the novel are supposed to have bcen taking
place in the 1870s) 'Iolstoy {c}ves dcep into
the psyche of the principal, p/raracters and
makes th.cm reveal therlr.sg[.res totally,
rvitlreut fcr a moment iltruding rtporr their

1:rlirrato ard personal tl'roughtq anci l'cclings.
ft is this aspect that makes the ncvel a

n.astcrpiece.

{m f',yropcn rt F i : t it t t
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We are presented with.three man-rdorran

relations in the novel; first, the marital
relationship between Alexei and Anna
Karenina: second the marital relationship
between Levine and Kitty; and third, the
'adulterous relationship between Anna and
Vronsky. The first is devoid of love, though
full of respect for each other, the second.is
cemented with love and consideration,
understanding and accommodation; the
third is brought about by passionate love and
sexual attraction. 'Ihe first two are sanctified
matrimony. On that pretext anything goes.
The third, though grounded on mutual
attraction and a specific form of ,natural,love
is frowned upon bechuse it is not permitted
by holy matrimony and it is violative of the
canonical law. How can the third one be
permitted to flourish?

Man, who underneath the veencr of
artificial civilization is a beast, is naturally
adulterous; when all the parameters are
favorable, this nature, surfaces: But society
consisting of the vast majority of ,civilized,
people condemns this 'natural, craving and
the strong 'need'for its sifuation. We have
here a situation akin to the one we find in
"Mansfield Park" and in'Madame Bovary,
Constantine Levin and Kitty are in their
country estates ad everything is all right with
them. The cities are centers of corruption; as
exemplified in Moscow; St. petersburg, paris
and London: Everything is topsy-turvy with
Anna, Vronsky, Betsy rr,a n"iur.ociates and
Madame Bovary. 'Ihis is not to say that city
corrupts all and Nature maintains
prelasparian purity and innocence in
everyone. All that I am trying to say here is
that the attraction a man and a woman feel
for each ether is just mercilessly and
unnaturally suppressed and repressed on
account of social taboos which go by the pet
name of civilization. The individual,s
freedom of choice is totally curtailed in
matters such asrthe choice of hir/h". mate;
if helshe is a {rictim of institutionalized
marriage. Hovlever, something I hasten to
add here. When Vronsky insiits on Anna
getting her divdtce from dlexei, she refused;.
it is because shelwlll be able to retain her high
social profile which her marriage confeis
.upoh her. Besides, her natural c[ving will'be 

satisfied through her clandestine relations

: With VFOnSky,for which irnarital contact is

not necessary. In otl■ er wOrds′ Anna wants
to eat the cake and have it_another
predicament. lhe result is′ predictably′ the
predicament rcmains and the persOn tryhg
to resolvc it gets dcstrOyed.ThOugh TolstOy′s
intentions are outlined above′ he rneans rnuch
more than what he says. Let us see hOw.
Here we have tO go by whatis given in the

text.

I'here are three females whO enter the

circlё of relatiOnship. Anna′ Dolly and Kitty.
Anna is far lovelier′ cleverer′ smarter and
abler than Dolly.Kitty is just Ordinary and

native by cOntrast:Anna saves Dolly′ s
marriage′ but she fails in saving her Own.
Anna indirectly helPs Kitty find jOy and

happiness in her llnarriago of Levin rectly・

helPs Kitty find jOy and haPPineSS in her

marriage of Levin(by possessing Vronsky
herself after weaning hiln frOm Kitty whO

wasinfatuated with him),but She fails tO fil■ d
haPPiness and satisfactiOn in her own
marriage. If we can call her exPerienCe with

Alexei happy′ then she loses that haPPinesS′

consequent upon her Frleeting Vronsky.Do

We find′ double standards′ here′ as we find
theln in every sPhere Of human life at all

tilnes?what Anna preachOs tO stepan aid
Dolly′ she fails tO practice and she deceives

herself. It is PeoPle like hcr wh0 1nake uP

society.Let us nOw take Alexei Karenin.He
lS lll eVery respect a llllodel husband′ yet he is
unable to fill the sudden vacuum that has

arisen in Anna′ s life(The vacuum was there′

Anna had not felt and realized it until she

met Vronsky)is it Alexei′ s failure or is it
Anna′ s exOrbitant demand?we have to
consider her as lfnore llnportant than Alexei.

Now the answer is that Anna becOmes all
on a sudden t00 demanding and she thinks/
feels that VrOnsky alone can fill the sudden

vacuulln she has discOvered in her life.That

is exactly the reasOn why she′ a christian′
flouts all her vows Of h01y matrllnony and

has her adulterous′ nay′ naturally human
affair with Vronsky. IIere the cOnflict
assumes a religious versus natural domail■

.

The OutcOme′ once′ agalll a predictable one
is disastrous.

While Alexei takes Anna for granted′
Vronsky sac五ices everyth“g he Valuesin his

―
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_life for her′ for instance′ his nlllitary career    The storlny affair between Anna and

which promises him a′ great future. Anna′   Vronsky is no dOubi far rnore thrilling than

of course′ reciPrOCates by sacrificing hor  the sorrlnambulant′ routine′ though stcady′

family′ attraction and attention in blue  love betwecn Kitty and I‐evin. Troughs and

Ы∞
“
d"ddy ttdねⅢmЫe dКbtt L船

:、lよ[T][紺:澪∬∬1#緊
belittled′ avoide`′ ridiCuled′ snubbed and

:HttI』w龍IW:潔
Sttl鷲電∬離y言黒翼:躙  『猟Ψ:ぶ

rernarkable. ArLna let loose a veritable stormacquaintances. She is now a castaway′

轟鱗難i勲警I機職辮憾
unrernitting′ joalous PosseSSiVeness.She

marriages a■er becoming a scapegoat.′

驚l聾桑鰭魅帽担 甫1群鮮il誓l質識result is′ as we see′ suicide. Anna has bitten

職里度I盟1弥楓蓮鸞整響襟褻駆,ユ晏襄
too late tl■ e harln is dono.ノ nヽd it is ondlesslyheads:(a)the mOtl■ er woman lb)the Sage

woman,(c)the fatal woman.In ancient repeated.

TT憮育
'儡

墟露∫T悧:裏 ar謝翼常lttiF縄絆:ふ冒∬懲爵

I詭盟謂Tユ翼ぽT∫η:懸′鴛 柵尋蹴瀧
ittl…dm∝dh

′snake woman′ ′
′the poisonous woman′

we find Levin to be an indistinct self―
(Lamia′ the Sirens′ thc HarPie,etC・ etc)

棚 朧ぽ謝砒∬甘職 :

of countess Vronsky which l have quoted at

the end of our suFrllnary howコヘnna nlined
the peasant class and rnany other thil■ gs in

the lives of two exceptionally meritOrious
the novel.men. She is somewhat like the legendary

snake woman(fatal WOman― femme fe・tal)   ″Anna Karenina″ is a vast fabric into

which  is  wOVen  every  aspCCt  OfHowever′ Tolstoy does notcond9mn Anna

漬』.Hettott b tty h∝・D∝s耐散epan ttWW謀胤毛鷺
Sn瀧

ぶ∫漁
1結:星l錦 凛:龍li跳1)習腫ゝ」革::∫朧 1魁ilst∬撚l祥雛二]W標to the extramarital affairs of Stepan and  and sorro、

vs′ its love and hate′ its tendemels

. and cruelty― all tOgё ther constituting

l  humanity.So the novelis an in depth study
) of humanity.

: ASSIGNMENTS

為需 盤et撫淵需ぷ轟
・

聾驀群
器舞」棚 :

sO called sPiritual triumph of the individua

is mere blah―blah.
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2. Evaluate the religious, ethical aspects

of Anna's clandLstine relation 
^with

Vronsky.

3. 'The treatment that was meted out to
Anna by society is violative of the
principle of justice and thc equation
between crimc and punishment.,,

Christian

3. "8.J. Simmons
'fhere arc cluitc ar large numbcr of
critical studies of 'lolstoy in the form
of essays avarilarblc in anthologies.
Ilead a few.

l.essons prepared by

Prof. G.S. Rarnakrishnan (Iltd.),
'l'richur.

Discuss. (l

4. Anna Karenina is a vast mosaic of
contemporary Russian life.,
Comment

5. Discuss the tempestuous relation
between Vronsky and Anna

6. 'The matcrnal instirrcts are repressecl
in Anna so that her amorous
advcnt'urcs can have fullplay. Do you
agree?

BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. 'I'olstoy : a Collection of Critical

Essays Ed. By Il.E. Mathew

2. " A Critical Introduction I(.Ir.
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UNIT― V

FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY
THEBROTHERS KARAMAZOV

Destoevsky was born in 1821 in Moscow

in a middle ciass family as the second son of

their eight children. His father, a strict
discipliiarian, was an army surgeon and

*ur Lillud by his own enraged serfs' His

mother belonged to the Moscow merchant

class and was an unusuallY loving,
unassertive woman. At the age of sixteen

Dostoevsky lost his mother too' The

following year he entered the military
academy. Ae hated it and its regimental set

,rp. tM("tt he was twenty-three, he resigned-

his ur*y commission with the intention of

writing. 'fhat was the one and only thing he

liked doing,

His association in 1848 with Petrashevsky'

a liberal-minded official and his group of

revolutionary friends resulted in his being

arrested, triei and sentenced to death in 1849

along with all the others of the group' They

*"r"" actively involved in matters like the

abolition oi serfdom, the problem of

censorship and Fourierist socialism' Th"y

were chaiged with seditious conspiracy' It
was when-they were standing blindfolded
before the firing squad that a last minute

reprieve arrived. Instead of death they were

t".,t to Sileria-the death pena-lty was

commuted-io do eight years' hard labour'
The inhuman cruelty of the last minutes as

they were looking ai death before the squad

produced a traumatic effect in many of them:

a few became raving mad, a few somewhat

mentally deranged ind perhaps it was the

root cause behind Dostoevsky's epileptic
attacks later in life.

hfter five years of the eight year sentence'

in 1855, he was released and made to enlist

in the army with the restoration of his

commission. In 1859, after getting full
.. pardon, he returned to civilization in St'

Petersburg.

It was while he was in Siberia that he rnet

and married a widow′ Maria(Marie)ISaeva′

who suffered froln tuberculosis. I‐ Ie loved

her′ but it waS an incOmpatible and so
unhaPPy lnarriage. 1内 hen she died′ he inet

and fell in love with a certain APPolinaria

(P01ina)surS10Va who Was a proud′
PaSSiOnate and defiant feminist college girl.
She beCame his mistress for some tilne. In

1867 he got rid Of Polina and llnarricd Anna

Crigorievna Snit kina′  hiS Very young
secretary whO understoOd′  10ved and
respected hiin and lnade him comfortable

and happy.Meanwhile′ he had becOme a

compulsive gamblcr and lost heavily at the

gambling tables of Europe.

Dostoe'sky had a heaP Of troubles:his

雛電鯛:嚇W聾
unscrupulous publishers etc.

In SPite of his inisery and POVerty he

traveled all over Europe′ and learned a lot.

This learniig is found in abundance in his

writings.Dostoevsky always stoOd for the

Russian OrthodoX Church and Religion and
Russian nationalism.

Dostoevsky died 6n 9 February′ 1881′

three months after he c6mpleted 
′The

Brothers KaramaZOV′ . By then he had

become a great national figure′ allnost a

monument and a legend.Today he iS

∬ 隠 1:亀縄 胤 I犠 墨 写
畔鳳 滞 蹴

Turgenev.           .

DOSTOEVSKY′ THE WItITER

The life of the auth01 falls under four

periodS as given below:  1)'r

l.  The Pre― ex■e period(1821-1849)

2.  The Exile: the Siberian penod(1850

t 
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3. The post - Pxile Period - uPto his
meeting Anna (1859 - 1866)

4. The Anna period (1866-1881)

FIis creative period began in about 1845-

46 and ended in 1880. His first novel came

out in 1846 which reveals the author's deep

compassion for the Poor, the downtrodden
and the exploited, besides his abiding interest

in abnormal psychology. His literary output
is given below:

1. Poor Folk (1846)

2. The Insulted and the Injured (1851)

3. The House of the Dead (1862)

4. Crime and Punishment (1867)

5. The ldiot (1868-69)

6. The Possessed,(The Devils) 1871

7. A Raw Youth (1876)

8. The Brothers Karamazov (1880)

Notes from the underground (Letters from
the Underworld which were written in the

early L860 s)

Though Dostoevsky was from Moscow,
his novels contain the life of St. Petersburg,

especially that during evenings and nights.

Quite unlike Tolstoy and Turgenev, his
illustrious contemporaries, rich and
contenders for the number one position in
the world of fiction, Dostoevsky has drawn
his characters from the middle class, both the

upper and the lower ones, consisting of
ordinary government clerks and copyists,
prostitutes and pawn brokers, thieves and

murderers, sensualists and immoralists,
gamblers and businessmen etc. in all of
whom we find a streak of abnorinality.
Though all his four major novels- Crime and
Punishment, The ldiot, The possessed and The

Brothers Karamazoa are murder stories,
murder is nof his only PreoccuPation. Of
course, we do find in hi* on overriding
obsession ur,'d'itfutrration for crime and
punishment, sin and expiation, guilt and
ietribution; b'Lrt besides, we find in his
writings hipi profound exploration of
theological and ethical problems (Is there a

God? What is it that we call suffering? Choice
between good and bad, virtue and vice, truth
and Iie, and so on) His characters are strongly

■■■口■E“

“
′
“

″FiCtわ′

disturbed by problems like the above and
many live turbulent lives. He is one of the

greatest realists in world fiction and has

profoundly influenced novelists and the craft
of fiction the world over'

THE GENESIS OF "BITOTHEI$ KARAMAZOV"

In the translator's introduction to the
novel (penguin classics * two volume edition)
there is an excellent treatment of how the

novel took shape in Dostoevsky's mind- It
was while he was in Siberia that he

happened to hear the germinal idea of the
novel PARIIICIDE tl're most heinous form of
murder. (The word 'parricide' means'the
murder of a parent or near relative, or the

murder of anyone to whom reverence is

considered to be due; one who commits such
a crime. The connection of the word with
'pater' (father) is rather fanciful. However,
in our novel it is the same as patricide, the
murder of one's own father) Let me quote
from the introduction.

"The genesis of the "Brothers Katamazov" ,

however, shows an even closer link with
Dostoevsky's past. For, it was during his
imprisonment in Siberia that he met a man

serving a twenty-years' sentence for
parricide, who was to supply him with the

ientral idea of the plot of his novel...The
condemned parricide was, like Dmitri
Karamaov, a retired lieutenant, of a line
regiment, by the name of llyinsky.....

In addition to this, Dostovesky was
strongly influenced by a performance of
Schiller's. "Ihe Robbers' which he saw when
he was just ten. He refers to it in his
correspondence. His wife, Anna, also
records that while her husband was writing
'The Brothers Karamazov', he again reread
'The Robbers' and on one occasion read it
aloud to his family. Schiler's play deals with
the subject of parricide and the rivalry
between two brothers.

Besides the theme of parricide, Dostoevsky
was also concerned with them Iike atheism,
the existence of God, children ar'.d their
maltreatment, the disintegration of family
and state etc. All these find important places

in the novel. Taking the novel as a whole,
we may venture to say that it gives the reader

a picture of Russia of the seventies and
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eighties of the lastcenfury as Dostoevskysaw
it.

Dostoevsky very effectively fuses idea and
character in the novel. Even minor
characters are drawn with loving care and
so they appear rounded. It is the
psychological realism of the novel that strikes
us best.
,,THE BROTHIRS KARAMAZOV,, : THE NOVEL
: SYNOPSIS

The texts used are the two volume edition
by Penguin Classics and the two volume
edition by Itaduga Irublishers (Moscow)
translated by Julius Katzer (second edition,
1990). The quotations are all from the latter.
I find the latter better printed, cleaner and
far more readable than the Penguin Classics.
Hence the preference. The novel is a
thousand pages long. No condensation can
do any justice to the original (translation, of
course).

Given below is the list of characters. The
more important ones are sketched in some
detaii so that the synopsis can be better
understood. FIOWEVE& TIIE SYNOPSIS IS
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE ORIGINAL
NOVEL AS TFIE NOVEL IS AN ALL TIME
CLASSIC. Read the original as many times
as you can.

FYODOR PAVLOVICH KARAMAZOV:
A landowner, 'a man who once acquired

some notoriety because 'of his tragic and
mysterious death', 'not only an evil and
thoroughly reprobate man but also a bungler,,
one of the most inept cranks, fawning for
small 'favours', 'twice married', father of for.
male children, the first by his first wife, the
second and the third by his second wife and
the fourth'illegitimat e',' a bold, and pungent
critic and a spiteful buffoon,, ,money-
grubber', greedy and unscrup.ulous,
occasionally suffered beatings from first wife,
a lecher re,rrl , to chasing after any female
who woui. es much as beckon to him,
regular at bawdy houses and pubs:....

ADILAIDA IVANOVNA MIUSOV:
First wife of Iryodor Karamazov, mother

of Dmitri (Mitya), 'hot-tempered, mettle-
some, reckless, endowed with remarkable
physicai strength', of fairly wealthy and

distinguished stock, good looking and with
a dowry, always ready for a fight with her
husband. Fyodor and Adelaida eloped to get
married!! Later lc,ft home with an
impecunious teacher abandoning the three-
year olcl Mitya to her husband,s care, later
dics at St. I'etersbllrg...

SOFIA IVANOVNA:
'Ihe second wife of lryodor; a very young

orphaned girl,'meek, gentle and inoffensivef
remarkably beautiful and artless, innocent,
suffered from dreadftil fits of hysteria, mother
of Ivan and Alexei (Alyosha), died when
Alyosha was four. Callcd the ,Wailer, by
Fyodor.

DMLTRI (MITYA)

Twenty seven, the first son of Fyodor;
neglected by father and cared for by Grigori
for one year when Mitya was just thiee;
forgotten by'both father's and mother,s
relatives; between 3 and 4 under the
guardianship of I,yotr Alexandrovich, then
handed over to Pyotr's aunt, again on her
death to one of her married datightcrs thus
changing home four times in just a few years:
FIis boyhood and youth were wild,, he did
not finish the gymnasium (the secondary
school of thc highest grade), got enlisted in
the army, at tl're military school; stationed in
the Caucasus where he earned promotion.
Fought duel for which he was degraded to
the ranks, won promotion again, led a
boisterous lifc, spent a good deal of money,.
I{ad exaggeratcd notion of his inheritancc,
from his mother and also from his father;
exploited by father; flighty, unruly, impatient
and dissolute; deceptively tumed debtor by
father.

IVANANDALEXEI

Second and third sons of Fyodor by Sofia;
neglected by father and initially cared for by
Grigori, later looked after by Sofia,s guardian
and then by the guardian's heir, a most
honourable and humane man.

(a) lvan 24'sullcn and wiihdrawn,, far
from timid but keenly aware, even at the age
of ten that they were living with a family of
strangers and on charity', eXtraordinarily
brilliant, joined the university, self reliant by
teacl-ring and writing, 'proud and cautious;,
gets recognition from father, respected by

■■■■■口 EItrο′
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father for his knowledge, 'acting as mediator Yefine:A
and conciliator' between father and Mitya; children who

benefactor of the Karamazov
pays for their education. On
two years Alyosha stayed on

'fanatic' inclined to monastic life, 'not very cousins of Adelaida; mother of Mitya...
demonstrative in his childhood and Piotr Kalgano (Piotor) : A relative of
addthood and even sParFi=fiIPttllI Mi:gttf高 瓢どL」面ぎ麗1lЬ慕
not from mistrust, or. timidity, or morose
aloofness', 'chaste rind pure', 'general
favorite','inspiring deep affection','rarely Father I'aissy,: A monk; on the death of■uVV■ ■もヽ ′ ニユυ r“

ムム｀
し

Vヽ
Yrい ― ヽ ヽ

…
ψ

^ヽ ′ ^‐ `‐ ^′      ralner ralssyィ :′ ゝ InOnK,OIl tlle ucatil ol

frolicsome′ and′ nevett high― Spirited′′never zossima he becomes tl■ e sPiritual mentor of
harb6ring resentment′

“

odest and one ofthe Alyosha.

restless intellectual.

(b) Alexei: Called Alyosha, 20, lover of
and trusting man kind; neither 'mystic' nor

best boys at school.  I

PAVEL「YODOROVICH SⅣ IERDYAKOV:

Colnlnonly referrrd tO aS ′
Stinky′ ′

solitude, wl-ro offercd counsel ancl guidancc
to ar.yonc in need of spiritual comfort at
moments of suffering or turmoil, somctimes

.||・

his death, for
at school.

Piotr Miusov (Piotor Miusov) : One of the

Father Ferapont : A crazy marr, besides
being both arscetic and fanatic.

Mihail Rakitin: A theological stud.ent full

Agafya Ivanovna : Katerina's sistcr.

I(uzma Samsonov: A clever, old, grasping

"..Grushenka, laughing in delight, walked
up to the table. Alyosha felt as if sorne new
and po'werful sensation had come over him.
Fle fixed his gaze on her, unable to look away

but never provcd), brought uP on her deatl-r ctazy widow:
immediatelyafterdeliverybyGrigoriandhis Lise l,Iohlakov: Daug6ter of tl.re abovc,
wife, 'offspring of a dc'il's s.n and, a unfortunately, she is a ciipplc; mischicvons;
righteotts girl', employed as cook at lyodor willful ancl ,eurotic.

meがHmate son of「 ybdOr R¥′、下L雷 of鳥正誌品
｀
IIj藁孟漠It」高温五証

:月 :^■ :^′ ^^:.^● 1_′ r^^1′ I:.,^.ァ ^■^/::idiotic'saintly fool'Lizaveta (it is alleged that
it was Fyodor who impregnatcd Lizaveta; Mme. Hohlakov: A middle-aged, half-

Karamazov's house and Iryodor's valet,
living with Grigori and Marfa,'tight-lipped', I(aterina Ivonovna (Katenka/Katya) :

insolent.

FATHER ZOSSINIIA:

'suplrcilior, 6y natlrre', *oroJu, looking 'Notsomesimperingboardingschoolmissbut

upon the world with furitive suspicion, to6 l.P:ttol of character, proud. u1d q"llT"i{
s`licentered′

′unsociあ le′′suffe五亀■ottits/ hitt erh中 led:above all′ she had mtellectSe[t-Centered/-unSoC1aDle./SurrerlngtromIltS/..,6-..{...-
'extremely old-looking for his-age (24), .r"d:9::"fion', felt Mitya; engaged to,Mitya;,extremely old-looking for hislge (24), and education', felt Mitya; engaged to Mitya;

prematurely wrinklcd and pasty: beautiful, theatrical,and.possessive.,,"I love

[。mplexioncな′cvenrescmbHngacuntthattd yOЧ  tO diStiF,li°
n.whatif you don′ t love―託

makes no difference; only bc my husband.
Ifave no fear; I shan't hamper you in any
wav. I'11be like a piece of fumiburc; the carpet

A Starts (literary : old man, elcler; a yolr rvalk on I want to love yotr for erreri I
vctrcrablc monk, uuordaincd preachcr given want to save yoll from yourself;"she rvrote
tcr rcligious life anc{ prayer, asceticism and to Mitya.

attached to a monastery or wandering from mcrchant and trickster.
village to villagcliving on allns.… )ofthe 10cal Agrafina (Grushenka) : Mistress of
monastery, famous for his spiritr-ral coturscl. "^*.:-.-.-.:Samsonor,; Mitya is blindly, in love with hcr;
Grigori: shc l-ras no character. Sce what Dostoevsky

A loyal serv,ant of the Karamazovs rvho says about her:

bi露『∬i選1ぷ還lT器鷺「淵:

childrcn.

Marfa: Grigo;ils wife.

Lizaveta : A half -witted girl and mother so th.is was ihat horrible woman thc ,,man-
of Snrerrlyakov; clied at the chilct's bilth. eatcr; as his brotirer lvan l'rad blurted out half

an hour t'rcfore. Yct before him stood, it
日■
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-would seem, a moqt ordinary and
uncomplicated human being-a good natured
and attractive wornan, certainly good -
looking but how resemblant to all other good
looking but 'ordinary' woinen! True, she was
very, even very very good looking, with a
kind of Russian beauty so loved by many
even to the point of passion ! She was well
above medium height, but somewhat shorter
than Katerina Ivanovna (who was quite tall),
full of figure with feline and even flowing
movements of her body, cloyingly
languorous, just like her voice. She did not
enter as Katerina Ivanovna had, with firm
and vigorous step, but on the contrary,
noiselessly. Her feet made not the slightest
sound on the floor. She sank into an arm
chair with a soft swishing of her gorgeous
black silk dress, and languidly arranged
about her milky white neck and opulent
shoulders her costly black cashmere shaw!.
She was twenty-two, and looked exactly her
age. She had a creamy complexion; the
cheeks tinted a pale pink. I-Ier face might
have been considered too broad, the lower
jaw even a little protrusive. The upper lip
was thin, the somewhat prominent lower lip
being twice as full, and pouting. But her
masses of magnificent light brown hair, her
perfect sable black eyebrows and her superb
greyblue eyes with their silky lashes would
have made even the most blas6 of men who
chanced to see her in a crowd or among
strollers in the street come to sudden standstill
at the sight of her face and remember it long
afterwards. What struck Alyosha most in
that face was its expression of child like
trustfulness. Ller gaze was that of a child,
she expressed delight as a child would; she
r.valked up to the table with a delighted look
as though in expectation of something with
the impatience and trustful curiosity of a
child. Her glance gladdened the heart -
Alyosha could feel that. There was also
something about her which he could not and
would not know how to explain to himself,
but which perhaps affected him without his
being aware of it, namely, the selfsame
flowing voluptuousness of her movements
their feline noiselessness. Yet hers was a
strong and opulent body.... The body
perhaps held out the promise of a Venus of
Milo ...." She lisped : her manners were

coarse, though. Her intonation and manner
of speech were totally out of tune with her
childlike simplicity. Sl're is willful, insolent;
Katerina calls hcr a tigress.

Fenya: Servant of Grushenka

Nilkolai Llyich Snegiryov : An officer
who has been discharged from thc serviccs,
burdened by an invalid family.

Arina : Wife of the above.

Llyusha :1hc young son of the abovc trvo
: passionate defiant boy strongly attached to
his father, nay, devoted to him, bullied by
schoolmates. .'

Nina : Sister of llyusha

Varvara: "Nikolai I.vanovich Krassotkin
(Koyla for short) A good natured, daredevil
schoolboy: just thirteen

Anna : f'he doting mother of the above.

Smurov : Another scl'rool boy.

Marya : Karamazov's neighbour.

Gorstkin (Lyagazovy) a pcasant trader of
Volvya.

Pyotor Perhotin : a yoLrng officer

Trifon Borissovich : an innkeeper at
Mokroe.

Mussyalovich : 'I"hc I'olish lover of
Grushenka, a corruptly mercenary swindler.

Vrublevsky : companion of the above.

Mihail Mankarov : An old-fashioned
police captain.

Makarov : Inspector of police.

Nikolai Nelyudov : Investigating lawyer.

Ippolit : Deputy prosecutor; an able and
ambitious person; consumptive.

Fetyakovich : Dmitri's lawyer from
Moscow.

Dr. Herzenstube : A conscientious but
mediocre physician.

Dr. Herzenstube : A coirscientious but
mediocre physician.

Dr. Varvinsky : District Medical Officer

―
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-THE KARAMAZOV BROTHERS ARE

1. DMITRT (MTTTYA) 27 Years

2. IVAN 24 years

3. ALEXEI (ALYOSI-IA) 20 Years

4. SMEDRYAKOV (STINKY) 24" (the' 
itlegitimate
son)

Study the character sketches of all the
principal characters before you proceed any
further. Only the barest outline is given
below. The synopsis can be better
understood if you are thoroughly familiar
with the main characters, as only they figure
in the outline.

Synopsis:
Fyodor Karamazov is a landowner in a

Uyezd (administrative subdivision,
Province). He is hardly a gentleman. He is
quite well off. FIe is notorious. He may be
said to occupy the fringes of respectable
society. His life is disorderly. He is guilty of
flagrant sensuality. Whenever he gets a
chance he displays idiotic buffoonery
deliberately. He is twice a widower. His first
wife, Adelaida left him, leaving behind her
son Dmitri to the care of her husband, though
he was looked after by Grigori, the servant
for about a year (Now Dmitri is twenty
seven). His second wife, Sofia, Ivanovna,
whom Fyodor nicknamed. 'the wailer' and
rod roughshod over the most ordinary
decencies of conjugal life owing to her
phenomenal meekness and submissiveness,
died of inhuman abuse leaving behind her
two sons, Ivan and Alexei, now twenty-four
and twenty respectivei/; Fyodor never cared
for his sons. So the children, brought up by
his servant and later by relatives of their
mothers, developed abnormal characteristics
(Let us recall Dostoevsky's interest in
abnormal psychology). Besides the three
ligitimate sons in his two marriages, Fyodor
is alleged to have a fourth son (Stinky) by
"Smelly Lizaveta', the village half wit and
saintly fool loved by one and all in the village.
Lizavata died inimediately after giving birth
to Stinky who was subsequently taken care
of by Grigori artd his wife. Stinky is now
Fyodor's (his father) valet and cook. Let me
repeat that these four brothers have nothing

in common; Dmritri (Mitya) is now an ex-
army officer. He has inherited from his father
a strong taste for debauchery. He has been
squandering, as much money as he could lay
his hands on in which he is just the opposite
of his grasping, close-fisted father. I-Ie is
constantly in debt. In exchange for paying
the son's bills, the reprobate father has
coerced his son to renounce all further claims
on his estate. It is alleged that Mitya has
exaggerated notions of his inheritance both
from his late mother and the living father.
Fyodor has taken full advantage of Mitys's
expensive habits. Ivan, the second son, is
something of an intellectual. I{e has been
living in Moscow. He has cut loose from his
roots in Orthodox Christianity (Remember
Dostoevsky's passion for Orthodox
Christianity) and moved away, though he
has not yet succeeded in finding for himself
a new anchorage, a new spiritual home. For
one like Ivan it is absolutely imperative that
he finds one'immediately or as early as
possible. Alexei (Alyosha) is deeply religious.
He is gentle, loving, lovable, healthy, good-
looking and an introvert. He has become a
novice af the monastery where his spiritual
guide, Father Zossima, is a part. Stinky is a
competent valet. But he is resentful, sly and
ambitious. FIe is insolent, not at all lovable,
totally ungrateful to Grigori and his wife
though they brought him up. FIe has a
warped mind. To make matters worse, he
suffers from epilepsy (Dostovsky too suffered
from it).

In the monastery Alexei has been under
the influence of Zossima, who is said to read
and understand the mysterious workings of
the human mind besides being a deeply
pious, wise man. Fyodor Karamazov has
heard about him, especially about his sanctity
and sagacity. Since there is between Dmriti
and him bitter hostility, Fyodor suggests that
in order to get rid of the ill-will and to re-
establish good will and familial bonding all
the Karamazovs seek spiritual counsel and
guidance from Zosima. Alexei is not very
confident of the success of such a step. He
has very serious reservations about the
manners and propriety of his wayward
father. He suspects and fears that there might
be some ulterior motives behind his father's
reconunendation. He knows that his father

-European 
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is a notorious buffoon and that he might
make a mockery of the meeting. WelI,
A1exei's fears come true, As suspected by him,
fyodor conducts himself despicably behav.ing
like a buffoon, boisterously fighting with his
eldest son and others too, belittling the
venerable monks and religious persons
present there and embarrassing one and all.
Luckily for everyone, Zosgima is not
offended; he is only concerned about the
general welfare of the guests who are trying
to seek his guidance. He does give Fydol and
Ivan some brief advice. Though he does not
give any counsel as such to Mitya, he makes
a low bow to him indicating recognition. He
explains soon afterwards that Dmitri is fated
to undergo terrible suffering. He orders
Alexie in loving kindness and compassion
that for the sake of his brothers {irst and the
whole world next he atronce should leave
the monastery and return to the mundane
world. His service is needed there.

Dmitri's case is not simple and
uncomplicated, in fact, it is far from simple.
He is involved in a rrrazy love tangle. As a

young military officer some time ago he was
drawn to one Katerina lvanona, the lovely
daughter of ,a colonel. Mitya has come to
know that the colonel has been guilty of using
regimental funds to make some profit for
himself on a regular basis and at one juncture
lost a large sum of money which resulted in
embezzlement, having failed to make good
the loss in time. Unless the money is restored
forth with, he is in the potential danger of
exposure and disgrace. At this time Dmitri
intervenes and offers to help by giving the
colonel the money through Katerina to make
good the deficit if Katerina will exchange
favours with him. As a matter of fact, this
offer is an insult to a woman of Katerina's
rank and position'in society (and it is hitting
below the belt or adding insult to injury). She
has been steadily and carefully ignoring
Dmitri in the past. So Dmitri's present offer
comes as if he will like to level the scores
between them. Flowever, in her abject
helplessness and out of loyalty to her father
in distress she gets.ready to make the sacrifice.
Dmitri, who is sometimes very honourable,
is moved to generosity and arranges for her
the sum of 4000 roubles as an out right gift.
Katerina has a penchant for drarnatic

SituatiOns when she can le in the limelight

of suffering and sacrifice.  She feels
perlnanently indebted to Dllnitri but for

whom and his timely help her fatl■ er would

have been disgraFefully from the regiment
and would have had tO face court― martial

for embezzlement・ lpmitri has Pavcd the
honour of her famiけ and hOrs.without
much delay Dmi∵19■d Katcrma are engaged
to be married′ tho■3h、they belong to different

social tiers.Tl■ ey卜,ve nothil■ gin common.
Wё readers can pred;ct that itis gomg to be

a case of incompelibility and disaster.
Besides′ Mitya is,olPriOusly riotous′ lavLh′

unstable and sensu01.■le is a spendthrift

who has had his shaェ e Of sexual exPloitS in

the Past.IIardly l■ eS he gOt engaged to
Katerina when he comes across(3rushcnka
and gets infatuated with her.She is being

kёpt by alll old and ul■ scrupulous lnerchant.

Samsonov Katerinaiand her sister Agafya
lose their heutenantttcolonelfather very soon

after the financial llllatters are set right.

Within a few months sate五 na gets a wil■ dfall

fortune dowry of 8000 rOubles frorn a
relative.Whon she ёntrusts Dnlitri with a
sum of 3000 roubles to be sent to Agafya by

post′ he steals the money and goes on a
spending spree for three dayS with
Grusheika who will not be ready to lnarry
hiln′ not even look at hiln.Ile cannot face

Katerina′ for he is guilty of deception and

theft. See what he says to Alexei.

"I want you to know, Alexei, that I may
be a base man with low and degrading
passions, but Dmitri Karamazov carl never
become a thief or a pickpocket, or a flicher!
Yet you should now learn that I've become a
thief - pickpocket and sneak thief"

Dmitri is in a fix. He cannot leave Katerina
becatrse he is bound to hbr by his debt and
engagement. I{e cannotlwed Grushenka
becaube she will not even think of looking at
a penniless man. 'fo complithte it still further
Fyodor Karamazov, flll:('old lccher, is
interested in Grushenka hirr\sclf. FIe is trying
prettf hard to tempt and ldad her away from
her keeper, Samsonov/ "{ith 

his show of
wealth which, Dmitri thfik$; is as much his
too as his father's since he 13one of the rightful
heirs of the Karamazov estate. T'o make
matters still worse and much more
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complicated, (which is something like a
blessing in disguise for Mitya, though) Ivan
who was sent by Dmitri as an emissary to
Katerina, had fallen for her and continues to
be in secret love with her. lt also appears
that she at first reciprocated. Though Dmitri
is pleased with this unexpected angle of
development, which, if it materializes will
freehim fromhis engagement and enable him
to marry Grushenka, Katerina is grimly and
firmly determined to stand by her early
decision and to sacrifice herself for tl.re
rehabilitation of Dmitri (who has saved her
father and their family) from shame and
made possible an honourable discharge from
the army. Therefore, she will not entertain
any thoughts of Ivan and encourage him any
further.

Stinky, in the meanwhile, biding his time,
has sprung into action. FIe goes to Ivan and
makes an evil proposal, very indirectly and
suggestively, of course, in such a way that if
Ivan chooses, he can pretend not to l-rave
understood the motive behind it. Stinky is
venomous. He alleges that Dmitri is very
impatient and unpredictable, and is in a state
of mind in which, he would kill Fyodor
Karamazev, his (their) father. Fyodor, too,
suspects this, as he has been very cleverly
depriving Dmitri of the lion's share of his
inheritance (from his mother) and as Dmitri
is a contender for the hand of Grushenka.
Therefore, he barricades himself in the house
at night. I{e will open the door of the house
if and only if a coded knock is made which is
known only to Stinky and which is to be used
by him to secretly announce the arrival of
Grushenka in case shc chooses to spend her
night with Fyodor. But Stinkp the diabolical
one, has betrayed the coded signal to Dmitri
and the latter, therefore, can enter the house
if he so decides. A situation arises, Stinky
can pretend an epileptic attack. If something
untoward happens, no one will be able to
suspect the complicity of Stinky, Ivan can
choose to leave for his favorite Moscow, so
there will be,go obstacle. Things heat up
because, if fyodor Karamazov marries
Grushenka and the couple has children, all
the Karamazov estate will go into the
possession of the children. Let us see what
kind of a dialogue takes place between Ivan

and Stinky: it reveals the characters of both
Ivan and Stinky.

(Pagc 354-356)

"llut what for shor-rld he go into lrather's
rooms, and on the quiet, too, if, as yolt
yoursclf say, Agrafena Alcxandrovna (i.c.,
Grushenka) won't be coming at ail;" lvan
went on, turning white with angcr "'l'hat
what you've been saying all the timc, and
ever since I came to live here I've been sure
tl-rat the old man has bcen imaginmg tl-rings,
and that the slut will ncver come to him.
Why should Dmitri brc.ak into the old man's
quarters if she docsn't Corric? Speak upl I
want to know what's in your mind"

"You know very wcll why l-re'll go there,
so what differcnce does it make what's in his
mind? I-Ie'lI go there out of sheer malice or
because my illness makr:s hint suspiciotrs.
I-Ie'll grow doubtfull and search the rooms
in his impatience, the way hc did \resterday,
to make sure she hasn't slipped past l-rim. I lc
knows for sure that Iryodor has a biq
envelope ready n,ith 3000 ror-rbles enciosed,
under three scals and tied round witir a pink
ribbon, and an inscription in his own hand:
'To my angel Grushenka, should she wish tcr
come', to which he added three days later,
'and my little chick'. lt's tl-rat whjch makes
things so suspicious, sir."

"Rubbish!" cried Ivan, almost beside
himsclf. "Dmitri will nevcr come to rob for
moncy and murdc.r his fathcr into the bar
gain. FIe could havc killcd him yesterdav on
account of Grushenka like the savage and
$azy fool he is, but he'll never commit
robbery!"

"I-Ie's badly in need of money, sir, very
hard up, indeed, Ivan Iryodorovich. you'vc,
no idea how badly he needs it," Stinky
explained with the utmost composurc and
explicitness. "Besides, hc considers thc threc
thousand his own; as he himself told me:
'Father still owes me exactly three thousand,,
were his words: Arld apart from al1that,Ivan
F, there's another piece of pure truth you
should consider: It's almoit certain ihat
Agrafena will make him marry her if she has
a mind to, I mean the master, Fyodor
Pavlovich, of course, if she has a mind to.
And she may wish to : I've been saying she
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-won't come, but she may be after bigger
things- I mean, becoming the mistress of his
house. I know for certain that her merchant
Samsonov told her quite frankly it wouldn't
be a bad idea at all, and he laughed as he
said that: And she has wits about her; sir,
has she? \Ml'ry on earth should she marry a

pauper like Dmitri F? That's why, Ivan F.,

now that you know everything you should
consider: if that happens, then neither Dmitri
nor you and your brother Alexei will get
anything, not a single rouble, after your
father's death, because she'llmarry him only
to get all his fortune settled on her. Were
your father to die now, sir, before anything
of the kind has come about, then each of you
would get a cool forty thousand right away,
even Dmitri F, whom he hates like poison.
That's because he's made no will - And
Dmitri - F. is very much aware of it"

(A few seconds later Ivan says)

"If you care to know, I'm leaving for
Moscow early tomorrow morning and that's
alll"

"That's the'best thing for you to do, sir;
said Stinky," except, of course, that you can

easily be reached there by telegram, sir,
should there be some cause:

(The words above speak volumes about
what is in the minds of Ivan and Stinky)

The foregoing discussion makes it amply
clear that it is desirable that Fyodor dies as

early as possible before making a will and
testament so that the Karamazov brothers
will inherit the entire estate which is worth
a cool one hundred thousand roubles. Dmitri
is very badly in need of money; Fyodor may
get married to Grushenka; Ivan and Alexei
may lose all their inheritance. So on hearing
the words of Stinky, when Ivan runs away
from the room in a frenzy of horror and
revulsion and then to Moscow, we readers
begin to suspect that Ivan'is permitting
matters to take their own course and, making
himself scarce from the scene, is guarding
himself from any possible suspicion in the
event of his father's unnatural death. If Ivan
is away in Moscow when his father gets
murdered, he cannot have any hand in that;
yet he gets his full share of the estate. In case

Dmitri is caught and punished,Ivan may get
half of his share too. Over and above these
things, all the obstacles in his way of
marrying Katerina will be removed, too. In
short, if rich, he can marry Katerina and live
happily ever after. Flence his departure.

The situation in which Dmitri findshimself
is a fuming volcano. I{e is miserable being in
a cauldron of anger, guilt, frustrated desire,
self-pity, impatience, a feeling of inferiority,
pauperism and the like. I-Iow is he going to
give back to Katerina the three tl'rousand
roubles? How is he going to prevent his
father's marrying Grushenka? A11his efforts
to raise money by borrowing fail. He goes to
Grushenka and to his utter disappointment
she is not at home. He suspects that she has
left for the Karamazov home to be with his
father: He takes a small but heavy pestle from
the kitchen, rushes to his father's house and
enters the garden stealthily. Then, totally
unexpectedly, he is surprised by Grigori.
They grapple with each other; the young
man strikes down Grigori with the pestle and
wounds him. Covered with Grigori's blood
he returns to Grushenka's place and learns
that she has gone away with her former
paramour, a pole, who had seduced her
many years ago and abandoned her. The
man has returned and Grushenka has been

ready to go with him: In a way Dmitri is

relieved because Fyodor, his father, has not
succeeded in his pursuit of his girl.
Nevertheless, Dmitri is restless and badly
needs Grushenka.

Dmitri's enquiries in the village enable him
to foliow Grushenka and her Pole. He soon
catches up with them in an adjacent village.
The Pole is a no good creature, is just a petty
cardsharp: He can be bought with the
tempting offer of a small sum of money. So

Dmitri gets rid of him quite easily. Without
wasting time Dmitri and Grushenka start a
wild round of Bacchanalian festivity: They
call in dancers and musicians and give an
expensive, lavish treat to all the villagers and
peasants. This festivity and the expenses
incurred on that head are used against
Dmitry afterwards, who just a few hours
earlier was known to be a PauPer. The silence

of Dotoevsky at this juncture adds to the
overall suspense. It is during the peak of the
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festivity that the police arrive and arrest
pmitri charging hirrl with the murder Of
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'This way, sir, step this way,,, said a voice,
speaking in a low but firm and insistent tone.

Mitya stepped beyond the curtain and
came to a sudden standstill. The room was
full of people-not those who had just been
there, but newcomers. A cold shiver ran
down his spine, and he shuddered. FIe
recognized all of them instantly. The tall
stout old gentleman in a grey coat and
cockaded cap was Mikhail Makarovich, the
uyezd chief of police. That smartly dressed
"consumptive looking,, man, ,,aiways in
such highly polished top-boots,, was the
d-eputy public p.osecrlor (He,s got a
chronometer worth 400 roubles, which he
has shown me"). And that small and be
spectacled young man- Mitya knew him but
his name had slipped his memory-he was the
court investigator; just out of the Faculty of
law, and was a recent arrival. Then there was
Mavriki Mavrikievich, the rural police
inspector-he knew him quite well. But why
the others with the biass badges? And
another two, peasants by the look of them_
And there, in the doorway, were Kalganov
and Trifon Borisovich, the innkeeper.

"\Mhat's this allabout, gentleman? ,,Mitya
began, but suddenly seeming not himself, ire
cried out at the top of his voice: ,,I
understand".

"We have something-in short, I shall ask
you step this wap this way to the sofa_there
is an-imperative need to question yon.,, ,,It,s
the old man!" cried Mityafrenzied{y, ,,the old
man and his bloodl I un-der-stuod!',,

- I-Ie collapsed into a chair standing close
by.

"So you understand, do you? Monster and
parricide, the blood of your old father cries
ou! against you!,, the old police Chief
suddenly roared walking up to Mitya.
Purple-faced and trembling all-over he was
quite beside himself:

"This is most irregular!,, cried the small
Iolrg gentleman. ',This will never do,
Mikhail Makarvoich. Witt you please allow
me alone to speak -.I:rrevor ext ected. such
behaviour from you-,, -
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"But this is nothing but delirium," the
uyezd police chief exclaimed. "Just look at

him: drinking at this time of night, with a

disreputable woman; and his hands in his

father's blood ! It's unbelievable-delirium! "

"I sl'rall request you most insistently, my
dear Mikhail Makarovich, to curb your
feelings, "the deputy public prosecutorbegan
in a hurried undertone, "for othervrrise I shall

be obliged to takc"

However, the little court investigator
interrupted him. Addressing Mitya in a firm,
loud and impressive voice, he said: "Iletired
Lieutenant Karamazov, it is my duty to
inform you that you are charged with the

murder of your father Fyodor Pavlovich
Karamazov, committed this night-

He went on speaking, with the prosecutor

putting in some words, but though he tried
io HstJn, Mitya could make out nothing.of
what was being said. I-Ie started at them with
eyes full of consternation.

TFIE ABOVE IS BITILIANT IRONY
MITYA SUSPEC'I'ED THAT I-IE FIAD
KILLED GRIGORI, THE OLD SERVANT, AT
THE SAME TTME SOMEONE I-IAD KILLED
KARAMAZOV. BOTH ARE OLD. 'SO

WHEN FIE CRIED OUT, IT AI'PEARED AS

IF HE CONFESSED FIIS OFFENCE'

(Note the quick of fate: It is one of the finest

pieces or liteiary irony in world literature')

Immediately afterwards we learn that
Fyodor Karamazov has been murdered and

a sum of three thousand roubles has been
,reported to have disappeared. The pauper
Dmitri has been on a sPending spree with
new-found money. A11 the circumstantial
evidences (study what is given above)lare

against him. Mitya suspects an{ t\9n is sure

tiat it is Stinky who is behind all the mis
chief-both the murder and the theft' Grigori
has testified against Mitya. There is high
voltage drama now:

"Do you recognize this object?" Nikolai
Parfenovich asked, placing on the table a
large envelope of the size used in government
offices, witli the three seals still intact' The

envelops itself was empty and torn open at

onu end. Mitya started goggle eyed at it'

"I suppose it must be mY father's
envelope," he muttered: "The same that
contained the three thousand roubles and -
it there's an inscription let me see, please -
To my little chicken'- ltere, you see?'l"hree
thousand; he cried, "three thousand! You
see?"

"Of course, we dobutwe found no money
in it. It was emptf and lying on the floor
near the bed, behind the screen'

For a few seconds Mitya stood as though
thunderstruck.

"Gentleman, it4s Smc'rdYakov!" he

suddenly shouted at the top of his voice' "It's
he who murdered and robbed him! I-le alone

knew where the old man had hidden the

envelope-it's he that's clear now!"

"l3ut you, too, knEw of the envelope and

that it was kept tlnder the pillow." "I never

knew it. I've never seen it before; this is the

first time I've seen it, I only heard of it from
Smerdyakov - Only he knew wherc the old

man kept it hidden, I didn't know-"

Dmitri is interrogated. Dmitri uses very

vile language and makes a verY bad
impression on all. Within a short time he is

on trial. It is Child's Play for the prosecutors

to make an impregnable case against him'
Grigori's testimony establishes that Dmitri
waiat the scene of the crime, he was carrying
a weapon and he used it against him' lle
*u, ,i't"*pcctedly and incxplicably rich and

lavishly ipending money which could be

accounied for only through the alleged theft;

he and his father were not getting on well;
they were rivals for Grushenka and so on'

Dmitri tries to exPlain.

He had misappropriated 3000 roubles
from Materina; but had not spent the whole

of it, had kept half of it which he had been

spending with Grushenka when the police
arrived. LIe had no part in the murder, did
not know anything at all about the money
missing from the Karamazov house. I-le was

obstinitely insistent about his'innocence:
: ,1,

During Dmitri's trial Iyan met Stinky
several times and discussed vyith him matters

relating to his father, his murder, the money
which was missing and alleged to have been

-f,1rlspssn 
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stolen by Dmitri etc.etc.The diSCussiOns
brought out the truth(Page 380).
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others and having obtained your
inheritance you might have rewarded me as
soon as possible afterwards; and for the rest
of my life, for it would be, after all, through
me that you'd have got it, seeing as how
otherwise your fathc.r would have marricd
fgrafcna, and you wouldn't have got a brass
farthing."

Oh, so you intended to tormcnt mc
afterwards-for the rest of my life, did you?,,
Ivan snarled...

(Page 391)

_ Iv-an:"..Pcrhaps, I too, was guitty. pcrhaps
I really dicl wish in my heart thai rny fathcr
were dead, but I swcar to yor-r I am not guilty
as yolr think... My mind is made upl t,ll teil
them everything, everything, But lil appear
in court together with you!.... But you, too,
must confess in court. you mlrst, you must!!
We shall go there togethcr! 'lhat,s irow it will
be!"

Stinky: "Nothing of the kind will l"rappen,
sir, you won't go, sir!,, I,le offcrs the stolen
money to Ivan and tl-re lartter takes it. Ilut lic
wants Stirrky to join him, in thc court thc
following day. Ilurt it does not happen.
Alyosha turns tip and informs Ivan that
Stinky had just killcd himself.

Later, in the court, Ivan trics his best to
tell the truth and save Mitya. I{e displays
the 3000 roubles and cries: (Irage 461)

"I got it from Smerdyakov, from the
murdercr yesterday-l went to see him beforc
he hanged himself. It was hc ancl not my
brother who murdered my father. l-Ie
murdcred him, and it was I who promptcd
him to do it. Who doesn,t wish for liis fatlie.,s
deatl'r?

Because; Ivan was delirious, raving mad,
none believed him. Ironically, the tiuth is
kept aside.'

Thc dcnoucment comes witl-, the
protractc'd prosecution and thc r.lefcnsc
followcd by a verdict of ,gr-rilty, (page 54{3;

"Ihe foreman of the jtrry, the civil servant
who was the youngest mcmber of tl.re jury,
announcement in a loud and clear voice
amid the dead silence in the courtroom: ,yes,
we find him guilty!" ,,1)pon which Mitya
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-cires: I swear by God and His Last judgment

I'm not guilty of my father's blood! Katya, I
forgive you! Brothers, friends, sParg the other

woman." It is at once sPeculated that Mitya
will have to serve at least twenty years hard

labour in Siberia and if will also be the end

of Mitya.

This is followed bY a scene of
reconciliation with Katerina along with the

parting with Grushenka. We also learn

ibout Ihe attempts, made by Katerina and

Ivan for Mitya's escaPe on his way to Siberia

for which they have collected a large sum of

money to bribe the officers. Mitya refuses to

u.."pt and co-operate with the plan of

"r.up". 
Dmitri's cise is a glaring instance of

the miscarriage of justice, as all of us know'

Though he is wrongly convicted of his
father's murder, he is a sinner in his own eyes/

nonetheless. He will accept and undergo the

punishment as a necessary atonement for his

past several offences. It is punishment he

deserves, he claims'

We have now come to the end of the story'

Apart from the main plot outlined above,

thlru *utu several subplots, almost all of them

revolving round Alyosha. One of them is

about a irippled girl called Lise to whom
Alexei is fbi a while engaged' Another
revolves round Zossirna, the starets; it is so

extensive as to form another novel within the

novel: We are told about the circumstances

that make him a starts. A third one is about

a cashiered army officer named Snegiryov

who has been insulted by Dmitri and who is

being helped by Alexei out of his generosity

and-compassion. The two are brought
together tirrough llya (the officer's son) who

is-a friend of Alexei. The boy's death which
is moumed by his family and a team of loyal

school friendi provides Alexei with a chance

of regaining his faith in the resurrection of
the body. The novel ends in a positive note'

CIUTICAL EVALUATION

All the four masterpieces of Dostovsky are

murder stories. But each one of them deais

with a different aspect of murder' His 'Crime

and Punishment' is based on the idea

whether the murder of an evil old female,

who is also an unscrupulous moneylender,
is justifiable if it assists in pioviding the means

ol leaming for a brilliant, but poor student'

His 'The idiot' deals with the murder as a

consequence of carnal passion set against the

backdrop of the Christian ideal of forgiveness.

His third novel'Ihe Devils' (or The Possessed')

has a political motive behind the murder.
And needless to say/ our present novel, 'The

Brothers Karamazov' lras patricide, the most

heinous of all murders,'being examined under

a microscope. Dostocvsky is reported to have

been under a morbid fascination to study it'
This is supported by \is corrcspondcnce and

also his wife, Anna. Dostoevsky is said to
have seen a perform4nce of Schiller's play
'The Robbers-' in his childhood, read aloud

the play for the benefit of his family and

,"r"id ii at the time of writing'The Brothers'

and the therhe of 'T!e Robbers' is parricide
and the rivalry betwe'en two brothers' Apart
from this, during Dostoevsky's term in Siberia

he met a young man scrving a twenty year

sentence for parricide who provided the

author with the central idea for the plot' I-lis

case was exactly similar to the case of Dmitri
Kararnazov, a clear case of miscarriage of
justice. fhe young man was later.proved
innocent, yet at the beginning he was

punished on the strength of circumstantial
evidence.

Within a few months of completing the

novel I)ostoevsky died. 'Ihe novel can be

looked uPon as the outcome of the reiigious

fervor of the author's final Years.

'Ihe translations I have with me run to
nearly a thousand Pages each. The one I have

used for quotations is 421 + 575 = 996 Pages
long-which makes it a pretty long one' It is
fuliof digressions. It gives the reader the

impression that the aging author wanted to

load every line with ore, thinking and feeling

that he might not gct anothcr chance to

write. He has carefully selected as his theme

a family, which, in its several members,
stands for the various aspects of Russian life

in the second half of the last century (Kindly
read the character sketches I have provided
in the beginning). Fyodor Karamazov is the

revolting, aging head and;he is the least

admirabie. I-Ie has everything-in him that a

decent human being loathes.'{-Ie is violent,

sensual; he ls, nevertheless, full of energy and

vitality. Alexei, his third and youngest son,

symbolizes Holy Ilussia of Orthodox
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-
Christianity. Alexei is beautifully sketched -
a serene, devout young man of 20, happy,
modest, loving, lovable, healthy and a-ieal
blessing to everybody around. Ivan, 24, is
something of a brooding philosopher and

lkeptic, standing perhaps for that aspect of
Russia that connects Russia to Europe. He is
restless because he is anchorler" urrd is badly
in need of some strong deep roots and strong
moorings. Dmitri, (perhaps) the central
character, is a mystifyrl:lg one and a bundle
of all the contradictions that Russia could
conjure up. FIe is Ilussia in ferment. He has
inherited his father's sensuality and violence,
buthe is generous to a fhult whereas his father
is stingy and mean. When Dmitri talks to
Alexei, 

-he 
gives ,, ,.i excellent picture of

himself. 'fhere are moments wherrhe yearns
to rise above all others'in terms of holiness,
humanity, culture arid refinement, but at all
terms of holiness, humanity, cultufe arid
refinement, but at all times he falls except at
the last moment when he accepts his
punishrnent as expiation for his sins. As per
the Christian ethos the very thoughi of
sinning is as bad as committing sins. I{e is a
big puzzle-sensual, rough: vindictive,
eloquent, active, spirited, fast changing,
immature, contemptible and generous,
contempfuous and gregarious and noble all
rolled into one. He knows that he is base and
how much so. He is turbulent, very
unpredictable and exhausting and i;
everything that a temperate, practical,
bourgeois European is not.

We are at frequent intervals at a loss to
understand who the real hero is. Is it Mitya
or is it Alyosha? It seems that the author gives
both equal weight. Nevertheless, Dmitri
seems to threaten Alexei,s claim for the center
stage and heroship. Though Alyosha is
idealized and admired, he ishade to stand
on the sideline whenever and wherever
Mitya is present. 'Ihis is illustrated in the
contrastive relationships they have with
women-Mitya with. Katerina and
Grushenka and Alyosha with Love. It is Lise
who is made rto take the initiative in the
relation between her and Alexei. \A/hen the
young girl, who is neurotic and spoiled,
decides to break off the engagement, alexei
seems not affected at all. In an academic
sense Alexei may be the central figure. But if

we take the drama element as important, it
is Mitya who steals tl-re show. FIe is the bearer
of the major portion of the action and we
are increasingly worrying about what is
going to do next and what his future is going
to be like, particularly in relation to hiJfigh"t
for his inheritance, his handling of Kateriia,
his infatuation for Grushenka, his estimate
of himself as a son, a brother, a lover and a

Tu.. Ivan is portrayed as an enigmatic
figure. Though an intellectual, he seerns to
be in danger of perdition. Dmitri,s soul is
the battlefield where a fight between good
and bad is on, though the outcome is ke t in
abeyance. Readers have an uncanny feeiing,
perhaps caused by poetic justice, tirat goo-d
will triumph over evil. Ilut they have to wait
and see.

There is a paradox in the case of Dmitri.
His sinfulness will be the means and
instrument of his salvation. He realizes how
wretched and vile he has been and sincerely
repents his evil deeds of the past. . We may
evc,n venture to state that even righteous
people are denied the chance of repentance
leading to salvation. He has robbedkaterina
who trusted him implicitly, struck and
seriously wounded Grigori who had taken
care of him when he was a child and willed
his father's death and so on with the result
that his retribution, even though in legal/
technical terms a miscarriuge of justice, is
fully deserved. Bear in mini thai Dmitri,s
longing for his father,s death is as bad as
causing his death, killing him, in Christian
religious terms. Eventually and spiritually
rebellious, he accepts his punishment and
leams to look upon it, not as punishment/
torture/persecution but as purgatorial
treatment leading to purification and
ennoblement. We are reminded of D.H
Lawrence's sinning your way to Jesus.
Perhaps the best comment comes from the
Holy t3ible itself in the words of Cfuist: except
a seed fall in the ground and die, it shail nbt
bring forth fruit. (Carefully note the allegory)

If Dmitri is the chief character in the
novel, who is the 'traditional, villain? All
fingers point at Stinky, the fawning, sexless,
epileptic flunky full of base emotions like
greed and jealously and hatred. He never
cares for other people and their scruples. He

-European 
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-is the murderer of Fyodor (alleged to be his

father, certainly his present master) but he

never undergoes any moral conflict. May be

it is because he has only a single track mind'
He is no thinking and feeling villain (like lago,

Macbeth, Edmund etc. from Shakespeare)'

He has a competitor, though. Morally and

psychologically, it is lvan. He has obviously
iong"d for his father's death: Even though
ne aia not kill his father himself, he has at

least half consciously instigated it' The

discussion between Ivan and Stinkv bears

testimony to this. FIis rootlessness leads him
to the speculation that if there is no God, then

anything is perrnissible. Ivan certainly
impressed on Stinky that he was with him
ani the latter took the hints in their face

value. We strongly feel that he is a kind of

extension of Ivan's personality where the

dark and evil side of Ivan gets sort of
extrapolated. (We have a parallel in
Dostoevsky's Crime ond Punishment' too)
What is enigmatic about Stinky is that his

motive is not fully revealed or explained
(except his intention of starting a caf6 in
Moscow.) He could easily have got away

with both the murder and the theft: Then

why does he take lvan into his confidence

and thereby exPose himself? FIe even tells

Ivan about his plans to blackmail him in the

future. We can make surmises but we are

never certain. Perhaps, the best guess is that

he is disappointed in Ivan whom he had

taken for his partner, as more willful and

stronger than l'rimself, a kind of suPerman
figure. On realizing his mistake, he accepts

ttL bitter truth that he is all alone and hence

commits suicide which results in the prick of

conscience of Ivan who recognizes his hidden
hand in the parricide (patricide) and which
drives him delirious and then crazy'

We are also persuaded to see the novel
rather autobiographically. Smerdyakov is
suffering from fiis, the disease that had
afflicted the author too. Dostovesky's
tyrannical father was murdered, not by his

sons, but by his peasants who rebelled against

the brutality of their master (recall how
uncaring Fyodor Karamazov was)' What is

crucial heie is the dual nature of Stinky
(illegitimate) son and servant of the man and

also an epileptic. Freudian psychology
informs ,rJtna[ the rivalry between the father

and the son is for the ownershiP and
possession of the mother. Here the mother
iigrr" is transferred to Grushenka for whose

possession Dmriti and Fyodor compete with
each other. When Dmriti looks for
Grushenka in her place and does not find her

there he thinks that sheliE in the company of
Fyoder, his father and, pushes to his.placc,

siands outside at tlliq,father's bedroom
window believing s\e is inside. At the

moment hatred wel,ls illP in his mind, he

contemplates murder and indeed strikes
down 'the old man'taking him for Fyodor,

though the old man tqrns out to be Grigori'
He leaves believing his victim to be dead' This

conclusion is drawn oq the strength of his

words: (page gL Vol'ti;. R burst of fierce

anger suddenty seetfied up in Mitya' heart'
'Ihire he is, my rivAi, the tormentor of my

life. Even if Dmriti could identity his purser

to be Grigori because Srigori brought him up

for somelime duringhis childhood, he is the

surrogate father; 'Ihe Oedipal circle is there

fore now completed. "Ttris may also explain
to some extent why Dmriti is drawn to
Grushenka while he was engaged to Katya

Father's competition is in Grushenka's case-

Grushenka is the recipient of fyodor's love

and admiration and Mitya wants Grushenka:

Psychological criticism has not bothered to
look at Zossima. A large chunk of the novel

is devoted to him and the role Zossima plays

in the life of Alexei' We may even look at the

lengthy digressions as a non-integral part of

the book. Zossima does assert his strong
spiritual influence on Alexei. 'fhe latter has

the saintiy figure to look up to. Stinky boks
up to the Lvillvan. 'lhere is a kind of spiritual
plndulum swinging between good and evil,

i uu.r"t and hell in the book and it is

obviously due to Zossima and Alexei' 'I'he

heavy deirsity of the plot might be smothering
but ior the intervention of the two' 'I'he

subplot of Ilusha and his friends clearly stays

outiide the main action, though it helps in
presenting Alexie in action, having lcft the

honastery at the behest of Zossima' Alexci
presents a serene and moral solace' I-le works

i*ottg the school boys, himself being hardly
more than a boY'

Besides the main figures who are iust
about half a dozett, we have a large number

of characters who are carefully drawn' For
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instance, Katerina and her histrionics, the
fantastical father Ferapont the teenaged
Kolya., Mime. Hohlakov, the servants,lhe
policemen, the pole, the innkeeper etc., They
are all round characters and ionvincingly
drawn.

There is the remarkable section iri the
novel-that of the parable of the Grand
inquisition. Ivan's fantasy about the return
of Jesus Christ to earth only to get into trouble
with the church authorities. Ferhaps this is
Dostowsky's way of shciwing his de^testation
of the Russian Catholic Chuich, he being an
Orthodox. Perhaps the author is questioiing
all sorts of despotism.

The novel is an exploration of the human
psyche in relation to sj1, its expiation, its
accountability and 'rnoralizing, 

love,
understanding and forgiveness.

All his major novels are classics and
iymerye,lf readable. I strongly recommend
that the learners read all his"novels so that
the learners can have the author,s vision of
life.

Answer the following questions as
exhaustively as you can:

L: Comment on the differences in the
characters of the Karamazov
brothers:

6.

7.

8.

9.

2. How has the author explained away
the miscarriage of justiie in Dmitri,s
case?

3. Write an essay on the rolc of religion
in the novel.

4. I)ostovsky drar,vs thc, picture of
Fyodor Karramazov in most
despicabe's tcrms, Why?

5. What elements of Freud do you find
in the novel?

In many ways l)mitri acts as a foil fbr
Fyodor. Explain?

Many characters in the novel are
symbolic. Substantiate.

Write an essay on rearlism ars shown
in the novel

Stinky murders liyodor; Ivan cries
that he promptcd tjre murdcr; Dmtri
accepts punishment for the murdcr.
Comment.

Discuss the novel as a histo ry of
Iiussia of the second half of the last
century.

l,essons prcpared by
PROF. G.S. RAMAI(RISHNAN

(IrTD.)
'['richur

10.
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UNIT― VI
HERMAN HESSE

SIDDARTHA

Flerman Hesse was born of Protestant
family in Germany his father and mother had

been missionaries in India. Hesse was not

circumscribed by any nationalistic restraints

as his ancestors hailed from different
countries. He accepted the Swiss citizenship'

He received his early education in
Germany. He had been a Minister, a

bookselllr, and a dealer in antiques and

published several books. FIe was also a great

traveler, visiting Italy frequently' His

maternal grand father was an authority on

India and Hesse with his father'had come to

India in 1.916. A democrat in politics, an

individualist in outlook, he confessed that he

was tremendously influenced by ancient

Hindu philosophy. FIe was no-t much

.o.r.ur.t6d about social problems but was

with the problem of individual' He observed'

"The tendencY of the new historY to
subordinate the personality to the pleasure

of the conventional mass is something I hate

to death".
His books are Lyrical in nature' FIis works

run into several volumes. He is chiefly known

as a novelist and not as a poet though he

wrote Poems and essays'too' John Ilronson

,uy, thut Hesse is "one of the most cultured

and sensitive is majestic and biting and at

times transcendental".
Hesse was influenced bY Plato'

Shakespeare, and Nietzshe' IJuddha's
influence and his search for religious serenity

in Eastern mYsticism can be seen in
"Siddhartha". F{e kept aloof from the storm

of national enthusiasrn and he realized that

our intellectual culture was merely a

collection of habits. Flence he maintained a

genuine contact with the myth' He was

Iwarded the Nobel Prize for Literature "for

his inspired writings which, while grgw|g
in boldness and penetration, exemplify th9

classical humanitarian ideals and high
qualities of stYle".

THE INFLUENCE OF INDIA
Some English writers who lived in India

or who madl brief visits to India made India

the subject matter of their novels' Rudyard

Kipling and E.M. Forster are such successful

*iit"ri. We have equally successful Indian

writers writing in English and for them too

the subject of ihe story is mainly lndian life
and culiure. The former depicts an obiective

view of India, as seen through the eyes of a
European. They have their limitations as they

could assimilaie from L:rdia oniy what their

European sensibility permitted' 
- 

In-case of

Indian writers writing in English, they too

have their own limitations. As Raja Rao

says." One has to convey in a language tha-t

is not one's own the spirit that is one's own"'
FIe, therefore, ProPoses an lndian English

which will be something like the Irish or the

American.

To depict Indianness in the strict literal

sense of ihe word is not an easy task' There

may be a number of definitions and

interpretations of the word, "Indian ness"'

but ii certainly carries what India contained'

and what has teen slowly but surely eroding'
'Ihe word, in fact, stands for human

perfectibility. The shifting of Consciousness

ir,to .,"* oibitt of awareness, leading to the

realization of self is the essence of

individualism in India. Tl'ris is beyond the

perception of a European writer' However'
i'Siddha.tha" is the first European novel to

achieve this. It depicts an individual' a

Buddha, who peals reality like pealing an

onion until he succeeds in showing the

unreality of reality and discovcring his own

self in this world of illusion:
I-Ierman I-Iesse, the 'author of

"siddhartha" was vcry much irifluenced by

the hidden spirit of lndia' It gir'me througll
his family ur',^d .u. be found i'enbctea in his

essays and novels. Hesse's parents and StTd
parents had long connections Yth.I"di1 -H:

-r 
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India in 1836。  After two years he became
the head of Ge...lan inission here.In order

to be the head′ he should have been lnarried

man and thus he chose a lady traveling with

him frorn Europe to lndia.

In fact′ Gundert needs no ll■ troduction to

the peoPle in Kerala′ 4ヽarie l■ esse′ IIesse′ s

mother′ was born at Thalassery′ in North

Malabar.I‐Iis father came froln a North―baltic

Estoniatt family.M`re than his parents it

was his grand father・ who ll■ fluenced IIIesse

ul his childhood. I―Ie writes in Childhood of

the NIlagician:″]殴lis man′ my lnother′ s father′

was hidden in a forest of mysteries′ just as

his face was hidden inlthe white fOrest of his

beard〃 . He found many peoPle cOrning to
his grandfather and talking in English′

French′ Indian′ Itahan′ 4ヽalayalan■ ′etc.and

he wondered at thё 1long conversations.
″
From hiln′ frorn thlls unfathomable one′ I

know′ came the secret that he surrounded

my mother′ the secret,the age old mystery

and she too had been'in lndia for a long time′

she too could sPeak and sing in NIlalayalam

and Kanarese.… ….and.attimes she possessed

hke hiln′ the stranger′ s smile′ the veiled sIInile

of wisdon■
′′.      ,

Gundert wrote thё  first NIlalayalalln―

English dictionary′ the first NItalayalam

graHImer bOok and l■ ad translated the Bible

into NIlalayalam.  This itself exPlains
Cundert′ s abiding interest in lndia.In
Cundert′ s falnily Hinduisln′ Buddhism′

Confucianism′ and Protestantisn■ ′Iningled

without contradictions and this influenced

the young rnind of]Hesse. There were
marvelous collections il■ tl■e family.Rolls of

Palln leaves inscribed with ancient Hil■ du
writing′ littleimages of God in wood and clay

and the dancing Shiva were objects which

fascinated the writer in childhood.He could

understand the inner ineaning of these
objects′ he realized tl■ at the infil■ ite lurked in

them alld he recognized the unity of vision

which is the essence of lndian life.

■lus Hごξ
`き

grew,,With a rich and fairly

only that IIessё leamed and lccogllized the

SPhituahty in ttinduism/he also became an

awakened soul. He was often called a
Buddhist. "At first I could only laugh;.....
And yet there was something accurate, a

grain of truth hidden in this", admitted
Hesse. He knew that Buddha was an
awakened soul. FIe had seen the falsity of
many illusions. I-Iesse also understood that
what the Buddha attained was something
incommunicable. This fact is very essential
in understanding Siddhartha.

His westem upbringing and the conscious
application of the intellect helped Flesse in
discerning the spiritual greatness of
Buddhism and I{induism. The main superior
qualities he noted in the Eastcrn religious
approach to life are " a quietude of soul, a

smiling transcendence, a totally unshakable
firmness" and he was very much fascinated
by the endless patience and kindness. Flesse

also learned that I{induism shelters "the
most monstrous opposites, the most
contradictory formulations, the most
opposed dogmas; rites, mytl'rs, and cults
conceivable, the delicate side by side with the
coarsest, the spiritual next to the massively
sensual, the charitable next to the crucl and
horrible'. This is the essence of experience
Hesse puts across to the western readers
though the character of Siddhartha.. I-le is
bundle of contradictions till he realizes the
multiplicity in appearances and the
timelessness in tl'ris temporal life.

I-Iesse became a quester, a seeker after
truth. As every seeker, he finally sees a unity
in diversity. I-Iis search for truth also
confirmed this strong conviction that
mankind has a meaning. lt must be
remembered that without understanding the
religious consciousness of India, a novel like
"Siddhartha" could not have been written.
Siddhartha is the sum total of ancient
wisdom, Upanishad wisdom and the very
essence of the experience of the Buddha. It
is the journey through the self till one
discovers the true place of one's self in this
world of illusions. It detaches the readers
from sentimental attachments and ;:.ttaches
them to spiritual attachments only to detach
them again from all absurd beliefs.

All these led to I-Iesse to study all religions,
all beliefs in comparison. Like Siddhartha
he possessed a protestant attitude to all
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conservative beliefs. He could not be riveted
to any particular faith.

SIDHARTHA
Siddhartha was a Brahmin's son. He was

very handsorne and was brought up by his
father strictly according to the religious ways
of Brahmins. I{e took part in learned men's
conversations and engagedhimself in debates
with his friend, Govinda. Apart from holy
ablutions and holy sacrifices, he learned to
perform the art of contemplation and
meditation. I Ie also learned to pronounce
"Om" silently and to recognize Atman. He
was intelligent and thirsty for knowledge. br
short he was growing up to be' a great
learned man/ a priest, a prince' and his
mother was proud.

Govinda loved everything in Siddhartha-
his king-like eyes, his intellect ardent thoughts,
strong will etc. He was proud to be a
Siddhartha's friend, companion, servant,
and even his shadow. At the same time
Siddhartha was full of dreams and restless
thoughts. He realized that ablutions,
sacrifiees and supplications were good but
they did not satisfy him. He had already
mastered Rig-Veda and now the doubts
lingered whether he should seek God or
Atman: I{e found wonderful wisdom in
Upanishads: It is pure as honey collected by
the bees. He found his father quite holy and
nobie. But how can he follow him if he wants
to be a seeker?

Siddhartha finally decided to join the
Samanas, the wandering asceties. Govinda
realized that "destiny was going to unfold
itself". If Siddhartha went, he too should go.
Siddhartha requested his father topermithim
to join the Samanas. The father was not
willing to permit him to do so. But
Siddhartha stood with folded hands
throughout the night, finally forcing his
father to agrec

Thus Sici. irtha and Govinda became
Samanas, 'I'hey wore simple dress, are simple
meals, ancl lound the life outside as mere
illusions of one's senses. Now life for them
was pain. The only desire in them was to let
the self-die, to experience the peace of
emptied heart. Guided by the eldest of the
Samanas they practiced self-denial and

meditation. They learned many ways of
losing the self. At times Siddhartha asked
Govinda whether they were on the right
path. Govinda had no doubts about it but
Siddhartha started entertaining doubts about
the path he had chosen. Is not self-denial a
temporary escape from the cage of the self?
FIe told Govinda, "I have always thirsted for
knowledge, I have always been full of
questions". His days bccame more and more
skeptical and painful on the life of samanas
also could not quench this thirst.

It was at this critical time of his life that
Siddhartha came to know Gotma, the
illustrious, the Buddha. 'fhe rumour was that
Buddha had conquerc.d in himself the
sorrows of the world. He had attained
Nirvana. Siddhartha found magic in these
rumours. Thus Siddhartha and Govinda
decided to leave the Samanas in search of
the enlightened, the Buddha.

After passing through forests and many
villages, they discovered the place where the
Buddha was surrounded by the largc'number
of believers. T'hey also heard his voice.
"Gotma talked about suffering, the origin of
suffering, the way to the release from
suffering. Life was pain, the world was full
of suffering but the path to the release from
suffering had been found. There was
salvation for those who went the 'way of the
Buddha". He taught the eight fold path.
Even after listening to the lluddha's teachings
Siddhartha remained unconvinced. FIe
found the Buddha's doctrines almost perfect.
But he told the illustrious one that thire was
a flaw in it. So Siddhartha decided not to
follow these doctrines ar-ry more but to go on
his own way. I{owever the Iluddha l-rad
robbed him of his friend because Govinda
decided to become a Buddhist monk. I{e was
no more a mere shadow of Siddhartha but
had become Gotma's shadow.

Left alone, Siddhartha analyzed his
feelings and found their causes. 'fo know
the causes is to enrich knowledge. Lle als<>

realized that lre was a man now. I-Ie also
found that he was without any teacher, even
the greatest teacher Iluddha is now left
behind. I-Ie was a thinker now, the subject
of his thought being the self. The self a was
riddle for him. "The reason why Siddhartha
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-has remained alien and unknown to lnyself

is due to one thing′ to one single thing― II

was afraid of lnyself′ I was fleeing from

myself′
′So he decided not to escape from

himseli″ I willleam from myselι be my OWn

器よitt」:糧轟:盤胤壁『漢蹴濯
Nothing is an illusidn for hiln. He felt

awakened now. IIe alも o realized that he was

no longer anascec a riieも l or a Brahrrlln,He

was silnPly Siddhart,1lthe aWakened.

Having removed■ eeting and illusive veil

frorn before his eyes hcと ould recognize the

#灘iЪぎ
u嚇

翼庸.計雪職
everything beautiful aldtlid hiln.]Ie FnuSt

gain experience no■ :・ He Wanted to

葛∬‖■穏婚¶艇驚電T:者ifil:
learned as enliglatenttё lモ.He found the need

to listen to both the tltoughts and the body.

He would f61low only his inner vOiCes′

PrObably under the bodhi tree′ the Buddha
too listened to his inner voices:

He reached the banks of a river.and slept

in the straw hut of the forryman. 1ゞ ext day

the ferrylnan took him the other side of the

river:Atthe end oftho Village he meta young

woman、″ashing clotlles.He asked her about

the road to the large town butshe came close

tO him.″ Placed her left foot on his right and

made a gesture′ such as woman makes when
she in宙tes a man to that kind of enioyment

of love which the holy books call ascendil■ g

the tree″ .Siddhartha became passionate and

kissed the tip of her breast.Lookil■ g up he

saw her face snuling′ full of desire and her

half― closed eyes Pleading with longil■ g″ .

Now the conflictin Siddhartha is between

the stir of sex in hilln alld the il■ ward voice

telling′ no′ .Le former was strong9r than
the voice of a Samana. IIIe entered tl■ e tolνn
and w、アas happy to be with the people. IIe

had his hairさ it and the beard shaved.IIe
met the wollnan Kamala again′ but i6t as a

shaman. Thiも 二ёhcounter and the subs9quent

朧蔦駆鯖鰤螺轟 :鳳軍れ
魅鯉盟秘i;:∬ξ燎:席:搬轟置
穏朧織 糧艦 s糠鰍]苦蟹

as a result of his sexual relationship with
Kamala. He becomes a merchant with the
help of Kamaswamy. Siddhartha even
recited this verse.

"To make sacrifices to the fair Kamala

Than to offer sacrifices to the gods"

Siddhartha's visits to the merchant,
Kamaswam/, at the advice of Kamala and'
his conversations witl'r him throw more
insight into Hindu wisdom: FIe worked with
Kamaswamy but spent most of the time with
Kamala. "Here with Kamala lay the value
and meaning of his present life". At times
he listened to his inner voice too and
wondered whether he was not living a

strange life. However he knew that he u,as
traveling his defined path. One has within
oneself his guide and path. I-Ie knew that he
had learned from the body of Kamala what
the learned teachers could never have taught.

Thus Siddhartha lived the life of the world,
tasted riches, passion and power but at heart
he remained a Samana. 'Ihe years went by.
A1l his experience at home, as Samana, with
Gotma, and with Kamala remained as a
secret knowledge of the self, of the eternai
self, that was neither body nor consciousness.
He envied the common people, their pleasure
and follies. Gradually this wordily iife too
became expressions of discontent, of sickness,
of displeasure, of idleness, of loveiess ness.

A kind of should sickness crept over him. 'lhe

fear of old age and death also gripped his
conscious self. He looked back and wondered
whether he had achieved anything in his life.
It was all a game, a game called Samsara, a
game for children. He realized his game was
finished. He sat under a mango tree, thinking
about everything about himself. Finally he
got up and decided to leave the place. l-lis
disappearance shocked Kamala who by this
time had conceived Sidhartha's child.

Siddhartha wandered into the forest,
realizing that he was deeply entangled in
Samsara. At last he reached the long river
in the wood. FIe looked into the water. He
wanted to be dead, to be devoured by the
fishes in the water. I-Ie leaned against a tree
and meditated over death. From the past of
his tired life, from a remote part of l-ris soul
he heard a sound. It was one word, one
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-syllable, the holy Om, meaning the "Perfect
One', or Perfection'. FIe was now conscious
of Brahman, of the indestructibility of life.
Slowly he slipped into a deep sleep.

When he woke up he found a monk. It
was Govinda. FIe wondered whatpilgrimage
Siddhartha was engaged in such rich robes.
Siddhartha explained the transitory nature
of everything. Govinda left him again.
Siddhartha, left alone, brooded over his past
life, its ups and downs. I{e found that all his
struggles in life were with his own self and
not anything outside himself. He learned
what no teacher could teach him. The
various roles Siddhartha played were all
different versions of his arrogant self. I{e
looked into the flowing river. He felt the river
had something special to tell him. The old,
tired, despairing Siddhartha was today
drowned in it.

He remembered that he had crossed the
same river once; "It seemed to him that who
ever understood this river and its secrets
would understand much more/ many
secrets, all secrets". He saw the water
continually flowed and yet it was always
there. It was always the same and yet every
moment it was new. He requested the
ferryman to take him across. His name was
Vasudeva. Siddartha told him what he
experienced looking into the river. Vasudeva
enquired whether Siddhartha would learn
another secret from the river that "there is
no such thing as time". Only the present
exists for it, not the sorrow of the past, that
of the future, Siddhartha thought, "Was then
not all shadow in time, all self torment and
fear in time?" Now for both the river was
not just water but the voice of life, the voice
of Being, the perpetual Becoming".

Many years passed. One day there was a
rush of monks across the river, rushing
towards the dying Buddha. Along them was
Kamala who had also become an ascetic. Her
son was with her. He was not interested in
Buddha. Anyhow fate took him to his own
father, Siddhartha, as Kamala died, bitten by .

a snake.

The eleven year old child was a spoilt
mother's child. Siddhartha found him
entirely different in everything. He could not

protect him from his desires. Siddhartha
remembered his own young days and his
revolt against his father's desires. Finally the
boy ran away from his father as Siddhartha
had done in his childhood.

This new experience of his attachmcnt to
his son and his deserting him in order to live
the life of his own desires made Sidhartha
look at the world and the people from a new
angle. He saw life, vitality, the indestructible
and Bhraman in all their desires and needs.
"Within Siddhartha there slowly grew and
ripened the..knowledge of what wisdom
really r.qs and the goal of his long seeking.
It was nothing but a preparation of the soul,
a capacity, a secret art of thinking, feeling
and breathing thoughts of unity at every
moment of life". FIis urge to seek his son put
the clock of his memoiy hack. "FIad not his
father also suffered the same pain that he
was suffering for his son was it not
a comedy, a strange and stupid thing, this
repetition, this course of events in a fateful
circle?"

I-Ie told Vasudeve about his painful
feelings and he felt that disclosing his wound
to the listener was the same as bathing it in
the river. FIe felt this motionless listener was
the river itself, God himself; I{e was eternity
itself. Slowly he realized that his wound has
healing and his self had merged into unity".
"From that hour Siddhartha ceased to fight
against destiny. There shone in his face
serenity of knowledgc., of one who is no
longer confronted with tl're conflict of desires;
who has found salvation, who is in himself
to the stream belonging to the stream of
events, with the strearrr of life, full of
sympathy and compassion, surrendering
wanted to go the unity of things". At this
stage Vasudeva also left him as the harmony
with into the forest and also because that was
the ripe stage to hand over the work of
ferryman to Siddhartha.

Govinda again arrived. Ile was still a
seeker. So Siddhartha told him everything
about the meaning of secking. Seeking
means: to have a goaT; but findinpi means: to
be free; to be receptive, to ha'vb no goal".
Though he had many teachers iri his life,
Siddhartha told him, most of all the learned
from the river and his predecessor Vasudeva.
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He also learned that wisdom is not
communicable knowledge can be
communicated, not wisdom. In every truth
opposite isequally true. The Buddha divided
everything into Samsara and Nirvana,
illusion and truth in order to teach. Actually
there is neither a Saint nor a sinner. And
time is not real. In every sinne there exists a

potential Buddha. Every sin carries grace
within ! Siddharthd distrusts even words
because the contradiction is also an illusion.
He felt himself with Gotma now. "Not in
speech no thought do! Regard him as a great
man, but in his deeds and life".

Govinda now realized the greatness of
Siddhartha. "This is the holy man! His ideas
maybe strange, his words may sound foolish,
but his glance and his hand, his skin and his
hair, all radiate a purity, peace, serenity,
gentleness and saintliness which have never
seen in any man since the recent death of
our illustrious teacher". He saw the perfect
on smiling.

CAPITAL COMMENTS
In "Siddhartha" the characters are all

Indians in an Indian milieu. It was written
seven years after Flesse's first visit to India It
deals with the evolution of the soul of the
central character. Many parallels between
the actual liJe of the Buddha and Siddhartha
can be found in the novel:

Siddhartha outgrew the ritual practices of
his family. From the Vedas and Yoga he
learned that no self-realization would come
to him through the rituals and practices.
Siddhartha remembered the lines of
Chandogya Upanishad.

Om is the bow, the arrow is the soul,

Brahman is the arrow's goal
At which one aims unflinchingly.

The desire to hear the perfect sound takes
him to the forests as a Samana. With his
friend Govinds, he learns to live a simple life.

But his ego, the 'L', within him returned.
The thirst fb gmpty himself, he felt, was an
escapism. The visit of Gotma gives him an
opportunify to lean new things. Even the
Bqdd\a;yqould not satisfy him. He left
Govinda and caine back into the world-

' sarnsara. .Kamala and Kamaswamy enter his

life. The former teaches the art of making love
and the latter the art of making money. Sex
and profit also could not satisfy him. He
reached a river and wanted to drown himself
in it. It was at this time the holy syllable
"Om" came to his lips. Here he tried to probe
in to the real causes of l'ris misery. He
understood that it was his ego, his self
standing in the way of perfcct happiness.
Vasudeva enters his life and it makes all the
difference in his life. This ferryman takes him
across the river of the world. Self-realization
comes to him finally. Vasudeva leaves and
Siddhartha takes over the responsibility of
ferrying the people across the river. Govinda
comes again. I{e too is ferried across which
makes Govinda realize that Siddhartha has
become the perfect one

The book is highly symbolic. First of all it
reveals the stages in one's life, from early
childhood to the final realization of the self.
Siddhartha's father's resolve to make him an
intelligent man, a good Brahmin is foiled by
the child's desire to become what he desired.
The father is guided by the rituals and
practices and the son by his inner voice which
liad its roots in the Upanishads. I-Iowever,
Siddhartha realizes that be it a Brahmin's
way or a Samana's way, life is lived without
understanding the world. Every mode is a

way of escaping from the self. And no way
is right without seeking the path of Samsara
of Kama. That is why Govinda is shown as
a contrast. Govinda by following the Buddha
and by coming back to Siddhartha as an
eternal seeker is shown as a Sanyasi escaping
from the world of sex and profit to lcarn the
seif and this Universe.

The novel also gives the reader a clear
distinction between knowledge and wisdom.
This must be a very interesting gain for the
European readers because what is really
great and superior in orientalism is the
importance given to wisdom. "Knowledge
can be communicated, not wisdom". T'he
people from the West, trying to have a

passage to India, can or could experiencc
India only through knowiedge. 'Ihrs rs shown
in Forester's "Passage to India" too . Godbolc
represeflts'in thathovel ancient wisdom and
all the characters fro.m the West find it
.difficult to understand Godbole's attitude to
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the central problem in that novel. The
novel"Siddhartha", also tells us the difference
between Samsara and Nirvana and illusion
and truth. Siddhartha finally understands
that not only is the world and illusion but
even the self is an iliusion. The illusive nature
as father, son, beloved etc. is exposed in the
novel with the precision of an experienced
Rishi. All dissolve into the eternal stream.

Time is the next hitch for the self. The
arrested and temporal time distorts reality
and the self is tormented as it finds itself
trapped in the temporal time. Only when
Siddhartha identifies himself with the
perpetual flow of the river he is able to know
the illusory nature of time. Time is still as

well as flowing like water. There is only
perpetual isness.

However the most interesting in the novel
is the repetition of life. Everythi.g is cyclical.
Father repeated with another father, the son
repeated with another son, the Buddha
repeated with another Buddha. What is not
repeated is only the eternal flow river. this
is what is called dejavu, the cyclical repetition
of nature.. Intellect, knowledge, linear time
etc. are of the West. Intuition, wisdom, the
cyclical time etc. Are of the East, the oriental.
"Time is not real. Govinda. I have realized
this repeatedly".

Nor is there a difference between the
sinner and the saint. Govinda remained a

saint tl'rroughout the novel. IA/hat of it? It is
Siddhartha, the sinner who attained
perfection. It also shows that the path to
salvation is never through abstaining. Body
is not an enemy to spirit as the west would
have it. l-hat the body is a hindrance to tl-rc

spirit is not only contested by Hesse, but he
asserts that it is the body which can lead to
wisdom, unlike the Christian belief. The body
in the novel is also shown as the right source
to spiritual wisdom or salvation.

MYTH AND SYMBOLISM
"Siddhartha" is a small novel but it is the

Oriental Wisdom in its condensed form.
Almost ail the characters in it are archetypai.
The lluddha's name was Siddhartha. A11

events in the novel show that I-Iesse has taken
them from the actual experience of the
Buddha. The Physical torments undergone

by Siddhartha recall the spiritual adventures
of the Buddha.

Kamala is one of the names of Lakshlni/

rゝife of Vishnu in IIindu mythology.She
rides the owlノ haS the lotus flovver for her seat

and POSSesses a golden PitChCr ftlll of winc.

Swarl■i means master and kama means
dosire. So Kamaswvamy mcans master of
desire  Vasudevalis bne of thc names of
Krishna′ Vasudeva:l■leans″hc in whom all
things abide and h/1■ d abides in all″

pe鶏 翼 ITT雲 器 tユ胤 lWit
realization of the sblF hnd the realizatiol■ of

the rneaning of tilne are synonymOus in the

novel.Ittakes the fea4ers to the vcry core of

ltti樹脚i寓‖述
Its exPlanatiOn is ag f。 11。、vs.VVhat has
become′  v、

/hat is becorning/ what vvill

become.∴ .… And vvhatis beyond these three

states of the vvorld of・ tilne― that′ too is tho

sound AUM′ .   :

QUEST10NS   i
l. ″The evolution of the soul of the

ccntral character is the crux of
″
Siddhartha″ .1)iscuss

2    ″IIerlnan llcsse uses his lndian

expcricnce to create an outstanding

vvork of art in   Siddhartha″ .

Exallnlne:

3. Cornl■■ent on the sylnbolism used in

Siddhartha

4.  13ring out the ″Indian Ethos′
‐ ёonstantlv at work in″ Siddhartha″

5. Col■ ment On tl■ Ol■■editative and
｀
SPiritual strah in″ Siddhartha″ .

Lcsson prepared by

DR. C. RAVINDRAN;NAMBIAR
Cochin College
, ir' Cochin.
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UNIT― VH
THOMAS MANN

THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN

Thomas Mann, the German author,
received the Nobel Prize in 1929. I[e was a
jew. There was a tendency to neglect the
German writers during the war years but
with the award to Mann the Nobel
committee of the Swedish Academy opened
the door once again to German literature.
The prize was given for Mann's
"Buddenbrooks" and not for "The Magic
Mountain" published n 7924. He was a bit
upset because of this, bccause he considered
"The Magic Mountain" as the more
important work.

Thomas Mann was born on 6 june 1875.
After his father's death in 1891 he went to
Munich to live with his mother. I-Ie worked
in an insurance office during the day and
attended classes during the night. Later l're

went to Italy where he began writing novels.

Thomas Mann had six children. His
daughter, Erika, married the English poet,
W.H. Auden. In 1933, owing to the rise of
Hitler he went to Switzerland and settled
down there. Later he moved to America and
become an American citizen. He died in 1955
at the age of 80.

In 1901 "Buddenbrooks" was published
and it brought immediate fame to the author.
"Royal Highness" was published eight years
later. Before "Magic Mountain" came out in
1924 two more great novels had been written
and published, "Tomio Kroger" and "Death
in Venice". Flowever, it was "Magic
Mountain" which the readers liked. It is the
acme of Mann's achievements. It is a very
long novel. Despite its length the reader's
interest never flags. It is a symbolic and
philosophical novel, treating modern man's
problems at the highest level. All the ideas
and issues of this century are touched upon
by the author. It is considered to be one of
the most gigantic works of modern literature.
It has in it psychoanalysis, science, Eastern
dogmatism and Western Literature.

Roy I']ascal says: "Mann was a great writer
of great range and subtlety equally successful
in the evocation of figures and scenes in
philosophical discussion. FIis works lack
simplicity and some timc's human feelings,
indeed he disturbed simplicity in a worid
that so easily abused it. But despite its
sophisticated irony his work is full of tender
concern for mankind".

MANN THE WRITER
Thomas Mann's early stories and sketchcs

deal with life among the poor. I{e was a self-
critical artist and he continued to grow as a
writer. He studied the peculiar problems of
the artist. He also painfully examined his
conscience and did a lot of soul searching.
I{e worked hard for enlightenment. "'fhe
Magic Mountain" is the great summation of
his efforts, sublimating his distress; it is one
of the greatest novels in the world.

Mann uses novel as a vehicie for theory.
FIe does not create sentimental characters but
invests the human personality with a sense
of value. His picture of life may look very
tragic and cruel. Ilut there is in his treatment
of character a sensitiveness, a feeling of
quality. Mann was a great artist, always
looking for reiw materials to translate them
into art. In order to achieve this he immersed .

himself in volumes of Ilabylonian lore,
classical mythology, theology and treatises on
various diseases. With a pencil in his hand
he took copious notes. He would asscmble a
mass of concentrated information and later
he would give them an aesthetic touch. FIe
was also a master of prose fiction.

Thomas Mann's development as a novelist
takes place along with the development of
modern narrative prose. He started writing
in the traditional realistic forrn. But his
journey from "Buddenbrooks" to "Dr.
Faustus" embraces all the developments in
the art of writing novels for about half a
century.
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-Mann′ s novels must be read as a single

work giving a structural llnity. Each novel

has a develoPmg lnOtif buttaken as a whole′

all the novels have a theme which unfolds

itsclf at a rnacroscoPiC level.The central

themc is a sort of enquiry into everything

concerning mankind:art′ artist′ culture′

kno、
～
′ledge′ etc.As a result of the industrial

revolution the world gets regirnentalized′

isolating the artist from his society.■ 'he

artist′ s responsibility to pinPoint the role of

thc intellectual in a society has not been well

understood.A writer like D.II.Lawrence
thought that the glorification of the vital

urges in man would bring about changes in

the life t)f lnan.Right frorn his childhood′

Ⅳlann bore within hiFnSelf the tension he

found in our society′ which was rapidly
changing. Almost all his works deal with
tlle studies of unfortunates or outcasts.And

h″'The Magic Mollnta“ 〃
he deals with the

peculiar removal from life′ the isolation and

insulation that goes with illness and the

atinosPhere Of healing.

Thcrefore′ we can call his novels as
realistic fiction. NIIann′ s imaghation depicts

the rninutest circuFnStances of hullrlan

suffering′  Perverted emotion. Painful
embarrassment etc.They are shown with
greaL precision and irony.The irOny oftimes

tums lllto symbols. IIis style originates from

his  porsonal   experience,   it   is
autobiograPhical・ 4`ann′ s greamess′ perhaPs
lies in his instinctive ability to organizo all

his experiences symbolically with a unique

organic interrelatcdness.  3oth in
″Buddenbrooks″ and″Tonio Kroger′

′
′the

fundamental′ personal problem is developed

autobiographically′ from the standPoint Of

the artist.

The artist is shown by Mann ll■ an ironic

situation expressing life he is unable to live.

Tlle invalid′ the outcast′ the adventurer and
the criminal are the different shades of the

artist hilnself.Ⅳ lann shows in″ Death in
Venice″ that disciphne is what preserves the

artist and once disciPline slackens the demon

breaks loose.In the whirlPoo1 0f debaucheryノ

both art and artists are swept into sickness

and death.In″ The Magic Mountain″ Manh
■rOWn questions like What ib life?ぇ WhatlisI

the n6...l ofman and his rneasure?etcI He iS

an enquirer, a self-questioner and follows the
path of the middle, the irony. Mann is
convinced of the dignity of man, tl-re worth
of man's aspirations and possibilities. I-Iis
integrity as a writer lies in his ability to be
honest to both his convictions and doubts.
He may not be showing but a way certainly
emerges as we read Mann's novels. Once he
said,"In matters of humanity every decision
may prove premature″ .

THE MAGIC Ⅳ10UNTAIN
.「

hc story of″ Theヽ〔agic Mountain″ is

taken froln Thomas Mann′ s actual life. In

the year 1912 his wife was suffering fronl a

lung complaint.So she was taken to a
sanatoriuln at Davos′ Switzerland′ which
was at a high alttitude′ .NIlann stayed with

his children at NIIunich ofin Tolz′ his country

home.But he visited his wife at Davos. In

the novel it is IIans CastorP whO ViSits his

cousil■ JoaChim at Davos.

During his visit to Davos Mann got a
troublesome bronchialcold.I■ e consulted the

doctors there.The head doctor″ thumped
me about and straight away discovered a
so―called moist sPot in my lung〃 . The
physician advised him to rcmain there for six

months and take the cure. ⅣIann says″ If I

had followed the advice′ who knows′ I nught

still be there!1/Vrote″ The Magic Ⅳlountain″

il■stead The confession came a■ er a ttaP of

allnost a generatio,. In the novel he rnade

use ofthe impressions he gathered duril■ g his

three weeks′ stay there. The treatlnent of

tuberculosis has entered upon a different

PhaSe tOday′ says NIlan,ノ
″and most ofthe

Swiss sanatoriuln have become sPortS hOtels″

The story in the novel is briefly like this:

The leadilag character IIans CastorP′ a yOung

cngineer froln IIamburgノ makeS a three
weeks′ visit to Davos before starting out his

professional career.IIis cousin is taking a

temporary cure at a famous hosPital fOr
consumptives at Davos′ Platz.Hans has not

even stayed out his three weeks before he

comes down with a bad cold.And before
long certain rough sPotS lll hislungs has been

discovered.lhus he is condeluned for several

monthS′ stay at the sanatorium.Then the

i montl■ S extend themselves to years. IIe getS

i acctζtomedlothiζ  ttvalid life.And he loses

tOuど h・wiⅢ
 Ⅲ

さ■。1144蜻
“

′the″ natland〃
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Hans now gets lost in himself, in the
endless business of "balancing his accounts"
intellectually and spiritually. The most
important thing in this process is that l-lans
loses tracks of time, time which keeps the
ordinary people to measure their experiences.
By the time the World War breaks out he has
spent several years at the sanatorium. In fact
the war wakes him up from his dream.

All these seven years he has been taking
his rest-cure on his airy balcony. I Ie eats well;
has a comfortable chair relax in and takes
stock of himself. Everything at Davos is
magical like the number seven. I-{ans is
one among the seven shown in the novel: he
takes temperature seven times. "LIe was also
nursing his love for a married lady with
Asiatic eyes and cheek bones, with ill-kept
finger nails and a beautiful skin". Flowever,
his main activity was balancing his accounts"
for which three men of great personalities
helped him in different ways.

The first of those three mc.n is I-ocodovico
Settembreini. I-Ie is an Italian and suffering
from tuberculosis. He is a Ilreemason, a
humanist, and a believer in the eighteenth
century Enlightenment. I{e is also a member
of "lnternational League for Organizing
Progress". "lhe second of the three is I-Ierr
Naphta. I3y conversion he is a Catholic and
Jesuit but by origin he is a jew. I-Ie believes
in the dictatorship of the proletariat as a
solution for many evils in our society. Fle
believes in the spirit and has a contempt for
the body. He is also a TI3 patient.

these two characters are good in arguing
and converting the ideas of the listener. So
they engage themselves with I{ans in
unending debates. I'he reader becomes
helpless not knowing which side he should
take. And the other never interferes. One
obvious difference between Settembrini and
Naptha is that the former is for life and action
whereas the latter is of suffering and death.
Settlembrini thinks that Flans' illness is self-
induced. He would be better if he returned
to the lower rarorld. What is lacking in
Settemhrini and Naptha is a clear philosophy
of Me.: For this Manrr gives us the third
important character after the central
character, Hans Castrop. His name is
Mynheer Peeperkorn. He is a Dutchman

from ]ava . He was badly hit by tuberculosis
and alcoholism. "FIe is an elderly man of
great stature, with face deeply and nobly
lined and a bcard to match". [[e looks likc a

royal personality and everybody thinks of
him great deal. In order to make way for the
woman l-lans loves, he commits suicide in the
end. I{is suicide comc.s as a demonstration
of the love hc is mcant to symbolizc.

Mann gives a minutc sketch of his
characters. 'l'heir looks, dress, habits and
speech are given with a superb skill. "lhe best
example of this is the way the ugly nurse,
Fraulein Von Mylendolc is depicted in the
novel. Ilut most of all it is Mann's close
observation of the life at f)avos which brings
reality to the novel.

In the first chapter, "Arrival", we are
introduced to the life at Davos. There is a
total difference between the way one looks
at life on the mountain and at the valley
down. ".fhree weeks are nothing at all to us
up here .... You are going to see something
you've never dreamed of; just wait". Llans'
cousin'Joachim introduces the paticnts and
the staff in the hospital to Ilans "lJehrens is
a cynic himself.....Krokowski is the assistant
....... FIe psycho-analyscs the patients".

'Ihe clinical touch Mann gives to the
treatment in the Sanatorium also makes the
reader almost perplexed, "Methyl aide-hide;
yes that is too much for the bactcria, no matter
how strong they are. Ilut it has a powerful
stench, of course perfcct sanitation is
absolutely essential". At Davos there are
different kinds of cough, "dry and loose,"
and people always say that the loose one is
better than the other, the barking kind". Ihe
first encounter between Flans and the doctor,
Krowkoski, is interesting. I{ans said that he
was perfectly healthy to which the doctor
replies. "l,for one, have ncver in my life come
across a perfectly healthy human being".

The writer introducing the main
character, Hans, and the sanatorium, takes
the readers to Han's early life as he himself
ruminates over his past life. I{e became an
engineer and have respected his works. After
introducing Hans, he is again shown in the
midst of the patients in the sanatorium,
struggling.to grasp various views on life and

-Eurcpean 
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society expressed by them. Hans Castrop
listened with good - natured enjoyment. l'It
was indeed great fun to listen to, so eloquent
was it, so precisely rendered, so free from
every trace of dialect". One day he told
Settembrini. "You have such an amusing way
of talking" to which Settlembrini replies, "I
have a plastic way of speaking."

Occasionally, Joachim enquires whether
Hans likes the people at the sanatorium.
"Dear me, don't find them very interesting".
Settlembrini has coined a word for the
inmates -- 

//ftglizontallers".because he
feels that they are living horizontally. One
day Hans was quite attracted by the presence
of a lady named Chauchet during the
midday meal. She looked like a French lady
but was Russian;'Ihe days passed and along
with them the discussions and the debates,
Flans was full of dreams too. "With sleep
returned the involved dreams took him
everywhere. In one such dream he was
borrowing a pencil frorn Madam Chauchet
in his old ichool courtyard, In another dream
the found himself kissing Chauchet at the
dining table

Occasionally the readers are given a hint
at the confusion of time on the mountain,
"The truth is, tlie seasons here are not so
distinct from each other)they run in togcther,
so to speak, and don't keep to the calendar".
And the society is all mixed up. In such
confusing atmosphere and surrounding
Hans is constantly drawn to become the
listener to the plastic views of Settembrini "so
disease ..... is in itself, a dedication of
mankind....!! "Again, "tragedy begins where
nature has been cruel enough to split the
personality, to shatter its harmony by
imprisoning a noble spirit within a body not
fit for the stress of life". Flans has slowly
mastered the art of living at the
sanatorium...."7t is not the question of my
being bored; on the contrary, I might say that
I am royally entertained".

Hans was generally contended with the
company of his cousin and has even eamed
the title "disinterested spectator". I{owever,
Settembrini's talk continued to make a

confused impression onhim. He satlistening
to the Italian mostly due to the promptings
of his conscience , "Two principles, according

to Settembrini, of cosmogony were in
perpetual conflict for the possession of the
world. Force and justice, tyranny and
freedom, superstition and knowledge, the
law of permanence and the law of
change...One might aall the first Asiatic, the
second the European principle". Ilans
Iearned something about Dante from the
Italian windbag.

I-Ians is still undcr'the irnpression that he
has only a cold. One day after an examination
the Directress told him. "lhere ought not to
be any talk about colds up here; that sort of
twaddle belongs down below, You have a
beautiful bronchial catarrh". And he had
temperature too and it was a harmless
temperature. Joachim suggested that he
should have a cl'reck up by the specialist and
the obliged. The result is as cxpected in the
sanatorium and it was proclaimed by the
highest authority there, by Hofrat Behrens.
I-Ians told Joachim. "I am not the first wllo
thought of making a flying visit up here for
whom it fell out differently". Now Flans lived
each day as it came. FIe is also a patient now.
As Settembrini came to know of this he tried
to philosophies thc whole situation, "I
haven't got that far yet" . Ilut the Italian goes
on, death is worthy of homage, as the cradle
of life..... For, death, as an independent
power, is a lustful power, whose vicious
attraction is strong indeed. Though his life
seems tobe diminishing, his love for Chauchet
grew stronger and stronger. I-Ie is now eager
to know her age, her origin, her husband etc.
When he went to get X-rayed Frau Chauchet
too u,as in the waiting room. Joachim spoke
to her. Ilut Hans felt that he himself was
talking to her.

Off and on the readers, like Flans, have to
listen to the Italian , Settembrini. I-le warns
Hanns, "Guard yourself, Engine, from her
sort of irony that tl'rrives up hers.". This is in
fact, in responses to someone calling the
sanatorium "a pleasure resort". IIis
observations sometimeS stand as a contrast
to Dr.Krowkoski's Monday Lecturcs. In
short, as the days pass, the conversation on
the rriountain deviaies into philosofhical and
psychological areas, embracing all human
experiences. It bGcomes a commentary on
life, and death. "Hans Castorp did not keep
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inward connt of the time'. He has also not
forgotten to look at the "flaccidity" of
Chauchet's back. He posture of her head, as
she came to the dining table. 'Ihe stress and
strain along with the bliss his beloved object
brings, leaves him in a confused state of
anguish. , - (

Every character coirtributes his or her best
to enrich the readers and Flerr I-Iofrat and
other members of the medical staff are no
exception. What iS,the physical being of a
man? I{ofrat answers, "'Ihe human body
consists, much the larger part of it, of water.
No more and no less,than water... The solid
parts are only twenty-five percent of the
whole and of that twenty are ordinary white
of egg... Ilesides that a little fat and a littlc
salt, that's about all....Life oo is principally
oxidization of the cellular albumen,"

'fhe central parf of the novel is full of
matters r,vhich are highly philosopi-rical. As
Hans continues to probe into the rnystery of
life and the variouq ways it is looked at thc,
readers also get drawn into the bylanes of
knowledge assimilated by great thir-rkers and
vriters. It embraces every field, particularly
the arcas dircctly rclated to human body and
soul. I-Ians Castorp ptrts several questions to
himself." For himself it w,as pre.cisely because
hc did not know the answers that the put
the questions." "'I\,vo weeks ago...my
prospects were the best. And today I am
regularly infested .. No walk of getting
away". In the mcantime Chauchet has also
left. Flans' evcr chart dispiays a sharply
rising curve. 'l'lre atrthor: continue.; to give us
the "mental furniture" of his he ro ancl his
phl,sical suffcring at the sanatoritrnr n,ith
utrnost skill. l-Iowevcr, it is tlte fund of
information rvhich llans gatlrers therc that
n:akes the novel all the, more baffling. It is
this plculiair quality of tlrc place whjcli i:iukes
it a magic mountain.

As thc life of the hero unfolds itself at the
sanatorium tl'rcre tal<e placc dcaths,
dcparttrres and alSo nerv admissions. Onc
da1, 6r., notices a strangcr with setten:brjni.
Flc is'a professor of ancier"rt languages. T'hc
conyfyS?.tion bctr,r,een Prof. Naphta arrcl
Sett6'rhbtini touches a high lcrrel oI
knowledge and at tinres it becomcs mvstical.
Forexample"... bed is the ulace c: urtcrcorrrsc

between the wooing and the wooed.
Symbolically it typifies devotional retirement
from the world for the purpose of contact
with God".

When I-Ians is alone on his balcony he
occupies himself in mental activities which
he called "talking stock". The readers eithcr
find him listening to the conflicting views of
Settembrini and Naphta or is seen lost in his
cousin. 'Ihis gave him much food for thought
and made his 'taking stock' more
philosophical. At last his cousin Joachim left
the sanatorium. It is not clear whether one
leaves the mountain as a man cured of his
illness or goes as an impossiblc. case. I lans
now changed his dining table and started
meeting more strangers. I-Ie also continued
his visits to Naphta either alone or with
someone he knew. At times Flans remained
sandrvichcd between Naphta and
Settembrini as they threrv their net widcr
into areas medieval: religious, political,
psychological, etc. But listcning to them
provides a liberal education on topics which
are otherwise difficult for one to gather from
books. When Settcmbrini says 'I)ise'ase was
very unhuman", Naphta says " Diseasc u,as
very human". And IIans' assessment of
them is that Napllta is almost a Ubertine
whcrcas the other is a fool of rrirtue.

Snorv is an enemy to tubcrculosis. And
this particullar winter they had no sun, only
snow. I [ans has only one desire-to be alonc
with his thr:ughts. If he has olte morc desire
it is to be in closcr and fre'er totrch n,ith thc
nrountains. Ilut his constant tempc'raturcr
does not pcrmit him to go out. Yet hc corrlcs
tc a dccision to rvalk out, into nature: A
valorous dcsire, indeed. FIe moves through
the snon, doivn to the rrallcv through various
grovcs and meets vqly joyful people and
children at the flatland, dolvn belorv.
Fl<iwever it was all the dream arrcl on r,r,;-!<ing
up he joins Settenbrini, ars usual for t]re
'plastic' talk he girres. Occasio,r.i.lly Ire
receives letters from his cousin wlro is back
again as a soldier, a clevotcd soldicr to hjs
chosen career. But soon he receirres a
mcssage that Joachin is returning as the
plrysicitrn has advised him sick leave
reccrnmerldLrg high rnorrntain. So Jaochim
is novrr giver.' i:is alter ctrre treatment and the
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-cousins renew their usual walks. Ilis throat
is pained everyday. He has changed
completely, turning weaker every day. So

his mother Louisa Ziemssen is summoned.
joachim's condition worsens and at last he

dies. The author says "let us stake our statrd

in spirit with Llans Castrop on his lonely
height, and gaze down witl'r him uPon a
damp burial-ground in the flat land."

Time and narration like music flow on.
Hans seems to be not aware of the mortal
time. When did ]oachim come and go? Or
when did Chauchat come back? ".....time is
an illusion, that its flow in sequence and
causality is only the result of a sensory
device". When Chauchat retumed, there was
a fellow-passenger with her named Mynheer
Peeperkorn. Now Flans gets one more, "to
sustain the conversation in thc realms of the
intellectual". Among the "admirable
performers of death" at the sanatorium
Peeperkom is a nelv addition. FIe is old and
very weak. But as Settembrini puts it, for
Hans in his attempts at "hunting paradoxes",
Peeperkorn is an excellent contributor'

Mynheer Peeperkorn is a colonial
Dutchman, a man from Java, a coffee planter.
This 'newcomer' is not the bearer of logical
confusion, says the writer, but he added"
dismay and perplexity upon the hero of our
tirle". For example Pceperkorn says, "l'ife,
young gentleman, is a fernale; A spralvling
female, with swelling breasts closc to each

other, great soft belly betrveen her haunches,
stender arn^s, bulging thighs, half-closed eyes.

She nrocks us. She challenges tts to exparrcl

otr.r rnanhood to its uttermost span/ to stand

or fall bcforc her" Peeperkorn is rrrostiy
sl'roltn in conversation rvith Settembr:ini and

Naphta w'hile I-latrs remains a silent listener,
"l lt-rve and ho,our slcep." Salrs p"r,O"rkorn,

"I venerate deep, srveet, refreshing, bliss of it'
'fhus the adventure of r-rur hcro is givcn a

further boost rvith the acld ition of
Peeperkorn. But, unfortunately, thc old man

did not live long. As he couldn't endure his
illness for long he died, or it would be better
to say that he committed suicide. IIis dealh
brings [Ians and Chauschet closer.

The dcteriorating atmosphcrc at tlte
sanatorium is describcd in the novelyn'iLh a'11or

-the clinical touches: lVe get a detailcd

description of the inadequate treatment there
or the inevitable deaths multiplying.
However, the intellectual discussions and
debates go on unabated. One day they go
for a pleasure trip which ends up in a quarrel,
followed by a duel. 'lhey draw up a line and
Scttembrini and Naphta pull out thcir
revolvers. 'fhey challcnge each othcr.
Naphta finally ends his life by killing himself.
The life at the sanatorium, however,
continues as usual.

"Seven years Ilans Castorp remained
amongst those up here ....... Seven years is a
goody handy figure ...... our hero had sat at

alt seven tables in the dining room..... Yes

we will go even further, and relate his
carelessness to the carclessness of thc world.
One day he packed his trur-rk and rvalked off
to join the thousands at the 'flatland' rarho

have joined the army as the war broke out.
"'fhere is our friend, there is Llans Cast<-rrp!

We recognize him at a distanc€ ..... I{e is
running .... With the bayonet swinging in his
hand". The story ends as the author says

fare,,,rrell to him: "Farern,ell, honest Hans
Castorp, farewell. Life's delicatc cl'rild! Your
tale in told ..... farewell ..... and if thou livcst
or diest!".

'l'lre summary of the story girzcn abovc
gives the students only a bricf idca about the
important characters anc{ cvents. "'I'he Magic
Mountain" is a very lengthy novel - 'lhere

are several inmates in the sanatorittm, who
add freslrr-ress and rcality to the storv. 'l'he

atrth.rr also gives a skilful portrait' of th.'
clinical lil'e at the ill-fatcd placc. 'I'hc nor,'el

also demands from thc reradcrs a trasic
knor.vled ge about religion, politics,
phitosophy, psychology, mcdicine ctc. lt is

obvious tl'rat ali these important aspects of
,1'r.' ylerrel cannot ber retold hcre. So thc'

sturlents are ildvised to reirC the novcl so that
they becomc directly familiar with thc storSr'

CRITICAL COMMENT'S
"The lv1agic Mountain" is a very

impressive and ber,r,ildering novel. It is
autirbiog:'aphicaI bccause the tealistic
€rrJCoLlflt of the young man's experipnce in a

si'rnatorittm given in thc ncvt:l is baped on the

€;{prsri errccs Mann ]rimsr,'lf h acl cxperienced,
'[his rrorr,:1czrn bc calicd tr psycltological novel
becatrse of its Irreudian way of analyzing thc
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-subconscious. But, above all, it forms a
brilliant study of disease and its effects. The
novel's impact is so forceful that at times even
the readers feel that they are also getting
infected by being in touch with the story at
the sanatorium. That marks the telling effect
of the story.

"The Magic Mountain" is also a

philosophical novel, apart from being realistic
and psychological. The title itself suggests
its symbolic meaning.. There is a mystical
aspect also to this story with the repetition
of number 7 - Castorp submits himself to X-

Hans Castorp represents the whole
German nation. If we analyse the result of
I{an's adventures we c€rn get a new range of
meanings, a new set of symbols. 'Ihe most
persistent influences on l-Ians are those of
Settembrini and Clauda Chauchet. They are
symbolic of Western enlightenment and
Eastern mysticism. I{is passion for Chauchet
is strong but in the end he goes his own way.
Symbolically, he achieves a synthesis of both
opposing cultures; Hans remains truly
German, a blcnd of two extremes.

Looking at tl're novel more closely readers
ray examination after seven weeks' stay; he can slowly understand that I'lans tries to
remains at the sanatorium for seven years, transcend his author and his country to
the thermometer in his mouth is kept for become a representatives of the asplring
seven minutes, there are severl tables in the mankind. FIis spiritual adventures take him
dining room etc. are not mere accidents. beyond his nairow self and his country.
Under the surface of the story there are many Mann advocates the principle of sympathy
layers. in his novel. 'l'he metaphysical spccifications

The patients at the International "f. H.?lt are balanced by his intensive
Sanatorium, Berghof, may be ry-UofZi"gif"," scientific studies' Themes and characters are

sickness of a bourgeois society. "Th" 
l:.u19."d 

in Paris' settembriniis balanced by

atmosphere of the rrnountain prepares Naphta' Clavdia by Joachim, Ilehrens

Castorp for his adventures. It is import'ant to rcprese.ts the physiological' Krowkoski the

note that the sanatorium is in SwitzerlanJ. psychological' Among all the opposites'

the most cosmopolitan place of European human spirit stands out vividly
countries. I{err Mann is able to assemble Mann is fundamentally value idealistic.
representatives of almost all nations. This also And he is concerned about spiritual essences
gives the story a universal colour and it and values. I{e takes these values from his
enables Mann to give a synthesis to many own integrated experience which is what
different points of view. In the isolated happens to I-Ians Castorp in the novel. 'l'hcre
setting of the mountiin Mann distils the are many questions raised in the novel which
character of Flans and gives the readers its arc lcft unanswered. At thc cnd of the novel
Pure essence. I{e is placed against the Castorp goes to war. '['o war means pcrhaps
background of nature, away from the busy to death, "Farewell .... And if thou livest
world of practical affairs. diest! .... Out of these universal feasts of

Mann goes beyond the immediat" death,outoftheextremitieboffever,kindling

problems .irni.n are political and social in the rain-waghed evening sky to a very glow
orde, to grapple direitly with metaphysical Tuy 

it be that love one day shall mount?"'
problemsl Flels able to deal with the ibJolute fhere is irony and skepticism in thc'se words.

issues of human life. His sincere attempt to Scttembrini is always on the side of reason,
sideline time deserves our attention. Time he gets intoxicatc.d on his own eloquence.
ceases to exist for the patients of Berghof. The FIis idealism is vague but noble. Naphta, on
total isolation from time and place has given the other hand, is negative in his appioaches.
the novel a title-epic of disease . This may Castorp rejects both of them. Ireerlorn kills
not be ttue but death and disease have an himself becausethel,rincipleof lifecouldnot
unhealthy' fascination for Hans. FIe is be maintained in a sickly atmosphere. Ilut
awakene'd from his dreams only by the World - his suicide is majestic und b".o..res an act of
War. devotion to what he upheld in his life.

. I'erhaps he failed to mix a bit of reason in his
ideal life. Contrasted to all these characters
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-is Hans Castorp who is unassuming,
undistinguished and unheroic. He is the
plastic pupil of a dozen tutors. On the
mountain he achieves an all-inclusive
synthesis, a view of life in which all the
faculties of man, rational and irrational, are
properly fused. Lost on the mountain during
a snowstorm he escapes the orbit of disease
and triumphs over death. "I have made a

dream poem of humanity", he says. He
becomes a better man thereafter.

Thomas Mann spoke of two important
fundamental themes in his book, "The Magic
Mountain". 'fhe first is the time-romance,
the mystery of the time element and the
second is the theme of 'heightening"
enhancement. Flans is a simple-minded hero
from Hamburg society, a good society. He is
a good engineer. But in the feverish
atmosphere of the enhanced mountain "the
ordinary stuff of which he is made undergoes
a heightening process and makes him capable
of adventures in sensual, moral, intellectual
spheres he would never have dreamed of in
the'flatland'. Mann says that his story is the
story of heightening process, "It Passes
beyond realismby means of symbolism. "All
the characters undergo the same Process.
They are representatives or emissaries from
worlds.

So "The Magic Mountain" is not a mere
satire on life in a sanatorium for tuberculosis
patients. It is a novel in which "feeling,
intuition, spiritual. implications reassert their
right and art secures its position as a genuine
instrument of knowledge". In it many
conflicting ideas are reconciied. Through his
character, Hans, Mann re-examines and
refines the whole humanistic tradition'
Mann feels that modern socialism "has all
too long allowed its spiritual life to languish
in the shallows of a crude economic
materialism". Mann achieves a balance
between the old and the new, the heritage of
the past and the needs of the present. I-[e

embraces many perspectives, Freudian,
Marxist, behaviouristic etc...by presenting a

few patients at the sanatorium who are
highly enlightened in these areas. I{e
perceives that the rationale of science is a
splendid means but not a sufficient end.

Thus " The Magic Mountain" carries an
enormous weight of fact and thought and

carries it lightly. Yet the novel becomes
highly readable because of Mann's'
craftsmanship. It is written in the
conventional style, the author maintaining
his close intimacy with,the characters. Lle
selects his points of vieW) they are stuffed in
his central characters, arrd with his musical
and beautifully expensive prose the readers
are enlightened. Clarity and order are typical
of the style of Mann. " - 'r

Creation and criticisrn go side by side in
the novel. 'fhough solTe"of the discussions
are highly philosophiial and bcyond the
reach of ordinary redder, they are well
dramatized and objectified. 'Ihe novel thus
becomes highly realistic mainly because all
facts are integrated into F{hn's experience. He
is able to achieve with a thermometer what
the old poets achieved in their poems with
highly symbolic objects-like the nightingale.
We notice a kind of syn[hesis of poetry and
science in the novel. ::

Flowever, the vital achievement of the
novelist is in his ability to reproduce the
anarchy of his age. I-le is, therefore,
successful as an artist and as a philosopher.
The complexity of thought and experience
in his age makes it difficult for an artist to
embrace all perspectives. Mann did it and
that makes the novel fantastically great.
"Yes, certainly the German reader recognized
himself in the simple-minded but shrewd
young hero of the novel. Fle could and would
be guided by him", says Mann. Fle advises
the readers to read the novel once again
because the way he has composed it
demands a second reading." Only so can
one really penetrate the musical association
of ideas". I-Ie agreed that there r,vas the
influerice of Wagner while composing his book.

'fhere is another aspect of the novel worth
mentioning here. "'fhe Magic Mountain" is
a novel of initiation. l{ans Castorp
understands that one must go through the
deep experience of sickness and death in
order to arrive at a higher sanity and health,
as he must have the knowledge of siil iir order
to find redemption. l-his is the way of $enius.
"It is this notion of disease'and deAiliias a

necessary route to knowledge, health and life
that makes the novel a book of inixiation.

-Eurciean 
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-The clinical side of sanatorium life is
handled, admit the critics, with competence
and thoroughness. Dr.Krokowski's Freudian
lecture is a fine example of this. Mann is
therefore, so much of a scientist as he is of a
philosopher. FloweverT his greatness as a
writer rests mainly on his extraordinary
humaneness. And this writer has wisdom
and ripeness of understanding far beyond
those of the average successful novelist. As
Joseph Warren Beach puts it "What an
enormous amount of discursive philosophy
can be conveyed in the form of fiction if the
writer has the genius of Thomas Mann for
dramatizing it, for rendering it in the proper
terms of story".

QUESTIONS AND HINTS
L) Adtsentures of llans Castorp

(Hints: Visits to Davos - cousin -rough
spot; in lungs-long stay-loses tracks of time-
"balancing his accounts{'.-number seven-his
contact with great personalities-
enlightenment-Settembrini, Naphta,
Peeperkon-debates-philosophy of life-
Madam Chauchet-life on the mountain-
deaths and departures-return to flatland-
soldier-novel as discursive philosophy-)

2l Influence of some characters on Flans
(Hints: Goes as an ordinary person: dining

table-strangers-study of disease and its ill-
effects - Settembrini, Naphta, Peeperkorn-
Settembrini's reason - Naphtha's negative
approach-Peeperkon's principles-
discussions-psycholo gy-philosophy,
mysticism-enlightened patients-balancing
account-plastic talks-spiritual adventure-
sensual, moral, intetlectual-heightening
experience-synthesis of utterance and
thoughts)

3) Describe the clinical life at the
sanatorium

(Hints: Location-cousin J oachinm-author's
own experience-Knowkoski's Monday
lectures-cold, cough- check up and
frustration-mess and dining tables-number
seven-patients symboling sickness of society-
enlightened patients-discussion of life and
death+hg, jfeeling of timelessness-mountain
and fl atland-Freud-isolation and insulation-
strangers' meeting place-liberal education-
spiritual implications-the result of inadequate

treatment and inevitable death adventure
symbolizing sickness of society)

4l Discuss the importance of the title of
the novel, The Magic Mountain

(Hints: Peculiar removal from life-illness
and the atmosphere of healing-meeting place
for strangers-cosmopolitan nature-I{ans as
representative of mankind-doubts and
questions about life-number seven-loses track
of time-talks-balancing accounts on airy
balcony-enlightened personalities-c omplexity
of ideas-Freud,Marx, behaviourism-sensual-
moral-intellectual-spiritu al a dventure-Fund
information-peculiar quality of place-magic
mountain-synthesis achieved a book of
initiation)
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UNIT VⅡ I

KNUT HAMSON:ANINTRODUCTION
THE GROWHT OFTHESOIL

1.0 Objectives
At the end of thisUnit, you should be able

to:

(i) form a general idea of Norwegian
literature, especially Norwegian
fiction of the twentieth century; and

(ii) understand about the life and
personality, as well as the
achievements of Knut lLamson (1859-

res2)

1. Introduction
Before you embark on the study of any

author, it is advisable to know something
about the age to which he belonged; for
however unconventional or individualistic a
writer may be, he nevertheless belongs to his
epoch and is a product of society. So let us
begin this Unit with a brief note on
Norwegian literature, particularly fiction, in
the nineteenth-twentieth centuries, the age
of Knut l-I.nntson

1.2 Norwegian Literature in Modern Times

For tl're purpose of convenience, it is
customary to deal with Danish, Norweign,
Swedish, Finno-Swedish and Icelandic
literatures under the heading Scandinavian
literature. 'I'his literature is generally
characterized by stoicism, seriousness, gloom,
tragedy. this is to be expected in a region of
long, severe winters with their obvious
consequences. But the compensatory asPect,

mainly aesthetic, also exercises its influence,
the landscape is majestic. And the bright
sunlight that illumines it for some time of the
year is of especial significance. I'he
Scandinavians tend to be practical, and their
contribution to philosophy has been small;
they are disinclined to make abstractions. In
terms of liberalism, modern Scandinavia is
advanced and enlightened. The three chief
nations, namely Sweden, Norway and
Denmark have kept their monarchies,
illiteracy is negligible. To an educated

Scandinavian the main languages are
mutually intelligible in print, if not in speech.
There is a sharp difference between "to\ /n"
and "country" writing.

Located on the outskirts of Iiurope and
with much of its inland population almost
completely isolated ut'rtil this century.
Norway has been able to prescrve much of
its old folk culture. On the other hand, as

seafarers and traders, the Norwegians have
always received fresh cultural stimuli form
abroad. A number of 

' 
Norwegians have

made important contributions in return,
notably playwright lTenrik Ibsen and the
composer Edzonrd Grieg.'Ihe Norwegian
recipients of the Nobel Prize for Literature
arc l3jornstjerne Bjornson, Knut l-lamson and
Sigrid Undset. Although Norway comprises
one of the world's smallest language
communities, the country is among the
leadcrs in books published per capita.
Norway is better known for lbsen's
contribution to the drama than for fiction of
the first quality; neverthcless the novels of
Knut I-lamson earned him the Nobel Prize in
7920, and Sigrid Undset (1882-1949) reccived
the same honour in 7928, though the work
of both has failed to engage the lasting
attention of world, readers of fiction, thereby
making little mark bcyond.

From the sixteenth ccntury until 78'l'4,
Norway was a province of Denmark. 'I'he

movement that led to the breaking of its link
with Denmark also gave the impetus to the
creation of a national literature. It was during
the nineteenth century that the synthctic
literary Ianguage LANDSMAL WAS
ORMED. Nowadays New Norwcgian, as

Landsmal is now called is cmploirc{, by u

number of important writers. In th(1870s,
Norwegian literature was still domir\ated by
Ibsen BJornson, and others. Atl suidivia it tb
the twentieth century; but all are essentially
nineteenth century figures: fore-runners but

- 
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-Let us now tum to a brief study ofthe life

and achievements of Knut Halrtson.

1.3 Life and Achievements of Knut Hamson

Life:‐  Although essentially a Norwegian

author′ Knut Hamsρn may be clain■ ed in

Part by America′ because he spent some of

hお formative years in the l」 nited States.He

was born at Lom′ NorWay′ into what the

Scandinavians lcFer tO as thc″ peasant

驚輩:i高ざleF総脈蝋缶el凛告r靴
of Darwin′s(Driglll bf Species which became

a landmark in the course of1/Vestem thought

and civilization. 1■ is childhood and youth

were spent in the north of Norway′ at

Ha..1laroy in Nordlland. ■le startod work at

an early agc and‐ had a laCk― Of― all―trades

existence.By the age of nineteen′ Hamson
has comPosed a few PoernS and attempted
a novel. As a young lnan he hoped to enter

the University of Christiania′ and he worked
atall kinds ofiobSin order to save up enough

money.Finding l■ imself unable to save the

necessary funds for a university education

ln hiS native land′ he like tens of thousands

of his generation iniEurope′ ernigrated to the

United States.Also like so lnany ofhis fellow

Scandinavian imigrants′ hc made his way
to the ⅣIiddle WOSt′ where he worked at
many short― time iObS On farms and in the

towns.E)isappointed at finding so little

opportunity in America′ he returned to his

native Norway in 1884 and there lectured

about the l」nited States and his experiences

in that country. Two years later he returned

to AInerica to spend the years 1886-1888 in

the Middle Wost. 
´
Πhus hc spenttwo periods

l, Amerlca here.he did hard work as a
harvest hand in the wheat fields of North

Damota′ and an unhaPPy periOd as a horse

car conductor■ chiCagO.He is reputed to
havebeen dismlsld缶 Om thc last n,mcd iob

because he insi61ed upon reading while he

ShOuld have bee,wOrkilag at collectig fares

frOm the passettgers!upon hiS rёturn to

children.

Works: Hanson's early work was a

reaction against current' Norwegian
including Ibsen whom he criticized for their
social preoccupations, and their lack of
understanding of "'Ihc unconscious [ife of the
mind". [Iis first novel l-Iunger (1890) which
became an imrnediate success, is a brutally
egocentric account of the mc.ntal perceptions
of its hero, a friendless wanderer. I{unger is
a repulsive book; but a powerful one. I-Iis
novel Mysteries (1802) was intended to be a
demonstration of what the new literature
shouldbe. It is in many respects a remarkable
work and in advance of its time carrying
within it the seeds of most of the experimcnts
in fiction that have been made since. A
young man spends a summcr in a small
resort; he ends by destroying himself. I lis
other novels include Pan (1894), Victorin
(1898), Vngaboncls (1930), August (1930),'t'he
Ilond Lends On (1937) and of course Grozuth
of tlrc soil. In General, I{amson's novels are
not so readily accessible, and hence have not
become very popular, Most of the rest of
Hamson's outpnt, including his plays and
verse, are of little intrinsic interest: 'l'hey

celebrate, with some incidcntally beautiftrl
impressions of nature, his self love.

The Man: As a person l-[amson was not
popular or well liked. 'Ihe self taught man
whose art was congenital had a superb
contempt for everything that was not of
aesthetic value in his own eycs. l-Ie shunncd
publicity. l-Ie was a shy man, most at home
with children. I-Ie esteemed fairness and
justice was the highest human qualities.
I-Iamson was an unpleasant man, but l-ris

primitivism (crude simplicity) when it
remains intuitive, is instrusctive; the result of
hSis attempting to rationalize it into
"thought" was his apparent fascism.

Nobel Prize:. In 1920, I-Iamson was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature for
lris masterpiece Groruth of 'l'he Soil. Upon first
reading Flamson's novels, many a reader has
wondered how the author couid have been
awarded this most coveted title. Thr: fact is,
it takes a deeper study to fathom
(understand) the author's genius. ll-homas
Man, the great German novelist and another
Nobel Laureate remarked thus: "I shall never
forget what Hamson's books meant to my
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-young sensibilities. Never has the Nobel Prize
been awarded to one worthier of it."

German links anil last years: Unlike his
countrymen Knut I-Iamson felt a strong
kinship with the Germans. During both the
great World Wars he sympathized with the
activities of Germany. Even the German
occupation of Norway under the Nazis
during the II World War failed to arouse his
resentment. FIe even visited Flitler rn 1943,
but outwitted him by his peasant cunning.
As a result of all this, many of Flamson's
fellow Norwegians, who actively resented the
German occupation, nursed ill-feeling for him
after 7945. They sent him back their
treasured copies of his books in thousands,
as he had turned traitor during the war. He
was sentenced to a large fine and time in a
"home" after it. I3eyond this, no official
action rvas taken against him by the
Norwcgian government, however,
considering his advanced age. Flamson died
at his r:rome in Grismstad, Norway, in his
ninety second year. I{is death passed
without comment in the Oslo press because
of his infamy as a traitor.

Estimate: Knut Hamson was a powerful
and important writer who lived too long into
thi tlventieth ccntury to understand it. FIis
good rvork, wl"rich arose from complex
instinct and not intcllect, was done in the first
half o[ his rather long life. I'le was the
consummate modern native novelist who
refused to yls|4 to the least sentimentive

2.A Objectives
At ihe end of this Unit, you shor-rld be able

to:

(i) have a e :; icrsl idea of Knut l{amson's
novei ''- utolh of the Sojl" Part I; and

(ii) from votrr orvn imprcssions of thr:
mairr charactcrs and their struggle
wrth the soil.

2.L Introduction
'l'he best rvay to enjoy a novel, of conrse,

is to read it in the original. Even in the most
authentic translation, something of the

impulse in himself. In the final estimate,
Hamson is the most considerable literary
figure in Norway since Ibsen, and his
reputation seems to have recovered from the
set back it received because of his pro-Nazi
attitude during the last war. Now, and
rightly, the Norwegians have forgiven him.
A11 said and done, F{amson remains the
supreme Scandanavian Novelist. We still
need to look into what his unpleasantness
really cost him. 'fhere is no adequate criticism
of him

[-et us now turn to the study of I-Iamson's
novel 'Growth of the Soil'. It is naturalistic
novel. Let us begin with an introduction.

1.4 Growth of the Soil: an introduction
"Growth of the Soi[" which was published

in 19\7, is I-Iamson's best and most popular
novel, a work rich in both form and content.
It was translated into English in the year
1920. As a literary naturalist, he portrays
life in the hard countryside of northern
Norway, the super human efforts of man to
wrest the best from the soil, and also illustrates
the corrosivc influence of urban existence cn
humanity, without however glamorizing
rural life.

Ilcad the study material carefully and
become familiar with thc life and personality
of Knut Hamson. We shall study his norrel
in detail in the next Unifs.

original favour and flair is bound to be lost.
A clrapter-wise summary of this sort is twice
removed from tire or:iginal, it will certainly
help you to know the plot of the novel, our
initial ideas about the character, the
background and so on. But if you can lay
your hands on a good translation, do rcad it.
Only thcn, will you able to understand
l-lamson's masterpiece.

l-Iort,ever, somcthing is better than rrotl-ring.
So let us begin to summarise the first half of
the novel; it comprises thc first twelve
chapters of the broke.

UNI「 -2

GROWrH OFTHESOIL:A SUMMARY OFPARTI
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-2。2 Summary of Chapter One(Book I)

Le 10ng road overthe rnoOrs and up into

the forest had remained untrodden and
deserted for ages.Ⅳ Ian′ a hulnan being′ was
the irst that camヴ Ⅲre′ he Was followed by
some Lβν′′whO haogail.ed scent of tlle path.

鵬im蹴雀TttcF£ぶ菫t肥

標■灘職ギИy聰鍬w露
A燎

:rlllFiュよ搬 罵糠stttutan

Bearing a sackどarrying food and sOme

蹴贈盤考盟:∬患W珊L『翼静撤
beard and titlc scars:on his face and hands.

He trudged on(駆,lked with difficulty)
resting occasionalヶ : At last he reached a
hillside far bolow twhich he cOuld catch a

glmPse Ofa stream.:耳 e nOdded apprOvil■ gly′

as ifto say that hc hOd found himself a plaFe

to stay. ・Ihis no-lna■ ′s Place Was his.Now
there was work to.阜 11,the days.He started at

once by striPPing,01rch bark in the woods

farther offノ PreS,9d and dried thellnジ and
when he had gathcred a heavy load′ carried

it all the miles back to the village to be so14

for buildillg.One day he secured three goats′

which he led in a leash. I― Ie was proud of
then■ and tended thenl kindly.'Il■ en came a
nomad(wandering)laPP/WhO rcalized at
once that the man had come to stay.'Ihe
Fl■an told hirn that his name was ISAK and

enquired whether the Lapp knew of any
woman、vho would be willing to come and
helP・

By auturlLl■ ′lSa卜 had built a little hut of

turf for hilnselt it was a real home with twO

rooms′ sound′ strong and warln― one room
for hilnselfノ and One for the anirnals. Tl■ e

house had a door and also included a hayloft.

For a long tilne′ he had to lnanage h16neノ but
he was innovative and so he did not have

muCh Problem.'SOon winter came and the
man did need a helPing hand. There was
nonё′but still he wOrked on and on.

薇 琳 F協

=嗽

蹴 身喩 ∬
Of S量や■こity and awe.Tl.e stars il■ the sky′

the wind in the trecs′ the solitude and the

wide spreading snow′ the might of earth― all

thesefilled him many tlmes a day with a deep

earnestness. He was sinner and feared God;
on Sundays, he washed himself out of
reverence for the holy day, but worked
nonetheless (however) as through the week.

Spring came, I,qak's iivestock multiplied.
FIe made a bigger house to house the ser.'en
animals-three goats and four goat kids. And
then at last help came in the form of the
woman he needed. She was a big brown
eyed girl, full built and course with good
heavy hands and rough hide brogues (strong
leather shoes) on her feet, as though she had
been a Lupp,and with a calfskin bag slung
from her shoulders; she was probably thirty
years old or thereabouts. Her name was
/NGER. Isak and lnger went inside the hut
and shared their food. And in the night, he
lay wanting her, and she was willing. She
did not go away at all as Isak had feared.
She helped about the place, milked the goats,
cleaned the pots and so on. And now it was
another life for the solitary man. True this
wife of his had a curious slowly way of
speech, and always turned her face aside, by
reason of a hare-lip. (Remember this detail)
Except that her mouth was disfigured she
would hardly have come to him at all; he
might well be grateful for that she was
marked with a hare-lip. And , as to that, he
himself was no beauty. Indeed, Isak, with
his red beard and ruggcd body presented a
grim and surly figure of a man.

Inger was blessing in other ways too,
though she had no clever a head, nor was
she great in wit. She brougllt two lambing
ewes (pronounce 'yu' - femole sheep). She
also brought ewes and little trifles of her own,
a looking glass, a spinning wheel etc; and
filled their hut with her things. She spoke t<;

lsak about her rich UNCIE SIVER'I', who
was district treasurer besides. Love makes a
fool of the wise, lsak felt that he must do
something grar-rd himself and overdid it. He
came home in the evening hauling (pr.rlling)
a huge tree trunk by a rope. The simple and
innocent lsak desired that she should come
out and wonder at him. Seeing that she had
hoed (dug up) the potatoes, he went back
and returned with another trunk, it was not
to his liking that she had done almost as much
as he.

2.2.I Critical Comments on Chapter I
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-Note the way, the story of the hero Isak
begins right at the beginning. We note how
he comes to no-man's land and makes it his
through hard work and honest labour. How
does ISak impress yoll as a child of Nature?
Inger's arrival is likewise very natural. Will
they stay on together? Let us see.

Let us pass on to thc' second Chapter.

2.3 Summary of Chapter Two
One day, Inger packed up some food and

told Isak that she intended visiting her people
to see how they were faring (Progressing).
Isak agreed; but he had a secret fear that she

might not return. Flowever, she assured him
that she would ccrtainly come back. Isak was
left alone again. With his strength and his
love of work, he toiled all through the day.
A deep and solcmn loneliness clung about
the w6lls and the floor of his hut, which
appeared sadly bare and empty. Inger had
taken nothing of her belongings. But Isak,
unthinkably simple as he was, grew afraid
of the dark in the light summer nights and
saw shapes and things stealing past the
window.

On the fifth evening, when he had almost
lost hopes of seeing inger, Isak was wonder
struck to see his wife and a cow vanishing
into the shed. She explained to him that the
cow was hers. Her name was GOLDL'N
HORNS. Inger raved about the cow, for she
had reared it herself. Isak was doubtful; he
wondered whether Inger was telling lie;
perhaps she had stolen it. Ilut he brushed
aside the matter. He loved her and she loved
him. They were frugal (simple) folk who
lived inprimitive wisdom and lackednothing.

At night, Isak woke pup and went to the
cowshed. He patted the cow decently and
looked her over once more in every part, to
see if there should, by chance, be any sign or
make of her belonging to strange owners.
Finding none, he retumed relieved. The next
morning, he started building a house with
two rooms for them and the cow. Isak with
his lordly ways, was full of secrets.

October came and Inger looked weak; she
worked less, Isak was getting ready for a

journey down to the village. Inger very
humbly asked him to bring home a good-
sized basket or a box. Isak repeatedly asked

her what it was for. She asked in tum if he
did not have eyes in his head. Isak went off,
deep in thought. Two days later, he returned
witl-r a good-sized packing case, full of
provisions, to boot (also)

lsak took out a bottle of medicine from his
pocket. It was naphtha; he instructed lngcr
to take it regularly and get wc'll ag;ain. I{e
fitted doors and winctows on the new
building and seemed proud. 'fhey then
moved irto their new house, and the animals
had the turf hut to themselves; only a lambing
ewe was left with Cow, lest she should feel
lonely! Ihey had indeed done well, these
builders in the waste; it was a wonder and a

marvel to themselves.

2.3.7 Critical Comments op Capter Two
ln this chapter wc note a 6cw morc aspects

of Isak's charactcr; his lovc and longing for
his wife; his suspicion about her dishonesty
in the matter of the cow; his concern for the
cow and other animals and so on. Why does
lnger want a large sized box or basket?
Perhaps, you have guessed right. Wait a little
more.

Let us move on to the third chapter.

2.4 Summary of Chapter Three

lsak worked on the land ur-rtil tl-re frost sct
in. FIe stuck to his work in the forest, fetling
(cutting down) trees and cutting them into
logs. In course of time, Golden Florns calved.
It was a great day in the wilderness (wild
area), a joy and a delight. Inger suggested
the name Silver Horns for the pretty red calf.
The first snow came. As soon as there was a
passable road, Isak set out of the villagc full
of concealment and mystery as every, whcn
Inger asked his errand. l-lc, came back this
time with a new and unthinkable surprise- a

horse and sledge. Inger asked him if he had
stolen it or found it. I{e confessed that he
had only hired it to a cart his logs. I{e then
brought home a host of (many) things; a
grindstone, a water iron, tools etc - all in
exchange for his logs. l{e was deeply pleased
to see the look of wonder on Inger's face. At
the same time, the fact that Golden l-Iorrrs
might turn out to be a stolen cow contihue
to nag him.

The next morning, Isak drove of quietly
with the last load of logs and was away for

- 
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two days. Comingback on foot the third day,
he stopped as he neared the house, and stood
listening, he could hear the curious noise of
a child cry. And Inger had never said a word.
He stepped inside and there he saw he
packing case hung from the cciling likc a
cradle a bed - p.lace for the child. Inger was
up pottering about (moving slowly) half-
dressed. She had milked the cow and the
goats, as if it might have been just an ordinary
day. She simply told him that the child - a
boy - had come the first evening he was gone.
She had not told him of the matter earlier for
she could not say to lninute whcn it would
be. Isak wondered what they would call him.

Isac peeped at the little child. I-Ie fclt
himself curiously weak. The rugged man
stood there with a miracle before him-a thing
created first of all in a sacred mist, showing
forth now in life, with a little face like an
allegory. Days and ycars would pass, and
the miracle would be a human being.

Early in May, they had a visitor- a woman
from across the hills, one of Inger's kinsfolk
(relatives) called OLINE, and they made her
welcome. After complementing the couple,
Oline expressed surprise that Inger and I ask
were not wedded yet. Inger said that they
would see about it at tl-re time of the boy's
christening ceremony. I'hey would have
been wedded before, but some how had not
been able to come by it, getting down to a

church and all. Inger asked Oline if she
would help them by coming for a few days
in the off time and take care of the animals,
while they were away. She would be
properly rewarded. Oline was only too
huPPy.

In the course of the conversation, Isac
asked Oline about Golden Horns. Oline
explained that Golden Horns had been at her
son's place from a calf. 'I'hey still had her
mother with them. Inger had got Goldcn
Homs from Oline's son. Isak had not heard
better news for a long while; it was a burden
- lighter. So the cow was his and inger's by
honest right. 'Io tell the truth, he had half
thought of getting rid of his trouble in a sorry
weyi [o kill the cow off that autumn, scrape
the hide, bury the horns, and thus make away
aII traces of Cow Golden Horns in his life.
Now there was no need for all that and he

grew mightily proud of Inger all at once, and
richly praised her to Oline. The soft-spoken
visitor with her wits about her, stayed with
them for a couple of days; and when she left
she had a bundle of wool that lnger had givcrr
her, from the sheep. 'I'hough therc was no
need to hide it, Oline took carc that Isak
should not see it.

Oncc again, it was back to the same world-
the child, Isak and his wife, and the work of
the day with many joys, little and big. 't'hen

one day Isak went down to the village; at
last, when he returncd after some days, hc
had a horse and a cart with him. In his
characteristic manner, he remaincd dumb,
swelling with things unspoken. When lnger
gave up asking, and began talking to the
horse instead, he came out of his lofty silence
at last and told her that he had bought the
horse and cart. lnger [rad always wanted a
loom. lsak told her that thcy would manage
that too, "as long as I've my health"!

'l'l'rere was no end to the things Isak bought
- a bottomless well, rich in all marrner of
things like a city store. lngcr said, "I wish
Oline could have seen all this when she was
here." Isak thought, "Just like a woman!
Sheer, senseless vanity, as if that mattered!"
He sniffed contemptuously.

T'he days now wcre occupied in ficld
work. lsak cleared ncw bits of ground. A
couple of days later, wherr therc, was a look
of rain about, he sowcd his corn.

2.4.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Three
This chapter tells us more about the cow

Golden I{orns, including Isak's agony that
she might be a stolen cow. We see the arrival
of the first born of Isak and Inger without
any hue and cry. Oline who is to pkiy major
role in the novcl makes her appc'arance here.
Also note how thc skill and thercby Isak's
fortunes are steadily grovving at his handi.'

Let us pass on to thc fourth chapter.

2.5 Summary of Chapter Four 'r

It was the slack time between the seasolls
but Oline did not come. Isak was free of the
soil now. He had put up two shelves inside
the house. Inger was easily pleased. She
thought a great deal of every thing. She had
stitched a long robe of blue cotton print for
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the ihristening. Had it not been for the cattle
they could have gone off and come, also Isak
and Inger properly wedded. Outlying folk
had many troubles, great and small, what
with all the fuss to be wed and christened.
While Isak was planning to go to the villagc
in order to find someone to come up, Oline
herself tumed up. And so they went to the
church and were wedded; the child was
christened, everything decently in order; they
l-rad remembercd to have the wedding first,
so that the child could be christened as of
properly wedded couple. 'I'hey named the
boy Eleseus.

In the drought (long absence of rain) thart

lasted sevcn weeks, tl-reir potato fields were
parched (dried up). 'l'l.rey calmly thought
that it rvas all in the hands of God. After this
period of dryness, therc followed a regular
blessing of rain. Isak was hopeful that this
potato fields would fare better. I le observed
how lnger always tried to comfort and speaks
words of hope through her hare lip. It was
not pretty to hear when she spoke, for it
resembled a sort of hissing, like steam from a
leaky vahre; howevcr it was a comfort arll the
samc out in thc wilds. And a happy, cheerful
soul she was at all times.

Days went on; there wcre trotrbles, great
arrd small. lsak bougllt a lamp, then a clock.
Inger was overwhclmed and speechless. Of
all the good things here in this lonely place
nothing could be better than a clock to go all
the dark winter through, and strike so pretty
at the hours.

Isak turned woodman once more, fcllir-rg
trees and stacking logs for the next winter.
FIe was getting farther and farther frorn the
homestead now; there was a great broad
stretch of hillside, all ready for tillage. Now,
he knew well enough what Inger had been
thinking of when she asked for anoiher bed.
She was going to have another baby soon. It
was best to hurry up and get the bed ready.
One dark evening, he came home from the
woods, and sure enough, Inger had got it over

- another boy - and was lying down. Only
that morning she had tried to get hirn to go
down to the village again. Now he
understood: she had wanted to get him out
of her way.

They called their second son SIVER T.
\Mhile Eleseus was named after the priest of

her parish Sivert was called after his mother's
uncle, the district treasurer who was a well-
to-do man with neither wife nor child to come
after him. 'Ihey could not do bctter to w'in
his favour than namc the boy after him. 'i'hcn

came spring and the new deason's work. [,ifc
was very busy. lnger holped a lot. A wifc
Iike her was t-tot so easy to fhrd. And shc
had hcr loom besidcs.

They were doing famor"rsly (very
successfttlly), these settlc,rs in the wilds. 'fhcy

would be enviable folk, np lcss, Eleseus could
already walk on his own, and little Si",ert had
been christencd. By qll,signs and tokens,
Inger was making rcady for ar-rothcr turu; she

was not wirat onc would call niggardly
(miserlv) at chil.l bcaring! Auothcr child was
a mere nothing to lnger, fhough, to bc sttre,
she was proud of them whcn thcy came.

Inger was yotlllg, aTd wers makiug the'

most of it. She was ng beauty, and had
suffered all her girlhood by reason of the
same, bcing set aside arld looked down on.
'Ihe votrng rnen never noticed her, though
she could dance and work as well. -t'hey

found nothing sweet in hc'r and turncd
elsewhere. IJut now hcr time hatd cotne; she

was in full flower and constantly with child.

.lsak himself, her lord and master, was earncst
and stoLid, but he had got otr well, and was
content.

'fhere camc another drought, a new bad
year. OSANDIII{S, the [-app brought r-rews

that folk in the village had cut thcil corn
already, for fodder. I-le carclessly merrtioncd
to Irrger that people werc tarlking that lsa[<

irad not bought his land from the State. tt
was comlrlon land and the State or,r,ncd it.
Inger cqr-rld make nothir-rg of this. She nrent
inside to get a parcel of food for tl-re Lrpp.
She wa,s totally shocked and dropped it,
when she saw a hare in his sack. "l'he Lapp
explained that her son had wantcd to sec it.
f)op;s ran it down that n-rorniug and killed it,
so he brought it e-ilong to shorar tlre boy

2:5。 l CFitiCal CO■ ment 9■
19卜 ,pteFi F9ur

'Il■islis a significant chapter l瀑 :thQ sense

the complications are increasing,tcadily
movil■ g towards the turnillg Point・ `Tllo first

COmPliCation is that lsak has been tilling the

land belonging to the State and it doeS nOt

belong to him. Secondly lnger is pregnant
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again. Why is she shocked to see the hare,
sticking out of the Lapp's sack? Has it
anything to do with her own hare lip?

2.5 Summary of Chapter Five
One bad year comes alone Isak had grown

patient and took what fell to his lot. What
the Lapp had told Inger that summer was
not so easily put out of mind. FIe wondcred
why he should but. T'he ground was there,
the forest was there; he had cleared and tilled,
built up a homestead ir:r the midst of a natural
wilderness, winning bread for himsc.lf and
his family, asking nothing of any man, but
working and working all alone. I{e had
always put off the idea of asking the
Lensmand about the matter, because the
latter was not a pleasant man to deal with
as people said. [Ihe lensmand was a Sheriff's
officer in Charge of a small districtl.

One day that winter, the lensmand
GEISSLERhimself came driving up the place.
Isak was terror - stricken when the man told
him that he should have gone to him at first
and bought the land. He talked of valuations,
boundaries, taxes and when he had
explained the matter a little Isak began to see
that there was something reasonable in it
after all. Inger brought in some mild for the
visitors; they drank it. The Lensmand stroked
Eleseus's hair and looked at something the
child was playing with. He observed that it
was heavy and looked like some kind of ore.
Isak, in all innocence, explained that there
was plenty of such ore in the hilis.

The Lensmand came back to business. FIe
could not say what the land would cost, but
promised to put it as low-as he could on l-ris
report. After asking Isak, regarding the
boundary of his land, he made rapid
calculations and suggested a hundred dealer
as a fair price. Isak and lnger were stunned
at the huge price. The Lensmand at last
thrust the papers in his bag. The matter was
settled.

It was hard to say how Isak felt about it.
He hoped to pay off the money in due course.
He made no further business of it. FIe was
not a man to look about anxiously for what
might come. He worked on. The Lensmand
was no tyrant, but shallow and not over-
conscientious. He ignored his assistant

BREDE OLSEN. The Lensmand asked Isak
what they called the land. \Alhen Isak and
Ingerblinked he suggested SELLANRAA and
drove off.

Some weeks latter, when Isak was down
in the village, he heard a rumour that there
had been an inquiry about some moneys that
the Lensmand Geissler could not account for,
and that the matter had been reported to his
superior. 'Ihen one day, he met the
Lensmand and took him on the sledge. I Ie
comforted Isak by sayring that he had
suggested fifty. 'Ihey canre to the farm and
the Lensmand stayed ovemight, sleeping in
the little room.

Geissler advised Isak to buy the land at
once and let the price go up after, so that he
would get high returns, Isak and Inger were
grateful for his advice. FIe gave Inger some
money and that was too much. I-Ie told to
take a bit of meat or cheese to his folks
whenever he went to the village adding that
his wife would pay him for it. Isak went with
his up over the hills. He received a whole
dealer.

The Lensmand did not come back which
was good. People said he lived too freely,
and spent other people's money. It came out
later that the Lensmand had left the place
after a sharp reprimand (warming) from his
superior Amtmand Pleym. I-Iowever Isak
and Inger had no callse to complain about
the Lensmand. f'he new Lensmand was a
miserable man of about forty, called
I{EYERDAHL. Isak plucked up (gathered)
his courage and went to see him. I-leyerdahl
told Isak that the Department needed several
pieces of information. I-Ie at last said that
Isak would have to pay fifty dealer in annual
installments over ten years. He hoped to
succeed in proving Isak's possession of the
estate.

2.6.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Five
This chapter introduce us to the

Lensmand Geissler who turns out to be a
good friend of Isak and Inger. The formal
purchase of the land begins here much to the
initial confusion of the simple man of the soil.
What impressions have you formed of
Geissler?

Let us move on to the sixth Chapter
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2.7 Summary of Chapter Six

The big bull was to be sent away for he

cost too much to fed. Inger suggested that
Isak should take him down to the village and
bring up a yearling (animal between one and
two ycars old) in exchange. She had, no
doubt, hcr reasons for getting Isak out of the
place on that particular day. She had kept
her feet till Isak was gone. Soon after, Inger
delivered a girl. l-ler face was grey and blank
in moment, without expression or
intelligence. "Oh God, the direct of all!! No
mercy, no hope, and it is a girl!!" Inger
lamented. lt was hardly an hour since Isak
had lcft. In less than tcn minutes Inger had
borne her child and killed it!

lsak came back on the third day leading a

half starved yearing bull. Inger herself was
ill and miserablc enough. She went about
for some time with a bag of hay under her
dress to hide any change in her figurc taking
out a little from time to time, and finally
discarding the bag altogether. When Isak
noticed something and asked in surprise, she

cleverly and quickly changed the subject.

'fhe daily round continued. Inger was as

busy as ever, but she had taken to singiug
something new and she was teaching Eleseus
an evening praycr, again something new.
Isak missed her questioning; it was her
curiosity and her praise of all he did that
made him the contented man, the
incomparable man he was. I{e felt that his
wife w'as troubled after tl'rat last time.

Olinc canle over to visit thern again. lnger
greetecl her from the first with some ill-will,
tlicrc lvas something that made her look on
Olinc as Al1 enemy. She had come for the
third one to be christened. Gradually Inger
became less harsh and they talked for a rvhilc
companionably. She showed of he' clock and
Iamp to her poor relation, feeling herself rich
and generotts minded. Oline stayed on all
day and talked flatteringly so that her',vords
went to Isak's head. She stayed that night;
next morning, she went off again. Oncc rnore
sh.e hacl a bundle of something with her and
went off without coming into Isak's notice.
She came back again tlvo hours later asking
for !sak. She sat down. It appeared that there
was some serious matter.

Suddenly Inger could control herself no
more. Her face was all terror and fury. She

accused Oline of having sent her a hare
through Os-Anders, the Lapp. She struck
Oline's face with a ladle (a large spoon).
Online asked lter, "So you're trying to murder
me too!" Inger was certain that Oline knew
her secret. Nothing mattered now. She gave
repeated blows to Oline. She went for the
knife; her fury uncontrollablc.

"Y ou've been nosing about in the woods!"
Cried Inger. "You're found that little bit of a
grave tl-rere. Iletter if you'd dug one for
yourself the same time."

"Ah, you wait. You'lI see what Oline can

do. 'fhere'll be fine two roomed house for
you, with musical clocks and all".

Oline did not cursc; shc hardly raised her
voice. T'here was somothing almost gentle in
hcr cold cruelty, but she was bitterly
dangerous. The two women had a strong
verbai fight. Oline pointed to Ingcr's hare -
lip calling her a ghastly (terrible) sight for God
and man. Soon the verbal attack because
violent. Inger, retorted that she would havc
Online put in prison for making such a crucl
statement. Online was jealous and envious
of all that she saw. She had lain awake with
envy since Inger got [sak and all that was
there. Was it Inger's fault that Oline's
children never got on (progressed) in the
world and turned out badly every one of
them? Now if there was one thing that could
drive Oline to fury i1 was preciscly this. She

had been a mother many timcs and a1l she

had was her children, such as they were; she
made much of them and boastecl about them,
told of great things thcy hard ncver really
done; and hid their faults.

The quarrel now revolved over their
children. At last Oline said, "But there's one
of yours nor,v lying buried out therc in the
woods." Inger shoutcd to her to go out;
Olinc's stolid indiffcrence paralysed her.
Once again the two womerl started sailing
words of abuse at each other. At last they
stopped. lnger asked Oline to wash,and tidy
herself. 'flrcy talked abcut the buried child.
lnger lsarnt from Oline that Isak hacl tco:ne

and secn the child. FIc had been as speech:ess
as Oline herself. Inger accused Oline and
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said that it was all her fault; she began to
cry. They talked it all eve again quietly. Oline
thought she might be able to help and be a
savior to them in distress. She could come

and stay on at their place to look after things
while Inger was in prison. Inger started off
again she accused Oline of being a heap of
wickedness to have scnt her the hare. She

would never trust Oline for the latter would
steal her wool, cheese etc. and they would
go to Oline's people instead of Inger's.

Inger was altogether upset. She knew she

had lost. Isak was sitting down, holding the

crowbar between the knees and resting on it
like a Staff (stick). Inger stole away into the
edge of the wood. There was a spot where
she had set a little cross in the ground. She

found that the cross had been thrown down,
and where it stood, the turf had been lifted,
and the ground turned over. She stooped
down and patted tl're earth together again
with her hands. Inger had come there out of
curiosity to see how far the little grave had
been disturbed by Oline. She lingered on
(stayed) there now because the cattle had,
not yet come in for the night. She sat there
crying, shaking her head and looking down.

2.7.1 Critical Comments of on Chapter Six

This is one of the most pathetic and
significant chapters of the novel. It describes
the pathetic infanticide of a baby girl born
with a hare lip. \Mhy does Inger kill her own
child? Why does she accuse Oline? Is Inger
superstitious? In a sense does this chapter
mark a turning point in the novel as you will
discover soon. Moreover, it presents a fine
piece of feminine psychology as welI.

Let us move on to the seventh chapter.

2.8 Summary of Chapter Seven

The days passed on. Work progressed.
Their great sorrow and disaster was that the
thing was done and what it brought must
come. Gopd, things mostly leave no trace, but
somethiqg always comes of evil. Isak took
the matber,sgnsibly from the beginning. He
simply ,got out from his wife that she had
strangledlfhe baby because her mouth with
the hare-trip was all the same as herself. At
first he told her that she should not have done
that. She agreed. Isak could not make out
how she ever could bring herself to do it.

After that nothing more was said about it
at the time; the days went on peacefully as

ever; by degrees the thing slipped in to the
background of their minds, however, it hung
over them, and over the place. They could
not hope that Oline would keep the secret;
others would speak; dumb witness would
find a tongue; Isak and lnger were sensibly -
what else was there to do? I-[e knew now
why Inger always taken care to be left alone
at every birth; to be alone wither fears of how
the child might be and face the danger with
no one by. Ihree times she had done the
same thing. Isak was touched with pity for
poor Inger's ill fate. FIe iearned of the coming
of the Lapp with the hare and acquitted her.
After this they grew closer to each other in
their peril.

There grew upon Inger un-Christian hate
of all Lapps and she spoke plainly enough to
any that passed. T'he days went on. 'I'he

settlers were healthy folk; what was to come
would comc; they went about their work and
waited. Then, one dry October the
Lensmand came up with a man carrying a
bag. The investigation took some time. L:rger
was called up and examined privately; she
denied nothing. The grave in the wood was
opened; the body was sent for examination.

'Iime went on. Inger was not locked up.
The law was merciful. The Lensmand
I-leyerdahl told her in reply to her question
that it was not any particular person who
had informed against her. She too had said
something about it to the Lapps. All that the
Lensmand remarked was not that it was
great pity that such things should happen at
all. Inger pleaded that her mother had seen
a hare just before she was born, but he
discounted her ignorant superstitions.

Inger would talk nostalgically about her
dead daughter off and on. Isak's life was
spent in various kinds of work according to
the season. He had worked on the field for
six years now,, and Inger fivp, she was often
to be heard singing hymns, but it was pitiful
singing. She was like a bell without a tongr.re.

As soon as the roads were passable Inger
was sent down to the village to be examined.
For her crime, she could have been sentenced
to life-imprisonment. IJut since she confessed
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-everything, and since the magistrate was
kind, he hoped that the Commission sitting
to reform the criminal code might get it
commuted and make it more humane. Inger
came back in a state of dull resignation.
When Isak returned, she was cheerful. She
did not tellhim how long the sentence would
be or when. She became thoughtful and
talked of what was to come. The only plan
she had was to get Oline to come, though
she considered hcr a"great lump of blubber"
(whole fat) or a monster!

At last one day Oline did come. Isak went
to seek out Geissler, Ingcr told Isak to take all
his money with him. She neither cried or
complain but merely said that they;night be
coming for her now any day. She hoped
Geissler might be ablc to help.

When Isak returned from Sweden, Inger
had gone. Oline was there with tl-re two
children. "lhe authorities had come the day
after Isak had left. Isak knew that Inger had
got him out of the way on purpose; that is
why, she had persuaded him to take the
money with him. Isak missed Inger terribly.
Oline had a message for him from the
Lensmand; the State had at last given its
decision in'lhe matter of pay the mount. 'Ihis

was good news. Ilut Inger was gone for eight
years, and Isak felt himself in a mist of
darkness and emptiness.

Lensmand 1-{gyerdahl married the year
before. FIis wife had no intention of ever
being a mother. IIe told Isak that he could
have the title deeds of his land transferred
and registered in his name on thc terms: T'en
dealer a year for ten years. 'fhe terms
appeared frightful to poor Isak. The
Lensmand further told him that it was a lucky
thing for him that the Department had not
got to hear about Inger's crime; or else they
might have sold it to someone else.

2.8.L Critical comments on Chapter Seven

This is another touching and impressive
chapter. Note the absclutely straight
forward, stoical manr"Ier in which the simple
folk Isak and Inger accept their punishment.
What do you feel about it? Do you think
Inger deserves eight years of separation from
her husband and her two small children?
FIow would the same crime be judged today?

Let us pass on to eighth chapter.

2.9 Summary of Chapter Eight
Time does fly when a man is growing old.

But Isak was not old. I-Ie had not lost his
vigour and so the year$tof separation from
Inger secmed long to him. lLe worked on his
land and let his iron beafd grow as it would.
Once Geissler came, artd enquired about the
lumps of ore he had seen earlier. '[he two
men who had come urith him examined the
prices and said it was copper. Geissler stayed
for two days and collectcd two bags of the
ore.

\Mhen Isak told Geisslcr that the purchase'
of thc land lead gone up to a hundred daler,
instead of fifty, the l-cndsrnand told him not
to worry. 'I'he copper orc which was in
abundance on Isak's part of the hills was
worth thousands. lIe advised Isak to register
the land at his earliest, lest the state should
interfere. Geissler offered money to Isak for
the meat and cheese he had taken for his
wife. FIe was not the sort of man to take
things for nothing. Isak told Geissler that his
wife had written that she was well there and
had a girl child born. While Geissler talked
about sending the Iumps of ore to some
mining experts to determine the percentage
of copper, Isak was obsesscd with the
thought of getting his wife back. 'Ihc local
authorities had let hrger go free firstlybecause
they had no lock-up in the village; and
secondly, they wished to be as lenient as

possible.

Isak got his land registered at last. l:le
worked hard, but it was a grey and lonely
life without Inger. t{e kept Oline as there was
no one else. But she was sly (cunning) and
expensive. She gave away cheese ctc. to folks
like os-anders, demanded new shoes etc. Poor
Isak had to oblige; he was so dependent on
her.

I-Ialf-tvav down to the village, a new rich
settler appeared. l-Ie was BITEDE OLSEN the
Lensmand's assistant. l-Ie had a wife and
four children. l-le was not yet'thirty. Isak
felt the contrast between Br6'de's huppy
family life and his loncly lifer r At home he
discovered to his annoyance, that Oline was
making coffee in Ingerls little pot. I-Ie had
seen her do this on the sly (secretly) earlier
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too.He suffered everything siently′ probably
in the hope thatlnger Ⅲ ghtbe g市 en back to

him soon′ for his gentlёness.

2.9。 l  Critical COmlnents on Chapter Eight

This is a sh9ri,choPter WhiCh describes

lsak′ s lonely exis19nCe after lnger′ s departure.

■ e arrival of Brede OISё n and family is a

significant development in the course of the

story.          〕|:

Let us PaSS O」 the 4j″θ′力chapter.

2.10SummaF'出 41apter Nine
lhe years rolled on.Once rnore there were

visitors to Sell,nr,a,an engineer′ with a
foreman and a coilPlё  of WOrkmen′ markil■g
out telegraph line again over the hills. IIe

thought it wou14‐ make the PlaCe less
dcsolate,a glimpsl ofthe world wOuld makc
it brighter.lΠ■e elgineer ofゃred ISak the,ob

ofthe lincsman for twenty five dealer a year′

but oxccpt and■9r9animalS tO keep al市 e.

It was thc lalld′ Ⅲ9ぜ
kept them・ It Was their

living. The entitteer then decidcd to
aPprOach Brode OISen.

Years PaSSed byお ak had tO put uP with
Olinc.}Ie taught his sons lnany good and

useful things. But this bOrlll tiller of thc sOil

could notsend them to school which was far

away′ to give tholln any lrlanner of higher

education.SO tl■ elads grew uP in a paradise

of dirt and ignorance′ but thcy werc nice.
Little Sivcrt was a sPlendid fe110w′ though
Elescus was even finer and decper.Inger had

written home to say that she was named
lじθ

iフ
θ′″レθ′after the 4ay Sho was bOrn′

Noveniber′ in battles oflν ords lvith 01il■e lsak

、νas altogotller lost.I‐ Ie told hcr bluntly that

she had cheated hiln by Stoaling threc of his

anllnals.As usualC)line crcated a scnsational

scene′  eventually making lsak g0 0ff
grumbling like a bё ar.        |

2.10。 l Critical Comments on ClapteriNine

Let uL Iryove on to′θr′力Chaptcr.

2.1l Suntrllary of Chapter Ten

The next day was fated to bring a great
event. Geillser came. He had come to buy a

piece of Isak's land, up in the hills, containing
thc copper mine. I Ie assumed Isak that Inger
would be out before long. Deissler had talked
to Inger. I-Ier case had been submitted to the
king. Isak listened with great eagerness. l-Ie
then asked Isak to show him the ground up
to hills. I3eing very clever, he marked out the
track he needed. Indeed he was not fool for
all his hasty movements, but quick to judge.
FIe offered Isak two hundred dealcr on the
spot. As usual he collectcd a sack full of ore.
I-Ie complementcd Elescus who had drar,vn
a horse and a goat with a coloured pencil;
he gave him a coin. Isak did not understand
a work when Geisslcr told him aboutbuying
the land. FIe was obsessed with his rvife's
pardon and freedom. Geissier read out the
contract for the purchase of the land: "l'wo

hundred dealer cash down and later a nice
high percentage of rcccipts from working, or
ultimate disposal by further sale of tl-re copper
tract. It was signed and the matter settled.
Oline was looking on all the while.

Isak worried that there was no.nearby
school where his boys rnight study.(〕 eissler

comfortod hiln by saying that with more
pcoplo buying and scttling there′ thёy would
start a school soon′ Isak decided to Paint tlle

house and went to the village to buy some

black Paint・ S00n he received Ceisslcr′ s

te18ram saying that lηgι rた′′ b`θ r s′′ル′θ・
Poorlsak、vas excitod alld emotional.■le told

his children tO be good..1'heir rnother was

retulning and sho would toach them lnally

new things.Elesscus was all for loarnillg′

wheroas Sivort only walltcd to ridc in a cart

OriumP abOut・

2.11.l Critical Conllnents on Chapter Tcn

saぎ∬ 抱胤

ri∫
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release of lnger. lDo you think(Geissler is

eXP10iting lsak?Do you think lnger wi:i be

the same person as before?

Let us lrlove on the θlθυθη″,chaPter

2.12 Summary of Chapter Eleven

lsak drove till he rcached a Po01 0n the

moor.Using a pair of scissors′ ho cut Off his

′υζ year′s growth of red iron beard.He was
shy to trim his beard at home′ as Oline was
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there. The next day Inger and Leopoldine
arrived in the mailboat. She had brought
away with her a sewing machine and a chest.
Isak noticed that Inger was strangely dressed
and was fine to look at with no harelip now,
but only tiny scar on the upper lip. The most
wonderful thing was that she spoke with
clarity. Inger observed that Isak had not
changed much. Isak in turn replied that she
had grown granted, Isak suddenly felt shy
and unsure of himself. He could find no self-
possession, and kept aloof, as if ashamed of
himself. On the way they talked more
feelingly together. She showed him the
things she had brought for the boys; neat
braces (trouser straps) with buckles, copy
books, pencils, pen-knifes , aprayerbook with
her name written: it was a present of the
Govemor by way of remebrance. She gave
Isak a black handkerchief; he was
overwhelmed. He wondered at the woolen
stockings she was wearing; she had knitted
them herself.

A little later Inger heard herself
whispering. "Oh you ......... Your're just the
same - the same as ever".

Isak was pleased when Inger expressed
sulprise that he had paid for his land a long
while back. He did not forget to add that he
had no debts nor owings (debts) at the store
or anywhere else. Inger told him how
Geissler had struggled to get her set free. He
had demanded a revision of the case, a new
trial and finally the king had to sign. En-
Lensmand Geissler had always been a good
friend to themboth and they wondered why.

Inger hardly knew the place again and
stopped dead. The boys could hardly
recognize their mother, for they had
forgotten what she looked like; they had
never seen their little sister. But they did not
know their father at a distance, for he had
cut off his beard!

2.72.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Eleven

This small chapter describes the reunion
of Isak, Inger and their children after five long
years. Do you receive any change in Inger's
attitude to her husband? Or is it too early to
remark?

Let us move on to the twelth Chapter.

2.13 Summary of Chapter Twelve
Once again things returned to norinal.

01ine was gone and lnger had taken up her
old work in the house and the guardo She
over did in lnatter Of Order and cleanliness.

But after the first week′ ごhe began to be less
eager aboutthe work.助 e had leamed great
deal among the tOwif。 lk.She wanted a
pressing iron. Isak waS ever ready to all her

bidding.Henoticed thalshe had grown very
clever and sPoke elega,1ly.She was careful

with the children and taught them
everything′ educated them. Elesues in

PartiCular had grown as a clever boy while
little Sivert was only a madcap.Inger also

noticed that Eleseus still had his pencils and

drew well.

On one of his journ9y down′  Isak came
upon several gangs of men On the rnoors who

had come to fix telegraph Pole・  On being
asked lsak refused tO lsell them telegraPh

POleS′ as he had no timber to sPare httelf.

He snubbed Brede Olsen when the latter
asked hilln to do so.He had seen three sheep

in Brede′ s field′ he recognised the one lvith

the flat ears― (Dnline had bartered away.

Isak wanted to set up a saw lnill′ but he
was a bit diffident′ for lnger was nOt exactly

cooperative. The fact was that lnger had
changed a good deal,she thought nOw less
of their corrmon good than of herself.She

was getting ready to set uP as fully trained

dress lnaker. She had a profession now. She

made a cloak for herselfo She went to the

village with the boys to put them in schoolノ

for she wanted to shOw it off.And that
journey might have seemed a little thing′ but′

it left its lnark.

Presently lnger began to have visitors.

Later in the year′ she was sent down tO the
village to do dress lnaking for some of the

great folk there.Inger could n9t go′ for she

had no servant. Isak was taken aback when
she wanted one. She added that hOusewives
ln totts always had a servant.1,Isak was not

in the best of ln00ds′ for the work at the
sawnlill was a toilsome busiiesS.He was
beginning to feeltired in the cvenhgs.If only

lnger had been as in the good old days!
Strange how little thought′ how little care she

sёemed to take now! She was shallow and
needless.One day she sPOke ofthe child she
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killed. She was a fool to have throttled
(strangled) the baby-girl. They might have had
her mouth sewed up too. However she cared
for her mother children. It was her ambition
to see them get on in the world.
2.73."1. Critical Crimments on Chapter
Twelve

This chapterpresJnts a changed Inger. The
five years she spent in the city-prison have
taught her so many new things, habits etc.
that she can no longbr feel contented in her
old lot. Do you feel that the change is natural

3.0 0bieCtiVes   ‐

Atthe end Ofthis unit′ you should be able
to:

(i) have a generalidea Ofthe p10t OfKnut
Harrlson′ s novel Gγθω′たo/ルι sοjI Part

II.

(五)Analyse the important characters,
and

(i五)Discuss the various ideas Presented
ln the b00k.

3。 l lntrOductiOn

Please read LIれ j′ Tωθ a few tilnes and
甜:却島翼ぷ鼻』漑i鍬:l¶

帆胤:ぶち:咄「廿蝋驚ぶF露:fl
consisting of twelve chapters.

3.2。 Summary of Chapter Thirteen[BoOk
Onel

The w士lter work went On as before.Isak

撻電:毒i憲職 T翼鷲蹴猟1

ユ・
Iith轟

11:;[電:slllr:龍:i::投:

One evening′ the wOrkmen drank and

and normal? Also, don't you feel sorry for
her for having throttled her child?

Read the studymaterial carefully anumber
of times and become familiar with the story
so far. Also note down your impressions of
the main characters, plot developments, etc.
so that you will be able to write essays on
your owrr.

We shall study the latter half of the novel.
"Growth of The soil" in the next Unit.

LINIT 3

GROw「H OFTHESOIL:ASUMMARY OFPART Ⅱ

after riotously pursued by thirty men and
alone, the only one to choose from, no one to
cut her out. How the burly telegraph men
lifted her! Isak was out in the fields all the
time. Someone offered him a bottle when he
returned. Isak drank a little and watched
Inger dance; he remarked kindly that she was
having a gay (Cheerful) tirne.

Isak woke up at night. Inger was not there.
Perhaps, she had gone to see the cows. He
called out to her, but received no answer. The
he went out into woods. There he fond hrger
with one of the telegraph men sitting in the
heather (a kind of plant), she twirling
(twisting) his peaked cap on one finger, both
talking together. It seemed they were after
her again. Isak trundled (moaed heauily)
slowly towards them Inger turned and saw
him and bowed forward where she sat; all
the life went out of her, she hung like a rag.
Isak enquired after the ewe (female sheep). At
first she did not say anything. Then he turned
towards him and she followed. She cooked
up (made) some false excuse for stirring out.
She bluffed that one of the men came up and
helped her to look for the ewe. They had not
been sitting a moment lvhen Isak came. At
last, they went indoors together.

Inger tried to make up to Isak, but he was
not easy to turn. The little moment of shame
was unbearable to him. He was far from
gentle too. The next day, which happened
to be a Sundap Inger tried to join hlm, but
he turned away. There was trouble in his
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mind, but he bore it silently, and made no
scene. There was something great about Isak,
as it might be Israel promised and ever
deceived, but still believing.

As the days went on, the impression of
that unhappy Saturday evening grew fainter,
for time can mend a great deal of things.
Next Saturday paytime, the last there was to
be, lsak managed to be away from home; he
wished it to be so. When he returned on
Sunday night, he saw that there was a bundle
left on the floor of the barn, and that there
was a peaked cap on top of it, an offence to
the eye. He heaved the bundle out into the
yard, flung the cap out after it, and closed
the door. He was fuming inwardly. Yet he
was not sure whether he had acted rightly
in flinging the bundle. At last he tied up the
bundle neatly once more, picked up the cap,
and carried them all back into the barn again.

Everything about Inger was different now.
As for instance, when he had given her the
gold ring, instead of being pleased as she used
to in the past, she commented that it was not
very thick, to which Isak retorted that it was
worth no more than a bit of grass. However
she wore it and showed it off.

Brede Olsen came. He was a boaster, but
Isak could bear him no grudge. During the
conversation, Inger spoke of the engineer as

a kindly man beyond measure. He had
looked atEleseus's drawings and writing and
said something about takings him to work
under him in the town. Isak was not pleased
and protested that they did not have Eleseus
to spare on their farm. There was a painful
silence after that. Isak was not an easy man
to talk to Brede said that his eldest daughter
Barbro was going to help at the Lensmand's.
Before taking leave he added that he had left
a bundle and a cap in Isak's barn.

3.2.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Thirteen .

In this chapter we get a glimpse into the
changes wrought by life in a city. The
changed Lrger is no longer satisfied with the
drab (dull) existence in the wilderness as

Isak's wife. She wants fun and excitement;
she wishes a city life for her son Eleseus. Is
the desire legitimate or natural? You compare
here with Fl4ubert's Madam Bovary.

Let us pass on to the fourteenth chapter.

3.3 Summary of Chapter Fourteen
And time went on. Eleseus was sent to

the town after all; Inger managed to do it.
After a year, he was given.a regular place in
the engineer's office and gtew more and more
clever at writing, as well as in other things.
Now and again, he asked for pocket money.
Altogether it was no lighl,matter to keep
Eleseus going in a berth, (oituation) in town.
Isak could not digest it, butdnger encouraged
the boy. r

Uncle Sivert had said :something about
making little Sivert his lreir. I-Ie had heard of
Eleseus's grand doings in town and the story
did not please him. I-Ie was an obstinatre
man and insisted that little Sivert should
come and stay with him; I{ow couid that be
done? He was all the help to Isak on the
farm. Moreover, the boy himself did not
want to go to his uncle's. FIe was grown uP,
and he worked wiilingly like a man. He got
on well with his father and worked steadily
at his side; he was made of the same stuff. It
was Leopoldine who was getting fancies in
her head; it was natural, she being the only
daughter, besides considering Inger's
changed nature; and she was no great use at
any kind of work either.

Inger had not yet given up her idea of
keeping a servant. Isak opposed her ides,
each time she brought it. \Atrhen she suggested
getting Barbro, he refused flatly; he did not
approve of the girl. In Isak's view, Ilarbro
was shallow and unsettied like her father, a
careless creature, no steady character at all.

Brede remarked that though Geissler had
bought Isak's tract of land, it just lay there
year after year, and nothing was done. Isak
too had wondered about it, was a curious
mystery. Brede made no secret of this matter
of the sale; there was more of the ore in
several parts of the land and he intended to
find out. He said that three new settlers from
another district had now arrivedi.,,Isak was
sick and tired of Brede's visits andrwent out
of the room/ whenever he came in, dnger and
Brede would talk heartily togethelrlnger had
grown talkative in the years she had been
away, and was ready to gossip with anyone.
She was no longer straight forward.
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-Girls and women came up continually to
Sellanraa to have something stitched, and
Inger entertained them all. Oline too came
off and on. lnger showed off and boasted to
all of them that she had gained all her
knowledge and art from Trondhjent She
enjoyed their flattering compliments. She
was amiable and kind. Oline told Inger that
she had forbidden Os-Anders from visiting
Inger. Inger replied that he could not hurt
her as she did not intend to have any more
children. They parted each holding as good
a trump card (a strong ltoint) as the other: for
Online stood there knowing all the time that
Os-Anders the Lapp had died the previous
day!

Inger had learned all sorts of things at the
institution. She spoke of the kind doctor who
had her operated on her mouth, and made
a human being of her. The doctor did not
feel that infanticide was a criminal offence.
Now, Inger was not afraid of letting her
calves (fleshy back of leg belozo knee) be seen.
She and Isak did not quarrel, as he had no
talent for it. He showed signs of being tired
now at times; yet he was fulI of old health
and unwasted strength.

Inger felt a sense of superiority. She felt
that there was nothing particularly
handsome or grand about Isak, and so she
kept him in his place, and treated him no
better than what he deserved. He was only
a peasant, a clodhopper of the wilds. If only
her mouth had been, as it was now, from
the start, she would never had married him.
The home he had given her was not the place
for he now; she had learned to look at life
differently and she felt no pleasure in old
pursuits.

Once Inger stole Isak's money for Eleseus,s
sake. Though the miserly Isak found it out
only by accident, he gripped her by both
arrns,lifted her from the floor, and thumped
her on the floor again; so she was forced to
return the money. He merely said, ,,you,re
not fit to have in the place". She hardly knew
him again. It rnust have been some long-stored
bittemess that would not be repressed. She
wept that day just as she had done on the
day she had throttled her newborn child.
!le-a1ly, the relations between Isak and Inger
had become strained.

Comments on Chapter3.3.1 Critical
Fourteen

The tone and theme Of this chapter is a
continuation of the previous one. The
estrangement or strained relatiOns between

lsak and lnger is evident.Wl■ ile Eleseus and

LeoPoldine take after her′ Sivert is lnore like

his father.

Let us move on to tlleメ 蜂θθ4ル Chapter.

3.4 Sunllnary of Chapter Fifteen

lt was strange evening altogether:a

腑 懸 :嘱 翼 ]よ鴛 お 鶏 ∬ r導 :謄鶴
what had happened.Isak felts ashamed Of
himselffOr having been Petty OVerthe money

issue.「 Ihere carFle many tiIIles when he fottd

done at TrOndhiem fOr her.Geissler said that
・he was g6il■g to Sweden. Isak t01d him that

seven settlers had arrived.He walked with

S市erttO hil meadow and ad宙 sed him t。
i dig and make channel frOIn the river.

samphs ofぶisttr趣糞ri:瞳:ヽど∬
Lensmand refused t0 0bligel ・

He dia not

慰∬h::::l:1:teff胤猟L‖制II

Isak to fix his 6wn prices.Besides his sharё

day.

Ceissler′ s water"Ork remallled after he

糧fT∬雛賢W懲1:発電よ鷺
緊驚κ■:硫

こ
漁 1::=∬蝋』

傘Tl∬1:Ъ∬
SIttЪ

tttl‰T:書
offered tO helP hiln with the wOrk. Isak

wished he could get rid Ofthe bOastful Brede.

After a weet BarbO cameo She was straight
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-and thin, showed sense and experience in
various ways; certainly she was not a child.
Axel Strom was pleased with the results of
his summer help; he brought a paper for her
sake, bore with the frequent visits of the Brede
family. In due course, he came to know other
aspects of her character; so the summer
passed.

3.4.L Critical Comments on Chapter
Fifteen

This small chapter records a number of
happenings. Of particular interest is the
arrival of Axel Strom and Barbro offering to
work for him.

Let us move on to the sixteenth chapter.

3.5 Summary of Chapter Sixteen

Great Changes took place at Sellanraa,
Inger had altered; she was good and clever
again and had grown thoughtful. There were
less visitors and so more quiet reigned. No
one could live in the depth of the wilds and
have time for such foolishness. Happiness
and nonsense were two different things.
Inger grew despondent (aery sad) at last. The
wilds oppressed her. She turned religious.
She overdid things finely and worked harder
that she ought. She told her husband that
she did so for conscience sake. The word
'conscience' made'Isak thoughtful once more.

Isak was superstitious by nature. One
night, as he was returning in the dark, he
felt there was something standing there
before him; perhaps it was a Being or a spirit.
Was it ghost work or reality? Possibly the
Holy ghost or the Evil One. At last he took
two steps forward straight at the vision,
crossed himself and cried out, "In Jesu
name". The two eyes in the air vanished and
Isak could see Sellanaraa over the hillside.
As soon as he reached home, he regained his
poise. Inger was shocked at the sight of him
and asked him what had made him so pale.
He recounted his experience of meeting the
Evil one. Inger was anxious about him and it
did him good to'know it. She forbade him
from going out alone.

Soon Inger became pregnant. Both Isak
and Inger were equally astonished. A few
days later Isak brought a girl called IENSINE
to help Inger, who protested that she did not
need help. Isak said that he had sent a

telegram to Eleseus. Inger herself has written.
to the boy; but Eleseus had no idea of
retuming to the life of a peasant. He was a
man-about-town. Lrger realised that he was
selling the stuff she sent him periodically and
spending the money on other things. Isak
saw it too though he chose not to speak of it.
Altogether it came to this: Isak must be Man
and Leader again, the head of the house, and
so step in and interfere.

For a long time Inger exerted herself to
show her husband how good and useful she
could be. It was like a return to the old days.
In course of time, she gave birth to big girl,
sturdy and sound. Isak decided to build a

new house again at Sellanaraa. Sivert helped
his father. Eleseus was coming home. Isak
and Sivert often discussed grave (serious)
matters like two men. The next day was
Saturday and they had to be off to get across
the hills with the child. Jensine was to go
with them.Th"y named the child REBECCA,
a name chosen by Isak. Inger looked nice. In
the church, Isak noticed that Inger wore the
gold ring he had bought her earlier, on her
finger.

3.5.1. Critical Comments on Chapter
Sixteen

This chapter portrays the huppy
reconciliation of Isak and Inger after a period
of estrangement. She has become the good
old Lrger, much to Isak's joy and relief. We
also note the birth of their daughter Rebecca.

3.6 Summary of Chapter Seventeen

Eleseus came home. He had been away
now for some years. He did not give himself
airs, but seemed anxious to appear natural
and kindly. His mother was pleased and
surprised. He shared the smallbedroomwith
Sivert, and the two boys got on well. But
when it came to sharing the work in
buildings the house, Eleseus became tired
and rniserable, being unused to bodily fatigue
of any kind.

Oline came one day and informed them
that Uncle Sivert was dying, aFd, so young
Sivert had to go. It turned out that the
incorrigible old knave was not'oh-his death
bed; being seventy years old, he needed help,
that was all. He was amused to know that
Oline had reported that he was dyi.g. He
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-showed Sivert his ttoney Chest and told him

●at he WOuld inherit allthat his uncle might

leave at his death. He also told him to ask

Eleseus to come and see him.C)lil■ e was still

at senanraa when Sivert got back.She was

full of gossip re3tarding Axel StrorrL and

Barbro.Eleseustrild“ iS beSttO adaPt himself

to the others and Ⅲ Ⅲanaged Welt at home

l瀾詳∬罵:誕籠:1■翼 aお苗L蛯
houses,he was good at writing letters.
However′ the house was finished at last.

威 I機 副 ]灘 報 職

supposed to conta二 Blue COpper. Latcr in

the evenlngGeisslelas卜 ed ISak ifthey ought

to sell the copper■ine.He exPlained to the

nOn,Plussed(″οια:ケ.`θィルSθのISak tl■at since

neither could run“ 9 mine′ it Would be a
wise rnove to disPoSe of it. Isak said that he

would do as Geissler adviSed.This complete

confidence seemё d to cornfort Ceissler
wonderfully in his tl■read―bareness(″θυθrり ,.

Unhke his father′ Sivertf01lowed the business

with rnore understanding.At last they settled

the deal. Ceissler sold his lnine for 40′ 000
Kroner′ and lsak gotten percent′ that is′ 4000
Kroner as his share in the profit. The
gentlemen′ who were relatives of Geissler′ s

wife′ took leave. Just then Brede aPpeared.

He approached the rrlen for selling his

PrOperty′ but they shook their heぎds and
went away′ Brede was hurt′ fOr Geissler

refused to help hiln.The next day(3eissler

took a parcel of foOd fron■ Inger′ Paid her
aIIld then went off.He came to Sellanraa again

after′ and it was long years before he died.

Each time he went away′ the Sellanraa folk

rrussed hiln as a friend.

3.6.l Critical C9nllnents on Chapter
Seventeen

This chapter takes the story forward in

several dttections the arrival ofthe town― bred
Elesseus′ the sale of Geissler′ s coPper tract′

Isak′s Profit′ hi,absolute trust in his friend

and so oniIAlt6gether at the moment′ these

are goml軍 摯00thケ m Senanraa.

Let us PNS,On tO the θな力′θθ4オカChapter.

3。 7 Summaゥ 。f chapter Eighteen

Uncle Sivert died at last.Eleseus spent
three weeks loOking after hin′ alld then the

old man passed away. Eleseus arranged for
his funeral which went off well. Thebrothers
felt that there would not be much money left
by the old man. But Sivert was not at all
upset over the matter.

Eleseus was getting rather spoiled, idling
away and doing nothing. He was attracted
towards Barbro. He went down one Sunday,
met her and enjoyed her company. Axel
Storm dropped out of the conversation
leaving the two of them alone. Eleseus got
her photo and kissed her in return. They
flirted and joked and laughed and were
excellent friends.

Time dribbled away; they came no nearer
each other. Barbro was as cross and contrary
as ever. Her indifference annoyed Eleseus
and he hinted his displeasure. He went
away. Axel Storm suddenly appeared from
behind the bushes. He had seen Barbro and
Eleseus together. He was not in the best of
temperhimself. They argued and wenthome
with the quarrel at its heigl'rt. Barbro had
been with Storm for a couple of l,ears; they
were not always the best of friends. She often
talked of finding another place.

On the other hand, he wanted her to stay
there fore ever and share the house and life
with him. At last, he managed to pacify her.
But Eleseus found it hard to get over the
sharmeful way Barbro had treated him. He
sent her back her photo. He lay in hiding.only
to watch Axel Strom and Barbro comr$-;ilong
in a long affectionate condition. 9

3.7.7 Critical Comments on Chapter
Eighteen

This chapter brings out both Barbro and
Eleseus in bad light. Will Barbro marry Axel
Strom? We are yet to see the further
developments of this relationship.

Let us move on to the last chapter of Book
One.

3.8 Summary of Chapter Nineteen
Isak came back from the village with a

horse, he had bought it from the Lensmand's
assistant. He brought a news that Brede
Olsen's place Breidablik was to be sold; there
was a notice outside the church. Brede was
going to live in the village after that. Isak
had further news: the Lensand's lady had a
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baby, in spite of talks on increasing birthrate
among the poor.

Isak understood his work, his calling. He
was a rich man now, with a big farm. He
put his money aside, for the land saved him.
Not living in the village helped him; it
prevented him from buying useless trifles.
Here in the wilds, he was sheltered from all
kinds of immoderation, Eleseus advised his
father to put the money in a bank. The boy
worked till his hands were blistered. Isak was
surprised at his change. He thought Eleseus
was tuming out for the good.

Isak got mowing machine-the first of its
kind in the worlds - red and a blue, a thing
of splendour to men's eyes. He was really
happy. He started wearing spectacles which
often fell off, causing embarrassment as his
sons saw it.

3.8.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Nineteen

At the encl of this chapter which
constitutes the end of Book I, we observe how
the soil has grown at Isak's hands, and how
he is a self made, prosperous tiller of the soil
who still loves his soil and understands little
else. Much water has flowed under the
bridge. Don't you think so?

Read the Summary of Book I fully before
proceeding to Book II.
g.g Summary of Chapter One [Book II]

Sellanraa was no longer a desolate spot in
the wildness. It had developed into a fine
homestead and seven human beings lives
there - Isak, Inger, their children Eleseus,
Sivert, Leopoldine, Rebecca and the servant
girl Jensine Brede, Axel Storm, and even
Oline came to see the new mowing machine.
Oline herself had been cheated of her due by
Uncle Sivert. She was not overblessed with
the world's goods. Practiced in evil she was
used to edgir-'her ways by tricks and little
mean acts i; r day to day. She was strong
only as a s-andal-monger, as one whose
tongue hacl to be feared. She had toiled all
her life, bad born several children, begged and
stolen for them - a mother in a poor way.
Her powers were not less than those of other
politicians! She could live and die in
commonplace insincerity and readiness of
wit.

The Sellanraa folk took the blew over
Uncle Sivert's "will" with patience. They
were not altogether unprepared. Inger could
not understand it, for the old man had always
been so rich. Brede's property was auctioned.
Axel Strom bought it for a brother of his in
Helgeland. Strom told Isak that he had been
offered to take over the telegraph business
given up by Brede. They had offered him
double the amount. Isak asked him to think
it over.

Eleseus began to make preparations for his
return to town. In reply to his letter, the
engineer had written that times were bad,
they would have to economise. However he
offered to try to get him a placement
elsewhere. Eleseus would go back to the town
undoubtedly. Left at Sellanraa was having
its effects on him again. It was an inglorious,
commonplace life, but quigt and dulling to
the senses, a dreamy life. He dreaded the
moment when he would have to say
goodbye.

There was an atmosphere of solemnity
and stillness in the house. Eleseus had got it
over at last. On the way, he and Sivert met
Barbo. She was unnecessarily eager now.
Eleseus cared nothing for her now. The
brothers shouted a word of farewell to each
other and went, each on his way. Call it fate
or chance, Eleseus went back to the town to
work for Axel Strom, after all.

3.9.1 Critical Comments on chapter One
lBook III

This chapter mentions the fluctuating
fortunes of some of the main characters; Isak
and family well settled. Uncle Sivert's
treachery, Oline's bitterness, the purchase of
Brede's property by Axel Strom and Eleseus's
going back to the town to work for Strom.
At this juncture their lives are criss-crossing
to a large extent.

Let us move on to the second chapter.

3.10Summary of Chapter Two
On 3'd September, Barbro was not to be

found. Axel Strom was engaged in some
carpentry work. He went in search of her
and eventually found her a long way off lying
on the ground, hidden by some bushes. She
told him that she had slipped into the rvater,
she had delivered a dead child. She had been
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-looking for juniper twigs for cleaning buckets.
That night she slept well, and things went'
on as usual the next morning.

Axel Strom could see tl-rat his irold on
Barbro had loosened with the death of the
child. At last, she even took of the rings from
her fingers and wore neither. It could hardly
mean anything else than faithlessness and
desertion on her part. He found the little
body by the side of the stream, under a heap
of moss and twigs, kept down by flat stones
and wrapped in a Cloth. It was a boy. He
ran home for a spade and dug tl-re grave

Axel Strom was afraid of losing Barbro,
and being left withoutrhelp, with no one to
look to the place and the animals again. She
know his secret fear. IIe suggested that if she
pleased, they could shift to her father's place
which he had bought. She gave no answer.
She was bitter because he would not allow
her folks to come and stay with them. Once
again they quarrelled openly and accused
each other. But it ended abruptly, for Barbro
sensed danger, as Axel knew of her dead son.
He suggested that they should get married
at once. But she wanted to go to the town
first about her teeth. 'A11 the money he l-rad
given her disappeared, God alone knew
where. She seemed to think only of Bergerr
and town life. Here she w,as eternally
discontented from morning to night, year
after year.

Barbro ceased to care at all for what Axel
Strom said about the death of her cl-rild. She
tried to make him see that he was taking it
too seiiously. She knew two girls in Bergent
who had done it. One of them was e\/en
acquitted. She coolly told him: "'l-he law,s
not so cruel and hard as it used to be. And
besides it is not always it gets found out.,'
As he listened to all this, Axel Storm grerv
mr:re and more afraid of Barbro. Infanticide
meant nothing to her. She lvas unalterably
sl'rallow and foolish. When he repeatedly
warned her that her crime might be detected
as in the cabd of Inger, she, perhaps from set
vanity, sudefun,ly threw a bombshell thus:
"I've done sornething myself and that never
got found &ut". She implied that she had
killed her own illegitimate child. Axel was
staring at her. Barbro wanted to look big

herself and silence him. She burst out, "you
remember that in the paper about body of a
child found in the harbour? It was me that
did it". With artificial strength, she supplied
glory details. She continued: "What about all
the married people in the towns and the
things they did? They killed their children
before they were born. There were doctors
who managed that".

Axel went out of the house, heavy in mind.
This last child he would not willingly have
lost it. Later he told Barbro that if it got found
out, he would go and talk to the Lensmand
requesting his wife to intervene.

3.10.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Two
This chapter depicts Barbro in truly bad

light. She has no remorse over her repeated
acts of infanticide, and even ventures to
justify it. We are automatically reminded of
Inger's similar act years ago, but with all the
difference in purpose and attitude. Well, as
Barbro herself says, the law is not that cruel
and hard. Let us move on to the third
chapter.

3.11Summary of Chapter Three
'Ihat winter, Axel was left to himself again

at Maneland. Barbro was gone; that was the
end of the affair. She went to Bergcn, though
she had bluffed to Axel that she was going
elsewhere.

There was a terrible storm and heavy
snow fall. Brede and Axel met, but did not
greet each other. Axel's axe lvas getting
snowed up. Brede refused to help. Axel
shouted that Brede was leaving him in the
snow to die, just like a murderer! Axel feit
nimb and rigid; he must have slept off. Oline
happened to come that way. She found Axel
buried in the snow and cut him free herself.
Axel could not walk, l-ris leg was dead to the
lip. With Oline/s support he managed to
walk. On the way they met Brede who
pretended to show concern. Oline sensed
that she must appear indispensable; only then
Axel would be totally indebted to her. So
she would not let Brede help. But Axel,s
sharper mind was getting to work again. He
quickly realized that Oline would be a costly
thing, as well as a plague. And so, he let
Brede take his basket and the tools. All the
three managed to walk on, Axel insisting that
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both Brede and Oline had played their parts
in.saving him! During the next few days
Oline would talk of only this great event.

Axel heard from Sivert of a man who was
coming to take possession of some land. He
was bringing up houses all ready made, to
fix up in no time. His name was ARON. He
came from Storbory.

3.11.L Critical Comments on Chapter Three

In this chapter we have an interesting
hattle of wits, Oline, Brede and Axel, each
trying to outwit the other.

Let us move on to the fourth chapter.

3.12 Summary of chapter Four

Teams of horses driving up over the moors
carted up ready made houses for the new
man to settle in the wilds. Gradually
Sellanraa was growing, getting bigger and
bigger. Jensine had to stay on. Inger was not
altogether pleased with herself and with life
all the year round. Eleseus was a

disappointment. He had written that he was
expecting a first rate post to furn up. Thev
had to send him money. lrrger wrote to hirn
to corne back and lend a helping hand, btrt
Eleseus did not care about coming home
again. He had several old accounts
outstanding. His mother's greatest
disappointment was that Eleseus was serving
as an assistant in a shop. As for Isak, eldest
son was slipping out of ranije.

In spring, engineers and workmen fron,
Sweden came to work on the nine. They
intended to ship the ore to South America,.
The mine was now owned by a big comPan'.'
with a very large capital. Blasting worl'.
continued all through sufirmer. As a result,
there was life in their wilds now; money was
growing, blossoming everywhere. Aronsen,
the new settler had no time for working on
the soil, as the mine was working. And at
last Inger herself put on her best gold ring
and fine dress and went uP to the hills'
Actually she went only to show herself off,
that was all. The workmen knew her and
greeked her kindly. She had never had such
a gay time, not even in the days when she

had been out in the world. Though she was
a woman getting on in years, she sat and
talked intimately to one of the workmen
called GUSTAE.

The work of the mine went on, but there
were whisperings that the yield was not as
good as it had promised to be. They found
that the southem side of the field had already
been sold a year ago and bought by Geissler.
They tried to locate him.Isak took an interest
in the mine and learnt a few things. He asked
the engineer about a portable forge, and the
latter said that the company would make a

present of it to him.

Isak trundled (moaed heaaily) down the
hillside with his precious forge on his back.
When he reached home he was surprised to
see a horse and cart turned into the
countryard. Obviously it had brought a

highly remarkable load. The driver was a

man from the village, and beside him walked
Geissler.

3.72.1, Critical Comments on Chapter Four

Habits die hard, they say. In this chapter
we see once again Inger's old weakness for
male company popping up its head. Isak is
the same as ever, toiling and moiling on his
soil, unaffected by most things.

[-et us move on to tl,e fifth chapter

3.L3 Summary of Chapter Fives

Isak wondered where Inger was. He was
anxious that's Geissler was well received.
Inger and Gustaf the Swede \ad been
plucking berries - getting on in years, and all
in lo'r'c again and wild with it. Inger war; all
weal\ness towards Gustaf, and smiled
piteously beirrg so deep in love, desperately,
mercilessly. lndeed it was a sweet and cruel
thing to be s,r deep in love. Her heart was
full of kindliness towards him; she only cared
tobc close and precious to him. They plucked
mole berries, and little while they had a
sheltered place among the bushes. Flours
passed.It wonderful in the wildemess, in the
Garden of Eden! The sun was setting when
at last they walked home. Inger came home,
alone fortunately in time. On seeing Geissler
she wondered whether he had an inkling
(small idea) as to what was happening up at
the mine and had wanted to see for himself.

Geissler had brought along a padent raker
that might be handy on the farm. Isak
harnessed himself to the thing and'tried it
on the ground. It was marvelous. Thuy spoke
of the mine and the work uP in the hills. The
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-next evening, a messenger came asking for
Geissler to come up to the gentlemen at the
mines. The Ex-Lensmand had grown to be
an important personage. He considered
himself a man of power, of all the power in
the world. He sent back the messenger with
the information that he would be in
Sellanraa, if they wanted to see him. It was
below his dignity to be sent for by word of
mouth.

The engineer and the two mining experts
came to Sellanraa to meet Geissler. Both
parties were polite to each other initially. The
engineer said that they had made a rough
investigation and found that the occurrence
of the ore was due to eruption. It was
irregular, decreasing towards one side, and
for the last mile or so, there was no one to be
found worth working on. In rcply, Geissler
replied that they had not gone deep enough
and they admitted this point readily. Thuy
wondered how he knew that. By afternoon,
they had brought the price down from two
millions to half a million kroner, not a hair,s
breadth farther. They hacl not decided the
price even by lunch time. \Alhat could be iLr
Geissler's rnind? Whar might he be
pondering and speculating about? Aftcr
dinner, he went out for a long walk over his
land, came back and chatted easily to the
men at their work. Geissler had been so long
accustomed to changes of fortune. Here and
now, he was the man he was by the rnerest
chance. Form sheer iclteness, he had becomc
a mining king, a lord of the mountairrs.

In Sweden, the first little patch of larrd hacl
passed form hand to hand, and Geissler had
taken care to keep himself informed as to its
fate. The successive purchasers had bought
it foolishly, without fore-sight. "Children!"
Geissler thought in his lofty mind. He felt his
power now felt strong enough to be short and
abrupt with folk. At their next meeting, he
told the gentlemen that he still insisted on a
quarter of a million kroner; he even offered
to buy their b:t of the mine instead. He did
not appear to be bothered about the business.
He stayed Sway till evening.

Geissler then went to see Axel. He offered
to present Axel a moving machine and a
harrow; in return Axel would have to help
him two neighbours up above, breaking new

land. Axel agreed to these terms. The two
men talked on various matters including
Brede. Barbro was under arrest now in
Bergen. Oline had a role in spreading the
word. The law would have to take its course.
Axel was anxious. He told Isak that he would
have the work at the mine stopped. Geissler
left in a couple of days.

3.L3.L Critical Comments on Chapter five
This chapter highlights the special aspects

of Geissler; his clever, calculating nature, his
pragmatic friendship and his generosity in
helping those who were good to him and
trusted him. Now that Barbro has been
arrested, do you think, history will repeat
itself?

Let us move on to the sixth chapter.

3.14Summary of Chapter Six
The work at the mine was stopped.

The building at Sellanraa was finished. Lrger
was sad because Gustaf, the splendid bad at
the stone work, seemed as if he were in a
hrrrry to get away. May be he was getting
til'ed of the game noiv. He wag going across
with the other now. inger was down hearted
bccause she was ho'restly in love, without
any thought of vanity or conquest. She was
not ashamed. She was a strong woman full
of weakness. She gave herself to her passion
entirely, hungry to taste, to enjoy. Ieak might
punish her, but it would not, in arry way,
make l-rer feel less for Gustaf.

Days went on. A>elhas asked his brother
Federrck, a newly rnarried, light-hearted
fellow, to help in thc draining of the bogs.
Arons ,n was in a nasty humour; he felt he
had b,,en cheated by that Swedish mining
concer n. He wanted to sell appart of his
land. lly now there were eight settle:rs with
their homesteads in the wilds. Isak hinted to
Sivert that they could buy Aronsen "i land.

- InS."r had grown quieter and kept to
herself. She had found her way home igain.
She was humble now, and god-fearing ioul.
She cried a great deal, suffered much and
blamed none but herself. Once she even
confessed and apologised to Isak, ,,I,ve not
been all as I ought towards you. I'am sorry
about it". Her simple words move hirn. He
had 1 strong, sound way of taking things,
and he straightened them out when thLy
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turned crooked. Gradually, Inger's trouble
passed off too. Though she got over it, she
kept on with her hours of devotion and
found a mercifuI refuge there.

When the little chief clerk from Strorborg,
one Andreson came up to Sellanraa, Inger
was not in the least affected. Indeed she had
amended. It was Leopoldine's turn to be
affected, to begin the same eternal round.
Isak and Inger seemed interested to know
that Aronsen was going to sell the place
again.

Sivert came to know that Axel was busy
in town in connection with the child-murder
case in the wilds, but he said nothing. An
immediate effect of the Barbro Scandal was
that Jensine was called back home by her
mother.

3.14.L Critical Comments on Chapter Six

In this Chapter we.watch [rger amending
her sinfully behaviour after a final
disillusionment. Does she remind you of
Madame Bovary and Anna Karenina? The
Barbro scandal is waiting to be opened.

Let us move on the seztenth chapter.

3.15 Summary of Chapter Seven

Axel Strom rettrrned flom the town, found
not guiltv in the child-murder case. But the
times he had been through were horriC.
Barbro had been clever and good enough to
take all the blame on herself. Fru Lensmand
Heyerdhal [Lady Heyerdhal] had made a
Iengthy speech in Barbro's defence. She
argued that the girl had hidden nur.or.4i1ic,r1
because of fear r',f society, n hich despises tlre
unmarried wom6u.r who bt'ars a child. Not
only does society offer her rro protection, bt:I
it also pursues her witl r contempt an I

disgrace. As long as socrety maintains its
present attitude, an unrnarried woman
should be counted guiltless, even if she docs
kill her child. The lady continued that
experience has shown that such girls whom
society had force:,f to kill their own childlen,
make the best nurses. The man, who is the
partner in the crime, is invariably acquitted,
because the laws are made by men. Madam
Heyerdhal finally requested that Barbro must
be acquitted; she would personally take
charge of the girl hence forth. Barbro would
make the best nurse she had ever had. Axel

was cross examined.(3eissler was sitting in

the court.He sPoke tO the advocate of the

Crown.At last the case was closed and
Barbro was acquitted.

On thё boat whilelitturning home′ Axel
encountered the Lenり甲and IIeyerdhal and
hl Wife′ BarbrO and tw9‐ girls who had been

called as witnesses.子 FF,]HeyeFdhal askcd

^Xelif he were not glad that tl■

e whole tl■ ing

had turned out so w911.Axel agreed with
her.She further tol崚 hiln that she thought
highly of hiln′ ・but OxPlained that in her
speech she had been 19bliged to shift the

blame a little his way■ orderto save Barbro

froln being convicted.

Fru Heyerdhal keptiher wOrd.on board
of the steamer′ she tOok i― ense care about

Ba働o′s combrto Shetookthe girltolivewith

.her. She saw to it thatrBarbro did not get up
to any nonsense with the ttale frOm Bcrgen.

The first tilne it occurred′ she said nothing′

but simply called Barbro to her side. But a

little later Barbro was again with the sarrle

man′ her head on one side′ talking Bergen

dialect alld smilingt 1 1

Axclreached home′ glad atheart.Ceissler

had sent卜 im the mowing machine and
harrow′ aS prolrused. The ex― Lensmand was
indeed all ёxtremely unfathOmable(′ ′ εッル

′0771グ
`rs,α

η′)man. He had not rnentioned
a word aboutit while in the town.

3.15。 l Critical Con■ Inents on Chapter
Seven

We have a bit of ferlllinisll and women―

■ctivists′ arguments in this chaPter.Do you

think Bar1lo dese「 ves all the Pa,siOnate
words of sympathy pOured by Lady
Heyerdahl il■ her defence? Also note the
change in tl、 e attitude of the law towards
infanticide.

Let ls paSS On to the θ,gたι″Chapter.

,。
16 Suttmary of Chapter Eight

Axel waS busy.The telegFaph line was
oしlt of order. Tl■ e work hadibnen a nuisance

froIIl the Start.He had a briel算 cヽounter with
Brede.Then up on the hl颯 な3ide′ he Fnet
Aronsen vvho was in a foul rnood.Aronsen
wanted t6 shoot Ceissler.:A支き11laughingly

told hiln to leave the ex― Lensmand alone,the
whole thing would be overwise and
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mysterious for Aronsen in the end. Aronsen
told Axel to find him a buyer so that he could
sell out. Axel suggested that Isak might be
interested, for he had the meeuts to buy five
of his strorborg houses.

Accordingly, Aronsen approached Isak.
At first Isak appeared indifferent. But when
Eleseus came home for Christmas, he
reconsidered the matter. Both Inger and
Sivert were all for buying the place. Eleseu
himself was not sure. Inger and her two sons
went down to strorborg to see the place. But
when he realised that there appeared to
prospect for selling the place, Aron suddenly
started acting big.

It was clear to the villagers that ex-
Lensmand Geissler was taking his revenge
upon the village, because they had helped
his superior to get him dismissed. By merely
demanding an unreasonable price for a mine
Geissler had succeeded in checking the entire
development of the district. Finally, Aronsen,
who had raged for a while and grown more
and more desperate, went up one day to
Sellanraa and closed the deal. Eleseus got the
place for a fifteen hundred kroner., the sum
he had offerd. But the younii man was not
exactly delighted; his future \^ as s(-.aled now,
he was to bury himself il tire wilds.
However he had ihe satisfaction of taking
Anderson, the chir f of Aron, int, r 6is service.
Anderson was a good worker and looked
after matters when Eleseus was away.

As for the Barbro case Oline was sorely
disappointed, since both Axel and the giil
had been acquittred. Meanwhile Fru
Heyerdahl kept a watchful cye on Barbro and
took care not to let her go to the Christmas
dances.

3.15.1 Critical Comments on C'hapter Eight
This chapter highlights the purchase of

Aronsen's property at Strorborg for Eleseus
who is not at all happy to settle down in the
wilds. We also sel-ti e vengeful aspect of
Geissler's myst;.:rious nature. The loyal friend
of the trusting r-sak can be a relentless eneml
to anyone,who crosses his path.

Let us phss on to the ninth chapter

3.17Summary of Chapter Nine
The next spring, something unexpected

and important happened. The work at the

mine was resumed after a break. No one
knew why or how. Geissler had an
unfathomable mind. May be his conscience
had pricked him; or perhaps, he needed
money. Eleseus had never been happy in the
wilds. Anyway he decided not to sell
Strorborg. He seemd to have changed his
mind somewhat, as to his position.
Andreson, on his part, refused to leave
Eleseus and go away with Aronsen. Jensine
Ieft Sellanraa. Inger's deep religiousness did
not pass off. But she felt all her world was
going awry (in disorder). Leopoldine was
bursting with sinfuI health. Isak continued
to work, but he did not have l'ris old strength
now. More and more settlers were coming
into the wilds.

3.17.7 Critical Comments on Chapter Nine
This chapter describes the continuation of

the usual round of activities at Sellanraa and
whereabouts. We also get an idea of the
problems of growing up. As ever, Geissler
remains mysterious

Let us move on to the tenth chapter.

3.18 Summaty of. Chapter Ten
In slrite of her best efforts, Fru Heyerdahl

could not |lsygnt Barbro from being
w?fwi rd. At last, she sent her away. Barbro
left the village. She returned to Axel. After
initial hesitation, tl'rey recon,.:iled. A little later
they lay talking together. AxeI, who had been
managing the household on his own, told
Barbro that he could get a woman to corne
from America. In his heart of hearfs, he
desired for Barbro, but he cleverly acted as if
he could do without her. Barbro was upset
and a:;ked him r,r,hat would become of her.
She c<,nfessed and sobbed. As expected Axel
metht ,d and he comforted her. Barbro seemed
resol' ed to build up his happiness herself.
Finall 't,they decided to marry. Lr due course,
she-b,,came pregnant. Things started looking
well irnd grand with Axel now.

Oli rre continued to interfere in everybody,s
affairs, though with little effect. One ni[ht
she simply died an aged creature, not missed
dearly by the world.

3.1.1 Critical comments on Chapter Ten
Oneby one the loose threads arebeing tied

up._ In this chapter we see Barbro reconiiling
with Axel and accepting to live with him-.
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We also hear of the death of the
scandalmonger and busy body (one who
interferes) Olive.

Le us move on to the eleaenth chapter.

3.18 Summary.of Chapter Eelven

And time went on. Brede and his family
opened a coffee shop; they did well, especially
since one of the girls, Katherine was highly
enterprising. Eleseus continued to be
parasite, but he cared little for women. He
had been frightened off utterly by Barbro.
Eleseus heard from Brede of a man on his
way to America and he wanted to go there
himself. But he had managed his business
so badly that the had incurred heavy loss.
However with Sivert's most generous help
he left for America. FIe never came back.
Isak decided to go and get Jenseine back.
Andresen was to marry Leopoldine; so
Eleseus said that he could have Strorborg.

3.19.1 Critical' Comments on chapter
Eleven

More loose ends are being bound. In this
chapter we hear the end of Eleseus - from a

somebody to nobody.

Let us move on to the last chapter of the
novel.

3.20 Summary of Chapter Twelve lBook
Twol

Andresen took charge over the business
at Strorborg and prospered wcll. Aronsen

returned pale and haggard. He had done
badly in life. He had now come to sell things
to Andresen, his former clerk. He did not stop
cursing Geissler.

Geissler came down to Sellanraa. He was
al praise for Isak and Sivert. He was satisfied.
He told Sivert that it was number of men of
his father's stamp that the country needed.
They had everything to live on, to live for and
to believe in. By ever breeding more and
more animal and growing more and more
crops, they maintained life; generation after
generation, the new stock went on. That was
the meaning of eternal life properly set
described as lightning, which was nothing
itself, a mere flash of barrenness. His son was
the modem Wpe,aman of the modem times.

And life went ofl, Isak and Sivert
continued to toil on the soil. Inger and the
girls took care of the other jobs.

3.20.'t Critical Comments on Chapter
Twelve

In this last chapter of the novel, Geissler
as the novelist's mouthpiece speaks in favour
of an existence in harmony with nature and
denounces fashionable, hollow living.

Read the above study material carefully
number of times. It is a long story, though
rot a very complicated one. Become familiar
rvith the charactcrs, and the main themes
claborirted in the novel.

UNIT-4

GROWrH OFTHESOIL:A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 Objective
At the end of this Llnit, you should be able

to:

(i) Understand various aspects of Knut
Hamson's Grouth of the Soil;

and

(ii) Make an overall estimate of the novel
and the author.

4.1 Introduction
Before you begin to read this Unit, it

is imperative that you read and assimilate the

matter given in the previous Units. If you do
so, you will be able to form Your own

impression of the novel, its characters, its
mode of narrations, the atmosphere, the ideas

and themes treated in it, and the like. Then,
when you read this llnit, you be able to
apprcciate the several aspects of Growth of
The S,il.

Lct us study these aspects one by one.

4-2 Plot Outline
Knut Hamson's novel Growth of the Soil,

as the title partly suggests, is the story of a
man who clings to the soil and wrests a

livelihood from it, and finds a successful
existence; it is the story of the developments
of a homestead in the wilds of Borway,

- 
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amidst the temptations of an urban  afraid of collsequences. The novel fumished
civilisation with all its snare,of easy living  us with several instanceso When his wife

and loose l■orals. It depicts the rugged  lnger brings in the cow Golden claiming itto

deterrrlination′  single― Pointed ailn and  be hers′ Isak is not convlnced whether she is

stoicism to the protagonist who catty looks  not telling lies.He knows no peace tiu(Dhne

on the uPs and dOWns of life including  vouch safes for lnger′ s ownership of the

infanticide′   infidelity′  way―wardens′  aniinal. Fearing the consequences he even
extravagance′ treachery etc′ but continues to  contemplates killing off the cow′ tearing it

toil on the soil which thereby grows and  and burying it!

helps him tOo to grow.
It is lsak′s absolutely trusting nature that

Read u4″s2and 3 in the light ofthe above  wins hlln a ge・・・l of a friend in the rnysterious

sketch ёutline.                          Lensmand Ceissler. Thanks to Ceissler′ he

OffiCially buys and registers his land′ gets
You can easily fill it out to get the whole

further profits from the coPper rnine ln short
P10t・

〕eissler becomes a benefactor and well―
Let us turn to chal・ acterisation now.      、visher of lsak′ s family.

4.3 Characterisation in″ Growth of The    lsak loves his wife lnger truly′ perhaPs
Soil″                                 much more than she does.He realises that

The slow evolution of character is said to  had it not been for her ugly hare― lip she

be the functiOn of a novel. In fact′ rnost great  wOuld never have considered inarrying him.

novels tend to be more novels of character  I‐ le loves to act gral■ dly and PompouSly in

than novels of lnere plot. The chief interest  h Cr presencc′ carryllng heavy trunks etc.′ for

ln this classic novel of IIamson lies in the  ller look of wonder and words of praise are

rrlerrLOrable characters he presents before us,  卜iS Strength. I― Iis adoration of his wife

lsαたis a nat character′ while his wife li■ ger is  11■ Cfeases when he reahzes her honesty in the

a round character.[A nat character is uni―   il■atter of the cow.IIe is sad beyond words

dimensional and remains unchanged form Vヽhen she kills their new bom daughter′ bom
Start to finish′ while a round chararter iS  ike her with a hare― liP′ but he does not

multi―di―mensional and undergoes change in  critiCize her′ or abuse her.He is able to

the course of the P10t・ ]Geissler is another  understand her frustration. When she is put
mterestingこ haracter, We shall begin with  in PriSOn On the charge of infanticide′ he
the protagonist.                          Irusses her terribly and is etemally inunersed

llll her thought,yet he bears his sorrows like
4.3.l lsak

a stoic. IIe bears uPon CeiSSler to get her
lsak is the hero or the maln chaFacter of released and succeeds too.

the novel. Itis about him as the axis thatthe
■■ough he is simPle and straightforward′entire Plot revolves. He and the soil are

lsak does not lack self― resPeCt′ he too can beinseparable.The soilin his life′ his very lneans

of existence. Throughout the novel we see  hurt. After her release from the prison lnger
becomes a totally changed PerSOno With herhiln  tilling  laboriously′   making
hare― liP operated oh and rectified′ and withimprovёments′ felling trees′ building hOuses_
five years Of exPoSure t9 urban CiVilisation′and so on.He bestows great care on his
she feels dissatisfied witl■ the drab existenceanmlals and when their numbers increase′
in the wilds as the wife of lsako She startshisjoy knows no bound.ハt the Outset′ Isak
■irting with the telegraph lnen who came tocomes to a no―man′s land just to till the soil

and eke out an existence for hilrlself. At the  WOrk there,she has a more passionate
end'9fthe novel heis quite a rich man with a relationshiP with Custaf′ one of the stone―

workers.When lsak comes to know there is

鵬麗∬
SI:協

譜
d澪 :∬

肌鳳憶冨早」Ⅷ∬器.魂I:まT北]胤I£1£to work on the soil. Indeed ISak is the son of

earth and Nature.                       thatis lvhy he relents and fOrgives her when

By nature lsak is a s黎 PletOn′ ab301utel,   he C°
nfesses and ap010gises.       ・

straitttforWard′ 柚usting/hard―working and                     177_
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-In his exclusive love for thg poil, Isak
denounces urban culture and civilization.
From the beginning, he opposes the idea of
sending their eldest son Eleseus to work in
the town, while there is so much to be done
on the soil. As events prove Eleseus comes
to nothing, proving good Isak's point. He is
rewarded in his other son Sivert, who
resembles him in his attitude to the soil and
to hard work. Isak disapproves of Ilrede
Olsen's daughter Barbro who strikes him as

experienced in the bad ways of the town.

In summing up, we may say that Isak is
an elementary character with a single aim in
life. His oneness with the soil nurtures him
physically and spiritually. He is religious,
even superstitious as all such folk are. He
wonders at the mystery of creation, he
accepts with resignation the fluctuating,
fortunes of life. Isak resembles Daniel Dofoes
Robinson Crusoe in his abundant
resourcefulness; he resembles R.S. Thomas's
peasant creation lago Prytherch as well as

Eamest Hemingway's old man in the novel
"The Old Man and The Sea". Like thern all
Isak too is a flat character.

4.3.2 Inger
Lrger is the main female character in the

first part of the novel, though another
character, the wayward girl Barbro assumes
considerable importance in the second part.
Unlike the hero Isak, Inger is a round
character; multi dimensional and ever
changing. Her striking deformity is her hare-
lip. It is this which triggers of all the actions
and events in her life. In the first place, she
becomes Isak's wife sincc the other men
would not look at her or dance r,r,ith her. As
a wife initially, she is loving, caring,loyal and
useful; so much so Isak is in the seventh
heaven of delight.

Inger is a toughened character and very
independent and capable. She thinks deeply
about everything. She manages to sent Isak
away each tirne she has ababy. When her
daughter is bom with the same horrible hare-
lips, Inger does not hesitate to throttle the
baby to death, for she wants to spare her
from all that she had to suffer. In this respect
we cannot summarily state that Inger is cruel,
because she is fuIl of remors then and later
too. In fact when her own hare-lips got

operated upon and rectified, her remorse
increases further.

Inger has all the failings of a typically putty
woman. She boasts and shows off her wealth
and possessions to Oline, an evil
scandalmonger but who is rather poorly-off.
br a way it is this attitude that rises Oline's
envy and hatred and makes her spread word
about the infanticide committed by Inger.
lnger hcrself blurts about it to anyone and
everyone as an act of defiance. Naturally she
paves the way for her arrest and subsequent
imprisonment.

The Inger who returns from the town-
prison is an utterly changed person - in looks
and attitude. She starts despising her life with
her husband, the ugly, simpleton Isak,
whorn, she repeatedly thinks, she would not
have married, had it not been for her
deformity. She is no longer interested in
working on the soil, with Isak, as former
days. She even asks to get her a servant.
Though a woman getting on in years, she
flirts with the telegraph men who have a fine
time lifting her up and dancing with her,
much to her enjoyment. Later she develops
a passionate relationship with Gustaf, a

splendid lad at the stone-work. She does not
care whether Isak will punish her for her
infidenlity, she loves the young man so
desperately. When he leaves the wilds
abruptly with the other workers she is
despondent, and switches over to religious
ways.

Fortunately, Inger has a substratum of
basic goodness. After a brief bout of moral
aberration (error) she realises and apologises
'to hcr husband who is mangnanimous
enoul:;h to fogive her. Indeed she is a strong
womirn with a lot of petty weaknesses.

Inger's love for town life and urban
civilisation pass on to her eldest son Eleseus.
To a iarger extent, she is responsible for his
coming to nothing eventually, for much
against her husband's wish, she lnsists on
sending Eleseus to work in the town. She
repeatedly sends him money on the sly. Her
daughter Leopoldine also resembles her in her
free and easy ways. '

Inger reminds us of Flaubert's Madame
Emma Bovery, particularly in their
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-disappointment in their extra - marital life.
Fortunately for Inger, she does not go too far
as Emma does; more over Isak has more
character than Charles Bovary and hence the
relationship as well as the family is saved
from going to ruins.

In summing up, Inger is not a bad sort.
Her deviations from the right code of
behaviour and conventional morality are
quite natural considering the type of desolate
background where she lives. It takes her a

couple of encounters to rcalize the snare of
urban civilization, and mend her ways.
Unlike her younger counterpart, who justifies
her acts of infanticide,Inger is truIy repentant.
Inger is only an ordinary woman who is awed
by town life temporarily. She is a type
character, a near victim of the glamour of
city culture.

4.3.3 Other.Characters
a) Geissler

From the beginning of the novel to the end,
Geissler remains a mysterious character with
an unfathomable mind. He appears as the
lensmand who is dismissed from his pbst by
his superiors for tampering with people's
funds. However as far as Isak and Inger are
concerned, he is a real friend helping them
in every matter. He arranges the purchase
and registration of Isak's land and names it
Sellanraa. He buys a portion of the land
which contains a copper mine and gives Isak
a share of the profit. It is thanks to Geissler
that Isak becomes a rich man of the soil at
the end. He intervenes and gets Inger's
imprisonment for infanticide reduced from
eight to five years. But Geissler can be very
revengeful to anyone who crosses his path
or opposes him. His refusal to help Brede
Olsen and the stopping of the mining work
causing a heavy set-back to the progress of
the village are two instances. Geissler is all
praise for Isak and his son who work honestly
on the soil, eking an honest, successful
existence and he says that it is such people
that the country really needs.

b). ,lBarbro
iThloughout Barbro is portrayed in bad

light. Isak takes an instant dislike to this
daughter of the boastful Brede Olsen? For
the girl shows bad tendencies and seems to

be experienced in undesirable things. Barbro
works for Axel Strom for a couple of years.
Eleseus is attracted by her but she is
indifferent to him: so much so, the young
man given up his liking for women; she
manages to frighten him off with her
shameful indifference. She does not think
seriously about infanticide when Axel is
dpset over their child she has killed. She tries
to make him see that he is making a mountain
out of a mole-hill. These are done things in
towns, she explains. Even Lady Heyerdahl
who defends her case and gets her acquitted
is not able to make her amend her wrong
ways. At last Barbro settles down as Axel's
wife, as she had no other go.

c) Oline
Oline is a female character who appears

off and on, interfering in the lives of
everybody, and causing them to suffer. She
is a distant relative of Lrger's; she is poorly
off, has a number of useless children, steals
and begs for their sake. She is a busy-body
(one who interferes) and a scandal'monger.
She is partially responsible for getting Inger
sent to the prison for infanticide. VVhen Inger
is goneshe comes to stay with Isak and the
children and has a fine time stealing and
carting things and even animals. However
she is not able to mete out the same
punishment to Barbro and Axel. When Oline
dies at last, she is hardly missed. Oline also is
a type character: a petty, jealous woman,
instigated by an evil nature and poverty to
disturb the peace of other folks.

Let us now analyse the main themes and
ideas of the novel.

4.4. Main Themes and Ideas in Growth of
The Soil

Like the plays of Ibsen and Shaw,
Knut Hamson's Growth of The Soil is a novel
of ideas and grave themes, besides other
things. A major theme is the crimc' of
infanticide. Two characters commii tl-re act

- Inger and Barbro. In the former case,
ignorance, superstition and personal
experience propel the act. Inger feels that
she has delivered a baby-girl with the hare-
lip because she saw the hare sent by Oline
and shown to her by the Lapp Os-anders.
Her own mother had seen one before she gave
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-birth to Inger who therefore was born with
the same deformity. As a girl, she suffered
greatly since the boys would neither look at
her or dance with her: Inger wanted to spare
her child from such bitter experiences. At
the city prison where she is made to spend
five years, she leams a lot of things. Her hare-
lip got operated upon and her deformity
rectified. She then truly repents her
murderous act. The author convincingly
shows how the crime is natural considering
Inger's background. The punishment is
rather cruel on her husband and their two
little sons; the rigidity of the punishment is
due to a strict moral code that existed in the
early decades of the twentieth centuries when
town culture with its new-fangled ideas had
not become that wide-spread.

Barbro is a typical specimen of the evil
effects of urban civilization. She has not
remorse what-so-ever and boasts that she
have committed the act of infanticide even
on earlier occasions. In her eyes infanticide
and abortions are quite common in cities not
only among us, unmarried girls but even
among married girls. In her case, the law is
not half as strict. The women's activist lady
Heyerdhal is able to defend her as a victim
of male-dominated society and get her
acquitted.

The novelist does not offer any
commentary of his own. He indirectly shows
how a laxity in legal procedures may be more
human but it encourages people to take
serious crimes like infanticide causally. \A/hile
Inger shows repentance and repeatedly
regrets having throttled her new-born baby,
Barbro cannot care much about such matters.
Perhaps, the novelist is merelypointing to our
times.

The dignity of labour and honest
unrelenting toil are shown in good light
against the easy living in towns and cities.
Isak and his second son are children of the
hard earth who slog and are rewarded. In
contrast Eleseus who opts for an easy going
life in the town comes to nothing. The
novelist is at pains to show that man grows
on as far as the soil grows.

Let us discusg the naturalistic elements of '

the novel,.

4.5 Growth of the SoiI as naturalistic novel
In the novel Knut Hamson reveals his

$reat power as a regionalist and as a rural
naturalist in the literary sense of the term.
As a regionalist, he presents beautifuIly the
setting of a rural community in northern
Norway, making extensive use of both local
language and customs. Hamson who knew
well both city and rural life saw urban
existence as a corrosive factor. Isak, Inger
and their children are not idealised, nor is
their way of life glorified as by Charles Lamb
or by Oliver Goldsmith; but they are
compared favourably with life in a more
complex civilisation. Th"y may be "mute,
inglorious Miltons"; yet they are not culpable
of the heinous crimes of Oliver Cromwell.
Indeed urban civilisation is the real villain of
the novel. Only those characters like Isak,
Sivert, and Inger initially, who cling to the
soil and wrest livelihood from it find a
successful existence. "Man's oneness with the
soil nurtures him" this is borne out by the lives
of these simple folk. Frank Maghill observes:"
As.a literary naturalist, Hamson is a little
difficult to analyse. There are times when
the characters seem more like Rousseau's
noble savage than for example the peasants
in Emile Zola's naturalistic Earth (1887). The
central character in Growth of The Soil is close
to nature and stays as far as possible from
the culture of city".

Let us wind up this Unit with an overall
estimate of the author and his novel.

4.5 An Overall Estimate of Hamson and
Growth of The Soil

Knut Hamson (1,859-1,952), Norwegian
novelist, playwright and poet is best known
for his masterpiece Growth of The Soil, for
which he was awaided the Noble Prize in
1920. Hamson's work is largely
autobiographical- that is, it deals usually,
either with his own painful youth and young
manhood or with observation of the,people
among whom he was bom and he grew up.
His books have been translated into twenty
five languages. Yet his real genius has never
ben truly recognized because of the lhfamy
of the Nazi-allegiance that surrounded him
in the last years of his life.

Growth of The Soil depicts the saga of Isak,
the silent pioneer to whom the soil is life. He
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come to a no-man's land all alone and starts
working on the soil. Within a year Inger, a
woman with a hare-lip joins him. They
marry and have children. The first two are
boys, Eleseus and Sivert. The third, a baby-
girl is born with a hare-lip. Inger tfuottles it
to death. Later she is imprisoned for the
crime of infanticide. Online, a distant
relative of Inger's comes to stay with Isak and
the children. With the help of a mysterious
friend, the ex-lensmand Geissler, Isak secures
possession of his land from the State. After
five uears Inger returnes - a thoroughly
changed person with her hareJip operated
on and her attitude of life and morals
different. She no longer finds joy and calm in
the drab existence as Isak's wife. She flirts with
the telegraph men and has a passionate
affair with a youngster-worker, but at last
realizes her weakness, confessness and
apologises to her husband and they
reconcile. Eleseus is attracted to a town life
and ultimately after a series of set backs goes
to America and is heard of no more. Sivert
takes to the soil'like his father.

With the story of Isak and Inger are
blended the plot of ifre boastful. BredJOhen,
his daughter Barbro who is charged with
infanticidee, acquitted, leads a wayward life
and finally marries her employer Axel Strom
whose child it was that she had killed. Geissler
criss-corsses their lives and helps Isak and
Inger in several ways before he finally dies.

Lr a sense each of his character is like
he creator, who after being an urban dweller
chose to lead the simple life in a Norwegian
fishing village. There is too, a suspicion that
I'Iamson was comparihng in abstract
lashion his owi-r relatively aqricultural
Norrn'ry to the urban and industrialized
United States, a land wllich had not been
kind to him during the years he spent in
Arnerica. Undoubtedly, I{amson always felt
that urban life with its cities and factories and
their attendant prohibitions and conventions,
was a'n unnatural, if not vicious,
environment, for mankind.

Hgrnson's style is a careful one, and well
suitedttohis subject matter and themes. Much
of his writing is a carefully constructed
prose poetry. The simplicity and power of

of Distance Edltcation 

-his style are reminiscent of the Bible,
particularly the Old Testament. Ileading
Hamson's book is like crumbling the earth
between one's fingers; it brings nature to life
on the printed page. Poetic repetitions and
complicated parallelisms abound. Altogether
Hanson's diction is simplicity itself, and is
noticeably independent of the adjectives so
corunon in American writing.

In Grozoth of The Soil, Hamson seemed
to be calling a war-weary world back to the
soil. In spite of many predilections and
prejudices, he was not in essence a critic of
society. His attitude to his characters is
consistently marked by irony and
ambivalence; his narrative technique is of
particular interesU and the felicities of his style
do not entirely disguise the void which
surrounds human life as he sees it.

Please read the study material given in
the four Units a number of times, and make
sure that you have understood the novel and
its various aspects. Note down any idea,
impression or opinion that suggests itseU to
you.

You may next try to prepare your own
essays. Please remember: The sfudy material
can be properly utilized to write essays; but
do not mistake them for prepared essays.

4.7 Questions bascd on Growth of The Soil

1. Describe how man's oneness with the
soil which nurtures him is highlighted
in Groruth of The Soil.

[Hints: Refer to Isak's character as well
as his attempts to wrest a livelihood from
the soil and his final success.]

2. The treatment of Infanticide in the novel
Groruth of The Soil.

[I{ints; Refer to the two casers - Inger
Barbro - their different reactions -
punishment in one case - acquit'ted in
anotherl

Study Materials prepared by
Prof. V. Uma, M.A. M.Phil,

Deparhnent of English
Mercy College

Palakkad - 6
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UNIT‐ IX

ALBERT CAMUS
THE STRANGERyTHE OUTSIDER

Albert, Camus, The man

Albert Camus was born in 1913 in Algeria
as the son of an Alsatian farm _- worker father
and a Spanish mother. The family was
miserably poor. The poverty got aggravated
upon Albert's father's death in the First
World War. Albert worked his way through
the University of Algiers and got his degree
in 1936 for a thesis which he submitted at
the University. \Mhile he was a student, he
was a Communist Party Worker; but
discontented, he left the Party pretty soon.
Between 1935 and 1938 he worked as.
manager in a theatre owned by a company
in Algiers.

Camus is considered one of the finest
French novelists; thougl'r he was not, strictly
speaking, French. Recall his Spanish mother
and Alsatian father. His writing began with
two volumes of essays "Back and Front" (L'
Envers et I' Endroit, 1.937) and "Nuptial"
(Noces,1938). In 1939 he became a joumalist.
In 1940 he wrote for "Paris-Soir". When the
Second World war broke out, Camus was
rejected by and excused from military service
on account of his chronic fubercuiosis which
he had been suffering from for quite a few
years. He returned to Algeria in 1940 and
for a while taught school there.

It was n 1942 that Camus came into the
limelight. He published his first novel
L'Etranger (released later in England as "The
Outsider" and in USA as "The Stranger").
The same year he also published "The Myth
of Sisyphus". These are two of his best works.
Meanwhile, France had fallen and Camus
had returned to France. He became very
active in the French Resistance Movement
and was in the underground writing articles
for the underground press, particularly the
p'aper named "Combat:" When the War
ended, Carnus became editor of "Carttbat",
now a daily.

In 1,944 Camus produced "Caligula" a

play written 1938 in which he strongly
upheld the ideals of the Resistance. He was
deeply hurt by the Nazi atrocities and the
Nazi occupation of France. The ideals and
principles were those of the spirit of self-
sacrifice, courage in face of disaster,
destruction and death, and public duty. The
same year he wrote another piay, "The
Misunderstanding". In 1948 he wrote yet
another play titled "The State of Siege".

In 7947 Camus also published 'The
Plague'. In 1953 his essay "The.Rebel" came
out. In 1956 he published "The Fall".

The following year (i.e 1957) he received
the Nobel Prize for literature. Very soon he
was to take charge of a govemment funded
experimental theatre, but wad kilied in a

tragic accident. The absurd,car accident
occurred on 4 January,1960. Albert Camus
was just 47.

Albert Camus, The Writer
Camus is associated with the philosophy

of "atheistic" existentialism and the theory
of the "Absurd". His views were formed
under the influence of Schopenhauer and
Nietzche and many other German
existentialists. He believed that the outside
world, the Universe, is the state of the subject
and it is irrational. He held that the only
philosophical problem is the 'problem of
suicide'. He adheres to strong pessimism.
Man is always in an absurd state, encounters
absurd situations (ambition, jealousy,
selfishness etc.) and is doomed to
meaningless and aimless activity. The
Universe does not seem to have any order,
design or purpose. We can be sure of only
one thing - DEATH. We do not know why
man is born and why he has to die, e2ccept

for the biological la-w that all living tfflgs
have to die. Life is what l'rappens between
birth'and death. Whe.n birth and death
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cannot be exPlained′  life alsO defies
eXPlanation.L■ other wOrds′ life is irrational.

Once a person accepts this basic truth′ he can
come to te...ls with life and he is in Peace.

(THIS IS APPLICABLE ONLY TO
THINKING HUMAN BEINCS.)Then fear′
deSPair′ hOpelessness′ sense of futility′

absence ofthe sense ofpurpose and direction′

ennui and the like′ which are the outcOme of
the contemporary socio― historical situatiOn

alld Practice′ stoP bothering him.

The Title:The stranger/the outsider:‐

A stranger is one who is outside of one′ s

familiar circle or kindred.An Outsideris one

who is not a member of a Particular
COmPany′ one nOt considered fit tO assOciate

with and/or one who is not an inmate.In
order to understand the nOvelette we have

震 肥 電譜

and the″ exお tentiahst″ meanhg

The existentialists maintain that the
essential defect Of ratiOnal thought is that it

proceeded from tlle prmciple of antithesis of

SubieCt and object.The world is d市 ided intO
協′o domains―the subject市 e and the object市 e:

Rational thOught looks uPOn all reality(man

is includedノ Of COurse)only as an Object′ as a

substance something alien tO man′ outside

of lnan. Existentialism lllsists that genuil■ e

philosoPhy must necessarily prOceed frOm
the unity of subject and object. In Our novel

the titular hero is″ Outside″ .]He oughtto have
been bOth Outsider and il■sider put together
―which is ideal.This unity is incamated in

existence′ (i.e′ the wh01e diversity ofrnutable

things in their concatenation and interaction

―the silnultaneity al■ d unity Of essence and
existence′ beil■ g and becOming).In Order to
be aware of himself as existence(beil■ g)man
must find hilnself in a bOrderline situatiOn.

Like Janus he must be loOking forward allld

backward. In the light of the ethical
teachings ofJaspers′ borderline situations are

fear′  suffering′  guilt′  struggle′ death′
dissatisfactiOn etc.and they fOrlln the liFnitS

of human sPiritual life and PraCtiCal activity′

beyond which nOn― being is to be found. In
as much as a bOrderline situation is fatal and

潔蹴 ∬lT:驚∬組:ル(鰤e彙:

(i.e being).When lnan fadさ s‐ h tbbrdさ rli五ざ
situati9n′ Say′ death′ the world becOmes

"intimately near" to him. The true
knowledge which is intuition dawns on him.
He then feels free.

Existentialism pays a lot of attention to the
question of freedom, defined as the 'choice'
by the individual of one possibility amidst an
infinite number of possibilities. The
voluntarism of explanation of freedom has
its source in the divorce of choice from
circumstances. i.e. the isolation of the
individual's freedom from society.

Lr the light of the above the title becomes
clear. However, it becomes still clearer when
the novelette is studied closely. The novelette
treats the above philosophical abstractions in
a concrete way using the first person
narrative of the protagonist.

SYNOPSIS OF THE OUTSIDER
This synopsis is based on the text

translated from French by Stuart Gilbert and
published by Hamish Hamilton. London.

Caution
This synopsis should never be treated as a

substitute for the original text.

Characters:

Meursault: The central character and
narrator of the story. He is an ordinary,low-
paid clerk living in Algiers. His life, #nl.h it
without any direction, purpose or conviction
shows his sense of the basic absurdity of
existence.

Maria Cardona: A pretty woman and
Meursault's mistress. Sn-e used to work in
Meursault's office.

Celeste: A friend of Meursault and the
ownerof a restaurant where Meursault
usually has his food from.

Raymond Sintess: A resident of the
building where Meursault stays. He is a
pimp, but he says that he is working in a
warehouse. He strikes up an acquaintance
with Meursault. It is Raymond who drags
and involves Meursault in his quarrels and
paves the way for his destruction.

Perez: One of the inmates of a home for
the aged. He has falleh in love 'with
Meursault's aged mother..who has been
another inmate of the home.
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-'Salamano: An unpleasant, irritable and
old man. He too is a resident of Meursault's
building. He owns an old dog which is
afflicted with skin diseases, which he abuses.
Yet he is very fond of and attached to it.

Masson: A friend of Raymond at whose
beach house Meursault, Maria and Raymond
spend a weekend at which Meursault
happens to kill the Arab, supposed to be the
brother of the Arab girl kept by Raymond.

The other characters are aII miner
characters who do not figure in ar:.y

significant event in the novelette.

PART-1
Meursault, the narrator of the story, is a

low-paid, ordinary clerk and young man
living in Algiers. His father is no more. His
mother was admitted to the Home for Aged
Persons at Marengo, some fifty miles from
Algiers. The novelette opens with Meursault
receiving a telegram informing him of the
passing away of his mother. The woman
entered the Home three years earlier. The

words of the warden tell us about it as

follows:

"MadameMeursault entered the Home
three years ago: She had no private means
and depended entirely on you ..... I've looked
up the record and obviously you weren't in
a position to see that she was ProPerly cared
for. She needed someone to be with her all
the time and young men in jobs like yours
don't get too much PaY....:

As the mother and the son had nothing to
say to each other, Meursault visited her only
infrequently. /'When we lived together,
mother was always watching me; but we
hardly ever talked". Meursault and another
reason not to visit her" . it would have

meant losing my Sunday-not to mention the

fag of going to the bus, getting my ticket, and

spending two hours on the journey each
way".

Meursault astonishes the porter by saying
that he does not want to see his mother's
body.It is UNUSUAL. Usually people want
to have a last look at the dear departed. But
not our Meursault. Soon he has coffee with
the porter, smokes and conducts hir ;elf in
such a way that he begins to be looked upon

as a STRANGE human being (Recall one of
the titles). The matter is simple, though.
Meursault is different. But then difference is
frowned upon and considered uncorrunon/
strange and unacceptable. And anything
uncommon, strange and unacceptable is
unusual and vice versa.

Meursault stays near the coffin. Soon
other inmates pour in and sit down.
Merusault observes: I inclined to think they
were greeting me ..... For a moment I had an
absurd impression that they had come to sit
in judgement on me. (We11, that was exactly
what they were doing and in the end it gets

quite clear).

Meursault has no tears for his mother. But
one of the women starts weeping (which is
the NORMAL/USUAL thing to do).

The night is spent that way all sitting
around near the coffin. The following
morning when Meursault is offered a last
glance at his mother, he rejects the offer.
Mention is made about Perez's love of the
woman and he being allowed to accompany
the cortege and attend the funeral. The
priest, the undertaker's men, the nurses, the
warden, Meursault and Perez accomPany
the body to the village church. The words of
the nurse need quoting in full:

If one goes too slowly, there's the risk of
heart-stroke. But if one goes too fast, one

perspires and the cold air in the church gives
one a chill.

Merusault observes: Isaw her Point;
EITHER WAY ONE WAS FOR IT.

We get an idea of the character of
Meursault from the opening words of the
story:

Mother died today or may be yesterday: I
can't be sure. The telegram from the Home
says: Your mother passed away. Funeral
tomorrow. Deep sympathy. Which leaves the
matter doubtful; it could have been
yesterday. i l

Also from:

'Sorry, sir, but it is not my faultjiyou
know,' (when Meursault-asks his e.rrlployer
for leave to take part in the funeral).

And also from:
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1. Then I can spend the night there,
keeping the usual vigil beside the body.

2. I'd lunched, as usual, at Celeste's
restaurant.

3. I was just going to explain to her that
it wasn't my fault (that his mother died), but
I checked myself as I remembered having said
that the same thing to my employer...

(He does not like his routine to be
disturbed. He suffers from boredom of a
special kind. He stands for non-involvement,
non-corunitment. He is quite indifferent to
many things which society thinks
important). Meursault, of course, has taken
time off from his office work to attend his
mother's funeral, but the above quotations
show that he feels no grief at all and goes
through the ritual of mourning. (Anything
that is repeated over a stretch of time tends
to become ritualistic). He mentions: I had to
call in at Emmanuel's place to borrow his
black tie and 5nourning band. It is purely
perfunctorily. done, as he is detached. He is
contrasted with his mother's girl friend who
sobs her heart,out and with Perez, the elderly
boy friend, who is sincerely grieving. As
Meursault feels no grief, he spends his next
few days as'usual'smoking, drinking coffee,
going to the theatre with Maria Cardona and
spending a night with her, going swimming
in her company etc. All these indicate that
he is different from the rest of mankind. He
sums up: It occurred to me that somehow
I'd got through another Sunday, that mother
now was buried; and tomorrow I'd be going
back to work as usual: Really nothing in *y
life had changed.

(At this juncture it is worth noting that
we have a corunon place, i.e. life is change

and change is life)

The ennui that haunts him is brought out
in the folloiadng:

Just then my employer sent for me... He
wanted to diScuss a project he had in view,
though so far he'd come to no decisions. It
wa$ to open a branch at Paris, so as to deal
with,t/re big companies on the spot, without
postiil. delays, he wanted to know if I'd like a
post'there.

"You're a young man', he said, 'and I'm
pretty sure you'd enjoy living in Paris. And,
of course, you could travel about France for
some months in the year.

I told him I was quite prepared to go, but
really I didn't care much one way or the
other.

He then asked if a change of life, as he
called it didn't appeal to me, and I answered
that ONE NEVER CHANGED ONE'S REAL
LIFE; anyhow, one life was as good as

another and my present one suited me quite
will.

At this he looked rather hurt, and told me
that I always shilly shallied and that I lacked
ambition ..... I saw no reason for changing
my life.

We are then introduced to old Salarnarro
and his sick dog, aged and afflicted with
some kind of skin disease. They are purely
incidental to the main story.

Soon Albert Camus brings Raymond
Sintes to focus:

Just then the man who lives on my floor
came in from the street. The general idea
hereabouts is that he's a PimP. But if one
asks him what his job is he says he's a

warehouseman. One thing's sure he isn't
popular in our street.

Raymond and Meursault are on friendly
terms, though not friends. Th"y frequently
meet and talk. It is Raymond who is
responsible for the messy involvement of
Meursault in the unpleasant situation which
prepares the way for our hero's destruction:
Listen to the words of Raymond:

There's girl behind it-as usual. We slept
together pretty regular: I was keeping her,
as a matter of fact, and she cost me a tidy
sum. That fellow I knocked down is her
brother.

The woman and her brother are Arabs.
We suspect that Raymond is trying to push
her into prostitution. Later in the novel it is
the brother Arab who is shot by Meursault
and killed. Raymond alleges that despite his
maintaining her, she has been unfaithful to
him. She is to be cut to her proper size and
taught a lesson. Raymond seeks Meursault's
advice and help.Meursault agrees.
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After some discussion, it is decided to write

a letter - "a real stinker that'll get her on the
raw" . But "Raymond didn't feel upto writing
the kind of letter that was needed". So he
asks'Meursault who says, I'd have a shot at
it.

Note the following

I wrote the letter, I didn't take much
trouble over it; but I wanted to satisfy
ltaymond as I'd no reason no to satisfy him.

'Ihe expression - I'd no reason no to....
Appears at several places in the novelette and
ernphasizes the indifference of Meursault.
This makes the two better acquainted. Then
Raymond explained that he had heard of
'my mother's death', anyhow, he said, that
was something bound to happen one day or
another.

Meursault spends the following weekend
r,vith Maria ".... A moment later she asked
me if I loved her, I said that sort of question
irad no meaning really: but I suppose I
didn't".

'f ire more we learn about Meursauit the
stronger grows our conviction that he is very
different from the rest of mankinig. But the
question is: HASN'T HE EVERY RIGHT TO
BE DIFFERENT?

Mcursault and Maria happen to witness
Raymond striking his Arab concubine and
hear her accusation that he is a pimp; a
policeman arrives, intervenes, the Arab girl
Leaves and so does Maria. Raymond further
entreches Meursault in his affairs. Salamano
loses his dog and is very unhappy.

Camus brings out the apathy of Merusault
at every possible turn. Look at the following.

Maria came that evening and asked me if
I'd marry her. I said I didn't mind. If she
was keen on it, we'd get married.

Then slrr' :' lcd me again if I loved her. I
replied. lrr as before, that her question
meant lto,,rrrng or next to nothing but I
supposc I 'idn't.

It is quite clear that he does not believe in
the institution of marriage at all whereas
society considers it most important.

"If that's how
marry me?"

you feel!", she said "*hy

I explaincd that it had no importance
really but, if it would give her pleasure we
could get married right away. I pointed out
that any how the suggestion came from her.
As for me I'd merely said "yes".

Then she remarked that marriage was
serious matter: To which I answered 'NO..

She kept silent after that, staring at me in
a curious way. The she asked: "suppose
another girl had asked you to marry her - I
mean/ a girl you liked in the same way as
you like me - would you have said "yes" to
her, too?" "Naturally."

Maria -r. rrrud about Meursault being
"a queer fellow".

Later in the evening he talks to Salamano.
The talk confirms that Meursault is indeed a
queer fellow in many respects. Meursault
visits the police station and gives evidence in
favour of Raymond about the girl having
been false to him. Raymond is let off with a
warning. But some Arabs follow Raymond
and Meursault - which is an indication of
what is to come.

That weekend Raymond, Maria and
Meursault spend their time at the seaside
bungalow of Masson and his wife.

At noon after lunch, Raymond and
Meursault are walking along the beach. They
notice two Arabs walking in their direction.
Masson and Raymond plan an assault. One
of the two Arabs has a knife. In the ensuing
scuffle Raymond's arm is gashed. Hurt
badly, the two Arabs disappear fast.
Raymond's arm is bandaged by a nearby
doctor. Some time later Meursault and
Raymont are once again on the beach.
Raymond seems to be heading for a
particular spot on the beach. Soon they see
the two Arabs. For sometime the two groups
stare at each other. After a while the Arabs
move away and variish: Raymond has a gun
which Merusault forbids to use. He takes the
gun from Rayrnond and keeps it in his pocket
They return, Raymond goes into the
bungalow. Meursault stays on the porch.
However, after a while he decides to take a
walk along the beach. All alone he walks in
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the direction of some huge rocks and their
shelter. He finds the Arabs again there. They
see him too. Now I quote from the text to
state what happened.

"On seeing me tire Arab raised himself a
little, and his hand went to his pocket.
Naturally I gripped Raymond's revolver in
the pocket of my coat. Then the Arab let
himself sink back again, but without taking
his hand from his pocket. I was some distance
off., at least ten yards and most of the time I
saw him as a blurred dark form wobbli.g io
the heathaze. Sometimes, however, I had
glirnpses of his eyes glowingbetween the half
- closed lids. The sound of the waves was
even lazier feebler than at noon. But the light
hadn't changed; it was pounding fiercely as

ever on the long stretch of sand that ended
at the rock. For two hours the sun seemed to
have made no progress, becalmed in a sea of
molten, steel. Far out on the horizon a
steamer was passing; I could just make out
from the corner of an eye the small black
moving patch, while I kept my gaze fixed on
the Arab.

It stuck me that all I had to do was to turn,
walk away, and think no more about it. But
the whole beach, pulsing with heat, was
pressing on my back, I took some steps
towards the stream. The Arab didn't move.
After all there was still some distance
between us: Perhaps because of the shadow
on his face, he seemed tc be grinning at me.

I waited. The beat was beginning to scorch
my cheeks, beads of sweat were gathering in
my eyebrows. It was just the same sort of the
heat as at my mother's funeral and I had the
same disagreeable sensations especially in my
forehead, where all the veins seemed to be
bursting through the skin. I couldn't stand
it any longer, and took another step forward.
I knew it was a fool thing to do, I shouldn't
get out of the sun by moving on a yard or so.
But I took that step, just one step, forward.
And then the Arab drew his knife and held
it up fbwards me, athwart the sunlight. 

:

A.shaft of light shot upwards from the
stee!,: and I felt as if a long, thin blade
transf,ixed my forehead. At the same moment
all the'sweat that bad accurnulated in my
eyebrows splashed down on my eye yields,

covering them with a warrn film of moisfure.
Beneath a veil of brine and tears my eyes
were blinded. I was conscious only of the
cymbals of the sun clashing on my skull, and
less distinctly, of the keen blade of light
flashing up from the knife, scarring my
eyelashes, and gouging into my eyeballs.

Then everything began to reel before my
eyes, a fiery gust came from the sea, while
the sky cracked in two from end to end, and
a great sheet of flame poured down through
the rift. Every nerve i. *y body was a steel
spring and my grip closed on the revolver.
The trigger gave and the smooth underbelly
of the butt jogged *y palm. And so, with
that crisp, whip-crack sound, it all began. I
shook off my sweat and the clinging veil of
light. I knew I'd shattered the balance of the
day, the spacious calm of this beach on which
I had been happy: But I tried four shots more
into the inert body on which they left no
visible trace. And each successive shot was
another loud, fateful rap on the door of my
undoing.

Meursault is now a murderer though the
murder is impulsive, unpremeditated and
motiveless.

PART II
Meursault is arrested. brvestigations are

on. Ironically, Meursault does not seem to
be aware of the immensity of his crime. He
has hardly known the victim. He has no
motive. He has had no intention of killing the
man, yet he has done it. See what he says: 'I
regarded the case as very simple.'

It is alleged that he had shown 'great
callousness' at his mother's funeral. "All
normal people, I added, as €u1 afterthought,
had more or less desired the death of those
they loved, at sometime or another." The
lawyer advises Meursault against saying any
such thing in public or to the investigating
magistrate.

The lawyer is unable to make him out and
naturally it annoys him. But Meursault thinks
that he is like everybody else.

"The magistrate observes to Meursault:
what really interests me is-you! ...... There
are several things that puzzle me about your
crime.... 1' Meursault has no explanation as
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to why he killed the Arab firing five
successive bullets (while just the first one
would have been enough). The crime is
without any motive - which makes it
unusual, to say the least. When he says that
he does not believe in God, the magistrate is
stunned and insists that 'all men believe in
God, even those who reject him'.

Meursault insists that he is no criminal.
He remarks:.... I had an absurd impression
of being a one of the family'. I can say that
during the eleven months these examinations
lasted I got used to them that I was almost
surprised at having ever enjoyed anything
better than those rare moments when the
magistrate after escorting me to the door of
the office, would pat my shoulder and say in
a friendly tone. "Well Mr. Antichrist, that's
all for the present!' After which I was made
over to my warders.

Meursauit seems to come to grips with
reality and his predicament when he learns
that Maria is not allowed to see him. Later
she gets permission to visit, but nothing good
comes out of their meeting. His habit of
thinking like a free man irritates him and he
suffers his imprisonment. However, he gets
used to it and starts having 'the prisoner's
thoughts'because 'in the long run one gets
used to anything', even the deprivation of
liberty.

Meursauit learns how to kill time by
reminiscing (like Marcel Proust). "So Iearn
that even after a single day's experience of
the outside world a man could easily live a
hundred years in prison.He'd have laid up
enough memories never to be bored. (ISN'T
IT THE TRIUMPH OF THE PRISONER
OVER THOSE WHO IMPRISON HIM? ]ohn
Milton says in Book I of Paradise Lost. The
mind is its own place and in itself can make
a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven)

Meursault has been six months in Jail. But
note what he says.

There are some things of which I have
never cared to talk. And, a few days after
I'd bee sent to prison,I decided that this phase
of my life was one of them. However, as time
went by,I came to feel that this aversion had
no real substance. In point of fact during
those first few days, I was hardly conscious

of being in prison; I had always a vague hope
that something would turn up, some
agreeable surprise.

The change came soon after Maria'a first
and only visit. From the day when I got her
letter telling me they wouldn't let her come
to see me any more, because she wasn't my
wife-it was from that day I realized that this
cell was my last home, a dead end, as one
says. (Shades of the prison house have closed
upon him inexorably). The following
quotations trace the change that eventually
comes over Meursault.

1. There was one thing in those early
days that was really irksome: my habit of
thinking like a free man...

2. Still, that phase lasted a few months
only. Afterwards, I had prisoner's thoughts.

3. 'Liberty', he said, 'means that. You're
being deprived of your liberty.'

4. Later on, I understood the idea
behind it; this privation, too, was part of my
punishment.

5. So I learnt that even after a single
day's experience of the outside world a man
could easily live a hundred years in prison.
He would have laid up enough memories
never to be bored.

6. I'd read, of course, that in jail one ends
up by losing track of time. But this had never
meant anything definite to me. I hadn't
grasped how days could be at once long and
short. Long, no doubt, as periods to live
through, but so distended that they ended
up by overlapping on each other. In fact I
never thought of days as such; only the words
'yesterday' and ''tomorrow' still kept some
meaning.

When, one morning, the warder
informed me I'd now been six months in
jail, I believed him-but the words
conveyed nothing to my mind. (SPATIO-
TEMPORAL DISORIENTATION TENDS
TO MAKE MAN A VEGETABLE. MAN
IS DEPRIVED OF WHAT MAKES MAN
HUMAN.) To me it seemed like one and
the same day that had been going on iiirpe
I'd been i^ *y cell' and that I'd been doing
the same thing all the time.
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-7. And, something I'd been told came
back to me; a remark made by the nurse at
Mother's funeral. No, there was no way out,
and no one c6rn imagine what the evenings
are like in prison.

The day of the trial dawns. The trial starts.
The conduct of Meursault at the time of his
mother's funeral and immediately afterwards
acts against him. He is considered a heartless
monster of a man who has no tears for his
mother. Meursault's friends are unable to
establish that he is basically a good fellow
and is incapable of murder. Meursault is
called a criminal at heart in the context of
his callousness towards his mother's death.

That evening he is taken back to his prison.
Camus says: I always felt so well content with
life. Then, what awaited me was a night of
easy, dreamless sleep. This was the same
hour, but with a difference; I was returning
to a cell and what awaited me was a night
haunted by forebodings of the coming day.
And so I learnt that familiar paths traced in
the dusk of summer evenings may lead as

well to prison as to innocent, carefree sleep.

The following paragraphs reveal
Meursault's mind and the thoughts that run
through:

'.....We are not concerned with an act of
homicide committed of a sudden impulse
which might serve as extenuation.'I ask you
to note gentleman of the jury, that the
prisoner is an educated man.... He is
intelligent and he knows the value of words.
And I repeat that it is quite impossible to
assume that, when he committed the crime,
he was unaware what he was doing' (Words
of the prosecutor) I noticed that he laid stress
on my 'intelligence'. It puzzled me rather
why what should count as a good point in
an ordinary pcrsons should be used against
an accused man as an overrvhelming proof
of his guilt. While thinking this over,I missed
what he sad next, until I heard him exclaim
indignantly: 'And has he uttered a word of
regret for his most odious crime? Not one
wotd, gentlemen. Not once in the course of
thidlroceedings did this man show the least
coiitrition.'

Tuming towards the dock, he pointed a
finger at me, and went on in the same straln.

I really couldn't understand why he harped
on this point so much. Of course I had to
own that he was right; I didn't feel much
regret for what I had done. Still, to my mind
he overdid iU and I'd have liked to have a

chance of explaining to him, in quite a

friendly, almost affectionate way, that I've
never been able really to regret anything in
all my life. I've always been far too much
absorbed in the present moment, or the
immediate future, to think back...

... Really, he said, I had no soul, there was
nothing human about me, not one of those
moral qualities which normal men possess
had any place ir, my mentality.

The prosecutor refers to Meursault as a
menace to society. HE REFUSES TO LOOK
UPON MEURSAULT AS DIFFERENT
FROM THE REST OF MANKIND.

lAtrhen the judge asks Meursault if he has
anything to say, "I rose, and as I felt in the
modd to speak, I said the first thing that
crossed my mind: that I'd no intention of
killing the Arab.
NEVERTHLESS, TRUE).

(WHICH IS,

The court proceedings prove to Meursault
that his was a hopeless case. "The futitity of
what was happening here seemed to take me
by the throat,I felt like vomiting, and I'd only
one idea: to get it over, to go back to my cell,
and sleep.. and sleep:'

(Note the abjecthelplessness of Meursault)

The court room drama'comes to an end
as follows:

'The foreman of the jury will read out th€
answers. You will be called on after that to
hear the iudgement:

When the bell rang again and I stepped
back into the dock, the silence of the
courtroom closed in round me and, with the
silence, came a queer sensation when I
noticed that, for the first time, the young
journalist kept his eyes averted. I didn't look
in Maria's direction. In fact, I had no time to
look as the presiding judge had already
started pronouncing a rigmarole to the effect
that'in the name of the French people' I was
to be decapitated in some public place.
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I heard the judge′ s voice asking if l had

allything to say.After thinking for a rnoment′

I answered′
′
No.…¨

(ISN′T MUIISAULT HIMSELF FRENCH?
HASN′T HE AIこGHT TO BE DIFFERENT
FROM THE REST?1/VHOINSiΠ WED THE
LA1/V THAT OEN HAS NO RIGHT TO BE
DIFFE駆1「ゞ?CAN′TA MAN BEAMORAL?
WHEN EVERYONE HAS TO DIE(WHICH
IS AN IRREVOCABLE LAW)′ ・ ISN′T
MURDER JUST ADVANCING THE DATE
OF DEATH OR A KIND OF FACILITATING
IT?LIFE IS ABSURD′ THEツVORLD IS
ABSURD′ ALL THE INSTITUⅥONALIZED
SYSTEMS ARE ABSURD.THEREFORE′
ISN′TIT A KIND OF REPRIEVE?IN OTHER
WORDS′ ISN′ T IT EUT■lANASIA(MERCY
KILLING)?IF WE LEARN TO LOOK AT
NIIURDER IN THIS LIGHT′ lVE REALIZE
THAT THE MURDERER HAS JUST
ROBBED THE VICTIM OF SOME TIME
AND NOTHING ELSE.THIS LOPPING IS
A BLESSING IN DISGUISE FOR THE
THINKING MAN′ TO SAY THE LEAST).

■lleursault now starts thinking about

execution.He cannot′ hope′ .He talks at
length about execution― how the lnachine
donlinated everything′ how they killed you

discreetly′ with a hint of shame and inuch
efficiency. He remains hilnself that rit′ s

colninon knowledge that life isin′ t worth
living anyhow′ ….Also whether l died now
or forty years hence′ this business of dying

has to be got through′ inevitably.Still
somehow this line of thought wasn′ t as

consoling as it should have been′ the idea of

all those years Of life in hand was a galling

reminderl]肛 owever′ I could argue rnyself out

of it′ by pictuttg what would have been lny

feelings when lny terinぃ ′as uP′ and death
had comered lne. Once one is uP against it′

the precise manner of one′ s death has
obviously small importance.…

(TheSe are some of the finest observations
in world literature on life and death)

Let us see how Camus winds up the
novelette:

′
I eXPlained that l didn′ t believe in God.…

He(the chaplain)100ked a"ay and′ without
altering his Posture′ asked ifit was because I

felt utterly desperate that l sPoke like this.I

exPlained that it wasn′ t desPair that l felt′

but fear―which was natural enough.
′
In that case′

′
he said firlnly′

′
God can help

you.All tl■ e rnen l have seen in your position

tumed to IIIR4 in their tilne of trouble.′

Obviously′ I rePlied′ th9y were at liberty

to do so′ if tl■ ey liked it.I′ 10Wever′ didn′ t

wantto be helped′ and l had,′ ttime to work
uP interest for something that didn′t interest

nle.

...:It wasn′ t because I′ d been condellllu■ed
to death′ he said′ that he sPdke t0 1ne in this

way. In his opllllion every man on the earth

was under sentence of deathi

There′ I lnterrupted hinし
｀
that wasn′ t the

same thing′ I Ponted Out′ |■o′
What′ s more′

could be no consolation.   '

He nodded. ′
May be. Still′ if yOu dOn′ t

die soon′ you′ll die one dayf And then the

same question will arise. H6w will you face

that terrible′ final hour?

IrepliedthatI′ d face it ettactly l was facing

it now.

…he,aid:′Have you no l■ 9pe at all? Do
you really think that whett y9u die′ you die
outright′ alld ndthing remailis?′

I said′
′
Yes:

When the priest refers to a load of guilt

with which NIleursault is saddled′ Nlleursault

says that he isメ not conscious of any sin.″ ……
all l knew was that I′ d been guilty of a
criminal offence. Well′ I was Paying the
penalty Of that offence and no one had the

right to expect anything mOrё  of me:′

ⅣIeurSoult has had enough of the
ChaPlain′ s comPany. Sё e what Camus
writOs:″Then′ I don′ t kno、

～
′how it、

～
ras′ but

soiething seemel tO break inside me′ and I

startedyellingatthё  toP ofmyvoice.I hurled
insults at hiln l told hiln not tO w、 raste his

E輛1灘磯1吾i恥営鴛
ecstasy ofjoy and rage′ I Poured Ou士 Iotl hiln

all the thoughts that had been sllrLInCrmg in

my brain.… …Living as he did′ like:五 oorPse′

hё couldn′ t even be sure of being alive. It

Hlight look as if lny hands were empty.
Actually′ I was sure of lnyself sure about
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everything, far surer than he; sure of my
present life and of the death that was coming.
That, no doubt, was all I had; bu! at least,
that certainly was something I could get my
teeth into just as it had got its teeth into me.
I'd been right, I was still right, was always
right. I'd passed my life in a certain way,
and I might have passed it in a different way,
if I'd felt like it. I'd acted thus, and I hadn't
acted otherwise; I hadn't done 'X' whereas I
had done'Y'or 'Z' ..... Nothing, nothing had
the least importance, and I knew quite well
why'.... \tVhat difference could they make to
me, the death of others, or a mother's love or
his God; or the way one decides to live, the
fate one thinks one chooses, since one and
the same fate was bound to choose not only
me but thousand of millions of privileged
people who, like him, called themselves my
brothers.

...All alike would be condemned to die
one day...

I had been shouting so much that I'd lost
my breath....

Once he'd gone, I felt calm again .... The
marvelous peace of the sleepbound suruner
night flooded through me like tide....

With death so near, Mother must have felt
like someone on the brink of freedom, ready
to start life all over again (Recall the
borderline situations) .... And I, too, felt
ready to start life all over again. It was as if
that great rush of anger had washed me; lean,
emptied me of hope, and gazing up at the
dark sky spangled with its signs and stars,
for the first time, the first, I laid my heart open
to the benign indifference of the universe. To
feel it so like myself, indeed so brotherl/, mad
me realize that I'd been happy, and that I
was happy still. For all to be accomplished,
for me to feel less lonely, all that remained
was to hope that on the day of my execution
there should be a huge crowd of spectators
and that they should great me with howls of
execration.

Meursault is liberated as he knows for sure
what lies ahead of him. Indeed, only those
who have been sentenced to death know their
future. It is an advantage and an edge over
ordinary people.

Critical Opinion:
The best way of evaluating 'The Outsider'

is through studying the character of
Meursault and what becomes of him when
he is subjected to imprisonment consequent
upon his murdering the Arab who is a virtual
stranger to him. He has been one who was
leading his life like an ordinary man doing
the 'usual' times, except for some
idiosyncrasies like being unable to properly
moum the death of his mother, reciprocate
to the declaration of love by Maria and the
like. Such idiosyncrasies can be found in
everyone, though in his case they tum out to
be disastrous, working against him under the
peculiar circumstances. \AIhy so? To answer
this question we have to go backr,riards to tire
Dark Ages and slowly retum to the present
duy.

In the Dark Ages when society was
broadly divisible under three heads, namely,
the ecclesiastical, the scholastic :ind the
feudalistic, where ultimately the ecclesiastical
and the scholastic were, for all practical
purposes, one, Christianity gave people a
centrifugal force and a c,rherent system of
meaning which held everything in tact,
despite the rottenness at the core of every
conceivable thing. Religion was held in high
and superstitious esteem and almost
everybody was obsessed with the idea of their
'life in the other world' (i.e: the kingdom of
death/God).In other words life on earth was
not so $ruch to bother about. Well, as the
Dark Aiges (middle Ages) waned, with it
waned the Christian religion (on account of
Humanism, Reason, Science and the like).
To fill in the vacant slot arrived various forms
of philosophy like the systems of thinkers like
Descartes and Hegal (and many in between
them) which tried to establish that the world
and, needless to stay, life in this world, are
perfectly rational and intelligible. However,
for quite a few this was unacceptable. They,
more than ever, strongly felt that the universe
was absurd, life was meaningless and
directionless and no coherent system of
philosophy or intellection could ever succeed
in making life sensible. Camus shared this
view. For him man in this world, in his life,
is a rudderless ship and constantly
floundering, not knowing what he is doing
and where he is.to go. He comes from no one
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-knows where and goes no one knows where.
In between his coming and going is his life
which makes no sense at all. This is further
aggravated by the theory of evolution which
indirectly proclaimed the death or
disappearance of God from the midst of
mankind. Man is alone he has nothing, no
one to fall back upon, he has no destination
as such except the one he sets himself for
himself. There is nothing called absolutes in
this world-neither moral nor intellectual.
foday there are millions of thinking human
beings who share this view. Camus speaks
for all of them and speaks and appeals to all
of them.

To proclaim that our world is absurd does
not describe the world in itself as much as

our reaction to it. We experience absurdity
when our dreams and hopes, plans and their
outcome, expectations and the results are
frustrated. They go haywire. There is the
wide gap between what we expect from life
and what we actually get from life. As Yeats

says:

Things faLL apart, the center cannot hold'

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.

This sense of frustration, despair and
disillusionment colours out attitude to and
judgements about life, e.g. pessimism,
cynicism etc. Things happen, events follow,
but apparently they are not concentrated
they do not hang together, there is no
connection between one and another. This
idea of the lack of coherence is what we find
in the actions of Meursault. No amount of
rationalization can help in explaining his
killing the Arab: The deeds of our hero are
incoherent. The world appears as a spectacle
of a man silently gesticulating behind the
glass panes of a telephone booth. The same

absurdity/pointlessness rules in the
intellectual sphere. All systems of philosophy
are questionable. Along with them all
systems of man-made law and ethics that
pretend to offer absolute standards of
behaviour, character and conduct fall too
short of acceptability. General rules can never
provide absolute yardsticks to measure
specific situations (e.g. the court finds
Meursault guilty of the murder of the Arab
on the basis of his 'criminal' mind which was
supposedly evident on his not properly

mourning his mother's death etc., whereas
Meursault's explanation I'd no intention of
killing the Arab... it was because of the sun

- is absolutely true. Spectators laugh at his
statement.) The sunlight reflected off the
blade of the Arab's knife startled him to panic
action. It was an impulsive, reflex action
which made him shoot. \Mlat one can never
deny is the authentic experience of the
immediate moment. It is the moment of truth
and the truth of the moment. Needless to
say,life is clearly defined and it is lived under
the ever present shadow of death, the great
and ruthless leveler, who reduces saint and
sinner, sense and nonsense to the same level.
One who learns to look at this world in this
way has one of the following three ways of
responding.

1. he can be blindly faithful.

2. he can commit suicide

3. he may choose to go on living with
sharp and painful awareness and calm
acceptance of his situation , surrendering
and resigning himself to it.

The person who is able to do the above,
any one of them, feels free, absolutely free;
he becomes aware of a great sense of
liberation from all earthbound ties. If there
is no God, any moment is as good as/ bad as

any other moment and all men die and so a
man may do anything he likes.

This is further illuminated if we look at
Meursault as biologically, psychologically,
'socio-culturally' and religiously different
from every other individual. But
institutionalized society uses a common
yardstick to measure man with and refuses
to accept the status of Meursault as a

'different' individual. Difference is non-
conformity and so Meursault does not belong
and conform. Consequently, brutal force
ostracizes and persecutes him.

Meursault has no past or future. Life for
him is at the moment of living, as language
exists only when it is in action, i.e. spoken
and heard (Recall the Dark Ages When
people thought only about afterlife.) i F{B does
not mope, though. He has very few
memories, he has no very great plans for his
future (Recall the offer of a.Parisian job). He
does not make any demands on his friends
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or acquaintallces, nor does he allow anyone
to make any demands on him (Recall how
he deals with Maria Cordona). But he is
absolutely honest. Even when his life is in
impending extinguishment, he does not
pretend to have any ideals or feelings - which
he does not seem to care for. He is amoral.
That is the reason why he is not affected by
anyguilton killing the Arab, the killingbeing
sudden, automatic, reflex, involuntary,
unmotivated and, above all, absurd. He
thinks he is not guilty and so he is no
murderer. The ArJb has to die one day any"way'and 

Meursault caused. it to happen
expeditiously as an insirument - that;s all.
So where is the guilt? But the world, his
society, thinks otherwise. It has certain
absolutes (not acceptable to Meursault,
though...) So the murder delivers him into
the inexorable hands of the world that
believes in absolutes, set ones, in an accepted
code of conduct and behaviour for mother-
born sons, in the difference between
murderer and. the murder - victim, in a cgde
of law where crime and punishment are
placed on the two pans of its scale of justice
and evenly balanced (how stupid, to say the
least, for vengeance is mine, sayeth the Lord.)
Meursault says that he killed the Arab, but
society alleges that he murdered him. Are
these the same? (I am reminded of Jesus and
]ames Connolly in this context: The Jews
crucified Christ, but Jesus sacrificed himself;
similarly, Connolly, the Irish patriot, is said
to have remarked: You can shoot me if you
like, but I am dying for my country. Thus
one and the same thing is referred to as two
things: crucifixion and sacrifice and shooting
and dying. Note the two viervpoints and the

"two 
positions taken by the two sides.

Similarly, in our novelette: killing and
murdering). The irony is that the court has
to see it as killing (say, as self defence) when
he can be acquitted on the plea of self

' dqfence, interpret it so and declare it so.
Instead, he is branded a murderqr because
he does not shed a few tears for his dead
mother, smokes, drinks coffee, spends the
folloriuing night in the company of Maria by
going t0 ttlg cinema and having sex with her.

' The court refuses to accept him as different.
Is this justice?

Towards the end of the novel Meursault
comes to terms with his life in prison. He
feels miserable about the loss of freedom,
misses his sexual relations with Maria, his
swimrning sessions and the'usual'thing's he
used to do; yet he adjusts himself. It is when
he bravely accepts what is ahead of him that
he feels total freedom. Man feels free when
he understands his nothingness. He becomes
master of his fate and gets ready to face death.
Hti is no longer afraid.

As our novel is a translation, no comment
can be made on its style since it will be
incorrect. We have covered its content. No
amount of commentary can do justice to the
content. The novel traces the journey of
Merusault through the labyrinth of events
over which he does not seem te ha.re any
control. This is beautifully brought out by
the fust person narrative technique which is
bare and straight. We may say that it is 100%
the objective correlative of the Odyssey of
Meursault through a hostile territory
dominated by conventi.bns, totally
unacceptable to him and ending in his
execution.

Assignments:
I. Evaluate the character oi (a)

Merusault (b) "Raymond Sintes.

II. Attempt an essay on the philosophy
projected in'The Outsider'.

m. How does Merusault come to terms
with his life in prison.

IV. Write notes on Existentialism, absurd
philosophy, individual and society,
the problem of crime and punishment,
and freedom and denial of freedom.

V. Consider the novel as an all-time
classic.

Bibliography: I regret that I have not been
able to get any secondary materials on Albert
Car4us. Hence no bibliography.

Lessons prepared by
Prof. G.S. Ramakrishnan (Rtd)

Trichur.
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UNIT“X

FRANZ KAFKA― THE TRIAL

Franz Kafka $883-1924) And the Trial
Franz Kafka has had a great influence on

the reading public as wellas literary thinkers
of this century. His writings are variously
interpreted and differently evaluated. His
novels give us considerable insight into the
mind of this strange but powerful man of
genius.

"The Trial", his masterpiece, is a famed
allegory of human life that hovers on'the rim
of nightmare. Behind the complicated story
of a man faced with an unspecified charge,
Kafka in "The Trial" is wrestling with some

of the fundamental issues of existence.

Frarrz Kafka was born in 1883 in Prague,
the part of the,Austro-Hungarian Empire.
His family was Jewish though not
conspicuously religious and it was not until
,later in the life that he felt any great interest
in his Jewish heritage. In language and in
culture, he belongs to German literature.

His father, Hermann Kafka, was a self-
made business man, robust, successful,
blustering, and, in comparison with this son,

rather coarse and insensitive. In Kafka's
eyes, his father represented a kind of animal
vitality and normality which he envied but
could never achieve for himself. His feelings
toward his father are most explicitly stated
in a long (15000 word) letter which he wrote
in 1.919, exptraining with a wealth of
anecdotes and much psychological probing
his sense of inadequacy in the presence of so

overwhelming a personalitY.

Kafka was educated in the German
language schools of Prague and at the
University, where he took a degree in law
simply to postpone making a decision about
his life's work. After graduating in 1908, he

found a post in a semi-governmental office
that handled insurance claims. Its chief
attraction was that his work was over by two
in the afternoon. His one real vocation was
writing. To this he devoted all his spare time,

becoming part of a literacy circle which
included Franz Werfel and Martin Buber.

Kafka wished to marry, but never did,
partlybecause he feared that marriage would
distract him from writing, but more
fundamentally because his relation with his
father had crippled him emotionally and left
him a prey to neurotic indecision in 1912, he

met a certain Felice Bauer with whom he
contracted a tortured engagement which
lasted, off and on, for five years. Then in
1917 he developed tuberculosis, an illness
which he believed to be psychological in
origin and intended to save him from
marriage.

The war did not touch Kafka directly; he

was exempt from military service by his
official position and his illness. By 1918, he

was spending much time in the country,
trying to recover his health. He also began
to study Hebrew and to investigate the world
of Eastern European Jewry which he (as an

urban and Cerman speaking Jew) was
unfamiliar with. His friend and biographer,
Max Brod, insists that a more hopeful and
affirmative spirit began to shoW'itself about
this time, but other critics, pointing to the
un5€lieved gloom of Kafka's writing, have
accused Brod of wishful thinking. In the
early twenties, Kafka had freed himself from
his family ties sufficiently to go and live in
Berlin. In1923, he met and fell in love with
Dora Dymant, a young girl whose family
were Orthodox Polish Jews. Both families
opposed thg marriage, but Franz settled
down to live with Dorai n Berlin.

Kafka was thoroughly happy at last,abut
by this time'his disease was eniering its last
fatal stages. Indeed, his euphoria may have
been in part a symptom of the disease. On
one level of his mind he wanted to live; on.

another therprospect of death seenrs td have
given him some relief, as if it were easier,to '

Juffer in his body the struggle which had
hitherto been raging in his spirit. In 1924 he
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returned to Prague and was placed in a
sanatorium near Vienna. In June he died,
and was buried in Prague.

Kafka in his life was known only to a few
friends. His present great reputation is wholly
posthumous. His instructions in his will were
that the manuscripts of most of his stories,
including "The,Trial", were to be burned.
However, sincerhis executor, Brod, had
already wamed Kafka that he would disobey
his wishes, and since Kafka still retained
Brod, we may wonder how serious the
instructions were. At any tate/ the stories
were saved, and remain as a monument to
a powerful and tormented genius.

The Characters

Note: There:is really only one character in
"The Trial": the protagonist, Joseph.K, whose
struggles make up the entire story and who
is "on stage" at all times. Most of the other
actors are nameless and almo,st faceless, and
may simply be projections of certain aspects
of K's owrr unconscious. The most sharply
defined characters are the following:

)oseph.K- A thirty-year-old bachelor and
a successful bank official: He is a colourless
person, without conspicuous vices or virtues
or close personal attachments.

Frau Grubach K's landlady, a
respectable woman who adopts a motherly
attitude toward him.

Fraulein Burstner - A typist who lives in
K's boarding house

Huld - A lawyer whom I(, consults. He
boasts of his influence with court officials;

Leni - Nurse and housekeeper to Huld.
A sensual woman/ she makes,advances to
all her employer's clients.

Titorvelli - A painter who offers to help
K.

The Chaplain - A priest in the cathedral
who'tries to explain to K, the gravity of his
situatibn.

,:i :.
Qtler,characters - An inspector, two

gual{f, an examining magistrate, various
clerks and court officials, the wife of a court
attendant, a law student, a friend of Fraulein
Burstner a nephew of Frau Grubach, K,s

uncle, a manufacturer, a client of Huld's a
client at the bank, a crowd of teenage girls,
two executioners, and others.

The Story
The Trial takes place in an unspecified city

with no distinguishing features; it could be
Prague in the first decade of this century. The
details do not matter, however, for in this
psychological and spiritual allegory the real
scene is the soul.

The protagonist is Joseph K., thirty years'old, who has a good job at a bank and is well
thought of. He lives in a boarding house, eats
at quiet cafes, and works till nine at night.
He is a gray, empty person, a bachelor with
no close friends.

One morning his tidy routine is shattered
by the appearance of two men who tell him
that he is under arrest. K. is aware of having
committed no crime, and it takes him some
time to realize that he is in the hands of no
ordinary civil court. Everything is
bewildering. He is never told what offence
he is guilty of, or what code of law applies in
his case. His guilt is always assumed by those
he meets, and yet he is free to come and go
about his usual occupations. Proceedings are
conducted in squalid, out-of-the way places.
The most unexpected people tum out to be
officiirls of the Court, or familiar with it. The
procedure is involved and complicated, so
that nobody, not even the court officials
themselves, can grasp it all. The lesser officers
are corrupt. The most powerful judges are
so remote that no one is sure that they even
exist. And, worst of all, though cases drag
on for years, no one is ever acquitted.

The novel is the record of K's attempt to
clear himself of the charge; or at least to
discover what the charge is. For a whole year,
he goes for help from one person to another,
without success. The first is his neighbour in
the boarding-house, Faulein Burstnel, a
typist. He tries to explain wha,t has
happened, but she is not interested. When'
he tries to make advances to her, she puts up
with him wearily for a time, then dismissei
him. He is summoned to a hearing set for
the following Sunda/, which proves to be
disorderly and confused. He makes a windy
speech in his defence and supposes that he
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has won the sympathy of the audience in the
courtroom.Th"y all turn out to be agents of
the court: The next week he returns, but this
time the room is emPtY. He takes the
opportunity to look at the books 9f law,
which turn out to be fulI of childishly obscene

drawings. . i

By now, K ip obsessed with the
proceedings against him, so that his work at

the bankbegfns to suffer. His uncle.Karl takes

him to a lawyer named Hu'ld who has a

reputation in such cases. The lawyer is an

invalid, and while he discusses the case with
the uncle, K. leaves the sickroom to make love
to the lawyer's nurse, Leni. Afterward, his
uncle warns him that he has seriously
Jeopardized his case. K. proposed to submit
a petition to the court, but his lawyer tells
that it may not be read. In fact, it is a question
whether the law even recognises the right of
the accused to defend themselves'

Acting on a tip from a business'associate,
K. seeks out a painter named Titorelli who
lives in a squalid tenement surrounded by a
swarm of rowdy and impertinent girls.
Titorelli is the official portraitist of rowdy and

impertinent girls. Titorelli is the official
portraitist of thle court, and professes-towield
great influence. He tells K. that there are

three possibilities for the outcome of his case:

a definite Tcquittal, which never happens, a
provisiolal acquittal, which will leave him
open t/subsequent arrest, arid in indefinite
postponement, which results neither in
acquittal for in sentence. K. is disheartened
and leaves, after buYing a number of
paintings he does not want.

Next, feeling that his lawyer has been
neglecting the case, K. tries to dismiss Huld.
He meets ahother client of Huld, a ruined-'
businessman named Block, whose case has

dragged on for years with as little success as

K.'s He too complains of.neglect, and has

been consulting other lawyers on the. sly.
Huld is indignant that K. should presume to
dismiss him, and to demonstrate his grip over
his clients he calls in Block, forces him to
kneel, and humiliates him.

. The'last interview takes place in the
cathedral of the city, where K. has gone on
other business. The church is dark and

empty.Sudttnly a VOiCe speaks■ om the
pulPit addressing K.by name.It is.ap五 est

who identifies himself as a prison chaplalll・

and therefore a servant of the court.He tells

K.that hiご casさ is going badly′ that he does

not yet understand the nature of the Court′

that he relies too much on the help Of others′

especially women.

The climax of the intervievv in the
cathedral is an ambiguouS and diSturbing

雷号:」
yttit鵬重篇冒北ヽL#宝

t鍵

gate is a doorkeeper who tells hiln that he

cannot be adlrutted at the inoment:For year

苦Fttχ:alttLFTL竜 ::]よて駐|:ti£T亀
money but still does not adlnit h廿 n. At last′

he dies. On his deathbed,he askS the guard

貯歴朧1:胤瀧翼∬器胤吼
door―keeper replies′

″No one but you could

galn adlrllttance through this dobr since this

door was llltended only for youo No l am
going to shutit″ .K′s instinct is to protest that.

the llnan has been deceived. But the priest

艦講宙∬蹴 皐燎欄職i囃
real issue ald the application of the parable

to h量 nself.

The last chapter is set a year after the first′

・ On the evё  of K′s.thirty― first birtl■ day.Two
plump rnen in top hats and frock coats come

to]K′ s door and lead hirrl away unresisting。

He susPects that they are his executioners′

but he has lostthe willto fight back.He even

refuses to hail a Policeman who might save

hiln.At the last lnoment′ a window in a
nearby house flies open′ and silhouetted

甜1槻
1乳

粘穏躍甘iS器群
or to offer hさ lp. What,ver it rneans K.never

discovers.いe man h01dS him bゾ the throat

whila the other stabs him in the heart.

A Critical AAssessmeit 
・
  .

′′
The Trial′

′
must be read on severallevels′

and doeS not yield its full lneanhg'at once.

There are t■vo principal interpretatiOns
which′ ho、vever′ do not necessarllyiё XClude

each otheri th9 psych。 lρ gical and thさ

theological.The psychological interpretatio♀

.takes for its starting Point the facts of Kafka′ s

life and his se五 。e of inadequaCy before his

///
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overpowering father. Al1 his life Kafka felt
judged and found wanting. These feelings
were expressed in the plight of Joseph K.,
pursued by * all-powerful court of justice,
in vindication bf a law which he does not
understand and cannot possibly obey:
Because the world of men torments him, K.
tries to find solace in the company of women,
but with them he is generally fumbling and
ineffective. He clings as long as he can to the
public, rational world of business and
banking, but these defences ctumble as the
trial goes on. In the end, the courts destroys
him.

Another psychological approach sees
"The Trial" as if it were a nightmare and
interprets it accordingly. Jhere are many
scenes that are particulaily dreamlike: scenes
in which. trivial or mysterious acts seem
pregnant with some ominous meaning, or
scenes which blend and shift so that
comm6nplate events become suddenly
charged with terror. K. may open an
o-rdinary door at his bank or boarding house
or in some tenement house, and discover
behind it a different world in which the court
carries on its work. Such episodes suggest the
ryay in which repressed anxieties may break
through the defences of ordinary Jife, and
open a door into tlnsuspected"depths of the
unconscious. a !

Some psychological interpreters go
further than this, and propose detailed
symbolic .meanings for each episode.
According to one, the bank where K. works
is ttre conscious mihd, the boarding house js
the preconstious, and the Couri yith:its
irrationality, infantlism and obscenity, is the
unconscious. K, is said to be an anal
personality, plagued by castration anxiety.
Huld, the.. lawyer, symbolizes a
psychoanilyst; Frau Brubach is a mother
figure; the two warders who guard K. on
either side are hiS testicles; and so forth.
Whether the reader accepts these
identifications will depend largely on his
attitude ,toward psychbanalytii theory in
genera|.

' The theological reading.of the book does
not neC6ssarily rule out the psychological,
though it goes beyond that. It suggests that
Kafka saw,iir his own inadequacy and guilt

a parallel to the human condition, and that
the story is actually a parable about man's
attempt to find grace at the hands of a God
who remains forever hidden. In this
interpretation, "The Trial" is.the most
impressive indictment of God since the book
of ]ob. K. is accused bbfore the Law, in the
eyes of which, as Saint Paul argued, no man
can be justified, since all have fallen short of
the glory of God. The Law expresses the will
of Court so unutterably beyond man that the
highest judges are never seen, and theii
decrees, once they have been adapted /o
human ears, seem mysterious and evbn
irrational. Man's contact with this courf is
through a hierarchy of functionaries
(representing organized religion) who are
stupid, narrow, and .corrupt. .The court,s
proceedings"promise great things but
accomplish little. Beyond these functionaries,
to be sure, there lies the possibility that divine
grace may breakthrough, that man may find
acceptance and justification from the highest
judges'themselves: But this possibility
depends, it seems, on being able to accept ttre
fact of one's guilt and this K. is to the very
end unable to do.

, If this latter interpretation is valid, then
K's failure is dotrbly tragic, for'it is God,s
failure also. The Court, for all its omnipotence
and omnipresence, leaves K. alone to carry
on \is daily routine. That is, it does not
interfere with the freedom of his will. Rather
it leaves himto work out his salvation as best
as \ecan amid the conflicting counselqof his
many advisdrs. The Court cinnot or will not
penetrate K's mind making him understand
his true situation. At one crucial point the
chaplain exclaims, "Can't you see anything
at all"? and his cry is described as ,,the

involuntary shriek of one who sees another
fall". Man cannot save himseU nor can God
save him either. God and man reach out to
one another. But they are so far apart that
they cannot communicate.

A third anil subordinate line of
interpretation i's possible: Kafka may be
attacking the ponderous and authoritarian
bureaucracy of the old Austrian Empire,
smothered in self-importance and red tape.
Kafka, as a minor functionary himself, was
familiar with the ways of govemment. ,,The
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-Tial" ,however, is not an attack on the courts
in the way "Break House", for instance,
clearly is. The details of court procedure in
the novel may have been suggested by actual
models, but they are only the symbols of the
truth that Kafka is concerned with, not the
thing itself.

The richness of this book makes it
susceptible to many interpretations. Whether
we read it in psychological, religious or
political terms, there is probably no book
which so effectively explores the anxiety of
our own age. Its critical reputation and its
influence have continued to grow steadily.
For the general reader who wishes to
characterize a real life situation that is a

mixture of anxiety, frustration, dreamlike
unreality, or sheer horror, it is sufficient to

say that it is like something out of a novel by
Kafka.

"The Trial" Evaluated

A) What Kafka has done as a writer is
to fuse into a unique literary style all the
dsicrete elements of the modem experience
from the unconscious to the refinements of
metaphysical analysis, from the banal to the

apocilyptic elements which in our daily life
aie fragmented and incoherent, although
never wholly absent. In The Trial Kafka
welds into a continuous associative chain the

daily bureaucratic routine of Joseph.K; the

stylization of a court of law; and the
pii*itirr", almost superstitious level of
existence at which humanity, fearing the
chaotic freedom of its own consciousness
generated the notion of Law in the first place.

A similar chain links the formal relationship
between men and women in the Post
Victorian era; the animal savagery of desire

which the formalities are designed to check;

and in the figure. of Leni, the archetypal
"imagery ofdissolution and loss of self which
the primitive (male) version of the world,
conditioned by fear, has always assigned to

women. Thus the bottomlessnes which the

reader senses when confronted by almost any
sentence of "The Trial" derives not only-
indeed notprimarily - from the psychological
complexity of Joseph.K. Kafka has established
the narrative perspective at a point very close

to the vision of his protagonist, but not in
order to devalue the world of the novel into

something secondary like ]oseph K's dream
or private obsession.

Martin Walser had diagrammed the
rhythm of "The Trial" according to the thesis
that Kafka's novels are exclusively devoted
to portraying the inflation and deflation of
man's illusory assertions of identity. Walser
rests his case with the assertion that the
meaning of this literary enterprise is
"meaninglessness":

Finally, and most tragically of all, Joseph
K. of "The Trial" dies, after a parody of
justice, in the deserted suburb where two
men execute him without a word, But it is

not enough that he die "like a dog" ; they have
been unable to obscure themselves: On the
contrary, they shine marvelously from the
futile effort they have made to extinguish
themselves; thatis why we do not understand
them except in the act of betraying them, and

our reading turns anxiously in a circle
around a misunderstanding.

B) The event begins only at the moment
when the disruption occurs. In "The Trial"
this takes place before the beginning of the

actual text since it is not Joseph K., but the

court which is disrupted, having been
attracted by Joseph K's "guilt". Howevet,
since the narration is from the hero's
viewpoint, the story begins only at the
moment when the hero becomes aware of
the ramifications of the disruption he has

caused in the sensitive organism of the court.

When "The Trial" begins, the two
antagonistic orders are already on the scene,

the confrontation has already begun. The
initial situation, which was inaugurated by
the disruption, already implies the entire
possible course of action until the end of the

iirst event which is marked by the first
negation. But since the orders there upon
relapse automatically into their stance, the
posJiUmty is thus already present for another
disruption and consequently for another
negation. The disruption thus inauqurates
the event by, as it were, awakening the
counterorder, sulnmoning it to the scehe and

thereby bringing on the inevitable cgiirse of
action: The K.s are resPonsibie"f'oi the
respective disruptions. They force the
counter world to concern itself with them.

JJEuropean Fiction
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In its eyes that already make them guilty, the
"burden of proof" that the disruption is
justified rests on the shoulders of thek.s. Our
concept of "disruption" is, it goes without
saying, framed in the perspective of the
counter-order to the K.s. However, the K.s
cannot permit to be classified as disruption
what for them is simply the assertion of their
existence. That means that if they were to
retract the disruption, as demanded by the
counter-order, then they would have to
negate their on n e.xistence; but it is precisely
this they wish to assert, and so they disrupl.
And this disruption is again negatbd by the
counter-world in the manner already
indicated; that it thereby negates the existence
of the K.s happens to a certain extent
unintentionally as a by-product.

The negation is the caesura which
concludes the event. That is the variable
element in Kafka, the form of the void which,
h tl" multipticity of its fulfillmentbrings the
work into being.

The Rhythm of the Trial
The spacious rhythm in ,,America,, which

is really only the rhythm of Karl,s punishment
is no longer present in The Trial. The erection
of mutually attuned orders whose
confrontation is played out in a precisely
functioning series of figural relationships "_

this basic situation no longer permits a long_
breathed rhythm. Above-all the rhythm is
no longer so one-sidedly confined to the
negating caesura: Joseph.K.,s disruption s
constituted not just by a question of principle,
but by a transcendent confr6ntation.
Disruption has not been actualized as
projecting itself in Joseph K,s assertion of his
existence.

The workers invade K's room because guilt
attracts the court. The disruption thus
emanates from Joseph.K. If he.wishes to
defend himself, to declare his innocence, then
the warders negate every defencg, since he
must admit that he does not know the law;
how cair he then claim innocence? To this is
at once added a further negation by, the
Inspector, who makes alf discussions
impossible since he is only a lowly official,
whose only job is to communicate to K the
fact of his arrest. This first negation is thus
achieved becausd K. is ignorant of the law,

the second because the Lrspector lacks access
to these things. With this, everything is
provisionally accomplished from the court,s
viewpoint. It has responded to the disruption
caused by K's "guilt,. Now, however, K
himself begins to work (in the structural
sense/ one could say he begins to function).
He has the feeling that he has caused a,,great
disorder" in "the whole household of Frau
Grubach" and "that it was his task alone to
put in right again". lndeed, he even believes
that Frau Grubach would have to give him
notice if she wanted to keep hei house
respectable. K disrupts the order in the
boarding house. Thus there begins in this
work a second series of events which
interlocks with the one that is related directly
to the court. The form of the void is valid for
it, too. K. has disrupted life in the boarding
house; his efforts to calm, it down again are
subject to the rhythm of negatiJn. The
exchange with Frau Grubaih and the
gompulsive replay of the interrogation in
front of Fraulin Burstner do not nlgate the
disruption, do not restore the order] on the
contrary, they negate K,s efforts on behalf of
order and make the disorder even greater.
The third sequence of disruption and
legation begins immediately thereafter in the
bank: The negating force is the Assistant
Manager. Then the action reverts to the realm
of the court: K. invades the empty courtroom,
supported by the Usher,s wife. (disruption);
she is carried away from him (negation); he
recognizes this himself as his ,,first
unequivocal defeat:' His penetration of the

:ffr:"r (disruption) ends with a fainting spell;
he is carried out (negation). After this", there
is another incident in the boarding house. In
order to neutralize a disruption, he seeks an
interview and is told. ',Interviews are neither
deliberately accepted nor refused. ,,In the
following chapter occurs the only passage
which contains a positive reaction to an
action of K's. But this reaction has the effect
of making K, do all he can to und.o it, to
negate his own original action, because what
he has wrought constitutes a disruption of
the bank's order ("The Whipper,,).

Joseph K. himself negates the efforts on
his behalf of his uncle, foi whom the trial is a
painful disruption of the family,s peace. The
next negating force is the Lawyer. I4/hile K.
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-is still thinking about the negation by the

lawyer; there follows immediately the
entrance of the Assistant. Manager to
undermine his existence, his professional
position (i.e. to' negate it)' After this there

are the assertions of existence with Titorelli,
again with the Lawyer and with the prison
cf,aplain. A11 of them are subjected to
,regitiot. That is the last of the attempts by

loseph K. actually included in the work to
asseit hi*self, to end his trial. Since the court

asserts that it is only attracted by guilt and is

in tum attracted by Joseph K. every attempt

by K.demonstrates his innocence, and thus

to prevent the trial frpm properly getting
,.d"t way, must constitute an act against

the court, a disruption of its order. All the

other accused submiU Joseph'K disrupts and

thqrefo.re his efforts must be negated.

"The Trial" is made up of three stands of
action: the boarding house, the bank and the

court. Here we can only give a suggestion of
these stand s; for, this is precisely the advance

in relation to "America", the construction of
this work is seamless - the three stands are

intricately.interwoven.-Just as one effort
follows another, so does one negation
inevitably follow another. The boarding-
house, the court, the bank-it really matters

little where the sequence starts, the
configuration is everyrn'here the same' The

rhythm of these events is shortbreathed,
haish and decisive. There is no pause for
rest, no digression and no possibility of escape

The confrontation of the orders is not
interrupted by long description with K' as, a

mere, Jpectator, as in the case with Karl in
Americi; on the contrary, wherever K' may

be, he is everywhere on trial. Whenhe walks

the street there is laughter from the windows
above him, when he sits in his office and

thinks about his trial, the Assistant Manager

enters laughing, when he comes home in the

evening he thinks he sees a guard in front of
his house: ... His entire'thinking is an

uninterrupted effort to assert his existence;

the eventi which intervene negate this effort
completely automatically. Naturally all the

turni for the better which helped to create

the long-breathed rhythm in "America" are

lacking here".

C) "The Trial" prompts us to interpret
and speculate upon the enigmatic meanings

that are at the core of human existence. As
a novel it has puzzled and fascinafed
generations of readers. It goes on challenging
us in very intriguing waYS.

"The Trial" is certainly a parable with a
mystery at its centre. Yet instead of resisting
inlerpretation it urges the readers to dissect

the work: to speculate on its enigmatic links.

The highly concise nature of the narrative
structuie does not stop us from explorihg the
meanings at various levels. The readers
themseives are partly helped by the
characters of the narrative who obsessively

. but incompletely interpret their situations'
Yet as a result, the events of the parable
become more incoherent, less understandable
and so open to sometimes mutually canceling

interpretations.

There is d tendency to highlight "The
Trial" as the 'central piece of Kafka's
achievements. But the fact remains that "The
Trial" is only a fragment, not prepared for
publication by the author. All the same,like
^other texts of Kafka it simultaneously
generates 

.interpretations, and thus limits the

validity of any single interpretation' The

manuscripts reveal how Kafka deleted all
passages that would make the "meaning'
r".y .I"u.t This is not because Kafka wanted

to puzzle readers and make his book
"obscure", but because he distrusted his own
interpretative activity. What is important to
rem6mber is that the line between his
personal writing and his literary activity is
io thin that often they overlap' Kafka tries

all the time to focus and concentrate on the

diversity of existence into a text that would
be far'from the limitations of psychology'

A mere, objective, sylistic analysis of "The
Trial" may not yield much. Not would a

highiy metaphysical interpretation which
aniwers questions the text of the novel never
asked. What is to be avoide-d is:a very
systematic explanation of the novel. Because

what Kafka has done as a writer is. fo fuse

into a unique literary style all the diye'rgent
elemehts of modern experience frbm the
unconscious sensatiot'ts to ''refined

. metaphysics, from what is very ordinary to
whaf is surprisingly apocalyptic- These
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elements are present in our daily life in
fragmented and incoherent shapes.

In ″The Trial′
′ Kafka welds into a

continuous associative chain the daily routine

Of JOSeph K.marked by his torture at the

hands of an lllsensitive and even insensible

system of law which iS PreSented as having

Shed eVen its Pretensions to justice. The

ghostly presence‐ of the narrator unde■ ■.lines

each and evely o■ e ofJoseph K.′ s certainties′

fundamental questions about the hero′ s

existence.

Joseph K.is′ in a very lilnited sense′
″everymah″ ′because the very concept
′′
n■an″ is challenged by Kafka.Throughout

his hterary careel′ Kafka exPloreS the strange

conflict underlying every phase of human
existence.The smallest functibns ofhis daily

life crumble into meaninglessness uPon
exanlination′ leaving only″ the mpossibihty

of living″′a phrase from Kafka′ s earliOst

work′
′′
DescriPtiOn Of a struggle″ . Kafka

attempts all the time to p6rtray the rise alld

inevitable fall・ oム Inan′S illusory assertions of

identity.What hc t五 es to exP10re alld exPOSe

is the meaning of life′ s″Ineaninglessness″ .

Yet another visibn of″ The Trial″
″
The Trial′

′
iS a crisL in the life ofthe Chief

Clerk.Joseph K:is charged by a lnysterious

Court′ without being aware ofthe nature of

the charge.From some level ofthe law that

is unknown to hiln′  and about which′
nevertheless′  an unrest within him is
cognizant′ comes the demand to justify
himself. Thatis the divine challenge to rnan′

and in his innerlnost soul he understands it

as such.But′ at the same tilne′ he feels its

PrOtractedness to be a threat to his self―
assurance′ a flooding in of a chaotic world

of incon■lnensurate clailns and influences:

And with the power to harken to the divine

voice′  there awakes in hiln some
価 damental anxiety(WeltangSt)that dr市 es

him hither and thither′ between convulsiVe

atteHLPts tO master the iΠlinediate things

whiく士ilthrust thernselves uppn hiln and an

escaplst withdraw,intO the narrOw orbit of
hiS岬巻rficiality. In this way th♀ ilnpression

・
Of ardduble reality is created. The well―

Ordored′ safe―guarded everyday life of the

Chief Clerk is PierCed by glimPses intO a
chaotic world′ which Presents itself to him

]`,′
`´

..´ ′́ ´́ ^´″″ ~`~● ―́●́ ″―́ ′~

in the sernblance of a Corrrt of Larnr. This
Court, which has its offices in the attics of a
slum tenement-house and where the officers
are venal and corrupt, cannot be subjected
to rule like Life,. which the successful man
thinks he has mastered. It evades ordinary
treatment. It has nothing to do with public
justice; its powers rest entirely on concealed
spiritual urges in the Chief Clerk K. himself.
The power of this Court bears witness to the
fact that K. has not mastered his life after all.
In some way he himself does not know that
he has failed. The secret awareness of this
failure is manifest in his unrest, his "bad
conscience" that repeatedly drives him into
the confines of the court. No particular
crime, no definite point of failure, is
mentioned. But the description of K.'s
character shows clearly enough why this
man is brought to this trial.

K. is thirty and a bachelor, independent
and egocentric, in the consciousness/ it is true,
of his rightful co-ordination into bourgeois
life and the dutiful pursuance of his
profession. From this bourgeois point of
view, K. is not guilty: he is actually painfully
innocent. Yet the son in "The Judgement"
was just as innocent.

The character of this innocence is best
revealed in K's relations with his girl, Elsa.
She is a waitress in a cabaret: he goes to see

her once a week. Although she is his girl,
she would as, K: himself once says, be
incapable of sacrificing herself for him, nor
would he ask it of her: moreover, he would
himself be capable of exchanging her for
somebody else. Even love, then, which is an
indissoluble mixture of wrong doing and
blindly-offered sacrifice, runs its course for
K. in a functional, unbinding and correct
relationship, which places no burden either
on the freedom of his afternoon-off , or on his
conscience. He lives within his constricted
shell, a supposed rectitude, without any idea
of the entanglements and guilt that usually
accompany human existence. His attitude
to existence in general is in linr: rvith his
rational relationship with Elsa, and he
diligently avoids any attempt to solve its
riddles. It is the trial that first makes hirn
conscious of the nullity of an existence such
as this, with its general' round of
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superficialities.  Thereafter  he  will
unconsciously seek real relationship with

women′ as is showll in his interestin the′ girl

lll the next roon■ ′
′Frauleln Burstner.But this

interest is wrecked by his persistence in the

general fundamental attitude that is
concemed only with,osseSSiOn′ mastery and
co―ordinatiOn into the transParent Structure

of the wOrld of business′ and not with
surrender of unfathomable.K′ s relations

with Frau Grubach′ the woman who runs
his bOarding― hOuse′ are silnilarly without
obligatiOn. That is illade plain in his
behaviOur towards her after his arrest,when

he betrays an unconfessed need for neamess′

and′ at the same tillne′ keeps her at arm′ s

length by his hysterical reieCtiOn of any 10ng

talk.

The shell like nature of his conditions Of

life is also illustrated by the″ regular crowd″

who frequent the inn′ and are described in
the unfinished chapter′  The Public
Prosecutor. Tlle′′

crowd″ consists″ allnost

entirely of judges′ PubliC PrOSecutors and
barristers′

′
′who occupy thelnselvOs with

″
difficult problems that are only remotely

connected with ordinary life″ ′and in dOing
this they find cornfOrt■n their emphatic self―

assurance.

Atthe bottom end oftheir table they have

sitting― as ajoke一 a number ofinexperienced
young people wholn they make use of as a

foilto their supe五 or knowledge.Here′ in this

juriStiC dOg― matizing′ far removed from real
life K.finds hilrlself at his highest level of self

appreciation.

A furtherintimation ofthe seclusion of K′ s

existence is to be found il■ the fragttntary
chapter.″ A Visit to Nllother′

′
.K.has not been

to see his lnother fOr three years′ and now′
as a result of the uneasiness the trial has

awoken in him′ deterlnines to make up fOr

it. This is 01le of his uncertain movements

towards s■ 1:.:iscOvery and escape′ by which
he imPliCi:´ cOnfesses his remotcness from a

real foun(lation of life.

H〔iS POSition in the Bank is the clearest

eXPreSSiOn of K′s attitude towards life:IIis

career′  the business ― like pursuit of
straightfolward ailns′ conditions not only his

prO“ SSiOnal life′ but also his whole being.

Particularly revealing are his relations with
the acting Manager and the manager.

The acting-Manager is K's competitor in
the Bank, and a hidden rivalry prevails
between the two: in their mutual struggle, K
is fulfilling the unquestioned commandment
to self-preservation. The trial, that brings to
task the business-like, problem-free,
straightforward attitude toward existence,
weakens him in this struggle. In his relations
with his competitor, the schism in his
existence, which is to bring about his
downfall, is mercilessly disclosed. The life to
which he belongs suffers no theoretic interim
during which, possibly in the form of a trial
which has to be settled in the meanwhile, his
foundations might be strengthened. No, man
is continuously subject to the laws of life, but
must, at the same time, conduct his "trial",
that is in the consciousness of the nullity of
every empty existence, seek a foundation.
Nevertheless, K. remains so deeply rooted in
immediate life, that it can again and again
distract him from his trial.

The Manger, in contrast to the acting-
Manager, is a kind man... His character bears
the reflection of divine love. It must be
admitted that the acting-Manager can thrust
the Manager into the background, just as the
forces of the world can thrust the divine into
the background, and K, therefore, sees
himself caught up in the constant necessity
to fight. Delivering trust fills him only as a
rare intimation.

On the whole, K's existence differs not one
iota from that of any right-minded citizen.
That he is a bachelor seems only to underline
his egocentricity. The same conditions would
be possible were he married; such is the case,
for instance, in Tolstoy's "Death of Ivan
Ilyitch", that has many points of contact with
"The Trial". But it is just innocence, his
unbounded feeling of his own right doing,
that is hit by the attacks of the Court.

The consciousness of being persecuted by
the Court relates all K's conditions of life to
the problem of existence, so that over and
above their ordinary significance they find
themselves set against immeasurable
backgrounds. From the very beginning K
struggles against this possibility of a new
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Sitt■incance.He attempts to it everydlil■ g

illto dle valid iudgement formed by his olm

experience and he has′ further′ a certain

iuStifiCation for so doing because′ as we are

told′ he has iust celebrated his thirtieth

birthday′ which is to say that he stands at

the l■liddle point of his life′ when this
fundalnel■ tal experience takes on the
character of validity if iot cOnsciously d■ en
at least of necessity and unconsciously.At

tl■e same time/it it true′ 血is periOd can be

the central lnoment at、 vhich often in the

shape of a deep disappointlnent or a sudden

fear― so ll■ething i protests against the
peremptory validity of fraginelltary
experlence.     :

Unrest is solnetlling tl■ atis represented by

tlle Court in it is revealed all that which

dlreatens to break in froFn the edges of such

an orderly life′ as Sbmetlling unⅡustered and

tu■seen.The life of dle others′ vvhich′ in the

l■odern city(and PartiCularly)in tl■ e

congeries of peoples il■ Prague′ lvhich

everyone who knows this city will
invol■ll■ tarily ilnaghle to be tlle,celle of d■ is

novel)′ in dle darkness′ of its llu■el driving

forces′ the lnainfoldness of it ailns′ the

dubiety and strangeness of its lllealling′ can

lead to all irresistible relaxation to the

illdividual′ s consciousness of reality and to a

vveakening of his grip on appearance′
conglomerates into one single d■ reat in d■e

description of the Court.In the strange′

cro、νded tellelnents on the staircases and

PaSSages tl■ atlead K.to the Courし is apparentノ

as paralyzil■g archetype′ the perplexillg

superfluity of cross― roads on hulllall affairs.

The offices of dle collrt are houscl in musty

attics and in a ltll■ lber― r001n′ 、vherё rtlle thillg

盤 :馬 ∬ 呂 肝 :稲 とお 胤 ∬

transitoriness  and  invillciblё レ  dead
Perlnal■ enCes tulite′ and vvhere all irritating

clinging to all that is superfl・ 10us and

conf■lshlg chokeS up and illvalidates tlle 8ift

of happy oblivion tllat is foul■ d in ordillary

tife.Tllё  colourless aiin of settling things′

WhiChdOrnil■ ates moderll business life′ ill tl■ e

couFt,tttrl■ S into a niglltmare of an endless

Pilillg■P Of legal documents tl■ at can never

be g6t thrOugh′ and delnonstratesャ vith

OPpreSS市 e power tl■e fuiliサ of all act市 ity.

In tlle vvomell′ 、～
rho v、ritllhold d■ emselves′ or

yield all too readily, \,vho seduce yet hold
themselves back, to give their obedience to
some low ruffian, the revealing and uniting
phenomen of love appears as a blind,
incornprehensibly instructive event. Out of
fragments of world a new reality is pieced
together, which, being unfamiliar attd
threatening, encompasses the ego. The world
loses its traditional appearances and intrudes
on the ego rrrder new guises. The ego feels
that it is being driveu out ir-rto ernpty sPace

and, at the same tirne, destructively
encolnpassed by something mightier than
itself.

The novel presents no thesis and does not
proceed from the sure consciousness of a

divi:rity, but frorn an interest which remains
within the lirnits of this world; just as tl're
animal in "The Burrow" faced with the
mysterious noise, in helpless terror can tl-rink
of nothing else but unceasing and intensified
caution by digging in deeper. "The Trial"
proceeds by fits and starts, and for good
reason. The abyss over which existerrce is
poised justifies an arbitrated and
unpredictable sequence of events.

It is neither a work of synopsis, uor a

collection in tranquility of things overco,ne
but rather resembles some memorandum of
spiritual arguments, that may begin
an)rwhere and break off at any time. At the
end Death still remains incomprehensible,
with life ever relentless in opposition to it.

Tl-re Court, iu all its various aspects, can
llever be taken to mean flre rvhole of Cod's
claim on mall that is concealed within it. It is
only from K's behaviour, his racking auxiety
and his opposition, his fear arrd his frivolity,
that one comes to see what it is all about.

Just as there is a conclusion it-r the
corrversation betweett father and son in "The

Iudgement", which is never actually put into
words, but which, if properly "ttnderstood"
at least is accepted in obedience by the sot't

the conclusion that his destruction is just so

in fl-ris novel, trnder the surface of the figures
and the events there is a level of wakeful
listening, and only at this level can light be

thrown on K's actions. Only the existence of
this level can explain the progression of the
trial, as is exemplified in the strong attraction
that "Before the Law", the legend related by
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-the priest in the cathedraf has for K., in spite
of the fact that he apparently
misunderstands it.

This hearkening, the Court which despite
his being hard of hearing and unable fully to
comprehend, continues to determine K's
actions, is the basic assumption in the
construction and movement of the novel; for
had he not hearkened in the first place K.
would never haye attended the Court. The
fact of this secret hearkening is the one piece
of evidence that can be established
categorically. And yet it is true that it ii never*
mentioned; it is, at the same time, the thing
most open to question for K. himielf, and is
such it is general instrumental - and yet this
can never be described in terms-in
summoning him to the Court, and can be,
said to correspond to unfounded anxiety,
"sickness unto death", conscience. It is the
perception of nullity that threatens finiteness.
Everything that takes place in the novel
derives from definite movements of this all-
embracing unrest of the world and
demonstrates, therefore, fragmentary and
special perspectives of existence. The exact

significance of each specified event is always
melting away. before something invisible
which would seem to i*ply fullsignificance
by its repeated intervention, by its refusals
and denials and yet is "accidental", that is
to sap the mere instrument of the invisible,
which can refute the vision or turri it into
darkness.
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UNIT XI

BORIS PASTERNAK:DOCTOR ZHIVAGO

Boris Pasternak an Introduction
1.0 Objectives

At the end of the Unit, you should Uu 3tt"
to:

(i) form a general idea cif Russian life and
society during the Revolution:

(ii) Become familiar with the Russian
novel of the time; and

(iii) Understand about the life and
personality of Boris Pasternak (1890

. - L950)

1.1 Introduction
' Before you embark on the study of any

author, it is advisable to know something
about his age; for, however unconventional
or individualistic a writer may be, he
nevertheless belongs to his age and is a
product of his society. So let us begin this
Unit with a brief note on the Russian novel
in the nineteenth - twentieth centuries, the
age of Boris Pastemak, as well as the age of
political upheavals culminating in the
Revolution

1.2. Russina Novel in the Nineteenth-
Twentieth Centuries

No Russian writer, whether Tsarist or
Soviet, has been free, or has felt really free,
to express himself as he wished while hi lived
.and published in his own country. There was
however, a relaxation between ihe Feb.oury
Revolution of L977 and 1930, in which year
Stalin clamped down. The principle of
Trasrist censorshio was to suppress anything
that might tend to subvert the authority of
the central $overnrnent. The principle of
Soviet Censorship may be summed up in the
words of Lenin'in 1905 : Literature must
.become imbued witlr the party spirit. Away
with rton-partisan writers. The belief entirely
unjustified, was that the Revoluticih would '

change human nature for the better and that
therefore literafure must aid in this procbss.
Stalin's interpretation invited on a crudely

Marxist line, but in the interests of
maintaining a Stalinist dictatorship. The
position has, more or less, remained
essentially the same, for in practice the writer
became less free in Soviet Russia than before.
Some of the prominent nineteenth-twentieth
Centuries 'Russian novelists include Leo
Tolstoy, Maxim Gorki, Dostoevsky, Turgenev,
Mikhail Sholokhov, Alexander Solzhenistsyn
and a host of others. Tolstoy although he
survived into the twentieth century, was
nineteenth century writer - rather ihun u
modemist - who left an enorrnous legacy to
the future. He believed that literature which
was not intelligible to the masses and which
did not in effect, improve their lines, was of
no use. He was not a Marxist but an anarchist
who disliked all govemments. War and Peace,
Anna Karenina, Resurrection etc. are among
his best novels. Maxim Gorki, the author of
Mother was the man who freed realism from
its conservation. He was horrified by
Boolhevist violence; he is associated with the
rise of the proletariat in Russia, and then with
socialist realism.

After the terrible days of the Revolution
itself, when to many people Russia seemed
to have died,literary activity slowly renewed
itself; for a time moderation prevailed. A
number of writers were fellow travellers, as
for instance Leouid Leonov, some wrote
propaganda books in the Thirties. Earlier
writers like Dostoevsky were preoccupied
with more permanent and universal themes
like the purification and redemption of man
through suffering and sacrifice, the
affirmation of life and Christian faith, all of
which is exemplified in his masterpiece The
Brothers Karamazaoa. Today Dostoevsky is
haid as a the precursor of modern
psychology, of the unconscious and the
pathological, as one of the masters of
Nietzche and of the existentialist. Turgenev,
the first of the great Russian novelists is
renowned for his deep, physiological insight,
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-melancholy realism, the subtle creation of
mood and his pessimistic agnosticism.

Only a very few representative name of
Russian fiction writers have been mentioned
in the foregoing paragraphs. The main point
to be noted is the sudden shift in theme, tone
and style as one of moves from the relatively
settled past to the turbulent and terrible times
of the Revolution.

Let us now proceed to study something
about the life and achievements of Boris
Pasternak.

1.3 Life and Work of Boris Pasternak

Life : Boris Leonidovich Pastemak (1890-

1960) was born in Moscow of partly jewish
parents.His father was a noted bourgeois
painter and his mother was an accomplished
pianist. Early in life, Pasternak became a

votary (devotee) of art, beauty and loftly
ideals. He grew up and spent most of his life
in or near Moscow. Early influences on him
include Tolstoy - whom he knew. A nanny
who introduced him to Greek Orthodox
church, Rilke and music. His early passion
for music owed much to the personal
influence of the composer Skryabin. A period
of study of philosophy at Marburg (1912) was
followed by his graduation at Moscow
University. He preferred the intellectual
variety of music, studies of musical theory
and composition; but eventually he turned
to literature. He traveled in Germany and
Italy.

Works : As a writer initially Boris
Pastemak was associated with the Futurists.
(Fufurism was a literary movement in Europe
which advocated a complete break with
tradition, and aimed at new forms, new
subjects and new styles, all in keeping with
the advent of a merchanist age. It become
politically Fascist, but did not have much
influence on literature, except in Russia). His
first collection of poenrs A Ttoin in Clouds
(1914) and the secot'rd one Aboae the Barriers
(L917) appeared under a futurist label. He
was, in fact, participating in futurist Sames
of various kinds until they came to an end.
He published his best poetry in the twenties
with the volumes My Sister Life (1922) and
Themes and Variation (1924); he never wrote
poetry than in these volumes.

Most of Pasternak's shorter prose works
also date from the twenties and early thirties;
they include short stories and the brilliantly
evocative autobiographical sketch Sn/e
Conduct (1930 to 1959)., The Childhood of
Luaers (1925 to 1945), thq best prose he ever
published, is a fragment of a longer novel
which was written very early on - it was
destroyed in Anti - German riots at the
beginning of the First World War.

From his maturlty′ Paギemak remained as
aloof as PosSible fr611n P。 litiCS and
movements.During the First World War′ he

worked in a factory in the rural areas and

after the Revol,tion ho was employed as a

librarian in the WIlinistry Of Education.He

was lnuch criticized in‐Russia for his′ non―

P01itiCal′ writing,his woFki WaS disPleasing

to the authoFities′ and he probably surv市ed
the purges bnly becausё Stalin approved Of

his versions of sOviet GOorgian POetry.In

1934′ vvith the rnounting pressure exerted by

the Colrllnunist Party to ensure the
ideological cOnformity 6fittuSSian Writers′

and of the princiPles ofイ socialist realism″ .

Pasternak stopped PublighhgpOetry fornil■ e

years.    |           '‐

During the periodhe timed tO translation

work′ and PrOduced Russian versions of
ShakesPeare and Keats′ Goethe and Schiller

and the Ceorgian Poets.Once again in 1946

when the CoIImunist Part launched a new
attack on devocationist、 、アriteFS′ he fell sient

until Stalin′ s death in 1953.Since 1946ノ

Pasternak had worked on his fuctional
masterpiece DOε ′θγ Zん jυαgο′which′ banned

lt:ア亀Yttt彎淵::FettΥ慧

癬麟 i朧
轟摯講il∫T凛1:′

Ptil緊聯

′′
tiaitrous″ novel.
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Pasternak's talent is one of the most

vigorous, wonderful and puzzling of our
century. His handful of short stories and his
two autobiographical sketches are strangely
fragmentary (incomplete) and elusive. All his
work is alive, all of it comes from a man of
creative integrity and personal courage,
whose ability; has renewed itself under the
hardeats of circumstances. "What
distinguishes Pastemak from most of the other
Russian individualists who have incurred
official dipleasure in their own coutnry, is a
robustness of spirit, resilience, a sharp
freshness that will ensure his survival as i
world writer. His vigour strikes us not only
in acute perceptions of landscape and
atmosphere, of his earth, fresh, dark, brilliant
and solid, and of personal relationship, but
even in his reaction to political events,,.
(Geoffrey Grigson). But as Martin Seymour
Smit observes, it is still difficult to iightty
estimate Pastemak because he was pawn in
the propaganda efforts of Western journalists
who care almost less than they know of
literature, and this influence more serious
writers who ought to have know better. The
West stil has little idea of his avant grade
(experimental, new) past or of his anti-
fascism.

Let us pass on to Doctor Zhivago,
Pastemak's masterpiece.

1.4 "Doctor Zhivago" : An Introduction
Doctor Zhivago is a revolutionary novel

based on the Russian revolution, civil wu,
and the reign of terror and brutality
unleashed (released) in the early decades of
the Twentieth Century.The local (setting) is
Moscow mainly as well as the Eastern fiont
and Siberia. The Russian - Japanese war of
1904 brought about a series of Russian
defeats on land an sea. Political discontents
grew steadily at home. On Sunday January
22,1905 a large crowd of workers led by a
priest named Georgy Gapon, who had been
active in one of the officially sponsored
worker's societies marched to the square in
front of the winter palace. Troops opened fire
and several thousands were killed or injured.
Bloody Sunday was followed by disorders in
gathering momentum. There were strikes,
workers demonstrations, street lightings,
peasant insurrections (revolts, uprisings) and

mutinies in both the army and the navy. The
revolutionary movement reached its climax
in October with a nation * wide railway
strike and the formation in St. Petersburg of
a Soviet (Council) or Worker's Deputies.
Faced by the threat of collapse, the Tsar
issued a manifesto promising to convoke (call)
a National Parliament. Rivalries between the
Red Partisans and the white Rebels 1ed to a
civil war which was marked by the worst of
acts of brutality, bloodshed, torture, all of
which had the most awesonre (terrible) effect
on the life of the individuail. The novel is
written against the background of the main
events of Russian history during the first
three decades of the Twentieth Century.

Doctor Zhiaago is a profound study of the
gradual disintegrationo f an rdealist
intellectual who had welcomed the
Revolution initially, but was later
disillusioned by the chaotic tribulations of the
Civil War period, and had after his dr:ath in
l923,leftbehind him a group of poems which
were eventually published after the II Wor1d
War.

Before you start studying the novel, it is
better to become familiar r,vith the main
characters; particularl/, since some of them
have more than one name. You may refer to
the list occasionally, in case you have doubts.

1.5 Main characters in ,,Doctor Zhivago,,

1. Yury : (Dr. Zhivago,Yura, Yury
Andreyevich): a
physicianz poet and a
man of good will,
husband of Tonya and
later of Marina, and
passionate lover of Lara)

2. YEVGRAF Andreyevich Zhivago (Major
General Zhivago)

: Yury's half brother and
benefactor

3. Uncle Koyla (Nikolay Nikolayevich
Vedinyapin)

: Yury's maternal uncle,
an unfrocked priest with
new/ progressive ideas.

4. Alexander Alexandrovich Gromeko
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Anna

Tonya

7. Lara (Larrisa

8. Antipov

A piofessor
Agronomy

Tony's father

. Gromeko's wife

Yury's first wife; mother
of Sasha and Misha

Guishar, Nurse Antipov)

: Yury's passion, Pasha
Antipor's wife, an

"i."ptiot 
dl woman, the

novel's heroine.

: (Pasha)

:.-A Red commissar and
revolutionary; marries
Lara,, desert her and
Katya their daughter;
later emerges as

STRELNIKOV.

of 9.NICKY DUDOROV

: Son of a revolutionary
terrorist

10.Misha Gordon

: Son of a Jewish lawyer
and a friend of Yury.

L1. Ippolovitch Komarrovsky

: An immoral, cunning
lawyer, seducer of Lara;
respons.ible for the
suicide of Yury's father.

12. Liberius Mickulitsyn

: A Red Partisan leader.

13. Tania (laundry girl)

: daughter of YurY and
Lara.

Let us study the novel in detail in the next
Units.

U卜JIT 2

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO:ASUMMARY OFPARTI

1.0 Objectives
At the end of this Uni! you should be able to :

(i) have a general idea oI the plot of
Doctor Zhivago Part One :

and
(ri) form your initial impressions of the

main characters as products of pre-
revolutionary Russia .

2.1 Introduction
The best *u| to enjoy a novel, of course,

is to read it in the original. Even in the most
authentic translation something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost.

A chapter - wise summary of this sort is
'twice removed from the original. It will
certainly help you to know the plot of the
novel, form ideas about the various
characters, the atmosphere and so on. But if
you can lay your hands on a good translation

, do read it. Only therr will you be able tb
understand and ! enjoY Paslernak's
masterpiece.

' However, something is better than
nothing. So let us begin to summarise the first
part of the novel. . I

2.2 Summary ol ChaPter I
The Five O'Clock Express

*This chapter conslsts of nine sections.

1. The grand funeral of MarYa
Nikolayevna was going on. At last when the

grave was filled and a mound grew up on it,
i ten yeat old boy climbed on top. He raised

his head, and from his vantage point on his
mother's grave absently surveyed the bare
autumn landscape and the domes of the
monastery. The boy covered his face with his
hands and burst into sobs. The wind hearing
down on him lashed his hands and face with
cold quests of rain. Nikolay Nikolayevich
Vedenyapin,'the dead woman's brother and
the uncle of the weeping boy, and who was
a priest, went up to the boy and led him out
of the graveyard.

2. They spent the night at the
monastery, intendfng to travel south to a

provincial town on the Volga, where Uncle
koyla worked for a local progressive
newspaper. During fhe night, the boy Yura
was woken up by a knocking at the window.
He ran to the window and pressed his face
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-against the cold glass. Outside.there was
nothing birt the gbzzard (snow storm),'the
air smoking with snow. It was as if the snow
storm was trying to terrify the little boy.
Though his first impulse was to go out., he
did not do so. He was afraid that the snow
would drift over the field in which his;
mother; powerless to resist it, would sink
deeper and further awdy from him into the
ground. Once again it ended with his.
bursting into tears. His uncle woke gp and
tried to comfort him by speaking td him of
Christ. They started to dress . It was getting
light.

3. While his mother was alive, Yura did .

not know t\at his father had abandoned
them, long ago, spending his time in Siberia
and abroad in drinkjng and immoril
pursuits, thereby Squandering (wasting) the
'immense family wealth. He was always told
that his father"was away on business. Later
his mother was found to have consumption
(T.B) and she would go to France and
Northern Italy for treatment, and Yura
accompanied her twice. Against this untidy
background, the boy spent his childhood,
surrounded by continual mysteries and often
left with strangers, so that he got used to
changes and permanelt unsettlement. He
could remember a time ih his early childhood
when an infinite variety of objects were still
known by th.e name he bore. There were
Zhivago factories a Zhivago bank, Zhivago
buildings and so on. The Zhivagos had been
famous all over Moscow. Suddenly it all
vanished. They became poor.

. 4. One day in summer 1903, two years
after his mother's death, Yura along with
Uncle Koyla drove in a two - horse open
carriage across fields to Duplyanka to see
Ivan Ivanovich Vozkoboynikov, a teacher
anil writer of popular text books. Uncle Koyla
had with him the proofs of Voskoboynikov's
book on the land question. The book which
later made him famous were already in the
forr4 of ideas. He hardly realized that soon
he was to take his place among the writers
of his time - university professors and
philosophers of the reoluUtn. 'Father 

Nikolay,
a priest,. had been both a Tolstoyan and a
revolutionary ideialist and was still traveling
on. He craved for an idea, inspired yet

concrete, that would snow a clear path and
change the world for the better. Yura liked
being with his uncle, for he reminded him of
his mother. Like hers, his mind moved with
freedom and was. open to the unfamiliar. He
had the same aristocratic sense of equality
with all living things and the same gift of
taking in everything a( a glance and of

.expressing his thoughts as they'first came to
him and belore they had lost their mpaning
and vitality. Duplyanka was a beautiful place
and this too reminded him qf his mother who
had been fond of nature. He also looked
forward to, seeing Nicky Dururo'i, a school
friend, again.

5.  Nickolay aid lvan lvanovich spent
solne time correcting th9 reャ iSed llnanuscript.

Ivanovich“ en insisted that Nikolay shOuld

stay for tear They walked down tO the river

while tea was being Prepared.Thさ y talked
about serious matters.Nikolay s,Oke Of

概11lwlir瀧鷺ぉ1糧掘おI
sign of lnediOcrity in people when they
herdё d tOgether to whOlln― so― ever they
owed grOuP 10yalty.″The truth is Only sought

by individuals′ lnd they break with thOse
who do notloveitenougl■″

.He observed that
one should be loyal to iIImoltality′ which iζ

a stronger word fOr life′ and alsO tO Christ.

To lvanovich′ s enquiry he remarked that he
CO,Sidered it a trifle to have been unfrocked.

(Being a revolutionary thinker′ father Nikolay
was deprived of his rank authority and
functiOn as a priest′ at his own reqnest).He
tried to exPlail■ to him abOuilthe need for a

SPiritual equipment′ love of one′ neighbour
etc.but soOn realized that such ideas cOuld

not be digested by the latter.Suddenly they

saw a neatlittle ye1low and blue train which

had stoPPed・ IVanovich observed that there

was something wrong.They went to have
tea.

:豊 Jttll数 椰 轟 熙
on Yura as his equal.As he wandered
aiΠllessly′ like an aural hallucinatiOn his

興others vOice haunted● e Wh01e Place・ Yurh
felt mOre and llnore depressed.H〔 e prayed
soulfully and religiously for her sake.In his

heart―rendi■g anguish he callさd her dOwn
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from heaven like a newly callonized saint′

and suddenly unable to bear any more′ fell

down in a fail■ t.Presently he recovered on

hearing his uncle calling him.He thought he

would Pray fOr his lnissing father another

time.Yura did not remember hlln at all.

7.  In a second class compartlnent of the

train which had stoPPed il■ the field sat NIlisha

Gordon a eleven year old boy with a
thoughtful face.He was traveling with his

father Crigory OsiPoviCh Gordon′ a la■vyer

who had been transferred to Nlloscow.His
mother and sisters were already tl■ ere.Misha

and his father had been traveling for three

days.Anxiety was Misha′ s mainsprmg.He
knew this hereditary trait in himself and it

distressed and humiliated him.The traln had

stopped suddenly because his father and

Pulled the coFFllnunication cord′ when a
lllnatic traveling compani9n had PuShCd him

aside in ah attempt at suicide.■■e body of

the suicide lay o,the graSS・ The dead lnan′ S

friend and travehng companion′ a haught

lawyer unfeelingly olserved that the lnan
had been a■■alcoholic.PaSSengers,ame to
have a l。 。k at the corPse but retutted S90n

to their compartments for f9ar that their

belongings lnight get stolen.NIlisha′s father

had told him thattlle suicide had been a well

,knowll millionaire Zhi,ago′ a good― nattlred

PrOfligate(extravagant′ ilnmoral)′ by then

half out of his mind.Unrestrallled byヽ 4isha′s

PreSence the lnan had talked about his late
wife and his son′ a boy of Ⅳlisha′ s age′ and

then about his second farrLily whom he had

abandoned like the fiist.To NIlisha he had

shown an unaccountable affection′ which
probably reflected a feeling for someone el,e.

He had drunk incessantly and a,soon as he

sobered he suffered llnittaginable tOmne,ts.

At last the trallll rnoved on.

8. Nicky hid under the bed in
lvanovich′ s roon■ refusing to see Yura.

Nikolay′ and lvano宙 ch along with Yura sat

talki,g about the student unrest in
Petersburg and Moscow.Nicky卜 ad no sleep

the light before and was oul being a child.

He had certain 9ddities(peculiarities)Of

character・ When he wap excited he talked
aloudtohilnselt COPyinghis mothOr′ S Choice

of lofty subjects and her taste for pttradOX・

His father was the terrorist Demenity

Dudorov, condemned to death by hanging
but reprieved (pardoned) by the Tsar, and
now doing forced labour. His mother was a
Georgian princess of the Eristov family, a
spoilt and beautiful woman. Still young and
full of wild enthusiasm for rebels, rebellions,
extremist theories and so on. She adored
Nicky. It was dangerous for Nicky to bear
his father's terrible name. Ivanovich
suggested that he should adopt his mother's
name. Nicky was full of hatred and anger
for whole world. Especially Nadya, who was
fifteen.

9. Nicky and Nadya were picking water

- lities in the pond. Nicky told her that he
was sick of school and wanted to go out in
the world and earn his living. He asked her
whom she would marry when she grew up.
Her indifferent reply led to a quarrel. He
grabbed her by the waist. They fought, lost
their balance and fell in. They could both
swim. At last they reconciled. Nickly even
apologized. Recollecting the incident, Nicky
felt again what he wanted most was to fall
into the pond again.

2.2.1 Critical Comments on Chapter I
The first chapter of novel Doctor Zhiaago

is traditionally in the form of an introduction
corresponding to Exposition in Drama. The
hero is introduced to us as a tender, sensitive
boy of ten who has lost his mother. We also

come to know about the wealthy Zhivago,
the boy's father and about his suicide. Uncle
Koyla, Misha and Nicky who are to Circe
cross in Yura's life are also introduced. We
are also prepared for the revolutionary
setting.

Let us move on to the second chapter.

2.3 Summary of Chapter II
A Girt frorn A Different World

This chapter consists of twenty one
sections.

1. The war with ]apan was not yet over
and waves of revolution swept across Russia.

It was at this time Amalia Kariovana
Guishar, the widow of .a Belgian engineer,
and herself a Russianised French woman
ariived in Moscow with her two children.
Upon the advice of Komarovsky, a lawyer-
friend of her late husband and a cold-blooded
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business man, she put her son Ronyan in a
military academy and her daughter Larissa
in a girl's high school. Nadya Kologrivova
sfudied in the same class. Madame Guishar
bought Levitskaya's dressmaking
establishment. The lawyer stared at the girl
Lara so that he made her blush.

2. They moved into a small three-
roomed flat adjoining the work shop in the
most sordid part of Moscow. Since their
father's death, madame Guishar had lived
in constant fear of destitution; the children
had a deepseated fear of the rich. Their
mother gave them a living example of fear.
She was a dreadful coward and wis terrified
of men. That is why out of sheer panic and
confusion, she kept changing lovers Her
children's presence embarrassed her during
Komarovsky's visits.

3. Oly Demina was a clever girl who
worked at madame Guishar,s. Slie had a
great liking for Lara. Madame Guishar had
no experience of running a workshop; but
the staff was honest. She was terrified to think
of her future. Komarovsky often came to see
them, much to the disapproval of the seam
stresses (female tailors) who described him
as "Amalia's heartache",,,Old goat,,,,,Lady
killer" etc. An object of even gieater hatred
was his bull dog Jack, which sometimes
accompanied him. One day Jack sank his
teeth in Larq's leg and tore her stocking. Olya
swore "Who would kill the pest,i Lara
,-d*ji"9 Olya's goodness and her unspoilt
child like nature. She wondered; ,,And -why

is it my fate is to see everything and take it
all so much to heart?"

4. Lara was only a littie over sixteen, but
her figure was.completely formed. She had
a clear mind and an easy nature; she was
very good -looking. In fact everything about
her - her voice, figure and geitur"r- - -u,
graceful, fitting and harmonious. She worked
hard at her lessons in order to secure
exemption from fees. With the same ease she
washed her mother's dishes and ran her
errands. She ahd her brother Rodya realized
that nothing in life would come to them
easily. Lara was the purest being in the world
Komarovsky had invited Madlme Guisher
tb a party, but the women asked him to take
Lara instead. Lara and the lawyer waltzed

(danced). Komarovzky took full-advantage
of the situation to hold her and kiss her. Lara
decided that she must stop all this non-sensL,.

5. That autumn there was unrest amoltil
the railway workers on the Moscow netv, orli,
owing to the strike on the Moscow -Ki,ta t

line. Fuflygin, the Divisional Manager arrd
Pavel Ferapontovich Antipov, the I rac k
Overseer strolled up and down. After sr>nre
time Fulfygin drop off with his wife who had
come for him.

6. Thrce or four hours later Antipov and
Tiverzin rose out of the ground and walked
quickly away in different directions aftr r
bidding farewell. On the way Tivcrzirr
caught sight of the over-fed wife of Fuflygr n
and it irritated him. Suddenly a crow j
gathered outside the workshops. Sonreor e

was yelling and a child was crying.As trsu;,1
the old foreman Pyotr Khudo ieye, w.,.
thrashing the apprenticc yus up ka.
Khudoleyer took to drink and rowdinessiftc,
Marfa rejected him and married his
workmate, the engine driver, Tiverzin,s
father. Yusukka was the son of Gimazedtdin,
the porter who.lived near Tiverzin,s house.
f iverzin went in and asked the old foreman
to stop plaguing the boy. A fight followed
between the two, especially beJause the old
man abused Marfa. They were however
separated by the crowd. The base world of
lies and fraud seemed all the more hateful to
Tiverzin. He leamt rnuch later that the strike
committee had decided to begin the strike
that night. More and more raii*ay workers
were on strike.

7. Tiverzin came home two days later,
totally exhausted with lack of slelp, ancl
chilled to bone. The porter Gimaietdin
cautioned him to go into hiding, for the police
had been asking for him. Tiverzin was
unmarried and lived. with his mother and
younger married brother. At the moment thie
brother who had been wounded in the r,var
with Japan was convalescing at the rnilitary
hospital. Tiverzin's mother too tearf,rliy
asked him to go into hiding. He leamecl from
her that Prove Afanasyevich Skolov had come
there. He had told her that the Tsar had
signed a manifestoi consequently everybody
was going to be treated right, they would bL
equal to the gentry, and so on.
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-8. Pasha Antipov whose father had been
arrested as one of the organizers of the strike
came to live with the Tiverzins. He was a

cle.an tidy boy, with a great sense of humour
and an unusual gift of observation. Soon after
the Manifest was published o4 October 17,

there was a big demonstration which aptly.
illustrate the proverb "too many cooks spoil
the broth". It was snowirig heavily. Much
against his discussion Tiverzin's mother and
Pasha too went to see the demonstration.
Presently in the confusion.they parted;
however she spotted him at last. The boy was
visibly frightened. All the way home:she
cursed the unruly demonstrations as filthy
murderers. At home she fell to 3colding her
son.

g. Nikolay Nikolayevich sawthe fleeing
demonstrations from his window. He looked
to see if Yura were there among them.
Nikcolay had recently arrived from
Petersburg and was staying with some
distant relatives. Earlier when he had left
Yura was living with the professorial family
of the Gromekos. The Gromekos daughter
Tonya was of Yura's age and Misha Gordon
Yura's friend and classmate spent most of his
time. The atmosphere was eminently suitable
and they made a comincal triumvirate with
their obsession with chastity and purity.
However Nikolay felt they were carrying it
too far; for lhe word "vrtlgar" was applied
to instinct lo Pornography, to pr,rstitution
and almost to the whole physical world'

10. Vyovolochnov, A Tolstoyan came to
see Nikoiay and make him agree to address'
and meeting in aid of political prisoners' The

business deal being over, the rest of the
conversation became, stiained and
disagreeable, for their idead dlffered. The
Tolstoyan failed to understand the mystic. At
Iast he left, leaving Nikolay extremely cross.

He got out a thick notebook and put down 3

few of his stray revolutionlry ideas.

11-. The Petrovka seerned a corner of
Petersburg mislaid in Ir loscow. Its inhabitants
were solid, self respect ngwell-paid members

of the liberal proft:,;sions. Here Viktor
Ippolitovich Komaraovsky .rented his
mignifiqence third-flo,:r flat and put on the

app"utu.,." and civility of a fine gentleman

L2. It whs raining. Lara walkbd all the
'way in a daze and only realized what had
happened to her when she reached home.
Everyone was asleep. If her mother get to
hear of it she would kill her and kill herself
too. Now she was a fallen woman. She
wondered how it could have happened.
Some day, many many years later she would
tell Olya for consolation. Lara sat with bowed
head weeping.

13. Komarovsky was in an awful mood.
What he needed desperately was Lara and
there was no possible chance of seeing her
that'Sunday. He pdced up and down like a

caged animal. He tried to get over his
exhausting, nagging, anxious mood but in
vain. He wondered if this girl, a mere child,
the daughter of his dead friend would turn
into an obsession.

14. What a bewitched circle it was If
Komarovsky's intrusion into Lara's life had
only filled her with diggust she could have

rebelled andbroken with him. But'it flattered
her that a handsome man, old enough to be

her father, a man who applauded at meetings

and mentioned in the newspaPers shoirld
spend his time and money on her. After all

"h" 
*as still a school girl' Komarovsky's

philandering (flirting with her) in a carriage

behind the coachm,rn's back or in an oPera

t,ox ir fulIview of the audience pleased and

t:hallcnged her by its mixfure of secrecy and

rtarir-rg. Yet a naggingbroken - spirited horror
irt herself was taking root in her.

15. Lara hated Komarovsky, he was the
curse of her life. She had become his prisoner
for life. It was she who had a hold on him,
for he needed her badly. But she lacked his
treachery, his chief asset in dealing with the

weak and the depended. This difference
made the whole of life so frightening. Life
was all treachery and ambiguity' Even the
strong are ruled by weak and treacherous.

16. She tried sophistry (false arguments).
She wondered what differenc: it would
make if she were married. She kn:w it meant
nothing when,he P{oPos€ d to marry her after
telling her'mother. And he contiltred taking
heir veiled to dinner jp the privat. .rooms of
that ghastly (terrible) restaurant rvhere the'
waiters and th'e clients undressed her with

in all his dealings.  ,
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dleir ёyes as she cal■le in.She had horrible
hullliliatillg dreallls.

17.Lara was not religiOus′ but she did

Pray once in a away whell her heart was
heavy.Once she heard tl■ e serinoll′

〃Blessed

I:計計慇.・

°dder′ and ttou」■■
Ias

G」lal昴 :輝1llttri::首]翼 !「淵 :
kl■ew Nickly and Paslla whO weit to it.
Nickly was proud′ straigl■ t fonvard′ ねciturn

(Saying little)and too lnuch like Lara to

鷲蹴臨蹴lrl諸讐鴇漑壁i認

very lnuch and c01nl■ utted to her for life.Bit

tllernltlVaSaschildren d■
at Lara tllought of

19.Madame Cuishar was inconsolable.

notsee Komarovsky for aslong as tl■ e district

WaS Cut off frOm ule rest of tlle tOwll:In her

驚 暫 髯よ翼 l讐風b背
典°uまt血試 ■eξШ

20. The CromekOs were cultivatedン

熙撤鷺壺苺撫撥
F盤 ]緊鷲:&¥盤:轟『ilTTttEI

聾瑳雌i窯鮮鞭判
鍮 ミ馬繊彙:iVξ

hr替

1勢豊lttl暴島柚費
Guishar had tried td poisOn her solf witl■

iodinde, but she was saved. Gromeko
regretted having brought along the boys to
witness such a sordid and scandalot.s
business. There was an exchange between
Madame Guisher and Tishkevich, and latter
remarked that tl-re wl'role tl-rir-rg was
awkward. Presently Kornarovsky came out
frorn belrind the partition, lookir-rg self -
confident. The larnp in his hand woke up a
girl sleeping in an armchair. It was Lara. Not
a word passed their lips, only their eyes met.
It looked as if he was a master of pupp.et
show and she were an obedient puppet.
Yura felt fl'rat fl-re scerle between the captive
girl and her master was shamelessly frank.
When they came out into the street,.Misha
told hirn that it was this lawyer who l-rad
made Yura's father drink and caused l-ris
death. [Do you remember the lunatic ;n
Cl'rapter I, section .7?l Y:u;a was thinking
about the girls and the future, not about his
father and the past.

. 2.3.1 Critical Comrnents.on Chapter 2
This chapter, as the title indicates,

introduces us to Lara, her'background, her
immoral . relations witl'r the lawyer
Komarovsky and Yura's disillusionment and
confusion on seeing the "vulgar,' scene
betr,.'een the two. What.are your irnpfessions
about Lara ?.Do you think she is toblame ?

. Let us move on to the third chapter.

2.4 Surnrnary of Chapter III
Chrisirnas Party at the Sventitskys

This cl-rap ter.consists of seventeen sections.

. 1. One wirrter Alexander Alexandrovith
Gromeko presented hii wife Arura with an
antique wardrobe. As it was being fitted,
Arura tried to help, but fell down and hurt
herself badly. She did not like the wardrobe
and nicknamed it the tomb of Askqld. After
this accideirt, she developed a pulmonary
weakness.

2 Anna spent the whole of November
.1911 in bed with inflammation of the lur-rgs.
Yura, Misha and Tonya were due to graduite
flre- followirig spring. Yura in medicirie, Tonya
in law and Misha in Philosophy. Everything
in Yura's mind was mix'ed up together and
misplaced. He was unusually impressionable,
and the freshness and novelty of'his vision
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were remarkable. He settled ol1 medicine as

a career, for though he was attracted towards
art, lre considered that art was no lnore
avocation thatr intrate cheerfuluess or
rnelarrcholy were professiolls. Yura thought
well and wrote eveu better. He wrote poetry.
He realized how great a part his turcle had
played in forrning his character. Uncle
Koyla's books had corne out both in Russiau

and other languages. He developed his views
of history as auother universe - built by
manwith the help of time artd memory in
ansure to the challenge of death. Masha rvas

even lnore deeply affected by these than
Yura.

3. One evening at the end of November,
Yura came home late from the University
when he was told that there had been a

terrible scare that afternoon. Anna had
convulsion. She watrted Yttra to be sent to
her. Yura realized that she was more sick at
heart and terrified of death. She war-rted to
set her rnind at rest. Yura dwelt (spoke) at
length of the irnmortality of the human soul

and of eternal life after death. The next day
Anna was better, but Yura felt he was turning
into a charlatan (a person falsely claiming
skill or knowledge).

4. Anna continued to itnprove. In
Decernber, for tl're first tirne in their lives Yura

and Tonya had evetting clothes made for
them; they were going to wear thern for the
first time at the Christrnas party at the
Sventitsky's Yura had re{used the legacy to
l'rirn from his fatl'ter, for he felt it was actually
nothing but debts and muddle with a lot of
false claimants including the ten year old
Yevgraf, the child a certairr princes had by
Yura's father. As she talked she coughed
badly. Yura and Tonya hurried to her
bedside; tl'reir hands touched. Anna caught
their hands in hers and told thetn to get
married and stay together. She had betrothed
them.

5. By the spring of '1906 before Lara was

in top form at school, the six months of her
liaison with Kornarovsky had driven her
beyorld the lirnits of l'rer eudurance. At last

she came to a sudden decision which altered
the course of her life. Slre wrote to her
neighbottr Nadya Kologrivova to help her
find a teacl'ring job, as well paid as ever.

Nadya suggested that she could join their
household for her parents rvere lookiug for ;'t

govenless for Lipa.

6. Lara spent three safe years at the
Kologrivov's. She was devoted to thern, jttst
as she felt estranged After tl'ree years she got
a visit from Rodya. He had garnbled seven

hundred roubles which tl"re cadets had
collected for a farewell gift to the head of
Academy and entrusted to him. He wanted
her to approach Komarovsky for his sake. At
last Lara told him to come with his loaded
revolver the next day. She got the molley
from Kologrivov.

7, Along rvith l^rer work at the
Kologrivov's, Lara continued her studies and
was to gradttate the following year.
Unknown to Pasha she sent money to his
father in Siberia. Pasha who was a little
youlger than Lara loved her rnadly- It r'vas

i',er dream that after they had botlt
graduated, they would marry aud becotne
school teachers. Lara was accepted as a
rnember of the Kologrivov household. Lipa
had grown up, so Lara regarded herself as

superfluous (rnore than necessary). Slre

for-urd it hard to accept ally rnore money from
tl'rem and wanted to run away both frorn
herself and the Kologrivovs. She felt she was

a hostage because of Rodya's stupid fault. At
last she decided to approach Komarovsky. If
he refused help or tried to humiliate her, she

would shoot him with Rodya's revolver.

8. When she reaclled Komarovsky's flat,
the landlady told her that he was at zr

Christmas party at the Sventitsky's. She could
not met hirn there. At last sl're decided to meet

Pasha.

9. Lara asked to Pasha marry l'ter, for
she was in constant danger. He agreed, but
when he asked her what was'troubling her,
she evaded his question. 

,

10. That winter Yura was preparir"rg an,

essay on the tlervous system of the eye fo1,

the University Gold Medal cornpetition' His,
interest in the physiology of sight was iu'
keeping with his creative gifts and his
coniern for the relation between imagery in
art and the logical structure of ideas. Just uorv

he and Tonya were driving to Sventitsky's
for the Christmas party. There was one
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-
thought which was in both their minds: that
they had been intended for each other. The
scene at Anna's bedside had transformed
them in each other's eyes. Tony a had
suddenly become a woman and yura was
filled with the ardent sympathy and shy
wonder which are the beginning of passion.
The change in Tonya's attitude to yura were
equally deep.

11. An immemorial ritual was followed
at the Sventitsky's Christmas parties. Without
stopping in the ballroom, Tonya and yura
went through to their host's rooms at the
other end of the flat.

12. The Sventitsky's were writing names
on cards for presents and for seats at the
supper table. In the end Tonya and yura
spent half the evening with the Sventitsky,s
and their nephew Georges behind the scenes.

13. All this time Lara was in the ballroom.
S-he was hoping Komarovsk|, who sat facing
the doorway, might see her. He was playin[
cards with the men. He either did notsee hei
or pretended not see her. Lara was filled with
mortification. She also found out that the
elegant young man Koka with who she was
dancing was the son of Kornakov the
assistant public prosecutor at the Moscow
central court.

1,4. It was almost two in the morning.
Tonya was dancing excitedly with an
unknown partner. At one point she cought
at Yura's hand and gave him a warm r-ile.
Her hadkerchief stayed in his fingers. He
pressed it to his eyes and lips, lost in its kindly
smell. At that moment a shot rang inside
the house. Utter confusion, uproar (confusion)
and screaming followed. Lara had shot at
Kornakov's left hand though she had aimed
at Komarovsky. Yura was dumbfounded
when he saw Lara being led by a group by
her arms. He felt sorry for the proraty
beautiful girl. Lara was fainting. Beiore yura
could do anything either for the victim or
Lara, Tonya and Felisata asked him to leave
at once; there had been a message from home.
Yura ran for his things.

15. They did not find Anna alive. She had
been dead for ten minutes when they reached
the home. Tonya was overpowered with
grief. Yura compared his present grief with

that caused by his mother's death ten years
earlier. In his twelve years at schooi and
college, Yura studied and understood a lot
and had become quite mature. Earlier he had
prayed in confusion, fear and pain. Now he
was afraid of nothing, neither of life nor of
death.

16. The funeral service for Anna were
over. She was buried in the same churchyard
as Yura's mother. Yura decided that he
would write a poem in memory of Anna.

2.4.'1, Critical Comments on Chapter III
The pivotal (central) point of interest of

this chapter is Anna - her iife, qualities
wishes and death. She is instrumental in
rousing passion in Tonya and yura. We also
see how Yura was matured since his mother,s
death. Lara's story of desperate struggle too
begins interwoven with the main ploi.

Let us move on to Chapter four.

2.5 Summary of Chapter IV
The Advent of the Inevitable

This chapter consists fourteen sections.

1. Lara lay feverish and half-conscious
in Felitsata Semyonovna's bed; the people of
the household talked in whispers round her.
The shooting incident had rattled (shocked)
Komarovsky and he was pacing about
angrily. He was terrified the scandal, gossip
and loss reputation that seemed to torment
him. He further realized that he once again
experienced the same irresistible attraction
for the wild desperate girl. He feared police
interrogating. He would have to coniult a
psychiatrist and have the proceedings of the
case dropped. He then took a room for Lara
in the house of Ruffina Omissimovna, a
women lawyer friend of his, There Lara was
brought a few hours later, unconscious with
brain fever.

2. Ruffina Omissimovna was a woman
of advanced views, free from preiudice and
liked everthing positive and vital. She took a
dislike for her sick lodger and thought she
was a pretender, and openly expressed her
contempt for her by banging doors etc. Lara
lying ill in bed fitled her leisure with
recollections. She remembered that evening
seven or eight years ago, in the days of hei
unforgettable childhood. She had been
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offered a piece of a'huge water melon by
Komarovsky which seemed to her to be a

symbol of his Pawer and wealth and which
she had dared not refuse. Likewise who was

later intimated byKomarovsky himself - this
was the real explanation of things. But now
he,kept his distance, while assuring her of
help. bn the contrary, she was touched by
thqvisit of Kologrivov. He advised her to
finish her studies, take uP some rvork'
Despite her protests, he compelled her to
accept a cheque for ten thousand roubles'
When she recovered, Lara moved to the

lodgings Kologrivov had recommended'

3. Pasha was giving a lot of trouble' He

could not understand Lara or her ptzzhng
actions and attitudes. She asked him to forget
about her, for 3he was a bad woman. She

wante.d badly to free him fiom his corrupting
attachment. But he dove her to distraction
and at last they were married on whit
Monday; by, then theY had graduated
successfully. That nigh Pasha's spirit sank very
low on listening,to Lara's horrible confessions'

I'hey talkea titt morning. He had changed

decisively and abruptly in the course of this

night and he got up a different man now'

4. Both Pasha and Lara, having
graduated successfully and secured jobs in
th" sa^e town set out nine days later. They

were given a farewell party by their friends'
Komaivosky too had been allowed to join the

young perople's party. Lara was curt and not
too friendly with him. Nadya came to see

Lara and gave her a necklace. At night a thief
came, bui fortunately missed seeing"it. The

next day the AntiPovs were off.

5. Yura was now addressed as Dr'
Zhivago or more and more often as Yury
Andreyevich. He had just brought his wife
Tonya to the maternity ward. He was in a

huriy to get back at his own hospital, and
hence had said good bye to her. Tonya was

going to have ababy. She delivered a boy on

the third day, Yury rejoiced, that she was
safe, though he could not feel anything to be

proud of in this unearned gift of parenthood'

6. The ,{.ntipovs had. received a

welqome beyond their expectations in
. Yuryatin. The Guishars were remembered

with affection and this had helped Laia to

settle down'in a new place. They had now
been here four years. Their daughter Ktya
was not thre.e years oJd. Lara worked very
hard, shared all Pasha's interests, taught at

the girl's high school and was happy. This
was exactly the kind of life she had dreamed

of. Pasha had graduated in classics and not
taught Latin and Ancient History. Both Pasha

and Lara overdid their generous behaviour
towards each other Gradually Pasha was
getting restless. His mind was full of
disturbing thoughts. He felt the present life
could not go on and on. He wondered in the

first place why he had ever got entangled
with Lara's life. Yet he could not imagine
divorcing his wife. Suddenly he heard a:r

army train in the distance. Pasha smiled. He

had found an answer

7. When Lara heard of Pasha's decision

to join the military training school she was

too stunned. She screamed and howled and

pleaded to him not to leave her and their
daughter. Suddenly she realized the main
.thint. Pasha misunderstood her attitude to
him. He rebelled against the motherlf feeling
which she showed towards.him, and could
not understand.that it was something more/

not less, than the ordinary feeling of a woman
for a man. And he left leaving a big void
behind. Pasha's letters from Siberia told her

about his moods. Now he badly missed his

wife and daughter. Within a few months he

received an emergency commission as an

ensign. He had no time to see any one- When

there was no living on her own, and decided
to go and look for him. With this is mind she

got a job as a nurse on a hospital train going
'along the Hungarian border.

8. Misha Gorden was among the
passengers on the Red Cro"ss train equipped
with voluntary contributions which arrlved
at Divisional Head Quarters. He knew that
his childhood friend Zhivago Was attached

to the Divisional hospital. He at last arriv'ed

at the village. Though he intended to spend
just a day with Zhivago, circumstances kept
him here for. over a week.

.9. To the south.of the district here
Gorden found himself, Rubsian forces hdd

succeeded breaking through the enemy
' positions. Among the prisoners was fnsign

Antipov. He was wr6ngty believed to have
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-been filed by a shell and buried in the
explosion. This was told on the authority of
his friend, Ensign Galiullin. This man was left
with Pasha's photograph and the unsolved
secret of Pasha's transformation from a shy,
mischiivous girlish child to a very bravl,
arrogant and erudite (learned),
hypochondriac(persona having abnormal
anxiety over heaith). Lara's enquiries. about
her husband had reached him but he had
never found time to reply. Now he heard
that she was somewhere in the front as a
nurse.

10. The confusion of war was prevalent
and Yury told Gordon that there was not a
chance for getting horses. Going about with
Dr.Zhivago day by day, Gordon too had seen
terrible sights. He realized that it was immoral
tcj look on idiy while other people suffered
with courage, and paid heavy risks with their
lives and bodies. He believed in behaving
simply and honestly according to the
circunrrstances in which life placed him.
ZhivAgo said he could not hav'e brought
Gordon along. He was bound to be scared
stiff. They might start shelling them. The
orderlies carried a badly mutilated man who
thankfully died, putling an end to his
encnrsting (very severe) pain. He was private
Gimazetdin (please refer to Chapter II,
Section 6). The excited officer who had been
shouting at the doctor in the wood was his
Lieutenant Goliullin; the nurse who
accompanied him was Lara. Gordon and
Zhivago were the witnesses.

11. In this war-town area, the villages
seemed to have been miraculously preserved.
As they drove in silence, Zhivagotold Gordon
that the war experiences of the Jewish
population was terrible. He could not
understand the paradox of the root of this
hatred of them which was stimulated by the
very things which should arouse sympathy
- their povertp weakness and their inability
to fight.back. Gordon did not reply.

t 1.2. At night they were lying on their
bunks. Zhivago was telling Gordon how he

I had once seen the Tsar at the front.
1",{ccornpanied by the Grand Duke Nicholas
he had inspected the grenadiers. He was
cheered enthusiastically-. Yury felt sorry frir
the.Tsar who appeared shy, diffident,

reserved and ill-at-ease; he was also horrified
to think that there were the essential attributes
of the oppressor. The two men engaged in
serious conversation. Yury aired his view
that in the true kingdom of God there were
no nations, but only persons.

13. The following day′ Zhivago told
Gordon that they were all leaving as theソ

were being hard― pressed and beaten again.
He eXPlained that was atty hfe′ as sOon as
one got used to a PlaCe.One mOved tO
another PlaCe.During the nightthe Cerlnans

had brOken through.The village was under
fire.Yura sent COrdon in the first batch.

1ハЛ■ich he hurried back he was hit by a shell

SPlinter.He fell in the ntiddle of the road′

bleedil■g and uncOnscious.      ・

h鷺 島 よ よWi31ム」Wiy魅 躍 空 職
letter.Galiullin lay On the opposite bed.Lara

as a nurse′ came.lnto the ward.BOth guessed
her but did knOw that the Other knew her.

She asked galiullin fOr details regarding her

i聾 讐 聾 蓄 讐 1菅 看 苺

with an attractive inind.But she was in a

hurry to get back tO Katya.Lara had noticed

l計鴛珈樵穏じ吼机ξi:せLtty

警獅  i鷺撫緯
緊 :elttl∬麗謂i:鶴liI:i鷺:r農
the uncOnditional′ her need Of a purpose.
Yury heard from Ⅳloscow that CrOdOn an
Ductov had PubliShed his b00k without
perlnission and that it was PraiSed and
regarded as shOwing real literacy prolnise.

There was growing discoitent amOng the
masses′ grave political events were ilrrunil■ ent.

Lara hade up● r her omission ard thinked

翼
1鷲IttttML駐官∬蹴i

Suddenly peoPle shOuted that street fighting

was going on in Petersburg.The rev01ution
has started.
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-2.5.1 Critical Comments on Chapter IV
This chapter takes the stories of Lara and

Yury forwarded separately, till the two meet
again in the hospital where, Dr. Zhivago is
wounded and nurse Antipova attends on
him. We also hear the ramblings of the
Revolution with its inevitable impact on the
lives of ordinary people.

Let us lnove to the next chapter.

2.6 Summary of Chapter V
Farewell to the Past

This chapter consists of Fifteen sections.

1. The small town to which the hospital
had been evaluated was called Melyuzeyevo.
Everyday Dr. Zhivago, Nurse Antipova and
Galiullin found new duties mushrooming.
Yury and Antipova (Lara) were often
brought together by their work.

2. Yury wrote to his wife TonYa about
Antipova. He planned to leave for home the
following week. Before he left, he got Tonya's
sobbing letter begging him not to return but
to go with that wonderful nurse. She would
brirrg up their son Sasha on those principles
which as a child Yury had seen practiced in
their house. Yury hastened to reply to clear
her misunderstanding.

3. ln June, Zybushin, a small town
which was administratively subordinate of
Melyzeyevo, became an indePendent
republic, lasted a fortnight and was
overthrown before the end of the month by
a unit loyal to the Provisional Government.

4. The hospital where Yury had been a

patient and was now a doctor was housed
in the former residence of Countess
Zhabrinskaya. She had offered it to the Red

Cross at the beginning of the year. The
Coutess now lived in Petersburg underhouse
arrest. Steeped in the love of passionate
intrigue, she guessed with delight that Yury
and Lara ' attracted towards each other.

5. Yu. -" ',vas preparing to leave. He had
to see th ' tolvn major for a signature. There
he lvas detained by the young commissar
urho raved wildly about talking to rebels, to
touch their hearts and so on. The siiliness of
the commissar was matched by the hypocrisy
of the major and his assistant and Yury was
sickened t,y the emptiness and dulhress of

human verbosity and cleverly escaped. He
knew he had that unpleasant explanation to
Nurse Antipova pending.

6. Persuaded by the Mademoiselle, Yury
went towards Lara's room, but thinking it
discourteous to disturb her when she had just
refurned and was tired, he decided to leave
the explanation for the next day. He leaned
out of the window. Then he went out into
the square to listen to speeches.

7. The moonlight was splendid. Yury
listened and recognized that it was
Commissar Gintz making a speech. Later
Yury went to bed.

Yuri saw Lara the next evening in the
pantry (s[ores room). They started talking
in a general way, about the revolution, the
new conunissar's speech and so on. It led to
Yury airing his views on life. He had a
longing nowadays for an honest productive
life. Lara sensed that he was being drawn
towards her and tried to stop him. They had
no more conversation of this kind and a week
later Lara left.

8. Some time later still, Zhivago too set
out for home. The night before he left there
was a terrible storm. At night Mademoiselle
Fleury was woken up by an urgent knocking.
Yury too had heard it. They found no one.
They went back regretting it had been a false

alarm. They had expected to see Lara.
Indeed Lara's image continued to haunt
them.

9. An indirect responsibility for the
trouble at Biryuchi station was attributed to
the telegraphist Kolya Frolenko, the son of a

clock maker. By evasions he had defeated
all Galiullin's good intentions, and perhaps
unintentionally had given a fatal tum to the
events. Kolya had refused to call Commissar
Gintz, as instructed by Galiullin, on the
pretext that he was busy signaling to an
approaching train. At the same time he
delayed the train bringing up the Cossacks
who had been summoned to Biryuchi. The
Cossacks who did arrive were not impressed
by Gintz's unfortunate, long speech. The
worried Cossack officer told Gintz to vanish.
He did but he was pursued by men with
rihes. At the station entrance, on seeing Gintz
sitting clumsily astride the butt, the men burst
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-into laughter and the one in front shot Gintz
in the neck. He was dead by the time the
other ran up and thrust their bayonets into
this body.

10. Mademiciselle rang up Kolya and told
him to find Dr. Zhivago a good seat in the
train to Moscow, threatening him with
exposure if he did not. She referred to him
as a murdering little Iudas.

11. The day Yury left was sultry. Plenty
of bodies lay scattered at the entrance to the
railway station. The stationmaster talked
about the senselessness of Gintz's death. He
also told Yury to go by a local train and
change at Sukhinchi that night. The whole
thing was to bc kept secret.

12. When the secret train came, Yury
managed to get on to a coupling, and from
there into the corridor and sat sitting on his
luggage all the way to Sukhinichi. There was
utter confusion all around.

13. That night at Sukninichi, an obliging,
old style porter put Yury in a second-class
carriage of some unscheduled train which
had iust arrived. It went failry fast. The only
other passenger was a tall fair haired youth
who had been out shooting. Yury felt he was
an extraordinary character.

14. Yury was too tired to s1eep. On the
one hand he felt anxious about his own life,
he wanted it to be safe, he wanted to rush
back home after two years of separation; on
the other hand were his loyalty to ihe
revolution and his admiration for it. He also
thought of the war with its bloodshed and
its horrors, its home lessens, savagery and
solution, its trials and the worldly wisdom it
had taught. Among his new thoughts was
Nurse Antipova caught by the war, who
never blamed anyone but whose very silence
was almost a reproach (scolding), and Yury's
sincere efforts not to love her.

1.5. Next morning Yury slept late. Whcn
he got up at eleven o' clock he still found his
strange companion. He came to know that
his name was Pogorevashikh, the nephew of
some well-known revolutionary. He was a
deaf-mute but was phenomenally gifted and
trained in the art of speaking not by ear but
by eye. To Yury's querry he said that he was
connected with the setting up of Zybusino

republic. With unpleasant school boy
arrogance, Pogorevshikh propherised that
disastrous upheavals (terrible changes)would
take place in Russia in the near future. When
the train drew into the Moscow station Yury
got down with great expectations of going
home. Before that, his strange companion
had compelled him to accept a fat duck as a
parting gift.

2.5.1 Critical Comment on Chapter V
This chapter sustains the atmosphere of

the revolution throughout. We observe how
Yury is being drawn to Lara, though she is
careful and mature enough to keep away.
Further upheavals in Russia are hinted at.

Let us move on to the sixth chapter.

2.7 Summary of Chapter VI
Moscow Bivouac

This chapter consists of sixteen sections.

A bivouac (pronounced 'biv-oo-ak') is a
military encampment made with tents,
usually without shelter or protection form
enemy life.

1. Yury slowly made his way from the
station. It was Iate aftemoon. All kinds of
unbelievable rubbish was being sold in the
market. Yury was struck by the quantities
of old newspapers and posters torn down
from the walls and fences, littering the streets .

He reached his house. He caught breath and
his heart hammered as he got out. Tonya
opened the door. They stood speechless; then
they started talking excitedly. The
homecoming turned out to be a happy one.

2. Tonya told Yury uncle Kolya would
be coming two days later. He had gone
bolshevick. She expressed her fear that
hardships, dangers and insecurity were
rumored to come in the near future. People
said that money would be abolished; there
will be famine; no supplies will be coming
in, and so on. She suggested retaining only
a few rooms and giving up the rest. By
putting a metal stone in the middle room,
they could manage with less fuel in the
winer.

3. The most important novelty for Yura
in Moscow was his little boy. He had been
called up aimost as sootl as the child was
bom, so that he early knew him. He had

- 
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-named his sOn Alexand五 a― Sasha for short

―in honour of his father― in law. The first

thing he had known about his son was his

volce,as a baby′ Sasha′ s volce WaS deeper
and he sとemed tO slloutless out of duty than

witl■ a deliberate′ cold hostility.Now he was

th7o and Was learning to talko When he saw

his son in the cot′ Yury felt that the child

FeSembled Yury′ s lnother NIlarya, When he

tried to kiss the child′ Sasha slapped hirn on

the face and then burst into tears′ for which

he wasscold by Tonya.Though Yury treated

the rnatter highly he went out of the room

depressed and with a feeling of ill― omen.

4.  During the neXt few days′ Yury
reahzed how isolated he was. IIis friends

had becomё strangely diln and colourless.

NOt One oftheln had kept his own outlook′
his own world.   PerhaPs he had
overestimated them in the past. The fooling′

the rightto idleness enjoyedbythe few′ while

the majority suffered′ could itself create an

illusion of genuine character and originality.

But how quickly′ once the lower classes had

risen and the rich had lost their privileges′

had these peoPle faded!            ・

Tlielarge duck was an unheard― ofluxury
in those hungry days. The saddest thing
aboutthe party given upon Yury′s return was

露 W喘 :鍵 諸 甘 淵 町
real lvay of living was to live like every one

else′ to be lost in other peoPle′ S lives,an

unshared happiness was not happiness.
Gordon told Yury the funny story of
DQdderer′ s lnarrlage,he had been marrled
for abouta year and had then separated from

his wife.By then lDudorov came in.He had

ёhanged into an eamest scholar′ discoursing

arrllably on every subject′ writing books and

so on. Meeting Uncle Kolya that evening
was a tremendous′ unforgettable event for

Yuyr.  He was seeing the idol of his
childh6od〕 the teacher who had dolninated
his lnind as a bOy. He was surprised at his

calin′ self―possessed lnanners.What brought
them together was that both had the
temperaments of creat市e artists.Yury and

Uncle Kolya enioyed al,0 1ute harmony in
relationshiP. The party ended at last. Yury

told Tonya that the only people he loved in

the world were father and Tonya herself.

5. Winter was at hand. Ordeals were
ahead, perhaps death. Yury realized that he
.was.pyg4y b.efore the 'monstrous machine
of ttre future. He was back'in his job at the
hospital; he also had the additionai charge
of statistics. His work was taxing and time
consuming.

6. Every sort of .incidents occurred to
Yury once he stumbled over the unconscious
body of a many lying on the pavement and
it turned out to be that of a prominent
political figure. Yury saw him through his
illness and this acquired a protector who
shielded him for many years, getting him out
of trouble several times.

7. As per Tonya's plan, the family
settled for the winter in three rooms on the
top floor. One day Uncle Kolya came rushing
into say that the Cadets where fighting for
the Provisional Government against the
garrison soldiers (troops stationed in town)
who were backing the Bolsheviks. Gordon
came in and repeated the same news. He
spoke of increasing rifle-fire and of. passers
by killed by stray bullets. There was not a
son outside. A11 the traffic had stopped.
Sahsa was badly ill with a sore throat and a

temperature. They could not secure milk and
soda water for him, for the street fighting was
at its height. Rumours came from all sides
that the workers were getting the upper
hand. Gordon and.Nikolay were stuck up
at the Zhivago's for three days.

8. They received a message that the
guests had got home safely, but the fighting
was still going on in places and several
districts were still closed. Yury missed going
to the hospital as well as his research work
and notes. One evening in late October Yury
went out. He bought a fresh newspaper and
read of the official announcement from
Petersburg that a Soviet of People's
commissars had been formed and the Soviet
power and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
were established in Russia. Yury's mind was
full of the news. On the w6y he stumbled in
the dark pile of wood. Withoqt thinking
twice, Yury took advantage of a moment
'when the watchman's back was turned
loosened a beam of wood and cautiously
carted it home. Its arrival ;rvas timely; they
.had run but of .firewood. The beam'was

―
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chopped up, the logs were stacked. yury
talked tohimself: "]ustas in surgery, fou take
a knife and cut out all the old stinking sores,
quite simply, without any nonsense, you take
the old monster of injustice, which has been
accustomed for centuries to being bowed,
and you sentence'it to death." This news
thing, this marvel'of history, this creation of
anews world starts in the middle, of the rush
hour. That's real genius.

9. Three winters came - dark, hungry
and cold - one after the other. Everywhere
there were new elections. Commissars with
unlimited powers and an iron will, armed
with powers of intimidation and revolvers
were being appointed to each department.
They knew the stinking bourgeois breed. The
Hospital of the Holy Cross was now known
as the Second.Reformed. Zhivago stayed on
in spite of inadequate rewarJs. He was. tensed upover-worked and exhausted too.

10. Scarcity and want started mounting.
Tonya had to exchange a small cupboard
with looking glass doors for five or six
armloads of cheap firewood. yury was
offered a bottle of German cognac or a pair
of stockings in return for a sick calll! Sliops
and cooperatives remained closed not only
because there were no goods, but also
because the reorganization of all'sides of life
including trade, had so far remained largely
on PaPer.

11. Yury went to attend his sick-call. A
search was goingon. It was luxury flat. The
man of the house, a polite young man was
worried over his wife's illness - all at one, 6u:l

antique chiming clock which had not been
wound for years, started of itself. The lady
was terrified, she was convinced her last hour
had struck and became delirious. yury
diagnosed her case as typhus and strongly
advised the man to put her in a hospital. He
added that a number of formalities had to be
followed.

L2. A general meeting of ten4nts was
Boing on,in the heated basement which had
once been a warehouse for eggs. Rats bustled 

"all over the. place, dnd there was a general
uproar. Yury entered and was surprised to
find Aunt Fatima, Galiullin's mother. He had
'com: to seek their cooperation in.getting the

typhus patient to the hospital. He learnt from
her that her son Lieutenant Gatiullin or
Yusapka had taken the rong road. She also
spoke to him to comrade Olya Demina who
had worked as a seamstress for Lara,s
mother.

13. Yury parted form Demina. When he
went home Tonya told him that father had
broken their only alarm clock which he could
not mend but which suddenly started ringing
deafeningly after some time. yury said, ;My
typhus hour has struck!" And then told he.r
of his patient.

14. The Zhivagos were starving, and had
reached the limits of endurance. The civil
war was beginning. Yury tried to seek help
from "supplies" with not much success. One
day as he was walking home fell down. He
never knew how he got home. He had
typhus.

15. Yury was delirious at intervals for
almost a fortnight. He was writing a poem
entitled "Turmoi" dbscribing how the 6lack,
raging worm-filled earth had assailed the
deathless incarnation of love, storming it
With rocks and rubbles. Two lines kLpt
coming into his head. "We are glad to 6e
near you" and Time to wake up',.

16. Yury began to get better. Tonya fed
him on white bread and butter and sugared

t"u. She explained that it was yury,i half
brother Grany Yevgraf who had brought all
those and much more. He came eveiyday
when Yury was ill. He said that he had seen
Yury on the stairs in some house (yury had
been reading the newspapet. Refer section
8) had ineant to speak to him but yury had
frightened him to death. The boy wanted
them to join him on his estate. In April that
y-ear-Zhivago set out with his whole family
for the former'Varykino estate, near the town
of Yuryatin.

2.7.7 Critical Comments on Chapter VI

- - 
In this chapter, we get a glimpse of yury,s

life at home with,Tonya and their son afier
the war. We notice changes in his thoughts
and attitudes. We also nbte the beginning of
the disintegration of the ideilist and
intellectual into a practical man trying to keep

ltu 
g.o*g
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Let us move on the Seventh ChaPter'

2.8 Summary of Chapter VII
The Journey

This chapter has thirty one sections.

1. Yury was against the journey. What
bothered him was tl-re complete uncertainty.
They hardly knerv anyone or anything about
Varykino. But he gave in since the others
had alreadv made up their minds.

2. Yury went to the station. It was over-
crowded with all sorts of unfortunates,
mostly typhus patients. The chances of
traveling seemed remote.

3. About that time both YurY and
Tonya's father were paid handsomely in
essential food items in return for services
rendered and they were very huPPy at their
high self-worth.

4 & 5. Preparations for the journey were
being made.

6. They left the house at dawn.

7. The queue at the raiiway station lt'as
extremely long. The place was overcrowded
and filthy.

8. The Zhivagos had been lucky enough
to get a corner to themselves on the top tier
of bunks. The coach looked to Tonya like a

stable on wheels.

9. Trade was brisk in the train. Tonya
excl'ranged her towel with a peasant woman
for half a hare.

10 & 11. There were several conscripts
(forced iabourers) in coach fourteen. Prokhor
Pritulyev, Vassya Brykin and Kostoyed
Amursky were the prominent ones. They
were getting acquainted. Each had his own
story. 

-

12. The Zhivagos had invited the
cooperativist Kostoyed to dinner. He talked
about the revolution. In his viert'the peasants
were a frustrated lot. When the revolution
came, the peasant realized that he had only
exchanged the old oppression of the tsarist
state for the new much harsher, yoke of the
revolutionary super state. Reality in Russia
had been frightened out of existence. i-Ie
wanted to believe that the peasants weTe
better off and the villages were ProsPerous.

13. Curious incidents began to happen
when they left Central Russia. f'he train
would halt in the middle of nowhere and a

security patrol would inspect the passenger's
papers and luggage. In one point the driver
climbed out and fell into the deep snow in
whicl-r he r,vas half stuck. He shouted at the
saiiors chasing him with a gun. At last a

huge sailor went upto the driver, told him to
end this hysteria.

14. The train went very slowly the next
day because of the snow. 'Ihe Lower Kelmes
station and a deserted village were damaged
by fire.

15. Ihe work of clearing the line took
three days; even the Zhivagos took part in it.
These were the best days of the journey. The

country had a closed secretive look; the ruins
and the suspicious w'ariness of the remaining
villagers who were frightened of informers
added to the air of mystery. The labour
conscripts were kept apart form the cirrilians.
The whole site was surrounded by troops'

16. They became almost fond of the
ruined station. The line was finally cleared.

1,7. The train was expected to leave soon.
Two women quarreled between themselvcs
and Tonya rvas disgusted.

18 & t9. lhe train movcd on.

20. From rumours Yury had gathered
that the whites were about to seize Yuryatin,
and that they were led by Caliulin. For the
time being he revealed nothing to his family' .

27,72 e.23. The journey continued -
Tonya told him next morning that some of
the conscripts has escaped and commander
of the labour unit is insisted on catching his
prisoners before the train left. Yury said he

was glad that they and the woman had run
away like running water.

24,25 &x 26. The journey continued. Yury
asked Alexander how they ought to behave
r.t ithout fceling ashamed. The latter observed
that the age of poverty in Russia was over
and anyway the Gromekos had lost theii
acquisitive passion a generation ago.

27 & 28. On reaching a big stationl
Yury got down and walked along the railsl.

The sentry shouted to him to get back. He

- 
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learned.tJrat Yuryatin had been captured
back from the whites. One of the guards took
him to the Cornmission. 

.

29. Ywy thought excitedly about
Yuryatin. He met Strelnikov whom he had
not seen before. He allowed Zhivago to go.

30. Strelnikov was a non-party man who
had taken up teaching after leaving
university. He was nicknamed Rastrelkov,
the Executioner. He took it calmly, he was
disturbed by nothing. When he found tl'rat
the world rvas not a place where people
competed for perfection or obeyed rules
scrupulsly, he was embittered by his
disillusionment and was alarmed by the
revolution.

3.0 Obiectives
At the end of this Unit, you should be able

to:

i) have a general idea of the plot of
Doctor Zlivago, Part II

ii) Analyse the important characters,
particularly Yury and Lara, and

iii) Study the irnpact of the Russian
revolution on the corrunon rnan's life
and attitudes.

3.1 Introduction
Please read Unit 2 a few tirnes and

understand the plot of the novel so far; only
then can you appreciate the whole novel. hr
this unit, we slull summaries tl're second part
of the novel, starting with the eighflr chapter.

3.2 Summary of Chapter eight
Arrival

This chapter corsists of ten sections

1. When the train arrived at tl're station,
the Zhivagos felt that their connection with
Moscow had snapped and was ended. The
people here lived closer together than they
did in Moscow or Petesburg and all of them
were acquinted. Yury wondered how they
eamed their living, what their interests were,
how they coped with the difficulties of the
time and how they evaded.the laws.

37. Zlllago told Strelnikov that he had
left Moscow in search of quiet, retirement
and obscurity. He arranged to put Zl-dvago
ou the train. He spoke of a school boy with a
bandaged head who needed attention.

2.8.L Critical Comments on Chapter VI
This chap ter contains a detailed

description of the railway journey Yury
rnakes wiflr his family during the revolutiorr.
The sigrrificant development is his encormter
with Strelnikov. Do you know who he is?
Read on to find otrt.

We shall continue from tl;e next chapter
in the succeedil-rg Unit.

2. Escorted by the sentry, Yury went
back to his carriage. He told Yury that
ustnlly at this time he was used to sowing
tl're spring corn. If it had not been for this
civil war and this plague of a counter
revolution he would not be wasting his tlne
in strange parts at this season. He
condemned the class war.

3. Tonya was exhernely relieved to find
Yury safe. She introduced hirn to several new
passengers including one Samdevyatov. She
also told him about Anfirn Yefimovich.
Samdevyatov knew them all and who also
had told her that their train was going to be
switched to an other Iine whicl'r luckily was
botmd to fl'reir station.

4. Tonya was right. Their train was
ultimately shifted into the operr country.
Yury and Samdevyatov sat on the floor of
the carriage, their legs dangling over tl're side.
The latter kept pointing into flre distance and
explaining what they saw to Yury:The Giant
Cinema had been set on fire; the Russians
were sniping (firing shoots from l'riding) at
the Czezhs, the artisans' quarter knokhriki
was burning, luckily the center of the town
including the library, the cathedral etc. were
untouched so far. Samdevyatov spoke of his
father as a shrewd man who held shares in
a first rare agrictrltural firm. When Yury
suggested thal this was against the principles
of Marxism, the other man coolly asked why

UNI「 3

DOCTORZHⅣ GO:AS■IMMARY OFPART Ⅱ
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-should a man, because he was a Marxism,
be "a droolingboody" (a silly fool)? Marxism
was a positive science, a doctrine of reality,
a philosophy of history. Yury argued that
Marxism was a positive science, a doctrine
of reality, a philosophy of history. Yury
argued that Marxism was not sufficiently
master of itself to be science which is more
balanced. He did not know of. any teaching
more self-centered and father from the facts
than Marxism. Politics meant nothing to
him. He did not like people who were
indifferent of truth.. Such people who
wielded power were very anxious to establish
the myth of their own infallibility (never
going wrong). Samedevyatov took .Yury's
words to be the clever talk of an eccentric
wit. He further noticed that a'woman giving
the "go" signal shook her fists and stuck out
her tongue at him. He thought: \Mhat with
Mother Russia in the throes (pain) of her
upheavals and the thin time and so she
thought Samdevyatov was tcj blame.'

5. Samdgvyatov said that he was a

solicitor with twenty'years of practice. Even
iq these bad times he mhnaged to find
business such as nationalisation, commercial
operations and so on. He explained that it
was a peculiarity of the ilansitional period
that there was still a gap between theory and
practice. One needed shrewd, resourceful -
persons like himself at the moment. Half the
province depended on him for its livelihood.
In his view Yury's plan of going back to the
land, the etemal call of mother Nature and
to live by the sweat of the brow was naive
and idyllic. It was Utopia and he did not
believe it. He warned him that in Varykino
the Mikilitsin would drive him out, perhaps
even murder him. It was all a matter of
historical inevitability. Gluttons and parasites
sal on the backs of the starving workers and
drove them to death, not to mention all the
other form of outrage and tyrany. In such a
context, the rightness of the people's anger,
of their desire to live in justice, of their sealch
for truth were all understandable. He did not
think a radical change was possible through
the Dum+ by parliamentary measures, or
that they could do without a dictatorship.
Yury could not see eye to eye. He remarked
thaf he used tobe very rbvolutionary-ininded
but now he thor-fght that nothing could be

gained by violence. People must be drawn to
Godby goodness. He suggested turningbac\.
Samdevyatov told him that there was no need
for tha| Mickulitsin was criminally kind who
would ultimately melt. He then told Yury
Mickulistin's story.

6. Avercius Mickilitsin had been a

student at the Technological institute.
Twenty five years he had been deported from
Petersburg and senf here under police
supervision. He got a job as Manager of
Kruegger's works. He married the eldest of
four sisters of the Tuntsev family. They had
a son who was named Liberius, Libby for
short. The boy grew up wild and daring,
faked his birth certificate and during the war
went to the front as a volunteer, causing his
mother to die of the shock. At the end of the
war he retumed'as a hero with three medals
and fully bolshevised. The forest'brotherhood
at the moment was conunanded by Comrade
Forester who was actually Libby. It was a
brotherhbod of partisans who were the
cheekbone of the revolutionary army in the
civil war. Milckulitsin's second wife Helen
was a silly school girl naive and Milckulitsin
was social revolutionary and was elected
regional delegate to the Constituent
Assembly. The other three Tunster sister$,
all confirmed spinsters live in Yuryatin. The
eldest Avdotya was an assistant at the Public
Llbrary, a desperated shy and nervous
person. The next one Galasha was the
family's blessing, a wonderful worker, full of
drive; and the youngest Sima, an educated
girl had religious mania. His station came
and Samdevyatov got down. Yury had an
unpleasant forebidding since the Zhivago's
connection with the well known Krueger
might attract more notice.

7. The Zhivagos were the only travellers
to get down at Torfyanaya station.' She was
extremely relieved tliat they had reached the
place safely. The station rnaster was very
friendly to them. Samdevyatov had phoned
him and asked him to give every possible help
to the Zhivagos. F{e arranged for their further
trip to Varykino and advised Tonyo to be
careful not to reveal her.connections with
Kruger to anyone and everyone.

224_
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8. The Zrivagos travelled in a horse cart
arid finally reached a palace where the
Mickulitsins lived.

9. Their first meeting with the
Mickulitsins took place in the yard of the
manager's house. It was a painful scene
which began in silence and embarrassment
on both sides and ended in noisy confusion
and absurdity. After being shocked and full
of indignation at this uninvited arrival of the
relatives of Kruger who merely wanted a hut
and strip of land to grow their food, he
relented, and invited them inside his house.

L0. The Zhivagos stayed at the
Mickulitsins that evening. They were to go
to look at the hut offered by Mikulitsin the
next day. In the course of the conversation
Helen spoke admiringly of her science master
Antipov in Yuryatin [Don't you remember
Pasha and Lara, married and working as
teacher?1. She also added that people iaid
that scourge of their Commiisioner
Strelnikov was Antipov Risen from the dead.

3.2.1 Critical Comments on Chapter eight
The Political and economic changes

following the Revolution, particularly ihe
diversities in opinion, become apparent in
this chapter. Marxism as a science iomes for
critical analysis. We also see how people are
willing to twist law and theories lf ,,e"ded,
as they wish to live.

Let us move on the nineth Chapter.

3.3 Summary of Chapter Nine
Varykino

This chapter consists of sixteen sections.

1.2. In winter, when yury had more time,
he began to keep a dairy. He extolled (praisecl)
the honest, creative hard work.yrry ielt that
like Mickuitsin who was helping him, he too
was dishonest. His use of the land was illegal.
They had taken the law into their own hands
and they concealed what they were doing
from the state. He kept quiet about being i
doctor, because he did not want to restrict
his freedom. However his practice brought
him in a little when some good soul findilg
out hb was doctor brought him some eatable
in exchange for medicines. Their mainstay

Samdevyatov, a fantastically
complicated character, a genuine supporter

of the revolution having the power to rob the
State. Helping everyone but manipulating
everything to his benefit.

3. Yury continued in spring that he
believed Tonya was pregnant. He was all
praise for her being strong, quick and tireless
and for planning all her work well. All the
work that year had brought them even closer
together. Yury wrote at length about the
immaculate nature of every conception and
about the greatness of motherhood. At the
beginning all women are mothers of great
men. It isn't their fault if life disappoints them
later.

4. He wrote about art, now it can appeal
to us by its theme, subject, situatlons,
characters etc.

ft6. The diary entries continued. yury
and Tonva went on discussing pushkin.

7&8. Yury wrote that he would like to be
of use as doctor or a farmer, and at the same
time to be at work on something,lasting and
fundamental like writing a work of art or
science. Everyman was bom with a longing
to embrace and experience and express
everything in the world. It was not so much
their privations or their wanderings or their
constantly changing and unsettled lives as
the power in their day of rhetoric, of the
clich6 - All that "dawn of the future,,,
"building a new world", ,,touch bearers of
mankind"- that prevented yury from being
useful as a doctor or a writer. Such thoughti
were third rate, lacking in imagination ind
!enc9 were pompous. yuiy extolled
Pushkin's ideas of honest work, duty and the
common round. He praised the childlike
Russian quality of pushkin and Chekhov,
whom he had come to like best in the whole
of Russian literafure.

9. Yury wrote that one day his brother
Yevgraf dropped in suddenly. He went off
after a fortnight. Yury felt that he had even
more influence than Samdevyatov and that
his work and connections *L.e even more
mysteriours. He promised to make things
easier for them and kept his word true. yu[,
looked upon his half brother, about whom
he knew virtually nothing, as his good
genlus/ rescuer/ resolving all his difficulties.
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At this pOillt Yury′ s diary broke off:he never

took it up agaill.

10 Yt!ry、votlld read aH lllornillg i1l tl■e

・readillg rooln of Jle Yuryatin public library.

The readers、 vere of two killdsi dle n■ alol・ ity

belollged to the local illtelligellce′ 11lostly

vvonlen′ alld tl■ e restヽ vere of nlore huinble

Orl,1lS

l l  Yury realized tllat tlle librarian vvidl

tl■e chrollic cold へヽ√as ⅣlickulLsil1/s sister-111-

law.He lloticed a llew reader.Yury

∬電∬1鯖ぶ点」諄首♭∫T」留:吼
librariall rettlrlled to ller seat llappy′ self―

熙 腑 遺∬ t」RI講 淵 為 掛厳 11:‖

d■ese trivial sigls.Yury ga」 lered how well

Alltipovヽvas klowll al■ d liked in the town.

12. Ytlry resisted the tё lllptatioll of 3oing

社lt肌謙lTよ『朧寧淵蹴富
hilll ill」 le sanle■ Vay as it had affected u■ e

nervous librariall  He read 、vith greater i

C01lCentratioll for all llollr or so. Lara had

憑l:しま∴jttFtti111:鷺服=癬悲
address lvritten o■ her Order slipsヽvhiCh

stuck out behveen tlle page of the books.

13.()1l a cold、やilltry afterlloon at the

tえヨ芦
[li1111!∫ :1111i[ボilli増

階儡驚比鍵鷺dttir:i寵計my
he llad been here for inore than a year.Yury

felt tllat there lvas the sallle care and

harlllony in everytlling she did′ vヽhether it

、vas reading or PhySiCal labollr.

14. Lara lived in a flat belollgil■ g to a

報温股∫認思inttI:鵠灘
樹よよ総獄r長』獣f留留Ittiよ ;

鮒i疑冨iギi蛾飾

hilnsele he llas a grai1l of immortality.Ytlry

どOntinued tllat he was a doomed man and
would colne to a bad end al■ d a tol■ e for d■e

evi11le had done.Revolutionaries lvllo took

dle law ilto tlleir o、 vn hands were horrifying

葵墨11藤|[1鷺il:酢轡謝鰭
穏精飛識∬冊鷺∬モ理

i燎

冊鼈胤腱r躙1掘鶴R刷
he used to be less harsh about tlle re'olution.

1花∬II引ぜ:軍∬議↓畢[ぶ♂点
turlnoil on a world SCale′ that、vas their

l■ative eleinent,tl■ ey were lll■ fitted lvit1lout

警:揮聾糧墨1警苗督
淵鰍 iふ棚翼脳誌留喘

e籠
鳳

attR胞聰∬醐‖∬vぷ群:瞥:i選]
^his.It、vas cloも er tQ heri tl■ ere was a lot 9fit

she ullderstood froln the lnslde.She had seen

15.Lara frankly told Y■ lry tl■at StreL■ ikov

、～
ras indeed her husband P,sha AntiPoV・

i11胤Ir腑織1露」ll踊詣譜Tさ朦
Yuratin and shelled hem.Now he wasin
Sibneria in colnFFland Qf one of their inost

塞亜賞怖il職欝宣
評∬織牌養幕ピ1飢l淵

黙欝 li]補]豊五豊
繊質黎II蝋饉憾
棚電∬戸ul・高ぷ鷲官l』胤ri
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__ 16: Yury was riding home. from yuryatin.
He visited Lara, spenrihe *!trt at her plu.".
He was deceiving Tonya and whit he
conbealed from'herivas becoming giave and
illicit. He worshipped Tonya and valuedher
peace of mind very highly. And yet now he
was offending agairist it himself. He felt guilty.
He cpnsidered. confessing everythirg io
Tonya and never seeing Lara again: When
he explained to Lara.she was uaderstdnding.
He started homeward but suddenly he felt
there was no need to hurry matters. fle. was
once more on his way to Lara, inanticipation
oj a happy meeting with her. Suddenly a
shot fired at close range defeaned him. Three
horsemen blocked hii way. If one of them
was the chief liaison officer
Kammenodvorsky of comrade Forestet- He
told Yury.that the surgeon attached to their
unit had been killed and so they were
conscripting him as a medical worker. If he
failed to oblige, they would shoot him.
3.3.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Nine

This chapter begins"on relaxed pace with
Yury'a entries in his diaries, mostly romantic,
idealistic and nobtre sentiments. His sudden
meeting with Lara complicates matters. We
get a fine exchange of views on the
revolution. The chapters ends rather
dramatically with Yury being conscripted.

Let us move on to the tenth c:hapter.

3.4 Summary of Chapter X
The highway

This chapter consists of seven sections

1.2 There were town villages and Cossack
settlements along the ancient mail roads, the
oldest highway in Siberia. There who lived
a.long highway were like one family. Now
the region was ruled by the Supreme
commander Kolchak, in command of the
white forces. It was Holy Week, the end of
Lent. The decree calling up three more age
groups was put upon the monastery walls
by order of Admiral Kolchak.

3 & 4. It was night of Monty Thursday,
Gahtzina the grocer's wife was iestless. The
mobflisation order posted up that day
affeated her poor silly boy Teiyoshka. The
stormy sadness of her thoughts oppressed
her. Fverything was so depressing and

disheartening. The War had killed off the
flower of Russian's manhood, and now there
w1g ngthing but rotten, good-for-nothing
rubbish left. Things had been wonderful ii

. her father's time vihen they had lived off the
fat of 'the land. Her husband Vlas and his
friends thought they could brihg back those
golden days. She was not hopeful. After
sorne times he hrrned home, sighing bitterly.

5. She went straight to her bedroom, felt
her old pains and half-away through the
prayers, she burst into tears. Her ward

' Ksrlusha woke up and entered the room they
talked for some time.

6. Lidochka, the representative of the
Central Committee was speaking in wearily
and he did not hear the partisan leader asking
him to stop it. The speaker suffered frori
nervous perspiration. The partisan leader
kept interrupting him in the rudest manner
and showed him no respect whatever. It was
hard to believe that young a soldier, a mere
boy, could be in charge of whole armies and
that histnen obeyed him and looked up to
him with veneration, there were a dozen to
fifteen 9th9r people in the room. They
included old workers, veterans of thl
revolution of 1905, like Tiverzin and old
Antipov. They were men in whom
everything alive and human had been driven
out by political conceit. The partisan leader
was Mickultsin's son Liberius. The speaker
was a former member of the co-operative
labour party Kostoyed Amursky who had
revised his political views and joined the
C-o-rnlu1is_t Party. The rtrore the people
talked, the less sense it conveyed.

- 7. A fare well party was being given for
the new recruits conscripted by kolchak.
There was heavy diinking general
pandemonium (confusion) when-a loud
echoing explosion was heard. Vlas
threatened to throttle (strangle) the Judas who
had been chucking hand gernades. The hall
was on fire. The situation developed with
terrifying speed. Half the recruitJ were by
now dead to the world. Most of them, thougir
they were not guilty had run away because
they were drunk and had lost their heads.
Terenty and Goshka and others huddled in
some barn. As they were talking they heard
the searehes mention their nim"s. They
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-wanted the boys dead or alive. Koska told
the bols that her was only one place left for
them to hide and that was the forest.

3.4.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Ten

This chapter begins with the description
of the highway and there-abouts, next we

see the miraculous Power of the young
Liberius; We also see the horrible
consequence of recruiting small boys by the

revolutionaries.

Let us move on to the eleaenth chapter,

which has nine sections.

3.5 Summary of ChaPter Eleven

1. It was almost two years since Yury
had been taken prisoner by the partisans'
Each of his three attempts at escape from
them had ended in capture. He did not suffer

any penalties, but he was playing with fire,

and he did not try again. Liberius, who
favoured him and liked his comPany made

him sleep in his tent. Yury found this
enforced companionship with the partisan
chief irksome.

2. Yury could not make any sense of the

partisans' movements. The struggles and

?ortunes of the Red partisans and the Whites

fluctuate. One bleak afternoon the partisan

camp had come to a small town 
-c11|e$Pazinsk. By chance Yury met Pelagia

Tygunotte who had been his traveling
coirpanlon in the train from Moscow three

y"uti earlier. They moved to ahidden place

ialked. She told him of Vassya, the handsome

boy who had been unjustly conscripted' She

heiself had to leave their village after being

falsely accused of having a love affair with
Vassya, who had settled with her married
sister, Olga Galuzina. It was said that
Vassya's house had been burnt down
Pelagia's brother-in-law Vlas Glazin had
eithei been put in iail or shot, and her nephew
had vanished. Pelagia had a job as a

dishwasher at the very chemist's whose stock

Yury was about to requisition (officially
dem-and). A11 the chemist's defendants
includingherself were faced with ruinby this

measure, but Yury was Powerless to prevent
it. The requisitioned supplies was found to
contain a whole jar of cocaine, to which the

partisan chief had recently become addicted'
As Yury and Pelagia talked, the faces of his

dear ones′ whom he desperately lrllsSed′ rose

宙vidly in his memory.

3. What with tYPhus in winter, and
dysentery in summer as well as an increase

in the number of wounded now that the

fighting had been renewed, Yury was uP to

his eyes in work.

4. According to the Red Cross
International Convention, army medical
personnel ought not to take part in the
military operations of the billigerents (engaged

in wari. But on one occasion he was forced

to break this rule. The Whites were attacking
the Red partisans in an open field in front of
a forest. The Whites were mostly youngsters,

first year sfudents from the universities and

top form schoolboys. Their resPonse to duty
ur th"y understood it filled them with an

ecstatic braverY unnecessary and
provocative. The bullets of the partisans
moved them down. Yury's sympathies were

on the side of these heroic children who were

meeting death. With all his heart he wished

them success. Theybelonged to families, who
were probably akin to him in spirit, in
education, moral discipline and values' He

lay on the grass unarmed, and watched the

fortunes of ihe battle. But after some time he

took the rifle of the telephonists lying at his

side and fired a few shots. At last the whites

ordered a retreat. Yury's assistant Angelar
joined him. Yury examined the telephonist

and found that he was dead. He was
wearing an amulet containing the words of

the ninetieth psalm which was believed to

be a protection against bullets. Leaving the

telepironist Yury went to the youlg white
Guirdsman whom he had shot. Thinking
he had killed him, Yury repented. Fortunately

the boy whose name turned out to be

Seryosha Rantsevich had been saved because

his amulet containing the same words of
ninetieth Psalm had stopped the bullet from
entering his body. With the help and
confidence of Angelar, Yury exchanged the

telephonist's clothes for those of the boy so

as to pass as a recently enlisted ally' He and

Angelar nursed. Seryosha back to health'
Wh"en he was quite well they releasd{l him,
although he did not conceal from them that
he,meint to go back to Kolchak's army and

continue fighting the Reds.
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5. Yury was getting more and more tired

"f 
tI9 Red partisan leader's irksome company

and his idle chatter on being compelled hL
expressed his personal opinion of Mickulitsin
as one of those to whom Russia owed her
recent disorders and disturbahces. Like
Liberius, he was a revolutionary type who
represented the principle of ferment in
Russian life. He continued that though all
the ideas of social betterment and moral
improvement which the revolutionaries
preached were excellent they were far from
being implemented, and the mere talk, had
cost a sea of blood. Yury was not at all sure
if the end justified the means. Above all,
y-h"l he heard people talk about reshaping
life, it made him lose his self-control and he
fell into despair. But the nonchalant (clam
and casual) Liberius was cocksure about
ultimate Red victory. At last yury lost his cool
and said in a most embittered voice that he
hated Liberius and his men, and if he were
kind and generous as he claimed to be, he
told him to let him go back to his wife, his
son and home. Yury was filled with so much
hatred and frustration that he raged in silent
indignation that he would kill iiberius one
duy.
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Cau'91ρ f the trouble′ as for instance in the

and being made 10 anSWer fOr him.hdeed

it was a complex mentality. yury
remembered Palykh as a cruel person who
was always for extreme measures, shooting
and punishing and he had always found him
repulsive. Still he offered to take up his case.

7. Preparations for moving out were
being made as the fugitives weie expected
shortly. On an open space outside his tent
Kamennodvgrsky was burning papers. yury
was reminded of Lara. Russia was going
through the October Revolution andYur|
was a prisoner of the partisans.
Absentnrindedly he joined the liaiion officer
who requested him to examine patykh. yury
agreed.

8. On his way to see pambhil, yury was
overcome with fatigue, being the cumulative
effect of several nights. He lay down on the
soft rustling leaves. He thought indignantly
that one day he would kill Liberius. Hi heari
a soft muffled conversation which told him
that it was concemed with some secret and
illicit plan. (Jnseen by the conspirators he
listened. He recognised the voiceJof the scum
of the partisans, hangers - on such as
Goshka, Sanka, Koska, TerentyG aluzin,
Zakhar etc. The plotters were negotiating
with envoys from the advanced poJitions of
the enemy. Yury understood that they were
plotting to hand over Liberius to the iVhites
or to kill him; he thought with horror and
indignation, euite forgetting he had himself
wished his tormentor dead. He wished to
prevent it. However the crime did not take
place; it was forestalled for the conspiracy,
as it turned out, whs known. That-day it
was discovered and the plotters were seized.
Sivobluy had played the role of agent
provocateur (a sort of spy). yury felt even
more disgusted.

? The partisans were getting ready to
welcome their families and soon ufte. wards
to move on. Yury went to see palykh. In the
early days of the revolution, men like pamphil
who needed to encouragement to hate
intellectuals, officers and gentry with a
savage hatred, were regarded by enthusiastic
left-wing intellectuals as a rare find and were
greatly valued. Their inhumanity seemed a
marvel of class consciousness, their barbarism
a model of protetarian firmness and
revolutionary instinct. To yury, this gloomy
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and unsociable giant with his poor interests

and his soullessness, seerned a degenerate, a

man who was not quite sane. Pamphil told
the long story of his life. Pamphil had served

in the i^y,later joined the revolution, and

after that became a partisan in the civil war'
Now that they were losing to the whites, he

was worried stiff of all the torture and
torment his wife and children will have to

undergo. He had killed a lot of intellectuals,
officers and gentry but it had never worried
him. But in the February Revolution in
Kerensky's time near a railway station they

had seni a young fellow, an agitator to talk
them into going back' "Fight on to victory"
had been his slogan. He had got up on a

water butt shouting that slogan; suddenly the

lid turned upside down under him and he

fell right into the water. Pamphil laughed

heartily at the funny sight but the next
moment he killed him. The boy had made

him laugh and he had killed him for a joke,

for nothing, like a fool. He could not get it
out of his mind and that gave him the creeps'

3.5.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Eleven

This chapter depicts Yury's life as a
prisoner of the partisans. His frustration,
despair at being separated from his loved
on"s, his longing to escape and his bitterness

are realisticaily portrayed. We are also made

to see the extreme cruelty of revolutionary
madness. Who is the Youngster whom
Pamhil shot?

It is the young Commissar Glintz [Refer
chapter, fV, Section 10 in Unit]

Let us move on to the twelfth Chapter

3.5 Summary of chaPter Twelve

Iced Rowanberries
This chapter consists of nine sections'

1. The convoY with the Partisans'
families arrived. Among them was Kubarikha,

as solider's wife, who was secretly a witch'
The partisans had moved from Fox's Thicket

to a new carfPing ground, which was
surrounded by dense forest which was in
places impenetrable taiga (eaergreen fores.ts)'
it was here that the death sentence against

eleven ring leaders of the conspiracy and two
orderlies conduemned for distilling Vodkas

was carried out one cold, sullen moming. A
guard of twenty of the most loyal partisans,
itiffened by members of Liberius's bodyguard
brought the condemned men to this spot.

Closing around them in a semi-circle, rifles

in hand, they drove them to the edge of the

arena/ where there was no way out, except

over the precipice (stdep rock). ' The

questioning, long detention and the
degradations they had suffered had removed
all human likeness from the prisoners, and

they were as terrible.ab ghos.ts. 'The sgene.

wai heart-rending. Rzhanitsky, a friend of
Vdovichenko, who like him was an old
anarchist, aimed his rifle at the spy Sivobiuga

but missed it, instead it hit the orderly
Pactikolya in the foot. The two'men nearest

him dragged him on, so that he should not

be trampled by his comrades. Terenty
Galuzin, knelt down, sobbed, screamed and

pleased to the forgiven and let off; he hadn't
iive yet, he wanted to live longer' Some

comrade, hidden in the crowd made a similar
request, others screamed at Sivoblug the

Judas, the Christ-Killer. On the verge of the

grave, Vdoichenko, true to himself as he had

6een throughout his life, spoke loudly and

clearly. He told his condetnned friends not

to humble themselves for these master
craftsmen of the new torture chambers
would never understand them. He exhorted

them to die as martYrs of the world
revolution. Then followed a voiley of shots

moving down and killing the condemned'
The boy Terenty Galuzin, twitched longest

but finally he too laY still.

2. It was winter. Liberius was often
absent, leaving Yury to himself. It was too

late for the paitisans to move anywhere and

they had nowhere to go. This was time of
their worst set backs. The Whites, resolving,
on the eve of their own destruction dealt a
crushing blow at the irregular forest units
once and for all and encircled them and were

pressing them from every side. The deep

iro* made the partisans inaccessible, that
was their main advantage. They sqffered
from shortage of winter-clothing, medihines

and even ineans of transport. Drunkenness

brok'e out again and contributed to the

general demoralisation.
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3. Yury went to see pamphil and his

family. Pamphil's wife and three children
had spent the whole of the past summer in
light on dusty roads; they were terrified by
their experiences, and they lived in
elpectation of new terrors. Pamphil loved his
children to destruction. But with the news
that families were going to be sent since they
were considered bad for discipline, pamphil,s
spirits fell and his creeps came back.

4. Before winter finally set in, the camp
went through a period of disturbances _
anxieties and absurd, illogical events. The
whites had completed the encirclement.
Their generals Vitsyn euadri and Bassalygo
were known far and wide of their harshneis
and unyielding resolution and even their
names were terrifying. As things developed,
the camp command could not keep up with
them and Liberius found his plans turned
upside down.

5. He was in a bad temper as he stood
talking to the trapper Svirid who had been
deeply shocked , by the shooting of
Vdovichenko, whose only crime had teen
that his influence rivaled that of Liberius and
brought dissensio4 into the camp. Svirid
wished he could leave the partGans, but
knew that if he were to do so he would share
Vdovichenko's fate. The weather was
horrible. Svirid was sent to meet the fleeing
women. He had lots to tell Liberius but the
latter was impatient.

5. Yury crossed the highway when he
heard the bold challenging voice ot
Kubarikha. Thinking herself alone, she was
singing softly, as if to herself. In the same
attempt to stop the flow of time a sorrowful
self-restraining spirit found expression in the
old Russian folksong.

- 7. Agatha, Pamphil's wife had brought
her sick cow to Kubarikha. The knot of
curious onlookers who stood at a distance
annoyed the witch. Yury watched her from
the back of the crowd. She did not see him.
What astonished Yury was the change in
Pamphil's wife. She was telling the witch that
the coW did not give any milk and that the
other trouble was her husband. Kubairkha
said he_would lring him back to her. yury
listened spellbound to her- instructions on

witchcra■ .Suddenly IFlemO五es Of Lara came
to him.

- --8 S_uddenly there was distant firing
followed by commotion in the camp. fhui
stood round the bleeding stump o] a man
who was lying on the ground. His right arm
and left leg had been chopped off; the
chopped off hand and leg were tied to his
back with a note that this atrocity was in
reprisal (return) f or similar atrocities
committed by a Red unit - not connected with
the Forest Brotherhood. It was added that
the same treatment would be meted out to
all the partisans unless, by a given date, they
surrendered to Generai Vitsyn,s army corps.
The bleeding man said that he had been put
down on the camp-post and ordered to
clawl; he was urged on by shooting into the
air. With great difficulty the man recounted
the torture meted out by Vitsyn,s men: Boiling
people alive, beating to shreds, putting sali
on wounds, forcing people to eat shit and
vomit and so on. The wretched man cried
out ahd died without finishing his tale.
Pamphil's fear for his family rose to a climax.
In this desperate anguish, he felled his wife
and three children with his razor sharp axe.
It was clear that he was insane. No one was
sorry for him. Everyone avoided him. At
dawn he vanished from the camp fleeing
from himself like a dog with rabies.

- 9. High winter came with grinding
frosts. Yury anxiously waited for news from
home, but in vain. Yury recalled the autumn,
the_ shooting of the rebets, pamphil,s killing
of his wife and children; white and Red
atrocities rivaled each other in savagery,
outrage breeding outrage. He had not (uiie
forgotten the smell of blood yet. The more
and more he asked for information regarding
their families, Liberius evaded it and talked
about the impending victory of the Reds.
Poor Yury filled his mind with memories of
Tonya and Sasha in her arms. In a bid to
escape he took out a pair of skis and took a
run on it. Fortunately he was able to outwit
the sentry and leave the camp.

3.5.1 Critical Comments on Chapter Twelve
This chapter reeks of gore, it is fult of blood

curdling atrocities perpetrated by the
revolutionaries without rhyme or reason.
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-And Yury is alienate, helpless sPectator of
the whole thing.

Let us move on to the thirteenth chapter

3.7 Summary of chaPter Thirteen

Opposite the House of Caryatids

This chapter consists of eighteen sections'

1. In Yuryatin, the Whites had gone,
surrendering the town to the Reds' The

terrors of the war, shelling and bloodshed,
had ceased. There were proclamations
pasted on the wall: anyone found hoarding
?ood would be shot on sight; anyone who
failed to surrender his arms would be

persecuted.

2. Yury had reached Yuryatin earlier but
he was so weak that it had taken him an

houi to reach Merchant Street. He went
towards Lara's house full of expectation,
though he was prepared for the worst
disaplointment. Luckily for him, Lara had

left iliey key of the house, as well as a note'

Someone hid seen Yury near the town and

reported to her. She was Soing straight to

Virykino with Katya. She asked him to wait
for her. The vague, incompleted note
containing no news of his family made Yury
unbearably wounded and sad on theirbehalf'
Withotrt gbit g inside, he went down to read

the various announcements.

3. The unending monotonY and the

endless repetitions of the notices made Yury's
head go round. Only once in his life had this

ut comptomising language and single-
mindedness filled him with enthusiasm' He

wondered how in one short moment of over-

sensitive generosity he had allowed himself
to be enslived for ever. He ironically observed

that it was lucky to be blind like the
revolutionaries. He fainted and fell down'
When he recovered and people helped, he

merely told them that he lived opposite'

4. He went back to Lara's house' He

wanted to have a haircut and shave off his

beard. He remembered that there used to be

a tailor's workshop in Spassky Street; he

decided to borrow a pair of scissors'

5. The shoP was Packed with sewing
women. When Yury knocked on the window
and made signs that he wished to be let in,

not oblige; they took him for a

So he knocked at the back door.
they did
madman.

6. The door was oPened bY a dark,
severe woman. She agreed to oblige Yuryby
giving him a haircut. He bluffed to her that
he had worked for the former union of credit

cooperatives as their traveling inspector and

he had been sent on a inspection tour to
Eastern Siberia where he got stuck. She

adviced him to give up his purpose and
pretend to be a doctor or a teacher' The

people had seen and experienced aI sorts of
ut.o.itiut. She also spoke highly of an

exceptionally kind woman, very sensitive, not
like inyone else, who always stood up for
people. Yura thought she talking about Lara'
^Fro^ 

her conversation and the details she

offered, YurY realized that she was
Mickulitsin's sister-in law, Liberius's aunt, the

one who was a local legend. Yury did not
commit anything. From further details that

she gave, he understood that his family was

now in Moscow.

7. Before settling down to sleep, Yury
decided to clear up the pface a little. Then

he stacked a few logs to put in the bedroom
stove. He found the initials "K.D". on one of
them. "K.D." stood for Kulabish Dale in
Varykino. He immediately inferred that Lara

*ut ir, touch with Sandewyatov and that he

had supplied her. He had always found it
irksome-to accept his help. He thought of
Sandewyatov's free-and-easy way and of
Lara's feminine impulsiveness and felt there

must surely be something between them'
Yury's blind jealously turned from the merest

suppositions into certainty as he watched the

logJ burning. But soon his mind turned to
ur,*iort thoughts about his own family. He

wished the earth would swallow him up for
forgetting his wife and children. Suddenly
he felt alive and unwanted in this bedroom.
He observed that Lara was the representative
of life, its expression. Suddenly he felt that
she was perfect and irreprocable. Tqars of
admiration and repentance filled his eyqs. He
missed Lara unbearably. He drew,,her
crumpled leter from his pocket. She had
written that Yury's people were in $o95ow
and that Tonya had a girl.

8. Yury lay down on the sofa and was

soon fast asleep. He had two bad dreams,
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-ohe after the other. He dreamt that he was

in a room with a glass door, that was locked.
On tfle other side his little son Sasha was
crying'his heart out and begging to be let in,
for he was terrified by a waterfall at the back.

But Yury shut the child out of false sense of
honour and duty to another woman, and not
the child's mother, and who might at any
moment come into the room through another
door. Yury woke up sweating and in tears,

but he dropped off to sleep again. Next he

dreamed of a dark winter morning in some

crowded Moscow street before the
revolution. In a big flat, the hostess Lara
moved swiftly and silently hurrying about

her duties and Yury was following her step

by step, making a nuisance of himself. 'fhe

only form of communication that remained
between them was her inimitable canelide
laughter in reply to his muttering. Yury
wondered how distant, cold and
compellingly attractive was the woman to
whom he had sacrificed all he had.

9. Together with his weeping soul, Yury
too wept and grieved for himself. He felt he

was ill. Once he thought he hears voices near

him and was teirified, imagining that he was

going mad. Crying with self-pity he
iomplained that heaven had abandoned
him. Suddenly he realized that he was
neither dreaming nor delirious but he was

lyiog, washed and in a clean shirt orr a freshly
made bed and Lara was sitting beside him.
Weeping, he fainted with joY.

10. Under Lara's care YurY soon
recovered. They talked seriously about great
matters; they loved each other greatly.

11. Lara said that she certainly wanted
Yury to go back to his family; but the traveling
conditions were too difficult and Yury was

extremely weak. So she advised him to take

up a job, perhaps l'ris own profession for a

while. As he was a fugitive from the
partisans it would be dangerous for him to
be'unemployed. She herself would go back
toiteaching. As such she was living on a

vpl'Cdno; all because of her Strelnikov who
hadla lot of enemies. Lara had great regard
fdi-husband. In her view he was outstanding
and had a wonderful upright shinning
personality as well as immense integrity. She

was nothing in comparison with him. That

is where her fault laY.

1,2. To Yury's question Lara replied that
she and her daughter KatYa had been
cleaning up Yury's house thinking he might
want to go there. Yury's daughter was called
Iv4asha. Lara spoke about the horrible role
Komarovsky had plaYed in her life.
Something had broken in her life for she had
been forced to discover life and see it from
the very worst side, a cheap distorted version
of it - through the eyes of that elderly,
immoral rogue. It was because of his
intrution in to her life that later on when she

married a man who was reallY big and
remarkable and who loved her and whom
she loved, her marriage was destroyed. Yury
recognised the man as the immoral Moscow
lawyer who had made his father, a

millionaire industrialist drink, got his
business into a muddle, brought him to the

point of bankruptcy and drove the elderly
Zhivago to end his life by falling from the

train. Lara made it clear to Yury that though
she was indebted to Samdevyatov for his
showers of kindness, there was nothing
beyond friendship between them. Yury
asserted that he loved Lara beyond mind or
memory or measure, to the point of jealously.

L3. Yury asked Lara to speak about her
husband. Lara said that she, Pasha and
Galiullin had grown up almost in the same

house. Though the son of an ordinary signal
man, by sheer brains and hard work, he had
reached the summit of present-day academic
learnrng in two subjects - classics and
mathematics. Lara was impressed by his
purity, his manly, straight-forward
iharacter, yet she realized that Pasha had
handed himself over to something lofty but
deadening and pitiless, which would not
spare him in the end. Speaking about the

evil effects of the Revolution, she observed
that everything established, settled,
everything to do with home and order and
the common round, had crurnbled into dust
and been kept away in the general upheaval
and reorganization of the whole of society.
All that was left was the bare, shivering
human soul, stripped to the last shred,
reaching out to its nearest neighbour as cold
and lonely as itseff. Lara considered Yury and

―
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herself as tyPical representatives Of the

Russian PrediCament: They were the last
remembrance Of all that inllneasurable
greatness which had been created in the
WOrl■ in the past thousand years′ and it was

量器 蔦∬′■獣鮒龍::躍躍I
one another.

14. Lara was extremely emotional.she
first said that if strelnikOv became Pasha

agal,′ if tillne turned back′ she wOuld

凛 撫 織 鵠

『

選Twtti鮪 電∬
but she cOntradicted herself at Once.She then

蹴ill∴F響1鮒 :をよ
r犠

翼1:
revolution PeoPle liVed in Fe19tiVe peace and

SeCuFity.Murder,hOppened in PlayS′ news
PaperS and detectile stOries. Suddenly there
was the jump frOm this calm′ innOcent′
measuttd way Of living to blood aid tears′

鷺‖親ltti囲1規黒i驚轟ri:糧
begiming of disintegration′ everythingbegan
to break dOWn at once― train and f00d
supplies′ the foundatiOns of h6me life and
conscious lnOral standards. It was then that

r鯖轟′li乳肝寝IF:1『Lttξ職
the 16ss of faith in the value of personal

OPinlon.People started living by other
people′ s nOtiOns which were being crarrmed

down everybody′ s throat. The terrible
rnistakё Pasha made was tO llnistake the
showly′ artificial fOrfed sPirit Of the time for

a private and dOmestic One.He wentto war

because he imagil■ed hilnself to be a burden

to them′  sO that v、re shOuld be free Of hiln.

That was the beginnilg of all his lnadness.It

離SttFl獣
蹴1甜稲乳躍

tL穏

death. Lara wished she could save hiln.
Yury observed that her love for her husband

WaS Pure and strong and said he would not
stand jealol   in the way of herlove.

場彙謄鷲藍鱗塑[鮮:

imposed on his thought by his duty to his
family and the pain of his broken faith. But
he suffered a sorrow and a torment which
was iike an unhealed and frequently
reopened wound.

their regime.He was sick and tired 6fit.For

he was not good at that sOrt Of wOrk. Lara

撫 le鑢よ計 :首∬語i譲1鷺∫蹴 鷺 窯

T詳&野謂tr淵壺』liefTWl:」
revolutionary tribunal. Lara feared that both

縦彙考減撫ili轟
p

Tlle sequel to this 90nversation t00k PlaCё

very soon.It Acache(た ,カカg′ιαει)Of arms
as found in a certain widOw′ s house and a
counter―revol,tiOnary plot was uncovered′

many peOPle Were arrested and the wave of
searches and arrests cOntinued.After

鯖驚lttlil:&現1燎鯖鶯農″魔
happy to leave Katya with silna Tunstreva

to be brOught uP.

17. Lara had a visitOr′ Sillna.Their
conversation was more like a lecture
delivered by Silna and so Yury leftthe r00n■ ′
lay On the sofa in the next room.

18.Yury had come hOme tired from the
station.Although the listened to Sima′ s
reflectiOns through a haze′ he realized that

TOnya more than five months agO.she had

整塾:讐∬墨蠣侵鋼i

l鼻胤 思 F撃 嶽 翼 lRttl障 ぶ
she wrOte that the whole trouble was that
she 10ved hiln and that he did■ Ot 10ve her.

-Eulopean 
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-Even if it had been the other way round, she

would have been careful to hide the fact that
she did not love him because not to love was
like murder. Sasha missed his fath.er, cried
bitteriy and would not be comforted. Tonya
was grateful for all the help Lara had
rendeied to her especially through her
confinement, she was a good Person, but she

was the exact opposite of Tonya, who was
born to make life simple and to look for
sensible solutions, whereas she was the sort
to complicate and confuse the way. On
reading his wife's letter, Yury involuntarily
cried out and fell down unconscious.

3.7:l Critical Comments on ChaPter
Thirteen

This chapter highlights the life of Yury
with Lara following his escape from the Red

Partisans. It contains a lot of their
philosophies and attitudes to life. What clo

you think about their characters? Do you
feel Lara's love for her husband and Yury's
guilt at having broken faith with Tonya are

fake or genuine? How does Tonya emerge

in this chapter?

Now let us move on to the fourteenth
chapter.

3.8 Summary of Chapter Fourteen

Again Varykino
This chapter consists of eighteen sections.

1. One duy in winter when YurY
returned from the hospital, Lara told him in
a lost, shocked voice that Komarovsky would
come that night to have a word with Yury.
The lawyer had told Lara that she, Pasha and
Yury were in grave danger and that he alone
could save them, if they listened to his advice.
Lara implorcd (begged) Yury to stay with her;
she hated the very idea of being alone with
Komarovsky. The man came at last. Yury,
was rather curst, even angry. The lawyer
warned them that Tiverzin and Antipov, the
local priest to Themis were busy sharpening
their c,laws. He explained at length a great
pert-od of savagery was ahead because the
comrgunists were planning a switch-over to
a rnpre democratic course. Yury and Pasha

were already on the hit list. The lawyers
offered to save them all. Yury was sceptical.

It was getting late, but Komarovsky stayed
on much to the irritation of Yury and Lara
who wanted to talk things overby themselves
and go to bed. At last she lost her temper
almost told him to go out or be put in one of
the other rooms which were full of rats. The
lawyer opted to stay on.

3. Yury observed that Lara was letting
her worries affect her too much. They
considered going to Varykino and lie low tiII
the situation improved. They knew death
was knocking at theirs doors and that their
days were numbered. Without Lara waiting
to tell him Yury told her that he knew she

was pregnant.

4. They left town on a grey morning on
a mare provided by Samdevyatov. They
reached the Zhivagos' house when it was
getting dark. Yury could not see half the

destruction because inside it was dark
already. After some time, they drove on.

5. They reached Mickultsin's house.
Parts of the house were neat. Soon they
settled down to sleep.

6. They made adjustments to make
themselves comfortable.

7. Lara was getting more and more
irritable, for she wondered whether they
were getting anywhere. At last Yury
wondered whether theY could ask
Samdevyatov to keep them there for six
months at his expense on condition he spent
the time writing somethingliterarylike abook
of poems, or a work of translation which
might fetch money. Lara agreed.

8. Yury concentrated to write with a

huppy, relaxed attentiveness. He started
putting down the poems he rememberedbest
such as "Christmas Star" and "Winter
Night". From these old completed Poems/
he went on to comPose a new Poem. Soon
he became inspired. He felt that the main
part of his work was being controlled !y
some power above him.

9. Another day of quiet madness went
by. Yurf felt that he would, inevitably, lose

Lara soon; yet his greatest torment was his
impatience, for the night his longing so !o
express his anguish that others should weeP.

At night he resumed his writing.
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10. It was the thirteenth day of their stay
at Varykino. As on previous nights, the
wolves had again howled at night and Lara
had firmly resolved to go. Yury did not
argue. A little later she suddenly hesitated
and began to cry. She wanted to stay on for
one more night.

11. When he returned home the next day,
Yury heard Komarovsky talking to Lara, who
was upset and crying; he was saying
something to the effect that Yury was not to
be trusted as he was "serving two masters,,.
He had once again come to tell them that a
secret train would take them to the East and
they would be safe. Yury was not willing.
The lawyer wanted to have a word with ttre
adamant doctor.

12. Komarovsky told Yury secretly that
Strelnikov had been captured, condemned to
death and shot. Lara was to to be told. yury
was dazed and overwhelmed especially
because he knew the lives of Lara and Katya
were now in danger. For her sake he decided
to pretend to catch up with them later. He
was adamant that he would not go with
them.

13. Yury felt he had cheatedLara, given
her away and he raved bitterly. He bade her
a final farewell in his heart. He went into
the house. He thought of going back to
Moscow.

1.4. Yury was going out of his mind.
Never had his life been so strange. He
neglected both himself and the house. He
drank vodka and wrote about Lara. A host
of reflections on the life of an individual and
of society darted into his mind.
Samdevyatov came to see him. He promised
to take Yury away from Varykino for good.
Yury started getting hallucinalons too.

15. A couple of days later yury decided
that he must be sensible if he wished to kill
himself and find a quicker and less painful
method. He promised himself to leave as
soon as Samdevyatov came for him. A little
before dusk, someone was calmly
approaching the house with a firm, easy step.
After racking his brains he recognizea ttre
visitor to be Strelnikov!

- 1.6. They had been talking for hours.
Strelnikov wanted to avoid being alone, so

he talked on ceaselessly. He was evidently
keeping to himself some important secret that
burdened him. It was the disease of the
revolutionary age that no one had a clear
conscience. Now he spoke incoherently
jumping from confession to confession. He
spoke of Terenty Galuzin who survived and
crawled out from a pile of dead bodies, he
later on betrayed Strelnikov by letting the
local Cheka about the latter's hideout, hopi^g
that would help to rescue his mother-.
Strelnikov suddenly switched to the
Revolution.

17. Strelnikov warned Yury that if he
valued his life, he ought to leave Varykino at
once. He spoke at length of his love for Lara,
and he was surprised when yury told him
how she in fum loved him more than anyone
else in the world.

L8. Yury slept soundly. The next
morning he discovered Strelnikov,s body
near the door. He had shot himself.

3.8.1 Critical Comments on chapter
Fourteen

This chapter highlights the plans of yury
and Lara to escape as well as the intrusion
of (omarovsky and the final separation of
the lovers. Strelnikov's unexpected
appearance as well as his suicide add to the
drama of the action.

Let us pass on to the next chapter.

3.9 Summary of Chapter Fifteen
Conclusion

This chapter consists of seventeen sections.

t &, 2 During the remaining eight or ten
years of his life, Zhivago gradually lost his
knowledge and skill as a doctor and a writer,
falling into a state of indifference and
depression. His heart disease, which he had
himself diagnosed, developed to an advanced
stage. He came to Moscow at the beginning
of NEP, the most false and ambiguous of a[
Soviet periods. A good looking young
peasant boy accompanied him wherever he
went. Yury had made the last stage of his
joumey by train. Looking at the havoc 4nd
destruction, he felt God-dwelt in the woodi
and Satan was lurking in the fields.

3. At this point, Yury came to a
deserted, burn - out village. In one burnt
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-house, he happened to meet Vassya Brykin
whom he had earlier met in the train from
Moscow, Vassya's mother had drowned
herself thinking her son dead; his sisters were
in some orphanage. He went on to Moscow
with Yury and on the way told him of many
terrible happenings.

4. Vassya spoke about how Aunt PolYa
had been harassed by one Rotten Kharlam;
about the murder of a widow who had
burned her surplus potatoes; how he was
unjustly put in jail and how he had escaped.

5. Yury and Vassya arrived in Moscow
in'1,922. Trade prospered within certain
narrow limits. Yury helped Vassya to
specialize in printing, binding and book
design by getting him into what has been the
Stronganor Institute. As part of his practical
work at the Institute, Vassya printed in small
editions booklets containing Yury's
philosophy of life, his poems etc., they
contained controversial opinions. The
booklets sold easily and were much
appreciated by their readers. Yury acted as

medical consultant to a number of
institutions which sprang uP. For a long
time, he and Vassya remained friends, but
gradually their friendship cooled, for Vassya
had developed remarkbley. Yrry moved to
a corner of Sventisky's flat which the all-
powerful Markel had set aside for him. He
gave up medicine, neglected himself and
lived in great poverty.

6. Yury had to bother the Markets for
water. When he came in for the fifth or sixth
time, Market frowned. Moreover he
criticized him for deserting his family.
However Markel's daughter Marina liked
Yury a lot and soon shebecame his third wife,
and a devoted one too. They had children.
One day Yury saw a tenant reading with
concentration one of his booklets printed by
Vassya.

7. Marina and Yury had two daughters
Kapka and Klazhnka, and Gordon lived
ndarby. It was 1929. Both Gordon and
Diidorov moved in good university circles,
spending their time among good books and
tHlnkers. Yury felt that they were
desperately commonplace but he said
nothing. Dudorov had recently come back

form his first term of deportation. His feelings
and state of mind in exile, as he spoke about
them, impressed Gordon, but his hackneyed,
pious platitudes exasperated Yury. However
he told Nicky that he found it painful to listen
to him when he said how he had been
reeducated and had grown-up in jail. Misha
asked him to get things straight with Tonya
and Marina. Yury hoped everything would
get right. He had news that his children were
doing well in France; he hoped Tonya would
have found someone else. Fearing an attack
of asthma he left abruptly. The next
morning Marina c€une running to Gordon to
say that Yury had not returned.

8. For two days Gordon and Dudorov
searched for Yury. On the third day letters
from Yury came by different parts to Gordon,
Dudorov and Marina. In brief, Yury
expressed deep regret for having troubled
them and implored them not to search for
him. He wanted some time to rebuild his life
as completely and rapidly as possible and
after that he would return to Marina and the
children. He sent a huge amount for Marina
so that she could hire a nanny for her baby
girl and go back to her job. Though upset,
Marina accepted her lot. They could find no
trace of Yrry.

9. Yet all the time Yury had been living
very close to them. That day after leaving
Gordon, Yury had met his half brother
Yevgraf by chance. After gathering the gist
of all his troubles, Yevgraf had suggested that
Yurv should disappear and go into hiding
for some time. Yevgraf took a room for him
in Kamerger Street. He look steps to get him
a good post in a hospital with plenty of
opportunities for continuing his research
work. He supplied him with money and
helped him in every way. As usual, his help
put a new heart into Yury, and as usual the
source of his power remained a mystery.
Yury did not even try to guess at it.

10 & l.L Luckily for Yury, Yevgraf's
negotiations with the hospital were dragging
on and so he wrote happily on. He was in a
hurry. The articles and poems were all on
the same theme, the Town.

1.2. It wis Yury's first day at Bolkin
Hospital. Yury took a train to get to the place.

- 
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On the way he felt sick and faint. Soon he
breathed his last.

13 & 1,4 Yury was cremated. Yevgraf
and Lara were present. They did not compete
in sorrow with Marina or claim any closer
tie with the deceased than the others. Their
composure was remarkable. Yevgraf
implored Lara not to vanish after the
cremation without leaving her address. He
would require her help in sorting out his
brother's papers. Lara was totally upset and
highly emotional. One had died, the other
killed himself and the vulgar scarecrow
Komarovsky whom she had tried to kill and
missed, had turned her life into a chain of
crimes beyond her knowing. She was
worried about Katya's future unnoticed by
€ulyone, and with terrible sorrow she made
three broad signs of the cross over Yury's
body and kissed it.

15. Her restrained sobs burst from her;
she was filled with the thoughts of the free,
lofty love that she and Yury had shared.

15. She went on speaking and weeping
and tormenting herself when she realized
that the room had been crowded. The coffin
was taken away.

17. Lara stayed several days in Kamerger
Street. She told Yevgraf an important fact.
One day Lara went out and did not come
back. She must have been arrested in the
street, and she died or vanished somewhere,
forgotten as a nameless number on a list
somewhere.

3.9.1 Critical Comments on Chapter 15

This chapter brings the story of both Dr.
Zhivago and Lara to an end. Yevgraf's role
in the huryran action has only begun to
surface. Yet many loose strands remain.
What are your impressions of Yury and Lara
at this point? Do you sympathies with them,
or do you think they got everything messed
up and complicated?

Let us wind up with the Epilogue.

3.10 Summary of Chapter Sixteen

Epilogue
This chapter consists of five sections.

1 & 2 Gordon had been recently promoted
as lieutenant and Nicky had become Major

S“οο′●/Dおね″ε′E′ッ
“
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pudorov.It was 1943 and they were

器T私驚 lぎ蹴盤ytr糧訛 :、

They talked softly.BOth of thenl had been

evidently sentenced for politisal crimes and.

they were talking about their experiences.

Dudorov sPOke Of hil fiancё  Christina
Orlestova who hao′ by a miracle Of cOurage
and ingenuity′ got hside the cerman lines
and blew it uP′ and taken alive,nd hanged.

lJt WaS Said that the church had canonized
her.Yevgraf had becn going round the
district collecting info...lation about her.He

referred to Tanya the laundry girl′ a friend

of Christina.Tanya resembled Yury′ sheルvas

a waif of fatherless child.

3.  Sometirne later GordOn and Dudorov
were in the town of Karachew which had
been razed to grOund. Tanya was vvatching
the regllnental laundry entrusted to her care

conscientiously.She said that NIIttor Ceneral

Zhivago(Yevgraf)hinLSelf had spoken tO her

the previous day. She did not lvant to tell

him that she was bzrprizon■ aya(a home less
orphan).He Offered be hcr uncle and have
her educated. Gordon asked what she had
told the general′ so Tanya told theln her
terrible story.           :

Ыra′ 詰 監 irT:撫 譜 l胤 席 ¶ :

wife of a Russian cabinet llninister′ but
Komarov was not her real father.ツ Vhen the
Reds lnOved up tO the chief tOwn Of the
whites′ the minister put her and all their

family in a special train. Tanya vvas born

during this separation′ though the minister
did not knOw. 〕/10reover′ he hated children

So Tanya was entruSted tO Nllarfa the signal

woman and her husband Vassya. Tanya
learnt all‐ s9rls Of WOr、 1lke SPinningノ
SWeePing′ cookilag and so on.Once a terrible

dark stranger came to exPortthe rnoney Aunt

Marfa had got by selling● eir cOW・ ■is led

to the death 6f little Pet,aノ Aunt hllarfa′ s

daughter.Tanya escaped frOm there: After
hearing her story Gordon and Dudovov
guessed whO Tanya was. She was the
daughter of Yury and Lara.Yevgrtt would
look after her.                :,)Il i

5.On a quiet summer evとAぶ慧 in

Moscow′ five Or ten years later′ (3ordon and
Dudorov were sitting and talking.They were

-European 
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leafing through a book of Yury's writings
which Yegraf had complied, a book they had
read more than once and almost knew by
heart. Lr spite of everything, they reflected
that although the enlightenment and
liberation which had been expected to come
after the war had not come with victory, a

presage (o men, prediction) of freedom was
in the air throughout those post-war years
and it was their only historical meaning. To
the two aging friends it seemed that this
freedom of the spirit was there, that they had
entered that future, and would from then on

4.0 0bieCtiVe

Atthe end Ofthis unit′ you should be able

to:

i) Attempt a critical appreciation of
ZhivagO′ s Poerrls.

五) Understand the variouS aspects of
3oris Pastemak′ s DOε′Or Z力 jυ′gο′and

面)Make an Overall estimate ofthe novel
and the author.

4.l lntroduction

Before you begu■ to read this lUnit′ it is

lmperative that you revise and assimilate the

matter given in the previous units. If you do

so′ you will be able to fOrm your own
ilnPressions of the novel′ its characters′ its

laCkground and atmosPhere′ its mode of

narration and so on. Then/when you read
this unit′ you wiu be able to appreciate the

several aspects of Dοε′ο′Z力 iυαgο .

4.2 Zhivago Poems and Pastemak′ s Poetic

skin

There are in all twenty four poers. We

wi■ begh by bdefly analyzhg■e■eme of

ёach。

1)HalILlet:This httle poenl presents the

pFediCament of]IaΠllet′ the lonely man
facing life′ who agrees to play his Part in the

draILa Of hfe whose order ls Planned and the

請 き i誤霞 堰 贈 I鍬■ 盤 ζ

′

鷺 部 :yOuF

2)March:This Prepents a descriPtive
picture of the sweltering heat of the Sull in

be a part of it. And it seeried that the book
in their hands knew what they were feeling
and gave them its support and confirmation.

3.10.1 Critical Comments on Chapter
Sixteen

The last chapter of the novel ties up the
remaining loose strand. Tanya the daughter
of Yury and Lara is to be protected by
Yevgraf. The novel concludes on an
optimistic note.

Read the study material and absorb the
important ideas and essential points.

summer, which melts the snow; there is
frenzied activity, all around. "The culprit and
the life giver is the dung with its smell of fresh
air."

3) In Holy Week : This is a beautiful lyric
celebrating the Passion week, Christ's
sacrifice and redemption; "Death can be
vanquished through the travail of the
Resurrection" , at the end of the poem/ as weil
as "God is being buried" are powerful lines.

4) White Night : This iyric presents a

nostalgic description of a beautiful girl,
daughter of a small landowner = the
description is highly romantic and
picturesque.

5) Spring Flood : This is a dramatic
description of a weary horseman the
legendary Robber - Nightingale riding
towards a solitary Urals farm.

5) Explanation : This is a powerful Poem
on the Manage Square where there was street
fighting during the revolution. The tone
throughout is ironic. The poet urges the
people not to cry; women are crucified in the
attic; he is indifferent. "we are high-tension
cables" is a powerful metaphor.

7) Summer in Town : This is a short but
very effective description of a sudden night
shower in summer accompanied by "fingers
of lightening" and "brief thunder" which
"echoes sharply" and. the blossoming lime
trees frowning for lack of sleep!

UNIT 4

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO:A CRITICAL STUDY
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8) The Wind: In the howling of the wind,

the poet in the guise of a parent sees an
attempt to find "you" (the child) out of its
grief, the words of a lullaby! The first line.
"This is the end of me, but you live on" is
effective.

9) Intoxication : A short romantic piece.
' 10) Indian Summer : Though a
description of summer time activities, there
is a nostalgic sense of loss over the fallentrees
ih the previous autumn; the language is
highly alliterative.

11) The Wedding Party: This begins as a
descriptive poem and gradually becomes
philosophical; life itself is only an instant, the
dissolving of ourselves in all others, as though
in gift to them.

12) Autumn : This is a significant poem,
for it echoes Zhivago's mental conflict in a
veiled manner. The poet has allowed his
family and all his dear one to scatter and a
lifelong loneliness fil1s nature and his heart;
he is alone with his lady love (obviously Lara)
of whom he says, "You are the good gift of
the road to destruction, when life is more
sickening than disease."

13) A Fairy Talse : In a romantic and
gentle manner this poem narrates a
horseman's encounter with a serpent which
had captured a girl, and how, at last, he killed
it and rescued the girl.

14) August: This is a poem replete (filled)
with multiple images.

15) Winter Night : This poem blends the
images of snow falling outside with a candle
on the table burning inside, and is tinged
with Christian symbols like the cross and an
angel.

15) Parting : This poem is a touching
account of the sorrow of man who returns
to his empty house which is fulI of signs of
havoc and he misses his beloved (wife); one
is reminded of Dr. Zhivago's experience or
escaping from the Red partisans and
returning to his empty house with Tonya
away in Moscow.

17) Meeting : In this poem we have a
tender description of the love between the
poet and his belcved

18) Christmas Stars: This is a long poem
which recreates the joumey of the Magi to
witness Infant Christ. All through, the
Christmas star was gazing at the doorway
like a guest.

19) Day break : This poem brings out in a
simple style, the effect of the way on the life
of the ordinary man; how the poet had no
news of is beloved (wife) and how he longs
for ordinary, free pleasures.

20) The Miracle : This poem narrates the
sad plight of a weary traveler when he comes
across a fig tree that was fruitless, arrd hence
comfortless.

21) The Earth : This poem contains a
description of a homely scene in a private
house in Moscow, full of comfort but tinged
with sorrow.

22) Evil Days: This is a powerful poem
describing the events leading to Christ's
crucifixion and . resurrection.

23) Mary Magdalene I, II: These poems
present the repentance and agony of the
Biblical woman at her sinful past and her
faith in Jusus.

24) Gethsemane : This poem also deals
with Christ's crucifixion and resurrection.

25) Fairy Tale : This is a slightly different
translation of the same poem No. L3 This
translation made by Lydia Slater, conveys the
metre of original.

The twenty four poems printed at the end
of the novel Doctor Zhivago are not a mere
appendage as unwary readers have
supposed, but an integral part of Pasternak's
examination into the nature of life and death;
they complete the pattern of meaningby a
final statement on the themes of love, death
and resurrection. Pasternak's technique
throughout reveals the working of a poet's
imagination and a poet's strategy with
imagery and symbol, rather than the logic of
the novelist - one reason, perhaps why the
book conveys an effect of subtlety and
richness. It is a novel filled with luminous
compelling images of the land itself in all
weathers and seasons so that the life of man
remains rooted in the life of nature, not in
systems or institutions. And life, says Yuri
Zhivago, is stroirger than men's efforts to
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control it to their own ends. For him it is the
principle of self renewal. The poems help to
reinforce these ideas.

Pastemak's best work is contained in his
richly suggestive poetry of the twenties when
he had fully absorbed the influence of Blok,
Mayakovsky and the formalists. To
understand his poetry, it is necessary to
rcalize that Pasternak is essentially a

symbolist, who continually employs his own
vision by means of sound, half-meaning and
metaphor. The poetry he published during
the II World War was simpler than his earlier
work. He seemed to want to progress
towards simplicity; and this is apparent in
the poems appended to Doctor Zhiaago
which, according to some critics are better
than the novel itself. He worked on them for
more than twenty years. Pasternak,
conscious of his isolation under the regime
of socialist realism - and of the isqlation that
half-developed meaning imposes upon every
artist - began, from about 1940. To reach
for a clarity and simplicity, his early writing
lacked. There is a new humanity in the
Z}rrivago poemes, a feeling of being caught
up at last in the general movements of the
time-the II World War and the post Stalinist
thaw of 7954-L956. He compromised
nothing. In some of these later poems a

Christian theme emerged- which again
alienated him from Soviet Critics. The new
Pasternak vigorous as ever, but unobscure,
may be seen in the poem entitled "March".

Thus we find that Pastemak's early poetry
is characterized by a musical quality, and
originality of imagery and diction, a

sharpness of vision and an intense poetic
passion. Its main themes are love, nafure and
poetic creation. His descriptions of the
Russian countr/side are esp.ecially
unforgettable. After 1930, his poetr/, shows
a gradual development away from
modernism and experimentation, towards a

simpler, rnore direit, classical style..
Let us proceed [o study some of the salient

aspects of .the novel.
"4.3 A Critical Summary of Doctor Zhiaago" Doctor Zhivago took thq reading public
by storm. \tVhile Pasternak's severe critics and
detractors harshly denorlnced his work.as
traitor's, several intellectuals and scholars.
hailed the.novel as a masterpiece about the

revolution. As the German critic Der Monat
observed: "No novel since War and peace has
grasped so broad and at the same time so
compressed a segment of history." The entire
action of this revolutionary novel is set in
Moscow, the Eastern front and Siberia
during the first four decades of the twentieth
century.

The Story
Ten year old Yury Zhivago, the son of a

wealthy profligate(immoral person) who has
deserted his family, attends his mother's
funeral in the co,mpany of his Uncle Kolya;
they stay that night at a nearby monastery,
and to the boy, waking in the darkness the
snow covered landscape beyond his window
suggests as empty, alien world. Young
Misha Gordon travelling with his father sees
the older Zhivago kill hirnself in a leap from
a moving train. Nicky Dudorov, whose
parents were a Nihilistic terrorist and a

Georgian princess, is being brought up in a

household of Kilogrigov, as philanthropic,
industrialist. After his father, a revolutionary
railway worker, has been exiled to Siberia,
Pasha Antipov is taken in by the Tiverzin
family, also revolutionaries. Amalia Guishar,
the French window of a Russian engineer
arrives in Moscow and opens a dress-making
establishment. Her protector is Victor
Komarovsky, an unscrupulous lawyer, who
eventually succeeds in seducing her daughter
Lara.

.Before long, these lives being to criss-cross.
During their school days, Yury and Misha
live in the home of Alexander Gromeko, a

professor of Agronomy. Their companion is
Tonya, daughter of Groneko and his ailing
wife Annu Ivanovna. Pasha and Nicky take
part in student riots. One night, by chance,
after Madame Guishar has attempted
suicide, Yury sees Lara looking at her
betrayer and guess their secret. Lara
following an unsuccessful attempt to shoot
Komarovsky, becomes a governess in the
Kilogrigov household. Later she marries
Pasha and goes to live with him in a

hamlet(village) beyond the Urals. Yury
.discovers his vocation as a poet, but instead
chooses a career in medicine, hecause he
believes that art is not a vocation. FIe marries
Tonya'and their first child Sasha'is born
shortly before the I world War.
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Du」ng the War/Doctor Zhivag/serves in

a hOSPital unit at the front, Wounded′ he is

nursed by Nurse Lara Antipova′ who is to
becorrle the great love of his life. So he finds

hilnself torn between two women′ both
wholln he loves.  After the October
Revolution′ Zhivago flees with his family to

a village in the Rurals,they settle on the estate

belonging to Tonya′ s grandfather. He is
suddenly seized by a brand of Red Partisans

and forced into service as their doctor during

a campaign of guerrilla warfare.After his

escape he returlls to find that fan■ ily has gone

back to Moscow.He meets Lara and thё y
live together in an abandoned fa赫ouse for

a brief period of a perfect happiness.Then′

about to be arrested′ because they have
becolne politically suspect′ Yury sends her
back to safety with Komarovsky′ who has
become an Official of the new regillne.

Back in NIIoscow′ ZhiVago finds his life

empty and meaningless. I‐ Iis farnily has

found refuge in Paris. He lnarries a younger

woman′ the daughter Of a foriner Porter in

the Gromeko household′ PractiCes lnedicil■ e

land writes a few scientific Papers.In the end′

he is befriё nded by his strange half― brother
iYevgfat an ambiguOus figurewhose relations

with Zhivago remain shadowy and

`ymbohc.After the doctor dies‐
of a heart

attack′ Yevgraf arranges for the publicatiOn

ofa cOllection ofPoelnS′ Yury had composed.
During the IIツVOrld Warノ Yevgraf also
discovers Tonya(the daughter of Yury and
Lara)and PrOVides for her future.

Let us PaSS On to the study ofsome Ofthe

important characters in the novel.

4。4 Characterization in]Dο ctογ Z力 jυag0
Pasternak has shown′   PsyCh01ogical

depth and a thorough grasP of human nature

in delineating his lnen and women.Two
characters wh0 1inger in the reader′ s FrundS

even afterthe novelis laid aside are′ of course′

lYury and Lara.B6th are hfeL like′ full of flesh

‐and blood′ humane and round characters.
a) Yury Zhivago

i連 軍違 ξ視 』腸 ち場

°

翼 l宙 轟 :

his hfё fron■ a ten yさar old bOy till his death
idue tO heart attack as a middle aged man.

^s a b6y′

Yury appeals to us as tender child′

who nusses his mё ther′ suffers alienation and

a serlse of isolation′ but he is highly poetical

and imaginative.
God, religion and
Puritan at heart.

During his student years. Yury reveals
an almost Dostoveskian gift of innocence,
which he never loses, and which makes him
vulnerable in the end; two forces beyond his
power to order or control. This trait is part
of the greater enveloping mystique which, in
the novel, throws over much that is brutal
and sordid- a radiance of goodness and truth.
Yury discovers his vocation as a poet, but
instead chooses a career in medicine, because
he believes that art is not a vocation, any more
than melancholy or cheerfulness is a
profession. For him, most choices are as
simple as that.

The above-mentioned trait can be seen in
Yury's marriage too. On her death bed,
Tonya's mother proclaims that Yury and
Tonya are meant for each other. Though as
he had lived in the same household for years,
it is only now that Yury sees Tonya as a
woman and he marries her. He loves her,
respects her, cherishes her. But at the war-
front, where he is serving in a hospital unit,
he meets Nurse Lara Antipova who nurses
him when he is wounded. She becomes the
great love of his life. Yury now finds himself
married to a wife whom he sincerely
respects and loves, but at the same time
pulled towards Lara by a tide of passion
which sweeps him along into the unsettled
years ahead.

Yury feels guilty about deceiving his wife
and suffers from self-torment, but the
precarious conditions of the war, the cruelty
of the revolution fillhim with desolation and
isolation so that he is not able to control his
impulses. It would be unfair to judge him as
t\e chip of the old block. For while the older
Zhivago is a profligate who had abandoned
his wife and son, Yuryis separated from his
family because of the revolution. When he
escapes from the Red partisans he does try
to contact his family. Thus in a sense Yury is
a character of circumstances.

The Yury-Lara relationship is one of the
most beautiful bonds for it beings the best out
of the two. She is able to. give him the
necessary mental calm and relaxation, so that
he even takes to composing poetry. In spite
of his deep love for her, Yury insists on

Scんο,o/Dお
"″“
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He has strong ideas on
morality. In fact′ he is a
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-sending her to safety under the care of
Komarovsky. The scene of Yury's funeral
which Lara attends, the way she kisses his
body, sheds profuse silent tears and suffers
his death mutely speaks volumes to their
unding bond.

Yury Zhivago is an intellectual, a tender,
emotional, good human being, who
unfortunately cannot bear the barbarity of
the revolution and war. His life depicts the
gradual disintegration of an idealist
intellectual, who had welcomed the
Revolution, but soon became disillusioned by
the chaotic tribulations of the Civil War
period. In the final analysis, he will certainly
remaiir as a lovable person, a victim of
situations beyond his powers of endurance
or control, a character more sinned against
than sinning.
b) Lara

It is difficult to think of Lara out of
connection with the titular hero of
Pasternak's novel Doctor Zhioago. She is the
sort of a girl who is exposed to the harsh
sordid realities of life muchbefore childhood's
joys have been experienced. Losing her
father early in life and having a most
immature mother and an irresponsible
brother, Lara realizes that she has to stand
only on her own feet. Her destruction by the
shady lawyer Komarovsky remains a
permanent blot on her life. The sordid
experience has tarnished her concept of pure
ideal love. It is one factor which breaks off
her marriage to Pasha, who leaves her to join
the revolutionary movement.

However, it remains a fact that Lara is
capable of strong passion and sincere love as
evidenced by her relationship with
Yuri(Refer above topic for details). She is a
capable of suffering a lot, she has great
tenacity and powers of endurance. She is
like some of the characters of Dostoesvsky
great a warrior of life. She is very helpful
and during the Civil War, she helps quite a
lot of people to escape. If Yury's wife Tonya
does not like her, she is justified. However
Lara is a memorable character with a number
of striking qualities.

i Let us consider.Doctor Zhiaago as a
irevolutionary novel.
4.5 Doctor Zhivago as a Novel of the

Revolution
Read the section dealing with the

background of the novel in Unit-l
Like Charles Dicken's ATale Of TwoCities,

Doctor Zhiaago also depicts the horrible
effects of war, revolution and civil war on
the lives of ordinary people. Whole chapters
are devoted to the description of these aspects.
M*y intellectuals and scholars are attracted
by the call of the revolution. Pasha leaves
home and his wife. His father Antipov,
Tiverzin a railway worker and a score of
others join the movement. Normal family life
is disrupted. The revolutionaries cannot see
their families. They, live on acts of utter
cruelty and barbaric violence. Any one
suspected is mutilated and killed without
mercy. A horrible scene is the shooting of a
nur4ber of youngsters who tried to plot
against the Red Partisan leader.

The revolution paralyses normal life.
Thingsbecome scarsce prices shoot up. There
us a scene in which Tonya barters a fine
alrnjrah for a few handfuls of logs. Even Yury
steals a few logs. Families are separated
sometimes forever. The Moscow to which'
Yury returns after the October Revolution is
a city ravaged by riots and disaster. Ordinary
civilians are conscripted by the
revolutionaries. Doctor Zhivago is seized by
the Red partisans during a campaign of
guerilla warf.ate, and forced into service as
their doctor. He is exposed to the worst
scences of barbarity and gruesome killing
and senseless cruelty during the two years
he spends with them. His disillusionment
only increases as days go by. The
revolutionaries who care nothing about
massacre and slaughter of thousands
suddenly become anxious for the safety of
their family. An outstanding instance is the
hard-core revolutionary PLay who, in order
spare them slow tortune and death at the
hands of the enemies, kills his wife and three
children with his axe! Another great scene
of the novel is that in which T,hivago
encounters Pasha for the last time, now
called Stmlnikov (The Shooter); he has been
a feared and hated in flight from Red
authorities who have denounced him like the
others. His suicide after a night of wild
accusations and object confession points
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-eloquently to the revolutionary madness of the
period.

[You may read the previous Units and filI
out the details]

Let us conclude with an overall estimate
of the novel.
4.5 An Overall Estimate of Pasternak and
Doctor Zhiztago

Much against his ordinary background
and his peace loving nature, Boris Pasternak
was forced to appear on the front page news,
thanks to the explosive reaction and furor
caused by his masterpiece Doctor Zhiaago.
The Russian bureaucracy attacked the novel
as it was an indictment of the totalitarian
state. The fact is that Pasternak was a poet-
novelist, not a political pamphleteer.

Doctor Zhivago is a novel powerfully
imagined, deeply concemed with the moral
issues of human conduct and set against the
background of a world falling apart, and
through loneliness and cruelty and fear,
involving a whole society in the common
destruction. It is superb, however, as a
statement of human dignity and of man's
capacity for integrity, faith, courage and
endurance; and it is a work in the great moral
tradition of Turgenev, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky
that the novel has to be judged.

The opening chapters of the novel give an
impression of complexity and spaciousness;
but the early promise ot Tolstoyan richness
and profusion in character and scene is never
fulfilled, for with the outbreak of the war,
the tempo of events quickens abruptly.
Whatever may be said against its narrative
disjointedness, use of coincidences or uneven
development of character, the novel contains
too many deeply moving scenes,
conversations and reflections on life, too
many extraordinarily

Evocative descriptions of the Russian
landscape to be taken as anything but a work
of major interest.

Good as the novel is in its great sense of
life, and in tracing through the particular
incidents of particular lives the special terror
which is history's contribution to our century
it gains added vigour fron its deep roots in
the Christian tradition. The purity of
Fasternak's religious feeling, uncomplicated
by .sect or dogma, is. withou.t the self-
consciousness that most Western writers
display in dealing with matter of religion. The

crucifixion and Resurrettion are in his view
part of an ever-rene wing miracle. All
scientific discoveries and creations in art are
spiritual, based on the two ideas of modern
man-those of freedom of spirit and sacrifice.

To conclude, Doctor Zhiaago is a novel of
honesty and passion, not a work of
abstraction, set within a frame of historical
reference. At the same time, it is not a fiction
of profound psychological depth, not a

massive fable or epic. Its meaning and
relevance are of a different order. Boris
pasternak has looked at the history of his own
time with what Henry James called "the
imagination of disaster". Out of the poetic
apprehension and the knowledge so gained,
he has spoken to the conscience of the world.
And the world has listened to his testimony,
concerning the moral condition of modern
man in the sweep of history. That is the
important thing.

Please read the study materials given in
all the four Units. You may utilise them
properly to write essays. Do not mistake the
study material for prepared essay.
4.7 Questions Based on Doctor Zhivago
1. "Doctor Z}":tivago is deeply concemed with

the moral issue'of human conduct and is
set against the background of a world
falling apart."

2. Explain the validity of the statement.

(Hints: The Revolution-its aims-atrocites
and impact on life of individual-Yury's
predicament-attitude to Revolution -
disillusionment -torn between Tonya and
Lara-his torment-death and resurrection-
freedom of spirit-triumph of love and
man's integrity)

3. "Boris Pasternak affirms in Russia's
greatest novel since the Revolution that not
even cofiununism can destroy his peoples'
hopes and Humanity".-Discuss.
(Hints: Refer to portions on the Revolution
in all the four Units-inhuman, cruel, life-
sapping-yet characters like Yury and Lara
manage to retain humanity compassion,
faith and integrity to the end- explain )

4. The role of Lara in.Doctor Zhivago.
Study Materials prepared by:

Prof. V.Uma, M.A.M.Phil.
Department of English

Mercy College,
Palakkad.
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UNIT XH

ZORBA THE GREEK

1. Obiectives

At the end of this Llnit, youshould be able
to:

(i) become familiar with modern
Greek fictional literature:

(ii) have an idea of Nikos Kazantzakis:
and

(iii) appreciate his novel Zorba the
Greek.

Let us begin with a brief survey of modern
Greek fiction.

1.1 Modern Greek literature (fiction) - a
brief introduction

The literature of modern Greece consists
almost entirely of poetry. There is no major
prose writer. To an educated Greek, poetry
is a natural response to experience. However
a few novelists adorn modern Greek
literature; one of them is Nikos Kazantzakis
Let us study something about him.

1.2 Nikos Kazantzakis: Life and
Achievements

Nikos Kazantzakis (1883-1957) was a Greek
novelist, poet, dramatist and traveller. He
was born at Herakleion in Crete. He was
educated there and in Naxos. Later he
studied at Athens (1902-06) and Paris (1907-
09). He grew up amidst the bloody uprisings
of the Cretans against Ottoman rule and for
a time, his family moved to the island of
Naxos where he attended a French school
run by Catholic friars. He later studied law
at Athens. His first writings included
numerous philosophical and literary essays,
and translations of foreign works, mostly
French and German. He wrote plays,travel
books, poems and several novels. A restless
man with an insatiable curiosity and avidity
for experience, he traveled 

-widely 
and

incessantly in Europe, Asia and the Far East.
His travel books, characterised by a romantic
and intuitive grasp of people and landscapes,

are notable. Thephilosophers BERGSON and
NIETZSCHE were early influences, and
religious problems always held a fascination
for him. His intellectual explorations were
equally wide: besides Bergson and Nietzsche
they include Darwin, Dante (whose Diaine
Comedy he translated very sensitively into
Greek), Cervantes, Homer, Karl Marx, Lenin,
Christianity, Buddhism etc.

Though he has claims to be treated
primarily as a poet, it is in his prose that
Kazantzakis might live, for a while yet. His
work is undoubtedly 'magnificent', but he
meant it to be so; his grandiose vitiates it. It
is not his confusion between Bergsonian
vitalism and Neitzschean despair that causes
suspicion, for that is a familiar enough
conflict in our century; but it is his restless
pretensions to a greatness that his writings
never earn. His monumental epic "The
Odyssey (tr. 1959) consisting of 33,333 lines
takes up the story, though transferring it to
modern times, where Homer left off.
Unfortuna tely, Kazantzakis misjudged his
age, and tried to achieve a sort of greatness
that it could not accommodate. But he was
a noble minded man, who moved excitedly
from influence to influence absorbing the
nature of virtually every major teaching the
world has known.

Kazarrtzakis's major novels, written after
the II world War, and later in life, attained
international fame. They are marked by a
flamboyance in the treatment of heroes and
situations and a great but uncontrolled
energy. They have been widely translated
and successful too. He is of course famous
for the crude, near Kitsch (pretentious,
vulgar) but vital and evocative novels of his
later life: Zorba The Greek (L946, tr. 1952)
which was tumed into a popular film Christ
Recrucified (1,954), The Life and Manners of
Alexis Zorbas, The Last Temptation and so on.
Anafora Ston Greco was a posthumous
autobiographical novel.
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-Kazantzakis spent the last decade of his
life in Antibes. He died in Germany on the
way back from a iourney to China of
leukemia, a month after he lost the Nobel
Prize to Albert Camus by one vote. He was a

fierce fighter all his life for the demotic
(colloquial, vulgar) and his undoubtedly
profound vulgarity is to some extent
compensated by his vigour. Kazantzakis is
a writer who must be taken or left. He could
not offer anything substantial to explain his
tragic optimism and was in reality a second
rate thinker. He has no depth; the central
ideology of all his work, that matter must be
transformed continuously into spirit is
meaningless in the face of the sheer physicai
gusto of his novels. (Martin Seymour Smith).

Let us pass on to a critical sununary of the
novel.

1.3 Critical Summary of.Zorba The Greek

Zorba the Greek is set in Crete, a Greek
island on the Mediterranean, in the present
times. The main characters who people the
novel are as follows:

(i)ZORBA a Greek miner, a
man of great
physical vigour and
lusty appetites.

Called Boss Zorba's
employer and
friend.

an ageing
courtesan.

the narrator's close
friend.

(ii)THE NARRATOR

(inil MADAME HORttNSE

(市)釘Aゆ 照

The story of Zorba the Greeks is that of life
against death. The central figurg is Zorba, a

miner of about sixty who refuses to let age
and approaching death keep him from the
celebration of being alive. Zorba is employed
by a man who is an intellectual in spite of
himself, a man bound to the contemplation
of books and landscapes, and cut off from
the traditional snares of wine, women and
song. Zorba The Greek is about the conversion
of this man; it is the story of the passion for
life raised by the old man in the spirit of the
younger. These are the circumstances of the
narrative: The Narrator whose entire life has
been bound up with the rather sterile

worship of ideas, decides to go into business
on the island of Crete. To this purpose, he
rents a strip of land, assembles equipment,
and forms a mining company. To supervise
the miners, the brings with him Zorba, a man
of immense physical presence and
corresponding physical appetites. The
Narrator is reserved, intellectual,
introspective. Zorba is barbarous
(uncivilized) and noisy, a lover of wine and
a chaser of women. Their encounters and
misadventures on the island of Crete form
the substance of the book.

Upon their arrival on Crete, the two men
find an ageing woman cast ashore by
whatever fates determine the careers of
broken down courtesans. She is a woman
who has known a great ideal of pleasure,
even something of love. In her youth she had
been the mistress of admirals and princes and
a good many other rich men besides. She is
about to invest her old age in the repentant
contemplation of her past when Zorba arrives
to bring her back to life. He proves that even
though they are at the end of their colourful
life-spans, there is a great deal of life left in
both of them. Zorba and Madame Hortense
set up amdnage a deux (anartificial household)
and the narrator to whose age such a

attachments are more natural, becomes the
amused witness of their late passion.

As for the narrator himself, he is deeply
stirred, but not by love. The idea of love has
the power to move him, as does the sight of
birds, the memory of lines of Dante, the
thoughts of this platonic attachment to a

departed friend. But he shrinks from real
physical attachment; it is only with an effort
that he brings himself to understand why
Zorba delights in eating and drinking too
much. He sings the praises of Dante on the
island of Crete, surely a case of doing the right
thing at the wrong time. For, the island of
Crete is a fertile island in the symbolic relation
of Kazxftzakis. The island is a place where
vines grow in abundance. Wines flow easily,
it is likened to blood, and drinking wine is
compared to a feast of cannibals, (savages),
The island is a place of olives and grain,
growing lushly (very well) out of the earth
under hot Libyan winds. And it is pre-
eminently a place of passion whose rulers are
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the young womiu:t of the countryside. All of
these, the Narrator tries desperately to avoid
until he undergoes a ceremonial baptism in
all of them

He is first awakened to life by the musings
of Madame Hortense who revels in her
immoral but fascinating stories about the
motives that make men both sinful and
magnificent. Her rhapsodies (enthusiastic
accounts) over her past lovers seem at first
merely amusing - she goes on forever over
their curly, silky, dark perfumed beards -
until the narrator becornes aware of the
power of life behind her experiences. He
realises that what has kept her, life alive,
indeed what has redeemed the nature of her
life is her capacity to take the deepest pleasure
from the memory of love. And he sees this
same capacity operating in Zorba who
refuses to let his age stand between him and
life. It is the great failing of Zorba, and
perhaps his strength, as he admits, that the
older he grows the less he is able to control
his desires.

Gradually, the story of Zorba's life comes
out. He has been married and he has been
free. He has been at times a father and a lover,
a man of property and a beggar. Yet he is
perhaps, by definition, a man who is
completely free. \Mhen he likes something,
he stays with it; when he grows tired, he
moves on to some other experience. He does
so not out of a decadent sense of pleasure
but because he is convinced hat this is the
way of all living things. Zorba, in short is an
animal and he is astute (clever) enough to
recognize this fact and not to wish he were
something else. He lives without ordinary
morals, because that is his nature. Gradually,
the narrator comes to realize that his simple
and primitive existence hold the key to a real
truth for whenever he attempts to argue with
Zorba the issue is reduced to realities and he
loses. Hunger, Zorba shows him, can only
be appeased (satisfied) by eating, even if the
food belongs to someone else. Women, Zorba
explains, can only be understood by their use
and their desires, even if they are married to
somebody else. The cardinal sin, in fact is to
disappoint a woman who is ready for love,
for this denies the whole purpose of her
creation.

This theology may be too primitive for the
mainland but it is appropriate to Crete. The
Gods have abandoned Crete, and their
representatives, the monks in the monastery
nearby, encourage no faith in their beliefs.
When the narrator approaches them to
confront the earthiness of Zorba with
disinterested wisdom, he finds that they too
have their fierce appetites, their depravities,
and their moral ugliness. Zorba, he begins to
see, is more true to the forces that really rule
this savage island. They are the fories of
fertility, and Zorba is one of the last of Greek
demigods of nature. He is a passionate
dancer, and player on the stringed santuri,
and when he finds language inexpressive,
which is often he simply leaps to his feet and
dances until he reaches a state of frenzy and
exhaustion. In all of his excesses, he il like
some natural force. Kazantzakis is evidently
comparing him to the magnificent Nature -
gods of Greek mythology. The fact that he is
old and approaching death is significant, for
the author intimates that he is last of such
gods.

Lr this long and Iyrical book, there is not'a
great deal of action to accompany the
reflections of the narrator what there is,
however makes up in intensity what it lacks
in volume. The narrator finally succumbs to
the nature-worship of Zorba, and however
reluctantly, he arrives at the bed of the
woman for whom he is destined. Crete,
however, is not the kind of place to let rnatters
end in so rational a way. In a terrible scene
ushered in by a celebration and dancing, she
is cornered by an angry mob of jealous
women. They incite their men to attack her.
Irr the presence of Zorba and his friend, she
is pinioned in a re-enactment of some ancient
sacrifice and beheaded. With a special touch
of irony, her head is thrown on to the steps
of the Church!

It is the advent of death that brings
another kind of enlightment to the narratoi..
He realises that he is in the midst of a kind of
life that is nowhere described in books,'not
even in Dante. He has accepted the orgiastic
celebration of life and now this ritualmedium
brings him to understand the omnipresence
of death. It is this which completes his vision
of death. Yet Zorba The Greek does not end

■■■■■E“′ο′
“"Fictね "
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-here; for it is in the nature of Zorba scarcely
to end at all. He leaves the island, and as the
narrator later hears, travels through the
countries of the Balkans leaving behind him
a swath or collection of empty bottles and
rejoicing women. Finally in his seventies, he

marries a magnificent young Serbian
woman, fathers her child and dies even while
protesting his sickness.

Throughout Zorba The Greek, Kazantzais
concentrates on the language of abundance.
He describes the things of the earth-wine, oil,
and bodies of beautiful women - with a

passion and an accuracy that is all to often
lacking in the denatured realism of the
present. He deals with ideas, but only as they
become concrete and specific in action. His
accomplishment is to have to made Zorba The

Greek a fitting structure for the symbolic
weight it carries.

1.4 Zorba the Greek: An Overall Estimate

Zorba The Greek is a different type of novel.
It is an illustration of Art for Art's sake. The
moral code of the titular character is rather
unconventional. He does anything and
everything that is conducive to his personal
joy. He is little concemed about others' His
attitude to food wine and women is the same-

they are all meant to be consumed. Zorba
symbolies the Epicurean philosophy'- "Eat
drink and be merry today, for tomorrow we die".

The philosophy seems to work well with him,
for to the end, he drinks life to the lees (last

drOPS)・ HiS mOttOis G7θ D″燿 thatis′
″
seize

the day″ 。口hat is the secret of his宙tahty and

lust for hfe.

Zorba is portrayed in better light by being
contrasted with the narrator on the one had
and the monks on the other. The former
dares not taste life; he does not know the
meaning of love or sex or a fast life till he is
initiated by Zorba. The monks lead a life of
moral depravity, hardly encouraging to the
narrator who approaches them for counsel
and consolation. What the novelist tries to
show is that it is not easy for man to control
his appetite-physical or sexual. He implies
that it is better to be an oPen animal-like
clraracter as Zorba, than be a hypocrite like
the monks who are veritably immoral fellows
in priestly robe.

The novel is a poetic mosaic. Written in
rich poetic prose, of it is an effusion of
sentiments and the rich play imagination.
The language is highly metaphoric. Symbols
and motifs add to the richness of the
language. The characters are types, Zotba
reminds one of Browning's dramatic
monologue Fra Lippo Lippi. In conclusion in
its own way, the novel is an affirmation of
life.

Study Material prepared by

PROF. V.UMA, M.A, MPHIL,
Department of English

Mercy College.
Palakkad

UNIT XIII

OBIECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

1.0 Obiectives

At the end of this L)nit, you should be able to:

Attempt Objectiae Type Questions, successfully

1.1 Introduction

Before you go through tl.is Llnit, please read all the other lJnits, and become familiar
with the authors, th" nor"lr the plots and characters pertaining to each and so on. Then

you will able to answer the Objectiae Tyyse Questions easily.

L.2 Don Quixote: Cervantes

1,. Full name of Cervantes is 

-- 
-

2. The country to which Cenvantes belonged 

-

(Miguel de Cenaantes Saattedra)

(S′αj4)
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-The village to which Don Quxote belonged 

- 

ll"a Manchal

What was one of the strangest fancies that entered the head of Don Quixote? [To
become a knight - errant)

5. The imaginary lady whom Don Quixote was in love with 

- 

lDulcinea del Toboso)

6. Name of Quixote's horse lRozinantel

7. Don Quixote's squire lSnncho Parrzal

8. What did Quixote imagine to be monstrous giants and started attacking?- [30 or
40 windmillsl

9. Who is p'1ssf6nz_ fAn enchnnger_sngel

10. Who has swom an oath of vengeance conceming Mambrino's helmetz- [Mnrquis of
Mantual

11. Name of Sancho panza,s ass _ fDn\tple]

1,2. Original name of Don Quixote [Alonzo Quixnno)

13. The types of books Don Quixote read in plenty - lRonmnces of Chiunlryl

1,4. Name of the priest in Quixote's village lPedro Perez)

15. Name of the barber in Quixote's village lNiclrclLr:1,

16. What did Sancho Panza hope to become lGouernor of an isle)

1,7. '[he place where Quixote encountercd the r,r,indmills 

- 
- lMontiel)

18. What did Quixote mistake for Mambrino's golden helmet? [tlte Tsoor barber's botol]

19. lVlrat dicl the puppeteer ( Don Quixote) have ? IA diaining npe)

20. How long did Sancho govern his isle? lA rueekl

21. The knight who challenged Don Quixote to p combat at Barcelona? f'the knight oJ'The
White Moonl

22. Thc bachelor knight who defeated Don Qrixote 
-23. Don Quixote is a nol,el

24. Whc burnt Don Quixotes books/library?

2't. is the rtr,stic companion of Don Quixote who is

lSamson Carrnscot,

lPicnresnqua)

IIlis hLrrcekeepcrf

descrit'red as "long-legted"

fFrnncel

[Broken ieg]

lln a French conaantf

ILIeloise]

lfortunel

IYonaille]

lLeon Dupuis)

[ItLonsieur Homais]

lRodolphc Bottlnngerl

lArsenicl

lSancho Panza]

7.3 lVadame Bovary: Gustave Flaubert

1. 'Ihe country to wlrich Flaubert belonged

2. Charles Bovary was called to attend to M. Raoult's

3. Where did Emma have her early cducation?

4. Cl'rarles Bovary's first wife

5. Charles Bovary had rn.arried Fleloise for her --

(. Emma's child was bom in 

-
7. The law clerk who vras initially attracted to Ernma -
8. '[he town chemist at Yonville -------- -
9. A stranger who soon became Emma's passion

10. What poison did Ernma consume?

-f,,vTspssn 
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-11. The legacy left by Charles Bovary for his orphaned daughter 

-lTweloe 

francsl

1.2. What did Charles Bovary reply when the teacher asked him his nansf 

- 
lChmbooaryl

13. Charles Bovary studied lMedicinel

1.4. Farmer Raoult (Emmas'father) lived in lLes .Bertauxl
15. The dry goods merchant who lent large sums of money to Emma - lLheureuxl

16. Where was Charles Bovary living, and practicing as a doctor before they left for
yonville? _ lTostesl

1.7. Name of Emma's daughter lBerthel

1 8. The boy whose clubfoot Charless Bovary tried to set right unsuccessfully 

- 
[Hippolytel

19. Who amputated Hippolyte's leg? 

- 

IMonsieur Caniaet, M.D.I

20. Hippolyte developed - after the operation on his clubfoot - lGangrenel

21.. The errand boy at Monsieur Homais'pharmacy lJustinl

22. The place in Homais's pharmacy where the deadly poiso4 Arsenic was kept 

-lChaphanauml

23. The paper in which Monseiur Homais gave Emma's obituary 

- 
lRouen Beaconl

24. The title/honour that Monseiur Homais won following Charles Bovary's death -
lLegion of Honourl

Subtitle of the novel Madame Bovary

The two lovers of Emma Bovary -

５

　

６

　

７

２

　

２

　

２

lProt:incial Morals)

lLeon Dupuis and Rodolphel

Title for Madame Booary suggested by the Prosecution lHistory of the Adulteries of
A Proaincial wtfel

28. The 3 defendants in the Trial of Madanrc Boaary 
-fFlauberf, 

the author of the book;
Pichat, who accepted it, Pillet, w}lro printed itl

1.4 Nana: Emile Zola

1. The country to which Emile Zola belonged 

- 

lFrancel

2. Nana is one of Emile Zola's 

- 
series of novels. lRougam Macquartl

3. The reign of 

- 
forms the background of Nana. lNapoleon llll

4. the play in which Nana makes her debut [The Blonde Venus]

5, The crooked but very rich banker who is one of Nana's lovers 

- 
ISteinerl

6. Name of the theatre where Nana makes her debut 

- 
lVariety Theatrel

7. The Blonde Venus is a vulgar travesty of 

- 
[The Olympian Gods)

8. 
- 

exclaimed on seeing Nana, "She is Stunning", lGeorge)

9. Nana,s {jcn _ lLouisl

10. Nana ,on Louis suffers from 

- 
- lScrofulal

11. 'Ihe rountry place that Steiner buys for Nana tLa Mignottel

1.2. Home of Madam Hugon, George and Philippe 

- 
- fLes Fondettesl

13. Tlre scurrilous (cheap) article written about Nana by Fauchery 

- 
lThe Golden Flyl

14. The actor with whom Nana lived for some time 

- 
lFontanl

15. Count Muffat's wife 

- 

lCountess Sabinel

250 +
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-16. Daughter of Count Muffat and Sabine lEstellel
17. The most persistent of Nana's lovers lCount Muffat)

18 . The Count who burnt himself to death in his stable following heavy loss through betting

- lCount de Voneuaeresl

19. Count Muffat's father-in-la lMarquis de Chouardl

20. Philippe Hugon was imprisoned for lsteating arnty fundsl
21. The French battery with which the novel Nana ends 

- 
l"The Franco-Prussisn zuar of

1870 has begun")

The journalist referred to as Nana's sweetheart lDaguenet)

The theatrical reviewer of a Paris paper, who is attracted to Countess Sabine 

-[Monsieur Eauchery]

Nana's maid _ _
lZoe)

Nana's aunt who looks after her son Louis 

- 
lMadame Lerat)

Daguenet noticed the same mark on the left cheeks of 

- 
and 

- 
lCountess Sabine,

Nana)

27. Philippe Hugon was a in the army 

- 
llieutenantl

28. About whom did Daguenet remark to Fauchery, " A pretty broom stick to shove into a
fellow,s arms,,_? _ lEstelle)

29. Daguent married Estelle for her lDowry)
30. Tlre proprietor of 'The Blonde Venus' troop - lBordenaael

31. Nana's pet name for George Hugon [Zizi]
32. The paper in which the article The golden Fly appeared - [Figaro)
33. The slut (cheap, immoral woman) with whom Nana associated from time to time -

[Sntinl

34. The role Nana insisted on playing in the ply "Little pssftgss"- lThe grand Duchess
Helene)

35. \Mhere did Nana die?

1.5 Anna Karenina: Leo Tolstoy

1. Complete name of Tolstoy

2. The country to which Tolstoy belonged

3. Son of Anna and Karenin _ _
4. Anna's lover 

-
5. Daughter of Anna and Vronsky 

- 
-6. Anna's brother

7. Kitty is Dolly's 

- 
t Younger sisterl

8. Anna Karenina's house was in

9. The central theme of Anna Karenina

10. The happy couple in Anna Karenina

11. The unhappy couple in Anna Karenina

JEuropean Fiction

lAt the Grand Hotell

lCount Leo Nikoleyezuich Tolstoyl

[Russia]

lSeryosha Sergil)

lVronskyl

lAnny)

lStepnnOblonskyl

lSt. Petersburyl

IAdultery)

lKitty-Leainl

lAnna-Alexil
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-1,2. Son of Kitty 

- 
Levin Dmitri (Mrtya)

13. Anna died by liumping in front of a running trainl'

1.4. Vronsky's mother's place was 

- 

lNiini)

15. Konstantine Levin belonged to an old family lMuscottitel

76. The character in Anna Karenina who may be regarded as Tolstoy's mouthpiece 

-lKonstantine Leainl

77. Anna first met Count Vronsky in 

- 
- lMoscoto)

18. Though Kitty and Levin loved each it was their 

- 
which kept them apart. lPridel

1.9. Fearing public scandalT Karenin refused to give his wife a 

- 

ldiaorcel

20. Anna went with Vronsky and their baby to lltalyl

21,. After Anna's death, Vronsky joined the 

- 
- farmy)

22. Full name of Karenin lAlexei Alexandroaich Kareninl

Zg. Alexei is a 

- 

fbureauuat in the Czarist goaernment)

25. After the accident at the race-course, Vronsky's mare had to be 

- 
- lshotl

26. Vronsky's mother wanted him to marry lPrincess Sarokine)

27. The two men whose lives Anna ruined lAlexei Karenin, Vronskyl

1.6 Brother Karamazov : Dostoevsky

1. The country to which Dostoevsky belonged lRussina)

2. The names of the Karamazov brothers 

- 
lloan, Dmitri, (Mrtyd Alyosha (Alexei) (and

Smerdyakoa, their step brother)]

The young woman loved by Fyodor and Dmitri 

- 

lGrushenkal

Milieu (background) of the novel Brothers Karamazov 

- 
-[Skotoprigonyettski)

The saintly old priest in'Brothers (s7nrns7su' 

- 
lFather Zossima)

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

74.

15.

t6.

1,7.

18.

79.

The loyal servant in the Fyodor household 

- 
fGrigory)

The young girl who attracts both Dmitri and Ivan 

-
The murderer/parricide of Fyodor

Place to which Dmitri is exiled for 20 years' hard labou

Alyosha in Brothers Karamazoa is also called

The instrument used by Dmitri to hurt Grigory

Amount stolen by Smerdyakov 

-
The allegory in Brothers Karamazoa 

- 
-

The germinal idea / central idea of Brothers Karamazoa

Character called "waile{' by Fyodor

Dmitri's mother in the novel Brothers Karamazoa

fKaterina laoanoanaf

fSmerdyakou)

ISiberial

lAlexei)

lPestle)

[3000 roublesl

lThe Grand lnquisitorl

lparricidel

lSofia laanottnal

lMitya)

The character in Brothers Karamazoa referred to as 'stinky'- 
-fSmerdyakoal

Grigory's wife in Brothers Karamazoa [Mαψ]

The character in″ BγOオカθrs焔″″αzου
″
referred to as′ man eater′

一
 [Grttsたθ4勧 ]
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-The lady from whom Dmitri misapropriated 3000 roubles 

- 
- llhterinal

First wife of Fyodoi Pavlovich Karamazo lAdelaida laanoona Miusool

Smerdyakov is the illegitimate son of Fyodor Karamazov by 

- 

fLizaaeta]
Katerina in Brothers Knramazoa cails Grushenka Itigress]

The character in Brothers Knramazoa who symbolizes Holy Russia of Orthodox
Christianity 

- 
- Alexei (Alyosha)

Mother of Alexei (Alyosha) and second wife of Fyodor lsofialaanoanaf
Typ" of plot of 'Brothers Karama

The Trial : Franz Kafka

- 
-is the lawyer tn The Trial

Joseph K. worked in a 

-
The executor of Kafka's will
The protagonist of 'The Trial'-

flmp r essionis ti c r ealisml

Kafka belonged to 

- 
- lPrague, the part of the Austro - Hungarian Empire]

〔H夕ιグ]

[♭′れた]

[B″οグ]

[JοSθ′力K.]

Fraulein Burstner.works as a _ ftyltist]
3 possibilitics of Joscph K's trial 

-tA 
dcfinite ncquittnl, aproaisional ncqttittnl;nn indcfinite

poslltonetten t)
'fhe iast chapter of "Tlrc Trinl" is sd:.in the eve of 

- 

[Joseptt K's 31.,t birthrtny]
Llow does Joseph K die? [He is tt*bbeC in the henrt/executed br1 tzoc ytetr.l

Kafka wrote in 

- 
language

Joseph K's landlad

Nurse and house keeper of Huld the lawyer

The court pointer who offers to help Joseph K 

-Fraulein Burstner is a niece of 

- 
-

Joseph I( dics like a

ln "[ltc 'Irtal' , tl're Inspector uses 

- 
rooo1.

'lhe type of plot of 'The Trial'

Joseph K was arrcsted

Joseph K apologized to Fraulein Burstner for

JosephKwasa-inabank.
Joseph K hired an advocale, upon his 

--/s 
advice.

lGermanl

fFrau Grubachl

lLeni)

fTitro aelli]

fFrau Grubach]

ftlogl

lFrnulein Burstner's)

lfnntosy)

[his 30tt' birthdoy]

[using her room.l

[junior manager]

[unclc's)

, [Cernmny)

ISamanasl

The acldress of thc place of inter:ogation of Joseph K's trial --:-- lA lnrge zuare ltousel
Siddartha.: Herman Hesse

The country to whicl'r I{errnanh I-Iesse belonged 

-The wafidering ascetics ale called -- -
The charactcr h Siddhartha reirred tσ as″'Π■e illustrib us one〃 _二_[Gο

`β

′′′β・,r Trrθ
Buddhal

4.   
― robbed Siddhartha of his friend(36vilda― ――___

[TたιB夕′″ι′]
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-5. After parting from Siddartha, Govinda decided to become 

- 
la Buddhist ruonkl

6. The woman/courtesan who taught Siddhartha the art of love making 

- 
lKamala)

7. is called a game for children is Siddhartha. fSamsnrnf

8. tt}rn, means f"The Petfect One " or Perfectionl

9. Name of the ferryman who takes Siddhartha across the river fVnsudeua)

10. Kamala dies of ln snoke-bite)

11. The merchant for whom Siddhartha worked tKnntnszonttti)

72. Siddhartha learnt most from 

- 
and lThe ritter and Vasudeun)

13. The person who taught Siddhartha the art of making money 

-[Kamaxounil
1,4. The town where Gotama was well known lSnunthi)

15. The garden where the Illustrious One so journed or stayed 

- 
lAnathnpindikn in

letaaana)

16. The father of Kamala,s son 

- 

lSiddhnrthn)

1.7. 3 things Siddhartha told Kamala that he could do 

- 
ll can think,l cnn wait,l can fnst)

18. \Mhen Siddhartha first approached Kamala, he was fSamannl

1g. Kamala described 

- 
as "the best lover that I have had" [Siddhartha)

20. The central metaphor in Siddhartha 

- 
- lRiaer)

27. Siddhartha regarded Gotama as a great man in 

- 
and 

- 
lhis decds ancl lifel

22. The successor of Vasudeva as ferryma [Siddhnrthal)

23. Siddhartha remembered lines from the Upanishad lChnndogyal

24. Because of Vasudeva and the river, 

- 
comes to Siddhartha at last lSelf-realizatiorrl

25. Siddhartha learnt that wisdom was not 

- 

fcommunicablel

7.9 The Magic Mountain : Thomas Mann

1. The country to which Thomas Mann belonged fGernnnyl

Z. Name of the sanatorium in the Magic Mountain 
- 

[lnternational Sonatoriunt

Berghofhigh.l

S. In the Magic Mountain, the name of the Jew who is a converted Jesuit 

- 
lNnphthnl

4. International Sanatorium Berghofhigh is in 

- 

fDaaos, Stuitzerlsndl

5. Hans Castorp is suffering from the disease lTuberculosis, (T'B')l

6. The Russian lady who rejects Hans Castorp's love 

- 

lClaadia Coucltat'l

7. InThe Magic Mountain, 

- 
is a hedonistic planter from Java, and is a Dutchman.

lMynheer PeePerkornf

8. Naphtha dies by lshooting himself in the duel with Mynheer Peeperkornl

9. Hans Castorp's best friend at Davos

10. Period of time Hans Castorp intended to stay at Davos

ISι ι″θ
“

bri4j]

[3 ωθθたs]

1.1..PeriodoftimeHansCastorpactua11ystayedatDavos

1,2. The German comPoser who influenced Mann's novql The Magigl{ountain 

-fWag.ner)13. Hans Castorp's cousin at Davos lJoachin Ziemessenl

14.  The club ofthe T.B.Patients Davos―――――

-European 
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15。

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

1.1l GFowth 6f the sOi■ Knut Hams6n

l.   Le defomity of hger― _――――

2. Ingerls rich uncle

The ageing courtesan in Zorba The Greek

Musical instrument played by Zorba

In his seventies, Zorba marries

lFlatland)

[Arriaal]

Ithe sick uorld of Europel

[soldier]

[Dr. Krowkowskil

lan engineerf

fhumanity]

[Greece]

[Madame Hortense)

[santuril

IA young Serbian lady]

fminer]

Name given by Settembrini for the patients at Davos
ScあοJ o/Dお″

"“
Eね

“
,われ

一
〔Harttο 4協 ::θγs]

The magic number which crops up repeatedly in The Magic Mountain 

- 
lseaenl

The world below the magic mountain is called

The first chapter of. The Magic Mountain is called

The magic mountain symbolises

By profession, ]oachin Ziemessen is a 

-
The psychoanalyst at Davos sanatorium is 

-
By profession, Hans Castorp is 

- 
-

In the chapter entitled 'Snow', Hans Castorp dreams of 
--The chapter in which Hans Casto{p prepares to declare his passion for Clavdia Cauchat

- 
lWalpurgis Nightl

Zorba The Greek: Nikos Kazantzakis

The country to which Kazantzakis belongs

Locate (setting) of Zorba The Greek lcrete, an islanil in the Mediteraneanf

- 
is the narrator of zorba The Greek . f'Boss' Zorba,s employer and friendl

- 
is the close friend of the narrator of Zorba The Greek. lstaaridakil

By profession Zorba is a 

-The narrator of Zorba The Greek forrns on the island of Crete. fmining company]
Age of Zorba when the novel opens fAbout sixty yearsf
A Poet whOSe praises the Narrator of Zο rbα Tttθ  G′θθたkeeps singing on the island Of
Crete――― Fルれた]

- 
grow in abundance on the island of Crete IVines)

The Central theme Of zο ″助 動 θG″′た一 [Oιιb″′わ40/′力θ υjε′θr1/0/′推 ουθr。:グ 憾
"4′物 ′‖

Kazantzakis portrays Zorba as one of the last 

- 
of Nature ldemigods)

The wOman for whOm the NaHatorOfzο rtt Tたθ Grθθたis destined is atlast一 __[bθたθα″グ]

h Zο/ba ttθ G7θ′んthe beheaded wOman′ s head is____レ rθη4 ο4″ ルθS′ψSウたθ
c力

“

滋 ]

The Ёtual murder ofthe wOman inakes the NarratOr of Zο
rbα T力θ Grceた understand―

.一 [′力θ οttη″raSθ″Cθ O/ル′′乃]

A■er leaving Crete′ ZOrba travels thrOugh the cOunt五es of the____  [Bα ιたαηs]

耳ow does zOrba die?[Eθ ′″,1動 JIθ ′rOras`j慇 た|,1“4θ
平ノイ揚 Sタイル41y α4グ れα′夕″:り ]

腕 ;脇 :∫

Z°γbα Thθ G″たmayledcsCribed,s the langu,ge of――――[4b夕4励ηa写

И肋″―:″ ]

[吻Cla Siυ″′]
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3. Name of Inger's cow ' lGoldenhornsl

4. Golden-hon$ originally bglonged to 

- 

lOline's sonl

5. Tlre medicine given by Isak to lnger wheu she was preglrarlt lNaphthal

6. Name suggested by Inger for Goldenhorn/s calf 

- 

lSilaerhornsl

7. A clistant fernale relation of hrger who occasionally cailre across the hills to visit lsak

and Irrger 

- 
fOline's sonl

The first man to become a settler on the no-rnan's land and till the to1 

- 

[/snk]

Isak's characteristic exclamation 

- 
-

The eldest son of Isak and lnger

lEyah, Herregudl
8.

9.

10.

11.

72.

lEleseusl

What did the Lapp Os-Anders show Inger a ltttle before she delivered her daughter?

lA harel

lnger blindly believed that she had been born with a hare-lip because 

- 
lher mother

Irod seen a hare before the delioeryl

13. Tlre sfueriff's officer in charge of a small district in Norway is called 

- 
fLenstnandl

14. The Lensmand wfto is a strange friend of Isak and hrger lGiessletl

15. Lensmand Giessler's assistant lBrede Olsenl

16. Tlre lame of Iska's land 

- 
- lSellanraal

17. Tlre naure Sellanraa for Iska's land was suggested by 

- 
lLennnand Giessletl

18. Irr Nonvay, Amtmand lneans lGooernor of a countryl

19. Ciessler's stlccessor as Letlsmand 

- 

lHeyerdahll

zo. lrrger rvas serrt to prison because lShe killed lrcr new-born dnughter/of hrfnnticidel

21. The rnysteriotts ancl powerful friend of lsak and Inger is 

- 
fLensnnnd Giesslerl

lOlhel22. Nils is a son of

23. [nger was seutenced to prisou for 

- 
years' tEigltt]

24. Dtte to Giessler's intervention, Inger's prison term was reduced to 

- 
years' lFioel

25. Narne of Inger's daughter bonr in prison fLeopoldbrcl

76. Name of Brede Older-r's land 

- 

lBreidablikl

27. Tlre governor's gift to Inger, uPon her release from the prison lA prnyer booki

Zg. The place from where Inger had acquired all her knowledge and artistic skills 

-lTrondhjeml

29. Two characters in Growth of The Soil who are charged with infanticide 

- 
llnger,

Bnrbol

30. The metal whose ore.was found in plenty in Isak's land 

-31. Eleseus left for 

- 
and nevertame back

g2. The servant girl in the'sellanraa household 

-
1.L2 The Strangen- Albert Camus

1. The country to which Albert Camus belonged

33.Tl■ e yollngwOrklnanwtthwhOm lngerwas PassiOrlatelyinloVe― 一 ― [G″s"rサル Sω′
″ ]

lCopperl

lAmerical

llensinel

[A:g`γ :α ]

2.  The philosophy associated、 げith Carntls一 [Eχ ist″ 1:jα :お ,4′ Abs″γグ′Af77`お″″1‐ ・

■■田目■ロロE``″
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3. Camus wrote his novels in the language lErenchl

4. The central character and narrator of Tlrc Stranger lMeursaultl

5. By profession, Meursault is lan ordinary, low-paid clerkf

6. Meursault,s mistress is _ lMaria Cardonal

7. The owner of the restaurant where Meursault usually has his food from 

- 
fCeleste)

8. The pimp tnThe Stranger, who paves the way for Meursault's destruction- lRaymondl

9. The inmate of the home for the aged who fell in love with Meursault's lnothsl 
-lPerez.)

10. Salamano own a having skin disease ldogl

11. InThe Outsider kills the Arab. lMeursaultl

12. Meursault's mother died in 

- 
lthe Home for Aged Persons at Marengo)

13. Meursault astonishes the porter at the Home for Aged Persons by saying t6u1- lhe
does not want to see his mother's bodyl

The motiveless crime that Meursaults comrnits 

-
The character in The Outsider addressed as Anti Christ 

-
The punishment given to Meursault for killing the Arab lHe was to be decapitated
(beheaded) in some public placel

1,7. Maria was not allowed to see Meursault in prison because lShe was not his wtfel

18. 2 English titles of Albert Camus's novel L'Etranger lThe Outsider, The Strangerl

1.13 Doctor Zhivago: Boris Pasternak

L. The country to which Boris Pasternak belonged 

- 

lRussial

2. The older Z1nivago died by lleaping from a moaing trainf

3. The unscrupulous lawyer in Doctor Zhivago lViktor Komaroaskyl

4. Seducer or betrayer of Lara fKomaroaskyl

5. The career chosen by Yuri Zhtivago lMedicine)

6. Yuri Zhivago's first wife 

- 

tTonia)

7. Yuri Zhivago's strongest passion lLara)

8. The young girl Yuri Zhivago marries later in life 

- 

lMarinal

9. Comrade Pasha Antipov dies by [committing suicide]

10. The character in Doctor Zhivago known as 'Strelnikov' or 'The Shootsl/ 

- 
lPasha

Antipoal

[He kills the Arabl

lMeursault)

lYeagrafl

1241

lGarden of Gethsemanel

fHeart nttackl

lAgronomyl

ICiaoY]

lChekhozs, Pushkinl

t

I
H

a
t
\o
Nola
Ep
a

11. Yuri Zhivago's half-brother

12. Number of poems appended to Doctor Zhivago --
13. The closing poem oI Doctor Zhivago

1,4. The qause of Doctor Zhivago's death

15. Tonia's father Gromeko is a professor of

16. Hetenls pet name for her husband Mikulitsin

17. Two favourite writers of Doctor Zhivago
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18. Which member of Forest Brotherhood was nicknamed "hetman's ear" (Captain's spy)?

lSioobluy.)

1,9. In Doctor Zhiaago,'bezprizornnaya' means 

- 
t a waif, or a child of unknoum parentsl

20. The 'laundry-girl'in Doctor Zhivago whom Yorgraf looks after 

- 

fTanya\

21,. Daughter of Yuri and Lara tr lTanyal

22. Tanya's barbarous nickname ,[Tanya out of the turn)

23. The young school boy who betrayed Strelnikov i [Terenty)

24.. The revolutionary in Doctor Zhiaago who axed his wife and three children to prevent
their future suffering in the event of his de.ath 

- 

lPhmphil Palykhl 
-

25. The young man on the drum whom Palykh killed for a jokp IA young White
Commissiarl

Nickname of StreLrikov (Pasha)

The skange deaf and mute traveler Yuri Zhivago met on the train 

- 
[Pogoreoshikh)

The present given by Pogorevshikh toYuri Zhivago while parting after their train journey

- 
IA fat duck]

29. The chief liaison officer of Comrade Liberius who arrested Doctor Zhivago and
conscripted him 

- 
lKammenodaorsky)

30. The enerny white soldier whom Doctor Zhivago and his assistant Angelar nursed back
to health 

- 
l$eryoshn)

31. spied on Terenty and the young boys who had conspired against Liberius's life,
and caused them to be shot lSioobluyl

1.14 The |oke: Milan Kundera

1. The country to which Milan Kundera belonged fPrague, (zechosloaakial

2. The method of narration on employed in The loke 

- 

l,A series of monologuesl

3. The female barber who attended on Ludvik Jahn/to whom Kostka took Ludvik 

-lLucie Sebetknl

The daughter of Helene and Pavel Zemanek lZdenal
Pavel Zemanek's most treasured possession - lA locket with the picture of Kremlin on itl
The 19 year old sound technician who was dangerously in love with the ageing Helene
_ lJindral

[Rα s′″:4jたθυ
`Tた

θ Eχθεフ
`j04′

″}

lMorauial

lFucikl

４

５

６

　

７

８

９

Ludvik's home town 

-
"Let sadness never be linked with my name" Whose name?

.The fatal joke (sentence) Ludvik wrote to Marketa 

- 
l"Optimism is the opium of the

people"l

,?, On what grounds was Ludvik expelled from the Party? llntellectualism and cynicisml

11. The soldier at the Ostrava unit whom Lgdvik liked best lHonzal

12. The person Lu{ivik considered !'1is worst engmy and wanted to take revenge upon -_lZemanekl ,i 
,

13. Ludvik hated Zemanek bitterly because lafter gizting false hopes, Zemaggk denounced
Ludaik and got him expelled from the Partyl

L4. iS the author of Peace Manifesto lBedrichl
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15. The Soviet film referged to by Marketa to Ludvik lCourt of Honour)

1.6. Lucie Sebetka's home-town lBohemial

17. The type of films Lucie likes to watch [war -fihns]
18. Whose book of poems did Ludvik read? [Erantisek Halas)

19. The soldier at the ostrava unit who did a lot of murals lCenekj

20. Ludvik,s best friend at the Ostrava unit _ fHonza]
2L. Zemanek's young sweetheart lMiss Brozl

22. A female character tn The loke who loves hitchhiking (asking for free rides) 

- 
fMiss

Brozl

23. Jaroslav's faVourite instrument 

- 

lHarmoniuml
24. Jaroslav used to call 

- 

the Pied Piper. lLuduikl
25. 

- 
is the most popular drink in Moravia. lRyel

26. Helene's favourite adjective lMaraeltousl
27. Koztka used to consider his chief adversary or rival [Ludaikl
28. The female character tn The loke nickrramed as "the little grave 16!fs1"- lLucie

Sebetko\

29. Lucie s16ls 

-from 

the cemetery lflowersl
30. After leaving the farm Kostka became fconstruction zuorker)

31. Ludvik was retuming to his hometown after 

- 
years lfifteenl

32. Age of Ludvik when the novel opens - t37 years)

33. The word very often repeated in Jaroslay's monologue 

- 

lFatiguel
34. Flelene dies due to 

- 

lDesperation at being rejected by Ludaikl

35. The tablets swallowed by Helene were actually 

- 
llaxatiaesl

36. Jaroslav's passion 

- 
lMoraaian folk songsl

37. Son of Jaroslav and Vlasta lVladmirl
38. Jindra kept his laxative tablets in a bottle labeled 

- 
lAtgenal

39. The woman who passionately desired Ludvik 

- 
[Helena)

1.15 The Tin Drum: Gunter Grass

1. Tlre country to which Gunter Grass belongs lGermany)
2. Narrator of The Tin Drum [oskar Matzerathl
3. oskar's mother's lover llan Bronskil

4. oskar's third birthday-gift lA iln cirtrmf

5. On this third birthday Oskar decides 

- 
[to stop growing by o sheer act of tciil]

6. Oskar shatters with his voice lglassl
7. In the novel the Tin Drum, the most celebrated (famous) somnambulist in all Italy 

-lRoszoitha Raguna)

8.

9.

akhi Matzerath is accused Of ki■ ing― [Sister Dorothea]

The persOn whose testllnony leads to(Dskar Matzerath′ s arrest―――――― [yiιttr]
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-
10. When the novel opens, Oskar Matzerath is an inmate of 

-=- 
la mental hospitall

11. The keeper of Oskar at the mental hospital fBruno Munsterbergf

72. Ann Bronski hides the fugitive Koljaiczek 

- 

luniler her wide skirtsl

13. Oskar asks Bruno to get him 

- 
lA ream of airgin paper / fiae hundred sheets of writing

paperl

The treasure that Oskar guards [HiS′力ο′οgγ′′ll′ιb夕 777]
４

　

５

　

６

１

　

１

　

１

was the child with the glass-shattering voice fOskar Matzerath)

Oskar pulverised Miss Spollenhauer's spectacle-lenses because 

- 
[she struck his

'darlirrg', drum with her cane]

17. The theatre whose lobby windows Oskar shattered with his.singing 

-[Stadt 
-Theaterl :

18. The gnome/midget whom Oskar met at the circus and who became his mentor -IBebra]

19. was popularly known as "the Green Kitten" [Niobe]
20. "He's lying in Saspe" 

- 
About whom did Oskar Matzerath make this remark? lJan

Bronski)

21.. A card game repeatedly mentioned tn The Tin Drum lskatl
22. The character in The Tin Drum described as "The Sandwich Eater" or whom Oskar

associated with the Black Witch 

- 
ILucy Rennwandl

23. The name of the jazzband. found with Klepp the flutist. Scholle the guitarist and
Oskar the percussion man 

- 
lThe Mine Riaer Three)

24. - apparently killed Sister Dorothea. lSister Beata)

25. Oskar Matzerath believed that he was 

-'s 

father [Kurtl
The above list of questions is certainly not exhaustive. You may prepare sirnilar questions

and answers on your own by becoming familiar with the texts.

Study Material prepared by:
PROF. V.UMA, M.A., Mphil.,
Dept. of English
Mercy College,
Palakkad.
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UNIT XIV

EUROPEAN FICTION― AN OVERALLSURVEY

1.0 Obiectives

This Uruif is intended to give you an overall
survey of the trend of European fiction in
present times. Supplementary material on
some of the prescribed novels, as well as
questions with sufficient hints also have been
included. Important critical terms in fiction
have been explained.

1.1. Introduction

The novel, a recent entrant in the realm of
literature, is a work of prose fiction of
considerable length, and is made up of
certain elements: PLOT, CHARACTER,
DIALOGUE, SETTING, SYMBOLS etc. you
may refer to any standard text book and
understand more about these terms. The
prescribed novels were written in the 19t1. or
20th centuries. Let us take a brief look at the
tendencies in the European Novel of this
period raith special reference to the presuibed
nouels.

1.2 Modern Trends in European Fiction

Romanticism which had prevailed in the
18th century gradually paved the way to
Realism and Naturalism. Ttre novels of Balzsc
set out to give an exact picture of
contemporary manners. The romantic
elements in Flaubert's novels were punctured
with realistic irony. On one level, his Madame
Boaary may be taken as a kind of parable of
the punishment that fate metes out to the
romantic dreamer, and it is the more telling
because Flaubert recognized a strong
romantic vein in himself. Realism has been
a continuing impulse in the 20th century
novel. Flaubert succeeded in fusing thL
romantic and the realistic.,He,like Balzac and
Stendhal, portrayed the physical
environment of life as the determining factor
in character, and from his work derives the
modem novei as a conscious art form.

∬黛li驚舞lF°Hyb`「
PTd督

:::
thrOughgoing attention to the physical and

biological aspects of human existence.Man

is lnOre a product Of natural forces′ as well′

as genetic and sOcial influences.Other
novelists include 力[α γダン′ Cοηγαグ′ K4ァ′
」「r`7η ISOカ ノJ′解θS Jοι′εθ′etc.The naturalistic

I鶏聯I描曇露I
PreVail.The 20」

l century takes the naturalistic

approach fOr granted′ butis lnOre c6ncemed
with the technique of PreSentation・

■e Cerllntt nOVさlists ThOmas Marln and

難輔耳雲欝讐jWI
I解′γθSSiο4is′s.This sOrt Of literature Of rev01t

(against extremёs realism)eXi`ted befOre the

Nazi regilne.Eχ′″θSSiο4is“ was a Cennan
movement′ ln wl■ ich the artist′ s aim was tO

the Austrian F″ηz Kげたα′the greatest Of the
譜鑑導胤潔:轍せlly∬I器
曇iぷ童誌1「標ぶTWi::∫:f電装11
Ⅲ[‰堆留響繁ド∬寵iFttT鷺

also of Kafka′ s nOvel T77θ  Cα s′ Jθ (1926)′ iS

appropriate tO nightinare′  and indeed

The naturalistic noael is a development.out
of realism, and it is again, in France, that its
first leading practitioners are to be fourid,
with Emile Zola leading. It is difficult to elementsisorigⅢ alSinandanOtherihalguit
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-Indeed Kafka's influence has been
considerable.

The 20th century European novel is
distinguished by variety and experiment. The
Russian revolution and the two major world
wars triggered off a horde of revolutionary
novels. Soviet novelists are circumscribed in
their activities by the repressive political
outlook of the regime. Tolstoy's War and peace

is the great triumphant example of the
panoramic study of a whole society living in
i period of cataclysmic change. In the 20th

century another Russian Boris Pasternak in
tiis Doctor Zhioago (1957) expressed -though
on a less than Tolstoyan scale-the personal
immediacies of life during the Russian
Revolution. The loke (1957) by the Czech
novelist Milan Kundera likewise deals with
the effect of Stalin's social realism on the
individual intellectual. A11 these novels are

documents of oppression wrought out of
bitter experience.

Throughout the 20tr' century, European
Fiction has continued to diversify, reflecting
the sporadic changes in society. These
changes are evident not only in the choice of
themes but also in the mode of narration the

use of myths and symbol the probing into the

human psyche, the debate over the existence

of God etc. Major novels stressing human
loneliness and nightmare, and using to the

fulI the bleak techniques of the short novel
were written by Albert Camus besides Kafka.
The sickness of the Germany that produced
Hitler undergoes fictional diagnosis in Gunter
Grass's The Tin Drum., and is a reflection of
the nature of the period, the Zeitgeist. To
Sumup, European fiction is a developing and

diversifying genre (literary form)'

In the next section some extra material on
certain prescribed novels is given. You may
use them along with what is given in other
llnits as supplementary points, while
preparing your essays.

disease to a pinnacle of the "magic
mountain". The magic it exercises in their
lives is to cut them off from calendar time.
Time flows through their days and years r,r'ith
quiet nothingness and per.cgptions of reality
stretch into eternity. Modem ideologies and
beliefs are represented by characters like the
Italian humanist, the absotrutist Jewish, Jesuit,
a German Doctor, a Polish scientist and the
hedonistic Mynheer Peeperkorn. The magic
mountain is the sick world of Europe and its
people are various aspects of the modern
consciousness. The book tells us how the
personal horizon of the hero Hans Castorp
is widened and how he undergoes physical
moral, intellecfu al' and spiritual development
entirely as a result of his human encounters
and personal reactionq. during the seaen

year's in the rarefied atmosphere of the Swiss
Alps.

The naruatiae pattern is formed by a clever
interweaving of multiple strands of thought
and experience. CastorP may stand as a sort
of "Mr Everyman", and the book's wider
implication becomes apparent as his story
enfolds. Many people have pointed out that
the book may be read on several levels - as a

distinctiae notsel in its own right; as a dialectic

(fullof argument) work or as a microcosm of
Europe and the incisively drawn characters
carry the reader on.

Thomas Mann is regarded as a master of
irony and The Magic'Mountain as has been

shown, provides him with plenty of scope

for the indulgence of this gift. Yet he himself
was a prey to ironic influences when
committing this masterpiece to paper. He has

confessed that in his first conception he
envisaged little more than a light humorous
book touching an a few themes including the
fascination of death. But somehow, the
creation'ran away with the creator and it
grew and developed into an epic study of a
iivilisation in decay. Mann found himself
depicting with earnest ,Teutonic
thoroughness a comPrehensive picttrre of the

contemporary world scene. Maftn's irony
brings into question the very possibilitjr of art.

The Magic Mountainis a great ilq;"i of the

epoch in nothing so much as in its
preoccupation with Time. Mann was a
conternporary of Einstein Both Einstein's
Relativity and The Magic Mountain are

1.5 The Magic Mountain: Thomas Mann
The Magic Mountain is a philosophical

chronicle concerned with perspectives of
history and philosophy in our time. In it the

modern age has become the International
Sanatorium Berghofhigh in the Swiss Alps,
and to the institution gravitate various and

conflicting currents of thought and activity
in the person of a group of invalids exiled by
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connected with a concept of time rendered

PrOblematical by the absence of a valid
standard Of rneasurelrlent the absence Of an

Absolute.

■lough a powerfulも tyhst with a great gi■

Of eXPression Mann′ s wOrk in general and
this masterpiece itt Particular has bred a

whole grOuP of wOuld be interpreters′ all of

WhOm have stnven aこcording to their lights

to unravel the complё tt strands of the stOry.

Certain critics have traced evidence of
Sch6penhauer′ s influё nce in sPecifiC

‐
 PaSSageso Mann in his tendency towards
mysticism al10ws himself free range in T力

`。 Mag′cMο
““

″:4.He was known to have been
superstitious where numbers are concemed.

In the final estimate′ the wide sweep of this

greatbook sets before the Ordinary reader an

ilnpressive feast of reading. Fir,t it tells an

unusual absOrbing stOry′  with sOme
memorable characters and stilnulating
dialogue.The magic in fact hesjust as much

in the authOr′ s POWerful pen as in the
mountaln of the tale.

1.6 The BrOthers Karamazov:Doestoevsky

Of the fOur greatest Russian literary giants

GogoL Turgenev′ Tolstoy and Doestoevsky′
itis the last named one― Dθθs′θθυsり whO iS
the greatest affi...ler of life.Gogollaughs to

hide his tears.Turgenev sadly cOntemplates

the beauty oftransitOry existence′ and TolstOy
is preoccuPied with the question what POlnt

there is in eating′ drlnking and loving′ when
all living things sooner or later fall tO dust.

But Dostoevsky′ desPite his Own harrowing
eXPeriences′ never doubled thatlife isits Own

・ justificatiOn′  and that t0 1ove′  to feel
compassion′ to havelnemOries′ even tO suffer
are better in all circumstances than non―

~ existence.A PassiOnate interest in lifeィ
Ond

in the heights and depths Of himan
experience fill his novels and make them
mttOrWOrks ofart crarrmed witl■ fascinat● g
characters′ teeming with ideas On reli」 9n
nationahtv and P01itiCs ful1 0f vi01ent altiOn′

while behindralHurks a tragic sense that men

i残苺   「ぶ譜群嶽
Tたθ Bγο′rtιγ Kα rα

“
αzου is considered by

some critics tO be lDostoevsky′ s lnasterpiece.

“
It iS Certainly the most involved′  full pf

interludes. The anguish caused by the dual
nature of man recurs in great chords
throughout this powerful novel. The
Psychologist novelist chose as the theme for
this the story of a father and his three sons,
the effect of sensuality and inherited
sensuality or a family and on all with whom
the family came into contact. The earthy
barbarism of Tsarist Russia can be seen
beneath the veneer of western culfure which
covers Dostoevsky's society. In another sense
the theme of the novel is faith aersus atheism,
a spiritual as contrasted with a materialistic
view of life, a contrast which is worked out
in the characters, very subtly portrayed. Of
the three brothers., Alyosha represents the
pure flame of spiritual awareness, while
Dimitri is the most involved character in the
book and vies for central place with Alyosha.
Brimming with the Karamazov'd lust for life,
but neglected by his father in childhood,
Dimitri grows up with a burning conviction
that the world owes him happiness, and he
is determined to win it ln itra'shape os
Grushenka, despite all obsticles,
degradations, and even crimes. He does
possess a yearning for what he dimly thinks
of as a virtuous life, but virtue and decency
must be put on ice until he has gained his
'heart's desire. Meanwhile he believes they
are unattainable, for he sees himself as the
victim of circumstances, a nice fellow at heart
who has never had a chance. So for Dimitri,
life is not a continuous process from which
men must leam in gclod days and bad, but a
lottery in which all must be staked on the
winning ticket. His conviction at the end of
the book of a mur.dbr he never committed
stands as Dostoevsky's solemn warning to
those who hold such immature ind
dangerous views.

If Dimitri is the reckless, perpetual
adolescent, Ivan is the haughty austeie, and
would be self-sufficient young intellectual also
with dim strivings towards the good life, but
whose brains gets in'the way of his heart.
He hhs spiritual faith of a kind but his
intellect refuses to concur and he is another
example of a split personality which is a
danger to itself and others. He is in short a
rather colourless character. In contrast to his
brothers, witt. Alyosha, the youngest brother,
1eligi9n.i.p the perpgtual climate.of his mind.
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He igures as a physically robust yollng mai■

of wide tolerance and love of humanity′

棚 灘蹴朧 器 F糧蹴
suvears to liVe for the futureF He PlayS no

active part in the maln P10t beyond helPing

his brothers to know their better selves′ but

it is through hiln and Father ZPssilna that

sOme of Dostoevsky′ s profound beliett are

brought to thO reader.

Dostoevsky is not a propagandist′ and

much less a dogmatist. 】He is a genuine

Zoss七na′ he taught that we had to leam to

需機蒜∬籠孵yfltttiぶ::糧
:

需概席獅計:お星慨群鑑誌l

w譜織:轟ヂ署翼電11署
「11∬Ⅷ

取I∬
1眠
ど、翼鷺∬1′ TdfilT電

柵鉾T認埋」篤T∬羅露
happiness.

1.グ  Anna lKarenia:Leo T01stoy

A44α  Kαγθ4jれ′′ Oie of T01stoy′ s
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endless. ThiS aptly sums up his attitude tO

Anna′ s character.Like Zola he does not

condemn anyone or anything he leaves it to
the reader to decide for himself after
analyzing the situation and the characters.
The foundations of Anna Karenina are
grounded on the opposition of the ethos of
family life and the pathos qf unlawful love.
Here we have a novel of modern life without
hopes for a better future'or longings after a

beiter past. The reader is ionfronted with
two dramas, the one public, the after private.
Socially " Anna Karenina is a tragedV of
manners" or as Dostoevsky would say, a
drawing room tragedy" But morally it is a
tragedy of the bedroom the worst of all
tragedies.. In the authors view, Tolstoy
projected Anna's drama as absurdity of the

Christiu.r injunction to love the sinner and
to hate his sin. He' wanted the reader to be

merciful not merciless as was society, which
punished Anna not for sinning but for
confessing her pasgion before the world.
Anna was to be pitied, but not absolved, nor
was her guilt to be forgiven.lRenato Poggiolil

In all literature, there is no writer equal to
Tolstoy in depicting the human body. He is
accurate, simple and as short as possible
selecting only the few small unnoticed facial
or personal features and producing them not
all at once but gradually and one by one

distributing them over the whole course of
the story weaving them into the living web
of the action. Plenty of instances can be

quoted frorn Anna Karenina. This gift of
insight into the body at times leads Tolstoy
into excess. The language of gesture, if less

varied than words, is more direct, expressive
and suggestive. With inimitable art he uses

the convertible connection between the
external, and the internal. lDmitri
Merezhko.askyl

Autobiographical elements permeate the

works of Tolstoy. Even though Vronsky and
Anna are not related to his own life and to
his problems of life, the figures of Levin and

Kitty are flesh of his flesh and spirit of his
spirit. It is also known that.he depicted his
own marriage and'in part its early history in
this couple. By means of the l,evin-plot
Tolstoy built his own life into tthe Anna
Karenina novel and here again an'

autobiographical impulse works towards the

open form, which was seen as the artistic
piecipitate of the urge to porkay natural life
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-in its true colours. In Anna Karenina the Tolstoy presents this whole process at it
structural principle of open form, that is affects all classes of the population lGeorge
natural to Tolstoy operates in a modified Lukacsl
way. The naturalism of Tolstoy's style and
diction is nothins more trran ,""r[". ,"3'.^T:]:1:::]tt:^t -o:::,*n"nia 

ries in

exoression of his strivins for veracitv. TL;;; the appearances that indicate as they
- '.r--- --- - o - -- ---r ^':;'." conceal, sexual involvements, which the
seems to be no artistic impulse at work in this _ _ . ._,,___ ,

style.Everypicturesque,musicalorotnu-#r" ::::1t'::js 
constantly analyzing' sex is the

aestheticallv desicned effect is avoided. ,il cause and effect. of brightness or darkness,' r o --.^-"-- * *':':'-: .^'- harmony or d.iscord and Levin,s soul
aim of the narrative is to approach the beine r . ' .

of things as adequatery and u..,,,ut"iy:u3 ::ffilT j"'l:H#,fffi1s,?f, illiil#
possible' [Kate Hamburgerl with Kitty. sex is a point at which body

There'is perhaps no other modern author meets spirit. Deeply needing reality, Anna
in whose works the "totally of objects" is so finds Karenin most intolerable because he is
rich, so complete as in Tolstoy. Emile Zola a sham. Anna's tragic flaw is a kind of
too possessed this trait. We cannot fail to see impatience with the subjecting appearances
how different Tolstoy's pictures are from of the moment, as well as Ern obscure desire
those painted by modern realists and how for a life only precariously whole. All her
similar to those we find in the old epics. Such actions bear the truth of this fact. [,evin is a
a manner of presenting the totality of objects spiritual barometer, like Anna. fAlbert {-ook)
is a pre-condition for depicting truly typical 1.g The Trial: Kafka
characters. For instance in Anna Karenina the
genius with which rolstoy creates such F'?n'..Kafka's nightmare world of the

fi.t r"" as Levin's moving or u ri"ta letti^g imagination has always haunted readers, but

th"* gro* out of the pro[lematic nature o? few,grasp the full meaning of his eerie

Levinf rehtionship wiih his peasants and his symbolic writings. He is primarily a writer

sentimental attitude to physical labour is of novels and stories though he is known as

truly admirable. 
L J a religious thinker or a critic of religion. The

whole experience recorded in his works like
In Anna Karenina Tolstoy created superb TheTrialwhetherspiritual,mental,emotional

type, of the upper classes under nascent orphysicalisabsol,telycontinuousand there
Russian capitalism. In Oblonski he painted a ur" ,-ro distinctions between the religious
wonderfully rich and subtly modeled picture social and individual levels. ,,The whole art
of the Liberal tendencies at work within that of Kafka consists in forcing the reader to re-
social group; here, we find the type of the. read,,says Albert Camus i. ni" essay on the
modern aristocrat in the person of Vronski writer. Kafka,s reputation ,, u *iiter has
who gives up his pilitary career and develops been controversial; it has been largely due to
into a capitalist landowner. To round off the the fantastic strangeness of his imagination.
picture there is a third character the type of The mixture of reilism and allegor:y which
the already completely bureaucratized to Kafka,s peculiar invention is ferhaps the
reactionary obscurantist (one who opposes most economical and effective means that
increaseofknowledge)hypocritalandempty could have been found for expressing his
administrative official in the person of vision of life his world which is a sort of
Karenin, Capitalist division of labour underground world in which life becomes
increasingly permeates all hlTl" densei it is an image of what the actual
relationships, it becomes the way of life. world rnight be, if it were subjected. to some
Tolstoy depicts ,With 

an increasingly bitter process oI condensation by means of which
irony h9wlin this world of divided labour, ihe invisible agencies that environ man,
human beings are transfo.rl"d into parts of hopes and fears,-devils and angels are force,C
inhumanrrnachine, Tolstoy hates it precisely to iontract and solidify, p"opfing a scene
because division of labour is a most suitable which earlier man thought he had to himself.
instrument for tt-," oppression and Thisprobablyexplainst[epec.rliarlycharged
exploitation.of the working masses. But as a.d tr"rcro*a+ atmospiere thai flls7he
the great and universal genius that he is, Castle and The Trial.
4Eu76psan Eiction 265 -
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-The Trial is the story of a war of attrition
(gradual wearing down) conducted by a
secref court against a man's demand for
justice. Josef K searches continually for some
clue to the guilt of which the secret court
accuses him. He is executed, still in ignorance.
There is a sense of guilt everywhere, though
it is never clear to what the guilt refers; there
is a sense of futility, sometimes even of
r.indictiveness throughout. And it is this
which enhances the horror of Kafka more
than the aesthetic trill which is in Edgar Allan
Poe. The root of Kafka's dilemma is that not
to see the world as good is to realize his guilt
acutely, while to pretending to see it as good
is to be guilty of hubris. And he could not
escape this dilemma. By nature, upbringing
and environment Kafka was distrustful,
isolated, prone to see the worst. Hence the
neurotic element in his work is not trivial.
There was no certainty in his world.

In Kafka, we have before us the modern
rnind seemingly self sufficient, intelligent,
skeptical, ironical, splendidly trained for the
great act of pretending that the world it
comprehends in sterilized sobriety is the only
and ultimate reality there is - yet a mind
living in sin. Thus he knows two things at
on.e, and both with equal assuranc": that
tlrere is no God, and that t}.:terc must be God.
It is the perspective of the curse: the intellect
dreaming its dream of absolute freedom, and
the soul knowing its terrible bondage.

Kafka is a metaphysical poet in symbolist
narrative. The Trial and The Castle are
composed very largely of dialogues, especially
dialectic-dialogues. The characteristic
cxcitement of these novels lies in the wit and
intellectual suspense of the dialogue. Kafka's
n,orld is neither the world of the average
sensual man, not yet fantasy. In The Trial,
the whole sequence is so improbable as to
suggest some kind of pervasive allegory, but
at no point don r lne encounter downright
impossibility. .s his narrative method to
write from urithin the mind of the hero. The
intlospective ilero, through whose eyes we
have glimpses of other persons, is man alone,
man hunted and haunted, man eager to do
right but perpetually baffled and confused
as to what it is to do right, the mhn in search
of salvation.

The Trial is one of the most effective and
most discussed works to come out of Central
Europe between wars. To most readers, it is
a highly engaging comedy, filled with
buffoonery and fantasy. More serious
students of literature see in it, however, a vast
symbolism and a first rate psychological
study of a system whose leaders are
convinced of their own righteousness. To
some the court is a symbol of the Church as
an imperfect bridge between the individual
and God. To others, the symbolism represents
rather the search of a sensitive Jew for a
homeland that is always denied him. At any
rate, The Trial is a powerful and provocative
book.

'1..9 The Outsider: Albert Camus

Several themes are interwoven into the
structure of The Outsider. On the metaphysical
leael, Mersault's story is an example of that
opposition between man and the external
universe that Camus terms the 'absurd'.
Mersault is a man who wants to be huppy
who wants to continue living, who would
have liked when he was a student, to plan a
useful life for himself. He comes up against
a universe, however, that will not allow these
desires to be fulfilled. He releases at the end
of his story, which is a series of monotonous
repetitions, that death is the conunon fate of
all men and that death renders any attempt
to plan for the future meaningless.

Another theme of L'Etranger is the lack of
meaning in the social roles that most people
play and believe to be significant. The main
target of this satire are those middle-class
citizens who are normally considered the
pillars of society, who are supposed to lead
upright lives, who believe in the virtues of
the established government and the
established church. The novel is also a satire
on some social institutions like the press, the
legal system, and particularly the state's use
of capital punishment. Mersault's criticism
of the Christian religion is largely directed
towards the extent to which belief in God
keeps men from devoting their energies to this
life, which, from his perspective, is the only
certainty we have. All these thi-,mes are
treated in a paradoxical and often humorous
manner. The Stranger is thus not a novel with
a simple message, but rather an expression
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of sensibility that Camus can look at with
sympathy and chronic detachment.It reflects
the crisis of European culture, it also reflects
what has often been termed the 'lCrisis of
the novel". The rea'der knows only as much
as that character Camus uses the first -
person narration in this novel.

L'Etranger is qarefully and formally
organized. The two parts of the novel are of
equal length. A central motif is death. The
two-part structure of,the novel is reinforced
by the tone which sufldenly rises towards the
end of bach part. Thb calmness of the opening
of each part of the novel contrasts with the
emotion in the murder scene and in
Mersualt's outbursts against the chaplain.
Part I covers eighteen days, while in contrast
Part II covers a period of eleven months. The
treatment of time in the two part structure
shoWs the difference between how a free man
responds to immediate events, and how a
prisoners sees life aq prirnarily a repetition in
which time no longer has any meaning.The
narrator Mersault has lost the key to his own
secret: he has become a stranger to his own
life; to himself and to others. He has a
homeland: sensation.,

Camus belongs to generation which
history forced to live in a climate of violent
death. Raised on Marx and Netzshe, it
witnessed both the caricature of Nietzshe's
ideas in the Hitlerian state and the
falsification of Marxism in the Stalinist
dictatorship. L'Etranger makes that curious
impression on the reader. It is a book without
hope, or rather against hope, it ends on a
promise. The Mersault who seerns to us from
the very beginning inhumanly stripped of
illusions, who tries only to put the world in
the wrong by bringing its hatred and
disapproval down on himself, extracts from
defeat a grim acceptance of life. It is not an
explanatory book, nor does it prove anything,
for the absured man does not explain; he
describes.

L'ESTrahger has often been considered one
of the bbst ifovels written in French during
the 20th'dei{tury. The critical judgment is
based oh hoW appropriate the form and style
of the novel are to the content: how skillfully
Camus has constructed the plot to show his
themes, how well the way in which Mersualt

tells his story, expresses his personal vision
of life. As an unheroic exempler (typical
example) of the sensibility of an era, Mersault
has an enduring place among the characters
of world fiction.

1..10 Siddhartha: [Ierman Hesse

Siddhartha is a novel containing many
nutobiographical lltints. It describes a young
man's revolt against the orthodox religious
views of his father, who is a missionay, and
his growing interest in Indian mysticism.
Incidentally Hesse married, but left his wife
and three children in 7911, to make a
protracted (long) tour of India. To a large
extent, he was a rolling stone like Siddhartha,
and above all, he was the prophet of
individualism. Hesse gives a key to the
understanding of Siddhartha in his diary: "I
have once tried to put down my beliefs in a
book. This book is Siddhartha. I have
experienced religion in two forms, as a child
and grandson of pious and righteous
Protestants, and as a reader of Indian
manifestations of which I give preference to
the Upanishads, the Bhagvat Gita and the
teachings of Buddha. "One sees the typical
German 'Faustian' conflict a feeling of "two
souls in a breast" which originates from his
dissatisfaction with life. The moods of
melancholy and loneliness, despair and
helplessness form the background of his
work which has a strong autobiographical
trend.

River : The central metaphor of the novel
is the river. After leaving the entangling
world of Sansara, Siddhartha comes to the
river which he had crossed earlier to enter
the town of Kamala. He now realises that
his self is transitory. He decides to stay by
the river, stay with the ferryman Vasudeva
who had taken him in his boat across the
river. He feels that the river had some
message for him. He feels a new love for
flowing water. In the image of water, he sees
both transitoriness and eternity at the same
time. "He saw that the water continually
flowed and flowed and yet it was always
there; it was always the same and yet every
moment it was new". Siddhartha learned
from the river, "how to listen, to listen with
a still heart, with a waiting, open soul,
without passion, without desire, without
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judgement, without opinions." The river was
to him "r-rot just water but tl're voice of [ife,
the vpice of Being, of perpetual Becoming."
At tl-reir first meeting the ferryman had told
Siddhartha that he had learned from the river
that "everything cornes back." "The idea of
the river as an etemal and a transitory thing
at the same time is not entirely new. It is
Creek: But Hesse borrows it from Vedanta's
idea of Prnaalika nityata [shridhar B. Sltrotri].

Hesse expresses his experiences and
convictions through Siddhartha. Hesse's
"Search for India" was born out of lris "Flight
frorn Europe". Likewise when he learned to
listen to tl're river, Siddhartha's Self merged
into unity; and then onwards he ceased to
fight his own destiny. hr their final meeting,
the two split souls Govinda and Siddhartha
once rnore tmite. There is no more conflict in
his mind. He tells Gotana that "wisdom is
rrot conrmunicable" and that "Time is not
renl", ln this work of Hesse like his other
rvorks, there runs the trend of German
humanism. For Hesse, loae was the most
important thing in the world. After his son's
flisht, Siddhartl'ra feels a sort of a
brotherhood with ordinary people with their
life's urges and desires. Hesse's thoughts are
curiously akin to Coethe's. He regards
Cotarna as a great man "in his deeds and
life". This is Hesse's Siddhartha. Hesse
preaches whatever doctrines he has through
this lndian work.

Tlre inrportance of Hesse's Siddharthn lies
in the fact that the author succeeds in
creating the necessary Indian atmosphere.
For that lris deep study of the Upnnishads and
Bhngaot Glfn came to his help. He follows
tlie style of the dialogues in the Upanishads.
He uses flre third person for the first person,
double negatives (not unscanty pilgrims),
inversions (Spoke Covinda), well-known
Indian similies and rne.taphors. His style is.
lyrical'and rnai<es a lastlng impact oir the
reader. :

Siddharthn is a rich and colourful novel
about the search for self knowledge. Through
this work, Hermann. Hesse tried to remind
man of inlierent dangers in his personality,
but at the same time he tried to bring home
to him the real meaning of Self-experience
for his spiritual lie. Fort his he empioys the

metaphor of the riaer, wltose ur-rique sound
signals the true beginning of Siddhartha's
life, or the life of any sincere seeker - the
begiruring of suffering, rejection, peace and
finally wisdom. Hesse sees the reflection of
his search of this Self-experience in the life of
Gotama Buddl'ra. His masterpiece Siddhartha
rnay be considered a dedication to that
search. :

Important questions on Siddhartha

7. Bring out the mornl allegory of Siddhartha

[Hints: Siddhartha, an'everyman - in
search of true self-wisdom
incommunicable - has to be attained
through one's own experience - much
suffering involved.l

2. "siddhartha got sa.laation tlvough existential
suffering"- Discuss

[Refer (1)]

3. "Siddhartha is the story of a man who
sought and found himself"- Elucidate.

[Refer (1)]

Jnryortant Critical terms

It is advisable to have, at your d-isposal, a
standard glossary of critical terms such as by
M.H. Abrams. Various Critical terms
pertaining to European Fiction have been
explained in the several Units. Check your
knowledge for the following in particular:-

a) Mooernents : Realism, Naturalisrn;
expressionism, Impressionism Decadence,
Arts for Art's sake, Surrealism, Dada,
Futurism, Absurd

b) Modes of Narration: Epic, epistolary,
Documentary, Picaresque,Autobio graphical,
Stream-of Consciousness, Monologue.

c) Types of Fictiou Psychological,
Sociological, Revolutionary, Fantasy,
Prop a gandis t, Do me stic, Historical, .N ov-el,
'witl'i a purpose.

d) Misceltnneous: Round and ilrt
.characters, Leitmotif, Metphor.

Study Mnterial prepnred.by:
Prof. V,UMA; M.A..; M.Phil.,
Department of English '

Mercy College
Palakkad
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1.0. Objectives

At the end of this llnit, you should be able
to:

(i) form a general idea of German
fictional literature of modern times:
and

(ii) understand about the life personality
of Gunter Grass.

7.7 Introduction

Before you embark on the study of any
author, it is advisable to know something
about his age, since however conventional
or individualistic he may be, he nevertheless
belongs to his age, and is a product of his
society. So let us begin this Llnit with a brief
note on German fictional literature of the
modern times, which has produced such
gems as Thomas Mann, Hermann Hesse, Franz
Kafkn and Gunter Grass.

1.2 German Fictional Literature of Modern
Times

German literature holds less than its
deserved stafus in world literature, in part
because the lyrical qualities of its poetry and
the nuances of its prose all ill-served by
translation. Even the most sublime of figures
in German literary history such as Goethe and
Schiller are doomed to remain known to the
world largely by reputation. In the 20th
century perhaps four German poets and
writers have won a permanent niche in
world literature - Franz Kafka, Thomss Mann,
Rainer Maria Rilke and Bertolt Brecht, all of
whose works date from the early decades.
Of German novelists since the war, only two
have been published in translation abroad -
Heinrich Boll and Gunter Grass; among the
playwrights, apart from Brecht and Carl
Zuckmayer, whose major plays extend from
the 1920s to the mid 1950s, the works of
Siegfriend Lenz andPeter Weisshave been well
received abroad.

ln Thomas Mann, we find the Zeitgeist
(Time Spirit), in all its violence, concentrated
within the stolid limits of a phenomenally
intelligent conservative. He has been posited
as a realistic bourgeois writer who ilearly
saw that time for his class had run out. Mann
was a bleak pessimist trapped in the
Germanism he so vigorously resisted.
Expressionism, the literary movement of
approximateLy 7910-25- was the tirst, and tL^
most violent and explicit, manifestation of
modernism. The German reaction to tire
disintegration of the old culture and to the
impending catastrophe of the war, to the
growing notion that man was alone in a
hostile universe, was the most anguished and
contorted (twisted) of all; frequently it took
violent or gruesome forms. Apart from its
intensity the most notable feature of German
expressionism is the hostility of the younger
towards the elder generation, often
manifesting itself as hatred of the father or
father figure. Like Thomas Mann, the Czech
Franz Kafkrt also was al:t expressionist. Kafka
was not interested in character, he is a writer
of fables which evoke the bewildered,
humiliated or defensive states of mind of a
single protagonist. Another notable German
Hermann Hesse (7877-7962) was a critic, poet,
short-story writer and above all, novelisi. As
a writer, he has been more heeded in the East
than in the West, with his overriding desire
to reconcile such opposites as death and life
with the war, Hesse turned pacifist. In
Siddhartha (7922 tr 1957) the increasingly
antinomian (Ref Section 1.4) Hesse drew on
his Indian experiences. The hero son of a
Brahmin is first an ascetic, then a sensual
materialist, but does not learn anything until
he becomes the assistant of a ferryman-mage
(a magician) who plies between the two
worlds of spirit and flesh.

The movement known as Dada and
S ur r e alism, related to expressionism prevailed
in German literature in the twenties. Nothing
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-illustrates the nafure of the German genius
more clearly than the German noael. Before
the first World War, German literature
experienced comparative calm. The main
influences were Naturalism and its opposite
"art for art's sake". T,he lmpressionistic Noael

derived from the naturalists laid a greater
emphasis on character. Outstanding among
the impressionistic novelists are Hernmnn
Hesse, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in
1946 and Thomas Mann. Towards the end of
the first World War weariness and despair,
accentuated in Germany by the revolution
(1918) led to several war noaels being written
by younger writers. lohannes BECHER in his
works violently opposed war, and the chaotic
state life was expressed generally in literature
by EXPRESSIONISM, a movement borrowed
from painting in a spirit of almost ecstatic
mysticism. The Expressionistic writers were
often socialists, and their work also revealed
a changed attitude towards women, the
relationship between men- and women being
intellectual rather than emotional. ln 1.922

Expressionism subsided. Immediate post-war
novels were chiefly concerned with the
attempt to explain the rise and fall of Nazi
Germany. The late 1950s and early 1960s

produced few great writers, with the
exception of perhaps Gunter Grass, who won
recognition and acclaim only much later.

Let us study something about the life and
achievements of Gunter Grass now.

1.3 Life and achievements of Gunter Grass

Withelm Gunter Grass (1927-) who was
born qf German Polish parents in the Free

City of Danzig (now Gdansk) has achieved
the greatest success of all post-war German
writers. Trained as a scuPtor and
draughtsman, he began writing about 1956,

had articles and poems published in atsant-

garde rnagazines and stage pieces produced
at experimental theatres in Hamburg and
else'where but made little impact. He fought
in the army towards the end of the war and
was captured by the Arriericans. Thus Grass
began like so many German writers as an
artist, a sculptor. He had become known
bcth for his art and for his art and for his
raCio plays. By the mid-fifties; his plays were
grotesque and in the manner of Samuel
Beckett. His poems (with his own illustrations)

which were″ aむonce amusing′ hor五ヶing and

strangely life― enhancing… …exPose the false

indemnities  of  modern  manノ   the
frattentation of his world′ his puzzlement′

his littleness and his curious paradoxical

courage in recognizing absurdity and facil■ g

it″ 〔TittιS Lルιγクγy S夕′μιθttθ 4′」Rel■■iniscent

of Beckctt′ s′ Pθι777S i71 E4glislt′ the士 elements

of the′Absurd′ recuriinithe novel that has

made Crass internationally famous:DIE
BLECHTROMMEL(1959 tr.THE TIN
DRUM 1961).He Was awarded the Gr′′′θ

47 award for this′ evenibefore publication.

Since then Grass hasi written llnore novels′ a

full scale stage play,Poetry and several essays

allld speeches.D蟷 ンαrS and cα ′αηグMθ′sι

are two of his novelsi Cornlnitted to the

establishment of socialぉ■in West cermanyノ

Grass campaigned fo■ Ⅲe SOCial Democrats

in 1965 and 1969(when they were luSt
successful),and in 1972,when they did well.

Grass is a lingtristically exuberant,
ingenious and highlyr in-ventive writer,
whose work is a urtique combination of
vitality and grotesquerie. He is a genuinely
neo-baroque novelist. He is old enough to have
taken part in Nazi activities and the war (he

was a member of the Hitler youth when
Germany seized Danzig) without being
responsible. This makes him eager to probe
in the immediate past an activitiy that
puzzles those who are too young to have
experienced Nazidom, but annoys those who
once accepted it. Grass insists that the artist
however committed he maybe in life, should
be a clown in art; there is much pained irony
in this pronouncement. But Grass, an
intelligent and sensible as wellas a clever and
amusing man, has made good sense of the
division between his art (which is skeptical
about, human happiness) and his life
(unequivocal political activity for a party of
which he is critical); he calls himself a

revisionist, that is one, who departs from a

Marxist doctrine. Despite everything, Grass
remains extraordiflarily relaxed, a

remarkable feat for a really gifted German
writer. He was awarded the Nqbel Prize for
literature, 1999. 〔、リ

Grass is a charming, most ofte.ryizlayful or
satirical minor poet. His Absritd plays did
not work well on the stage. Abrilliant, tightly
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controlled novella, Cat and Mouse (1,961)
demonstrated Grass's ability to direct his
satire with complete accuracy at the world
of Nazi heroics. Dog Years is another vast
novel with a wider political range than The
Tin Drum, in which the world of political
reality is ironically unmarked and seen from
the perspective of a dog's fate. As usual in
Grass's works, the mixture is of scurrility,
humour, tragedy, satire and marvelousiy
inventive imagery. Deeply committed
politically, Grass left the immediacy of the
pre-L945 era in 1969, and presented a more
contemporary German intellectualizing of
the past and present.

The Tin Drum is a historically meticulous
examination of the period lgZS-SS, narrated
by an impossible midget (dwarf) Oscar
Matzerath who willed himself to stop growing
at the age of three, a device which-enablei
the author to hover between fantasy and
realism and achieve a detachment to make
the scenes and characters of German life
before and during the Nazi regime stand out
with extraordinary clarity and humour. One
of the most outstanding post war German
novels, it has been translated into many
languages. In this novel fantasy of thl
specifically German sort is brilliantly. counter-
pointed with historical detail. The scenes
which helped to make it a success are only
incidental to its epic "autobiographical,,
sweep, from German - Polish origins in
Danzing through the Nazi period ar,d thu
war to the, night-clubs of the West. Its power
lies in its'style', the fantastic vision of iti hero;
a 

-dwarf in an asylum, whose drum the toy
of his retarded childhood beats through thb
illusions and forgetfullress of the adultworld,
to expose its follies and fears with a
sensationally detached sophistication,
purporting (intending) to be naive. We can
understand that Oskar's childhood need for
tin drums, his glass-shattering screams, if
denied them is not merely fanciful. Similar
techniques and themes, with grotesque satire
of Nazi-violence, the war ar,d its ind, and
post war Germany are employ ed in Dog years
arrd Cat and Mouse.

You should have an idea of certain critical
terms, if you are to appreciate The Tim Drum
fuIly. Let us make a brief note of them.

1..4 Some Critical Terms

l. Expressionism: A German movement
in literature and other arts (especially the
visual arts) which was at its height between
1910 and 7925, that is, the period just before,
during, and after the First World War. Its
chief precursors (beginners) were artists and
writers who had in various ways departed
from realistic depictions of life and the world
by expressing in their art visionary or
powerfully emotional states of mind.
Prominent among the literary movement are
the Russian novelist Dostoeasky, the German
philo_sopher Friedrich Nietzsche, Franz Kafkn
andGunter Grass. Its central feahrre is a revolt
against the artistic and literary tradition of
realism, both in subject matter and style. The
expressionistic writer undertakes to express
a personal vision-usually a troubled or
tensely emotional vision-of human life and
society; he does it through exaggeration and
distortion of the objective featurei ,rf the outer
world, and by embodying violent extremes
of mood and feeling. The expressionists were
radical in their politics. The movement was
firially suppressed in Cermany by the Nazis
in the early 1930s. We recognize its effects
direct or indirect, on the theaire of the absurd.

2. Surrealism: An artistic movemel1,,
launched in France in the 1.920s. The
expressed aim was a revolt against all
restraints on free creativity; the restraints
included logical reason, standard morality,
social and artistic conventions and norms,

-and 
any other control over the artistic process

by fore thought and intention. To ensure the
unhampered (free) operation of the ,,d.eep

mind" which they regarded as the only
source of valid knowledge as well as art,
surrealists turned to automatic zoriting
(writing delivered over entirely to the
promptings of the unconscious mind) and to
exploiting the material of dreams, of states
of mind between sleep and waking and of
natural or artificially induced hallucinations.
Surrealistic writing is characterized, by
broken syntax, non-logical and non-
chronological order, free association dream
like and nightmarish sequences and the
juxtaposition of bizarre (strange) shocking
and seemingly unrelated imagei.
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3. The Literatwe of the Absurd: The term
is applied to a number of works in drama
and prose-fiction which have in common the

sense that the human condition is essentially
and ineradicably absurd, and that this
^ondition can be adequately represented only
!r' works of literature that are themselves
al'surd. The current movement emerged in
l-rant e after the horrors of the II World War,
as .r rebellion against essential beliefs and
values, both of traditional culture and
traditional literature. Absurd literature is

characterized by naive, inept characters in a
fantastic or nightmarish modern world, and

events which are often simultaneously
comic, horrifying, and absurd. Examples in
prose-fiction are the novels of Kafta (The

Trial), Sartre, Camus and Gunter Grass (The

Tin Drum)

2.0 Objectives

At the end of this Unit, you should be able

to:

(i) have a general idea of the plot of Gunter
Grass's novel The Tin Drum: arrd

(ii) forrn your initial impressions about the
characters and the mode of narration

2.1 Introduction

The best way to enjoy a novel of course is

to read it in the original. Even in the most
authentic translation something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost'
A chapter-wise summary of this sort is twice
removed from the original. It will certainly
help you to know the plot of the novel, form
ideas about the characters, mode of narration
and so on. But if you can lay your hands on
a good translation, do it. Only then will you
be able to understand and enjoy Grass's
masterpiece. Anyway, something is better
than nothing. So let us begin to summarise
the first part of the novel comprising the
whole of-Book One and seven characters of
Book Two

4. Baroque: The term refers to a style of
art and architecture prevailing in Europe
during the l.7th and first half of the 18'h

cenfuries that was charaiterized by elaborate
and grotesque forms and ornamentation.

5. Antinomian: A person who (like
Herman Hesse) maintains that Christians are

freed from the moral law by virtue of grace

as set forth in the Gospel.

■INIT 2

THETIN DRUM:ASUMMARY OFPART ONE

6. DadaismlDada: The term refers to the
style and technique of a group of artists,
writers etc, of the early 20tr' century who
exploited accidental and incongruous effects

in their work and Pro-grammatically
challenged established cannons of art,
thought, morality etc.

Let us summarise the novel The Tin Drum

in the succeeding Units.

2.2 BOOK ONE

2.2.1The wide Skirt

Oscar Matzerath, the narrator of the novel
is an inmate of a mental hospital. He seems

to enjoy his quiet, lonely existence there.

Upon his request, his keePer Bruns
Munsteberg gets him five hundred sheets of
writing paper ("a ream of virgin paper" as

Oskar calls it). Oscar begins to write the story
of his grandmother Anna Bronski who was

once sitting in her skirts at the edge of potato
field, late one October afternoon in the year

1899 in the heart (center) of Kashubia'
Oskar's grandmother wore four wide skirts
one over the other! She saw three men
darting between the telegraph poles. After
some time she hid one of them (Short and

Wide) inside her skirts! His name was
Kiljaiczek, and the other two men, who were
rural constables were chasing him. They
searched$very where around the woman,
disturbing her heaps of potatoes and were
disappointed not to find any sign of the
fugiiive. Oskar's grandmother sat there
root"d to her spot and sighing at intervals.
It was evening when the two constables
decided to look for Koljaiczek in Bissaq.
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Oskar's grandmother saw them vanishing;
only then did she rise, "slowly and painfully
as though she had struck root and now,
drawing earth and fibres along with her,
weretrearing herself outof theground"! She
gave some hot potatoes to him, then with
her basket, potatoes etc, she started off in the
direction of Bissau Quarry. Joseph
Koljaiczek, unable to tear himself away from
her skirts, followed Oskar's grandmother
there.

CrtficaI Comments: The novel opens in a
dramatic manner. The central character, an
inmate of lunatic asylurn recounts the
meeting of his grandmother Anna Bronski
with the fugitive Joseph Koljazek. She wears
four wide skirts one over the other, her hiding
the short and stocky Koljaiczek under her
skirts with subtle sexual inneudos (sly
remarks) are rather fantastic, bizarre and
ludicrous.

2.2.2lJnder the Raft

That afternoon Anna Bronski conceived
Oskar's mother Agnes! The same night his
grandmother changed her name to Anna
Koljaiczek and followed Jospeh, who found
work as a raftman in the povincial capital
on the river Mottalu. Joseph remained in
hiding for three weeks, assuming the name
and role of a raftsman loseph Wranka, a
harmless fellow and good husband. He was
not a tyrant. His daughter seemed to take
after him hiding herself under the bed, or in
the clothes cupboard. The essential thing for
little 'Agnes was to remain hidden. It give
her a sense of security.

The trouble began in L9L3m, when as in
every sufiuner, Koljaiczek was to help man
the big raft from Kiev to Vistula. Twelve
raftsman in all, they boarded the tugboat
Radaume. The new manager of the sawmill
introduced himself as Dukerhoff. Both
Koljaiczek and Dukerhoff were afraid and
full of doubts suspicions and hesitation- like
two enemy brothers Dukerhoff doubted
whetherWranka was Koljaiczek, the fire-bug
who had worked in the mill at Schwetz, the
one thatburned down. Oskar's grandmother
Anna was able to produce papers and
documents to dispro'u" u.,y ailegation of
arson Fire captain Hect, a Prson similarly

supported ]oseph. Evidence was gathered
in a number of saw mills, matters'became
very bad and at last when Koljaiczek saw
the blue uniforms, he jumped into the water.
Oskar's gand father's body was never found;
he had met with his death under the raft.
However there were a number of cock and
bull stories as to how he had been
miraculously rescued. Oskar did not believe
them.

Critical Comments

This chapter begins with the staring
bizarre manner of Anna Bronski conceiving
Oskar"s mother Agnes while the short and
stocky Koljaiczek was hiding under her
wide skirts! It ends with the death of the
grandfather.

2.2.3 Moth and Light BuIb

The rumour about Oskar's grandfather
was that he was a man who had left
everything behind him, crossed the great
water and become rich. Oskar felt that was
enough about his grandfather regardless of
whether he was called Holjaczek (Polish),
Kaoljaiczek (Kashubian) or Joe Calchic
(American). Bruno remarked that it was
beautiful death. Oskar's frend Kl"pp made
an ill-humoured refusal to decide between
life and death. But his other friend Vittlar's
answer was sardonic and offensive; he
advised him to go to America after his
acquittal and traced his grandfather.

Oskar continued to touch very briefly on
the life up to the hour of his birth, of the little
group of mourners his grandfather had left
behind him in Europe. When Koljaiczek
disappeared uner the raft, Oskar's
grandmother, her daughter Agnes, her
brother Vincent Bronski and his seventeen
year-old son lan Bronski were filled with
anguish. Joseph's brother Gregor Koljaiczek
said he hardly knew anything about him.
At last he married Oskar's grandmother who
was determined to stick by the Koljaiczeks.
Gregor drank heavily. Oskar's nrother
Agnes, then a plumb little girl of fifteen
helped in her mother's store. Only when
Gregor died of influenza in 1917 did the
profits of the shop increase a little. But not
much; for what was there to sell n 1917? '
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-Oskar'.s mofller fell in love with her cousin
]an, a sickly young man of twenty who
worked in a post office and had a large stamp
collection. In L918, Agnes, who was working "

as an auxiliary nurse met Alfred Matzerath,
a wounded cook and soon he captivated
Sister. Agnes. Jan Bronski opted to be
transferred to the Polish post office The
gesture seemed spontaneous and was
generally interpreted as reaction to Oskar's
mother's infidelity. It was only after ]an
married his Hedwig., a Kashubian girl that
relations between him and Agnes improved.
ln 1.923, Alfred Matzerath married Agnes,
and the two looked after the store quite well,
complementing each other wonderfully.

Oskar was bom in the bedroom. He
hirnself sdys, "Iwas one of those clarirudient
infants whose mental development is
completed at birth and after that merely need
a cqrtain amount of filling in". Oskar listned
carefully to the first words that slipped from
his parents beneath the light bulbs.
Matzerath commented that the boy would
take over the store when he grew up. His
mother said, "When little Oskqr is three,he will
hatse a toy drum" Oskar made up his mind to
reject his father's project but to give his
mother's plan favourable consideration,
when his third birthday arrived. He quickly
realized that his parents were not equipped
to understand or respect his decisions. Lonely
and misunderstood, he knew that he had to
go one living till the end. It was only the
prospect of the drum that prevented him
from expressing more forcefully his desire to
refurn to the womb.

Critical Comments

This chapter tells us about Oskar's birth,
his being a clairaudient infant, his inherent
sense of loneliness and insecurity and his
desire to return to the womb. One is
reminded of the characters of Samuel Beckett
who suffer from similar problems. The
promise of the tin-drum as Oskar's third
birthday gift also is expressed here.

2.2.4 Th.e Photograph Album

Oskar guarded his photograph album like
a treasure. He described it as his "family
cemetery". He went through it commenting
or the snaps, which he and KI"PP had taken

long back.Oskarthen had been gloomy and
depressed for no solid reason. He obseⅣ es

thattrue gloom is bynature goundess.Their

gloom attained a Pitch of intensity that
would yield to nothing. If there was any
way of rnaking friё nds■、アith their gloom.′ it

was through the photos′ because they found
an image of thelnselves in then■ ′ the PhotOS
gave them o kind offreedom in their dealings

with themselves.Occasionally they gavO a
photo away.Oskar never gave any Pictures
t01he Waitressi ln the pholographs taken
shortly before the First W6rld War′ and even
during theヽ var years′ those who posed
continued to smile. After the war the faces

changed. The Fnen 10oked rather de―
mobilised′ melal■choly was becOming to the

women of the twenties′ who made nO
attempt to conceal an unoertOne Of studied

SOrrOW. Oskar paid sPecial attention to one

PartiCular phot9s in which his mother was

,itting′ and Jan and NIolzerath Standing
behind her′ and SIniling too― the threё

protagonists of(Dskar′ s early years forllning

a lrial・ gle′
″those three who brought me into

t“ WOrld thOugh they wanted for(lacked)
nothing.〃

Oskar observed that he was a handsome
dhild. His first Ph010graづ h waS taken on
Pentecost′ 1925.He was eight months′ 01d′

´

tW9 mOnths yo■nger than Stephan Bronski.

There were several photos of his taken when

he was aged bOtween one and three years
including the full― length Portrait they had

taken of hiln in honour ofthis third birthday.

IIis tin drum was hanging in front of his

turruny′ brand―new with its Serrated red and

white fields. It wasin that PiCture that Oskar

first arrived at an unalterable decision′ alld

deterF―ed that he would never under any
circulrLStanCes be politician′ much less a
grocer′ that he would remain as he was― an4
so he did′ fOr inany years.Oskar not only

stayed the same Size′ but clung to the same

attire.He remained the three year― old′ the

gnolne′ the Tolln―Thumb′ the pigmy′ the

Liliputian′ the nudget′ whorn no one could

PerSuade to grow.To quote Oskar:″ I

rernained the preCOCiOus three― year,old

towered over.by growll― uPs but Supёrior to

all grown―uPξ,whO FefuSed to rneasure his
shadow with thoirs′ who was complete both
inside and outside′ while they′ to the very
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brink of the grave, were condemned to worry
their heads abodt development". However
something did grow, ultimately taking on
Messianic proportions but no grown-up in
his day had eyes and ears for Oskar, the
eternal three-year-old drummer.

Critical Cornments

It is in this chapter that we come to know
of Oskar's decision taken on his third
birthday, that he would stqp growing. It is
his way of rebelling, protesting against
society and man-made conventions and
institutions.

2.2.5 Smash a Little Windowpane

From the very beginning it was pl"ain to
Oskar that grown ups would not understand
him. On his third birthday, while everyone
was busy, Oskar went down the trap dor
leading to the cellar and tried to climb up
with a tray of ras berry syrup bottles, he
landed head first on the cement floor of the
cellar. His fall created a big sensation. His
mother was upset, blamed Matzerath for
keeping the trap-door open, and called him
and called him a murderer. Unihentionally,
Oskar transformed the harmless, good-
natured Matzerath into a guilty Matzerath.
Oskar's falls brought him four weeks in the
hospital. After this incident he created the
general impression that he just would not
grow any more after that fall down the cellar
stairs, And Oskar, began to drum. The
ability to drum the necessary distance
between grown-ups and Oskar developed
shortly after his fall, almost, simultaneously
with the ability to sing-scream so piercingly
that no one dared to take away the drum
that was destroying his eardrum. Oskar had
the gift of shattering glass with his singing , his
screams and singing made window-panes
crumble. Soon his talents became well-
known. To his irritation, every window-
pane broken in the entire neighborhood by
rowdies big or little was blamed on Oskar
and,his voice.

shattered. Hence forth Oskar made this a
practice. ]an Bronski bought- him a new
protest. He reiinguished th'e relic and
devoted himself with both hands to the new
instrument. He observed that not all the
grown ups around him proved as
understanding as Jan Bronski

Once, shortly.after his fifth birthday,
Oskar's mother took him to Dr. Hollatz, who
tried to take his drum away. For the first'
time Oskar tried his voice on a whole set of
carefglly sealed glasses, destroying the
greater part of his collection of snakes, toads
and embryos! The success was unique and

- 
overwhelming for all present. Then lending'\is scream greater relief and throwin[
economy to the winds Oskar shattered one
test tube after another. The tubes popped
like firecrackers. Dr. Hollatz turned the losi
of his collection to his advantage by
publishing an article about Oskar M, the child
with the glass-shattering voice in a medical
journal. His already keen skepticism led
Oskar to judge the doctor's Opusculum
(Composition) as a long-winded skillfully
formulated display of irrelevancies.

Today he lies in his mental hospital unable
to damage even his toothbrush glass with his
singing, Oskar likes to think back on the
archaic period of his voice. In those early
days he shattered glass only when necessary,
but later on in the heyday and decadence of
his art exercised it even when not impelled
by outward circumstances. He employed
glass as a medium of self expression and grew
older in the process.

Critical Comments

This chapter connects two of Oskar,s
particular gifts or characteristics- his habit
of drumming and his ability to shatter glass
by singing-both equally irritating and
troublesome to the others. Well, it is his way
of expressing his protest against the world
which cannot understand him.

2.2.6 The Schedule
A month after his third birihday, Oskar,s y, ., .

parents tried to take his old drum;;;;. ,In,this 5fapte1, Oskar speaks about the
t".urru they feared that h" ;;;ld';,1; schedules Klepp kept drawi,,8 ,rP and then
hirirself on th; sharp edges. when Mut;;th g:::^:I? recount his first day at school-the
tried to pult it osliur screamed ,o "tr--^-l^' 

Pestalozzi School. There were several boys
that the glass covering of the .r..f}jl :P:lit t:geintheIAClass. Their mothers

pressed against the walls. After some time
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-Miss Spollenhauer came in. Upon her
suggestion the class started singing, or rather
howling. Oskar started drumming
emphatically. The teacher gave him a nod
of encouragement. For a moment, he felt
that Miss Spollenhauer had become a not
unpleasant old maid, but had become
human, that is, childlike, curious complex
and immoral. Soon trouble began when she
tried to coax him to put his drum in the locker
and have it back when school was over.
Oskar gave her a warning scratch on the lens
of her right eye- glass, probably with his
voice. The teacher looked reproachfully at
mother and son and called the boy wicked.
Following that she handed out the schedule
(timetable) and started reading out. Oskar
started drumming, much to the irritation of
the teacher. She tried to seize the drum when
the boy let out his glass-demolishing scream.
She then tried to whip him. When Oskar
would not hold out his hand to be whipped
she struck his drum, his "darling" ! It was
too much for Oskar who composed a double
cry which literally pulversied both lenses of
Miss Spollenhauer spectacles, and caused
slight bleeding at the eyebrows. As an
offended mother escorted the son out of the
classroom, a photographer placed Oskar
gainst a blackboard on which was written:
My First School Day, and took a snap!

Critical Comments

Oskar's protest against routine and
timetables, very characteristic of him, is
described here with a mixture of realism and
fantasy.

2.2.7 Rasputin and Alphabet

At the Pestalozzi School, Oskar had not
drummed in mere revolutionary protest; he
lacked the most elementary school learning.
It was just unfortunate that Miss
Spollenhauer's methods of inculcating
knowledge did not appeal to Oskar. His
parents did not care much about his
education. Several times a day he tramped
up and down the steps opf the four-story
apartment house. He sometimes
accompanied Mr. Meyn the trumpet player
on his drum. The green grover Greff hardly
understood him. To a very small extent,
Oskar envied other school children, but that

was only a temporary feeling. Then Gretchen
Scheffler who lived behind the bakery took
his education inhand. This lady had little
enough to offferhim; for she hardly read.
From her small collection of books, Oskar
picked out first Rasputin and then Goethe.
Gretchen complained to Oskar's mother that
the boy learnt nothing. But actually Oskar
tore'off pages after pages from the two books
combined them differently and read them!
He ate a lot of cakes in those years and grew
just fat and lumpy. He was compelled to try
on little frocks and bonnets Gretchen made.

Critical Comments

This is a rather funny but thought
provoking chapter which recounts how
Oskar learnt his alphabets. Once again,
Oskar's protest against conventional methods
of education, coupled with in competent
teacher is brought out.

2.2.8 The Stock turn. Long-Distance Song
Effect

The lady doctor who attended on Oskar
observed that he suffered from isolation in
his childhood, that he did not play enough
with other children. One day some of the
children forced Oskar to drink some
disgusting, nauseating soup and he screamed
and sang banking on long-distance glass-
shattering effects. Each time he needed a

new drum. Which was very often his mother
took him into the city to shop. Often she
would leave Oskar in Markus's shop to go
and spend three quarters of an hour with ]an
in hotel. On one such occasion Oskar strolled,
crossed the Kohlenmarket and stood facing
the Stocktum a very tall East German brick
gothic lower. He climbed the lower and
screamed even though his drum was not even
remotely threatened. He was very hapy to
note that window panes in the end window
of the lobby of Stadt theatre was shattered.
Markus mentioned his to Oskar's mother.
Today, in his hopspital bed, Oskar looks for
the land of the Poles that is lost to the
"Poles".

Critical Comments

This chapter describes the 
""pur,rio., 

of
extension of Oskar's glass shattering skills to
long distance effects. It also hints at his
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-mother's clandestine relations withhis Uncle
Ian.

2.2.9 The Rostrum

Oskar's mother took him and his cousins
to see the Christmas play at the Stadt-
Theatre. The play was Tom Thumb. Oskar
and his mother were touched particularlyby
the end of the play. It was not until the
summer of '33 that he visited the theatre
again to watch the Zoppot Opera-in-the
Woods. In '34 he went there for the third
time to watch a circus. There he rrtet Bebra
who was about four inches taller than Oskar.
They got introduced. Oskar was then nine
and a half. Babra who claimed royal lineage
said he was about fifty three years old. Bebra
was impressed by Oskar's glass-shattering
ability and wanted to hire him on the spot.
Even today Oskar is occasionally sorry that
he declined. Bebra kissed him on the
forehead. He said that little people like them
could always find a place on the most
crowded rostrum. The political events of the
ensuing (following) years bore him out.
Oskar was usually able to find a place among
the leaders of the women's associations. By
the summer of 34, Oskar began to be
disillusioned with the party.

Critical Comments

This chapter open with Oskar's visits to
the theatre on different occasions, his meeting
with Bebra, his initial fascination with
rostrums and his gradual disillusionment
with the party. The novel takes on a political
tinge. As an undercurrent, the love triangle
involving Agnas, Matzerath and Jan Bronski
is perceived by the precocious child.

2.2..10. Shopwindows

For several years till '38 Oskar and his
drum spent much time huddling under
rostrums observing demonstrations, breaking
up rallies, driving orators to distraction and
so on. Looking back Oskar feels that though
he cannot be called a Resistance Eighter , he
had drummed for the people. His work was
destructive, what he did not defeat with his
drum, he killed with is voice,,gradually he
deveioped another strange temptation - to
turn ordinary, well meaning persons into
thieves. He would produce a neat hole in a
show case, shop-window, jewellery or watch

case, so that a victim standing close by would
invariably be tempted to put his or her hand
through it and steal that object. Through his
mother suspected his hand or rather his voice
in the sudden increase in the crime, she said
or reported nothing. Once Oskar tempted
Jan to steal to ruby necklace which he
presented to Oskar's mother. Agnes, who
unsuspected the source, wore it only when
Matzerath was absent. Soon, after the war,
Oskar exchanged it on the black market for
twelve cartons of Lucky strikes and a leather
briefcase. Oskar was aware that all that he
was doing was evil.

Critical Comments

This is very dramatic chapter which
recounts how Oskar turns ordinary people
into thieves. The strange thins is that he
knows what he is doing is wrong, yet he
persists.

2.2.17. No Wonder

Today as he lay in his mental hospital,
Oskar often regretted the power he had in
those days to project his voice to cut holes in
shop-windows and show thieves the way.
How he suffered from the loss of that power
during the year before his commitment to
hospital! He usually abhorred (hated)
violence. Oskar records sarcastically that his
mother who led "an adulterous woman's
Life" by meeting Jan Bronski regularly on
Thursdays became religious in her son's case
and out a stop to his singing outside of shop
windows. She started taking him every
Saturday to Church, for Confession. Oskar
could not help noticing an embarrassing
resemblance between Christ the Saviour and
his godfather, uncle and presumptive father
Jan Bronski.

Since his mother felt that need to confess
before Easter should reach its climax she took
Oskar by the hand on the afternoon of
Passioon Monday to the church. It was late
when they arrives. As his mother confessed,
Oskar wandered. He hung the drum on Jesus
and thrust the drumsticks into Jesus's hands.
Oskar hoped that by a small miracle Jesus
would start drumming but nothing
happened. Oskar realized that it was a
mistake to try to teach Jesus anything. He
took the sticks but left the drum. He then out
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backthe sticks. He actually drummed to show
the "little pseudo-]esls" how to do it.
Hearing the din Father I,fihnke, the Vicar,
Oskar's mother, all came there. The priest
snatched the drum: Oskar kicked him, much
to his mother's shame. Oskar screamed,
but he failed to execute his glass-shattering
miracle. He sank down and wept bitterly
because Jesus had failed. Only his mother
understood his tears, though she could not
help feeling glad that there had been no
broken glass. His mother thart picked up
Oskar in her arms and they left. Oskar
regretted that Jesus with the Sacred Heart
was false. He would go down into the grave
on Good Friday, while Oskar would keep on
drumming and drumming, but never again
experience any desire for a miracle.

Critical Comments

In this chapter Oskar tries to see a
resemblance between himself and Christ as
men of miracle. We note how for the first
time his glass-shattering voice fails him. Is
Oskar trying to show that religion or God
cannot tolerate destructive tendencies?

2.2.72. Good Friday Fare

Oskar's feelings during the period
between Passion Monday and Good Friday
werc paradoxical. He was glad his drum was
his own, though he was irritated that Jesus
had not drummed. Though he had failed in
his glass-shattering in the Church, he was
glad that the vestige of Catholic faith was
preserved. The triumph of his voice over
profane targets made him painfully aware
of his failures in the sacred sector. The
cleavage was lasting; Oscar had never been
able to heal it. Now he was at home neither
in the sacred not the profane, but dwelt on
the fringes, in a mental hospital.

On Good Fiday, after breakfast, Oskar his
parents and ]an Bronski started for Brosen.
There Agnes witnessed a revolting scene of
eels being extracted from the head of a dead
horse submerged in water. She perversely
forced a diet of the eels upon herself. Upon
their retum the elders began to argue about
the Good Friday dinner. As usual Agnes
reminded Matzerath of Oskar's famous fall,
and Bronski tried to pacify them. Oskar
hid himself in the clothes cupboard and tried

to dreanL of Sister lngeo He was disturbed by

their screaIIling′ aiguing Ond his lnother′ s

whilnpering. It was only after Easter that

Oskar′s PassiOn began.

Critical,Comnle五ts

This is one of the sevё ral outlandish
experiences that fill the later Part Of OSkar′ s

recorded existence.

2.2。13 Tapered at the FoOt End

Oskar′ s ttother′s Passion too was going
to begin.Her sufferings began soon.Quite
of her own accLord′ PosseSSed by some
mysterious demon. She be.gan′ exactly two
weeks after Easter′ to devour fish in terrible

quantities again.  Everyone including
Matzerath and Crandma KottaiCZek were
eXaSPerated. She was take,to hOSPital. She

was found to be pregnant,her face ttras
devastated by paln and nausea. She could
not forget the horse. On the fourth day she

died(Dskar could not weep. He felt it was

his mother′ s way ofbreaking up the triangle

that would leave ⅣIatzerath′ whorn perhaps
she hated′ with the guilt and enable ran
Bronski to feel that she did it fOr hiln.Agnes

andJalllCOuldbe easiyidё ntified with Romeo

alld Juhet.

Oskar suppressed a passionated desire to

climb uP on hiS mOther′ s coffin′ sit there and

drumo With his very knuckles′ he■
～
アould have

wished to drutt alld go dowlll intO the grave

with his mother alld the foetus′ ifit had only

been POSSible and al10wed. Markus who
came for the condolence was shown the gate.

At last Oskar slept in his grandmOther′ s

skirts.

Critical Comments

This israther touching chapter, recounting
the strange manner of Oskar's mother's
death following her unnatural consumption
of fish. Oskar's desire to return to his mother
is reminiscent of the Beckettian dilemma of
the retum to the womb.

2.2.14 Herbert Truczinski's Back

Soon after his mother's funeral, Oskar
started missing her terribly. He was alrrlost
fourteen; he loved soiitude and his drum
went with him, though he used it sparingly.
One day in'37 or '38, he met Bebra who
introduced him to the midgest Roswitha
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. Raguna, the most celebrated somnambulist
in aU italy. The Neopolitan (Italian)
somnambulist was an old lady of eighty or
ninety. She admonished Oskar to forgive his
fathers; to accustom himself to his own
existence so that his heart might find peace,
but it was allin vain. Inspite of everything
Ostcar felt badly let down byhis mother. In
his acute loneliness, he had only his drum to
turn to. Oskar experienced guilt when his
grandmother remarked that her daughter
Agnes had died because she could riot stand
the drumming any more.

Oskar would occasionally go to Madame
Truczinski's house. Her son Herbert was
his friend. Herbert worked in a Sweden Bar
an international spot; the job was not
without its perils for Herbert would come
home in an ambulance once or twice a
month. Oskar was fascinated by the scars
on his massive back; they were caused by the
knives of the drunk customers. Herbert
would explain the history of each scar as
Oskar pointed to it.

Critical Comments

One feels sorry for poor Oskar, for he
really misses his dead mother. His
fascination with Herbert's scars is a
diversion.

2.2.75 Niobe

In'38, the Customs duties were raised and
the borders between Poland and the free City
were temporarily closed. Herbert was
unemployed. During that period Oskar and
Herbert together committed two medium
sized burglaries. They gave up the burglar's
trade not so much due to the misplaced
feelings of guilt as the increasing difficulty of
disposing the goods. Mother Truczinski
insisted that Hetrbert should look for a decent
job. Herbert managed to get the job of a
maritime muserun assistant. The pride of the
museum collection was a ship's wooden
figurehead called Niobe- a luxuriant wooden
wom.u:t green and naked with sunken amber
eyes gazing out over resolute, forward-
lookfing breasts. This female figure head was
believed to be a bringer of digaster. Niobe,
popularly known as the "the Green Kitten"
was responsible in the short space of fourteen
years for the death of three directors, the

violent ends of students graduates etc- all
apparently cases of tragic suicides. Niobe
was seriously suspected of having dispatched
men and boys from life to death.

Herbert took Oskar along on child's
admission ticket and they went inside. At
first Herbert declared that he was not at all
affected by Niobe. He worked there for
weeks. Then one day he took up his post
alone, for Oskar was not allowed inside by
the cashier. Oskar accompanied him to ttre
museum and sat on a place across the streeet.'That afternoon, Oskar managed to slip in
with the emergency squad into the museum.
Lr a frenzy of lust, Herbert, who was bare
to the waist and whose trousers were open,
had torn a double-edged ship's ax (axe) from
its safety chain; in the course of his frantic
assault, he was impaled (fixed) to her-forever.
Thus Herbert Truczunski died of a wound
in the chest inflicted by a wooden woman!

Critical Comments

The killing power of lust is dramatically
and fascinatingly brought out in this chapter,
not without a tinge of sardonic humour. The
attempted love affair between Herbert and
Niobe is the ludicrous equation between flesh
and wood, and is naturally foredoomed to
disaster.

2.2.16 Faith, Hope, Love

There was once a musician named Meyn:
a toy merchant named Markus and a
drummer named Oskar. M"y Killed his four
cats with a fire poker. Markus took all the
toys with him out of this world. They took
away Oskar's toy-merchant.

Critical Comment

This chapter contains a lot of repetitions.
Oskar is dejected and wonders if there ir *y
meaning in the Biblical words: Eaith ,Hope and
loae

With this, we come to the end of Book One.
Let us move on to Book Two.

2.3. Book Two
2.31 Scrap Metal

Oskar piles up all his battered tin drums
in the potato cellar, with a note on each
drum's career. He had a passion for order
which Herbert's sister Maria cannot
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understand. The fear of a shortage or
prohibition of drums following his generous
mother's death must have been art the root
of his collector's passion. He had little
realized that the relatively serene and playful
days of his childhood had ended with
Markus's death. Now Oskar was very careful
with his drums; he drummed seldom and
only in cases of absolute necessity. Even since

his mother's death, Oskar's father thought
of nothing but Hitler and his PartY
occupations. Oskar hated to think about the
collection Sundays. Once he took
Matzerath's tin can in which he collected for
Winter Aid. After his unsuccessful attempt
to use it as a drum he realized that nothing
could amply substitute a tin drum. Oskar
realized how things had changed after his
mother's death while Jan worked for the
Polish Post Office. Matzetath stood for the
German Reich and the relations between
them were not the same as before, in the
present political situation.

Once in August'39, Oskar waited for Jan
outside the Polish settlement. They were
going to the Polish Post Office to see Janitor
Kobyella who would repair Oskar's drum.
Oskar noticed as they drive that his
presumptive father was sweating profusely.
As an official Jan was expected to help
defend the Polish Post Office. Some of his
colleagues distrusted him, some feit that
Postal Secretary Bronski was going to shrik
his duties. Jan had difficulty in clearing
himself. A someone came and gave Jan
instructions. Oskar lay down in one of the

mail baskets and fell asleeP.

Critical Comments
This is introductory chapter to Book Two.

Oskar's fear complex regarding his drums
and his approaching Jan Bronski for getting
his drum repaired, as well as the increasing
political tension are all broadly hinted.

2.3.2. The Polish Post Office
The machine gun fire increased, there

followed the first antitank shell burst against
The Polish Post Office, Oskar, still obsessed

with the desire to have his drum repaired,
thought of Kobyella and looked for Jan.
Oskar compared the damage with the
window panes that had collapsed in quiet
deep breathing times of peaqe under the

influence of his diamond voice. After a long
search Oskar found Jan and Kobyella in the
nursery of the flat of Chief Postal Secretary
Naczalnik. They carried Kobyella out, he had
lost much biood. Oskar took a drum
belonging to Naczab■ ik′ s son.

Critical ComΠlents

This chapter gives an account of the shell

burst at Polish Post(Dffice and Oskar′ s

eXPerience at tracing his uncle and Kobyella.

2.3.3 The Card House

They went to the emergency hosPital
where the wounds ofJal■ and Kobyella were

treated.They Played cards and tried to
lighten the atmosPhere・ Suddenly SS Home
Cuards came and led them to the courtyard
where thirty others like them had been
captured and were being photographed for
the news reel. Oskar was separated from the

thirty defenders by the wall. They PiCked

hhn up and handed hiln into an official car

belonging to the SS Home Guards.(Dskar
could see Jan′ SIIniling stupidly and blissfully

into the air, perhaps he waved  with his
upraised hand to(Dskar′ his deParting son.

Critical Comments

This is a continuation of the sequel of the

previous chapter

2.3.4 He lies in Saspe

As soon as the I― Iome(3uards had ordered

them to come out′ (Dskar concerned f6r his

colnfort and safety lnade up to two lHome

Guards who struck hiln as good― natured

uncle―like souls′ Put on an initation of

訛 「
Ctte肌

翼

P翼
講 塁 鷺 控

transforined the poor rnan into a villain who

had dragged off an innOcent child to the
Polish P6st Office to use him′ with tyPically

Polish inhumanity′ as a buffer for enemy

bullets.As a resultJan Was battered though
Oskar was left with both the drums. Even
today Oskar is filled with shame at this
disgusting beha宙 our of his especially since′

on that afternoon he had felt absolutely
certail.that Jan BrOnski was his real fatllё r.

The date September l′1939 1narked'the
inception of his second burden of guilt, It

was C)skarthe drunlmer who had disPatched
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-first his mother, then Jan Bronski, his uncle
and father to their graves.

Oskar the sly ignoramus, an innocent
victim of Polish barbarism, was teken to the
City hospital with brain fever. Matzerath was
notified. Oskar came to know that after
imprisonment, Jan and the other thirty men
were thrown into the porous sand behind the
wall of the run-down abandoned old
cemetery in Saspe. Hedwig Poronski was
officially informed that ]an had been
sentenced to death by the Seminarist Leo
Schugger, Oskar visited the Saspe cemetery.
A few days later, throwing caution to the
wind, Oskar whispered into his
grandmother's ear. "He's lying in Saspe"

Critical Comments

This is a powerful, thought provoking
chapter. It describes Oskar's treachery born
out a desire for self preservation, personal
security, and perhaps cowardice too. Itsn't
it a universal predicament?

2.3.5 Maria

Oskar drummed furiously to destroy the
last witness of his shameful conduct with the
Home Guards, namely Neczalnik Janitor's
drum. The tin grew thin and fragile. He felt
confident that for Christmas he should
receive a new and guiltless drum. But he was
disappointed, for he got no drum. Matzerath
employed Maria Trunzinski to work in his
store. Maria was Oskar's first love. She
undressed him, washed him helped him into
his pyjamas, prayed with him and put him
to bed at night- all very pleasantly. But Maria
was not all self-conscious about undressing
in Oskar's presence. One day Matzerath sent
Oskar and Maria to the beach, keeping the
child's health in mind. Oskar made a
ludicrous attempt at making love to Maria.
Critical Comments

Oskar is not able to forget his guilt over
Jan Bronski's murder and his feelings are
naturally transferred to his drum. His
Iud,icrous attempt to make love to Maria
illustrates that though physically he is a

,r4idget, Oskar's sexual instincts are normally
developed.
23.6 Fizz Power.

In this chapter, we have a continuation of
the previous one. Oskar is attracted towards

Maria. Since Matzerath goes out to play Skat
with his Party friends twice a week it is
arranged that Oskar will share Maria's bed.
He waits expectantly, but nothing happens.

2.37 Special Communiques

Maria came to visit Oskar at the hospital.
There was a special communiqu6 regarding
Stalin's death. Maria spoke about her son
Kurt, who was twelve years old. Oskar
traveled down memory lane. He was certain
that Kurt was his son; he had impregnated
the sleeping Maria in the bed of her brother
Herbert. He had found Matzerath lying on
top of her. The people in the neighbourhood
though otherwise: they thought that
Matzerath had knocked up (impregnated)
Maria and so he was marrying her though
she was only seventeen years old and he was
going on forty five. Moreover she was real
mother and not a mere stepmother to Oskar.
The whole idea was revolting to Oskar. On
Gretchen Schedffler's advice, Matzerath
married Oskar's sweethezart. Oskar
remembers distinctly how he had seduced
Maria: he lay motionless on Maria who was
crying with pain while Oskar cried from hate
and love, which turned to a leaden
helplessness but could not die.

Critical Comments

We get a glimpse into Oskar the man who
wished to be acknowledged as a proud father
though no one would believe him if he were
to say that he was Kurt's father. His search
for true love and his disappointment in sex
produced by the preposterous seduction of
Maria are described here.

Read the studymaterial carefully a number
of times and become familiar with the story
so far. Also note down your observations of
Oskar's character, his bizare experiences
and the role played by his tin drum. We shall
study the latter part of the novel in the next
unit.

―
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UN「 3

THETIN DRUM:ASUMMARY OFPARTTWO

3.0 Objectives

At the end of this Unit, you should be able
to:

(i) have a complete idea of the story of The
Tin Drum: and

(ii) understand the symbolic and
expressionistic aspects of the drum.

3.L Introduction

The novel The Tin Drum is made up of three
books, ln Unit 2 we summarized the whole
of Book one and seven chapters of Book
Two. In this Unit we shall summarise the
rest of the novel that is eleven chapters of
Book Two and the whole of Book Three

3.2 Book Two (Contd.)

3.2.1.How Oskar took his helpless to Mrs.
Greff

Oskar begins the chapter by speaking of
green grocer Gress whom he never liked.
Greff's wife Lina was a sloyen. Gress liked
young boys a lot. But Oskar was not his
type. Greff was one witness to themarriage
of Matzerath and Maria who was then in
her third monfh. The stouter his sweetheart
became the more Oskar's hate mounted. The
idea that the fruit byhim engendered should
one day bear thename of Matzerath deprived
him of all pleasure in his anticipated son and
heir. He made two unsuccessftil attempts at
abortions. Maria handled thesituation
tactfully. As a means of diversion she bought
him a new c1rum and shifted him to Madame
Truczinski's where he grew calmer or more
resigned. Osl . ; son Kurt was bom on June
12.

Jan Bron,, i's window had married a Baltic
German the local peasant leader Ehlers.
Seventeen y€ars old Stephan had volunteered
for fighting. The old folks including Oskar's
grandmother had been turned into gerrnans.
They were poles no longer and spoke
Kashibian only in their-dreams. They were

now called German Nationals, groups 3.
Oskar would soon be of miliiary age, but was
reduced to waiting behind his drum, until
there should be an opening for a three year
old drummer in the A*y or Navy, or even
in the Air Corps.

Kurt was baptized in August. A11 the
relatives had come. Oskar refused to join
them in the church. Later during luwch,
when Vanilla pudding was served it was
more than Oskar could bear. There was
nothing so joyous and so sad as the vanilla
scent which spread round about, enveloping
him more and more in Maria, to be point that
he could not bear to look at her, root and
source of all vanilla, who sat beside
Matzerath, holding his hand in hers. Oskar
slipped off his baby chair, clung to the skirts
of Lina Greff and lay at her feet, breathiog in
the efflurium (unpleasant-outflow) peculiar
to Lina which instantly killed the Vanila.
Oskar clung to the new perfume until all
recollections connected with Vanilla seemed
to be dulled. Slowly, he should carry his
helplessness to Lina Greff.

Critical Comments

This chapter describes the agony of Oskar
deprived of what he believes tobe legitimate
fatherhood. In a sense he is getting back
from Kurt what he gave to Matzerath whom
he never acknowledged to be his real father.
The olfactory (smell) effect towards the end
of the chapter is highly effective. You will
recollect in the chapter Maria it is the smell
of vanilla that Oskar associates with his
sweet hear.

3.3.2 165 Ibs

Oscar contined to frequent Lina Greff's
place. He would slip-in with her under her
father bed. The woman was bed ridden.
Greff had sadly changed. The open-hearted,
convivial (cheerful) friend of the young had
been transformed into a lonely, eccentric
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-rather unkempt old man. One day he had
received indirectly the news that his favourite
Horst Donath, than lieutenant in the army
had fallen to the Donets. From that day Greff
be$an to age. ,His shop looked pitiful; instead
of vegetables, he filled it with all sorts of silly
noisy machines. One day there was a huge
commotion. Mrs. Greff was screaming
wildly. $he would. not allow anyone to enter
the house before the ambulance men arrived.
It was soon.revealed that Greff had hanged
himself against 165 lbs (pounds) of potatoes.

Critical Comments

This is yet:another ludicrous chapter,
tinged with sorrow. Greff's m€ulner of death
is comic inspite of is tragic end.

3.2.3. Bebra's Theatre at the front.

Oskar lookipg forward to his son's second
birthday in June'43; for from there it would
be only abrief year before he too would start
drumming. But it so happened that on that
day he was not present to take part in the
celebrations. He met Bebra and Signora
Roswitha Raguna and joined their theatre
group. In a performance Oskar shattered a
beer bottle; he rated it only as a child's play,
hardly anything in the international class.
However long applause came- long and
thunderous, mingled with the sounds of a
major air raid on the capital. It made the
men forget the front and they laughed
heartily. God old indestructible Berbra spoke
up, played the clown in the darkness, wrung
vollayes of laugher from the mob buried
overhead. Timelessly and timelessly fearful,
Roswitha offered herself to Oskar.

Critical Comments

The war scenario is intense and air-raids
have become the order of the day. Oskar who
has declined Bebra's earlier offers, has at last
joined him and this entails moving out,
leaving his sons.

3.24 Inspection of Concrete, or
Barbaric,Nystical, Boared

.Eor three weeks, Oskar, B&ra and Raguna
plqyed every night in the venerable casemates
of Metz a city of garrisons and once a roman
outpost. Oskar enjoyed Roswith's company.
They spent the whole winter in Paris.
Though he had not forgotten his dear o4es

at home Kurt,
etc, he missed

Maria, Matzerath, Grandma
none of them.

It was lune'44. Bebra's troupe had been
giving several performances. One night, after
the programme. Oskar and Roswitha slipped
quietly away and went to bed. It had been
trying day. They dropped off quickly an
slept until 5 A.M when the invasion woke .

them up. Cannadians landed in their sector.
Roswitha was hit by a shell form a navai gun
and she died. Bebra later on regretted; "We
dwarfs and fools had no business dancing
on concrete made for giants. If only we had
stayed under the rostrums where no one
suspected out presence. "In Berlin Oskar
parted from Bebra. He made a present of
the five remaining drums to Oskar and sent'.
Kitty and Felix at Danzing with official travel
orders to keep him company. So it was that
armed with six drums and his "book" Oskar
returned on ]une 11.,19M, the day before his
son's third birthday to his native city which
was still intact.

Critical Comments

This chapter finishes Oskar's experience
as an artist in Bebra's theatre group during
the invasion, the death of Roswitha and his
return to his native place.

3.2.5 The limitation of Christ

Oskar's homecoming was like that of the
Prodigal Son; for Matzerath opened the door
and welcomed him like a true, not as
presumptive father. From that day on Oskar
called himself OskarMatzeth as we1i. Maria's
reception of Oskar was less emotional but not
unfriendly. There was quite a lot of bother.
A man came from the Ministry of Public
Health; but upon Matzerath's insistence
Oskar was not sent to an institution.

It was Kurt's birthday the next day. Oskar
picked out a gleamingbrand-new instrument
resolved to offer his son the same
opportunity as his mother had offered him
on his third birthday. He was consumed by
one desire: to see a drummer son beside a
drummer father, two diminutive drummers
looking on at the doings of the grown up
world; to establish a dynasty of drummers.
Oskar imagined how father and son, the two,
would have drummed arvay. Brushing away
his fantasises, Oskar presented Kurt with a
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drum. In no time the boy battered it and
made it ready for the scrap heap.

Shortly Oskar received the shocking news
of the death of his step-brother Stephen
Bronski on the Arctic Front. Then followed
the bad news of the death of Maria's brother
Sergeant Truczinski in the Centre Sector. His
death made Maria religious. Not being
satisfied with Protestant faith, she turned to
Catholic religion. Oskar felt sorry for her. He
noticed that nothing had changed in the
church of the Sacred Heart, Jesus for not
being able to drum. As he was leaving he
felt that a pleasant but imperious voice
touched his shoulder "Dost thou love me
Oskar"? The irritating voice came thrice,
upon which Oskar replied looking him full
in the voice; "You bastard, I hate you and
all your hocus-pocus". Inspite of Oskar's
hostility, the voice said that Oskar was rock,
and on that rock he would build his church.
Oskar was full of indignation.

On reaching home, Oskar went to the attic
and sang a number of bulbs to pieces. Upon
one bulb his voice inscribed JESUS, then
pulversied both bulb and inscription. Oskar
still had his voice.

Critical Comments

This chapter open with the homecoming
of Oskar like the prodigal Son, his son Kurt's
third birthday and ends with his hatred and
disbelief in religions; this last aspect is
important, for in the political scenario of the
world war, religion cannot actually render
much concrete help and Oskar is quick to
perceive the inefficicy of Church, religion etc
in such an inhuman sifuation.

3.2.5. The Dusters

Oskar was not cut out to be a follower of
Christ. However Chriqt's "follow thou me"
found its way indirectly, to his heart and he
became his follower, though he did not
believe in him. After that he went to the
Chruch several times, with Maria; but he
never heard either his drum or ]esus's voice
again. From that period Oskar developed a

sorry habit: whenever he visted a Chruch.
He would begin to cough. Oskar knew that
the whole world had forsaken him. It was
dur to his poor mother's influence that
Matzerath refused to send him to the

institution. hx this matter Oskar did not trust
Maria not to hand him over to the doctors.
Fortunately he had his drum and his voice,
the latter being a greater proof of his
existence. Every time he left the Church of
the Sacred Heart at a late hour, he sang
something to pieces. Wishing to walk off
his fury, Oskar picked a particularly
circuitous way home and rented his rage on
an almost empty streetcar: h.is rage lost some
of its intensity. He had to squeeze between
the planks of a fence in order to escape from
his pursuers. They were gang of youngsters
with names like Ripper, Forestaller. Putty,
Lionheart,Storebeker and so on. They caught
Oskar, interrogated him. Oskar told them
that his name was Jesus. Firestealer seized
Oskar, dug his knuckles into his arm just
above the elbow, and gouged, producing a
hot painful sensation that was what they
called dusting. Storekeepr asked him about
his trick regarding the street lights and
window panes. Oskar demonstrated his glass
shattering skill so impressively that
Storekeeper gave him his watch and invited
him to join their gang- the Dusters. Oskar
returned the watch. Shifting his drum to a
confortable position for the homeward Oskar
said: "]esus will lead you. Follow Him"

Critical Comments

This chapter opens with the desolation
and frustration of Oskar who feels forsaken.
Then we see him impressing the Dusters with
his glass-shattering skill. Oskar vents his
resentment by walking off and shouting off
all his pent up emotions.

3.2.7 The Christmas Play

Oskar became the leader of the gang of
Dusters comprising thirty to forty members.
Like Storekeeper whose unstinting respect
Oskar had won, Moorkahne, the 15 year old
leader of the Neufathrwasser outfit
recognized him as Jesus, first in command of
the Dusters: In keeping with his nature'
Oskar remained in the background during
operations. He let stortebeker or Moorkhane
do the actual organizing. After nightfall, he
never stirred from Mother Truczinski's
apartment. He would stand at his bedroom
window, and send out his voice, farther than
ever before, to demolish windows of several
Party Headquartes etc- that was his secret
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-weapon. While Oskar slept, the Dusters, in
]esus's narne Were lodting Party Tresuriers,
stealing food cards, rubber stamps, printed
forms, or a membership list of the Hitler
Youth Patrol Service, the gang's main enemy.
Oskar says that their gang was accused of
several conspiracies, but all that was pure
legend. Stortebeker made it very clear at
the trial that Dusters were not interested in
politics. Th"y were choir boys and were
getting ready for a Christmas Play.

Several Sundays running Oskar attended
ten o'clock Mass with Maria. The Dusters
too, at his behest, had become regular
churchgoers. Finally on the night of
September 18, they broke into the Chruch of
the Sacred Heart, taking whole sets of tools
with them. They toppled off the statrre of John
the Baptist; next they severd off the boy ]esus
from Virgin Mary's lap. Oskar was then lifted
up and put there. Oskar sat naturally in
Jesus's place, all ready to be worshipped.
They boys enacted a true Mass, which went
on like clock work, making the boys
experience a spiritual liberation. The band
of Dusters were confirmed in the faith in
Oskar's and Jesus's name.

Soon the police arrived. Upon Oskar's
instruction the boys remained as they were.
Oskar offered no resistance, but stepped
automatically into the role of a snivelinginr""
years old who had been led astray by
gangsters. All he wanted was to be
conformed and protect. Father Winchenke
picked Oskar up in his arms. The police led
the boys away. As he was led away between
two inspectors. Stortebeker tumed his blood-
smeared face towards Oskar and Lucy who
was carrying Oskar and the basket of
sandwiches. Oskar looked past him. He
recognized the'gangster no longer. Oskar
however was carried away to a trial that he
still called the second trial of Jesus, a trial that
ended with the acquittal of Oskar, hence also
of jesus.

Critical Comments

This is the second time we find Oskar
betraying his fellows. Earlier he had struck
the same pose at the Polish Post Office so that
it had led to the execution of Jan Bronski. Is
Oskar a modern Judas? In his self
preservative instinct justifiable? Is he

blemishing the sacred name of Jesus Christ
by assuming that holy name and behaving
like Judas?

3.2.8. The Ant Trial
The Dusters were forced to jump into a

waterless pool from the thirty-foot down
every rung in the ladder. Diving down into
the waterless swimming pool was the
desperAte punishment the Dusters got at the
trial. After this incident, a court official
advised Matzerath to keep Oskar off the
street. The child was so helpless and gullible,
that he was always ready to be taken i. by
disreputable elements, Oskar was never able
to dispel the habit of looking about in streets
and public places for a skinny teenage girl,
neither pretty not ugly, but always biting
men. Even in his bed in the mental hospitai
his nightmare is that Lucy Rennwand would
turn up in the shape of a wicked witch and
for the last time rid him to plunge.

On the eleventh day, after prolonged
pondering Matzerath signed the letter
regarding Oskar and sent it to the Ministry
of Public Health. The city was already under
artillery fire and like everyone else, they
started living in the cellar. Mother Trucinski
died during that period. Oskar went to
Hinderburg Allee where he saw clusters of
youngsters strung up in uniforms, and
several times he thought he recognized
Strotebeker. Now that they had hanged
Strotebeker, Oskar wondered whether they
had strung up Lucy Rennwand too. The
vision, clear in every detail, of a dangling
Lucy was still with Oskar.

When shells began to land nearby,
Matzerath became as be wildered as a child
and for the first time expressed doubts about
the final victory. On the window Greff,s
advice he removed his party pin from his
lapel, but could not figure what to do with
it. Oskar snatched it, not allowing his brai
of a son to have if for fear of endangering
him. Soon the Russians arrived. One of them
carried Oskar who desperately wanted to
crush lice. Oskar passed on the party pin to
Matzerath. When Matzerath in wild
desperation tried to swallow it the enemy
soldiers shot and kitled him. Oskar observes
wholly. "While my presumptive father was
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-swallowing the party and dying. I,
involuntarily squashed between my fingers
as louse I had just caught on the Kalmuck
(Russian)"

Critical Comments

This is yet another chapter which
describes how Oskar is party to the death of
someone-thiS time his presumptive father as

he calls Matzerath, what do you think about
his reason for passing on the that fatal pin to
his father? Is Oskar justified?

3.29 Should I or Shouldn't I ?

A gentleman called Fajngold took over the
grocery store at once and he employed Maria
as sales girl. He helped them to carry
Matzerath's Corpse, which had been lyi.g
in the cellar for three days. Upstairs: With
great difficulty Matzerath was buried.
Throughout Oskar was deliberating to
himself: "should I or Shouldn't I ?" He was
going to be twenty one. He had never loved
Matzerath. Occasionally he liked him. He
took care of Oskar but r4ore as a cook than
as a father. Oskar admitted to himself that
he had killed Matzerath deliberately, because
he was sick of dragging a father around with
him all his life: for that situation could not
go on forever. Maria was still crying
authentically and praying Catholically.
Finally, Oskar unslung the drum from his
neck saying "I must be" and threw the drum
where the sand was deep enough to muffle
the sound. He tossed in the sticks also. The
sand oiled upon his drum, the sand mounted
and grew-and Oskar too began to grew; the
first symptom was a violent nosebleed. Oskar
could hear Leo Schugger proclaiming to all
the world: "He 's growing he's growing...."

Critical Comments

This is a significant chapter. It finally
resolves Oskar's feelings for Matzerath.
"should I Shoulcln't I" is reminiscent of the
dilemma in the hearts of the Shakespeare's

.heroes Hamlet and Macbet: "To be or not to
be". Once again Oskar feels responsible for
the death of parent: and much against his
will, he starts growing.

3.2.9. Disinfectant

Bruno measured Oskar and said that he
was stifl four feet one inch tall. It was only

when the stone hit him at Matzerath"s
funeral in Saspe cemetery that he began to
grow. Oskar continued to be a sick child
causing Maria much concern. Oskar had a

swelling head, his neck grew shorter, his chest
grew broader and higher; he heard Maria
whisper. "If only he don't get a hu-mp!"
Oskar's grandmother visited them. She told
them thal Ethlers had been hanged by the
local farm labourers. Hedwig and Maria
were with her helping in the fields.

One day Fajngold proposed to Maria; she
was twenty two. She rejected the proposal.
Maria left for the Rhneland with Kurt and
Oskar. Their train left leaving Fajngold
behind. Soon he had ceased to exist
altogether. : ,

Critical Comments , '

This chapter describes theichanges coming
over ,Oskar following Matzer.ath's funeral,
and his various theories concerning them. It
ends with Maria, Oskar and Kiurt leaving for
the Rhineland, after Maria rejects Fajngold's
proposal.

3.2l1.Growth in a Freight Car

Oskar suffered from severe pains and
aches" His fingers were swollen and
temporarily no good for drumrning. He made
Bruno record the next sequel" of his story.
Maria, Kurt and Oskar traveled in a freight-
car. Bruno wrote at length about the train
journey to Stolp. Later Oskar was admitted
to the Dusseldorf City Hospital, where he lay
from August 1945 to May 1946. At last he
was charged so that he might embark on a
new and adult life.

With this we come to the end of BookTwo,
which marks the end of the II World War
period. No we shall move on to Book Three

which deals with Oskar's account of his life
in the'post war period.

3,Q, Book Three

3.3.1. Firestones and Tombstones
i , ,.)

After being discharged from hospitgl,
Oskar, went to,.the house of Maria's,Figler
Guste Truczinski. He found Maria andffirt
busily engaged inblack marketing. Kurirylro
was just six years old had the look of a very
busy self-made man. Guste noticed Oskar's
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hump with curiosity. Maria did not tolerate
aly int'erference on Oskar's part in their
blac\marketing. Oskar was shamefaced for
he himself enjoyed the luxuries provided by
his sonillegally. Now he realizes that deeds
4nd misdeeds which only yesterday were
fresh and alone and real, are reduced. to
history and explained as such. Two years
had not passed since, at Matzerath's grave,
Odkarhad resolved to grow, and already he
had lost interest in grown -up life. In spite
of his hump, Oskar was attractive, and the
hospital nurses;liked him. He met an artisan'who made tombstones; his name was
Korneff. The stonecutter took Oskar on as
his helper for a small sum But Oskar was
not strong enough for the heavy job.

3.3.1. Fortuna North

For more than a year, Qskar had been a
stonecutter's assistant, and had been able to
enjoy a brief giving spree. They celebrated
Kurt's seventh birthday in'47. When he had
supported the family for months, Oskar took
Maria out for a movie and then to a
restaurant. She was dreadfully worried
becaube her black marketin$ business was
falling off and because Oskar, weakling, so
she put it, that he was had been suppoiting
the family for several months. He comforted
her, told her that Oskar was glad to be doing
what he could, that he liked nothing better
thah to bear a heavy responsibility: finally
he proposed to her. After weeks o1evasion
and silence, Maria nicely declined to marry
Oskar, making him feel like a fool iike
Hamlet.

3.3.3 Madonna 49

The currency reform came too soon, it
made a fool of Oskar, compelling him to
reform his own currency. FIe was ot[ged to
capitalize, or at least to make a living from
his hump. If Maria had accepted his
proposal, he should have been a business
mzul, a family man, a respected member of
society; as a husband and family man, he
should have participated in the
reconstruction of Germany. Since that was
not to be, he remembered his hump and fell
a victim to it. Before Korneff could dismiss
him, he walked out. He gradually wore out
his tailor-made suit and began to neglect his

appearance. He frequented ParkS Sitting on

benches for hours on end. At last he rnet
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Professor Maruhn, a friend of professor
Kuchen asked if Oskar would pose in the
nude for sculpturing and he agreed. After
several Weeks his students managed to ttirn
out a few passablq sculptures, first in clay
then in plaster and imitation marble. Th"y
were shown at the End of Term Exhibition.
Thus Oskar made a good living on art. Later
the Academy turned out a painting entitled
"Madonna 49" lJlla a dress-maker posed as
Madonna and Oskar sitting on h"r milk-
white, naked thing, a crippled child, posed
for Jesus. The painting was shown at a
number of exhibitions. It was purchased by
a Rhenish indiustrialist for a large sum Ulla
and Oskar were in high demand. Under
duress Oskar posed with his drum and he
was painted as Jesus the drummer boy sitting
on the nude left thing of the Madona 49. It
was thus that Maria saw him on a posfer
advertising an art show. She who was now
holding a well paid job was no longer a black
marketing refuge from the East. Thus it was
with a certain conviction that she was able
to call him a pimp, a degenerate. She made
it clear that she did not want the filthy money
he made with his filthy occupation. After
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-that Oskar decided to stoP liVing with her.

Ma五 a′ who had no obiecuon to his moving′

persuaded him to look for a roo■■′not too

far away froFrL herSelf and Kurt′ in any case

in Dusseldorf.

Critical Comrlents

This chapter describes how handicaps
and deforrruties can PrOVe lucrative in the

name of art. Note the total absence of feeling

in such endeavors. What do you think of
Maria′ s attitude to(Dskar′ s Poster? Do you′

think she is iustiied in criticizing him as a

degenerate。 (Dr is she being unduly harsh?

Note also the sardonic tone of the author.

3.3.4 TheI‐ Iedgehog

After a long search Oskar gOt a r00m
belonging to one Zeidler′ whO had a
hedgehogs appearance and Was very severe
about inaintaining order. Oskar was t01d
thatthe next roon■ was occupied by a trained

nurse who rarely came′ eXCept perhapS tO

SleeP・ OSkar was oVerwhellned by the
mystery of the nurse. IIis feeung for nurses

was a kind of sickness. All that he knew of

her was that her name was Sister Dorothea.

3。 3.5 1n the Clothes Cupboard

Oskar had his ProfeSSiOhal occuPatiOns.

He had to g市 e uP Cutting insCriptionS′ When
the sulrmer semester atthe Academy began.

He and Muse Lnla received g00d inOney fOr

sitting still for art students′ especially for

those from the studies of Kuchen and
Maruhn′ not to mention the prize students

Ziege and Ranskohikov. The Abduction of
Europe′ ,came after NIladonna 49. Upon
Oskar′ s suggestion′ Raskolninkov next

Painted′ Fool I‐Ieals Nurse′′PiCturing(Dskar
as guilt′ and Ulla dressed as a nurse
representing atonement.

One day unable to resist his temptation

he tried Sister lDorothea′ s door knob which

tumed surprisingly. He made a visit ofthe
found it cold andentire aPartment′

unlnspiring.At last he druIImed a little on

the rear ofthe clothes cupboard and le■ a■er

checking for neab■ ess and Order. Iie took a

few strands of the woman′ s hair frorn her

comb.
3.3.6′ Klepp

VVhat obsessed Oskar and filled him with

"dOuSy Wasthat DroWemer might be a rivd

for Sister Dorothea's hand! But he could
find no trace or evidence in the room to
confirm his doubt. One day he intercepted a

letter written by Dr. Werner to Nurse
Dorothea and read it; it was a passionate
love letter. He then slipped the letter intact
under her door. Oskar made the
acquaintance of one Munzer who insisted on
being called Kl"pP. He drummed and related

his story right from the beginning. At last

Kl"pp suggested that they should start aiazz
band together. Oskar had already made up

his mind to give up his modeling and stone-

cutting a activities and become percussion
man in a jazzband. However he asked Klepp

for time to think it orer.
3.3.7. On the Fiber Rung

It was Oskar who had resurrected KI"PP

and forced him out of his bed to begin life
with renewed vigour. And yet today now
that it is Oskar who is privileged to lie inbed,
he feels that Klepp is trying to get even with
him, for he is trying to throw Oskar out of
his bed in the mental hospital. Once a week

Oskar has to put up with his visits ad listen

to his tirades about iazz and his music-
Communist manifestoes. Caution, his heavy,

glistening flesh, and a sense of humour that
li',r"t ot applause, enabled him to devise a

sly system, iombining the teachings of Mark
*itltth" myth of iazz. He sends petition after

petition, atkir,g Oskar to be acquitted, set free;

ire wants them to turn Oskar out of his
hospital, just because he envies him his bed'

It worried Klepp to see Oskar so half-
immersed in his thoughts' Oskar rarely went
to the Academy. And so he gave himself up
entirely to his friend Klepp. He did not go to

see Maria and little Kurt, for their apartment

offered him no Peace. Mr. Stenzel, her lost
and married lover, was always there' One.

day Klepp and Oskar helped Hedgehog
Zeidler toipread a narrow coconut fiber rug
in the hallway. It was on this fiber runner
that Oskar, on the next night, met Sister
Dorothea for the first time.

The night Oskar who was only half dressed

since hii Pr iamas had not come form
washing, cot ia not sleep. At three he heard

a couple of doors oPen.' He ran to the toilet;
he collided with Sister Dorothea who was

seated there. Then followed a pathetic scene
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where Oskars desperately proposed to her.
The nurse said nothin& just cried and got
up. Evidently she was packing up and
leaving the apartment. Oskar felt miserable
after this humiliating episode. Zeidler and
wife were quite angry. At last Klepp the
flutist came accompanied by Scholle the long
sought guitarist. They pacified Zeidler, bent
down over Oskar asked no questions, picked
him up; Klepp rubbed him warm. Together
he and Scholle dressed him up and dried his
tears. The next morning Klepp the flutist,
Scholle the guitarist and Oskar the
percussion man agreed to call their newborn
band The Rhime Riaer Three and went to
breakfast.

Critical Comments

Oskar does not seem destined to receive
the love of a woman. His disappointment in
not being able to secure Maria put him to a
lot of mental tension jealousy and frustration.
Let us see how this humiliating episode
involving Sister Dorothea will turn out.

3.3.8 In the Onion Cellar

The jazz and practice scared away the
sparrows. As a remedy Ferdinand Schmuh
the restaurant and night spot owner, who
loved to shootsparrows, gave themhis Onion
Cellar for playing for fourteen and a half
marks an evening apiece. As soon as the
Onion Cellar had filled up, Schmuh asked
the ladies and gentlemen to help themselves
to the onions. Oskar had a vision of
floodgates opening. Once the customers had
finished crying and unburdening themselves,
Oskar's band which had been iitting under
the companion way or staircase, tooklp their
instruments and provided a musical
transition to normal everyday conversation.
They made it easy for the guests to leave the
Onion Cellar and made room for more
guests.

Scholle had no ground for sorrow; tears
made S:pp laugh. But Oskar had plenty of
ground for tears: Sister Dorothea, Maria, his
son Kurt who called Maria,s husband ,papa
Stenzel', all those who lay in the Saspe
cemetery, his poor mother the foolish and
lovable Jan Bronski, Matzerath etc. Al1 of
them needed to be wept for. But Oskar was
one of the fortunate people who could still

weep without onions. His drum helped him.
Just a few very special measures were all that
it took to make Oskar melt into tears.

Once Madame Schmuh turned up with
Woode the music critic. She cut up an onion
and laid her husband bare, told horrible
stories about him. Schmuh was very upset.
The situation soon became tensed up. Klepp
and Scholle considered the whole thing a
joke. At last Oskar became a three yeu. old
drummer and played with his heart. He
drummed up with world as a three years old
saw it. And the first thing he did to those
post-war humans incapable of a real orgy
was to put a harness on them. ,,Where,s 

the
Witch black as pitch? " He drummed and
scared them out of their wits, so that they all
wet their pants! Forgetful of home, ihey
continued for some time to make childish
mischief, until at last the police helped them
to remember their age, social position and
telephone number. As for Oskar, he giggled
and caressed his drum as he went 6ait to
the Onion Cellar.

Critical Comments

^ Fir chapter brings out the ingenuity of
Oskar to bounce back and earn his living. His
capacity as a drummer is still intact.

3.3.9. On the Atlantic Wall, or Concrete
Eternal

_ Oqkar had only been trying to help him;
but Schmuch, owner and guiding spirit of
the Onion Cellar could not forgive him fo,
his drum solo which had transformed his well
-.p1lhg guests into babbling, riotously merry
children who wet their pants and cried
because they had wet their pants, all without
the benefit of onions. Oskar understood that
Schmuh feared competition from Oskar.
Schmuh fired the whole Rhine Riaer Three.
But he was forced to compromise as many
of his guests threatened to leave. The band
played thrice a weak, having demanded and
obtained a,raise. Oskar started a savings
account and rejoiced as the interest a...rred.

Shortly after that Schmuh died in a car
accident. He was accorded a decent burial.
Klepp was in hospital with four broken ribs.
Soon Oskar was approached by a gentleman
who introduced himself as Dr. Dosch. He
ran a concert bureau. He had been a frequent
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guest at the Onion Cellar. He had been
, iuthorized to offer Oskar a'terrific contract:

In return for enormous suins of money.
Oskar'the drummer had to give sole
performances in large theatres before
iudiences numbering two to three thousand.

Oskars said thathe needed some time to think
it orur; may be he would take a little trip
somewhere. However, though he signed no

contract at the cemetery, Oskar's financial
situation impelled him to accept an advance

from Dr.Dosch

' Oskar did take the trip, with Muse Ulla's
fiancd Lahkes as his traveling companion'
Theirs destination was Normandy. They
came across a few nuns. One Sister Agneta,
a novice went towards the sea causing her

superior much concern, Lankes the typical
painter quipped that there was scope for a
fine paintin g "Nuns at High Tide". If the nun
drowned, they would call it "Nums Drotoning

and if the nun were to come back and fling
herself at Lankes's feet, he would call the

painting "Fallen Nun!

With Lankes, it was always either - or,

head or tail, drowned or fallen. FIe did whole

series of nuns, exhibited and sold several'
Some of the critics even saw it fit to comPare

Lankes with Picasso. It was Lankes' success

that persuaded Oskar to dig up the visiting
card of Dr. Dosch, the concert manager for
Lankes' art was not alone in clamouring for
bread. The time had come to translate the

prewar and wartinte experience of Oskar, the

three-year old drummer, into the pure
resounding gold of ttre postzoar period'

Critical Comments

Like the previous chapter, this too brings
out, Oskar'i never-say-die' attitude to life'
After all, life is a long series of altematives,
particularly in a world of mediocrity' Can

you blame Oskar, or for that matter even
Lankes?

3.3.10 The Ring Finger

After weighing the various pros and cons,

Oskars conticted Dr. Bosch who welcomed
him most cordially and introduced him to his

boss. Oskar was shocked when he saw the

boss on a wheelchair, for it was his friend
and master Bebra, paralysed living only with
his eyes and fingertips. He was on the verge

of tears:¶℃ wall behind Bebra′ s wheelchair

had a life― size bust of Roswitha Raguna.
Bebra obseⅣed regretfully that Oskar had

alter゛ his PrOPOrtiOns,『 ШЮderately and not

at all to his advantage. ROswitha had
worshipped hiln.But one day Oskar was
disinclined to bring her a cup of・ cOffee. She

herself went for it and lost her life.Secondly

Oskar had handed over his Presuttptive
father Jan BrOnski over to the centurions

(COmmanders)who ShOt him.Oskar hand
drulrlmed his Poor lnother into her grave.

Next Oskar confOssed that he had murdered
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as his iudge Played the role to perfection.

Bebra then lnade Oskar sign a contract for
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flocked to hear hiln were the middle― aged′

the elderly′ and the doddering.Oskars
‐message was addressed rnost PartiCularly to

the aged′ and they resPonded.His biggest
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fifteen hundred IIliners′ who had lived
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IIis second lneeting with Bebra the rnaster
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4ヽeanwhile Bebra died.Oskarlhad nOt
been info...ledムs Bebra had not wiζ hed that

his ilhess should interfere with Oskar′ s tour.

Bebra had left a slrtan fortune and Roswitha′ s
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photo in his will for Oskar. Bebra death was
a severe blow to Oskar and he did not recover
soon. He bought a dog called Lux. One day
Lux brought frorn [he field a lady,s ring finger
to Oskar. As he was returning home, Vittlar
who had been observing Oskar and the dog,
addressed him.

Critical Comments

This is a rather packed chapter full of
information and a preparation for winding
up the long saga of Oskar's life. The role o]
the drum as well as the drtrmmer seems to
assurne even ntore significance in the post_
war period.

3.3.11 The Last Streetcar, or Adoration of
a Preserving far

This is a long chapter which contains the
testimony given by Vittlar againdt Oskar.
Vittlar testified that the ring finger which
Oskar had goi from Vittlar'J mother,s field
and which he preserved in a jar of alcohol
belonged to the murdered woman Sister
Dorothea. As both Oskar and Vittlar traveled
they found two men hounding poor old
Victor of the Polish Post Office; the two were
eneutioners. Oskar drummed the message
the Poland was still alive and managed Io
save Vittar. When Vittlar congratulated him
on his success, Oskar replied: ', I have had

19: ,luly triumphs, too much success i. *y
life. Wrat I would like is to be unsuccessful
for once. But that is very difficult and calls
for a great deal of work". This reply struck
Vittlar as arrogant. He had nerrer had the
least success in life; and how he wished that
his name would appear in the papers and
make hirn famous. Then Oskar coolly
suggested that all tl'rat he had to do was to
take the jar containing the ring finger drive
t9 the Police Headquarters and repoit Oskar;
the next day he would see his name in all the
papers. And that in what Vittlar did!
Meanwhile leaving his drum Oskar
embarked, laughing, upon his flight.
Critical Cornments

.lll

. This is a thought-provoking chapter. In
lllu p3 n of jealousy and il-will people like
Vittlar'do not mind bearing false tesiimony
against people whom they call their friend.
And what do you make of Oskar? He is so

indifferent and vain that he literally invites
danger. Do you thing he is insane?

3.3.12 Thirty
Oskar started rururing at the age of twenty

eight and now he is thirty. His flight was
mainly rnotjvated by a desire to er*rance the
value of Vittlar's case. Oskar's lawyer came
and announced that Sister Dorothea had
appareirflybeen killed by Sister Beata, owing
to jealousy, as Dr. Werner loved Dorothei
and not Beata. Oskar dreaded the prospect
of acquittal for it would imply being thrown
into the cold street. Finally he submits to
being judged insarne, obsessed with the Black
Witch and thus arrives irr the rnental hospital.

Critical Comments

At the end of the novel, we find Oscar
Matzerath atoning for guilt not strictly his
own/ even though, he is finally, to his own
sense guilry by implication, an emblem of the
modern world even in his isolation from it.
The number'Thirty' implies or brings to mirrd
Jtrdas who betrayed Cl'rrist for thirfu pieces
of silver. \A/ho is the Judas here? Vittlar? Or
is it Oskar hirnself? Is his conscience free of
guilt? Or does he feel responsible for the
deaths of his mother, his two fathers,
Roswitha and so on? So is it a fitting Nemesis?

We have come to the end of this thought-
provoking novel, Read the study material
carefully and understand the entire story in
the next Unit, we shall study tl.re various
aspects of the novel Tlrc Tin Drum.
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LIN「 4

THETIN DRUM― A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 Obiectives

At the end of this Unit, you should be able
to:

i) understand various aspects of Gunter
Grass's novel The Tin Drum: and

ii) make an overall estimate of the novel
and its author.

4.1 Introduction

Before you began to read this Unif, it is
imperative that you read and assimilate the
matter given in the previous Unit. lf you do
so, you will be able to form your own
impressions of the novel its plot, the
characters, the narrative techniques and so

on. Then when you read this Llnit, you will
be able to appreciate the several aspects of
The Tin Drum.

Let us study them one by one.

4.2 Critical Summary of The Tin Drum.

Critique:

The Tin Drum, a Panoramic, satiric novel
in which the anguished and the amused
mingle, and in which the history of modern
Germany is viewed through the eyes of a self-
willed dwarf, marked the beginning of
Gunter Grass's career as a novelist. In its
way, the book is a milestone in the history of
German letters some what reminiscent of the
appearance of Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks

(1901). But to say that Grass's book is about
as auspicious a novelistic beginning as

Buddenbrooks is to suggest little more
similarity with Mann than that of length and
quality, f.or The Tin Drum though it shows
some signs of being a curiously gnarled
hybrid variety of the German family
chronicle, though in fact one can trace its
lineage back to a multitude of traditions, is a
novel which cannot fit neatly into any fixed
category, which is a category in itself.

Story:
The narrator of the story is OSKAR

MATZERATH who tells his story from the

lunatic asylun■′in which he is being held for

a murder he did not commit. The question
of Oskar′s sanity is a little pollltless. In the

light of the llnad world around hiln his
violent′ bizarre(strange)Out100k is the only

vision imaginable. Oskar′ s story begins in

1899 when his Kashubian gra■ dmother
sitting ln a potato field′ conceals under her

wide skirts′ from the view of the pursuing

constables the fugitive JOSEPH KOLJICHEK′

and thereby conceives(D,kar′ S Inother. The

lncidentin its wild humour and eroticisln as

also the suggestion of P01itical ch9os is

endemic of(indicates)What is to come.In
1923′ in the free city of Dα ηz:48′ AGNES
KOLJAICHEK  marries   ALFRED
NIIATZERATH′ a citizen ofthe Cerlnan Reich

and introduces him to her Polish Cousins and

loverJAN BRONSKI′ with whom he becomes
fast friends. Thereafter the amazing(Dskar

is born′ an infant whose rnental develoPment

is complete at birth.

Oskar is PromiSed a dFun■ fOr his third

birthday′ the drun■ which in its many
ata宙 stic(remOte)recurrences will a■ ow him
mutely to voice his ProteSt against the
meaninglessness of a world which fo...lulates

its destructive nonsense ln empty lalllguage

and to recreate the history of his
consciousness′ to recall in the varied music

of the drun■ to rhythlns of the mind′ s

apprehensions′ earlier accompanied by the

drum. It is also on his third birthday′ that

Oskar decides to stoP grOWing by a sheer act

of the will to remain with his three year old

body and his totally conscious lnind for the

rOst of his life.As he boasts′ he remalns from

then on a precociousthree year old in a world

of adults who tower over hlln′  but superior

to theln because he is complete bolh inside

and out′ free froln all necessity toigrow′ tO

develoP′ to Change as tilne passes βnd they

move toward old age and the grav9r

Oskar's refusal to grow, to meabure
shadow by that of older Persons/ or
compete for the things they desire is

ｈｉｓ

ｔ。

ｔｈｅ
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assefion of his individuality against a world,
which, misconstruing (misunderstanding)
him, would force him into an alien pattern.
He is pleased when he discovers his ability
to shatter glass with his voice, a talent which
becomes not only a means of destruction, the
venting of his hostility and outrage, but also
an art whereby he can cut in the window of
a jewellery shop, a neat hole through which
Bronski upon whom he heaps the filial
affection he does not feel for his more
mundane father can snatch an expensive
necklace for his beloved Agnes.

The later period of Oskar's recorded
existence is crammed with outlandish events.
His mother witnesses a revolting scene of eels
being extracted from the head of a dead horse
submerged in water, perversely forces a diet
of fish upon herself and dies. Oskar becomes
fascinated with the hieroglyphic scars on the
massive back of Herbert Truczinski, his
friend; but Herbert, who works as a maritime
museum attendant grows enamoured of a
ship's wooden figurehead called Niobe, and
in an attempt to make love to her is instead
impaled to her by a double edged ship,s axe.
Jan Bronski is executed after a Secret service
raid on the Polish Post Office, where he has
gone with Oskar; and Oskar is overwhelmed
with guilt for the death of his mother and
the man who was probably his father. In
one of the most preposterous (strange)
seduction scenes in literature, Oskarbecomes
the lover of Herbert's youngest sister Maria,
and fathers her child. Maria then marries
Alfred Matzerath, and Oskar turns to the
ampler conforts of Lina Greff whose latent
homosexual husband, shortly upon receiving
a summons to appear in court on a morals
charge, commits a fantasticallv elaborate and
grotesque suicide. Oskar is prodigious
sexually as he is diminutive physically.

Oskar then goes on to join Bebra's troupe
of entertainers, and becomes the lover of the
timeless Roswitha Raguna. When the Russians
invade Dancing, Matzerath, to conceal his
affiliations, swallows the Nazi party pin
which dskar has shoved into his iland, u.rd
dies. Once again Oscar feels responsible for
the death of a parent. Before long, against
his will he begins to grow, and to develop a
hurhp. His postwar life takes him to West

Germany, where he is, at various times, a
black marketer a model and a nightclub
entertainer; and eventually at Duseldorf,
where a destiny not his own catches up with
him in the guise of the accusation that he has
killed Sister Dorothea, the woman in the room
next to his. The testimony of Vittlar which
has earlier thought him guilty, ironically,
damns him, and Oskar submits to being
judged insane, and atones for a guilt not
strictly his own, even though he is finally to
his own sense, guilty by implication, an
emblem the modern world, even in his
isolation from it.

Let us move on to the different levels at
which the novel may be read.

4.3 Themes and Interpretations

The Tin Drum can be read on two levels,
one realistic, the other symbolic. As seen in
the previous section, ostensibly, it is the life
story of the dwarf Oskar, who recounts his
exploits in the preruar, war-time, nnd post-war
periods. Oskar is bom as a precocious child,
who would rather not have been born at all;
but the prospect of the drum prevented him
from retuming.to the womb. With the rise
of National Socialism Oskar finds himself
more and more isolated, and he laments his
ptight. Left with his drum as his one comfort
and raison d'etre (reason for existence) he
concentrates more and more intently on it,
even though the political climate is against
him and replacements become increasingly
difficult to find as the Nazi threat grows.
Driven by the need to repair his drum Oskar
makes his way to the Polish post office and
fortuitously (by chance) becomes involved in
its defence at the time of the German invasion
of Poland in September 1939. His dream is
to establish "a dynasty of drummers,,,
however his son Kurthas different ideas. Jan
Bronski's execution, Matzerath;s death, his
mother's death - all these mark decisive
stages in Oskar's life. His father's funeral
coincides with the German capitulation. At
the cemetery Oskar decides to externalize his
coming of age by resuming growth and
burying his drum. But attempts to become a
"good citizert" are thwarted by the widowed
Maria's refusal to marry him. After a long
period of deprivation, Oscar returns to his
drum, this time as a highly successful jazz
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-drumrner. He becomes a celebrity, but
loneliness and fear of life haunt him more
relentlessly than ever. He has himself locked
up in a mental asylum by fabricating a

criminal charge at the end of the novel. At
the age of thirty, he faces his discharge into
a hostile wor1d, where the Black Witch, the
omnipresent pegsonification of his own
insecurity threatens his existence.

b) Symbolic Interpretation

The first question on a symbolic level
concerns Oskar's stature. As he himself
informs us he decided to interrupthis growth
and remain a cflppled dwarf in order to keep
adults at a distance. 'As a precocious infant
he has already seen through the moral
bankruptcy of his parents, so that his stature
represents a deliberate act of protest, an act
based on a refusal to adaPt to his
surroundings, even physically. In the pre-
war years, up to the German capitulation,
Oskar's gnome-like aPPearance is to be
considered as an asset: While the adults
blindty prepare their own destruction, Oscar
is retreating behind the guise of a three - year
old, offering - within his limitations - some
measurement of resistance to National
Socialism. During the Nazi period, Oskar's
withdrawal into infancy was the only way
to play the part of the critical observer, and
yet survive; after 1945, the time had come
for him to leave his hide away and to
participate openly in the reconstruction of
West Germany; hence he resumes growth,
with partial success; his height increases, but
he develops a hunchback.

Oskar's symbolic role has changed.
During the war, he represents the sane
element in a crippled society, After the war,
disguises have become suPerfluous and
Oskar's resumed growth possibly symbolizes
Germany's coming of age. Oskar's diseased

back on the other hand, may signal the
resurgence of tendencies opposed to a

genuine German liberation. Grass implies
that the affluent society is a mere fagade. In
reality, a promising post-war Germany has

developed into a hunchbacked cripple. But
Grass does not leave the readers on a
pessimistic note. Though the hunch backed
Oskar represents the Germany of the
"economic miracle" of the 1.950s, the author

intimatesthatthe dお ease maプ be cured′ shce

the hunch back is allything but self― w■led.・

T″ι″θs.

Thfee maln themes are inter― woven into

the texture ofthe novel,PolitiCS′ religlon alld

love. Oskar′s protest is rnost FonsPiCuouS in

the reahn of Politics′ a secularized vision of

hOpe. Although′ far frOm being a heroic

resistance fighter′  he does his best to
embarrassthe Nazis.IIis elaborate refutation

ofinvolvement becomes a proof ofthQ depth

ofhis religion、 Alltypes of dogmatic thinking

are suspeCt to Grass′ whethef he is deahng
・with Catholicism′ National Socialisln or

ConllnunisIIl′ He finds all″ islns″ Oqually

ObieCIOnable′ for where blind faith replaces

doubt rrlall abdicates(giveS up)rё SPOnsibility.

Oskar obiectttust as violently t6 the dangers

of blindly accepted religious beliefs.(Эnly

critiと ism cε饉save Oskar from the fascination

that CathoLcibm holds forhimi On the other

hand′ he feelS that the Church′ above all

other PlaceS′ Outtt tO be the rightful home

for his drl肛叫for bOth drum and Church have

pledged themse市 es to ight f9r the highest

ideals of lnankind′ for Fク :′力′Ho′θ α77グ Lθυ
`.

C)skar is thunderstluck by his′ Tesemblance

tO the stature of young JeSus.・ By pot
drumming′ JeSus fails himン and OSkar
deduces from this dお appointlnmt that the

role ofthe protestor is reserved for him alone.

God lrlay still exist′ but his Son′ s refusal to

drun■ confirms his Powerlessness in the face

of war and persecution.ne th廿 d and Ⅲal

SPhere in which(Dskar protests is the realln

of love′ where the drum plays as full a part

aS ln P01itics and religion. The purest fo...1

of love taught in the New Testament is
COmPaSSiOn for the suffering.In Oskar′ s case′

this lo、 e expresses itself rnost vividly h his

relationship to Markus′ the JeWiSh toy
merchant and the source of his drulns.A
close link is therefore established between

Oskar′ the PrOtester against National
Sociahsn■′and NIlarkus′ its victim.Therevvish

survivor Faingold′ tOoノ be10ngs to the realln

of love. The characters′ attitude to thё drum

i韓liデ鮮縦鮮翻 il
changed historical situation′ Oskar has to

adjust to a potentially new Ge...lan society.

Many critics intelPret hiS retum to the drum
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-as a return to irresponsibility. According to
ldris Parry, Oskar's drum is "the source iu:ld
symbol of his aristocratic nature"

In another sense, The Tin Drum exists on
two other levels: the universal and th6
political. In this novel Oskar's external
defences have their internal counter part in
his refusal to grow, a gesture symbolizing
outright rejection of society. But Oskar adapts
his decision to changing circumstances for,
after the German capitulation he considers a
future within society and resumes growth.
He undergoes three distinct stages in his
moral development each representing an
advance on the previous one! He knowingly
steps outside society; he chooses to be an
outsider. His deformation is self-inflicted. His
disguise as a three year old is deliberate
camouflage (mask). Oskar fights his society
by opposing it with his own brand of
morality. He laments the debasement of
Christian values in the chapter "Faith, Hope,
Looe". His aloofness seems to verge on
opportunism, but is in fact its very opposite.
Oskar's lament is mainly centred on man,s
willful misrepresentation of the notions of the
Epistle to the Corinthians; his protest is thus
directed against vast areas of human
behaviour. The novel is thus replete with
antiwar innuendos (hints).

Let us examine some of the stylistic aspects
of the novel.

4.4.lmagery, Structure and Style in the Tin
Drum

All Grass's prose revolves around one or
two central images, which denote reality on
the one hand, and a certain response to
reality on the other. The very titles of the
books reveal where the emphasis lies. InThe
Tin Drum, it is the challenge to reality that is
emphasized, a challenge through art. Oskar,s
drumming denounces realtty,his art is an art
of protest. Reality is symbolized by the Black
Witqh, so that the drum and the Black Witch
are diametrically opposed to each other. But
the drumming, however moral in its
intention, is merely a signpost to morality not
morali$z itself; it remains a quest. As it takes
into acgount complexities of man and society,
refusing to reduce them to concepts, it adds
depth to the symbol.

The drum also has a structuralsignificange
foi it encompasses all realms of human
experience dealt with in the novel; art love,
politics and religion. It fuirctions as an
upholder of integrity exposing in each case
the corruptions against which it protests.
With his drumming, Oskar attacks all
dogmas, demanding movement and life, a life
that even includes destruction, out of which
new life emerges. InThe Tin Drum this creed
is postulated in a passage about a partisan,
who like every true artist "undermines what
he has just set up, because he consistently
rejects what he has just created.

E)ialectical thinking (logical
argumentation) constitutes the most striking
strucfural element in Grass's compositions.
In The Tin Drum, it extends to the individual
images as well as to their overall patters. The
drum has its dialectical opposite in the Black
Witch. Oskar's drumming is an attempt to
slmthesis the two extremes of morality and
amorality of construction and destruction.
This general duality also governs the details
of the novel down to its smallest episodes.
The drum itself is made up of contradictions,
for it can be put to both good and bad
pu{poses, radiate love all well as hatred, even
if its primary function is positive. The
negative aspects of Oskar's gifts the puiely
destructive impulses are symbolized by his
glass-shattering voice. Such polarity between
light and dark is followed throughout, in
juxtaposing (placing side by side) Goethe and
Rasputin, Apollo and Dionysus, Jesus and
Satan and is further evoked in the colour
symbolism of white and black.

If the drum symbol is multi-dimensional
and dialectical (logical), it is also a dynamic

:y1lol with its inherent energy manifesting
itself through musical properties. euite
independently of its owrrer the drum generate
a moral force. It propels both plot and
character. Oskar is as it were, subservient to
the drum, defining his identity either in
alliance with, or in opposition to it. This
means that the alliance in The Tin Drum is
on art, not the artist who is totally subsumed
by it. Thus in the final analys, the symbol of
the drum as a fusion of art and protest, grows
with the novel, as an organic image of
creativity against the background of a
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fragmented universe, inhabited by a

disintegrating Oscar.

Let us wind up this LLnit with an overall

estimate of the novel.

4.5 Gunter Grass's The Tin Drum : An
Overall Estimate

The Tin Drum is a surreal picaresque' [Refer
Unit I for explanation] a mock-epic chronicle

of West Euiope's (and by extension, the

world's) twentieth century madness; a

sardonic, shocking hilarious reflection of a
world in upheaval, a world in which values

become inverted and undistinguishable, in

which the tragic is at the same time the

comic, and the agonizing the ludicrous' The

novel violates all modes of decorum; its chaos

is the outward aPPearance and inner
principle of the world it seeks to capture; but
^the lmaginative vitality of its creation is

somehow its own decorum, and is, of itself,

an affirmation in the face dissolution it
postulates.

Grass's exemplary use of imagery and

characters deepens his analysis of National
Socialism and its consequences for Germany'

The tin drum ends with a forceful reminder

of eaerybody's indiaidual guilt,l guilt coupled

with an equally obsessive fear' A large

question mark hangs over the future' There

ii a suggestion that Hitler's role was not an

inexpli"clble accident, but rather the result of

totaiitarian modes of thlnking prevalent in

German philosophy. Only by exposing the

roots that nurture totalitarian regimes, can

their growth be prevented' This requires not

only linowledge of the intellectual climate we

live in, but alio profound self-knowledge of

the intellectual ilimate we live in' In fact'

each successive novel in the Danzig trilogy

lThe Tin Drum, Cat and Mottse, Dog Years)

represents an intensification of political
awareness/ a Process evinced by Grass's use

of narrative PersPective, metaphors and

treatment of themes.

The one common denominator that
characterized the immediate critical resPonse

in Germany toTheTinDtum was admiration
for the oriiinslitu and the sheer super-power of

the work. 
"Ttlt!" t.nooh of thought emerged:

(a) those who saw in Oskar the

personification of immorality; (b) those who

exempted him frommoral criteria altogether;
(c) those who considered Oskar's drumming
a moral activity. Gunter Blocker was the most

violent in his condemnation of The Tin Drum

as a monument of immorality. However
Grass had supporters inplenty. The majority
of English critics settled for the 'amoral', the

apolitlcal interpretation for instance, R'C'

indrews, Times Literary Supplement
reviewer, saw the "moral neutrality" of the

novel. To conclude with the observations of

ldris Parry: "Grass is outraged by what he

finds; social injustice, hidden
Nazis....,.murderers living respectable lives'

His feelings are admirable-for a politician'
For an artist, they are disastrous' He sacrifices

art to moralitY".

4.6 Important ToPics

(i) Discuss the novel The Tin Drum as a

surreal picaresque. [Hints; Explain the

terms 'Jurreal' and 'picareque' - a plot
narrating various adventures of the

p.otugor,i"rt-elaborate - events, a biend of

realism and fantasy: tin drum) glass-

shattering-give examples-central idea of

novel: poitiayal of 20il'century madness]

(ii) The use of the drum sYmbol

[Hints: symbolic interpretati on of The Tin

Drum - drum Oskar's symbol of protest-

examples: at school, in church, mother's

death-later as means of livelihood in
Onion Cellar-Oskar the solo drummer-
drumming and glass shattering related-

how?]

(iii) Significance of the title of the novel The

Tin Drum

Refer Answer (ii)

(iv) The Satirical elements rn The Tin Drum

[Hints: a satire on modern rnadness in

Euiope before during and after-war - politics-

and religion satiriied - Oskar's way of

protestingl

Study all the fout I'lnits; then you will be

Study Materinl PrePared by:

Prof. V.UtvtA, M.A., M.Phit.,
Department of English
Mercy College, Palakkad
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UNIT XVI

MILAN KUNDERA:ANINTRODUCTION

1.0 Obiectives

At the end of thislLnit,you should be able
to:

i) form a general idea of Czechoslovakian
literature, particularly fiction, of the
modern times: and

ii) understand about the life and personality
of Milan Kundera (1929 -)

1.i Introduction

Before you embark on the study of any
author, it is advisable to know something
about his age, since however conventional
or individualistic he may be, he nevertheless
belongs to his age, and is a product of his
society. So let us begin this Unit with a brief
note on the Czechoslovakian literature of the
modem times.

t.2 Czechoslovakian Literature (fiction) of
Modern Times

Czech is a west Slavonic language spoken
in the western part of Czechoslovakia, in
Bohemia, Moravia etc. It has a Latin script.
The literature of Czechoslovakia consists of
works written in Czech and those written in
Slovak, a west Slavonic language spoken in
the eastern part of Czechoslovakia.
Literature has occupied an important
position in Czechoslovak cultural life, since
the late LStr'century, when the development
of an urban middle class created a public for
it. The modern Republic of Czechoslovakia
came into being in autumn 1918. However
literary Czech was fully developed in 1348,
when Prague University was founded.
(Czech literature flourished in ali genres.
(literary forms). Compared to the Slovaks,
the Czechs have dominated the modern
period.

( t.

"Czechoslovakian literary development
parallels that of Europe. Romanticism
flourished in the. early L9tr' century. The
reaction to Romanticism came in the L840's

with the Realist writings of the Czech noaelist
Bozena Nemcoaa and others. Liberalism and
nationalism were followed in the nineties by
skepticism which existed side by side with the
Decadence, a movement common to every
country.

After the Great War, (I World War) Czech
literature was virtually taken over by writers
of the Left who produced almost all the
literature of any lasting value in the 1920s
1930s. Among such writers were Vancura,
Nezaal, and bohemianJaroslaa Seifert. After
the establishment of the Communist regime
in 1,948, Socialist Realism became dominant
stylistically and interest in literature declined.
In the 1940s and early 1950s, Czech
literature endured a period of grim state-
enforced stagnation. But even after the
demise of Stalinism, although literary activity
was feverish few writers of any merit
emerged. The period of the "thaw" brought
a number of writing critical of the events of
Stalin's era, the first success among which
was that of The Taste of Power by Ladislou
Mnacko.

One of the most intelligent of
Czechoslovakian writers was Knrel Capek
(1890-1938). He threw himself heart and
soul into tl're affairs of his country but his real
attitude to life is expressed in his dictum. "A
short life is better for mankind, for a long life
would depriae man of his optimism"/ Capeak's
novels, written in a clear language, try to
educate his countrymen into democracy and
vigilance against fascist aggression by means
of Wellsean fantasy.

Most important of the writers who helped
to shape the intellectual atmosphere teading
to the 'Dubcek experiment in L9o8 were
Hrabal, Holub, the underrated Ludaik Vscttlik
(1926 -), the over rated MILANI KUNDERA
(1929 - ) the novelist of co{rscience Jaroslaa
Putik (1923 -) and Vladimir Paral (L9s2 -), Vhe
Dubecek Experimenf refers to the abortive

- 
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reform movement of 1968-69 presided over
by Alexander Dubceck, (1921,-92) who was
Czechoslovak party leader frorn L967 to
1969.1After Dubcek's fall in1969, followed
by his expulsion from the Communist Party,
Czech literary production was reduced to a
minimum, but from 1973 onwards writers
began to come to terms with the new regime.
Of the writers of the 1970s the most highly
esteemed is liri Medek (1950 -)

Thus we see that Czechoslovakian
literature has fluctuated in theme and quality
according to the political upheavals. The end
of the L7tr' and 18tr'centuries witnessed the
virtual death of national literature; not till the
latter half of the 18\ century were systematic
attempts begun to revive Czech as a literary
literature. The failure of the Revolution of
1848 brought an end to the movement for
independence, and to the first wave of
romanticism. After 1860s, the national cause

was once again dominant, but now found a

more practical expression through the
creation of popular institutions, including a

national theatre. Writers were concerned
with social problems; democracy, the
emancipation of women, the correction of
economic injustice, as well as with the
longing for national independence. The early
L920s brought a wave of so-called proletarian
literature expressing a warm but naive
sympathy for the Soviet experiment. The late
1.920s saw a sudden and violent shift to
"poetism", a school of pure Poetry which had
its roots in Dadaism, Futurism and Vitalism,

[Please refer to the Glossary for explanation].
The early 1930s saw the sudden collapse of
poetism as a movement, and a switching over
to Surrealism and a more personal literafure
of sensual imagery. The II World War and
the subsequent communist coup virtually
destroyed the older literary tradition' Several
writers were silenced, imprisoned or
repressed. In 'lre springs of. 1956, demands
for greater l'' Jom began to be heard and
several infl u e, rtial writers sharply criticized
the restricr!.rns imPosed on literature. It is
against all this varied background, that Milan
Kundera and his novel are to be studied.

Let us move on to a brief sketch of the
author.

1.3 Milan Kundera : An Introduction

Milan Kundera was born in Brno in
Czechoslovakia in 1929. He was the first of
the younger Czechs novelists to react sharply
against the dreary social realism of the
Stalinist years. He was a novelist, dramatist
and a writer of short stories. He was the first
Czech author to emphasise in his writings
the private emotional and erotic spheres of
the individual in contrast to the writers of
the Stalinist period, who saw man merely as

a unit in the socialist collective. His novel
Zert (1.966) which describes with wry
humour the emotional and moral decline of
a young man deformed by pseudo-socialist
society gives a documentary picture of a
single generation in Czechoslovakia.
Kundera's chief novel is The loke (1967), a
proper English translation of which -
replacing an inaccurate one - appeared in
tiZ+. This novel is at once a satire on the
fake communism of the Stalinists, on the
opportunists who thrived under it, and on
the Czechs character itself. Life is Elsewhere

(1979) was published by Skvorecky on his
6migr6 press - it first appeared in a French
version lr.1973 - long after kundera had left
Czechoslovakia (1,975), since he was not
allowed to publish there. The Faraoell Party
(tr.1975) seems frivolous by the side of this
study of a poet who sells out to Stalinism,
bfi The /oke remains Kundera's best novel.
The ideas and the tone of the novel can be

identified in his plays like Maiitele Klichu
(1962) and his short stories (Smesne Lasky I
(7e63); II (1e66)I

1.4 Interior Monologue

A monologue is a long speech in which
one person speaks alone: An interior
monologue resembles a long speech, but it
has to be interpreted to as a sPeech but as

the thoughts, probings and musings of the
speaker. It enables the readers to understand
the mind and character of the speaker and
also see a particular event or Person from his
point of view. The loke is written in the form
of a series of monologues. Each monologue
gives us a partial or limited view of the story'
It is only by connecting and coordinating the
different monologoues that a total picture
emerges.

Let us summarise the novel in the
succeeding Units.
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lINIT 2

THEJOKE:A SUMMARY OFPARTSI― IV

2. Objectives

At the end of this Unit, you should be able
to:

i) have a general idea of the plot of the first
part of Milan Kundera's novel The loke: and

ii) form your initial impressions about the
main characters particularly their state of
mind. :

2.L Introduction

The best wayr to enjoy a novel, of course,
is to read it in the original. Even in the most
authentic translation, something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost.
The difficulties are all ihe more evident in case
of a novel like The Joke which has been
translated five fl1nes, since the authorhimself
was not happ)a with the earlier versions! A
chapter-wise sqrnmary of this sort is twice
removed from the original. It will certainly
help you to know the plot of the novef form
ideas about the characters, especially their
state of min{, etc. But if you can lay vour
hands on the translation, do read it. Only
then will you be able to understand and enjoy
Kundera's mastelpiece. Anyway, something
is better than nothing. So let us begin to
summarise the first section of the novel
consisting of four parts.

We shall begin with the Author's Note.

2.2 Author's Note

Kundera explains the special
circumstances that culminated in the fifth
English language aersion of The /oke. The first
version was published by in London n 1969
by Macdonald, in a translation by David
Hamblyn and Oliver Stallybrass. Kundera
was flmazed when he received the book in
Pragftrb, he did not recognize it at all; the novel
wa$htirely reconstructed; divided into a
different number of parts with chapters
shortened or simply omitted. The irony is
that between December 1965 and early 1967,

the original Czech manuscript had been kept
from publication in Prague by communiit
censorship; Kundera had rejected all the
changes they had wanted to impose on him,
and the novel was finally allowed to appear
in April 7967, exactly as he had written it.

Living in a country, occupied by the
Russian arrny, deprived of his passport, and
so without any possibility of leaving,
Kundera found it very difficult to defend
himself. He managed to bring about the
publication in Britain, of a revised completed
version without deletion and with the
chapters in their original sequence. But this
book (Penguin Books, 1970) gave him only
relative satisfaction for the translation was
still free. The Penguin version was actually
the third. The second had been published by
Coward. Mc-Cann in New York in 1969, not
long after the fust British version; in this the
entire test was systematically curtailed, and
the American publisher did not seem very
sympathetic towards the protests of the
censored author.

A dozen years after the first three
mutilated versions Kundera's new editor
AARON ASHER at Harper and Row
proposed that The /oke should appear in a
faithful as well as unabridged English-
language version; so he approached Michel
Henry Heim, a young American professor of
Slavic studies, who had translated Kundera's
novel The Book of Laughter and Forgetting
(1080). At Aaron's request, the author wrote
a preface for that new fourth edition of The

Joke. T'herc he recounted the novel's eventful
history in Czechoslovakia and in Fr-ance,
evoked the sad tale of its three earlie,- English-
language versions, and added two
paragraphs to convey his exttcting concept of
the noael:

Goethe never trusted his secretary to read
proof for him, while dealing with poetry. In
Goethe's time, prose could not make the
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-aesthetic claims of poetry; perhaps not until
the work of Flaubert, did prose losl the stigma
of aesthetic inferiority. Ever since Madame
Boafiry, the art of the novel has been
considered equal to the art of poetry, and the
novelist endows every word of his prose with
the uniqueness of the word in a poem. Once
prose makes such a claim, the translation of
a novelbecomes a true art. A novelist, whose
novels are banned in his own country is
doubly conscious of the difficulties involved.

The fourth English language version of The

loke appeared in 1982. Later in 1900 Aaron
proposed the republication of The loke at
Harper Collins. Only then did Kundera
decide to re-read the translation with care.
In the beginning, there was nothing seriously
wrong/ and Part Tuto, "Helena" was quite
good, but from the start of Part III, the author
felt that what he read was not his text -
words and syntax were changed, there was
inaccuracy in the reflective passages, the
distinctive voices of the characters - narrators
had been altered drastically, and so on. The
American professor had clearly resorted to
translation -adaptation - in keeping with the
taste of the time and of the country for which
it is intended. The whole thing was
unacceptable to Kundera. He regretted
having warmly approved of the fourth
English version without taking care to read
and check the translation earlier.

Finally Kundera and his editor
immediately set to work. Kundera worked
on both his original and the earlier
translations, entering word-for-word
translations from the original, and retaining
some of the faithful renderings and good
formulations in Heim's translation. He sent
his work in regular installments to Aaron,
who created an English-language version
from these disparate elements and sent it to
Kundera for final correction and approval.
They had begun in the spring of L991, and
working without respite they finished only
towards the end of the year. Kundera
concludes his Author's Note with a promise
to the readers, that there will not be a sixth
English-language version of The loke!

2.2.1 Critical Comments on Author's Note

From the Author's Note two things
become evident. Firstly The Joke is not an easy

novel to translate, because it is not the
conventional sort with its emphasis on a
regular plot, and well-drawn but directly
delineated characters with clear outlines.
Secondly Kundera is a fastidious writer, a
perfectionist. He cannot tolerate changes
even in his mode of punctuation. Natuarally,
the best course is for him to be involved in
the translation of his or,rrn works.

Let us begin wlth Part One of the novel.

2.3. Summary of Part One

Ludvik

The narrator of this part is LUDVIK. He
had retumed to his home town after several
years. Standing in the main square, he felt
no emotion whatsoever. A11 that he could
think was that the flat space looked like a
huge parade ground.. He told himself that
he had grown indifferent to his home-town,
for he had been away for fifteen years, had
almost no friends or acquaintances left there;
his mother had been buried among strangers
in a grave he had never tended. But he
realized that he had been deceiving himself,
for what he had called indifference was in
fact rancour. (bitter hatred) and it was this
journey that had made him conscious of it.
The mission that had brought him there could
easily have been accomplished in Prague,
after all, but he had been tempted to carry it
out in his own home town, because it was a
cynical and low mission.

Ludvik gave the unsightly ("gly) square a
final look and then set off for the hotel where
he had booked a room for the night. It was
on the third floor. He inspected the room,
especially the bed, which sank so much under
his weight that it was obviously not only
unsatisfactory as a seat but equally unlikely
to perform its function as a bed; it was
impossible to imagine anyone else in that bed
with him. He sat down on the chair and
began to think. Just then he could hear two
people, a man and a woman/ having a
conversation about a boy named Peter, who
had run away from home, and his Aunt
Klara, who was a fool and spoiled the boy.,
Ludvik could hear every word of theii,
conversation; even the woman's sighs were
audible.

300…
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-He stood uP′ his decision fi...1.I‐ Ie did not

want to jeoParadise(uPSet)the success of his

long arduous(diffiCult journey with that
unsuitable hotel room. He had no chOice but

to ask some local acquaintance for the
discreet′ confidential favour of lending his

room.He suddenly remembered a man there′

whO he had helped tO find ajob and would

PrObably be only too glad to repay one good
turll with another. IIis name was KOSTKA.

He was a strange character′  at once
scrupu10usly moral and oddly unsettled and

unstable′ whose wife had divorced hiln years

before for living any where and everywhere

except with her and their son.Ludvik walked

fast in the direction of the hospital′ where
Kostka worked in the Virology departlnent.

Luckily he lnet hiln and recOgnized hiln.

Ludvik felt that Kostka was Pleasantly
surprised′ alld the sPontaneity ofhお welcOme
delighted hin.

Ludvik told hiln that he would be in the

town for two or three days concerning some

unilnPortant business. They started talking.

Kostka told hiln that after work in the
hosPital he was leaving town in the evening.

He had a fiancee(a girl he was engaged to)

in allother town fifteen llrules away′ a school

teacher with a two― roolrl nat of her owll. He

was still on his Own and had a one― roOm
flatin a new building near the hosPital. I Ie

was unlikely t0 1■ ove in with his fiancё e

eventually because of the problenl of finding

another,Ob at her place. Ludvik sincerely

began to curse the ineptitude(absurdity)of

a bureaucracy unable tO arrange for a lnan

and woman to live together. But Kostka did

not nund. Travelling back alld forth did cOst

time and lnoney′ b■t his S01itude remained
lntact and he was free. Ludvik asked him/
″
咄 y is your freedOm so importalltto you?″

He countered with the same question.
Lidvik answered that he was a skirt― chaser

(One WhO Chased/made 10ve to women)′ he
needed the freedoΠl nOt for the wOmen′ but
fOr himself.

|:Kostka invited Ludvik to his flat.Ludvik
n9tiCed with great pleasure a wide

設 i鰭根嵐]rFtte:H『 1∬占iF胤
PlaCe fOr the next afternoOn.When he wOuld
need a Pleasant atlrlosPhere・   Kostka

understood and deliberately avoided preying
into Ludvik's plans. He readily offered his
flat, as it was a favour. Before going, Kosltra
gave him the keys. During a lifetime of
sleeping in various beds, Ludvik had
developed a personal cult of keys, and he
slipped Kostka's key into his pocket with
silent glee.

On their way out Ludvik, in reply to
Kostka, said that he hoped Kostkals flat
would help Ludvik to achieve a beautiful
demolition. He explained that Kostka was a
quiet workman on God's etemal construction
site, whereas Ludvik was not one of God's
brick layers. Instead of walls all he saw was
stage sets. And stage sets were made to be
demolished. Both had not changed and even
after years were as different as ever. It was
these differences that endeared Kostka to
Ludvik and made him enjoy their arguments.
He used them as a touchstone of who he was
and what he thought. Kostka replied thus:
"How can a sceptic like you be so sure he
knows how to tell a stage set from a wall?"
The illusions Ludvick ridiculed may not be
mere illusions. What if there were genuine
values and Ludvik were a demolisher of
values? A value debased and an illusion
unmasked had the same pitful form: they
resembled each other too closely.

Walking with Kostka back through the
town to the hospital, Ludvik said that he
badly needed a good shave. Kostka took him
to a small barber shop. It was a female barber
who attended on him. Ludvik mused on how
strange and ridiculous it was to be caressefl
so tenderly by an unknown woman wfip
meant nothing to him and to whom l're meant
nothing. He imagined that he was a
defenseless victim entirely at the mercy of the
woman who had sharpened the razor which
was waiting on the nearby table there merely
to consummate that beautiful independence.
Suddenly, he realized that he knew the
woman, his tender assassin; it seemed an
older sister's face. He had not seen her for
fifteen years.

Just then a new customer came in and
Ludvik could not speak to her. Even when
he paid, she kept her head indifferently
furned away from him, avoiding eye-contact
and taking the money so briskly and
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-impersonally that he suddenly felt like a

madman fallen prey to his own hallucinations
and could not find the courage to say
anything to her. He left the barbershop
feeling oddly frustrated; all he knew was that
he knew nothing and that it was a great
callousness to be uncertain of recognizing a

face he had once so dearly loved.

2.3.1 Critical Comments on Part One

The character-narrator of this part is
Ludvik. What are your initial impressions
about him? Kundera has portrayed him as

"a thoughtful melancholy intellectual" to
quote his own words from the Author'sNotes.
V\rho is Lucie Sebetka? Why is Ludvik filled
with rancour? Nothing is clear at this point.
[,et us wait and see.

I et us move on to Part Two.

2.4 Summary of Part Two

Helena

1'his part consists of three chapters and
tt 'y comprise Helena's monologue.

1. Helena was thinking about Paael and
.rr daughter little Zdena. ZDENA

vorshipped PAVEL. He was the first man
in her life, he knew how to handle her just
as he knew how to handle all women
including Helena. He had left for Bratislava
that afternoon. This week he was his old self
again, stroking Helena's face, and promising
to stop off for her in Moravia on his way back
from Bratislava. He wanted to talk things
over. She wondered why he had to wait until
now, now that she had met Ludvik. It was
painful, but she would not give in to sadness;
she would let sadness never be linked with
her name-this was Helena's motto, derived
from Fucik's words; even when they tortured
him. Even in the shadows of the gallows,
Fucik was never sad. Helena liked Ludvik
very much because he was very normal,
straightforward, cheerful and definite about
everything, she did not have to alter her ideals
and tastes, and that is what she always loved.

Helena was not ashamed of the way she

was. Until she was eighteen, all she knew
was the well ordered flat of a well-ordered
bourgeois clan and schoolwork, totally
isolated from real life. When she arrived in
Prague lnL949, it was like a miracle, she was

so happy.It was there she lrlet Pavel′ he sang

tenor′ she sang alto′ they gave hundreds of

concerts and demonstrations′ they sang
Soviet songs′ their own socia■ st―construction

songs and of course folk songs. IIelena fell

in love、
～
′ith Moravian folk songs′  they

became the ittnotif(reCurring theme)of her

existence.Even though she did notlove Pavel

any lnore′ even though he had hurt her′ she

could not forget hin■ ,Pavel was her you.

.ま胤il糖器fT麗朧 ま:°1
big demonstrationwas going lh inoldTown
Square. Toghatti the leadё r of the ltalian

workers′ movementwassPelК ing.Suddenly

驚露Ⅷ『1∬r∫器‐絆吼犠瓶
including Helena respondOd Pavel and
Helena held hands allthe way to the end of
the delnonstration and they fell in love with

each other. Seven years later′ when little

Zdena was five′ Pavel told Helenaノ that they

did not lnarry for love′ they,lnarried out of

Party discipline. Helena felt it was a lie

uttered in the heat of an argulnent,Pavel had

married her for love. IIelenalfelt that it was

a terrible thing to say.

Life was becoming more and more busli
they did not take time to eat. Helena would
wait for Pavel until midnight when he came
home from the endless six-hour, eight-hour
meetings. He attached much importance to
his conferences and political training sessions,

She knew how much the success of his
political appearances meant to him; he never
tired of repeating that the new man differed
from the old in so far as he had abolished tl're

distinction between public and private life;
ybars later now, he complained about how
back then the comrades never left his left his
private life alone.

Helena and Pavel went together thus for
nearly two years, and she was naturally
getting impatient and discontented, for no
woman could ever be content with puppy
love. Pavel was perfectly content, he enjqyed
the convenient lack of commitmen{;- qYery
man had a selfish streak in him, it wap;qp to
the woman to stand up for herself aftdther
mission as a womEut unfortunately. Finally
Pavel was called before the party cornmittee.
Helena thinks they must have been tough on
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-him; morals were pretty strict in those days,
people really overdid it but may be it was
better to overdo morality than immorality,
the way we did now. After a long period of
absence, almost goading Helena to commit
suicide, Pavel refumed to her, asked her to
fogive him and gave her a locket with the
picture of the Kremlin on it, his most
treasured possession. Two weeks later they
were married and the whole ensemble (Party
members) came to the wedding. Helena told
Pavel that if they betrayed each other, it
would be tantamount to betraying everyone
at the wedding, and at the demonstration in
old Town square as well as betraying
Togliatte. Now it made Helena laugh when
she looked back on everything they ultimately
did betray.

2. Helena reviews her life. She was
getting on in years. A nineteen year old boy
IINDRA was strongly attracted to her; that
was reassuring, considering the fact that she
had not been particularly popular at the
radio station. People called her a bitch, a
fanatic, a dogmatist, a partyblood hound etc.,
but they would never make her ashamed of
loving the Party and sacrificing all her spare
time to it. Pavel had other women, she did
not even bother to check on them anymore.
For ten years now her work had been
hopelessly routine: features. Interviews
broadcasts about fulfilled plans etc. and the
equally hopeless situation at home. It was
only the party that had never done her any
harm and Helena had never harmed the
Party, not even in the days when almost
everyone was ready to desert it, in 7956,
when there was all that talk about Stalin's
crimes, and people went wild and began
rejecting everything, saying that their papers
were a pack of lies, nationaLized stores did
not work culture was in decline, farms should
never have been colelctivised, the Soviet
Union had no freedom, and worst of all, even
Communists went around talking like that
and at their own meetings, Pavel too, and
again all of them applauded pavel as ever.
It all began when his mother treated him as
achild prodigy taking his picture to bed with
het; but he was adult mediocrity, he did not
smoke or drink but he could not live without
applause. It was his alcohol and nicotine.

How thrilled Pavel was at the new chance
to pull at people's heart strings.

Luckily the Party gave the squarvkers
(those who opposed) a good rap on the
knuckles (warning, punishment) Pavel too
calmed down; he did not want to risk his
cushy (easy, pleasant) lectureship in
Marzism at the university, but a germ of
apathy (indifference), mistrust, misgiving did
remain behind, Helena clung to the party
more tightly then before. The partlr wag
almost like a living being. Once, one of her
colleagues a married man, was having an
affair with a girl, single, irresponsible and
cynical, and his wife turned to the party for
help. The party intervened and warned both
the culprits. Unforfunately words are merely
words, they agreed to split up only to keep
them quiet and in fact, they continued to see
each other on the sly. At last Helena who
found the truth proposed that the man who
lied may be expelled from the Party, but hc.r
proposal was defeated and the culprits did
not suffer much.

The party took it out on her by making
her look like a monster; it was a regular smear
campaigry they started poking about in her
private,life, and that was her Achilies' heel
(weak point), no man can live without
feelings, she wouldn't be a woman if she did,
so why deny it? Since Helena did not have
love at home she sought it elsewhere. They
called her a hypocrite at a public meeting,
trying to criticize others for breaking up
marriages, when she herself had been
unfaithful to her husband at every
opportunity behind her back they said that
she was a nun in public and a whore in
private as if they could not see that the only
reason she was so hard on others was that
she wished to prevent an unhappy rnarriage
if she could.

Helena mused that she hated lies; she
could only act as she felt. She had always
believed that man was one and indivisible
and that only the petty bourgeois divided
them hypocritically into public self and
private self, such was her credo. Helena
admitted that she hated those young girls so
sure of themselves and their youth and so
lacking in solidarity with older women.
Compared to them she, a married woman,
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-had a few affairs with other men; the
difference was that Helena was always
Iooking for love, and if she had made a

mistake, she would turn away in horror, even

thought it would have been simpler to cross

the border into the realm of that monstrous
freedom where shame, inhibitions and
morals had ceased to exist, where everything
was permitted where deep inside all one

needed was to understand the throb of sex'

If she had crossed that border, she would stop

being herself and she was afraid of that awful
traniformation. That is why Helena kept
desperately looking for love, so that she might
remain whole from beginning to end. That

is why, she told Ludvik, that she was
fascinated when she saw Ludvik.

3. Helena remembers her first meeting
with Ludvik how nervous she had been how
he had tried to reassure her. He made it clear

from the start he was interested in her more

as a woman that as a reporter. He was very
nice to her, they understood each other; he

was not one of the intellectual types she

disliked, he had a rich life behind him. The

thing that excited her most was that he was

from Moravia, he had even PlaYed in a

cimbalom land; it was like hearing the
leitmotiv of her life again, seeing her youth
return from the shadows, her heart and soul
r.,,ent out to him.

Ludvik advisecr. Helena to devote more

time to the joys of life. She replied that joy

had always been part of her credo and what
she hate-d most was the Present daY

fashiona.ble cynicism; Ludvik replied that
credos meant nothing and that cynicism;
people who shouted joy from the roof tops
werl often the saddest of all. Soon Helena

realized that in spite of knowing she was a

married woman, Ludvikwas in love withher'
She also noticed that he looked sad. The next
day he took her out for a drive out into the

country and they had a splendid time'
Helena was in a real dilemma now. On the

one hand Pavel had offered to marry her. She

was ready to do anYthing to save her
marriage, but she did not have the strength
to say no to Ludvik.

2.4.1, Critical Comments on Chapter Two

The most striking aspect of Helena's
monologue is that each paragraph is one

long "infinite" sentence in Kundera's
original. It reveals the state of mind, life,
hopes and disappointments of Helena. We

also learn about Pavel, about the hypocrisy
of the communists Ludvik also is brought in
adding complication to the theme. What are

your impressions about Helena?

Let us Pass on to the nextPart.

2.6 Summary of Part Three

Ludtsik

T\is part consists of setten chapters' The

narrator is Ludaik.

1. He walked along the bridge that
spanned the river Morava. He was aware
that the ghostly atmosphere of the landscape

wus *".ely a metaphor for everything he had
tried not to recall after his encounter with
Lucie. He seemed tobe projecting suppressed

memories onto everything that was around
llim. He understood that there was no
escapin6; the memories which surrounded
him.

2. The events leading to Ludvik's first
major disaster ":.culd be traced to his fatal
predilection for silly iokes and MARKETA'S
iatal inability to understanC the$. Marketa
was the type of woman who took everything
seriously; that made her totally at one with
the spirit of the era; she was credulous, gifteri
and full of naive (simple and innocent)
trustfulness. Everyone at the university liked
this nineteen year old girl, and poked gentle

non malicious fun at her. But the fun went
over badly with her, and even worse with
ihe spirit of the age. It was the first year after

Febiuary 1,948. A genuinelY new and
differenf life had begun, marked by rigid
seriousness; people were exPected to reioice

in the victory of the working class, without
giving way indiaidualistically to inner sorrows'

Ludvik had few inner sorrows at that time,
hacl a considerable sense of fun; but his /okes

were not serious enough to keep pace with
the joyousness of the era. Contempotary ioy
*ui tgturre joy that proudly called Ttsell " the

historiial optimism of the aictorious clASS", a

solemn ani ascetic loy, in short, Joy with a
capital ']'. Ludvik held an important post in
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the Students Union and like every communist
at the time, he had a number of functions;
being a good student, he could expect a
positive evaluation in formal evaluation of
each member. Ludvik was rated as an
individualist with an intellectual smile.
Honestly, he felt that he was a man of many
faces, which kept multiplying. About a
month before summer/ when he was
finishing his second year, and Marketa her
first, Ludvik began to get close to her. Like
all twenty year olds, he pretended to be older,
assuming an air of detachment. At meetings
he was earnest, enthusiastic and committed;
among friend, unconstrained and given to
teasing with Marketa cynical and fitfully
wittli and alone, unsure of himself and as
agitated as a schoolboy. All these were real
faces Ludvik asserted that he was not a
hypocrite, with one real face and several false
ones.

The psychological and physiological
mechanism of love is so complex that at a
certain period in his life, a young man must
concentrate all his energy on coming to grips
with it, and in this way, he misses the actual
content of the love; the woman he ioves. It
was his actual lack of self-assurance which
caused Ludvik's agitation to ease the burden
of his embarrassment and awkwardness, he
showed off in front of Marketa; disagreeing
with her, making fun of her etc. Marketa was
a girl of trusting simplicity. She was seht
during the summer to a two-week Party
training course to fortify her zeal with
concrete knowledge of the strategy and tactics
of the revolutionary moment, based on the
principle that the end justified the means.

Ludvik was disappointed becaue he had
planned to spend the two weeks alone with
Marketa in Prague, with an eye to improving
their relationship. He reacted with pained
jealousy when Marketa did not share his
feeling. From the training center in Bohemia,'she 

sent him a letter full of enthusiasm for
ihe effects of the Revolution. Ludvik too
believed in the imminence of a revolution in

, 
Western Europe. What he could not accept

. was how she could be so huppy when he
, ryas missing her so much. So he bought a
postcard, and in order to hurt, shock and
confuse her, he wrote: "Optimism is the opium

of the people. A healthy atmosphere stinks of
stupidity. Long liae Trotskyl".

3. Marketa responded to Ludvik's
provocative postcard with a brief and banal
note. Her silence overwhelmed him with
heavy sadness, when she failed to respond
to his moumful infatuation. He could not
understand what had happened. When he
met her in Prague in August, she claimed that
nothing had changed between them. The
next day he was informed that Marketa had
left Prague. Ludvik was unhappy as only a
womanless twenty year old could be, one
who had known few encounters with
physical love. The days were unbearably long
and futile, it was difficult to kill time.

In September when classes resumed,
Ludvik received a phone call summoning him
to the District Party Secretariat. Three
Comrades whom he knew well and had
always bantered, suddenly wore serious
expressions and started interrogating Ludvik
about the provocative postcard he had sent
Marketa. Even though he told them that he
had written the words as a joke, they refused
to believe him. He understood that the
comrades had read all his letters to Marketa.
They asked him if he was laughing at
Marketa for taking seriously things like the
Party, optimism, discipline etc. He could
have written only what was inside him; he
wrote whathe felt. Now the Comrades knew
that Ludvik had two faces - one for the party,
another for everyone else. He had twisted
Marx's statement. "Religion is the opium of
the people" and Trotsky's belief that,,
optimism builds socialism". At last, they told
him that they were relieving him of his post
in the Students Union effective immediately
and asked him of hand over the keys of the
office. Ludvik gave the keys away.

Later Ludvik remembered that he had a
few personal items at the Student Union
office. He managed to get the house-key from
the porter and went in. Just then the three
Comrades came in; they were agitated to see
him there. He told them that he had come
for the hald-eaten rum-cake baked by his
mother, and his socks. However they
allowed him to take all his things and told
him not to show his face there again. Ludvik
felt he was innocent, he had written nothing
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-terrible on the postcard; the best thing would
be to talk to someone well acquainted with
Marketa. He looked up a fellow student, a

Communist, who listened to the whole story
and observed that the Secretariat was bigoted
and hummourless. He told him to see

ZEMANEK who was going to become Party
Chairman at Natural Sciences and knew
both Marketa and Ludvik very well.

4. Ludvik felt that Zemanek who had
been chosen Party Chairman, would be
sympathetic towards him, chiefly because of
his Moravian origins, for Zemanek loved
singing Moravian folk songs. Ludvik,
Marketa and Zemanek had often been
together on various occasions during their
student days. Once he had fabricated a story
atbout some dwarf tribes living in the Czech
mountains. Zemanek too had added fu*y
details to endorse his account - allfor fooling
Marketa. On this black day, Ludvick's hope
was that Zemanek knew well both Marketa
and Ludvik's style of comedy and would
understand that the provocative postcard
was only a joke. So when he got the first
opportunity, Ludvik told the party chairman
the whole story, and the latter said he would
see what he could do. In the meantime,
Ludvik lived in a state of suspended
animation. Marketa continued to avoid him,
he was too proud and sensitive to ask for
anything. Then one day, she herself stopped
him in a corridor and said that she wanted
to talk to him.

Ludvick and Marketa went on a walk.
She told him how the whole thing had come

about. She had been questioned by the
Comrades and persuaded to show them all
the letters of sentimental effusions in addition
to the provocative postcard he had sent her.
She had to tell them that she thought him a

little odd and that nothing was sacred to him.
Marketa told Ludvik that since he was a
Party member, ilrey had every right to know
who he rlras i' I what he thought. Comrade
Zemanek hacr met her recently, praised her
for her go,- 1 performance at the training
course and advised her to keep out of
Ludvik's company. Through she had kept
off Ludvik for months, she felt guilty at trying
to break a friendship merely, because the
friend had made a mistake and once again
she sought permission to meet Ludvick for

months, she felt guilty at trying to break a

friendship merely because the friend had
made a mistake and once again she sought
permission to meet Ludvik and talk to him.
She told him that he had committed a great
crime, he had no right to remain in the Party
and that she had decided not to leave him.

Ludvick knew that if agreed to
acknowledge his very deep guilt, and satisfy
Marketa's Salvationist urge he would achieve
the long-cherished goal of her body; but he
could not take it at that price. He did not
give in to Marketa. He refused her help and
lost her. He was shocked at the farcical
nature of the whole affair. Ludvik began to
feel outraged by his three sentences in the
postcard, to fear that something serious did
in fact lurk behind their comedy, to know
that he never really had been one with the
body of the Party, that he had never been a

true proletarian revolutionary; a man was
either a revolutionary, in which case he
completely merged with the movement in
one collective entity, or he was not and would
always consider himself guilty of not being
one.

Looking back on his state of mind at the
time he was reminded of the enormous
power of Christianity to convince the believer
of his fundamental and never-ending guilt.
Ludvik gradually became reconciled to the
idea that his words, though genuinely
intended as a joke, were still a matter of guilt
and a self-critical investigation started uP in
his head. No wonder the Comrades had
reproached him for his "traces of
individualism" and "intellectual tendencies".
He told himself that he had taken to preening
himself on his education, his university
status, his future as a member of the
intelligentsia etc. \Mhat he resisted most was
the expulsion from the party and the
concomitant designation of enemy. But at last
in spite of his suppliant pleas to various
committees, Zemanek recommended in the
name of tire organization that Ludvik be
expelled not only from the Party but from
the University too; Zemaek was supported
by Ludvik's closest friends and his teachers!

Ludvik was unable to work up courage to
tell his mother about his expulsion, for she
took great pride in his studies. But on the
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thror"rgh l'ris fingers. He had been tlirorvn off
his life's path.

6. Everything meaningfrll in the course
of life had broken off. All he had left was
time-sheer empty time. Men witl'r black
insignia could be kept on indefinitely. Little
by little Ludvick grew used to the idea tliat
his life had lost its continuity and Lhat it only
rernained for him finally to begin to exist in
the reality in which l"re inescapably foturd
himself. He began to notice the people
around lllirn. Honzn and Bedrich w,ere like l-rim
with the rate feeling of irurer freedorn. All
the rest were plagued by fear and despair. It
was Honza whom Ludvik liked best. Many
of thern had been conscripted for petty
reasolls like getting drunk on May Day,
trinating in public, drawing Cubist pair-rtings
and so on. The soldiers had their heads
shaved clean every two weeks to rid thern of
all thoughts of self esteem. The only positive
aspect of their dreary existence was the two
niglits free a month when they could spend
and make up for the chronic frustratior-r of
all the other endless days. One evening
Ludvik, Honza Stana and others went out,
outwitted the artillery mell, drank arrd
enjoyed the company of a nice blor-rde.
Ludvik was disgusted with arrother ugly
woman of monstrous height who was
rricknanred lamp-post. Suddenly he was
gripped by sadness; this type of love life with
prostitutes had simply become the
fturdamental and custonury condition of his
existence; it was an expression not of his
freedorn, but of his submission his limitation,
lis condemnatiotr. And Ludvik felt fear of that
bleak horizon, of that destiny. He felt his soul
sluiveling; he was frightened by the thougl-rt
that l're could not escape its enrichment.

7. Sadness over their bleak erotic horizons
was something nearly all of thern went
through. In March stana got two day leave
to marry. On that day, Ludvik preferred to
be alone. He took a long walk. He reached a
building with a CINEMA sign. The film on
was Court of Honour. Not wanting to see it,
Ludvik headed for the alley to the street. It
was rhen he first set his eyes on Lucie, whose
appearallce was utterly ordinary. Later, it
was tl-ris very ordinariness, and her slowness,-
radiating a resigned consciousness that there
was nowhere to hurry to and that it was
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useless to reach impatiently toward anything,
that touched and fascinated Ludvik.

Ludvik kept followrng Lucie who did not
seem to notice him. FIe felt that Lucie had
revealed herself to him the way religious truth
revealed itself he grasped the essence of what
she was later to become for him-tranquility,
simplicity and modesty qualities which he
needed badly. Ludvik bought a ticket for the
detested film and took the seat next to Lucie.
After the film was over he talked to her in a
natural manner-not with a joke or a paradox
as had been his custom. Lucie told him that
she worked in a factory and lived in a

dormitory; she liked being alone because she
felt sad. Ludvik observed that nothing
brought people together more quickly than
shared melancholy. They parted after
agreeing to meet when Ludvik got his next
leave.

8. From that evening, Ludvik was a

different inside. To no other woman had he
felt such gratitude as Lucie; firstly for relesing
him from the pathetically limited erotic
horizons that sruuoirnded them; freeing him
from the overall nausea he felt after his bleak
erotic adventures. All he needed was to feel
Lucie close to him, a life in which there was
no room for questions of cosmopolitanism
and intemationalism, political vigilance and
the class struggle, controversies over the
definition of the dictatorship pf the
proletariat, politics with its strategy and
tactics. These were the concems which had
led to his down fall. What had attracted
Ludvik to the Communist movement more
than anything was the feeling of standing
near the wheel of history; for in those days,
the Communists in the student body ran the
Universities almost single handed, making
decisions on academic staffing, teaching
reform, and the curriculum. They had
experienced the intoxication of power there
was still an altogether idealistic illusion that
they were inaugurating a human era, in
which man would be neither outside history
nor under the heel of history, but would create
and direct it. Lucie knew nothing of the great
and contentporary concerns; she lived for her
smnll and eternal concerns she had come to
liberate him.

Lucie was nineteen, came from western
Bohemia, from an unhappy home, for her
parents did not like her. She left for Ostrava;
she was serious and liked to go to movies,
especially war films. She listened receptively
when Ludvik spoke. Ludvik found great
solace in the poems of Frantisek Halas; he
wanted to commune with someone else who
had been excotnntunicated. He recited his
poems before Lucie, who became so
emotional that she held Ludvik round the
neck like a child and cried and cried.

9. It pained Ludvik to think that not
since reaching maturity had be been able to
establish a true relationship with a woman.
He could not forget the way he had been
expelled. It was hard to live with people
willing to sent him to exile or death, to
become intimate with them or love them.
Nothing was ,more repugnant (hateful) to
him than brotherly feelings grounded in the
corunon baseness people saw in each other.
Ludvik had no desire for that slimy
brotherhood. But now Ludvik was
passionately in love with Lucie, desired her
and even wanted to marry her one day. In
reply to his letters she gave him flowers.
Ludvik once took Lucie to a dress shop and
made her try out a few dresses. He was
bowled over by the reaelation of her body. He
at last managed to make her agree to meet
him in her room a month later.

10. Stana messed up his life by beating
his wife for disloyalty; he was tried for
deserting her; later he lost a leg in an accident
and the botched amputation cost him his life.
His wife had divorced him and later married
a famous Prague actor. Stana's wife was the
downfall of all of them. Soon after they had
a very strict boy-com-mander. Cenek drew
a very vulgar mural showing some men and
women in obscene poses and explained the
mural in terms of the Red Army. The officer
considered it an insult to the Red Army and
told Cenek that he would have to face the
consequences. When Ludvik told him th4t
he liked it, he retorted that he was not
surprised, it was perfect for masturbators.,

Once the boy-commander gave Ludvik
two day's detention for lying down on the
job. Ludvik reflected that the young man/
himself incomplete, was play acting the role
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of afully grown person, a superman, because
he was forced to do it. Ludvik felt that his
comrades at the postcard interrogation,
wearing the mask of the hard ascetic
revolutionary, Marketa, as the female saviour
in some movie, Zemanek who was suddenly
seized by the sentimental pathos of morality,
and perhaps he himself were all mere actors.
History was terrible because it so often ended

"p 1g 
a platform for the immature. Thinking

of all that, Ludvik's whole set of values went
awry, and he felt deep hatred towards
youth.

Alexej was the son of a highly placed
communist official who had recently been
arrested. He confided to Ludvik that come
what may, he was determined never to
betray the party. Ludvik, thanks to Lucie,
no longer suffered this desperate torment.

11. Ludvik was granted an evening pass
two days before Lucie,s roommates weie-due
back. He went to meet Lucie and make love
to her but she resisted so hard that he had to
return disappointed.

72. After a taxing racing exercise, the boy
commander ordered no leaves for Ludvikis
company for two months. Ludvik and Alexej
discussed socialism. According to Alexey,
the line between socialism and rieaction held
everywhere. He had been sent to the
regiment because his father had been arrested
for espionage and it was the party,s duty notto trust him. However, imong- his
c,ompanions, the good natured sabotige of
the relay race strengthened their feeliig of
solidarity; they reviewed the possibilities of
going absent without leave; i bribery fund
was set up for the purpose. But soon the
scheme flgfPed. Honza was court martialed,
convicted and got a year in prison. Leave
for the entire company was cancelled for
another two months. E.re.yorre suspected
Alexej and made life miserrUtu f"i ni*.
Alexej hold him that he command.er was
saboteur and that and that Alexej had sent a
complaint_about him to the paity. Alexej
repeated that he was a communist and as
Communists they were responsible for
everfthing that went on there. Ludvik told
him that responsibility was unthinkable
without freedom. Cenek felt Alexej was a l

13. Lucie came to the fence almost
everyday and met Ludvik. It was the most
intensive period of their love. He was loved
publicly and demonstratively; it was the love
of a woman and it aroused wonder, nostalgia
and envy. The longer the soldiers were cut
off from the world and women, the more
women dominated their talk with their every
particular, every detail. The feeling of
comradely solidarity that had led Ludvik to
paint so detailed a picture of Lucie,s
nakedness (which he had never seen!) And
erotic behaviour had the effect of painfully
intensifying his desire for her. He
experienced total desire for a zuofitan in which
everything was involved: body and soul,
desire for vulgarity and consolaiion as well
as for eternal possession.

Ludvik fixed a day to sneak out and meet

lucje at an appointed place. On that day
lhe boy commander called Alexej a sneak and
forced him to read a letter 

"*p"ttir,g Alexejfrom the Communist pariy oi
Czechoslovakia. Later Ludvik reached the
house where Lucie was waiting. But once
again he was disappointed. Lrlcie resisted
more than ever. The pitiful misery of a failed
youth the humiliating eternity of unfulfilled
desire everything was too much for Ludvik.

14. The soldiers appeared to have
developed a sudden surge of solidarity for
Alexej following the commander,s cruelty.
The next day they discovered that Alexejhad
committed suicide. The young boy had
assumed his mad role blindly u.ra bravely,
but had lacked the strength to remain in the
ranks, in his dog's mask. Ludvik felt that his
death concealed a reproach to him as if
Alexej had wished to let him know that the
moment the Party banishes a man from its
ranks, that man has no reason to live. Ludvik
felt that he had lost more than Alexej; he
began to doubt their solidarity which was
based solely on the force of circumstance and
an urge for self preservation. He felt he was
a desert within a desert.

Ludvik wrote a letter of apology to Lucie
but it came back. She had gJr," away.
Ludvik was terror stricken. HJ sneaked to

rat for he had renounced his own father as a
SPY.
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-find out, more details about Lucie but failed.
In two weeks' time he was court martialed
and given ten months for desertion. It was

when he lost Lucie that the long period of
hopelessness and emptiness began. His
mother died when he was in iail, and he

could not go to her funeral. He spent the

next three years mining coal as a civilian.

Ludvik takes no pleasure in remembering
his past-the destiny of a man cast out from a

movement he had trusted. It was false pride
that had made him glorify his outcast destiny.
As for fifteen years, he had not set eyes on
Lucie.

2.5.1 Critical Comments on Part III
Part III is very long, consisting of fourteen

chapters. It tells us about the joke of the

postcard which caused the major disaster in
Ludvik's life - his expulsion from the Party
and his universitY studies, his
disappointments at the hands of Marketa and

Lucie-and the shattering of his ideals. The

chapter contains lots of reflective Passages.

Let us pass on to the fourth Part.

2.6 Summary of Part Four

The character-narrator of Part Four is

Jarcslaa. It consists of ten chapters.

1. |aroslaw dreamt a fascinating folk
lore in which he was king, who was taken to

safety by one of his cavalry men who asked

him io put a veil on his head. The reached

their deitination. He wanted to see Vlasta'

2. The only object in Jaroslav's room was

a black harmonium. It was a couple of days

before Sunday's Ride of the kings. Vlasta

came into the room. Jaroslaw attended a
meeting in connection with it. tn the square

he saw Ludvik, who pretended not to see

him. The District National Committee had

propcsed jaroslav's sonVladmir, a fifteen year

t1d boy, to be that year's king, as a reward
and honortr for the father. The boy admitted
that he did not want to be king if it was

arranged from :bove. He did not want to
pull strings. jaroslav was sad.

they tried to make thembelieve that they were
only Czech-speaking Germans, who had no
right to exist. In the iast year of the Nazi
occupation the Ride of the Kings was staged
in their village, and Jaroslav then fifteen years

old was made king. He had been proud. He
wished his son could share his feeling.

5. Jaroslav could not forget Ludvik, his
oldest friend, Both were half orphans.
Ludvick's father, a bricklayer was hauled off
to a concentration camP by the Germans
when the boy was thirteen. Jaroslav's mother
had died in childbirth. Ludvik had to depend
on father sister and her husband'Koutecky
and he could not bear them, for she looked
down on his poor mother. Though Ludvik
was ripe for rebellion, his mother would beg

him tearfully to be sensible. Ludvik and

Jaroslav were like twins. JaroslaV's father
even bought him a cheap clarinet. Towards
the end of the war when the Koutecky's
daughter got married, Ludvik was displayed
as their charity case. Ludvik was so furious
that he deserted the festivities. He
proclaimed that he hated the bourgeois- He

iursed the marriage ceremony and said he

spat on the Church and was going to leave

it. He broke all ties with them and went to
lectures the communists sponsored. In 1947

after school, Ludvik joined the University in
Prague, Jaroslav in Brno. He did not see him
until the following year.

6. The FebruarY Communist couP of
1948 meant a reign of terror. Jaroslav and

the other were irritated by Ludvik's certainty'
He had the look all Communists had at that

time; he associated the fate of their band with
the fate of the Communist Party. In his mind

Jaroslav called himthe Pied Piper. Capitalism
had destroyed the old collective life. Jazznot
only disappeared from their country but
became a symbol of Western capitalism and

its decadepce. The Communist Party went
all out to create a new way of life. It based

its efforts on Stalin's famous definition of the

new art:socialist content in national form'
And national form in music, dance and
poetry could come from nowhere but folk
irt. The Communist Party supported them'

ln 1949 Jaroslav himself joined the Partf ii

7. The shadow fell between them at

Jaroslav's was always anxious about his

3,4 Jaroslav wished that his son would try
to understand that he wa-s not a mere
crackpot folklore addict, but heard in folk art
the sip that kept Czech culture from drying
up. His love foi it dated back to the war when
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father's health. In the third year he gave it
up and came home and became a violin
teacher. He could devoted his tune to things
he loved. He decided to marry Vlasia.
Jaroslav's friends from the ensemble staged
a real Moravian wedding for him.

8. Ludvik explained that he had been
expelled from both the party and the
University; that is why he had not been able
to enjoy the wedding. He bade farewell. He
had volunteered for a labour brigade and
]aroslav went abroad with the ensemble.
]aroslav was unable to face Ludvik,s fall, and
equally ashamed of his own success in life.
Then one day his father received an obituary
3nn-oulcement signed by the Kouteckys that
Ludvik's mother had died. There was no
mention of Ludvik. Jaraslov was shocked
Ludvik did not come. Only later did Jaraslov
come to know that Ludvik had been in
prison. The Kouteckys had robbed him of
his mother.

9. Ludvik had been through military
service, a prison sentence and several years
in the mines. He was making arrangement
in Prague to resume his studieJand hal come
to the town to take care of a few legal
formalities. Jaroslav realized he had
changed: Ludvik had a toughness and a
solidity about him and he was much calmer.
Jaroslav had not been prepared for Ludvik,s
venom, his ironical hatred. He leamt that it
was with great difficulty that Ludvik had got

3.0 Objectives

At the end of this Llnit,you should be able
to:
i) understand the plot of the novel The loke:
ii) analyse the important characters,

particularly their states of mind: and
iii) discuss the main ideas presented in the

novel.

3.L Introduction:

Please read llnit 11 a few times and
underst4nd the plot of the noyel so far. Only

UN「 3

THEJOKE:A SUMMARY OFPARTS V_vⅡ

permission to complete his last two years at
the-University. Being expelled from the party
had branded him for life. \Mhereever he went
he was distrusted. Jarosiav was stunned. He
realized that Ludvik had stopped speaking
to him because he was afrald of Jaroslav.

10. Ludvik and Jaroslav had never done
anything to hurt each other. Jaroslav
wondered if, with a little good will, they
could be friends again. Ai it turned out
neither their estragement nor their reunion
was in his hands. Nine years elapse, Ludvik
graduated and found an excelient job as
scientist in a field he enjoyed. Jaroslav could
never regard Ludvik had seen him that day
and turned away.

2.5.1 Critical Comments on part Four

. In this part, we have the relationship
between Ludvik and Jaroslav depicted by thi
latter. Some of the details of Ludvik,s life are
repeated. It is interesting to compare this with
the earlier parts.

- 
Read the study material carefully a number

of times and become familiar wiih the plot
so far. Also note down your impressions of
the main characters the different points of
view, plot development etc.

We shall study the latter parts of the novel
in the next Llnit.

then can you appreciate the whole novel. In
this Unit we shall summarise the lafter parts
of the novel, starting with the fifth.
3.2. Summary of part Five

Ludoik

The character narrator of this part is
Ludvik. This part consists of 5 chaptlrs.

1. Ludvik came across Koaalik, a
schoolmate who was associated with the
National Comrnittee. He said that there were
two opposing institutions: the Catholic
Church with its traditional thousand year old
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-rites and the civil institutions that must
supplant them' The Communist Party
peisuaded people to mary or have their
.hildt"tt christened at civil ceremonies with
as much dignity and beauty as at church

ceremonies.- The national Committee used

attendance at their civil ceremonies as a

touchstone for evaluating people's sense of

citizenship and their attitude towards the

State, andh the end people realized that and

came. Ludvik observed that in that case, the

National Committee was stricter with its
believers than the Chruch was with theirs'

Ludvik then took leave of his old classmate'

He w-as expecting Helena Zemanek' She got

down from the Lus and came to the hotel

where he, comrade Jahn, met her'

2. EverYthing that had haPPened

between Ludvik ,t d H"lutta was part of a
precise and deliberate plan.- He particularly
wanted to meet her because her husband was

a man Ludvik hated. Ludvik had been sent

by his institute to meet Helena, who worked

for the radio, and give her some information

about their research. He hated iournalists;
he had a stronger aversion for radio folks'

Ludvik did his best to make things tough for

her, he deliberately spoke in complex and

confusing sentencei. He got out of her facts

which identified Zemanek beyond a doubt'

Soon he realized in spite of his rancour' that

behind the veil of Helena's journalistic
playacting, there was a woman capable of

?r.,ttio.,ittg as a woman' He tried his best to

hide his tiue intentions and state of mind'
Ludvik's rancour was increasing, but his

conrrersation was very lighthearted and

amiable, so that Helena became more and

more feminine. Soon she bid farewell and

ieft.

special pose - one going back to the years

when revolutionary in anything that was

common", "plebiant", "Ordinary or rustic"'
In Helena's pose, Ludvik recognized the

period of his youth and in Helena's Person
Zemanek's wife.

Helena remarked that she had always
yearned for a man like Ludvik who was

simplu direct unaffected and straightforward'
Lud-vik was amazed at the human capacity

for transforming reality into a likeness of
desires or ideals, but he was quick to accept

Helena's interpretation of his personality' He

told her bluntly that he desired her, though

she was a married woman' It was

embarrassing but Ludvik managed to
persuade Helena to ender Kostaka's flat'

3. Helena did not seem in the least taken

aback. Ludvik realized that she was

defenseless and available as he had imagined'

Helena was excited all too ready to make

love, but Ludvik deliberated' He made her

speak about her husband Zemanek, how

they had met, the pendant !" hu-d given her

etc. She further told him that though they

were living in the same, house, it was not as

man and *ifu. Succulently Ludvik saw

Helena's nudity in a new light; it was nudity

denuded of the Power to excite him any

longer. He asked her to dress up and leave'

as (ostka would be coming back soon' He

longed for her to be gone, he had stolen her

bod], fromno one; he had vanquished no one;

it was a body abandoned, deserted by its
sporse, a body he had intended to use but

*fri.n naa rs"a him and was now insolently

enjoying its triumph, exulting, iumping for

ioy. 
'lt.iu, , few minutes before seven when

Helena left.

4. Ludvik yearned to forget that ill-
starred, afternoon; he longed for Kostka' He

looked forward to him telling him about

Lucie, who in contrast to He1ena was so

sweetly incorporeal, abstract, so far rernoved

from cbnflicti, tensions and dreams, and yet

not without influence on Ludvik's life' Now

he realized why Lucie had flashed across the

sky those pust d.uyt: it was to reduce his

vengeance io nothing to furn everything he

had"come there for to misg'inexplicable run

fromhim at the last moment, was the goddess

oi 
"r.upu, 

the goddess of vain pursuit' the

Helena rang uP Ludvik to ask if she might

see him. fney met at a caf6' He saw that he

had upset hei equilibrium, and that he had

b"gri to dominlate her' He succeeded in
.r,utiog her accept his invitation to go to the

.orrrlttj, with hirn, though she was a married

*o*utl. Ludvik joked about it' He had

Jr"u*"d this plan up with the power of

fifteen years of iancoui, he was optimistic of

ultimate success' Ludvik took Helena to

People's House and ordered rye' Helena's

behaviour in general revealed her pride for a

- 
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goddess of mists; and shetstill held his head
in her hands.

3.2.1 Critical Comments on part V
This chapter describes Ludvik,s intention

to wreak vengeance on Zemanek, whom he
hated for destroying his life; his hopes are
dashed to pieces when he comes to know that
Helena whose body he had*inte"nded. to use,
is no longer Zemanek's wife. Thb tone of the
whole Parf is one of rancour:(bitterness).
Ludvik feels that in contrast to Fl,elena.
Lucie, whom he had loved so much, was the
goddess of vain pursuit. To appreciate this
g_a{_$lly, you shouid read it alongside part
II: Helena's monologue (Refer Unit tg.

Let us move on to part VI
3.4 Summary of part Six

Kostka

_ The character-narrator of this part is
Kostka.' 'This 

part consists of 20 chapters.

1. Kostka and Ludvik had actually met
only a few times in their lives. But in his
imagination, Kostka met him frequently, and
turned to him in his soliloquies is his chief
adversary. Each time Kostka was in a
helpless situation, it was Ludvik who
invariably helped him out of it. yet beneath
that outwdrd alliance lay an abyss of inward
disagreement; perhaps Ludvikl who clearly
attached greater significance to their outward
bond than to their inward difference, was
not fully aware of it. Ludvik had been
merciless to outward adversaries and
tolerant of inward discords. Kostka was the
complete opposite. He loved Ludvik, as one
loved one's adversaries.

2. Kostka had first met Ludvik n l94Z
at one of those turbulent meetings that
racked all the institutions of higher liarning
in those days. The fate of the nation was at
stake. Kostka stood with the communist
minority. Many Christians, both Catholics
and Protestants, held it against him. Th"y
considered him a traitor for allying himself
with a movement that inscribed gollessness
on itsshield. Even after fifteen years, he had
not chdnged his position at all. Of course,
the Communist movement was godless; but
what about the Christians? Kostfa could see
nothing but pseudo-Christians living exactly
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like unbelievers. But being a Christian meant
giving up private interests, comforts and
power, and turning towards the poor, the
htrmiliated and the suffering. But ivas that
what the Churches were doing? Kostka,s
father was a working man, chronically
unemployed, with a humble faith in God; but- '
the Church never turned its face towards the
man. And so Kostka,s father remained
forsaken amidst his neighbours,'forsaken
within the church, alone with his God until
he fell ill and died.

The Churches failed to realize ,Si ,f,"
working class movement was the movement
of the humiliated and oppressed supplicating
(praying) for justicq. They did not choose to
work with anf for them to create the
kingdom of God on earth. By siding with
the oppressors, they deprived ifr" *oii.irrg _
class movement of God. And now th"ey
reprdhched it for being godless. There was a

--9top in Church membership. Schools were
"bringing the children up in an anti-religious

frame of mind. In Kostka,s view, true refgion
did not need the favour of secular poser.
Secular disfavour only strengthened faith.
He could only lament the tragic error that
led socialism away from God. All that he
could do was to explain that error, and work
to rectify it.

3. Until the February lg4g coupz
Kostka's being a Christian suited the
Communist quite well. They enjoyed hearing
him expound on the sociil content of the
Gospel, inveigh (speak) against the rot of the
old world of property and war and argue
about the affinity between Christianity ind
Communism. They tried to win over
believers as well. Soon after February
however things began to change. As a
lecturer at the university, Kostka toJk the side
of several students about to be expelled for
their parents' political stance. Suddenly
doubts began to be raised about whether L
man of such firm Christian convictions was
capable of educating socialist youth. It
seemed that he would have to fight for his
very livelihood. Then he heard that the
student Ludvik Jahn had stood up for him at
a plenary (of the whole assembiy) meeting
of the Party. Kostka went to see Ludvik and
told him that there was no hope at all of his
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outgrOwing″ his faitho They discussed the

existence of God′ the finite and the infinite′

DeSeCrate′ s PositiOn on religion whether

SPinOZa was a materialist etc.Ludvik told
Kostka that religious faith was his private

affair′ and that allin it was of no concern to

anyone else.Kostka never saw hlln at the

University again.About three rnonths after

their talk′ Ludvik was expelled from the party

and■e university′ and six rnonths later he

too had to leave the university. Through he

could have defended hilnself by making a

public statement along theist lines′ he did

nothing.

4. KoStka exPerienced a period of soul―

searching。 (Dn the one hand he、 vas attached

to his lectureship.  It waS relatively
comfortable′ it lcft hiln plenty of time for his

own research and it prorniSed a lifetilne

career as a iniversity teach9r・  On the
perSOnal front he had a wife and their five

year old child to support.=His wife did
everything in her power tO make Kostka
defend httnself and stand up for his PositiOn

at the university. On the other hand′ he was

alamedby seeing large n.mberS Of Valuable

peoPle′ teachers and students′ forced to leave

the universities,he wO,alarined by his
attachment to a comfOrtable life whose calm

secu五ty distanced hitt mOre and more from

the turbulent fates of his Fellow lnen.Kostka

realized that the voices raised against hiln at

the l」 niversity were an′′17θ
′!:SOmeone

perhaps God′ was calling hirnノ Waming hiln

against a comfortable career that would tie

down his inind his faith and his conscience.

He heard JesuS′ S Words:″Take therefore no

thoughtforthe morr6w:forthO morrow shall

take thought for the things of itSelf.〃 Kosta′s

enemies thoughtthat he would be tormented
with worry butlnstead he felt an unexPetted

call,he had just discovered the real rneanlllg

of freedom. He realized that lnan had
nothing meant everywhere amOng Ten:
Kostka accepted the wrong hiS adVersaries
inflicted on hiln as a coded appeal

5. Comlnunists supposed′ lll a ttanner

erninently religious′ that a man who、 ″as

guilty in the face of the Party′ Inight gain

¨SOlutiOn by doing a stint With the workil■ g

class ll agriculture or industry. During the

years after February lnany intellectuals vvent

off that way to the mines or factories, so that
after a mysterious period of purification, they
might be allowed to return to offices, schools

and political posts. Following his expulsion,
Kostka secured a very goo.d position on a state

farm in western Bohemia. He was truly
huppy and felt reborn. FIe was grateful to
be able to earn his bread by useful work.

6. It was 1951. A grouP of boYs from a
neighboring village noticed a girl crawl out
of stack ; she disappeared before they could

run after her. A peasant woman from the

same viilage reported that a twenty year old

girl came asking her for a crust of bread. The

girl merely said that she had lost her money.

Similar stories were added of the mysterious
vanishing of food left under a tree and so

on. The girl became the children's own
pampered fairy and theY named her
VAGABONDELLA. TheY allowed her to
maintain her invisibilitY.

7. The fairy-tale was short-lived. One

day the director of the farm and the chairman
of ihe district national Committee discovered
a drab suitcase in the countryside. Besides

the girl's clothes, it contained a bundle of
letters; from the letters they leamed the name

of the recipient: Lucie Sebekta. Ti',:re chairman

hid in the tree, while the director went down
to the village and sent the local policeman'
At dusk the girl returned to her fragrant
bower. They let her go in. Let her close the

door behind her, waited half a minute, and

then went in after her.

8. Both the men who traPPed Lucie in
the barn were decent fellows. The chairman
formerly a poor farmhand, was an honest
father of six children. The policeman was

coarse naive, good-natured; neither of them

would have hurt a fly. And yet Kostka felt a

strange pain when he heard how Lucie was

trapped - with a single door blocked by two
heity men. Later, when he learned more
about Lucie, he realized to his astonishment
that in both those agonizing images the very
essence of her fate was directly revealed to
him. Those two images rePresented the

situation of rape.

g. That night Lucie did not sleep in the

bam but on Eux iron bed in a former shop the

police had set uP as an office. The next day
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she was interrogated by the District National
Committee. They learned that she had
previously worked and lived in Ostrava,
from where she had run away as she could
not stand it there anymore. She had not gone
to her parents in Cheb, as her father had
done nothing but beat her. At last she
secured the Chairman's permission to be
allowed to stay on and work. The chairman
introduced Lucie to Kostka and announced
ceremoniously that if she had done anything
wrong they forgave her and trusted her. The
working class needed honest men and
women everywhere; so she was not to let it
down, Kostka then took Lucie to the
greenhouse'and explained her work to her.

10. In Kostka's memory, Lucie
overshadowed everything he experienced at
the time. Despite that, the figure of the
District National Committee Chairman
remained clearly outlined. That former
farmhand who had hoped to create a
paradise for his suffering neighbours, that
honest enthusiast speaking about
forgiveness, faith, and the working class, was
much closer to his heart and mind than
Ludvik, who used to declare that socialism
grew from the stem of European rationalism
and skepticism a stem both non-religious and
anti-religious. But Kostka *r, ."ituin that
the lines of European spirit which stemmed
from the teaching of Jesus led far more
naturally to social equality and socialism. The
most passionate Communists like the
Chairman who put Lucie in Kostka,s care
seemed to him much more like religious
zealots than Voltairean doubters. The
revolutionary era from 1948 ta 1955 was an
age of collective faith; its sympathizers
renounced their ego to their person, private
someth,ing higher, something supra personal.
True the Marxist teachings were purely
secular in origin, but the significance assignei
to them war similar to the significance o1the
Gospel and the biblical command.ments; their
ideas were, in their technology, sacred.

Tliat was a cruel religion. It did not elevate
eithei'Kostka or Ludrik; perhaps it injured
both of them. Yet the era tliat had just passed
was much closer to his heart than the era
that seemed to be approaching then: an era
of mockery, skepticism, and corrosion, a petty

era with the ironic intellectual in the
limelight, and behind him the mob of youth
coarse/ cynical and nasty, witl"rout
enthusiasm without ideals, ready to mate, or
to kiil at sight. The era then passing or
already past had something of the spirit of
the great religious movements, but remained

:-ptl and godless. The era finally betrayed
its religious nature, and it had paid deirly
for its rationalist heritage. The rationalist
skepticism had been corroding Christianity
for two millennia, but not destioying it. But
communist theory, its own creation, it would
destroy, within a few decades, Kostka
observed that it had already been killed.

11. People treated Lucie with caution,
mistrust and suspicion. Hc,r file from Ostrava
arrived at the farm. It said that she had
started off at Cheb as an apprentice
hairdresser. As the result of a moiais charge
she. had spent a year at the reformatory u.,a
had then gone to Ostrava, where she was
known as a good worker. Her behaviour in
the dormitory was exemplary. Before her
flight there had been only one offense an
entirely unusual one: she had been caught
stealing flowers in a cemetery.

Kostka observed that Lucie was an
enigmatic person. She worked silently and
with concentration. She was calm in her
timidity. Yet there was something in her
taciturnity (saying little) that betrayed a life
of pain and a wounded soul. She neither
believed or disbelieved in God. She did not
know anything about Jesus Christ. Kostka
talked about him Lucie listened.

12 Kostka coaxed Lucie to give herself to
religion which meant to lay aiide her past
life; to remove it from her soul. Lucie
confessed that she had left Ostrava partly
because of those flowers she stole from the
cemetery. Ostrava was a black town with
hardly any nature around it, and beautiful
flowers were to be found only in the
cemetery. She enjoyed gong there. C)nce she
took a fancy to a grave nearly fresh. She
kneeled and dissolved into ineffible bliss. Just
then an elderly mah and his wife approached
the grave. They saw the unfamiliii girl take
the-beautiful spray of roses which they had
earlier placed on the grave, turn and i"u,o".
They shouted at the mortified girl that there
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on earth. That is how she came t0 1iVe in

that black city.

15 Kostka was surprised and somewhat
taken aback when Ludvik revealed to hiln a  that she loved hiln. Before reflecting that he
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Previous day, he told him everything that into the bower of nature'

Lucie had confided in him. Though everyone 17 What should not have happened,
on the farm was nice to her, they constantty Kostka and Lucie contined to live onthe same
reminded her of her past. The director spoke ;;; He was aware that he had arwife and
of her as "the little grave robber", thou8l 1 ,"" r"f-r. waited patiently for his rtare visits
jest. Kostka told Ludvikthat Luice needed h;;". He realized that he desired'her, he
forgiveness, she needed the mystett:_T JiJ"", want to go on, but he was afraid of

,_::"f;;::m,,fT.,J.1; "iljXru'#,"}i ;;;Jt^s orr thisieginning or intimacies ror
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fear Of wOlndering Lucieo lt seemed to
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蔦L馬arrd all his talk of ]esus and.God was no more reason he durned,-'biiter ;;;;$-"'h;;than a veil for the most baLe camal desires. communitl. *u.t rt,ut ii;i;.J;;;;"r;;

I" h1" vain presumption, he even tried to,I. burden on his should.el. kostka was not on
iuStify his actiOn by reasOning that he was Luctvik′ s sid9■ hij quavel With:ふ e parじar+1lnllv h。 lninO T..ρ lΔ                    l         _actually helping Lucie. because great thinを s6n this earth cふ 1ld g`

One day the central authorities fabricated created- only:by i community 'of infinitely
political 

"-hu.g"" 
against Kostka,s air".toi' devoted men i,rlho humbly grrl rp theirlives

claming that Kostka himself was one of the to. a higher -design. Kostka gratefully
suspicious elements that surrounded him. acknowledged all that Ludvik had done for
Kostka,s situation was almost helpless. him. But if Ludvik looked into his soul in
Ludvik would have called it iniustice, but depth, he would understand that the deepest
Kostkafeltthehandof Godbehindthewhol" motiae for his good deeds uas not loae, but
thing. He felt that events for the most oart hntred; hatred towards those who once hurt
wereoftendisguisedinstructionsf.ornu6iru. lh,.Hiqpo-ul k 

"ry 
no God, and therefore

So he accepted the developments on th'e farm kne.:'v no .forgiv'gness. He longed for
with relief. He saw in them a clear retribution. Ludvik was fulI of hatred even
instruction; to leave Lucie, before it was too when he helped people. But hatred bred a
late. He precisely did that after saying good :,h".i: of further hatreds. Kostka repeated
bye to tearfully disconsolate Lucie. k&t1.u that Ludvik was living in hetl and he pitied
left the farm as a man who himself admitted him.
that he was unfit to carry out work of any
significance in the State. And so he became
a construction worker.

18. It was an autumn day in 1955 Kostka
met Ludvik after five years. Ludvik had just
finished his stint in the Ostrava mines and
had gone to Prague to resume his studies.
Ludvik's eyes revealed sympathy for Kostka,
now that he had become a bricklayer, while
Ludvik had become a miner. He was
forgiaing, but Ludaik zuas irreconcilable.
Inwardly they were very distant. Kostka
spoke of a boy in Geneva who was executed
because he had filled a notebook jeering at
Jesus Christ and the Gospel. He had done it
as a joke. He had very little hatred in him,
only mockery and indifference. What Kostka
was trying to drive home as that no great
moaement designed to chance the world iould
bear sarcasm or mockery, because they were a
rust that corroded all that it touched. He
asked Ludvik to examine his own attitude.
Ludvik became bitter to the depths of his soul,
convinced of the great injustice done to him.
He was,sent to a black insignia battalion
amongithe enemies of Communism. He
could have accomplished. much, but like Jesus,
he had no desire to go among the sinners and
the sick.

19. Had Ludvik heard Kostka,s soliloquy,
he would have said that the latter was
ungrateful. It was Ludvik who got him his
position in the virology department. Several
years after Kostka left the farm, Lucie got
married and moved with her husband to the
city. In the end she prevailed on him to move
to the town where Kostka was living, for she
wanted to be near hirn, to see and hear him
at Sunday services. Kostka thought happily
that Lucie was perhaps the only aihievement
of his life.

20. Kostka thought that he deluded
himself by trying to convince himself that he
had taken the right path; and that he paraded
the power of his faith before the unbeliever.
True, he had brought Lucie to faith in God.
But her marriage had not turned out well,
for her husband was a brute, who was openly
unfaithful to her and mistreated him. Kbstki
wondered whether the voice he heard each
time was the voice of his own cowardice.
Though he was not much attached to his wife
and son, he could not part from them. He
was afraid to love Lucie, fearing the
complications it might bring him. He set
himself up as the angel of hei salvation, but
was merely another of her seducers. He had
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-her happiness in his hand, but he ran away'

No oneiad ever wronged her as he did'

Kostka felt that he invoked supposed
divine appeals as mere pretexts to extract

himself from his human obligations' He was

afraid of woman, their warmth, their
constant Presence. He was terrified of a life

with Lucie iust as he was terrified by the

thought of moving Permanently into the

teacher's two-room apartment in the

neighboring town. For the same reason he

hal accepted voluntary resignation from he

university fifteen years ago, fot he did not

love his wife who was six years older than

he was. He at last wondered whether he was

so wretchedlY laughable.

3.4.1 Critical Comments of Part VI

This is a long section and presents the

events pertaining to Ludvik and Lucie from
Kostka's point o? view. The whole story of

Lucie is iaid bare before us-her unhappy,
home, her repeated experiences of gang-raPe/

her devotion to Kostka as well as her

unhappy marriage. Communism and

Chris[iinity are comPared. Which is better?

Isn't each based on absolute faith? Such

challenging ideas are presented before us' Do

yo, ugt"" wlth Kostka that Ludvik is a sinner?

Well, it is all a question of the real man versus

the ideal man' After all, not everyone can

become Christ, who could forgive even his

worst enemies.
Let us Pass on to the last part of the novel'

3.5 Summary of Part VII
Ludoik, j aroslaa, Helena

This Parf consists of 19 chapters' The

character-narrator of Chapter 1 is Ludaik'

1. Ludvik was full of reminiscences and

regrots especially regarding Lucie' The

goidutt of mists Lucie had first deprived him

6f herself, then the previous day his carefully

calculated revenge-to use Helena and
humiliate her hus6and Zemanek his arch

enemy - came to nothing. His grouse was

that Kostka had meant more to Lucie, had

known more about her, and loved her better;

she had confided everything to him, whereas

' tohimshehadrevealednothing' Ludvikhad
made her unhappy, Kostka had known her

physically. fuhvit felt a sudden wave of

ut g"t ugiio"t himself, at his age at that time

when he had not been able to understand
Lucie or her ferocious resistance. It wns all

like a bad joke : he had thought she was a

virgin, and she had fought him precisely
beciuse she had not been a virgin, and was

probably afraid of the moment when Ludvik
would discover the truth. Or perhaps, her

initial sexual experiences had marked her

deeply and had deprived that act of love of

the meanings most people gave it' For Lucie

the body was something ugly, and love was

something incorporeal' Ludvik felt very sad'

He was very hungry too. He had almost

reached the milk bar' He tried the door, but

it was shut. A passer-by told him that
everyone had gone to the festival of the Ride

of Kings. Ludvik set off in the direction of

the Moravian song, cursing' His hunger
pangs were leading him to the folklore festival

ihat he had fled like the Plague.

2. ]aroslav is the narrator

faroslav was exPeriencing fatigue since

early moming. His son Vladmir was going

to be made King in the 'Ride of the Kings'

festival. Kalasek, the cultural advisor of the

District National Committee appeared with
a Prague radio reporter, an elegant looking
*o-in (Helena). The lady wanted to record

interviews for a program about the Ride of

the Kings. farosliv detested playing the fool'

but Kalisek insisted that it was his political
duty to go and speak on the radio' So in the

endhe ient obediently. Kalasek began that

the cultivation of folk-art was an integral part

of communist education; that is why the

District Committee supported it fully, etc'

Jaroslav was fed up of hearing the same old

meaningless words over the past fifteen
years. ior Kalasek, who cared nothing for

iolk art it was only a means of boosting his

prestige. Jaroslav wanted to speak aloud that

re* fott art was dead, but he mereiy said

the usual, nice things expected of him,
regarding the enthusiasm of the organizers

uni to or,. He felt ashamed for talking the

way they wanted him to. Was he a coward'

or so well-trained he wondered' When he

got home at last preparations for the- festival

.. w"te on. Vladmir was dressed as Kin$'

3. Ludvik is the narratot.

It took Ludvik barelY fifteen
reach the village. He observed

minutes to
signs of the
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In trying so stubbomly to avoid such
folklore events, he had expecled the lack of
taste, expected the blend of real folk art and

-kitsch 
(vulgar showy art), expected the worst

bombast and falsity, but he had not expected
ihat sad, almost moving forlornness; it
pervaded everything. He remembered that
the last year of the war, he himself had ridden
as a page at the side of Jaroslav, who had
then been the king. However he had no desire
to let himself be moved by memories.
4. Helena is the narrator

Helena thanked Ludvik for coming into
her life at the right moment. She had known
him for just eight days and she loved him and
trusted him. She had gone to record the
summoning of the king when he (Zemanek)
suddenly came up to her; he had the
coarseness to bring his girl-friend, a girl of
twenty two, thirteen years younger than her,
along with him. Helena had all itong been a
fool to believe that her marriage wast not yet
completely ruined she had sicrificed even
Ludvik for that rotten marriage. It was so
degrading to lose 

-simply beciuse of being
born earlier. She had 

-u[*ays 
been pushej

around, had always lost, she had ,l*uy,
been humiliated, but now she was fighting
back. She felt Ludvik and his tove behmi
her. Zemanek had been angling for a divorce
for over two years. ShJ ."idlty agreed
observing that she wanted to live wiln luavit
Jahn.
5. The narrator is Ludvik

Watching the Ride of the Kings, Ludvik
wondered what it meant. It was a irysterious
rite. To his astonishment his initiaimistrust
vanished and all at once, he was completely
errthralled by the colourful spectacle. His
thoughts flew to Lucie as he looked at the
veiled king and he saw Lucie riding
5.9ren_noliously and mockingly through hil
life, Ludvik felt sure that Lulcie really loved
him; perhaps that is why, she had kept it a
secret even from the eccentric Kostka, who
combined the obstinacy of reflection with the
obstinacy of delusion. Suddenly a man
greeted Ludvik. The girl u."o*puoying him
introduced herself as Broz. Tire man wus
Zemanek.
5. The narrator is ]aroslav

|aroslav was not able to shake off his
fatigue. He resented that Ludvik was trying

to avoid him. He was happy that his son
Vladmir was king. very ie* people were
watching the show. He obierved that
drunkards were the most loyal supporters of
folk festivals. |aroslav was ialking to an old
man Pechacek. He was telling him that after
the way 

-they had thought that they were
about to build a completely new worid, and
that people would return io folk traditions.
A little later old Koutecky greeted Jaroslav,who told him that Vladmir was with his
grandson Milos; the two of them had gone
off from their place on his motor cycle.

7. Ludvik is the Narrator

Ludvik had not expected to meet Zemanek
and so he found it extremely unpleasant. Miss
Borz remarked that the Ride of thu Kings did
not interest her. Zennnek obseraed that times
hnd chnnged. From the strained conversation,
Ludvik leamt several things. Misss Broz was
one of Zemanek's students. Zemanek said
that he taught philosophy,by which he
meant Marxism a subject which had declined
in popularity especially among the young.
Ludvik expressed sulprise, for Zemanek hai
actually studied biology. Miss Broz
announced that teachers of Marxism had a
political pamphlet in their skulls instead of
brain; but that Pavel was entirely different.
Ludvik learned that pavel -u, 

-o.," 
of the

most popular teachers and the students
worshipped him for sticking up for the young
against the university authorities who
wanted to throw him out for not sticking to
the rigid, outdated curriculum, and for t.yir,g
to introduce the young people to everytirin[
going on in modern philosophy.

It was evident to Ludvik that Zemanek had
completely sbandoned his former oiezos. This
was horrible, it was what he had least
expected; but in a way, it was very corunon
the whole society was under going a gradual
metamorphosis. ]ust as some object thut *u
can love only in the singular, Ludvik agreed
that the principle held good for hate also.
Man pining for equilibiium, balanced the
weight of the evil piled on his back with thd
weight of his hatred. As it is beyond hufian,
capacity to hate mere abstract principlEs,
injustice fanaticism, cruelty, or even
mankind, man, if he wished to relieve his
anger, concentrated it on a single iilaividirat.
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-The staggering thought suddenly occurred
to Ludvik thai any minute Zemanek would
make use of his metamorphosis to ask

forgiveness in its name. That is"what seemed

so iorrible. How would Ludvik explain that

Zemanek exbodied all the evils in his life and

that Ludvik needed to hate him.

8. faroslav is the narrator
\- " Jaroslav'tried to find out who did the role

of the king, but in vain. He could not see

who it was behind the veil. .

9. Ludvik is the narrator

Miss Broz tolil'tlavik how she loved
hitchhiking (to travel by getting free

automobile rides and sometime by walking
'b.etween rides). Ludvik could see at one that

he was hearing the manifesto of her generation'

Submitting toi generation mentality (to this

pride of the herd) had always repelled him'
ie jokinglv called her a " dogmatist of the

hitcit". 5hu utlt*"red sharply that she was

neither dogmatist nor reaisionist not sectarian

nor deaiationist, that such words belonged to

Ludvik's generation, and that they were

completely-alien to hers'. Ludvik observed

that it seemed terrible to him that the younger

generation had noidea of Moscow trial or

folitical trails in Prague; Stalin was just a

,ru-" to them. Zemanek observed that he

admired the younger generation because they

loved theii bodiei, loved travel and

adventure. With their messianism, the older

generation nearly destroyed it' Perhaps the

|oungsters with their selfishness would save

it.

10. Joroslav is the narrator

|aroslav was totally upset that he was not

able to ascertain whether the veiled figure of

the king was his son or not.

1,1. Ludvik is the narrator

While Zemanek poured out his eulogy
(praise) of the yout gur generation, Ludvik
ctntemplated with envious regret that Miss

Broz, ahandsome and likable young woman

belonged to his enemy and not to him' He

was r-eminded that since Lucie, he had no

girl whom he loved and respected' Life had

irocked him by sending him a reminder of

that failure prlcisely in the features of the

mistress of ihe man (Zemanek), whom only

the previous dayhe thought he had defeated

in i grotesque sexual combat. The more he

hkedMiss-Bror, the more Ludvik realized

that she, like her contemporaries would not
at all be impressed by the story of his
expulsion from the party. However, Ludvik
fought tooth and nail against the

recJnciliation offered by time. Unlike
Zemanek, he would not shirk his fate, he

would not detach himself ftomhis thirty seaen

years eveflif they represented so insignificant
and fleeting a fragment of time that was

already being forgotten. He would certainly

refuse, if Zemanek asked for reconciliation'

12. jaroslav is the narrator

Jaroslav felt fatigued and wanted to say

good bye to this world of material things that

f,e did not understand, that deceived him'
He knew at once where he ought to go'

13. The narrator is Ludvik

Zemanek and Miss Btozi talked and

behaved as if they knew everything between

Helena and Ludvik and as if they were

sympathetic. Ludvik imagined that
'Z"iurrek's' pose was a bribe for Ludvik to

forgive him. Helena came, accompanied by

JINIDRA, the sound technician who was

dangerously in love with her' Ludvik was

stflfdbyhumiliation and sharne' He wanted

nothing more than to disappear, 8? off by

himseli wipe out the whole story, the stupid

joke, wipe out Helena and Zemanek, and all

in" auyt so that not a trace remained' He

was stifled by the ridiculous failure of his

vengeance; but he did not want to deceive

Helena. He blurted out to her that this was

their last time together, that he did not love

her, and that she must understand that' It
was worse than Ludvik had foreseen' Helena

went pale, would not believe him or let him

so. Ludvik went through a minor
irartyrdom before he could finally get rid of
her and leave.

"14. Helena is the narrator 
i

Helena was upset beyond words rsince

Ludvik rejected her love. She asked the

insistent ]indra to leave her for a morttent'

She went over to the District Committedroom
She had a splitting headache She found
bottle of tablets in jindra's trench coat' She

- 
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knew that Algena the tablet was Poisonous
in massive doses. She started taking more
and more of it. She felt enthralled that she

was holding her death in her hand. Even Pavel
had not hurt Helena as much as Ludvik in a
single minute. She understood Pavel's
capricious (changing) and unsteady nature
and hence forgave him. But Helena could
not understand Ludvik who came to her in
a mask to resurrect her, and once resurrected,
to destroy her. She cursed him, yet she pined
for him to come to her and have mercy. May
be Ludvik did not know how much Helena
loved him.'

15. Ludvik is the narrator.

Ludvik had to sweep away that bad story,
that bad joke, which not content with itself,
had gone on monstrously multiplying itself
into more and more silly jokes. Yet he
wondered what good that would do when
the entire story of his life was conceived in
error, through the bad joke of the postcard,
that accident, that nonsense. Ludvik was
horrified at,the thought that things conceived
in error were just as real as things conceived
with good reason and of necessity. How glad
he would be to revoke the story of his life!
lMho, in fact, had made the error when the
silly joke of his postcard was taken seriously.
Ludvik alone was not to be held responsible.
Didhistoryplay jokes? Atlast Ludvik realized
how powerless he was to revoke his own joke,
when throughout his life as a whole he was
involved in a joke much more vast and utterly
irrevocable. Ludvik saw a placard
announcing in red letters that at four o'clock
that day, a cimbalom band would be giving
a concert in the garden of a certain
restaurant. He went inside the restaurant.

15. Helena is the narrator

Helena emptied the bottle of tablets. When

]indra came in she asked him for some
writing material she wrote: Ludvik, my
dearest, I loved you body and soul and now
my body and soul have not reason to live.
Farewell,I love you Helena": she sealed it in
a bover and wrote. Ludvik Jahn on the front.
She.asked Jindra to find Ludvik and give it
tohim. Tl;e boy obliged.

17. Ludvik is the narrator

As Ludvik sat in the restaurant he felt that
Lucie and Zemanek were past, and Helena
was just a stone he had wanted to throw at
that past; the whole of those three days had
been nothing but a theatre of shadows. His
entire life, it seemed to him had always been
overpopulated by shadows, and there was
little room in it for the present. And then
there was the bond with which he wanted
to tie himself to the past that hypnotized him,
and that was the bond of aengeance but
vengeance/ as those three days had
demonstrated was just as futile as his running
against the moving walkway of time. Years
ago when Zemanek betrayed him, Ludvik
should have gone up to him and punched
him in the face, then and only then. When

postponed aengeance was transformed into
something deceptiae into a personal religion, that
moved away day by day, from the people
involved, who in reality had become different
people. Toddy another lahn stoodbefore another
Zemanek. Ludvik had vainly attempted to
redress to publish, and to undo,-because
what had happened had happened and
could never be redressed.

Suddenly Ludvik saw it clearly: most
people deceived themselves with a pair of
faiths: they believed in eternal rnemory (of .

people, things, deeds, nations) and in
rederessibility (of deeds, mistakes, sins,
wrongs). Both were false faiths. In reality,
the opposite was true: eaerything would be

forgotten, and nothing would be redressed. The
task of obtaining redress (by vengeance of by
forgiveness) would be taken over by
forgetting. No one would redress the wrongs
that had been dorte, but all the wrongs zuould be

forgotten.

Presently Jindra came there and gave
Ludvik Helena's letter. On reading the
contents, he dashed to Helena's place, with
the boy at his side. After much difficulty they
found her seated in the toilet. She spat in his
face. Thinking she had poisoned herself.
Ludvik thought of calling up the doctor. But
the Jindra confessed that the bottie labeled
Algena actually contained laxatives. The boy
did not want everybody to know that his guts
were messed up. Ludvik then understood
that what he had taken for a stupid joke was
the truth. Jindra had unwittingly spared
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Sal●●′o/Dおra"“ Eatt“′ゎ"―Helena's life, and in that moment he loved
him. But his relief was short lived. Helena's
desperation had settled its account with life
at a safe distance from the threshold of death.

18. |aroslav is the narrator

Jaroslav realized that his wife Vlasta had
conspired with their son Vladmir to deceive
him. The boy had gone off with the grandson
of the Kouteckys to the motorcycle races,
while all the time the old man had believed
that he was playing the king. Vlasta justified
her son's attitude and action: Vladmir was
modern: he did not want to be a privileged
child Jaroslav saw that the boy took after
Vlasta's father who was always a great one
for progress. In his fury he tumed the kitchen
upside down by smashing all the plates
breaking the legs of the chair, etc. All the
time Vlasta stood with her back turned,
sobbing softly; she was terribly scared. Her
sobs were heart rending and some where
deep inside him Ludvik felt a painful regret.

19. As he listened to the Moravian folk
songs/ Ludvik felt a real pang of nostalgia.
He felt the world of Jaroslaa represented a zuorld
where loae was still looe and pain was pain and
where aalues zohere not yet deaastated. He
joined the band by taking the clarinet, much
to Jaioslav's joy. Ludvik forgot all else and
felt at home in the music. Suddenly he
noticed that Jaroslav was ill. He at once
approached the second fiddle who was a

doctor, who after examining the old man,
said he was going to phone the hospitaf as

Jaroslav had a heart attack. Finally the
cimbalom fell silent too, and they all stood
around ]aroslav who looked at Ludvik and
spoke excitedly. The second fiddle told him
to be calm. Ludvik was thinking that though
Jaroslav would recover, it would be a
completely different life in future, a life
without passionate devotion, without the
strain of playing in the band, a life under the
aegis of death; Ludvik suddenly felt that one's
destiny was often complete long before
death, and that Jaroslav's destiny had come
to its end. Overwhelmed with sorrow, he
gently stroked the top of his bald head and
he realized ilrith a shock that his trip home
made in the hope of striking at the hated
Zemanek had ended with his holding his
stricken friend in his arms. Presently they
led the old man into the streets where an
ambulance stood waiting, all its lights ablaze.

Read the study material carefully and
understand the entire plot. We shall discuss.
the different aspects of the novel in the next
unit.

UNIT 4

THEJOKE:A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 Objectives

At the end of this unit you should be able
to:

i) understand various aspects of Milan
Kundera's The loke: and

ii) make ar rerall estimate of the novel and
its author.

4.'1. Introduction

tJefore you begin to read this Umlf it is
rmperative that you read and assimilate the
matter given in the previous unit. If you do
so you will be able to form your own

impressions of the novel, its theme, the mode
of narration, the characters the various ideas
and points of view and so on. Then when
you read this Unlf you will be able to
appreciate the different aspects of The Joke.

Let us study these aspects one by one. As
you would have noticed the entire novel is
written in the from of a series of monologues.
Let us consolidate all of them in order to get
a condensed version of the story.

4.2 Critical summary of The foke
The central character of the novel isLudaik

lahn. LudvlJr:'s father, a bricklayer, ahs been
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-hauled off to a concentration camp by the

Cerrnans′ when the boy wasthirteen.Ludvik

had to depend on his father,s sister and her

husband Kθ夕ιθcたノand he could iot bear
them′ for that woman looked down on his

P00r mOther′ Though the boy was ripe for

rebellion′ his m6ther would beg hiln tearfully

to be sensible. However Ludvik was a good

student and ёntered the university: He held

an important post in the students uniOn. He

was rated asian individualibt with an
intellectual gmile.He had few inndisorrows

at that time and had a considerable sense Of

fun′ but hisibkes Were not serious lhOugh to

keep pace with the ioyouSness of the era.

The even"leading to Ludvik′ s,r,tm.1。 r

disaster could be traced to his fatal
predilection f9r Silly 19kes and A4β

`た

`′

′′S fatal
inability to ttnlersland them yerketa,
nineteen year Old girl at the university was

credulous′ serouS and ful1 0f naive(innoCent′

childlike)truξ tfub■ess.It was the Arst year

after Februダy1948 a period lnarked by rigid

seriousness'and exclusive emPhasis in the

concerns and interests of the Party which

represented the working class.NIIarketa was

sentduringthesumerto atwo― week Party

tralllling course. Ludvik rnissed her. What

he could not accept、vas how she could be
happy when he was lnissing her so much.
So he bought a postcard and in orderto hurt′

shock and confuse her′ he wrote:θ′′i171 is771

is′力θ θνル″10/ナル′θοノθ・スたθα!ιりα′lllθS′力
`r`

s′ iれたso/117`ダ iOθ rily.Lο4g::υθ Trθ:sり .

In September when class resumed Ludvik

、vas suml■ oned to the E)istrict Party
Secretariat. He understood that the
comrades had read all his letters to NIlarketa

the provocative postcard in Particular.After

interrogating and childing him atlength thё y
bluntly told him thatthe,were relieving him

of hi,Post in the stud9htS uniono Ludvik

apprё ached Zθ
“
′ηιたfor helP But at lastin

SPite Of hiS suppliant Pleas to various
conttnittees′ Zemanek reCOrrmended in the
nam9 0f the Organization that Ludvik be
eXpelled not only from the Party but frOm
the university too ln this lnatter zemanek

was supported by Ludvi卜′
S C10sest friends and

his teachers also.      .

Ludvik coulld not muster courage to tell

his′ Inother about his exPulsiOn′ for she took'

great pride in his studies. Having lost his right
to continue his studies he signed up for two
long work brigades. He along with a number
of conscripts were tumed into soldiers and
were give black insignia as uniform. He
worked for years in the mines at Ostrava
where the process of depersonalizntion was
overwhelming. At Ostrava he happened to
meet a young lady Lucie. Though he liked
her a lot, he was never able to establish a good
relationship with her, she left the place
abruptly. Ludvik sneaked out to find out
more details about her, but failed: for this
venture he was court-martialed and given
ten months in lail on the charge of desertion.
Ludvik's mother died when he was in jail and
he could not go to her funeral. He spent the
next three years mining coal as a civilian.
Then with great difficulty, he got permission
to complete his last two vears at the
university. He managed to get a iob as a

scientist too. But the party had branded him
for life.

Helena was the wife of Pavel Zemanek.
They had a daughter Zdena who was
attached to her father. It was the Party spirit
and activities which had brought Helena and
Zemanek together. But Helena soon realized
that her husband did not really care for her
nor did he love her. However they were not
divorced. For the sake of his social image,
Zemanek apparently lived with Helena off
and on under the same roof.

laroslaa was the childhood friend of
Ludvik. The Moravian folk song was his soul
his very life. He had played the role of king
in the ride of the kinds for years and he hoped
eagerly that his sonVlndmir would follow his
footsteps.

lindra was a young sound technician who
Ioved the middle aged Helena passionately.
He used to take laxatives because he had a
troubled stomach. He hid his humiliation by
keeping the laxative tables in a bottle labeled
Algena, a brand of painkillers.

Kostkn r,t,as an academic with a wife and
child. He gave up the comforts of the
University life and went to work on the farm
as a bricklayers when he was about to be
expelled from the University. After
experiencing a period of soul-searching he
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decided to follow Jesus and felt an
unexpected calm. It was during this period
that he happened to come across Lucie who
had been expelled from Ostrava for stealing
flowers. In course of time, Kostka proved to
be a real source of solace and compassion for
Lucie, so that the girl confessed her story to
him. Lucie was an unwanted child. She
came from Bohemia. When she was sixteen,
she belonged to a gang of six boys who raped
her repeatedly. She had developed a mistrust
for men. In the guise of a caring counselor
Kostka seduced Lucie and felt terribly guilty
it. Lucie later on married but it turned out to
be an unhappy one. She insisted on returning
to the town where Kostka lived so that she
could see him often.

This then is the background and situation
when the novel opens. Ludvik Jahn has
returned to his native town of Moravia after
fifteen years on a relatively unimportant task
- an interview with a radio reporter. He is
thirty seven years old, full of bitterness,
rancour and the venom of vengeance. He
meets his old friend Kostka who lets him have
his flat for one aftemoon. Kostka then takes
him for a clean shave and to his wonder he
notices that the female barber attending on
him is Lucie Sebetka., who feigns not to
recognize him.

That evening the lady reporter comes. She
is Helena Zemanek. Contrary to Ludvik's
doubts, Helena is too willing to make love.
But when she tells him that there is not much
love lost between herself and her husband,
Ludvik desires to throw her out. He has come
here hoping to wreak vengeance on his arch
enemy Zemanek, but his purpose is defeated
when he realizes that Helena means nothing
to him. But Helena has fallen for Ludvik and
sincerely desires to love him, to marry him,
When he tells here bluntly that he does not
share her feelings, she becomes distraught.
She continues a lot of painkillers. She then
sends a suicide note to Ludvik throughJindra.
Ludvik through Jindra. Ludvik comes, but
is not able to save her, for Helena dies of
desperation. Jndra is furious and sad.

During this visit Ludvik sees his friend
Jaroslav but tries to avoid them. Jaroslav has
been cheated by his own son. With his
mother's connivance (secret help) Vladmir

creates the impression that it is he who is
dressed up as king for the ride of the Kings,
whereas he is away on a mother cycle.
Jaroslav is heart broken. Ludvik who listens
to the singing and the jazz band is drawn
towards Jaroslav in spite of himself. He
finally takes his friend in an ambulance, for
Jaroslav has heart problems. Thus the novel
ends on a bitter note-Ludvik is not able to
have his revenge, Helena dies, Jaroslav has a
weak heart, Lucie refuses to recognize
Ludvik. In short, Ludvik realises the futility
of rancour and revenge especially when
prolonged and posponed without immediate
execution.

4.3 The Title

The events of the novel which culminate
in the final catastrophe of the protagonist
Ludvik Jahn are triggered off by an
apparently harmless joke by Ludvik himself,
when he is a twenty two year old University
student. In a mood of despondency or
frustration at not being able to enjoy the
company of Marketa, whom he loves very
much, he sends her a postcard containing
three sentences: "Optimian in the opium of
the people. A healthy atmosphere stinks of
mediocrity. Long liae Trotsky." In a casual
playful mood Ludvik had twisted Marx's
statemen| "Religion is the opium of the
people and Trotsky's belief that "Optimism
builds socialism". Viewed objectively and
with a smattering of humour, what the
youngster has written is only a verbal joke,
an innocent fun which all languages afford.
But the special nature of the times and the
characters involved make Ludvik pay heavily
for his joke. It is the first year after February
1948. A genuinely new and different life had
begun, marked by rigid seriousness; people
are expected to rejoice in the victory of the
working class, without giving way
individualistically to inner sorrows or
personal problems. Contemporary joy is a
grave joy that proudly called itself "The
historical optimism of the victorious class"
naturally Ludvik's statement appears out of
place in such an era. Secondly Marketa i$
an extremely serious girl which makes her
totally at one with the spirit of the era. Being
credulous and naive, she shows the
provocative postcard to the Comrades who
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act promptly so that Ludvil is expelled not
only from the Party, but also from the
University.

It is this ioke that upsets Ludvik's life after
that. The Iong years spent in the miners at
Ostrava lead to his depersonalization to an
overshelming extent:... Lucie is not able to
understand his intense-love and need for her.
Rancour, bitter hatred and the venom of
vengeance fill his otherwise cheerful,
intelligent self, so that when he retums to his
home town after fifteen years, he is a totally
changed person - for the worse. The most
cruel ioke played by fate in Ludvik's life is
yet to come: he is soon made to realize the
futility of revenge. He is not able to hurt his
most bitter Zemanek in any way, Though he
gets an excellent chance to 'use' Helena, he
is disappointed because, Zemanek has no
love for his wife. The same Zemanek who
had so seriously and rigidly denounced
Ludvik fifteen years ago, is now leading a

life of hypocrisy, compromising his Party
principles and behaving ingratiatingly with
yqungsters like Miss Broz because he has
realized that such rigid principles and
dogmas are possible only on paper. Perhaps,
if Ludvikhad beenMiss Broz's contemPorary,
his provocative joke would have passed with
a mere word of reprimand or a waming at
the most. 'May be hypocrites like Zemanek
would even condescend to laugh at it.

In the matter of Lucie Sebetka also, life
plays a very cruel joke. Ludvik loves her
sincerely but she revolts and reiects him
seriously. At the same time she is drawn
towards Kostka who even seduces her.
Similarly in the case of Helena, life plays the
same ioke in a reverse manner. Helena loves
Ludvik who tries to use her only as a
powerful tool of revenge. Ironically, both lose
in the bargain. Helena is driven to suicide
by desperation; Ludvik fails in his plan of
vengeance. Again it is this ioke that makes
Ludvik distrust even sincere friends like
Jaroslav, and when he realises his mistake it
is rather late. Jaroslav's son and his wife
Vlasta also deceive him by making him
believe that it is Vladmir dressed up as king,
where as all the while the boy is away riding
on a motor cycle.

The title of Milan Kundera's novelThe loke
is therefore very apt. The plot of the novel is
pivoted on the provocative joke. \Alhat might
be laughed away in a democratic set up
suddenly assumes terrible dimensions
because of the specific setting. So Ifte /oke
has to be interpreted as an attack on the
rigidity and dogmatism of the early
revolutionary times in Czechoslovakia. it is
also a satire on the thoughtless cruelty,
hypocrisy and opportunism of people like
Zemanek; the biggest joke is that it is only
such people who thrive.

4.4 Themes and Ideas

The loke is a highly thought provoking
novel. In the firsf place, It is a nouel of reuenge

or ruther the futility of prolonged bitterness. T\e
opposing ideas are presented to us in the
separate monologues of Ludvik and Kostka.
Like Exmund Dantes in Duma's novel Tfte

Count of Monte Crisfo, Ludvik retums to his
hometown after fi.fteen years with the solid
intention of wreaking vengeance on his arch
enemy Zemanek. For the last fifteen years,
he has been accumulating rancour, bitter
hatred and the most revengeful feelings
towards Zemanek. After his yain attempt to
hurt him by using his wife Helena Ludvik
sees Zemanek in the company of Miss Broz.
His fear is what would he say if Zemanek-begs him for forgiveness. Ludvik now
understands that fifteen years ago when
Zemanek had destroyed his life by
denouncing him at the Party meeting, Ludvik
should have, then and there, taken his
revenge by punching Zemanek. Revengeful
feelings nurtured over a Prolonged period
can produce the worst type of bittemess and
rancour to the person himself, and poison his
like further.

Kostka, on the other hand, has a more
religious and forgiving mentality. Faced with
a similar predicament, he does a bit of soul
searching. He relinquishes the relative
comfort of an academic life and embraces
Christ's ideals. He realises that Ludvik's
bitterness is due to his inability to forgct and
forgive. Through these t$,o diverse
characters Kundera illustrates the futility of
rancour and the need to accept the inevitable
with calm resignation as the only other
alternative. It is not a passive attitude; it is
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-The novel is a powerful satire on dogmas
and creeds, whether political or religious.
Zemanek and Kostka are both satirized.
Zgmanek is the typical political hypocrite,
opportunist and coward he has no qualms
whatsoever in having ruined the young.
Ludvik's life, for he considers such individuals
'weeds' or unnecessary elements; who have
therefore to be eliminated. Kostka rates
himself as a seducer in priest's robe.
Individualism and intellectualism have no
place either in dogmatic political ideology or
dogmatic religion. Those who show it are
apt to suffer. Another idea is that, in course
of time such dogmatic beliefs are likely to lose
their vigour and rigour implying that it is not
possible to implement such rigorous
principles. Kundera tirs to show that what
rises above all these is true humanity.

4.5 The foke : An Overall Estimate

Milan Kundera still remains a less read
novelist mainly due to the inaccessibility of
his works. He is a fastidious writer, a
perfectionist, as evidenced by the immense
care he has bestowed in translating his novel
for the fifth time. The loke is a well-con-
structed novel.. The plot revolves around an
apparently harmless joke. The events
evolving out of it are presented in the form
of separate monologues. The 'interior
monologue' mode of narration adds to the
intimacy of the novel; moreover it affords the
readers different perspections on the same
theme. The novel is divided into seven parts,
each part constituting a separate monologue.
The method however shares a defect with
the Epistolary method:there are tedious

repetitions. Another drawback is regarding
the character of Helena. Her suicide due to
desperation following Ludvik's rejection is a
little unconvincing considering the fact that
she has known him only for a few days. The
outstanding features of the novel is the fund
of ideas it contains - on Christianity,
Communism, bitterness, forgiveness and
other grave issues. Characterization is quite
deep; especially the character of Ludvik John
has been sketched with profound
psychological insight. The novel is a bitter
satire on the hypocritical compromising
attitudes of opportunists. Altogether it is a

disturbing, thought -provoking novel
immersed in rancour and pathos.

4.6 Important Topics

I ) Character .- Sketches

Ludvik, Kostka, Helena, Zemanek, Lucie.

2) The aptness of the title of Milan Kundera's
The loke

3) The satirical elements rn The loke

[Zemanek - his changed attitudes -
hypocrisy, opportunism - his attitude to
Ludvik and Miss Brozl

4) The themes treated rn The loke

[The futility of revenge - need to take
movements seriously - Christianity' and
Communism, both absolute ideologies -
bitterness and hatred-hypocrisy,
opportunism etc.

You can answerthe above questions, if you
study all the material given in the four Units.
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